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Condition A "lthout A-Binding
Jun Abe
University of Connecticut

Since Chomsky (1981) proposed Condition A of the binding theory, given
below, it has been taken for granted that the specification of A-binding is nec
essary in formulating this condition:
(1)

An anaphor must be A-bound in its governing category.

The relevant examples that show the necessity of A-binding in its formulation
are gj\cn bclow:
(2) a. *Johnl. pictures of himselfl showed tl to be
uninteresting.
b. *The professorsl. each otherl's students criticized tl'

In these scntences, John and the professors occupy A'-positions, hence they
cannot scrvc as the antecedents of the anaphors himself and each other. In this
paper, I argue that the requirement that the antecedent of an anaphor must be
in A-position follows from a constraint on weak crossover (WCO), under the
assumption that an anaphor is a bound variable by its nature, which is pro
poscd by Williams (1977) and Reinhart (1983) and is further supported by A be
(l992a; 1993).
I. Anapbors as Bound Variables at LF
1.1. Bound Variables and the C-CQmmllnd Condition
It has often been claimed in the literature (see Bouchard (1984) and Aoun
(1986). among others) that unlike pronouns, anaphors lack inherent reference
and hence require linguistic antecedents. One plausible way to capture this
property of anaphors is to hypothesize that anaphors are interpretable only as
bound variables, as Reinhart (1983) does. Under this hypothesis, she claims,
we would expect that some conditions on bound variables should also apply to
anaphors. She notes that bound variables cannot be anaphoric to non-c
commanding quantified NPs, as shown below:
(3) a.

I showed everyonel his l face in the mirror.
b. Everyonel heard rumors about his l mother.
(4) a. *1 spoke about everyonel with his l mother.
b. *The rumor about everyonel bothered his l mother.

In the sentences in (3). everyone c-commands his. and hence the latter can be
interpreted as a variable bound by everyone. In the sentences in (4), in contrast,
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everyone does not c-command his, and hence the latter cannot be interpreted
as a bound variable. This c-command condition also applies to anaphors. as
shown below:

I showed Rosal herselfl in the mirror.
b. The new neighborsl heard rumors about each otherl.
(6) a. *1 spoke about Rosal with herselfl'
b. *The rumor about the new neighborsl bothered each otherl'
(5) a.

Thus, the fact that anaphors and variables bound by quantified l'\Ps obey the
same bound anaphora condition, namely. the c-command condition. motivates
Reinhart's claim that anaphors are also interpreted as bound variables.
An immediate question arises with this claim; namely. what is a bound
variable or how is it defined. since anaphors can take as their antecedents all
sorts of ;";Ps. including a proper name such as Rosa in (Sa). It has been
standard to define a bound variable in semantic terms; typically, a variable is
an element whose value is dependent on that of a universal or existential
quantifier. Thus. his in (3) is regarded as a bound variable since its value is
dependent on that of the universal quantifier everyone. On the other hand. a
proper name such as Rosa is not regarded as an operator binding a variable.
This is indicated by the fact that the c-command condition on bound variables,
observed in the contrast between (3) and (4), is not required for the relationship
between a proper name and a pronoun bound by it, as illustrated below:
(7) a.

b.

I spoke about Rosal with herl mother.
The rumor about Rosal bothered herl mother.

Such an anaphoric relation is not an operator-variable one, but rather a
coreferential one, and it is not subject to the c-command condition. unlike
bound variable anaphora. The contrast between (6a) and (7a) indicates that a
bound variable in the sense relevant here is not defined in terms of the semantic
property of its antecedent. since, even though the anaphor in (6a) obeys the
c-command condition and the pronoun in (7a) does not, it is the same
antecedent. i.e., the proper name Rosa that serves as their antecedent in both
sentences.
Reinhart (1983) gives further empirical evidence against the claim that the
c-command condition holds only for the semantically-determi.'1ed set of quan
tified ;";Ps. This is concerned with the availability of the sloppy reading in el
liptical constructions. It has been well-kno\\TI since Ross (1967) that the
following sentence is ambiguous between a sloppy reading indicated in (a) and
a strict reading indicated in (b):
(8)

John scratched his arm and Mary did too.
a. Mary scratched her arm (too).
b. Mary scratched Jobn's arm (too).

It has been generally claimed (see Lasnik (1976), Sag (1976) and Williams
(1977), among others) that a sloppy reading obtains when a pronoun and its
antecedent involve bound variable anaphora, whereas a strict reading obtains
when they involve coreferential anaphora. Sag (1976) and Williams (J 977) ar
gue that an operator-variable relationship is created for the subject and the
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pronoun in (8) by the Derived VP Rule (DVPRj, proposed by Partee (1973),
which comerts a VP in surface structure into a predicate with a lambda opera·
tor, and by what Williams calls the Pronoun Rule, which optionally converts a
pronoun in a VP into a variable bound by the lambda operator of that VP.
Then. the frrst conjunct of (8) will have the following representation after the
Pronoun Rule applies to his:
(9)

John p.x(x scratched x I s arm) 1

In (9). his is interpreted as a variable bound by the lambda operator. When the
predicate in (9) is copied onto that of the second conjunct (the interpretive ap
proach taken by Williams (1977») or the predicate of the second conjunct is also
given the same structure as that of the first conjunct and is deleted under iden
tity (the deletion approach taken by Sag (1976», a sloppy reading obtains.
Lasnik (1976) and Reinhart (1983) give support to this analysis by noting
that the availability of the sloppy reading is subject to the same condition as
bound variable anaphora. Lasnik notices the following contrast:
(10) a.
b.

Harry believes he is intelligent, and Bill does too.
(sloppy)
The woman who emulated Harry believes he is intelligent
and the woman who emulated Bill does too. (non·sloppy)

In (lOa). Harry c-commands he whereas it does not in (JOb). Thus, the above
analysis corrcctly predicts that a sloppy reading is available to (lOa). but not
to (lOb). These data also indicate that the c-command condition on bound
variables is not limitcd, in its applicability. to the semantically-determined set
of quantified '\Ps, but rather applies to all ~Ps.
Williams (J977) also claims that anaphors are interpreted only as bound
variables. He proposes Reflexl\'ization, which obligatorily converts reflexive
pronouns into Yariables bound to '\Ps, as shown below:
(11)

_.. NP i

••.

refl pro . . . . > ... NP i

•••

Xi

•••

With this claim, it is predicted that reflexives only produce a sloppy reading.
This is in fact the case, as V,lilliams notes in the following sentence:
(12)

John shot himself and Bill did too.

In (12), Reflexivization converts himselfinto a variable bound by the lambda
operator introduced to the VP by the DVPR, so that we obtain the following
representation:
(13)

John p.x(x shot x) 1 and Bill did too.

After the Vp of the fust conjunct is copied into the null VP of the second
conjunct, the resulting representation represents the sloppy reading of (12).
Since Reflexivization is obligatory. this is the only derivation we can obtain for
(12). Thus, the fact that reflexives only produce a sloppy reading in the
VP·deletion construction lends further support to the claim that an anaphor is
intrinsically a bound variable. l
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To summarize the discussion so far, I showed some arguments for the
claim that anaphors are interpreted only as bound variables and further that the
c-command condition on bound variables applies to all sorts of antecedents,
including proper names. This leads Reinhart (1983) to consider that there
should be a syntactic procedure to represent operator-variable relationships ir
respective of the semantic property of the antecedents of anaphoric elements.
She proposes that coindexation is a device to represent an operator-variable
relationship and that coindexed anaphoric elements, and only they. are trans
lated as bound variables. Then, the c-command condition applies only to
coindexed anaphoric clements. Cnder this proposal. anaphors must always be
coindexed with their antecedents, and hence obey the c-command condition.
In contrast, pronouns are optionally coindexed with their antecedents. If they
are, they involve bound variable anaphora and hence obey the c-command
condition. If they are not, they involve coreferential anaphora and hence do
not obey this condition, as illustrated in (7). This contrasts with the cases
where singular pronouns take as their antecedents universal quantifiers, as in
(3) and (4), which demands coindexation due to the inherent nature of such
relations as operator-variable ones and hence imposes the c-command condi
tion upon them.
Even though this analysis nicely accounts for the data considered so far,
it leads to a controversial claim that no condition applies to coreferential
anaphora in syntax. It has been quite often claimed \ see Langacker (1969),
Jackendoff (19i2), Was ow (1972) and Lasnik (J 976). among others) that
coreferential anaphora also obeys a structural condition. In fact, Reinhart
suggests the following condition, which is abandoned later in her book (see also
Reinhart (1976»:
(14)

A given NP must be interpreted as non-coreierential with
any non-pronoun that it c-commands.

This condition accounts for the contrast shown below:
(15) a_

b.

She denied that Rosa met the Shah.
The man who travelled with her denied that Rosa met the
Shah

In (15a), she must be non-coreferential with Rosa since it c-commands the lat
ter. In (l5b), in contrast, her can be coreferential with Rosa since it does not
c-command the latter. After proposing that only coindexed pronouns obey the
c-command conditIon and pronouns that do not bear any indices are unre
stricted in referring to their antecedents in syntax, Reinhart abandons (14) and
attributes what is explained by this condition to pragmatic conditions. This,
however, raises important questions which have been under debate in the liter
ature; see Lasnik (1989). Higginbotham (1989) and Heim (1992). among others.
For this reason, I propose, ill the next section, another way of representing
operator-variable relationships in syntax which is compatible with the
standardly assumed condition (14).
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1.2. Bound 'Variables and Quantifier Raising

In his influential work, May (1977) proposes an LF rule which is later re
ferred to as Quanlificr Raising (QR; in order to express the scope ofa quantifier
phrase syntactically. He formulates it as follows:
(16)

Adjoin Q (to S)

Here. Q refers to a quantifier phrase such as everyone and someone. With this
rule, (3b) is represented at LF as follows:
(17)

[s everyonel [s tl heard rumors about his l mother]]

In this representation, everyone undergoes QR and is adjoined to the matrix S.
This clearly represents an operator-variable relationship syntactically; namely,
evc':l'onc forms such a relationship with its trace and the pronoun his. May
limits the application of QR to the "semantically-determined set of quantified
,Ps:' so that proper names such as John do not undergo QR. Thus, in the
followmg sentence, John stays in its original position at LF:
(18)

[s Johni heard rumors about hisl mother]

Contrary to (17). (I8) represents the coreferential relationship between John
and his. Thus, QR is a syntactic device to represent an operator-variable reo
lationship, and such a relationship is distinguished from a coreferential reo
lationship with respect to whether QR is applied or not.
However, it was shown in the preceding section that an operator-variable
relationship should be syntactically represented regardless of the semantic
properly of the antecedents of anaphoric elements. This is incompatible with
May's claim that QR only applies to quantified l'\Ps. I follow, instead. Clark's
(199:'\ claim that QR applies to any kind of l"Ps freely. Thus, sentence (18) can
have a representation other than (18), in which John undergoes QR, as shown
below:
(19)

[s Johni [s tl heard rumors about his l mother]]

In this representation, Johni. (1 and his1 are in an operator-variable relation
ship.
With this proposal, the antecedents of anaphors must undergo QR to meet
the requirement that anaphors must be identified as bound variables. Thus, the
sentences in (5) must have the follo\\wg representations:
(20) a.

b.

[s Ros al [s I showed tl herselfl in the mirror1]
[s the new neighborsl [s tl heard rumors about each
otherl] ]

In these representations, the anaphors are bound by the operators Rosa and the
new neighbors and hence are properly identified as bound variables. Thus, when
an l'\P serves as the antecedent of an ana ph or, it behaves like a quantified NP
in that it obligatorily undergoes QR; compare (20) with the LF representations
of the sentences in (3), given below:
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(21) a.
b.

[S everyonel [s I showed tl his} face in the mirror]]
[s everyonel [s tl beard rumors about his l mother]]

Recall that anaphors as well as pronouns bound by quantified :\Ps obey the
c-command condition, as shown in the ungrammatical sentences in (4) and (6),
repeated here as (22) and (23):
(22) a.
b.
(23) a,
b.

*1 spoke abuut everyonel with hisl mother.
*The rumor about everyonel bothered his l mother.
*1 spoke about Rosal with herself l •
*The rumor about the new neighborsl bothered each otherl'

(22al and (23a), for instance, will have the rollowing LF representations under
the present analysis:
(24) *[s everyonel ls I spoke dbout tl with hisl mother]]
(25) *1. Rosal [s I ~poke about tl with herself l ]]
The ungrammaticality of these representations
lowing condition on bound variables'
(26)

IS,

then. derived from the rol

a is a variable only i f
(i) a is a trace bound by an operator; or
(ii) a is bound by a variable.

In (24) and (25). his and herself are bound by erayone and Ros<!. respectively,
and thev must be identified as variables: his is int.:nded to be a variable bound
by everyone here, and herselr is identified as such by its inherent property,
However, they are not bound by the traces or these operators, hence violate the
.:ondition stated in (26), (24) and (25) contrast with the represent:ltions in (20)
and (21). where the bound pronouns and the anaphors arc bOllnJ by the traces
of the operators. satisrying (26),
We saw in the preceding section that sentence (S), repeated here as (2:),
is two ways ambiguous, as indicated in (27a) and (27b):
(27)

John scra1:ched his arm and l1ary ·Hd too,
a. l1ary scratched her arm (too).
b. l1ary scratched John's arm (too),

Cnder the present analysis, the Erst conjunct or
representations:
(28) a.

b.

ern can h;lY\: ;,he /bllowing two

Is Johnl [s tl

lVp scratched hisl arm]])
[s Johnl [vp scratched hisl arm]]

In (28a), John undergoes QR and as a result his may be identified as a variable
bound by the operator John. In (2Sb), in contrast, John does not undergo QR
and hence his is in a corererential relationship with John. When the predicate
in (28a) is copied onto that of the second conjunct (the interpretive approach)
or the predIcate of the second conjunct is also given the same structure as that
of the first conjunct and is deleted at PF (the dclcdon approach), the pronoun
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in the second conjunct also functions as a variable bound by the local subject,
i.e., Aimy: hence the sloppy reading indicated in (27a) obtains. On the other
hand, when the predicate in (28b) is copied onto that of the second conjunct
or the second conjunct is deleted under identity, the pronoun in the second
conjunct refers to what his in the first conjunct refers to; hence the strict reading
indicated in (27b) obtains. 2 We also saw that a sloppy reading obtains only
when the pronoun is c-commanded by its antecedent, as shown in (lOb), re
peated here as (29):
(29)

The woman who emulated Harry believes he is intelligent
and the woman who emulated Bill does too.
(non·sloppy)

In order to obtain a sloppy reading, we must apply QR to Harry, the
antecedent of he in the first conjunct, so that we will obtain the following rep
resentation:
(30) *the woman who 1 [s HarrY2 [s tl emulated t2J] believes
he2 is intelligent

In (30), Har'.... is adjoined to the immediately dominating S by QR under the
clausc-boundedness requirement on this rule, proposed by May (1977). Here,
he is not bound by Harrr and hence cannot be identified as a variable bound
by this operator according to (26). Therefore, (29) cannot have a sloppy read
ing.
Further, we saw that reflexives only produce a sloppy reading, as shown
in (12). repeated here as (31):
(31)

John shot himself and Bill did too.

Linder the present analysis, the first conjunct of this sentence must have only
the following representation:
(32)

[s Johnl [s tl [vp shot himself11JJ

This representation satisfies the requirement on anaphors, namely, that they
must be bound variables. When a structure parallel to (32) is constructed in the
second conjunct, the reflexive in this conjunct also functions as a variable
bound by the local subject, i.e., Bill; hence the sloppy reading of (31) obtains.
Since (32) is the only well-formed representation for the first conjunct of (31),
this sentence only has a sloppy reading.
To summarize, I showed that the free application of QR to any kind of
!'liPs, which is proposed by Clark (1992), enables us to represent an operator
variable relationship syntactically irrespective of the semantic nature of the NPs
involved.
2. Eliminating A-Binding from Condition A
I have argued in the preceding section that anaphors are bound variables
at LF. In this section, I will argue that the specification of A-binding is
eliminable from Condition A, under the assumption that anaphors are bound
variables. More specifically, I will argue that the configuration in which an
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anaphor is locally bound by its antecedent in an A'-position, as Ul (2a) and (::b).
repeated here as (33), violates whatever constraint rules out weak crossover
(ht'nc(>fonh, WCD) cases:
(:13)

.0

*Johnl. pict:Jres of himself l showed tl
be
uninteresting.
b. *The p:-ofessorsl. each otherl's students edt icized tl'

,1.

In so doing, I will fJ.1'st show how standard WCD cases are ruled out.
A WeD effect occurs when a pronoun bound by an operator neither c
cOlnnlallds nor is c-commanded by its trace. as illustrated in the LF represen
tations in (35). which are mapped from (34) by application of QR to quantified
NPs ',uch as everyone: 3
(34) a.?*Who l does hlsl mother like tl?

b.?*Hisl mother likes everyonel'
(35) a.?*[cp Whol does [IP his l mother like till
h. ?*[IP everyonet [IP his l mother likes tll J

In these representations. hiS is intended to function as a vanablc bound by the
operators who and everyone. The ungrammaticali!\, of these representations
follows from thc c-cumm.1nd reqUIrement on bound variables statcd in (26),
repeated here as (36'):
(36)

a l.S II variable only if
(i) a is a trace bound by an operator; or
(ii) a is bound by a variable

In C!ither representation of (35), his is not bound by the trace of the,; operator;
hence it cannot be ldentilied as a variable bound by that operator, according
ro (36).
"-'ow, the SCl1tcnces in (33) arc also ruled out by (6). In thc~e sentences,
himsdfand euch olher must bc variables bound by John and Ihe professors. re
spectIvely. to satisfy l.he LF requirement on anaphors. H owcvcr. they are not
bound by the traces of these operators. and hence are not identifted as vari
abJes, according to (36). This contradicts the LF requirement on anaphors;
thus. the ungrammaticality of (33),
Compare (33a) with the following sentence:
(37)

Johnl' pictures of himl showed tl to be l)qinteresting.

if him were taken as a variable bound by John, then (31.) would be ruled out for
the same reason as (33a); since him is not bound by the trace of John, it cannot
be identified as a variable. according to (36). The grarnrnaticality of (37) can,
Then, be attributed to the fact that pronouns, unlike anaphors, can be involved
in coreferential anaphora. Thus. in (37), him is in a coreferential relation with
John. which makes the c-command requirement on variables stated in (36) ir
relevant.
To summarize, I argued that the requirement that the antecedent of an
anaphor must be in an A'position follows from the condition on bound vari
ables. undc! the assumption that anaphors are bound variables by their nature.
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Therefore. we can eliminate the specification of A-binding from the formulation
of Condition A.
1.1. Implications for Weakest Crossover

Lasnik and Stowell (1991) discuss constructions involving operator
variable chains where WCO effects do not arise, despite their apparent similar
ities to typical WCO configurations. They refer to these as instances of weakeSI
crOSSOI·er. Representative examples involve lough-movement (38a), parasitic
gap (38b) and topicatization (38c) constructions, as shown below:
(38)

a.
b.
c.

who l tl will be easy for us [OPl [PRO to get hisl mother
to talk to ell]
Whol did you stay with tl [OP l before his l wife had
spoken to ell
This bookl. I expect itsl author to buy el

Chomsky (1977) argues that lough-movement constructions such as (38a) in
volve an operator movement, as indicated. With this assumption. his in (3ha)
should not be identified as a variable of the null operator OP, since it is not
bound by the trace of this operator. but it appears to be identified as such. As
for parasitic gap constructions such as (38b), Chomsky (1986) argues that
parasitic gaps are in fact traces of the movement of null operators within the
adjunct clauses containing them. Under this assumption, his in (3gb) should
not be a variable of the null operator, since it is not bound by the trace of this
operator, but again it appears to function as such. The same observation ob
tains in topicalization constructions such as (38c). where ifS is not bound by the
trace of the topic operator lhe book, hence it should not be identified as a vari
able of this operator. but the fact appears to be contrary.
Lasnik and Stowell provide the following generalization to describe the
structures where WCO effects arise (p. 707):
(39)

weo

effects arise only in contexts where a pronoun is
locally A'-bound at LF by a true quantifier ranging over
a possibly nonsingleton set.

Thus. in the cases of weakest crossover, illustrated in (38). the relevant opera
tors are not true operators in the sense stated in (39); null operators do not have
their own quantificational force, hence must be supplied \\1th their semantic
value, and topic operators are referential. Hence, these constructions do not
induce WCO effects.
Notice that this analysis is incompatible with my account of the contrast
exhibited between (33a) and (37), reproduced here as (40) and (41):
(40) *Johnl' pictures of himself l showed tl to be uninteresting.
(41) Johnl' pictures of himl showed tl to be uninteresting.

I argued that (40) is an instance ofWCO, since himself, which is intrinsically a
bound variable, is not bound by the trace of the topic operator John. On the
other hand, the reason for the gramrnaticality of(41) is that pronouns, unlike
anaphors, can participate in coreferential anaphora. However, according to
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Lasnik and Stowell's generalization (39), both sentences are instances of weak
est crossover, the topic operators functioning as referentiaL Hence (40) should
be grammatical if we give up the A-binding requirement on anaphors, ~1 ore
generally, Lasnik and Stowell's approach to WCD is in conflict with my main
theme. which follows Reinhart (1983), that the conditions on bound variables
apply equally to aU "Ps bound by operator-variable chains, irrespective of the
semantic nature of the operators. "otice that their analysis implies that "WCD
does not follow exclusively from the structural configuration of X-binding. ,.. ;
the logical status of the operator in the A'-position must be taken into ac
count.· (p. 707) In what follows, I argue that WCD does follow from the
structural configuration of the operator-variable relationship.
In order to maintain my account of the contrast between (40) and (41) (or
(38c) for that matter) while rejecting Lasnik and Stowell's generalization (39).
1 must offer an alternative account of the grammaticality of sentences (38a) and
(38b). Let us first consider lough-movement constructions, shown in (38b),
Recall that we proposed (36). repeated here, as the condition on bound vari
ables:
(42)

a is a variable only if
(i) a is a trace bound by an operator; or
(ii) a is bound by a variable.

Notice that this condition correctly explains the fact that his in (3Sh) may
function as a variable of the operator ,..-ho. since this pronoun is c-commanded
by the real trace of who, as shown in the follo\\'ing represcntation: 4
(43)

[who l [tl will be easy for us [OPl [PRO to get hisl mother

i
to talk to el]]]]

I

As is indicated with a link, his is c-commanded by 11 and hence can function
as a variable bound hy who, according to (42). In short. it is the availability
of an extra antecedent for a pronoun that makes lOugh-movement constructions
free from WCD effects.
Finally. let us consider parasitic gap constructions, shown in (38b), re
peated here as (44):
(44)

[who1 did you stay with tl [OPl before his 1 wife had
spoken to elll

Unlike his in (43). his in (44) is not c-commanded by (he real trace ofwllO, i.e"
Thus, this pronoun should not function as a variable of who according to
(42). Why is, then. (44) grammatical?
1 propose that a null operator functions as a variable if it is bound by
another operator. "otice that we are assuming, following Chomsky (1986),
that the parasitic gap creates a chain independent of the chain of the real gap.
Thus. as Chomsky claims. the parasitic gap construction seems to involve an
operation of chain composition. I assume, following Barss (\ 986), that the
chain of the parasitic gap creates a "composed chain" with the operator of the
real gap.s Then, in (44), (who, OP, e) constitutes a composed chain, In this
chain, DP functions like a variable bound by who, since its value is supplied by

11'
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this wh-operator. If it is in fact identified as a variable, his in (44) can correctly
function as a variable bound by who, since it is c-commanded by the variable
of this operator. i.e., OP. Let us modify the condition on bound variables
stated in (42) into the following:
(45)

a is a variable only if

(i) a is a trace or a null operator bound by an operator;
or (ii) a is bound by a variable.

With this condition, his in (44) can function as a variable bound by who, since
it is bound by the null operator which is, in turn, bound by who. 6
It is predicted under this analysis that the null operator of the parasitic
gap can license an anaphor as well as a bound pronoun. This seems to be borne
out; compare the following examples:
(46) a. ?Which professorsl did you ask me to fire tl (after
each otherl's students criticized ell
b.?*Which professorsl did you ask me to fire tl [after
each otherl's students criticized themll

Some speakers tolerate sentences where each olher is embedded within an ad
junct clause and takes its antecedent outside that clause.? Those speakers fmd
(46a) fairly good whereas they find (46b) degraded. These sentences will have
the following representations under the present analysis:
(47) a.

which professorsl did you ask me to fire tl [OP l after

T_ __

[each otherll's students criticized ell

_I
b. *which professorsl did you ask me to fire tl [after
[each other)l's students criticized theml)

In (47b), neither the trace of which pro/essors nor them c-commands each
orher. hence this reciprocal violates the condition on bound variables (45). In
(47a), in contrast, OP is identified as a variable according to (45i), since it is
bound by an operator. Each other is, then, correctly identified as a variable
according to (45ii), since it is bound by a variable, i.e., OP, satisfying the re
quirement on anaphors; hence the grammaticality of (47a). This lends support
to my claim that a null operator may be identified as a variable.
To summarize, I argued that weo follows from the structural configura
tion of the anaphoric relation between a pronoun or an anaphor on the one
hand and an operator-variable chain on the other. 1 believe that this analysis
is at least as tenable as Lasnik and Stowell's (1991) in explaining instances of
weakest crossover. More crucially, this analysis, unlike Lasnik and Stowell's,
is in accordance with my main theme that the conditions on variables apply
equally to all "Ps bound by operators, irrespective of the logical status of these
operators.
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Notes
'This paper is a slightly revised version of some part of my dissertation
(Abe (1993»). I am especially indebted to James Higginbotham. Howard
Lasmk. Diane Lillo-Martin. and \1amoru Saito for their invaluable suggestions
and discussion. I am also thankful to Hirota Hoshi, Javier Ormazabal and
Myriam Uribe-Etxeban"i3. for their discussion. AU remaining errors are, of
course, my own responsibility.
1 Bouchard (1984) and Lebeaux (1984 /85) obscrye that, when r~t1exi\'es
are not 'locally bound," they can produce a strict reading. as shown below:
(i)

John thought that there were some pictures of himself
inside, and Bill did too.
(sloppy and strict readings)

This appears to be a counterexample to the claim that reflexives are inherently
bound variables, However, see Abe (1992a; 1993) for a I;olut;on to this prob
lem.
Z See Abc (1992a) for detailed mechanisms afhow to defl\c the sloppy and
strict readings from representations similar to (23a,b),
3 I assume that wli-phrases appear in the Spec [,o',[lon of
unlike 7\1'"
that undergo QR, which are adjoined to IP ("" SI. However. nothine: cruci;tl
hinges on this assumption in the following discussions.
" Here a link is used only for expository purpuses without any commit
ment to the linking theory proposed by Higgmbotham \ 1983 I.
S Contrary to Barss, Chomsky claims that a "composed chain" consists of
the chains of the real gap and of the parasitic gap. However. since the real gap
does not seem to c-command the parasitic gap. it \\iU be more natural to as
sume that only the operator of the real gap participates in a "composed chain,"
so that each member of thc composed chain c-commands the next member.
6 Thls analysis implies that topicalization does not in\OIH! a null operator
movement. If it did. sentence (40) could have the following representation:

cr.

(i) *Johnl [OP l [pictures of himself l
uninteresting] J

show~d tl

to be

In (i). himself would be licensed as a variable bound by John. since it is c
commanded by the nul! operator bound by John, Since lhis sentence is un
grammatical, the option of a null operator mov~:nent must be excluded in
topicalization.
7 Other speakers find such Sentences degraded, [his wiII be attributed to
the island eHects of each other that arise from each moving across an adjunct
island at LF under Heim, Lasnik and \1 ay' s (J 99 I) .?£lch-rrJo\,ement analysis.
See Abe (l992b) for relevant discussion.
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The Case for a Pharyngeal Glide: Evidence from Interior Salish'
Nicola J. Bessell
University of Texas at Austin
1.0 Introduction
This paper presents evidence that the pharyngeal segments fi, '1', '1 w , '1'w /
in Interior Salish are [Pharyngeal, +sonorant]. As such they are pharyngeal glides.
While pharyngeal glides are not unprecedented outside Salish their existence
poses some empirical and theoretical questions (see Pulleyblank (Ms.) for
evidence of a pharyngeal glide in some Chinese languages). On the empirical
side. the only pharyngeal segments charted by the International Phonetic
Association (1989) are '1 and h, defined as a voiced and voiceless pharyngeal
fricative respectively. There is no symbol for a pharyngeal approximant, or glide,
although approximants are attested at other places of articulation, from Labial to
Dorsal: / u, J, j, lIt /. The IPA chart reflects the understanding that known
pharyngeals are fricatives rather than approximants, although the possibility of
approximant pharyngeals is not denied. On the theoretical side, it is a prediction
of feature theory as articulated by Halle (1992) that pharyngeals cannot be
[+consonantalj and must instead be glides on a par with Ij, wi. This position
requires [+Consonantal] segments to exhibit a degree of constriction in the oral
cavity as executed by either the Labial, Coronal or Dorsal articulators. Since
pharyngeals are articulated by neither of these, they are predicted to be glides, that
is [-consonantal, +sonorant]. It might be thought then that the IPA chart is
phonetically, but not phonologically. accurate, and that Halle's predictions about
pharyngeal behaviour are correct.
However, Salish is unique in presenting clear evidence for a pharyngeal
glide. While recent phonological investigation of 1'1, hi in Arabic assumes they
are approximants, or glides, along with the laryngeals (1. hi and the other gutturals
lX, 1$1 (McCarthy 1991). there is little direct phonological evidence in support of
this position. There is, however. some evidence that Semitic pharyngeals undergo
and trigger voicing alternations and so bear [voice] distinctions typical of
• This paper was \l.Titlen while the aUlhor was supported as a Post-Doctoral Research Fellow by
funds from NSF-STC Center Grant: DIR 89:9230 at the Institute for Research in Cognitive
Science. University of Pennsylvania.
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obstruent articulation. This is congruent with the cross-language occurrence of
pharyngeals, where a voiced/voiceless opposi tion is preserved 81 % of the time.
Insofar as [voice] oppositions are typical of obstruent articulation, these facts
argue for Semitic f)., hi as fricatives, whereas Salish provides fum phonological
evidence for /'1/ as a sonorant. In this respect it is significant that Interior Salish
inventories do not contain /hI (with the exception of a recent innovation in
Nxa'amxcin (Moses-Columbia Salish» and hence the issue of representing a voice
distinction among pharyngeals does not arise. This is as predicted by the analysis
of Salish f)./ as a glide, and is in accordance with the presence of only voiced
sonorants throughout Interior Salish.
This paper first considers the general distribution of pharyngeals, and
assesses phonetic and phonological evidence for the status of Arabic pharyngeals
as fricatives. Further evidence that pharyngeals can be [-sonorant] is presented
from harmonic clustering in Kabardian, and from allomorphy in two other
Caucasian languages. Data from Stoney Dakota, Masset Haida and Ahousaht
(Nuuchahnulth) also require the specification [-sonorant, Pharyngeal], providing
further evidence that pharyngeals can pattern as obstruents.

Finally, the full

range of evidence for [+sonorant, Pharyngeal] segments in Interior Salish is
presented. It is concluded that pharyngeals have the same basic variation in
manner articulation that is found at other places of articulation, that is to say, they
occur as both obstruents and sonorants.
2.0 Distribution of pharyngeals
The inventory of pharyngeal segments as recognized by the International
Phonetic Association (1989) is given in (1).
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1. International Phonetic Alphabet (revised 1989)
Velar
Plosive
Nasal
Trill
Fncatlve
Approxunant
I::JectIve stop
implosive

Uvular
Iq

k 9

III

N

x y
lUI

X

Pharyngeal

Glottal

xxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxx xxx
1

G

R

k

q

K If

<f

h )

II

h fi

xxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxx

<f

It is immediately noticeable that velar and uvular segment-types are more
extensive, including nasals, approximants, ejectives and implosives, while glottal
and pharyngeal segments are more limited in type. The absence of symbols for
pharyngeal plosives. trills, approximants. ejectives and impJosives indicates that
examples of such aniculation are not attested. Pharyngeal nasals are ruled out on
physiological gounds. Glottals are similarly limited in type, but with more
extensive physiological reasoning for the exclusion of cenain types. Finally.
glottals have a stop aniculation lacking in the pharyngeal series.
The cross-language distribution of pharyngeals shows they are quite rare.
Their appearance is concentrated in three areas of the world, l'i;:.• Africa/Arabian
Peninsula/Middle East, pans of the Caucasus mountains and the Pacific Nonhwest
of Nonh America.
. 0 f pilarynge
al s (R uhien 1975 , 693 1'nventories)
h
2 Cross- anguage d'Ism'b unon

Number
L's w. pharyngeals 48/693
39/48
Ihl and 1"1

Ih/only
I" I only

3148
6/48

Percent

7%
81%
6%
13%

Funhermore. there is an overwhelming tendency for pharyngeals to appear in
voiced/voiceless pairs. This is in accordance with the IPA paradigm, and suggests
'.ve are dealing with obstruents. since obstruents canonically bear voice
distinctions.
The conflict between Halle's aniculation of feature geometry and the
distributional leanings of pharyngeals can be explored by considering the
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phonetics and phonology of pharyngeal articulation in as many languages as
possible. Turning first to Arabic pharyngeals, phonetic cues to manner of
articulation incticate segments with a considerable range of variation. Thus,
Butcher and Ahmad (1987) conclude their study of Iraqi Arabic pharyngeals, 'It
could be argued that both /'l., hi are 'target' fricatives in an area of the vocal tract
not particularly well suited to such articulations. The available alternatives are
either an approximant articulation ... or a stop articulation. either at the epiglottis
or ... at the glottis'. /hI is phonetically a 'voiceless continuant sound with high
rates of airflow. high intensity noise and marked formant structure', while /'l.1 is a
'voiced approximant. which in final position is often followed by a stop
articulation, and which is almost invariably accompanied by creaky voice'. As
such, the phonetics of Iraqi pharyngeals do not decide the manner of articulation
question, since pharyngeals are on the approximant side of the fricative/glide
divide in some respects, but not in others.

This leaves us dependent on

phonological data.

It is well-known that many Semitic languages identify a phonological class
of . gutturals'. which generally consists of uvular and pharyngeal segments bearing
a voice disinction, glottal stop and /h/.
3. Semitic 'gutturals': X.

I(

,1:, h, ?, h

[+sonorant, Pharyngeal] (McCarthy 1991)
McCarthy (1991), in a major investigation of guttural phonology, does not provide
evidence directly bearing on the major class or stricture features of gutturals.
Direct evidence does not seem to be forthcoming. However, McCarthy does
present some data indicating that Semitic pharyngeals bear voice ctistinctions, and
that they can undergo and trigger voicing assimilations.
4. Voice alternations involving pharyngeals
a. 'Afar (East Cushitic): b, d, g, ~ -> PI, t7, kI, k~'1/ _##
-> p, t, k, k" / _ [-voicel
k*'1 is a voiceless pharyngeal plosive followed by glottal closure
k* is a voiceless pharyngeal plosive without glottal closure
b. North Israel Bedouin: b, d, g, 1: ->p, t, k, h
c. Daragozo: b, d, z, y, ~ -> p, t, s, x, h
d. Sudanese: 1:, h condition voice-assimilation.
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While the phonetics of Iraqi Arabic pharyngeais do not allow us to
distinguish between pharyngeals as fricative or approximant aniculations, the
phonology of pharyngeals in some Semitic and Cushitic languages indicates that
[voicel distinctions can be relevant. Insofar as voicing distinctions canonically
characterize obstruents.

thi~

would suggest that at least some pharyngeals are [

sonorant] If [-sonorant. -consonantal] is considered impossible (Chomsky and
Halle 1968. Halle 1992) then these pharyngeals must also be [+consonantal].
This finding is supported by the patterning of pharyngeals in Caucasian
languages.

The Caucasian languages are well-known for their consonant

inventories, with huge numbers of multiply-articulated segments.

In some

languages clustering possibilities 'He governed by restrictions referring to
laryngeal features and place of articulation. For example, in Kabardian. clusters
agree in laryngeal features of voicing. aspiration and glottalisation (Kuipers
1960). Furthermore. it is argued by Kuipers (1960), Anderson (1978) and Padgett
(1991) that Kabardian harmonic clusters are complex segments. with all
articulations linked to the same [-sollorant] root node. This analysis correctly
excludes the glides Iw. j/ and other sonorants from participating in hannonic
clusters. The patterning of Kabardian /hI (it does not have I'll), indicates that it is
(i) [-sonorant], or else it could not be in a cluster ill the first place. and (ii)
voiceless. This is as predicted by the IPA paradigm. Kabardian and Bezedukh
data are exemplified in (5) (data from Kuipers (1960) and Kuipers (1lJ63».
5. i) Kabardian Harmonic clusters:

ps, pq, p'c', bz, by

tx, tx, th
st, sk "', sx, sh
st, sx, s'h
tip, th, tih
ps'h
ti) Bezedukh (East Circassian):

th, s'h, Hh, psh, pS't1

A second piece of evidence that Caucasian pharyngeals are obstruents
comes from morphologically-governed voicing alternations in pronominal clitics.
On the assumption that voicing distinctions are canonically associated with
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obstruents, these alternations argue for [-sonorant] pharyngeals. The alternations
discussed here are not pan-Caucasian.
The type (iv) transitive paradigm in Abaza has voiced allomorphs of ISg
Is-I, 1PI
and 2Pl/h-1 when the radical to which it is prefixed begins with a

/.rw-/

voiced consonant (Allen 1956). Abaza has both voiced and voiceless /'1,

hi. and

2PI /11-1 voices to [H in this paradigm. The rule is clearly morphologically
governed since the clitics for possessive marking of nominals are phonologically
identical to the transitive subject markers, but the voicing rule is not triggered.
The rule does not apply to intransitive subject pronominals either.
6. Abaza (J\'\V Caucasian) . Transitive subject pronominal paradigm
h, ~
ISg
s, z
IPI
2Sg. m.
w
2PI
f,3w
2Sg. f
b
The transitive subject paradigm of Shapsug (West Circassian) has a
slightly more complicated distribution whereby all laryngeal features, including
those for glottalisation, must match those of the first segment of the radical.
Stem-initial !hI patterns with voiceless segments in triggering the ISg allornorph

Is-I. Resonant-initial sterns condition Isa-I. voiced sterns condition /Z-I and
glottalised stems condition /s'-/ (Smeets 1984).
7. Shapsug pronominal allornorphy

Isg.
s-ha-Jt

5, Z, 5',

sa

3Sub/lAgent-to carry-Future I

'I will carry it'

There is evidence from Caucasian, then, that its pharyngeals pattern as
obstruents in bearing [voice] distinctions. I move now to the Pacific Northwest
where pharyngeals are found in Haida, Nuuchahnulth (Noolka) and Interior
Salish. Before examining these languages, I consider first a case of pharyngeal
development in StOney Dakota (Shaw 1980).
The voiced and voiceless velar fricatives Iy, xl of Dakota have become
pharyngeal /'1,

hi in the Stoney dialect (Shaw 1980).1 Despite this transition to

Pharyngeal place of articulation, Stoney Ii, hi continue to pattern as fricatives in
I Older speakers apparently still evince some varialion between velar and pharyngeal
pronunciation.
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undergoing a fricative devoicing rule exclusive to reduplicated

eve roolS.

Of

interest here is that despite specification for Pharyngeal place, /'i, hi behave
phonologically as obstruents. Thus, if we assume a process (exclusive to Stoney)
substituting Pharyngeal for Dorsal place of articulation on velar fricatives, an
accompanying shift in major class features to [-consonantaL +sonorantl will
incorrectly prevent Stoney I'i., tV from undergoing fricative de-voJicing.
8. Stoney Dakota fricative devoicing (Shaw 1980)
ch 66a -> coe +c h 60a
'to be warm'

cha'la --> cha h + chala

'to be icy'

The Ahousaht dialect of Nuuchahnulth (Nootka) contains twO pharyngeals,
one which is described much as Arabi,c Ih/. The other pharyngeal. symbolized
here /1/, is phonetically a voiceless stop articulation with concomitant low,
pharyngeal constriction (Bessell 1993). It is not clear whether the stop component
is articulated by the glottis or epiglottis.
Ahousaht phonology,

11S

a fricative, and /1/ as a stop

presented by Rose (1976). show, /M patterning as
Evidence for this comes from a set of lenition

suffixes which conven root-firml fricatives into a homorganic glide. The attested
alternations are given in (9),
9. Ahousaht lenition (Rose 1976)
s,J, t -> j

xW,h"'->w
The segments lx, hi are unchanged. although as frica,ives they are targets
of the lenition rule. This is accounted for if Ahousaht lenition is structure
preserving, since there IS no pharyngeal glide in the inventory. /1/ is not targetted,
as predicted if it is a stop, but also by structure preserv~ltion. However. /h w/
undergoes the rule given its status as a fricative and the presence of Iwl in the
inventory as a Labial glide.
Ahousaht also has a morphologically-governed rule that convens stem
final stops to a homorganic ejective. The process is triggered by a set of so-called
glottalisation or fonition suffixes. In the presence of such suffixes stem final Iq!
surfaces as

f'l]. This mOlivllles the analysis of 1')./ as a glottalised slop, homorganic
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in some relevant way with Iq!. Stem-final fricatives surface as homorganic,
glottalised glides.
10. Ahousaht fottition (Rose 1976)
Glottalisation suffixes: [-contJ-> C'
Stop, affricate, nasal -> C'
p-> p'
t-> t'
ts-> ts'
tJ->tf'
ti->ti'
k->k'
q"->\
m->m'

Given the

n->n'
q->~

(+contJ-> Glide'
fricative -> w', j'
s->j->j'
J->j->j'
i->j->j'
x
x"->w->vv'
h
h"'->w->w'

alternation, Rose (1976) assumes that fil is a glottalised

uvular stop in feature representation. Jacobsen (1969) argues that Proto-Nootkan
*q' and *q 'W merged into ~, which forms some background for the synchronic
alternation as it appears with the glottalisation suffixes. Phonetically, there is
some evidence that the formant structure of vowels adjacent to fi I is different from
that found with uvulars, and that lower pharyngeal rather than uvular constriction
is involved in the articulation of fi, hI. Further phonetic work is required to
resolve these issues. but the fact remains that phonetic pharyngeals in Ahousaht
are patterning as [-sonorantJ. Furthermore, while Rose argues that fil bears the
same place features as uvular Iq/. it is clear from lenition alternations that total
identity of place is not required. Otherwise, neither the Is, J, i 1-> [j 1 nor the
Ix", h"/->(wJ alternations would be sanctioned. Thus, it is entirely possible that
the Ahousaht q->~ alternation trades on a Pharyngeal specification common to
both Iql and fil, and that uvular Iql is differentiated from I~I by a specification for
Dorsal as well as Pharyngeal place.
Massett Haida contains two pharyngeals which Enrico (1991) describes as
phonetically similar to Nuuchahnulth I) hi. As analysed by Enrico (1991) Masset
presents a second case of pharyngeal SlOp atticulation. 2 The principle arguments

2Evidence distinguishing the phonological place features of Massen pharyngeals from uvulars is
difficult to fmd. Historically these sounds are derived from an unaspirated uvular stop and a
uvular fricative. Enrico (1991) states that the loss of ·0, ·x in Massel! leaves a gap in the uvular
inventory. since [G, xl are both borrowed back into Massett without being convened into
pharyngeals. This suggests that Massett pharyngeals are not featurally identical with uvulars.
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for this analysis come from clustering resoictions. While word-initial onsets may
be any single consonant, bi-consonantal word-initial clusters are of two types
only: obstruent+glide or fricative+stop.

In the latter case, only the coronal

fricatives Is, t/ can occupy Cl postion, and C2 must be [-continuant]. Massett l'il
may occupy C2 position in these clusters.
11. Massett Haida pharyngeals in initial clusters (Enrico 1991)
#(s, +.) C
[-cont]
stal
st"iid
sti'a!l
sk'aka
s~alaa!J

sraay

'slope'
'elderberry bush'
'hand'
'dog salmon'
'song'
'merganser

itaan
it'aj
ikun
iq'aam
i'a
Paan

'blueberry'
'carrying strap'
'skunk cabbage'
'bull kelp'
'rock'
'saliva'

Secondly, whereas the full range of sonorants, In,!J, w, jf I/, are found in
sonorant-stop coda sequences, fl, hI are not. This is as predicted if l'i, hI are
obstruents. The only other permissable CC codas require 151 or Iii in CI position.
Finally, consider Interior Salish. The Proto-Salish inventory in (12)
illustrates the range of consonantal articulation found in these languages.
12. Proto-Salish consonant inventory (Kinkade 1990)
Uvular
Labial Coronal
Velar
q
t
k
p
c
k'"
q'"
k'w
,"'
c'
t'
k
q'
p'
q''''
XW
s
t
x
x""
X
w
I y Y
m
n
r
n'
r'
w'
m'
I' y' y'

Phary Glottal
1
h
'I

'iw

l'

l'w

The following distributional remarks can be made about the overall
structure of Salish inventories.

First of all, the major inventory division is

between obstruents and resonants. All obstruents are voiceless, all sonorants are
voiced. I'll patterns as a resonant in two ways: (i) it is a voiced segment and (ii)
the distribution of glottalisation on the pharyngeals is typical of the resonant
series. There are no glottalised fricatives in the inventory, which is where the
pharyngeal series might otherwise be placed.
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The participation of pharyngeals in the resonant inventory is confirmed by
various morphologically governed glottalisation processes.where resonants. to the
systematic exclusion of stops and fricatives. are targetted.
(13) Resonants exclusive targets of morphologically triggered glottaiisation
Non-glottalised forms
Glottalisation
a) -''Sd -it-kap
'he split wood for immediate use'

'Sa -+:sa I' =ul'm'x Won'

'hoe' (lit: sth. which gives ground
little chops)

b) hn-'Ia~w=ict=€tkw€?

c-'l'~r'w+r~~'w-p=6I'qw

'he plunged his hand in water'

'pocket knife' (lit: long thing thrust
point-first on bottom repeatedly)

c) jfr+jH-p

'wagon, they roll'

j'+j'tr' +j'tr'
'cart'

d) \ac+ \aci-m

SOx w.r'a+r'aci-m'

'he broke a horse'

'a trapper'

Diminutive reduplication is not the only context triggering resonant
glottalisation. Nie?kepmxcin (Thompson River Salish) has a specializing affix
which manifests itself as glottalisation on resonants. The exact distribution of
glottal spread is somewhat unclear, but the rule targets only resonants (Thompson
and Thompson 1992).
14. Nie?kep,mxcin specializing affix
les~f-i\
'(of a slit) open, split'
les\pi\'
'(of a wound) remaining open'
n-'zen-m
n-'zen-m'

'go right around'
'struggle to get around'

There are also regular rules governing the appearance of syllabic
resonants. Such rules reference syllable structure. which is quite restricted in
these languages. Of relevance to the present discussion is that the pharyngeal
series patterns with the resonants for these processes. The basic paradigm is
given in (15) using data from Shuswap, with some examples from Nxa'arnxcin
(Moses-Columbia Salish).
15. Resonant syllabicity
a) Shuswap resonant syllabicity (Kuipers 1989: 12)
/y. y. w.). )"'/->
lile. 11., u/o, a. :1]
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Iy', y',

w', )',

)'w/_>

H?/e?,l\.?, u?/o?, aI, ;)?p
[111,111',1"1.1"1',',' 'J; [<lm, m<l; <In, n, <l; <ll, l<l]

1m, m', n, n', 1,1'/->

b) Nxa'arnxcin resonant syllabi city (Bessell and Czaykowska-Higgins
1991)4
Root
Reduplication
Syllabification
;Jc'w'
c'w'+c'w'=kst-m
c'u?+c'aw'=kst-m
'wash hands'
k.y<l) '+y3) '=ana?
kY<l) '=alla?
'g'irls'
kya?+ya?=ana?
k-y<iw'+w'
k-yaw'+u?
-vY<lW'
'its unwinding
off a reel'
The phonetics of Interior Sali,h pharyngeals do not in any way contradict
the phonology of the case.

Interior Salish Pharyngeals are highly resonant

articulations with the formant sU·uclure. roughly, of a low. back vowel (Bessell
1993)

3.0 Conclusion
The Salish data presented here require a symbol for a pharyngeal glide,
distinct from a pharyngeal fricative. Data from Ahousaht and Massett Haida
suggest a pharyngeal stop of some sort. although the precise articulatory gestures
involved in these sounds are somewhat unclear. It may be that the symbols H
(voiceless epiglottal fricative) and
service here.

'+

(epiglottal p!osive) can be pressed into

While there is some evidence for a phonologically relevant

glottalisation feature on Ahousaht ). I know of no phonological evidence for such
an analysis of Masset l.

Furthermore, if pharyngeals can be [-sonorant,

+consonantal]. then our definition and application of these features requires
revision. Such revision has consequences for the iepresentation of laryngeal
segments also. since if pharyngeals m: not necessarily [ t-sonorant. -consonantal]
we expect cases where laryngeals do not carry these feamfl's either
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O. INTRODUCTION
This paper will argue fur a ~yntactic representatiun of lexical aspectual
properties, based on the distrihution of two copular verhs in Spanish: ser 'to he
(usually, always)" and esw.r 'to he (today, now)'. Following Zagona (1993),
lexical aspectual properties will be represented as event arguments projected inside
the VP. £.ltar, on the one hand, will be argued to project two event arguments,
one of which is not syntactically active (much like implicit arguments in passives).
whereas ser will he argued to pro.ject one. This distrihution paralleb that of telic
versus atelie predicates in Zagona (1993)'s mudel.
I. DISTRJBUTJON
Spanish has two distinct copular verbs: ser and ('sw.r. The former can he
characterized as permanent', the latter as contingent'. I will review the
distribution of adjectives, past participles and nominals wilh Jl'r and ('.Itar.
I.J . Ser and estar v.·ith adjectiml predicates. Adjectives with estar indicate
a 'temporary' state, whereas adjectives with ser indicate a 'permanent' state.
There are three groups of adjectives, however. One group only appears with
estar, a second one appears with huth ser and estar. and llle third one appears
only with ser:
(I)

a. Napoleon esta muerto 'Napoleon is(e-;tarl dead'
b. *Napole()n es muerto 'Napoleon is(ser) dead'

• This paper evolves from earlier work co-written with Liliana Sanchez. This
version owes much of if:l, existence to that co-authorship.
Additionally, the following people need to be thanked for ideas,
comments, suggestions. etc.: Joseph Aoun, Ana Ardid, Heles Contreras, Luis
Eguren, Maria Llu'isa Hernanz, Barry Schein. Tim Stowell, Karen Zagona, Maria
Luisa Zubizarreta. I selfishly take credit for all mistakes.
'The terms 'permanent' and 'contingent' are used descriptively, with no
intended theoretical implication.
'~ can in turn he equative or predicative. For a f,)rmal distinction between
both, see Sanchez and Camacho (1993). In this paper. I will only be intere~led in
prcdicative ~.
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(2)

a. Bes,ie esta enferma 'Bessie is(estar) sick'
h. Be~,ie e~ enferma 'Bessie is(ser) sick'

(3)

a. Esto es ohvio 'This is(ser) uhvious'
h. *Esto esta ohvio 'This is(estar) ubvious'

Adjective~

like mueno 'dead', vi~'o 'alive'" seco 'dry', mojado 'weC, LJeno
'fulr, vucio 'empty', only appear with eSlUr,
Most ad,itXtives appear with hoth ser and eSlUr, and generally they have
a different meaning along the lines of temporary/permanent predicates, such as in
(2): (2u) means 'Bessie is presenlly and temporarily sick" but (2h) means 'Bessie
is consumlly sick',
A small group of adjectives (cfr. Lujan, 1981) can he used with hoth verhs
without change in meaning: ~ollero 'single" casado 'married'.
It musl he nOled that whether an adjective appears with ser or with eSlUr
or with hoth is a lexical property, Ferruim1ez-Ramfrez (1987) point out that
adjectives like Ileno 'fu\r, which only appears with eSlUr today, used to appear
only with :If'r in earlier stages of Spanish,
1,2. Sa and eSlUr with pust puniciplt,~. Only past participles of
al.:hievemenl and accomplishment verhs appear with eSlUr, Whenever they do, the
internal argument of the corresvonding verh becomes the external argument of the
partil.:iple (and subject of eSlUr), in a sort of lexical passive:

(4)

a. Marta descuhrio eI error 'Marta discovered the mistake'
h. EI error esta descuhierto 'The mistake is discovered'

(5)

a. Miguel construy6 una casa 'M built a house'
b. La casa esta construida 'The house is built'

Past participles with eSlUr sometimes admit an agent, but they generally don't:
(6)

a. *El error esta descuhierto por Marta
'The mistake is(estar) discovered by Marta'
b. EI cuadro esta flrmado por Picasso
'The painting is(estar) signed by Picasso'

Ser, on the other hand, only appears with past participles in verbal passive
sentences:

lVivo has another meaning: 'smart', which does appear with

~.
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(7) EI errur fue
'The mi~take

de~cuoierto
wa~(ser)

(por Marta)
discovered (by Marta)'

To summarize, participles and adjectives that appear with e.l/(lr denote a
"temporary" state. We will call this kind uf adjectives "perfective", fullowing
previous research (Lujan, 1981; Hemanz, 1988; Bosl(ue, 1990). This notion a
notion can be defined hy saying these adjectives denote a state which is temporally
bound.
1.3. Ser and eS/(lr with nominal predicates. Ser can occur with any kind
of noun, which can he bare or have a definite article:

(8)

a. Juan es presidente/aoogado/un homore
'Juan is(sef) presidentllawyer/a man'
h. *Juan esta pre~idente/ahogado/un homhre'
, ... .is( estar) .. .'
c. Juan esta de presidente 'J is(estar) of president'
d. "Juan es de presidente 'J is(ser) uf pre~ident'

As (8) shows, an NP predicate can only appear with sa (8a). not with
eS/(lr (80)'; however, if there is a prepo~iti(Jn de 'of appears, then eS/(lr allows
the NP as a predicate (8;,;) hut ser doesn't (8d).
It should also he noted that although the aspe;,;tual distinction hetween 5er
and e5/(lr as manifested with adjectives, (see oelow) seems to he disappearing in
some dialect'> of Spanish (cfr. Silva-Corvahin. 1986); however, to the oest of our
knowledge, no dialect hreak.~ the sharp suocategorization frames of hoth verhs:
no dialect", have eS/(lr with NP·s.
To summarize section I, perfective adjectives only appear with t:!itar,
nominals only appear with !ier.
2. AGAINST A STAGE/1NDIVIDUAL-LEVEL ANALYSIS
It has been suggested that the differen;,;e he tween ser and e.S/(lr corresponds
to Carlson's individual/stage level distinction (see, for example Diesing, 1990,
Mejfas-Bikandi, 1992). However. the rage of phenomena correlated with that
distinction does not hoJJ consistently in the case of 5er and estar. Schmitt (1992)
shows, for example. that ser, the alleged individual-level predicate can appear in
"whenever" clauses (examples adapted from Schmitt, 1992):
(9)

Siempre l(ue Maria es cruel, es muy cruel.
'Whenever Maria is cruel, she is very cruel'

'This has also heen noted hy Hemanz (1988).
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To overcome thl~ unexpe<.:ted hehavior of the individual-level predi<.:ate, Diesing
state~ that S/'f i~ a control verh hut owr is a raising verh. However, as we will
see helow, there are several of arguments against considering ser a control verh.
Making this distinction would miss a broad range of syntactic generalizations.
Another compelling argument against a Diesing style analysis is that it can
have expletives (as Schmitt poinL\ out):
(10)

Es tarde
'It is late'

Individual-level predicates are not supposed to have an expletive suhject, since
they assign an external theta-role. To sustain the analysis, one would he forced
to claim that there are two verhs ser: one assigns an external theta-role (the
individual-level ,Ier) and the other one does not (the stage-level serlo However,
none of the other individual-level properties correlate with individual-level ser,
and none of the stage-level properties correlate with stage-level ser. These
inconsistencies in the analysis will lead me to reject it.

3. SMALL CLAUSE STRUCTURE
In this section I will provide arguments for what we can call the raising
analy~is of sa and e~ll1r, which was initially proposed hy Stowell (1978) for 10
he, and extended hy Burzio (1986) to Italian essere.
3.1. The prediCl1lil'e '/0' ciilic. In Spanish and in other Romance languages
there is a cliti<.:, /0, which represents a predicate, the so called predicate clitic (cfr.
San<.:hez, 1992 and the referen<.:es cited there). Sanchez (1992) observes that in
Spanish. the predicate c1itic only appears in the context of raising', that is, with
verhs such as parecer 'seem', passives, etc., as the following sentences show:

(II)

a. Juan parece contento 'Juan seems happy'
h. Juan 10 parece J CL-Io seems 'Juan seems it'
C. *Lo parece (Io=Juan contento)
Pro CL-Io seems (if 10=lJuan happy])

(12)

a. Ellihro ha sido comprado 'The hook has been hought'
h. EI Iihro 10 ha sido The hook CL-Io has heen
C. *Lo ha sido (Io=el libro comprado)
Pro CL-Io has heen (if lo=the hook hought)

'This same point has heen ohserved hy Kayne for French.
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(13)

a. ConsuJero a los !llnos inleligentes I consider 10 the hoys
intelligent 'I consider the boys intelligent'
b. Los considero inteligentes (105= los ninos) Pro CLAos
consider intelligent 'I consider them intelligeOl'
c. *Lo considero a los ninos (lo=inteligentes)
Pro CL-lo consider to the boys (10 = intelligent I

( II) is a raising construction; (II h' shows that the predicative clitic can refer to
the predicate COn/enfO, (11 c) shows that it cannot refer to the whole prt:dication
Juan cOn/ento. (12, is a passive, and exactly the same contrast t:an be ohserved.
On the other hand. in (13). a small clause, 10 cannot refer to the predicate,
because there is no raising (efr. 13c). Sa amI eSlrJ.r hoth pattern \\.ith raising
predicates';
(14)

(15)

a. Pepa cS una mujer 'Pepa is(seT) a woman'
h, Pepa 10 es
Pepa CL-Io la womanl

i~ht:r)

a. Mi hermano est; feliz 'My hrother is(e"lar) happ) ,
h. Mi hermano 10 es
My hrother CL-lo Ihapp~1 i~(eslar)

This suggests that ser and eSlrJ.r are both raising predteates.

3.2. AKreement. Agreement hetween suhjt:(l. verh amI predicate
ohligatory hoth with ser and with estar when the preJi-:ate is an aJjective:
(16)

IS

a Las mujeres son!estan felices
The women(pl) are(pl) happy(pl)
h. *Las mujeres soniestan feliz
The women(pl) are(pl) happy(sg)

If agreement retlecls a structural relation, for example hctween a head and il.,
specifier. then it follows that the subjet:t and the predicate of copular verhs must
be in that structural relation at some point in the derivation. This distinguishes
them from non -copular sentences, where no agreement between the sUlliect and.
for example. the direct ohject hold~.
When the predicate of the copular structure is.1O NP. however. agreement
h lIot always obligatory, as the following examples shJN:

(17)

a. Ellos son una pareja They(pl) are(pl) a couple(sg)
b. Ella es un genio
She(fem) is a genius(masc)

- - - - - - -_._-

-

--

60nly the prcdicative usc of ~~. not the t:4uative one does. Cfr. fn. 2 for
references on the differences between both,
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I helieve that thi~ lack of ohligatory agreement is due to independent reasons. It
h related to the fact that nouns in Spanish do not systematically have endings for
hoth masculme and ft:minine. This defective agreement system abo appears in
cases of suhcategorized small clauses:
(18)

Los considero la pareja ideal
'I consil.kr them(pl, masc) the ideal couple{sg, fem)'

In small clauses, however, there is independent evidence for a structural relation
hetween the subject and the predicate of the small clause.
So disregarding the defective agreement pattern of nominals, the obligatory
agreement with adjectives must still he explained somehow. The small clause
structure provides a natural account for it:
(19)

a. Ixp ser/estar Isc la gente ldizll
h. Iia gente les/esUi I t felizlll
. People are happy'

Ii La 1(ente 'the people' is generated in the specifier of the small clause, we have
the structural conliguration for agreement to ohtain.

3.3. Backwards anaphof(l. Bosque (1992) argues that equative sentences'
can be distinguished from predn;ative ones in that only the latter admit hackwards
anaphms, as illustrated in (20):
.
(20) a. La. Ipro!, de Pedro era una Ifamilia!, extrafia 'Pedro's is a strange family'
h. *El. Iprol, del casino era el IduefioL del bar
'The casino's (owner) was the owner of the bar'
The anaphor in (20a), pro, is interpreted as familia under two types of
recoverahility conditions: local identification and lexical recoverahility. The
former is done through the detinite article, which in Spanish has referential
properties, as Torrego (1988) has shown. In fact, a possessive or an indefinite
cannot license these anaphors. Lexical identification, according to Bosque, is done
in the context of mutual c-command of the antecedent and the empty pronominal.
If ser is generated with a small clause as a complement, the mutual c
command condition will be met. This provides additional evidence for the small
clause structure we are proposing for ser.
Although Bosque explicilly states that estar cannot license backwards
pronominalization, and he takes this as evidence against its analysis as a small
clause structure, the following example contradicts his statement:
'In Bosques's terminology "e!>-peciticativas".
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(21)

EI Iprol. del Real Madrid eM,a de Iponerol. de la seleu.:ilin nacional
'The goalkeeper of 'Real Madrid' is(estar) that of the national team'

(21) shows two things. First. that estar patterns with ser in context of
oackwards anaphors, and this, therefore, favors a common small c1au~e analysis,
Second. Iliat ~ does not prevent mutual c-command in these stru;;tures.

4. ,\SPECTUAL ANAL YS(S
4.0. Traditional analyses already suggested that !>ome notion of aspect
llllJerJies the opposition hetween ser and estar. As LUjan (1981) poinL~ out,
several traditional analyses have used the dichotomy 'essential' vs. 'a;;cidental'
properties. Othel proposals useu the notion of . modification' or 'result from an
aclil)n'. All the~e approaches have some intuition hehind them, and some
problems. as Luj.in shows
The distinction has aho heen u~ed more recently as a test for a loosely
defined notion of perfectivity (... fr. Hemanz, 1988: A Suiit'r, 1990; Bosl./ue,
1990; Demonte, 19921.
My proposal will he hasell on Zag:ona (1993)'s account of lexical aspect
Jlthough with some crucial lIitlerences. Zagona's propusal in tum follows an
original idea of Tntvis's (1992)

4,1, Theoretical Assumption.l. The core ideas of Zagona's analysis are the
following: lexical aspect (aktionsan) is projected syntactically through an event
structure which must he licensed somehow, perhaps through spec-head agreement
or through prellication.
Event rropenies are not "visihle" (Zagona, 1993) for the temporal
structure of the sentence. There is a relationship hetween a~pectual arguments and
case assignment (Zagona, 1993): tdic VP's have their internal argument marked
Zagona (1993) corrdates telic and aldie aspect to case marking of the
internal argument: tdie argumeOl.s get structural accusative ca~e, atdie arguments
get inherent ca~e.
Telic predicates project two ~uhe\'ent~, atdie predicates only pr((ject one:
Atehc
(Z2)
ll.. Escrihir poemas
Wri!.t~ poems
h.

VP

/'

E,

I

poemas

V'

I

v
i

escribi

i'
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Tdic
(23)

a. bcrihir un poema
Wrilc a poem
h.

AspP

/

un poema j (E,) A I

/ \
Vj+A

VP

/ \

t,(E , ) V'

I I>
~---t-'I
I,

I
V

i

tj

(22a) i~ interprt:teu atdiel! hecau~e there i~ no E, involvetL either it is ahsent. or
it l~ ah~orheu. Accusative Ca~c i\ not as~igneu either. (23a). on the other hanu.
i~ interprt:teu tehcly hecau\e the ohject move~ from Spec of yp. where it receives
the b temporal role. to the specilier of AspP. where it receives the seconuary
lemporaiiocation L. Y + A assign Accusative Case. Thus. (23a) is interpreted as:
(24)

na state (b) which preceut's a state (E,). which hounds the event (i.e.
houmh E,). prouucing a state E, which is the . final stalt:' of the o~ject"
(Zagona. 1993)

4.2. ('jW( VS. ser. My proposal for ser and eSlur will draw from the
intuitions in Zagona's analysi:.. As I showed in the tirst part of this paper. eSlar
denotes a temporally hound predicatt', which is a final state of its subject. Thu!.,
in the following example,
(25) Juan esta cont!;'nto 'Juan is happy'
the state of 'heing happy' is a tempordlly hound state, which denotes a final state.
although not necessarily a change of state. Sa, on the other hand, is not
temporally hound.
This will he formalized in the folluwing terms: estar pn:~iects two events
(b and ~), just like other tdic predicates. however, one of them (E, ) is not
syntactically active: it is an implicit argument. The parallelism with passives is
clear: in a certain way sentences with estar are lexical passives, although not
syntactic pa~sives. This is captured hy saying that it is the as-pcctual argument that
is implicit. implicit argumenl~ do not have full syntactic existence, but they do
have syntactic consequences. In the case of regular passives, for example, the
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implicit argument controls purpose clauses, as for example Baker. John~on and
Roberts (1989) show.
In the case of estar, the secondary event argument is present and denotes
the state preceding the result state, but since the event representing the preceding
state is not active, it cannot be identified: in a way, there is a result without a
cause.
I will propose that the implicit nature of the event argument (EJ can be
formalized by projecting it as adjunct, as in the representation in (26):
(26)

estar
AspP
E,

I

\

Asp'

I

\

Asp

SC/AP

I

\

I

\
SC/AP

E1

I
NP

I

\
\

A'

I

A

In (26), E is an adjunct to the small clause.
Some researchers (dr. Bosljue. 1990. Hemanz, 1988) have suggested
representing perfective adjel:tives as having an event argument..;, Perfective
adjectives. they argue, share a cluster of properties, which I:an be explained if
they all share an event position. Among those properties, a crul:ial one for this
proposal. is that they all appear with estar. I will follow this previous work and
assume that perfective adjectives are those which have an event position in their
thematic grid.
Suppose then that some sort of matl:hing between a~pectual features must
take place (this could be formalized as specilier-head agreement)&. Then the
eventive adjectives would matl:h the E, argument in the specifier of ASPP,
whereas those that lack the event argument cannot match it, and the sentence Will
be ungrammaticaL This notion of "matching" under specilier-head agreement
could be subsumed under Chomsky (1992),s mechanism of 'checking'.
Another option is to adopt Higginbotham (1985, 1987)'s extended
Thematic Criterion. which indudes several modes of thematic discharge. In this
vein, one could say that the event argument needs to be discharged. Discharge can
be done by an appropriate head, by "inding or in several other ways I will not
'In this re~'PCct, my analysis seems to differ from Zagona' s who does not
explicitly assume any matching mel:hanism,
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r!:\'icw h!:Te,
What!:\'(;:r formalIsm is adopted, the general idea is that tcnain argumenL\
neeu to he aspettually Iicem,ed when they are iexitally marked for a certain
aspt't[, in this case perft'ttivity.
Adopting this general idca, wt' would explain why cenain adjectives are
ungrammatital with estar: they lack the t'vt'nt argument which must ht' licenst'd
hy the aspettual heau,
Let us see the dt'tails, In the tase of e.wur, the whoit' small clause raises
to the :;petifier of ASPP, The reason why lht' whole small clause raises, is that
it is a pn~iettion of the adjt'ctival phrase, so it has the features of tht' adjectival
head, among them the event argument that needs to ht' \itensed. Onte in the Spec
of ASPP. it is Ikensed. and then the suhject raist's further to receive/chetk its
nominali,,!: Lase. as illustrated in (27):
(27) Eswr
AspP

// I

Ju'!-n,

SC / AP, ( + E)

t;
!

A'

I

'---- I'
contento

As pi

I \
Asp

\

I

\

estar(E,)

SC/AP

/

I

E,

tj

The meaning of st'nlentes wilh estar would also follow: they are a rt'sult
of a cause:: whICh is not pr!:sent. jusl as in tht' case:: of telic verhs, hut without an
overt cam,e present.
Som!: aujeclive\ usually don 'I appear with estar, hut given certain
conditions (namely. those that permit a perft'ttive interpretation), they can:
(28)

a. Juan es inteligente 'Juan is intelligent'
b. Hoy Juan esUi inteligente 'Today Juan is heing intelligent'

It is trutial for these examples to be grammaticaL that a precise temporalllocative
context he defined. normally through an adverb. In these cases, I will argue that
although the a~iective latks an event argument, and therefore cannot he matched
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the temporal himb thi~ vanahlt:".
Ser, on the other hand, only ha~ one event argument (E) prlliel:ted in ib
regular position (the spe!.:ilier of the small dause). where the suhjel:t re!.:eives il.
Since the small dause has no extra event argument to be Iken~ed, it needs not
move:
with

(29) Set

AspP

I

Asp'

i \
:

Asp

\

SC/AP
/

set' NP,"l) I
I
A'

Juan

A
bueno

The meaning also follows: hueno 'good'
spel:ified in tlle meaning of the sentence.
4.3. Nommab. The remaining
predKate of eslt.lr as ~een helow:
(]O)
This
(3\)

I~

!~sue

a

~tah:

is wh:

with no ltomporal houndaries

<I

!luminai (annot appear as a

"'Juan eslli presidente 'Juan Is(estar) president'
i~

the !.:ase even with eventive numinab:
*Esto esta una destru(xilln This is(eSlar)

d

destru!.:tl\,a'

I will argue that nominal small clauses I:annol depil:l a wmplex aspell. In general,
it seems to be the case that nominal:; do nol have a lomplex aspel:l. Deverhai
nominals, for example, are never achievemenb or ;Ju.:omplishmenb, even if the
corresponding verh is.
A nominal with eslt.lr uiggers a complex aspedual reading, ,mce there are
two evenL~ which determine the meaning of the senwnl:e, as we saw earlier. rhis
reading is not possihle hel:ause nominals cannot he interpreted semantically as

9 Although this would argue for the Higginhl1tham,'lew of an extended
thematk criterion, it is not im:onl:eivahle to formalize it using the checking
framework: the adverh could discharge the E argument and then move to the
sentence initial position.
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perfel:tive predicatel>. Formally. I will say that nominals have no external event
argument to mat.:h the one in the spe.:ifier of ASPP.
The reason why I say "external" event argument is that some authors
{Higginbotham. 1985. 1987. for example) claim that nominals have an event
argument. but it is locally bound by the determiner. This would be an "internal"
event argument'o.
As I mentioned in the first part, nominals become possible with (,Slar if a
preposition !ok 'of is present:
(32)

a. Juan estli de presidente
h. Juan es presidente
,Juan is president'

Juan is of president
Juan is president

The diflerenl:e in meaning hetween (32a) and (h) is clear, with ('Slar (32a), the
sentence roughly means that his condition as president is somehow temporary,
either he.:ause his joh is not usually that of president, or because he is substituting
the "real" president. But senten.:es such as the following, where the meaning
would indi.:ate a permanent condition. are excluded:
(33)

flJuan ha terminado la I:arrera. ya esta de mediw
•J has fmisheu his studies. now he is a doctor'

The preposition in these cases provides the ne.:essary extra aSpel:tual argument for
making the nominal, in fact. an imperfe.:tive nominal.

eSUlr,

5. COJ'.;CLUSION
In this paper I have argued for a syntactic representation of lexical aspect.
I have claimed that this representation aCl.:Ounts both for the distribution of ser and
eSUIr in Spanish, and abo for the meanings of those verbs. This analysis can also
a.:wunt for the impossibility of having nominal phrases as predicates of estar.
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High Vowel Transparency in Korean Vowel Harmony
Mi-Hui Cho
Indiana University

1 Introduction
In the study of vowel harmony, the behavior of transparent phonemes,
which are ignored by the harmony process, and of opaque phonemes, which block
1he harmony process, can offer insight into such issues as the nature of
phonological representations (Ringen, 1988; Archangeli and Pulleyblank, 1989)
and the definition of adjacency (Archangeli and Pulleyblank, 1987; Steriade, 1987).
In Korean vowel harmony, high vowels act as transparent in noninitial syllables in
that they act like they are invisible with respect to the harmony process. The
purpose of this paper is to analyze high vowel transparency in Korean vowel
harmony by adopting two aspects of Grounded Phonology as developed in
ArchangeJi and Pulleyblank (to appear), namely Combinatorial Specification and
grounded conditions. It will be shown that appropriate representations
(Combinatorial Specification) and constraints (grounded conditions) governing the
representations and phonological processes. in conjunction with prosodic structure,
provide an explanatory account of high vowel transparency in Korean vowel
iKlrmonv.
this purer will be organized as follows: In section 2 I present the data
showing high vowel transparency in Korean vowel harmony. In section 31 present
a grounded phonology analysis of high vowel transparency in Korean vowel
h~nn(\ny offering an explanatory account of the somewhat different transparent
heh~vior found hetween the vowel lui on the one hand and the vowels Iii and Iii on
the other. Finally, in section 4 I summarize the analysis and the conclusions
reiH.:hed.
2 Vowel Harmony in Korean Ideophones: The Data
Vowel harmony in Korean is largely confined to ideophonic words or
sound symbolic words. Korean has two forms of ideophones: dark and light
forms. Dark ideophoncs arc composed of what are traditionally known as dark
vowels (i, e. ii. i. ;), u) and they contain an augmentative connotation. Light
idcophones are composed of what are traditionally known as light vowels (re, 0, a,
0) and they contain a diminutive connotation. The traditional division of dark and
light vowels in the Korean vowel inventory is given in (1).
(J) The traditional division of dark and light vowels in Korean vowel inventory
ti
u
dark vowels

o

light vowels

It is traditionally assumed that dark ideophones have light counterparts
which normally have a diminutive connotation. Examples illustrating the alternation
between dark and light vowels in dark and light ideophones are shown in (2).
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(2) Dark and light vowel alternations
Dark
dc:;.l
a. i - <£
b. e - <£
teobo
C. (j - 0
tuluk
k'it:;.k
d. i a
;;lluk
e. :;. - a
chulJ;')D
f. u - 0

Light
c<£cal
~okao

tOlok
k'atak
allok
chollao

Gloss
'chattering'
'chopping all at once'
'obese'
'nodding'
'mottled'
'splash'

Even though the high unround vowels Iii and Iii are dark vowels which
occur in dark ideophones. they can occur in light ideophones with light vowels as
long as they are not in the initial syllable; thus they can act as neutral vowels. The
data showing the neutral behavior of Iii and IV in non initial position are given in (3).
(3)

iii and Iii as neutral vowels in noninitial position
t'JlkilJk
h::>pic.)k
k\:cibk
pusil;;k
pisi!
hinil

t'alkilak
hapicak
k'<eci!ak
pasilak
p<eSil
hanil

'rauling'
'dig out with a fingernail'
'half-hc:ltedly'
'rustling'
'staggering'

'in :1n :1ir}, manner'

In addition to Iii and Iii, the high round vowel/ullx-haves as a neutral vowel
bcc:1use it can also occur with light vowels in light idcophones noninitially, as
shown in (4)1 .
(4) lu/:1s a neutral vowel in noninitial pOSition
cLlmull;>k
comullak
['Cklll
t'a:kul
pophul
PlIphllJ
k:'lmllS
bmus

"comollak
*['ckol
*pophol
*kamos

'winding'
'rolling'
'swclling'
'bbck'

It is important to compare the harmony data in (3) and (4) with that in (2). In (3)
and (4) the high vowels in noninitial syllables are neutral and do not harmonize. In
(2), when high vowels are in initial position they harmonize. Moreover, lui unlike
Iii or Iii can sometimes undergo harmony even in noninitial syllables. becoming [oJ,
as shown in (5).
(3) lui as a d:1rk vowel in non initial position
;;lluk
"'aJluk
cllicul
"'cokul
ulL"uObuhhUD
*olthu!]buIth uD

all ok
'mottled'
coleol
'l1owing'
olthooboIthoD 'unevenly'

J The high front round \'Owe! li.il also seems to act as a neutral vowel as seen in z:ch(i - "'l'PCh(j
'sound of sncL'lc", I lowc\'cr, I exclude lhe transparent behavior of li.il since lhere is not enough
dala regarding iL, t-.ehavior.
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The most interesting aspect of the behavior of lui compared to Iii and Iii is that there
are examples where luI displays variation within a morpheme; in some cases it
behaves as a neutral vowel remaining as [u] and in other cases it behaves as a
hurmonizing vowel becoming [0], as shown in (6).
(6) Variation of lui within a morpheme
sHc'uk
s~Ic'uk
k'dochulJ
k'aochuo
PdtUIJ
patuO
mdlt'uo
malt'uD

s~Ic'ok

k'aochoo
patolJ
malt'oo

'grudging'
'hopping'
'struggling'
'vacantly'

In the next section I offer an analysis of high vowel transparency in a
grounded phonology framework making use of Combinatorial Specification
interacting with grounded conditions. Specifically, I will account for why the
unround vowels Iii and iii are always transparent to the harmony process in
noninitial position. Also I will account for why the high round vowel lui has
noninitial variation that permits both harmonizing behavior alternating with [0] and
neutral behavior without alternation. In doing this, I will propose new grounded
conditions that shed light on the analysis of Korean vowel harmony and I will offer
a reason for why the dark high vowels alternate with the corresponding light
vowels initially whereas they do not noninitial1y.

3 Grounded Phonology Analysis
3.1 Grounded Phonology
Grounded Phonology takes the view that phonological representations
consist only of feature elements (henceforth, F-elements). The notion of phoneme
as a unit is then interpretable by the combination of F-elements. This view is
referred to as Combinatorial Specification. Grounded Phonology also presents the
view that the combinations of F-elements in representations and phonological
processes may be constrained by conditions which are physically grounded in terms
of articulation and/or acoustics. Such conditions are known as grounded
conditions. ArchangeJi and Pulleyblank (to appear) and Spring (1993) have shown
thut grounded conditions play an important role in the analyses of phonological
phenomena across a range of different languages.
Let us now consider a com binatorial specification analysis of Korean
vowels. This is given in (7). Specifically, (7a) shows the active F-elements. (7b)
shows a condition on the combination of F-elements, and (7c) shows the possible
combinations of F-elements. I assume along with Archangeli and Pulleyblank a
principle of representational simplicity so that if more than one possible feature
combination results in the same vowel, the feature combination that is made use of
is the one containing the fewer features. Thus, in (7c) the actual feature
combination for the low vowels I~I and faJ are those shown under ~2 and a2.
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(7) Combinatorial Specification of Korean Vowels
a. F-elements: -HIGH, +LOW, +ROUND. +FRONT; -ATR
b. Conditions: if +r!)und then not +Iow, if +Iow then not +rollnd
c. combinations
iel
ij
e
~2
ii

..

-HI -HI -HI -Hl .. LO -HI -HI -HI +LO +LO +RD -HI +LO +RD +FR
+LO +LO +LO +RD +RD +LO +RD +FR +RD +FR +FR
+RD +RD +FR +FR .. FoR
+FR

The choice of five active F-elements is based on phollological alternations.
However. note that [-A(dvanced)T(ongue)R(oot)] does not characterize phonemes
in their original combinations, but it is only introduced as a floating feature in light
ideophones since the F-element [-ATRJ shows very limited distribution. namely in
(he vowel harmony system of ideo phones. The other four F-elements result in the
16 possible combinations shown in (7c). The Korean vI)wel inventory does not
have a low round vowel. therefore, the combination of [+roundJ ancl [+lowJ is
excluded. The remaining combinations of F-elements arc interpreted as 10
phonemes. which correctly derive the Korean vowel system.
The floating feature [-ATR] which is introduced as part of the formation of
light ideophones serves as <l morpheme-level F-element which carries diminutive
connotation. The floating [-A TRJ feature is realized on the vowels of the light
ideophone by two rules: initial [-ATRJ linking and [-ATRJ spreading.
When the morpheme-level! -ATRJlinks to the initial vowels. Ii! :md lei are
phonetically realized as [ieJ, Iii! as [0], Ii! and IJI as raj. and luI as [oj. Thus. light
idcophones are derived from dark ideophones by the linking of [-ATRJ to the
leftmost vowel; subsequently, there is tht.: itt'rative spreading of [-ATRJ. The
sample dt'rivations of ciol - ciI.'cal 'chattering' and k'il"k .~ k'{/tak 'nodding' are
giVt'n in (8).
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(8)

a. URs

[-ATR]

[-ATRJ

c

~

c

~

k'

J.l

J.l

I

I

I

+FR

-HI

-HI

k

h. [-ATR] Association

[-ATR]

[-ATRJ

c

J.l

c

J.l

k'

J.l

J.l

I

I

I

+FR

-HI

-HI

k

c. [-ATR] Spread
[-ATR]

c

d.

[-ATR]

1" .......... .

r········..
c

~

J.l

I

I

I

+FR

-HI

·HI

k'

J.l

t

J.l

k

PR'~

[caecal]

[k'atakJ

The comhination of the features [+frontJ and [-ATRJ is phonetically interpreted as
[<l:J. Similarly, the combination of [-high] and [·ATR] is interpreted as [a].
Unlike the initial linking of [-ATR] the spreading of [-ATRJ seems not to
affect high vowels in noninitial position. This was seen by data in (3) and (4). In
the next subsection the reason for why high vowels seem to be transparent
noninitially and whether noninitial high vowels actually do receive the spreading of
the harmonic feature will be considered.

3.2 High Vowel Transparency, Grounded Conditions, and the Strong
Initial Syllable
While the underlying high vowels Ii, ii, i, ul surface as [ae, 0, a, 0]
respectively when [-A TR] links to them in initial position, they do not undergo any
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I:hange due 1O [-ATR) spreading when in noninitial position, as shown in (3) and
(4). Thus, high vowels alternate with [-ATR) counterparts with initial [-ATRJ
linking whereas they do not with [-ATR] spreading. Nonetheless. I will contend
that [-A TR] spreads onto high vowels noninitially. but the feature [-ATR] is not
interpteted phonetically in noninitial position. This is because of their relationship
with the R(etracted)T(ongue)R(oot)/HI grounded condition as proposed in
Archangeli and Pulleyblank (to appear).
The assignment of [-ATR] to 1<£, 6, a, 01 is not arbitrary but has phonetic
Inotlvation. Archangeli and Pulleyblank propose grounded conditions from the
intewction of tongue root position and tongue body height. The advancement and
retraction of the tongue rootl:ends to involve the raising and lowering of the lOngue
body, and vice versa. Thus, [-ATR] implies [+Iow] or [-high] because of their
da,e physil:al I:om:latedness. These physical dependencies are formalized by
Archangeli and Pulley blank as grounded conditions, and the relevant grounded
conditions for Korean vowel harmony are given in (9) .
(9) Grounded conditions from the interaction of tongue root position aud tongue
hody height
a. RTRIHI Condition: If ·ATR then -high
If -ATR then not +high
b. RTRILO Condition: If ·A.TR then +Iow
Lf ·ATR then not -lo\~
These conditions suggest favorable and disfavorahle F-element combinations rather
than an absolutene)s that determines the compatihle or incompatible F-elcment
c()mhinations. If the two gestures are sympathetic. the statement is expressed
positively and if they are antagonistic. the statement is expressed negatively.
Among these grounded conditions the RTRILO condition rermiL~ low vowels Ia!. at
to surface with [-ATR] in Korean. Thus, the distribution of [-ATRJ is predictable
based on the F-element [+low].
However, the RTRIHI condition alone cannot ci)fcectly predict the [-A TR]
assignment to nonhigh vowels because, as shown in (I). only mid round vowels
aI'" [-ATRJ while mid unround vowels are not. In lact. the distribution of [-ATR]
10 mid round vowels can be motivated by grounded conditions for the following
reason. Stevens, Keyser. and Kawasaki (1986) claim that the feature [round] can
effect the enhancement of the feature [back] for nonlow vowels based on the
Clcoustic study of tongue hody backing and lip rounding. This can he fonnalized as
a grounded condition. as shown in (10), because it is roeted in phonetics.
(10) GrOll oded conditioI' from the interaction of tongue body bJcking and lip
rounding
Back/Round Condition: If +back then +round If +back then not -round
The; grounded conditions in (10) account for the tendency that front vowels are
u'<;llally unrounded and back vowels are usually rounded in the majority of
lan);uages. (See Cole and Kuo (J 991) and Spring (1993) for similar proposals.)
Archangeli and Pulleyblank propose another grounded condition from the
mteraction of tongue root position and tongue body fronting/backing since the
advancement and retraction of the tongue root tends to accompany the fronting and
hal:king of the tongue body. and vice versa. The physical connection of these two
articulatory gestures can he fonnalized as follows in (I n
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(lJ) Grounded condition from the interaction of tongue root position and tongue

body fronting/backing
a. RTRJBack Condition: If -ATR then +back
b. RTRlFront Condition: If -ATR then -front

If -ATR then not -back
If -ATR then not +front

The union of the RTRJBack condition and the BackIRound condition allows
us to posit another condition, namely RTRIRound condition, as given by the
transitivity relation in (12).
(12)

If -ATR then +back
If +back then +round
Therefore, if -ATR then +round

If the RTRJRound condition is motivated on phonetics, it may be a possible
candidate to be a grounded condition. Acoustically the lowering of the second
formant frequency (F2) can be achieved by lip rounding (Catford. 1977: 173;
Stevens, Keyser, and Kawasaki, 1986: 429). The lowering of F2 also
characterizes tongue root retraction (Goad, 1991: 163). Thus, it seems that lip
rounding and tongue root retraction enhance each other. Therefore, RTRIRound
can serve as a potential grounded condition. This would be formalized as follows
in (13).

(13) Grounded condition from the interaction of lip rounding and tongue root
position
RTRJRound Condition: If -ATR then +round
If -A TR then not -round
These grounded conditions are not absolute. Since there are many cases of
[+ATR] round vowels such as /ul and /iiJ, these grounded conditions are relatively
weaker than those in (9), thus are expected to be invoked in a narrower range of
cases. Consequently, they may be imposed as a sub-condition on the conditions in
(9) rather than being an independent condition. This is true of the distribution of
[-ATRJ in Korean. The mid round vowels 16, 01 can receive [-ATR) because of
RTRIHI and RTRIRound conditions. To be more specific, the RTRIHI condition
(if -ATR then -high) would select non high vowels as potential [-ATR] vowels and
RTRIRound (if -ATR then +round) further restricts [-ATR] only to round nonhigh
vowels. Thus, Korean incorporates the RTRIRound condition as evidenced by the
distribution of [-A TR] in the inventory.
While the initial linking of [-ATRJ occurs unconditionally, the subsequent
spreading of [-ATR] to high vowels seems not to. In the association of [-A TR] in
light ideophone derivation. high vowels are phonetically realized as [-ATR] in the
initial linking whereas they are not in noninitial spreading. Even though high
vowels do not surface as [-ATR] in noninitial spreading, I assume that they receive
the spreading of [-ATR]. High vowels that receive [-A TR] just do not get
phonetically interpreted as [-ATR] because they are subject to the RTRIHI
condition. One might argue that high vowels do not actually receive [-ATR] from
the spreading. but there are two reasons for why they seem to receive [-ATR].
First, the vowel/if is completely unspecified in underlying representation.
Since it has no F-element underlyingly. it should be the target of spreading of other
F-dements. Therefore, there is no reason for [-ATR] not to spread to IV. Second,
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it is possible for non initial high vowels to show alternations. For example, the
noninitial high round vowel/ul shows alternations as in (5) and (6). Also, it might
be possible for the noninitial high unround vowel Ii, if to alternate with their [-ATR]
counterparts in slips of the tongue or in fast speech, as shown in (14).

(14)

t'alkilak - t'alkalak 'rattling'

hapicak - hapa-cak 'dig out'

Note that even in slips of the tongue, [aJ derived from lif that has no F-elements
underlyingly, is a more plausible slip of the tongue than one involving [a-] derived
from lif which is [+front] underlyingly. Thus, noninitial high vowels can be seen
as receiving [-ATR] like initial high vowels but they just do not seem to surface
phonetically as their [-ATR] counterparts.
Archangeli and Pulley blank (to appear) also present similar cases where the
spreading of the harmonic feature is not phonetically realized because of a grounded
condition. In Kinande the harmonic feature [+ATRJ of the linal high vowel spreads
kftwards deriving [u] of the pretix [mo/mul in [3mukiti'] 'bread', as seen in (15).
(15)
+ATR

o

~
m

u

k

q.

The low penultimate vowel is phonologically [+ATRJ ([q.]), but th,' [+A TRJ value is
not phonetically realized because of the negative ATRlLO condition (If +ATR then
not +Iow], thus resulting in [a].
Both the Korean and Kinande cases show that the apparent skipping of the
harmonic feature spreading on transparent vowels actually resulLs from the phonetic
non realization of the harmonic feature due to grounded conditions. Consequently,
transparent vowels do receive the spreading of the harmonic feature. Skipping in
feature spreading results in a gapped representation and is ill-formed because it
violates the locality condition which restricts spreading only to the structurally
adjacent element nt either the root level, or at the level of prosodic structure. If
transparent vowels were skipped in feature spreading, adjacency would need to "e
revised in order not to violate the locality condition.
The reason that prevents high vowels from surfacing as the [-A TRJ
counterpart in spn.:ading is because the spreading of [-ATR] is subject to thc
RTRIHI condition whereas the linking of [-ATRJ is not. This condition restricts the
surface realization of [-ATR] only to vowels that have [-high]. Then. the question
of why only the spreading of [-ATRJ is constrained by the RTRIHI condition and
not the initial linking of [-ATR] needs to be answered.
In standard Korean the initial syllable has been traditionally assumed as
being strong, thus accented. This is supported by the fact that some phonological
processes are limited to the initial syllable. Specifically. J-S Lee (1991) shows the
strong initial syllable property is evidenced by the occurrence of underlying long
vowels and compensatory lengthening. Underlying long vowels surface as long in
the initial syllable but do not in non initial syllables; this can be seen as reflecting the
prominence of the initial syllable. For the same reason. compensatory lengthening
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only occurs in the initial syllable, but not in non initial syllables. J-S Lee and Davis
(1993) further show that the laryngeal features of the stop consonants are lost in
noninitial syllable as part of an infixing reduplication process in ideophones. All
this type of evidence provides strong support that initial syllables can license more
features and have fewer constraints apply to them than noninitial syllables;
consequently the nature of the non initial syllable in Korean is more restricted than
the initial syllable. This type of situation occurs cross-linguistically. Bosch (1991)
shows that an accented syllable bears more infonnation than unaccented syllables
cross-linguistically. For instance, an accented syllable may license a feature
whereas an unaccented syllable may not. Since noninitial syllables are unaccented
in Korean, they may bear fewer phonological features than the initial syllable in
Korean.
One can take this observation for Korean and apply it to the case of high
vowel transparency in vowel hannony. Specifically, while the feature [-ATR] can
link to a high vowel and be phonetically realized in the accented initial syllable,
[-ATR] cannot be realized in unaccented noninitial syllables because the RTRJHI
condition only pertains to unaccented syllables. This is given in (16).
(16) RTRIHI condition holds only of unaccented syllables.

Sampk daivations of pisil- pa:sil 'staggering' and t'dlkildk - t'alkilak 'rattling'
illustrating high vowel transparency are given in (17).
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(17)

a. URs
[-ATR]

P

[-ATR]

11

11

I

+FR

11

r'

k

11

)J

I

I

I

+FR

-HI

-HI

k

b. [-ATRJ Ass(;ciation

[-ATRl

P

[-A1T<!

11

11

11

t'

k

11

!l

I

I

I

I

+FR

+FR

-HI

-HI

k

c. /-ATRJ Spread
[ATR]

P

[·ATRI

r········.. JJ
11
:;

r·
t'

fl

:

~~

....
". -"

k

~l

'"

Il

I

I

I

I

+FP

+FR

-HI

-HI

k

J. (16) applies so that [·ATRI is not phonetically intcrpreted on high vowels
,.:. PR',;
[t'alkih1.;J

!n the next 5ubsect!,:.n the reason for why the high rounj vowd lui beha\'es
diffcrently from other high vowels is considered with respect to its variable
realizario'l of f ATRJ as was seen by the data in (4). (5). and (6).

3.3 RT RlRound C'ondition and lui variation
The main difference between lui and Ii. il is thar the former is rounded
whereas the latter is unrounded. Thus. we may presume that the F-e1ement
[+roundJ would cause the differential behavior of the high round vowel and the
l,igh un [(lund vowels, As proposed in (13). [-ATRJ nnd [+roundj enhance each
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otht:r. Consequently, round vowels tend LO be [-ATR]. The enhancement relation
between [-ATR] and [+round] may influence the nature of inventories of some
languages. For example, in Igbo (Maddieson, 1984: 292) there is the [-ATR]
counterpart /r:JI for the high round vowel lui but no [-ATRJ counterpart IV for the
high unround vowel Iii, as shown in (18).
(18)

u

e

0
£

:>

a
Since high vowels tend to he [+A TR] (if +high then +A TR», high vowels often do
not have [-ATRJ counterparts. Nonetheless, there are languages like Igbo where
the high round vowels may have the [-ATR] counterpart but the high unround
vowels do not. This may be due to the Round! ATR condition (if +round then
-ATR) discussed in (13). Therefore, the asymmetry of some high vowels having a
[- ATR J counterpart while others do not might be due LO the grounded condition
from the interaction of lip rounding and LOngue root position.
One instance where the grounded condition from the interaction of lip
rounding and tongue root position governs phonological processes comes from the
various Ii - 0 alternations in (4), (5), and (6). Because of the RTRIHI condition in
unaccented syllables, high vowels receiving [-A TR] in unaccented syllables cannot
be phonetically interpretable as their [-ATRJ counterparts. While the data in (4)
follows from this in that lui receiving [-A TRJ in unaccented syllables is realized as
[u], the data in (5) and (6) do not. Namely, if the high vowel is lui, it is possible
for the luI that received [-ATRJ to be realized as its [-ATRJ counterpart [0] in an
unaccented syllable. The Ii - 0 alternation in this case is caused by the sympathetic
relation between [-ATR] and [+roundJ. Namely, [-ATR] is phonetically
interpretahle because it spreads to [+round] by means of the RTRIRound condition.
Thus, (16) should be revised to include this u - 0 alternation as in (19).
(19) RTRIHI and!or RTRlRound conditions hold of unaccented syllables.
Given this, lui variation where luI is realized as [ul. [oj, or both can be
accounted for. lui surfaces as [u] in (4) because the RTRIHI condition applies, lui
surfaces as [0] in (5) because the RTRlRound condition applies, and lui surfaces as
either luJ or [0] in (6) because both the RTRIHI and RTRIRound conditions apply.
The sample derivations for cumull;;;k - comullak 'kneading', ;;;lluk - allok
'mottled', P;;;tuD - palliD, paroD 'struggling' are given in (20).
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(20)

a. URs
[-ATR]

[-ATR]
c 11

m

11 1 I J.l

I

I

I

+RD

+RD

-HI

k

[-ATR]
k

11 I

J.l

I

I

I

+RD

-HI

·HI

p J.l

t

11 0

I

+RD

b. [-ATR] Association
[-ATR]

[-ATR]

c J.l

J.l 1 I J.l

m

I

I

+RD

+RD

k

[-A11<]

J.l I I

I

I

HI

-HI

J.l

k

P

J.l

t

I

D

I

-HI

+RD

J.l

+RD

c. [-ATRJ Spread
[-ATR]

r·'::::····
........
c J.l

m

J.l I 1 J.l

I
+RD

[-ATR]

[-ATRJ

I
+RD

k

r······.

J.1 I I

I'····,'.
J.l

I

I

I

-HI

-HI

+RD

k

P Il

t

J.l

!}

I

I

·m

+RD

d.
( 19)
RTRIHI
e. PR's
[comuJlakJ

RTRlRound

RTRJHI and RTRlRound

[allokJ

[patu!}]

[patoO]

The variation of luI results from the interactions of the RTRIHI and
RTRJRound conditions. If the RTRIHI condition controls the determination of the
output, luI remains as [u] because it does not have [-high]. If the RTRlRound
condition applies. lui becomes [oj because it has [+roundJ which is also eligible to
cooccur with [·ATR]. If both conditions are selected, both outputs [u] and [0] are
possible.
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4 Summary
It has been shown that high vowel transparency in Korean vowel harmony
results from the RTRIHI condition so that the harmonic feature [-ATR] is not
realized on noninitial high vowels. In order to account for lui variation in which lui
shows transparency in some cases but not in others. an additional RTRIRound
condition has been proposed. Since the RTRIRound condition might be motivated
in terms of phonetics and does play an important role in Korean phonology, it is
suggested that it is a legitimate grounded condition. The vowel lui shows variation
with respect to transparency because sometimes the RTRIHI condition constrains
the output. sometimes the RTRlRound condition governs the output, and in cases
like (6) where /u/ can be realized as either [u] or [0], it is optional as to which
condition constrains the output.
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A Configurational Pronominal Argument Language!
Henry Davis. UBC

I. Introduction
This paper is concerned with the parameter or parameters responsible for the characteristic
properties of so-called radical head-marking languages, The title of the paper, incidentally.
is something of a misnomer, According to most proponents of the pronominal argument
hypothesis. there is at some level of analysis a configurational structure even in the most
radical of radical head-marking languages; the main issue, rather. is whether there is at any
level of analysis a "non-configurational" structure where arguments and adjuncts are
structurally paralleL
The Salish languages of the Pacific Northwest exemplify the typological traits
associated with head-marking, and have been cited in support of what has become known
as the "neo-Jelinekian hypothesis" (Jelinek 1984. 1993. Baker 1991. 1993), The core of
this hypothesis is that there is a single "macro-parameter" responsible for a cluster of
superficially divergent syntactic properties. Though there is disagreement as to exactly what
form this parameter might take, the basic idea is that "pronominal" agreement morphology
on the head satisfies at least some of the requirements met in non-head-marking languages
by argument NPs. The most important corollary of the parameter is that overt arguments
cannot occupy argument positions. due to uniqueness requirements on theta assignment
(Jelinek) or Case-assignment (Baker); instead. they must be generated as adjuncts, linked
to pronominal arguments by coindexing mechanisms.
The main part of this paper will involve an examination of the predictions made by
pronominal argument parameters for St'at'imcets (Lillooet), a language which belongs to
the Northern Interior branch of the Salish family. It will be shown that while St'at'imcets
shows all the superficial traits of a pronominal argument language. binding. extraction. and
quantification all show that it cannot be treated as such underlyingly.
At the end of the paper we will briefly examine the implications of these findings
for the macro-parametric treatment of radical head-marking languages. It will be argued on
leamability grounds that as currently conceived. a macro-parameter cannot account for the
observed variation. An alternative parametric model will be tentatively outlined. based on a
dynamic view of parameters as vectors rather than states.
II. Pronominal Argument Parameters
In this section. we will briefly outline the pronominal argument parameter as first conceived
by Jelinek (1984), and subsequently modified by Baker (1991. 1993) and Jelinek (1989.
1993, in press).
The most salient characteristic of head-marking languages is the obligatory
morphological registration, in the form of agreement markers. of argument NPs on the
I I would like to thank my St'ai'imcets consultants, Rose Whitley, Gertrude Ned. & Beverly Frank for their
time. patience. and dedication to their language. as well as Dwight Gardiner and particularly Lisa
Matthewson. with whom much of the fieldwork reported here was conducted. Support was provided by
SSHRCC grant # 410-19-1629 to Patricia Shaw. Abbreviations in glosses are as follows: tr =transitive
marker. s =singular. pi =plural. su =subject marker. abs =absolutive marker, erg '" ergative marker, del =
determiner, sbj = subjunctive mood. topo = topical object marker, nom =nominalizer, po =possessive, pas
= passive. refl =reflexive, recip = reciprocal.
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predicates which select them. As a direct corollary, overt nominals are strictly optional, and
in some head-marking languages, quite restricted in occurrence. 2 There is a fairly long
tradition (especially within Amerindian linguistics: see Mithun (1986) and references on
Iroquoian, Van Valin (1985) on Siouan, for example) of interpreting these facts to mean
that head-marking languages somehow satisfy the selectional requirements of predicates
morphol
, rather than syntactically. In Jelinek (1984), this intuition is developed
within G theory as a parameter governing theta assignment: in "pronominal argument" as
opposed to "lexical argument" languages, theta roles are assigned to agreement morphemes
and not independent nominals. In other words, the agreement markers are the arguments.
with overt norninals being adjuncts. thus optional, freely ordered with respect to one
another. and (since agreement markers are pronominal) invariably definite in interpretation.
Later versions of Jelinek's pronominal argument hypothesis (e.g .• Jelinek 1993, in
press) relax this definiteness requirement to exclude absolutive DPs, which are taken to be
"adjoined clauses", as opposed to ergatives, which are "adjoined topics". The core of the
analysis, however, remains: all DPs are clauses in adjunct positions. and all subordinate
clauses are DPs.
Baker (1991, 1993) develops a different line of inquiry. though with many of the
same consequences. Unwilling to pennit radical parametric variation in theta assignment,
due to a commitment to the Unifonnity of Theta Assignment Hypothesis in its rigid form
(i.e., the view that thematic properties of predicates are projected into the syntax in an
identical fashion cross-linguistically), Baker (1991) opts for a parametrization of Case
assignment., the basic idea being that in head-marking languages agreement morphology
absorbs Case, which is then unavailable to licence lexical ]I,'Ps in argument positions,
which in turn fall foul of the Case Filter. 3 It follows that only non-Case-marked elements
may occupy argument positions; these include clauses and null ]I,'Ps, including traces and
the empty pronominal pro. Baker gives a series of elegant arguments from Mohawk in
support of these claims, showing on the basis of extraction and binding asymmetries that
clauses are indeed in argument positions, as are WH-traces (variables), whilst lexical NPs
are in adjunct positions.
Baker (1993) further expands and generalizes his earlier paper. introducing a
"macro-parameter", the "polysynthesis parameter", which unites the pronominal argument
hypothesis together with the head-movement analysis of noun-incorporation introduced in
Baker (1988) into a generalized head-marking parameter. The central principle of the
parameter is given below:
(1) The Morphological Visibility Condition (MVC)
A phrase X is visible for Theta-Role assignment frOnl a head Y only via:
(i) an agreement relation, or
(U) a movement relationship
However, as Baker himself points out. the MVC still effectively includes two parameters.
corresponding to (i) and (ii); Salish languages. which do not have syntactically active

----------_ ...
2 Within thl: Salish family. it has been claimed that Lushootseed (and flOssibly other Central Coasl
languages) allow only a single lexical argument per clause. Jelinek. (1993a) offers Ihis as an explanation for
the "one nominal interpretation" generalization of Gerdls (1989).
3 In fact, Baker employs a bipartite Case filter; one part of it satisfies the Argument Visibility Criterion at
LF (which specifies that an argument must be Case-visible to receive a Theta-role); the other half is a PF
condition on SpeU'OUL It is the latter which accounts for Ihe adjuncrual S\..1!US of lexical arguments in
Mohawk,
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incorporation mechanisms, fall only under (i), which is essentially another version of the
pronominal argument hypothesis.4
Jelinek's and Baker's versions of the pronominal argument hypothesis generate a
number of partially overlapping predictions. The main ones are listed below; unless
otherwise stated, they refer to both versions of the hypothesis.
(2) Pronominal argument languages should show (ceteris paribus)
(i)
(u)
(ill)

(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vu)
(viii)
(ix)
(x)

No difference in word order between adjunct and argument DPs.
Obligatory pronominal affixes.
Optional overt DP arguments.
No overt NP-anaphors.
No infinitivals.
Standard adjunct-argument asymmetries in WH-extraction out of clauses, but not
out of NPs ( Baker).
No condition C binding effects within clauses.
No WH in situ.
No non-referential NPs (Baker); no Determiner-type quantification (Jelinek).
No Weak Crossover effects.

In the next sections, we will be applying these diagnostics to St'at'imcets; their relevance to
the pronominal argument parameter will be explained as we work through them.
III. St'at'imcets and Pronominal Argument Parameters.
(i) First of all, we tum to the question of word order. Lexical NPs in Pronominal argument
languages are expected to show the same word order restrictions as adjuncts, since the two
are identical; however, it is known that in at least some radical head-marking languages
(e.g., Navaho; see Jelinek 1989, Speas 1990, 1993), overt argument NPs are rigidly
ordered with respect to one another, forcing Jelinek, for example, to fmd auxiliary ordering
principles to explain the apparent anomaly. Even Mohawk, which according to Baker does
freely order argument NPs, has relatively rigid (preverbal) ordering for adjuncts, again
calling into question the validity of word order as a diagnostic for pronominal argument
status. The possibility of scrambling in lexical argument languages (see Mahajian 1990,
Saito 1985, Webelhuth 1989) further confuses the issue. It is thus unclear what word order
has to say about pronominal argument status.
For what it is worth, however, and because free word order is still routinely
presented as evidence for a pronominal argument language (e.g., by Baker 1993), we
4 There may be a more intrinsic connection between the two halves of the Polysynthesis Parameter, if
clause (i) of the MVC is in fact a prerequisite for clause (ii). In that case, we would not expect to flfld a
language with synlaCtically active noWl incorporation but no pronominal argument morphology; and Baker
does indeed make this claim. Salish languages clearly do not have the required type of noun incorporation;
though they possess a large number of "lexical suffixes·, mostly denoting body parts, incorporation is non
productive. incorporated elements are non-referential, and lexical suffIXes carrnot be used as independent
nominals. The question then arises as to whether the MVC should be applied disjunctively or
conjunctively. If it is applied disjunctively, then it is equivalent to another version of the pronominal
argument hypothesis. If, on the other hand, it is applied conjunctively, then its range will be considerably
diminished: Salish languages, for example will fall outside of the parameter altogether, and their head
marking propenies will remain Wlconnected to those of, say, Mohawk or Nahuatl. In effect. Baker's
"macro-parameter" will have micro-application.
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present the St'at'imcets facts here. (For a more complete account of word order in Nonhem
Interior Salish, see Gardiner, Davis, Matthewson 1993). SCat'imcets, like most Salish
languages, is fairly rigidly head initial. 5 However, post-predicate word order of adjunct
and argument is free, as shown below. (The VOSA word order in (3a) is unmarked in
elicitation, but by no means preponderant in naturalistic language samples; texts, for
example, are more likely to contain VSOA orderings:

lea) ~eql,ierid 1 §q'*"la tIS n'*'ui('*'m17te 71nat)(.... d
Ts'aqw-an'-as i
sq'wel-a ta sk'uk'wmi7t-a i-mitcw-as.
eat-tr-3s.erg pl.det berry-det det child-det
when-day-Js.sbj.su
"The child ate the berries yesterday." 6
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

TS'1iqwan'as i sq'wela inatcwas ta sk'uk·wmi7ta.
Ts'aqwan'as inatcwas i sq'wela ta sk'Uk'wmi7ta
Ts'aqwan'as inatcwas ta sk'uk'wmi7ta i sq'wela.
Ts'aqwan'as ta skUk'wmi7ta inatcwas j sq'wela.
Ts'aqwan'as ta sk'uk'wmi7ta i sq'wela inatcwas.

All of (3a-f) are perfectly grammatical, though it is wonh noung that the preferred option in

all Salish languages is to have only a single lexical nominal per clause (see footnote 2); this
is due to the discourse principles which associate oven nominals with new information, as
opposed to pronominals, which keep track of old information; see Matthewson (1993) for
an account of discourse tracking in St'at'imcets.
(ii-iii) Next, we tum to the relation between agreement morphology and lexical NPs. In
order to qualify as a pronominal argument language. it is clear that a head-marking
language must show obligatory (pronominal) agreement, and that lexical 1';1'5 must be
optional. Both criteria are met in St'.it'imcets. as shown in (4) through (6):
4.(a)

?f-ten
nhen
eat (intr)
"S/he ate."

(b)

)('*'7o..z k.... answa zwatan ;.?1-tanes
cw7aoz kw(e)-n-s-wa
zwat-en Ih-7ilhen-as.
!lot
det-l s.po-nom-asp know-tf if-eat-3s.5bj
"I don't know if s/he ate."

~u

5 In fact. SVO order, which is common in the other Northern Interioflanguages (see Gardiner. Matthewson
& Davis 1993). is possible for some St'At'imcets speakers. This appears, however. to be an innovation.
lriggered by extensive contact with Secwt!pmec (Shuswap) speakers: generally, the rigid predicate-initial
order characteristic of Coost Salish is retained
6 Examples are presented both in the standard North West Coast phonemic script (in boldface) and in the
practical onhography developed for the Sl'al'imc by Jan van Eijk (see van Eijk 1981). When a group of
minimally contrasting examples is given. the phonemic script is used only for the ftrst exemplar. Use of
the practical orthography is designed to encourage St'al'imcelS speakers to read and understand linguistic
Iiteralllre on their language.
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)('*'?o.z k'*'ei ?f<lens

(c)

cw7aoz kw-s
flhen-s
not
det-nom eat-3s.po
"Slhe didn't eat."

c6q'*' en

5.(a)

Ts'aqw-an'
eat-tr
"Eat it." (imperative only)
(b)

·ceq.... en 1 sQ'*'8le te n'*'uK'*'m1?te
*Ts'aqwan' i sq'wela ta sk'uk'wmi7ta.

6.

ce q'*' enes
Ts'aqw-an'-as.
eat-tr-(3abs)-3s.erg
"Slhe ate it. ,.

As (4a) shows, intransitive predicates in main clauses may appear with no oven agreement
morphology; however, these fOnTIS are interpreted as containing a definite third person
pronominal, which, moreover must be present ovenly in both subjunctive and nominalized
subordinate clauses, as shown in 4(b) and 4(c). The readiest (and generally accepted)
explanation for this is that forms such as that in 4(a) contain a zero 3-absolutive agreement
marker, in which case they conform to the pronominal argument pattern exhibited
everywhere else in the language. Moreover, in transitive clauses with a third person
subject, as shown in (5), a 3-ergative agreement marker is invariably obligatory. as
opposed to lexical NPs, which are always optional, as shown in (4), (5a) and (6). Thus,
morphologically, at least, St'at'imcets shows a pronominal argument proftie.
(iv) As pointed out by Baker (1993), pronominal argument languages should lack lexical
anaphors, which must according to Principle A of the binding theory be A-bound in their
governing category. Since pronominal arguments are by defmition non-anaphoric (being
pronouns, they are subject to Principle B of the binding theory, and therefore must not be
bound in their goveming category), there is no way to reconcile the conflicting demands
made by the two principles: hence, no lexical anaphors should be possible. This prediction
is met in St'at'imcets, which makes use of detransitivizing suffixes, just like Mohawk, in
deriving reflexive and reciprocal forms:

7.

plen z6q'*' encut(*eS)
Plan
ruqw-an-tsut(*as).
already die-tr-refl-(*3s.erg)
"He killed himself."
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8. (a)

nu~'w'?entwelw1t
Nuk'w7-an-twal'-wit
help-tr-recip-3pl.abs
"They helped each other."

(b)

*nuk.... ?entwal'ittis
*Nuk'w7 -an-twal-itas
help-tr-recip-3pl.erg

As shown in (7) and (8b), transitive agreement morphology is incompatible with reflexives
and reciprocals. St'at'imcets thus confonns to the pronominal argument pattern.
(v) Next, consider the putative existence of infinitival constructions in pronominal
argument languages. If the defming characteristic of such languages is obligatory
agreement morphology, and the defining characteristic of infinitives is their lack of it, it will
follow straightforwardly that infmitives will be impossible. 7 This appears to be the case in
St'at'imcets:

9. xe1mln<i-ken k'w'S cuwn*(es) ttl mewe ttl smu<i-ectl
xat'-min-Ihkan kw-s tsuw'-n-as ta maw-a ta smulhats-a.
want-tr-Is.su det-nom kick-tr-3erg det cat-det det woman-det
"I want the woman to kick the cat.'
10. X.... ?o.z k.... s ?ema k'w'e*(su) q'w'ezflx Ha meQ?a <i-we?tls
cw7aoz kw-s
ama kw-a-su
q'wezflc I-ta maq7a Ih-wa7-as
not
det-nom good det-asp-2s.po dance in-det snow if-asp-3sbj,su

xa<i
xelh
cold
"It's not good to dance in the snow when it's cold."

aIkst-kan
I-ta lep'calten-a nilh t-(e)n-s-wa
az'-en
work-I S.su in-det garden-det so det-l s.po-nom-asp pay-tr
ta ts'qax7-a
det horse-det
"I worked in the garden to pay for a horse."
As (9-11) show. the St'atirncets equivalents of infinitival clauses in English all contain
obligatory subject marking, as would be expected if St'atimcets was a pronominal
argument language.
7 Obviously. this definition will exclude agreement-inflected lnfinilivals in lan!!uages like Ponugese: these
could indeed exist in pronominal argument languages. Thanks to Emmoo Bach for pointing this out.
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(vi) We now tum to a particular prediction of Baker's Case-based version of the
pronominal argument hypothesis, Since non-NP clauses need not receive Case, it should
follow that they may stay in argument position even in pronominal argument languages,
This leads to the prediction that extraction from clauses in pronominal argument languages
should show the same range of island effects as in lexical argument languages, Jelinek's
theta-based pronominal argument hypothesis predicts on the contrary that all extraction
from clauses should be impossible, because clauses, like other DPs, are in adjunct rather
than argument positions, and thus should be subject to some version of the Constraint on
Extraction Domains (see Huang 1981).
The St'atimcets facts support Baker's version of the hypothesis, To start with,
long-range WH-movement is indeed possible out of complement clauses.s This is shown
in (12):

cut k"'s Mary k"'s ?ecxend k"'s John ta hfxza?h

12.(a)

tsut kw- s Mary
kw-s ats'x-en-as kw-s
John ta skfcza7-s-a
say det-nom Mary det-nom see-tr-3erg det-nom John det mother-3s.po-det
"Mary said John saw her mother."
(b)

swat ku cut k""s Mery ,,""s ?el:xenas

te s"{xza?SI!!

swat ku tsut kw-s
Mary kw-s
ats'x-en-as ta skicza7-s-a?
who det say det-nom Mary det-nom see-tr-3erg det mother-3s.po-det
"Who did Mary say saw her mother ?"
This extraction is sensitive to the usual range of island effects. including the Complex NP
Constraint (13). the Adjunct-island Condition (14), the WH-island Condition (15), and the
Inner·island (Negative island) Condition (16):

pzen-lkan ta sq6yx""a ta meyhntel1he ti nkclha

13. (a)

pzan-lhkan
ta sqaycw-a ta mays-en-taJ.i-ha ti n-kao-ha.
meet(tr)-ls.su det man-det det fix-tr-topo-det det Is.po-det
"I met the man who fued my car."

(b) *itam ku pzen-lkax""

ttl iqeyx"'a ttl mayhntel1ha
"'stam' ku pza-n-acw
ta sqaycw-a ta mays-en-tali-ha?
what det meet-tr-2s.su det man-det det fix-tr-topo-det
"'''What did you meet the man that fixed 1"

14. (a)

q"'ac6ckax'" tu? ni-l scumqsenan t1 snuj("'wa?swa
qwatsats-kacw tu7 nilh s-ts'um'qs-an'-an ti snuk'wa7-sw-a.
leave-2s.su
pst so nom-kiss-tr-ls.su det friend-2s.po-det
"You left because I kissed your friend."

8 Recall that WH-traces are licensed in argument positions in Baker's version of the Pronominal Argument
Hypothesis (since they escape the PF Case-fLIrer). For Jelinek, on the other hand, long-range WH
movement should be simply impossible. contrary to the facts.
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(b)

*swet ku q'W eC6ce)('W tU? nH s~umqS6nen
*swat ku qwatsats-acw tu7 nilh s-ts'um'qs-an'-an ?
who det leave-2s.su pst so nom-kiss-tr-l s.su
*"Who did you leave because I kissed ?"

15.(a) sewen-l-ken sBnl nke? -l-?ecxenes sJohn te hm?emse
saw-en-Ihkan s-Bill
nka7 Ih-7ats'x-en-as s-John
ill sem7am-s-a
ask-tr-Is.su nom-Bill where hyp-see-tr··3erg nom-John det wife-3s.po-det
"I asked Bill where John saw his wife."
(b)

*swet ku sewenex'W sBll1 nke? <i-?e~xenes sJohn
*swat ku saw-en-acw s-Bill nka7 Ih-7ats'x-en-as s-John·'
who det ask-tr-2s.su nom-B where hyp-see-tr-3s.erg nom-I
*"Who did you ask where John saw')"

s

s

16.(a) swet ku cutke)('W k'W x'W?o.Z k'W e~xenes te sQey)('*' e
swat ku tsut-kacw kw-s
cw7aoz kw-s
:l.ts'x-en-as ta sqaycw-a?
who det say-2s.su det-nom not
del-nom see-tr-3s.erg det man-den
"Who did you say didn't see the man ?"
(b)

nke? -l-cute)('W k'W s )('*'?o.y k'W s ecxanes te sqey)('We

nka lh-tsut-acw
kw-s
cw7ay kw-s
alS x-en-as ta sqaycw-a
where hyp-say-2s.su det-nom not
det-nom see-tr-3s.erg del man-det
"Where did you say s/he didn't see the man ?"
(downstairs reading impossible for "where")
(14) and (16) are particularly relevant, in that they show an adjwlct-argument asymmetry
predicted to exist in Baker's but not in Jelinek's model.
(vii) We now turn to binding. As discussed in (iv) above. lexical anaphors are incompatible
with the pronominal argument hypothesis. rendering Condition A irrelevant 9 As for
Condition B. it generally makes the same predictions for coreference in a pronominal
argument language as in a lexical argument language with pro-drop. 10 This leaves
Condition C. which requires that R-expressions in A-position be disjoint in reference from
any c-commanding element. Since by hypothesis R-expressions in pronominal argument
languages are not in A-position. we should expect to fmd no Condition C effects in such
languages. Again. the Baker and Jelinek proposals make different predictions here. Since
there is no clausal-nominal distinction in Jelinek's model. she predicts that Condition C
effects should be systematically absent On the other hand. in Baker's version we expect to
find Condition C effects into complement clauses and with WH-traces (true variables),
9 NP traces seem to be systematically absent in head-marking languages. which follows straightforwardly
from the unavailability of any A-position for Case-assignmenl. and thus the impossibility of A-chains.
10 Independent pronouns in Salish languages are predicative. and whell nominalized act like names (R
expressions) rather than pronouns.
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since both are in A-positions. but not with possessives or relative clauses, which are
constituents of nominals in adjunct positions.
Neither version accounts for the facts in St'at'imcets. In order to show this,
however, it will be necessary to briefly digress to discuss the structure of St'at'imcets DPs.
As shown in (17). possessors are obligatorily marked on the head. Lexical possessor DPs
can occur on either side of the head in singly possessed structures, but the examples of
multiple possession in (18) demonstrate that the basic order is head-initial, with the head
fmal order presumably derived by scrambling. Importantly, as shown in (19), possessor
and head form a constituent which cannot be discontinuous.

17.~)

te ikfxze?ie i-John
skicza7-s-a s-John
det mother-3s.po nom-John
"John's mother."
ta

(b) sJohn ta skfcza7sa
"John's mother."
18.(a)

te ikfxze?Se te snul<"'e?h sJohn
skicza7-s-a
ta snlik'wa7-s-a sJohn
det mother-3s.po-det det friend-3s.po-det nom-John
"John's friend's mother." (*John's mother's friend.)
ta

(b) ta snlik'wa7-s-a ta skicza7-s-a sJohn
"John's mother'S friend." (*John's friend's mother.)
19.

?Dcxend

to hfxze?h i-John i-Bill to

inu~"'e?h

ats'x-en-as ta skicza7-s-a
s-John s-Bill
ta snuk'wa7-s-a.
see-tr-3s.erg det mother-3s.po-det nom-John nom-Bill det friend-3s.po-det
"Bill's friend saw John's mother./John's mother saw Bill's friend."
(Only interpretations).
Significantly, (19) cannot mean something like "John saw Bill's mother's friend" or "Bill
saw John's friend's mother", indicating that an argument of the main predicate may not
interrupt a possessive DP.
Now we are in a position to ex;unine binding of possessors, as exemplified in (20)
below:
20. (a) Dcxend s-John to hfxze?h tel inu~"'e?h
ats'x-en-as s-John ta skicza7-s-a
ta snlik'wa7-s-a.
see-tr-3s.erg nom-John det mother-3s.po-det det friend-3s.po-det
"John saw his friend's mother."
"John's mother saw her friend."
"John's mother saw his friend."
"His friend's mother saw John."
"Her friend saw John's mother."
"His friend saw John's mother."
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(b) ats'xenas ta sldcza?sa ta snUk'wa?sa sJohn.
(same range of meanings)
(c) ats'xenas ta sldcza?sa sJohn ta snUk'wa?sa
·"John saw his friend's mother."
(= ·He saw the friend of John's mother)
(1I<'B: bold-face signals coreference)
1n the (a) and (b) examples, the nominal "sJohn" can either be pan of the possessive NP

(as possessor) or the main clause (as either subject or object; see (i) above on post
predicarive word order). In (c), on the other hand, "sJohn" must be pan of the possessive
DP (since St'at'imcets does not allow a discontinuous DP). This means that the only way
that the impossible interpretation could be excluded would be via Condition C, as indicated
in the parenthesized gloss: but this means in turn that Condition C must be operating into
possessives in St'at'imcets, which means that possessive DPs must be in argument
positions, contrary to the predictions of the pronominal argument hypothesis.
A second, similar argument is provided by coordination. The nominal "sMary" in
(22) and (23) below must be a possessor rather than an argument of the main clause,
because, just as with multiple possessives. a coordinate DP cannot be discontinuous. This
is shown in (21). But if so, the only way to rule out the impossible interpretations is once
again via Condition C. Note that in fact St'<1t'imcets is more restricted in binding
possibilities than English (the English equivalent of (23) is grammatical).
21.

cuwnes sJohn mute? sMery sBt11.
tsuw'-n-as s-John
muta? s-Mary s-Bill
kick-tr-3s.erg nom-John and nom-Mary nom-Bill
"Bill kicked Mary and John." (Only interpretation).

22.

cuwnes sJohn mute? sMery te

QeQcekh

tsuw'-n-as
s-John
muta? s-Mary ta qeqtsek-s-a
kick-tr-3s.erg nom-John and nom-Mary det 0Ider.brother-3s.po-det
"His brother kicked John and Mary."
"Her brother kicked John and Mary."
." Mary kicked John and her brother."
(:: *She kicked John and Mary's brother)
23.

cuwnftd sJohn mute? sMerl:! h

Qeqcekh

tsuw'-n-ftas
s-John muta? s-Mary
ta qeqtsek-s-a
kick-tr-3pl.erg nom-John and nom-Mary det older brother-3s.po-det
" Mary & John kicked his brother."
" Mary & John kicked her brother."
·"John & Mary's brother kicked her."
The ungrammaticality of the last reading of (23), however, falls out from a separate
condition, the "one nominal interpretation" generalization, which forces a single oven
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nominal to be interpreted as absolutive rather than ergative. Thus in (24) below. the oven
nominal must be interpreted as object rather than subject:

?acxand ti iQay)('We

(24)

ats'x-en-as ti
sqaycw-a
see-tr-3erg det man-det
S/he saw the man! "'The man saw himlher
This condition characterizes both coastal and interior Salish languages; see Gerdts (1989)
for discussion.
Once one-nominal effects are factored out, the possessor binding evidence
indicates that St'Iit'imcets is showing Condition C effects much like those of English, and
quite unlike those reponed for Mohawk or predicted by either Baker or Jelinek.
(vi) Next. we tum to WH in situ. which according to Baker (1993) should simply be
impossible in a pronominal argument language. This is because non-referential elements
(including WH-phrases, other quantifiers, and idiom chunks) cannot fonn chains with
empty pronominals in argument position (see Cinque 1990), and cannot themselves
occupy argument positions. because of Case requirements. Thus the only licit WH
construction in Mohawk contains aWH phrase in COMP, from where it can license a
variable in argument position; WH in situ is impossible. As mentioned above, Jelinek's
position is more extreme; she states that there is simply no WH-movement in Straits Salish,
which presumably means that not even WH-traces are licensed in argument positions.
This is not the case, however, in St'at'imcets, as shown below:

25.(a)

(b)

swet

ku ?ecxenteli ku
swat ku ats'x-en-!l!li ku starn'?
who det see-tr-topo det what
"Who saw what 7"
(Distributive reading preferred).

Stem

"'starn' ku ats'xenas ku swat?
"What did who see ?"

(26) shows not only Wh in situ, but a conventional Superiority effect (subject-Object
asymmetry) in the contrast between the (a) and (b) examples. II Once again, St'at'imcets is
not showing pronominal argument behaviour.
(ix) The same reasoning which leads Baker to outlaw WH in situ in pronominal argument
languages precludes the existence of quantifiers in argument positions. (Since they are non
referential. they can neither directly occupy argument positions nor fonn a chain with pro.)
It is predicted. then, that only adverbial "unselective" quantification should be possible.
(For the latter notion see Helm 1982). One direct consequence of this is that intra-clausal
scope interactions between quantifiers should be largely absent, since the quantifiers
II WH-phrases in St'at'imcets and other Salish languages, like those in Japanese and Chinese, have no
quantificational force of their own, and act as indefmites in the scope of affective operators. Examples like
(26) are thus ambiguous between a multiple WH interpretatiOll and an indefmite interpretation; the latter
will mean somelhing like "Who saw anything ?" The superiority COlltrast in (26), however. is unaffected by
this ambiguity. See Davis, Gardiner. & MaUewson (1993) for details.
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(adverbials adjoined to IP) will all be in each other's scope. Another is that universal
quantifiers, for example, should be unable 10 range over singular NPs: they will resemble
English "all" as in "all men" rather than "every" as in "every man".
Jelinek's theory of pronominal arguments works slightly differently, but makes
more or less the same predictions. For, her, the relevant distinction is D(eterminer)
quantification versus A(dverbial)-quantification. The former, she claims, is a property of
NPs in argument position; since DPs in Straits Salish are all in non-argument position, only
A-type quantification is permitted. The consequences are the same as in Baker's model: no
quantifier interaction, and no non-WH variables in A-positions.
While I am not yet in a position to offer a detailed analysis of quantification in
Stat'imcets, it does appear that at least one quantifier, "n7zeg'w", meaning "each", is
inherently distributive and can range over singular NPs, as shown in (26) below:
(26) kVen<ikon k""u muhc <iltt zheY'''''o H""u~""ml?t
kwa-n-Ihkan ku mule Ih-l-ti
zi7zeg'w-a sk'Uk'wmi7t.
child
take-tr-I s. su det stick from-at-det each-det
"I took a stick from each child."
Crucially, the determiner "ti ... a" is singular in (26); the quantifier "zi7zeg'w" is therefore
acting like a "true" (O-type) quantifier. (Though actually here it is an "adjectival" modifier
of the head "sk'Uk'wmi7t", rather than a determiner, it is still defmitely part of the DP).
This appears to contradict the predictions of Baker and Jelinek for a pronominal argument
language.
(x) Finally. we tum to weak crossover (WCD). WCD violations occur when a (non
resumptive) pronominal is directly bound by a quantificational element. without a mediating
variable (trace) in A-position. (For details see e.g. Reinhart 1987). The prediction of the
pronominal argument hypothesis is in fact that all bound pronouns should be
ungrammatical, because (at least in the well-known possessive and relative clause cases)
the adjunct DP containing the pronoun will not be c-commanded by any variable in
argument position. Baker (1991) shows that in fact there are no WCD violations in
Mohawk; he rescues the pronominal argument hypothesis by constructing a parasitic gap
analysis for the relevant examples. What kind of WCD facts would then constitute
counterevidence to the pronominal argument hypothesis? The answer is: one in which an
asymmetry appears between subject and object; this would be inexplicable if lexical DPs
were not in argument positions.
Such an asymmetry does indeed characterize St'at'imcets, though its effects are
subtler than in English. In a normal WH-question with two third person arguments, an
object interpretation is strongly favoured for the WH-word, as shown in (27a); a subject
interpretation is generally signalled by the lise of a special "topical object" marker on the
predicate (see Davis, Gardiner & Matthewson 1993, Matthewson 1993), as shown in
(27b):
27.(a)

swot

ku

x""lses

sJohn

swat ku xwi-s-as
s-John ?
who det like-tr-3s.erg nom-J
"Who does John like 7" (strongly favoured interpretation)
"Who likes John ?"
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(b)

swat

ku 1.... IStel1 sJohn

swat ku xwi-s-uiJi s-John?
who det like-tr-topo nom-John
"Who likes John ?" (only interpretation)
However, when a potential WCO configuration arises, the interpretation of the WH-phrase
switches; now a subject interpretation is strongly favoured, as shown in 28(a). In order to
WH-question the object, passive is employed, as in 28(b), while the use of the topical
object marker leads to a disjoint reference interpretation. as shown in 28(c):
28.(a) swat ku X.... 1ses ku Skfxza?s
swat ku xwi-s-as
ku skicza7-s ?
who det like-tr-3s.erg det mother-3s.po
"Who loves her mother ?" (only interpretation)
(b)

swat

ku

x.. . titum

swat ku xwi-s-tum ku skicza7-s ?
who det like-tr-pas det mother-3s.po
"Who is loved by her mother ?"
(c)

swat

ku

X.... lit611

ku

hfxza?s

swat ku xwi-s-tlili
ku skicza7-s ?
who det like-tr-topo det mother-3s.po
"Who likes her mother?" (disjoint reference only).
This would appear to constitute strong evidence for a subject-object asymmetry in WCO
configurations. and thus, once again, weigh against an analysis of St'at'imcets as a
pronominal argument language.
IV. Consequences

In the last section, we reviewed a number of diagnostics for pronominal argument status in
St'at'imcet.~. The results are presented below (with comparative data for English and
Mohawk) :
(29)
(i)
(ti)
(ill)

Free ordering of DPs
Obligatory pronominal afflxes
Overt DPs optional
(iv)
Overt NP-anaphors
(v)
Infinitivals
(vi)
WH-extraction asymmetries
(vii) Condition C effects in DP
(viii) WH in situ
(ix)
D-type quantification
(x)
Weak Crossover effects

English Mohawk St'at'imcets
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
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Clearly, St'I1t'imcets emerges as a "mixed" language; it shares the first five diagnostic
properties with the pronominal argument language Mohawk, the second with the lexical
argument language English. This in itself (though hardly unusual from a typological
perspective) causes problems for an "all or nothing" parametrization. However, of greater
interest is the nature of the diagnostic split. The fIrst fIve properties are all the ones for
which evidence is readily available from surface properties of the input. whereas the latter
five are "deep" properties unlikely to be encountered unless consciously elicited. In other
words, St'l1t'irncets is Ii lexical argument language disguised as a pronominal argument
language.
Now, consider the learnability issue this raises for a classical par.unetric account of
pronominal argumenthood. The child learning <:"at'irncets will not be able to use the
available morphological and surface syntactic e .. Jence to set the pronominal argument
parameter, because it is compatible with either setting. Instead, s/he will have to focus on
properties that are very unlikely to be in the primary linguistic data (PLD) at aU (and of
course, the young child cannN elicit them). Ceteris paribus, then, St'at'imcels should be
unlearnable,
Lack of space preclt;
a detailed analysis of the available solutions to this
paradox. However. there are really only three possible avenues of explanation:
(i) Change the relation between a parameter setting and the evidence which triggers it. It
could be, for example. that while still available in the PLD, the relevant evidence for the
pronominal argument parameter had nothing to do with agreement marking. This appears
implausible, but is certainly not logically impossible.
(li) Abandon the idea that there is a single parameter responsible for pronominal argument
behaviour. On this view, the correlation between properties (i-v) and properties (vi-x)
aoove is accidental in languages like Mohawk. This predicts the existence of the converse
of St',lt'irncets, a language in which the "deep" properties are those of Mohawk and the
surface properties those of English. To my knowledge, such a language does not exist.
(iii) Change the way we look at parameters. For example. suppose we took a "dynamic"
view of parameter setting (as opposed to the static (instantaneous) model which is generally
adopted). According to such a view, the Mohawk-type pattern would represent the
culmination of a historical process of pronominal incorporation, whilst the isolating
English-type pattern would represent precisely the reverse. In the fonner, pronouns would
be strictly affixal. in the latter. strictly lexical. St'at'imcets would lie in between. There are
two obvious advantages to this view. First, it allows us to understand "mixed" languages,
since it treats pronominal argumenthoood as a continuum rather than an off-on switch.
Second, it allows us to examine a parameter as a vector. with a particular direction: a
language can be moving towards an incorporating or an isolating system. and its
morphological properties will differ according to which direction it is going in. While space
precludes an in-depth examination of the difference between languages heading towards
pronominal argument status and thus moving away from it, even a cursory examination of
St'at'irncets shows a range of properties that seem to indicate it falls into the latter class.
These include (I) the remnants of a formerly more extensive noun incorporation system (ii)
pronominal paradigms that contain extensive suppletion, portmanteau morphology and
paradigm gaps, indicating morpho-phonological erosion of a fonnerly transparent system
(iii) the incipient development of a set of independent (c1itic) pronominals (derived from
deictics) (iv) the relaxation of constraints on the number and type of lexical arguments (v)
the loss of oblique marking on lexical arguments. and (vi) the development of SVO word
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order. A detailed examination of these propenies, however, must await funher
investigation.
Ultimately, the choice between (i-iii) is of course an empirical one. In any case, the
problems raised by the existence of "mixed" languages like St'at'imcets for the classic
parametric model are clear, even if the solution is not.
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Modifying Affixes t
Anna-Maria Oi Sciullo and Elizabeth Klipple
Universite du Quebec a Montreal
O. Introduction
This paper explores the propenies of prefixes in French verb formation
within a configurational theory of morphology (Oi Sciullo 1990, 1991, 1993) and
a spatio-temporal theory of event structure (Klipple 1991, 1992). We argue that
prefixes in French verb formation are adjuncts and that they provide aspectual
modification to the projection to which they adjoin. The corollaries of our
hypothesis are that i) the prefixes do not project an X' strucnlre; ii) they arc not
category-changing; iii) they do not in general affect the argument structure of the
projection to which they are adjoined.
This paper is organized as follows. In the first section, the syntactic
propenies of the prefixes are discussed, In the secop" section, two levels of
prefixes are distinguished, and the cor::~ibution of the prefixes to the event
structure denoted by the verbal projection IS analysed The third section considers
their conceptual contribution,
1. Syntactic propenies
1. 1. Categorial features
The first question that we would like to consider is (he eategorial nature
of the prefixes in the verbal constructions in (1),'
(1)

~pponer. emponer. deponer, woner
'carry to', 'carry from', 'depon', 'carry back'
b. ~tterrir, ,~terrer, deterrer, ~ppauvrir. embellir, ~blanchir
'to land'. 'bury', 'uneanh', 'impoverish'. 'embellish', 'rebleach'3

a.

Two analyses are pos~ible for the prefixes in verbal constructions, putting
aside the possibility of leaving the prefix unspecified for a lexical category. One
analysis, assumed in Lieber 1992, takes the prefix to be a verbal causative
marker. This approach is based on denominal and deadjectival verbs with en- and

This study was supponed in pan by the Social Sciences and Humallities Research Council
of Canada (grant number 411-92-0012).
~ We will not consider prefixes such as ill- (impOSSible. intemporel) in French adjectival
~onstructions. We argued in Di Sciullo and Tremblay (1993) that these prefixes were adjuncts to
an adjectival projection. We restrict ourself here 10 prefixed verbal constructions.
l The glosses given are approximate; the reader should bear in mind thaI the French verb may
differ from the English verb, especially with respect to transitivity, possible PP complements, and
seleclional restrictions, The meaning of the root is generally deducible in context from the gioss
of the prefixed verb,
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Ji-. as in (lb) and (2a). in which the prefixed verb has a causative/inchoative

(change of state/location) interpretation, and there is usually no independent non
prefixed verb which can be formed.
(2)

a. accrocher, *crocher; appauvrir, *pauvrir
'hook', 'hook'; 'impoverish', 'poverish'
b. poner. apponer; mener, amener
'bring', 'bring to'; 'lead', 'lead to'

The second analysis, which we adopt, focusses on the fact that in
structures such as (la) and (2b) the root verb and the prefixed verb are both
attested in the language. The verbal prefix is taken to be a prepositional element
which modifies an abstract verbal projection, which already has causative
linchoative propenies4 •
The first argument for this point is that the phonological shape of the
prefix is similar to French prepositions Ji, de, en on the one hand,s and to the
Latin prepositions in, trans, ~ and ex on the other. Under the view that the prefix
is verbal. the phonological similarity between the prefix and the preposition would
be accidental.
The second argument is that the prefix sometimes licenses a spatial
(Iocational) PP complement to the verbal projection, as in (3).
(3)
(4)

IJs ont ;!mene les Iivres ~ la bibliotheque.
'They brought the books to the library.'
*Ils ont mene les livres ~ la bibliotheque.
'They brought the books to the library.'

Without the presence of a prefix, cenain PP complements carmot be licensed in
the domain of the verbal projection, as in (4). The expression of this relation
requires that both the prefix and the complement share their categorial features.
The third argument is that there exist many denominal and deadjectival
verbs which carry no prefix, and these all have a causative/inchoative semantics.
Thus, the presence of a prefix does not contribute the verbal propenies. These
facts strongly suggest that the prefixes in verb formation are prepositional.
(5)
(6)

beurrer 'butter', farcir 'stuff'. seller 'saddle', maneler 'hammer'
grandir 'get big', vieillir 'grow old', rougir 'redden" palir 'get pale'

• A prepositional analysis of prefixes in English denominal verbs is argued for in Walinska
(1985)
, En- and j!- also show a semantic resemblance to and the clilic E! and the elide .1.
respectively. although the propenies of clitics and prepositional prefixes are not isomorphic.
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Thus, even though prefixed denominal and deadjectival verbs have no non
prefixed verbal counterpart, the verbal features of the construction do not
originate in the prefix. A verbal analysis of the prefix does not cover the cases
where the prefix is not required in the verbal projection and does not capture the
relation between prepositions and prefixes in French.
1.2 Structural properties
We will now argue that prepositional prefixes are adjuncts to a verbal
projection. The prefixes exhibit adjunct-like properties and differ sharply from
suffixes.
Prepositional prefixes in French do not head the construction they are part
of, which is a verbal projection. In this respect they differ from category
changing suffixes which detennines the categorial features of their projection.
Thus, the prefixes in (1) are not heads. They do not project an X' structure,
given that they do not take a complement. as it is the case for category-changing
suffixes (Di Sciullo 1993).
Instead, prepositional prefixes have adjunct-like properties. One propert)
of adjuncts, which differentiates them from arguments, is that adjuncts may co
occur.6 This is also the case for certain prefixes such as .@- and de-, but not i!
and ~-, as in (7). Another property of adjuncts is their optionality; prefixes are
optional in some cases, though in denominal and deadjectival verbs they are
generally obligatory, as in (8), Another property of adjuncts is that they may
occur at the periphery of the projection, In French, a prepositional affix may
never precede a category-changing affix, and it may not follow it, as in (9),
(7)

(8)

(9)

a, redemenager, reapporter, retransfonner; reremettre, dedefaire
'remove', rebring', 'retransfonn';
'put back again', 'unundo'
b, *aamenager, *enemporter, *transemporter,
'arrange up up', 'encarry to', transcarry to'
a, mener, emmener, lever, enlever
'bring', 'bring along', 'lift', 'liftoff
b. coder, encoder; *terrer, enterrer; *bellir. embellir, *pauvrir, appauvrir
'code', 'encode'; 'earth', 'bury'; 'beautiful', 'embellish', 'impoverish'
a,transportable, exportable
'transportable', 'exportable'
b, *portmable, *portablex
'portinable'. 'portablex'

6 The ability to be repeated is a property of syntactic adjuncts. which distinguishes them from
arguments (see Bresnan 1982, Klipple \991),
(i) On Monday in Boston we had tea at 4 at the Ritz
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The fact that these affixes do not occur in the right periphery of the structure is
predictable since they are not heads of words (Williams 1981, Di Sciullo and
Williams 1987). Given that they occur at the left periphery of the structure and
thus precede the verbal complex. they must be adjuncts (Kayne 1993).
1.3 XiXP adjuncts
If prefixes are adjuncts (0 a verbal projection, there are reasons to
distinguish two adjunction sites. The fact that the prefixes ~- and de-, and not !l
and en-. must precede the other prefixes and may be iterated, suggests that these
prefixes have different adjunction sites. Moreover, that a prefix such as!l- and en
is generally required in denominal and deadjectival verbs. and not when the prefix
attaches to verbs. suggests that such prefixes are in different positions.
We will thus distinguish two basic adjunction sites for a prepositional
prefix. adjoined to either V or VP, and propose that prepositional prefixes give
rise to the adjunction structures in (10) at the interface between word structure
and the conceptual-intentional system, i.e. at Morphological Form (Di Sciullo
1993). A prepositional prefix may be adjoined (0 a full verbal projection, as in
(lOa). which is the case for ~- and in some cases de-; or to a sub-pan of the
verbal projection as in (lOb), which is specific to £!- and en-type prefixes.
(10)

a.

VP
!\
P VP

b.

V
!\

P V

The following paragraphs detail our proposal.
1.3.1 VP adjuncts
The prefixes ~- and
in verbs such as recomposer and decomposer are
not related (0 an argument position of the verbal projection they are pan of. This
is evidenced by the fact that simple transitive verbs such as composer as well as
verbs with a PP complement such as distribuer allow ~- and verbs such as
charger allow de-. This indicates that these prefixes are outside of the maximal
argument structure domain of the verb, VP.
(l1) a. refaire, defaire, recomposer, decomposer
'redo'. 'undo', 'recompose', 'decompose'
b. redistribuer, reetager, decharger, decongeler
'redistribute', 'restore', 'unload', 'unfreeze'
Funhermore, both ~- and de- can occur with other prefixes, and are
always ordered before the other prefixes. This shows that they must be
structurally higher than those prefixes. Both prefixes may occur together, ~- must
occur before de- and both can be repeated in the same word.

7?

(12)

(13)

femporter, rapporter, desenterrer
'carry back', 'bring back', 'unearth'
h. *enreporter, *areporter . *endeterrer
'report from', 'report to', 'dig out from'
redefaire, *derefaire; rerefaire, dedefairc
'reundo', 'deredo'; 'reredo', 'unundo'

iI.

The fact that ~- and de- are ordered before other prefixes. can sometimes
be repeated, and resemble certain syntactic adjuncts indicate thar (hey are adjuncts
at the VP level as depicted in (lOa).
1.3.2 V adjunCtS
The distributional difference between r~-ide- and ;!-/en- and the fact thal
the former precede the latter follow from 0'1[ analysis. Re- and de- are VP
adjuncts while ;!-/en- are V adjuncts in structures such as apporter and emporter.
In these structures, the prefix is a direct sister of me verb. This analysis is
motivated by the fact that the prepositional prefix may be related to a variety of
PP complements of the verbal projection it is a part of.
(l4)

a. I11'a amene au parc / a Marie / en v(litun:
'He took (it/her/him) to the park / to Mary / in a car.
b. II I'a emmene au parc/hors du parc / en \'Olcure.
'He took (it/her/him) to the park! out of the park / in a car.'

In the representatiqn in (lOb). which we propoje for these structures. the
prefix is in the domain of the lowest verbal projection. The representation
captures the fact that there is a local relation between the PP complement of the
verb and the prepositional prefix, even though there might not be identity between
the prefix and the head of the PP complement. The prefix is not adjoined to the
higher verb. If this were the case, the prefix would wrongly have scope over the
direct internal argument of the projection. However, prefixes such as ;!- and en
do not affect the direct internal argument of the verbai projection they are part of.
as we will see.
2. Prefixes as Aspectual Modifiers
The proposal that French prefixes are adjunus is further motivated by
their semantic properties. They are modifiers, elements which are predicates of
an entity or event, adding further information about rhe event without becoming
the head, without changing the syntactic category, and without serving as an
argument. Moditiers occur in adjunct positions. correlating with the semantic
properties.
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We argue that they are semantically aspectual in nature, that is they
modify temporal, spatial and scalar properties' of the element to which they are
attached. By aspectual structure, we mean not only the temporal properties of
events, but also more abstract properties involving what Pustejovsky 1988 call the
"geometry of the event". Let us assume the definitions in (15).
(15)

Aspectual structure: The temporal, spatial and scalar vectors in the
geometry of the event,
Definition of vector: A quantity having direction as well as magnitude,
denoted by a line drawn from its original to its fmal position, (Oxford
English Dictionary)

Following the Davidsonian approach, extended by Higginbotham (1985).
we take modifiers to be predicates directly of an event variable ~, or in the case
of nominals. of the entity r (Williams 1981, Di Sciullo and Williams 1987). It is
thus possible to have the adjunction of a prefix to a verbal projection in morpho
logy, licensing event identification, as argued in Di Sciullo (1990) for prefixed
verbs in Italian. It is also possible to modify subparts of the internal structure of
the event (the aktionsart), as argued in Klipple (1991) for the licensing the ad
junction of PPs interior to VPs in English syntax.
We claim that these possibilities for adjunction allow at least two levels
of aspectual modification, which differentiate the ~- type modifiers from the en
type. This semantic difference maps onto the structural difference between the
suffixes discussed above.
Postulating these two levels leads us to predict that the aspectual
contribution of VP and V adjuncts may differ: VP adjuncts are sensitive to
aktionsart but do not change it, while V adjuncts can change aktionsart. The
following paragraphs show that this prediction is borne out.
2.1. VP adjuncts
The prefixes re- and
are examples of VP-adjuncts at Morphological
Form, as seen in section 1.4. Semantically, ~- and
modify the entire event
associated with the verbal root. Re- has the meaning of "again"; it indicates that
the event associated with the verb is repeated. On the other hand, de- has a
meaning of "reversal" of the event associated with the verb.
(16)

refaire, reboutonner, rehabiliter, regagner
'redo', 'rebutton" 'rehabilitate', 'regain'

, This implies that we see aspect as including more than temporal properties, but as subsuming

a group of relaled abstract propenies. This is argued for in Klipple (1991), following Hale (1984)
and Klpka (1990).
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(17)

deboutonner, deficeller, decharger, degraisser
'unbutton', 'untie', 'unload', 'degrease'

These prefixes have in common that they take the entire event denoted by
the verb in their scope. They modify that event, and construct another event
related to it: but note that the event denoted by the verb is also implicitly stated
[0 occur. The prefixes are modifiers at the event level, as opposed to modifying
at the aktionsart level, which is the aspectual function of V adjuncts such as the
prefixes en- and f\-.
Re- and de- impose selectional restrictions on the verbal root to which they
attach. These restrictions are aspectual. and do not involve the argument structure
of the verb. Re- must take a non-stative verb, but can appear with transitives and
unergatives as well as unaccusatives. De- also selects only non-stative verbs. and
may equally appear with transitives, unergatives and unaccusatives, However. the
event denoted by the verb must be iterable in the ~- case and reversable in the
de- case.
(18)

a redevenir, repartir, renaitre: *resavoir, *reaimer, *reappartenir
'rebecome', 'releave', 'reborn': 'reknow', 'relove', 'rebelong'
b. defaire, departir. derougir;
*desavoir, *deaimer, *deappartenir
'undo', 'relinquish', 'take the redness off', 'deknow', 'unlove', unbelong

De- can attach to the verb posseder "to possess". which is usually a stative
verb. However, the prefix can only occur with this verb when it is used as an
eventive. causative verb; this supports the contention that the prefix selects only
non-stative verbs.
(19)

a. Jean (*de}possecte un chateau.
'John possesses a castle.'
b. Marie depossede Jean de ses biens.
'Mary depossesses John of his belongings.'

In fact, ~- does not attach to non-eventive nouns. as in (20a), it attaches
only w denominal verbs which already exist, or to prefixed denominal or deadjec
tival verbs, as in (20b). This is because it selects an event, and denominal verbs
(at kast the ones only good with prefixes) are not events, VPs, unless they have
a V prefix in French.
(20)

a. *reboiter, *recrocher, *renuager
'recase', 'rehook', 'recloud'
b. rebeurrer, recode;
raccrocher, raffermir
'rebutter', 'recode'; 'hang up', 'firm up'
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As predicted, VP adjunct prefixes do not change the aktionsart of the
verbal projection they are adjoined to. Thus, [!<- adjoined to a verbal projection
does not change its aspectual class. The verb (n<)construire «re)construct) is an
accomplishment. It does not allows durative adverbials such as for an hour but
does allow frame temporal expressions (Bennett and Partee 1972) such as in an
hour. Moreover, it may be in the complement of the verb finir (finish), as IS
typical of accomplishments (Dowty 1979).
(21)

a. Marie a (re)construit une maison en un an I *?pendant un an.
'Mary (re)built a house in a year I for a year.'
b. Marie a fini de (re)construire une maison.
'Mary finished (re)buiJding a house.'

2.2 V adjuncts
When a prefix attaches to a verbal root, it in general specifies the
orientation of the event denoted by the verb. Prefixes such as en-, ih sous·,
trans- and the like modify the aspectual properties of the verb. Since they are
structurally closer to the verb than [!<- and
and their semantics involves the
internal aspecrual structure of the event denoted by the verb. we claim that they
are adjuncts directly of the V.
If we suppose that the VP node corresponds to the level where the event
is lexically "closed off" and that below this node the corresponding semantic
structure may be broken into subevems. we may propose that the semantic
relation between the verb and the prefix is closer than that with VP adjuncts. in
that the prefixes can modify subparts of the event.
We predict that V adjunct prefixes may have an effect on the aktionsart
of the verb. This corresponds to the facts. The verb
(flee) is an activity. Thus
durative adverbs are acceptable modifiers. but not frame temporal expressions.
The reverse is true for the prefixed verb s'enfuir (escape).
(22)
(23)

Marie a fuit pendant une heure I *?en une heure.
'Mary fled for an hour I in an hour.'
Marie s'est enfuit en une heure I *? pendant une heure
'Mary escaped in an hour I for an hour.'

The fact that V adjunct prefixes may change the aspectual nature of the event is
predicted by our analysis since they are part of the internal substructure of the
event denoted by the verb.

3. Semantic fields and the conceptual structure of prefixes
This section explores the conceptual contribution of V adjunct prefixes to
the projection of which they are a part. and provides additional evidence that they
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are aspectual modifiers of subparts of the event. The V adjunct prefixes we have
seen above, which include en-, ~-, sous-, trans-, and the like, help to shape the
aktionsart of the verbal projection in specifying properties such as its beginning
point, its endpoint, its spatial relations, its trajectory, and its polarity on a scale,
Determining the semantic properties of these preflXes is complicated by
the fact that their interpretation depends on the kind of root they occur with; in
fact, it varies with what is called the "semantic field" of the root. We maintain,
however, that each prefix and all aspectual modifiers should be treated as having
a single lexical entry, that is, their lexical conceptual structure (LCS). indepen
dent of semantic fields, must be underspecified and highly abstract.
The idea of semantic field has been argued for by many authors, including
Gruber (1965), Jackendoff (1983), Talmy (1985), Hale (1984). The essential idea
is that a wide variety of lexical items may share an abstract semantic element; this
element has a common meaning abstracted away from the context inherent in a
specific lexical item, This inherent lexical context is the semantic field of the
expression,
A semantic field is a sort of conceptual pseudospace; we consider semantic
fields to be part of the human conceptual-intensional system, They form a
mathematical space, which can be instanciated as a 3-dimensional grid (as in the
case of physical space), or a directed line (as in the case of temporal or scalar
dimensions).
3.1 Semantic fields and aspectual modifiers
In the case of prefixed verbs. the root conceptually sets up some sort of
point, shape or vector within a semantic field. The prefix, as an aspectual
modifier, specifies some component of this point, shape or vector. The prefix
itself does not belong to any semantic field, but takes on a different interpretation
in each field. This semantic behavior is like that of prepositions and particles,
which has been noted by many authors (Jackendoff 1983, Herskowits 1986.
Vandeloise 1991),
The semantic fields that we find with the prefixed verbs considered here
are the following: Static spatial (physical), Directional (dynamic spatial), Stative
(abstract space), Scalar (measure; directional stative), The following paragraphs
illustrate the varying interpretation of V adjunct prefixes with respect to semantic
field.
Directional (dynamic spatial): With verbs of motion. which have an
inherent spatial vector. prefixes can specify the directional component, and/or be
related to the beginning or endpoint of the path. En- indicates direction away
from, or source; l!- indicates direction towards, or goalS:

8 Some of these verbs. nmably
while taking it with oneself.

~,

have the additional sense of enclosing an object
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(24)

en- "away from":

(25)

i!- "towards":

(26)

de- "out of"9:

(27)

ill-

(28)

ex- "out of":

(29)

trans- "across":

"into

11
;

emporter, emrnener
'carry away with', 'bring away with'
apporter, attirer, accourir
'carry to', 'pull towards self', 'run to/towards'
deterrer, degainer, decouper
'unearth', 'unsheathe', 'cut out'
importer. infiltrer
'import', 'infiltrate'
emettre, exporter,
'emit'. 'export'
transporter, transmettre
'transport', 'transmit'

Scalar properties and states: Aspectual prefixes can also combine with
roots in a stative semantic field. In the case of a deadjectival verbs, which take
the prefixes en- and 1!-, the notion of a scale is often present, for an adjective
often indicates a state or property that has an inherent scale, from positive (the
full instanciation of the property) to negative (the opposite property), and along
which the degree of the property attained can be measured. Sous- occurs with
verbs with inherent measure, and indicates "under" with respect to canonical
value on a scale.
(30)
(31)
(32)

enrichir, ennoblir, endurcir
'make rich', 'ennoble', 'harden'
appauvrir, amollir, annuler
'impoverish', . soften' , 'cancel'
sous-alimenter. sous-estimer
. undernourish·. . underestimate'

Directional and Scalar Combined: Some motion verbs have both a
directional and a scalar component. These verbs also seem to indicate that the
action goes to a certain predetermined point. whereas the corresponding non
prefixed verbs do not indicate any endpoint to the action. The contrast in (33) is
illustrative:

, Note that we include ~. among the V adjunct prefixes, although we have said above that
in can function as a VP adjunct. In fact, we claim that it can serve as both, and its exact
interpretation depends on its site of attachment; it is "inverse" at the VP level, and 'out of" at the
V level. The two interpretations are related. for both are in a sense negative; inverse is a negative
concept. and the notion of "out of" or "from" has been argued to be a composition of "not at"
Oackendoff 1983).
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(33)

a. enlever 'lift off': positive/up + away from
b. abaisser 'lower to a certain degree': negativeidown

+ towards

A prefix sometimes has a spatial interpretation, especially
when combined with a concrete noun (and forming a denominal verb). In a spatial
(static) interpretation, en- always has roughJy the meaning of "within", 51- roughly
meaning of "at, to, contact".
(34)

(35)
(36)

(37)

emboiter, enterrer ,~nchainer
'to box', 'to bury',to chain
accrocher, atterrir, ~'accouder
'to hookihang', 'to land', 'lean un elbow'
)uligner, soupeser
.nderline', 'to weigh with one's hand'
.:xpatrier 'expatriate'

The individual relation in space to the object denoted by the root is further
determined according to the spatial characteristics of the object (Herskowits 1986,
Vandeloise 1991). All manifestations of en- have the same son of spatial
meaning, Le. "cause to be in", which is spelled out as "contain" or "surround
with", depending on the semantic type of the ~p for the exact interpretation
(Herskowits 1986). Similarly, g- generally implies contact. though it mayor may
not imply motion.
Abstract Space: With an abstract noun or verb, an aspectual prefix may
still have a remnant of its spatial meaning, but the resulting verb is more naturally
interpreted as indicating change relative to a state rathlT than a spatial location.
The state can in fact be seen as an abstract location.
(38)
(39)
(40)

s'enamourer. s'enrhumer, s'acclimater
'enamor', 'get a cold', 'acclimate'
~'endormir 'fall asleep'
soumettre 'submit', sous-Iouer 'sublease'

3.2 Surrunary; Behavior of each pn:fix across sema11lic fields
(41) ,ummanzes the above findings Jbout rhe interpretations of the
prefixes in each semantic field:

(41)

en,

Static spatial: in, within, surrounded hy
Directional: awa) rrom
Stative: into state
Scalar. positive
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g-

Static spatial: at, to, in contact with
Directional: towards, to
Stative: at. in a state
Scalar: negative
deVP modifier (level above aktionsan): inverse
Directional: out of
sous- Static spatial: underneath
Stative: below abstract space
Scalar: low on scale
exStatic spatial: exterior to
Directional: out of
Directional: into
trans- Directional: across

m-

So. for instance. g- interpreted in a stative field becomes "at. to STATE"; sous
in a scalar field becomes "low in SCALE".
is special in that it can vary
according to level of attachment as well as semantic field.
The directional component of en- as "away from" is not accounted for.
and is surprising; however. it is interesting to note that the clitic en shares this
meaning component. The scalar propenies of en- and g- also do not follow
directly from their other uses, although the fact that these two prefixes fonn a
basic contrast is consistent across all semantic fields. We leave a full exploration
of these problems to further research.
4. Summary
This paper presents the basic ingredients for a unified analysis of prefixes
in French, correlating their syntactic and semantic properties. We proposed that
prefixes are adjunct to a X or an XP projection and that they provide aspectual
modification to the projection they are part of. We predict different propenies of
prefixed verbal structures inclUding the linear order propenies of the prefixes as
a function of their level of attachment. We also predict the difference in their
semantic contribution to the event structure they modify. Finally, we account for
the variation in meaning of the prefixes, which as we proposed are underspecified
with respect to semantic fields.
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VOWEL ASSIMILATION IN LEKEITIO BASQUE AND ITS
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE MINIMALIST THEORY
Gorka Elordieta
University of Southern California
O. Introduction.
In this paper I am going to study the phonological
process of Vowel Assimilation (VA) in Lekeitio Basque. 1
This is a rule which can be classified as a postlexical
rule, but its distribution calls the theory of lexical
phonology in question, and poses serious problems for an
analysis under the best known theories of phrasal
phonology_ I will present a new insight, claiming that
certain
syntactic
domains
defined
by
minimalist
principles may be carried over as phonological domains at
PF, where VA applies.
1. Vowel raising and vowel
Basque. Distribution.

assimilation

in

Lekeitio

In this paper we focus on the phonological process
of Vowel Assimilation in Lekei tio Basque. This is an
optional fast-speech rule by which a vowel assimilates in
all its features to an immediately preceding vowel. The
boundaries created by nominal inflectional endings
provide one of the contexts for the application of the
rule, as illustrated in (1) _ For each of the underlying
forms in (1) we can obtain two alternative outputs, as
the slash indicates. The forms to the left of the slash
correspond to the output of the application of the rule
of Vowel Raising, by which a stem-final non-high vowel
raises before the initial vowel of an inflectional
suffix. This rule applies obligatorily and feeds the
optional later rule of VA, which the forms to the right
of the slash reflect. The forms on the left correspond to
a careful style, whereas those on the right are
1 I want to thank Jose Ignacio Hualde, Jon Ortiz de
Urbina, Jean-Roger Vergnaud and Irene Vogel for fruitful
comments on the ideas express~d in this pa~er. Parts of
this paper were presented ~n a talk g~ven at the
University of Deusto, in the Basque Country, Spain. The
audience there also deserves my gratitude for their
generous feedback. All errors are mine, of course.
This research was partially funded by the Department
of Education, Universities and Research of the Basque
Government.

pronounced in a more relaxed, rapid style: 2

(1) a. lorma-al
->
ormia I ormii
wall-det.sg.
'wall'
b. Ibaso-ak*/ l
->
basuak I basuuk
forest-del.pl.
'forests'
c. lume-en*1
->
umien I umiin
child-gen.pl.
'of the children'
d. Ikale-eta*-nl
->
kalietan I kaliitan
street-det.pl.-iness.
'in/at the streets'
e. Iguraso-ak*-kin*1 ->
gurasuakifi Igurasuukifi
parent-det.pl.-soc.pl,
'with the parents'
High vowels do not undergo the rule simply because
they never occur in the relevant contexts. The round mid
vowel 101 does not assimilate, as shown in (2):
(2) a. Ibaso-ok*1
-> basuok I *basuuk
forest-prox.
'forests (proximative)'
b. lume-on*1
-> umion I *umiin
child-prox.
'of the children (prox.)'
VA may also apply in underived domains, although the
application of the rule seems to be lexically determined
(cf. (3) for the native vocabulary). Among borrowings,
Spanish verbs ending in -ear, adapted as -ia by VR, are
the only ones that systematically undergo VA (cf. (4)):4

2

The following abbreviations will be used in the

sg." singular, pl.= plural, , deL= determiner,
abs.~ absolutive, erg.= ergative, gen.= genitive, dat.=
dative, soc.- sociative, prox.= proximative, infl.
(verbal) inflection, fut.: future, neg.= negation.
text:

) An asterisk placed behind a morpheme indicates
that that morpheme is accented, i.e., that it triggers
penultimate accent on the phonological word which results
from concatenation (cf.
(lb-e)). Morphemes with no
asterisks are unaccented, i.e., they only surface with
final stress when they are in phrase-final position.
4
The vowel
infinitives has

appearing before the -r in Spanish
often been considered in Spanish
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biar / biir
'to need'
siar / *siir
'through'
-> siesta
(4 ) a. Sp. siesta
'nap'
-> biAje
Sp. viaje
'trip'
Sp. suerte
-> suerte
'luck'
b. Sp. mosquear -> moskia
'to get angry'
Sp. sortear
-> sortia
'to raffle'

(3 )

/ siista

/ *biije
/ *suurte

/ moskii
/ sortii

Derivational morphemes do not undergo this rule,
since they are consonant-initial. The rule of VA does not
apply between two members of a compound or across words
(see (5) and (6), respectively):
(5) a. /buru-andi/
->
buruandi / *buruundi
head-big
'big-headed
b. /seme-alabak/ ->
semealAbak / *semeelabak
son-daughters
'children'
(6) a. /seru asula/
->
seru asula / *seru usula
sky blue
'blue sky'
b. /etxe andi~a/ ->
etxe andi~a / *etxe endi~a
house big
'big house'
The rule of VA can also apply between a lexical verb
and a vowel-initial inflection, namely a past tense
inflection whose initial vowel is the third person
agreement marker. In this context no VR occurs, since VR
is restricted to nominal inflection and nonderived
environments:
(7) a. /~o eban/
-> ~o eban / ~o oban
hit infl.
'(slhe/it hit him/her/it'
b. /galdu ebasan/
-> galdu ebasan / galdu ubasan
lose infl.
'(s)he lost them'

descriptive grammars as a separate morpheme, called
thematic vowel. Since no notion of a morpheme or
grammatical category similar to a thematic vowel exists
in Basque, I assume that this vowel does not constitute
a morpheme on its own. Thus, the Basque adaptations in
(4b) can be considered nonderived roots.
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c. likasi ebenl
->
ikasi eben I ikasi iben
learn inf!o
'they learnt it'
d. latrapa ebesenl -> atrapa ebesen I atrapa abesen
catch inf!o
'they caught them'
VA does not occur between a verb and a following
lexical element, as illustrated in (8):
(8) a. Isaldu etxial
-> saldu etxia I *saldu utxia
sell house
'sell the house'
b. lekarri ardawal -> ekarri ardawa I *ekarri irdawa
bring wine
'bring the wine'
Once the distribution of the rule of VA has been
presented, in the following sections we are going to show
that these data cannot be accounted for under any theory
of postlexical phonology developed so far, and we will
propose an alternative analysis.

2. A puzzle posed by VA.
The first problem that the rule of VA presents is
that of its classification as a lexical or postlexical
rule, following the assumptions of classical lexical
phonology. We have seen that it applies in nonderived
environments
in
some words,
apparently
lexically
restricted (cf. (3) - (4) ), and in nominal and verbal
inflection (cf. (1) and (7)). VA cannot be simply
lexical, since it applies across words, i.e., between a
verb and its inflection, and it cannot be classified as
a clear postlexical rule either, since, contrary to what
has been claimed for postlexical rules by Archangeli
1985, Pulleyblank 1986, Kaisse & Shaw 1985, among others,
VA does not apply across-the-board; it only applies in
the syntactic context of a lexical verb and its
inflection. Moreover, it has lexical exceptions (cf. (3)
(4) ), and this is a property which is recognized for
lexical rules, not postlexical rules.
The existence of postlexical rules which also show
properties of lexical rules has not passed unnoticed for
some phonologists, such as Ellen Kaisse. In Kaisse (1985,
1990) she distinguished PI from P2 postlexical rules. P1
rules are those postlexical rules that show sensitivity
to morphosyntactic information, and P2 rules are those
postlexical
rules
for
which
morphosyntactic
representations are not available. They apply very late
in the derivation, and can be sensitive to intonational
and phrasal boundaries, as well as pauses. Nevertheless,
our rule of VA cannot be identified as a P1 or P2 rule
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either, since it shows properties of both. On the one
hand, VA cannot be classified as a P2 rule because it has
access to morphosyntactic information, as we have seen;
and on the other hand, VA cannot be classified as a P1
rule either, because it has properties of P2 rules,
namely, sensitivity to intonational boundaries and
pauses. As it is shown in (9)-(10), VA cannot apply to a
vowel which is located immediately preceding a pause or
an intonational boundary:
(9) a. Neski-a etorri da II
->
neskii etorri da II
girl-det.sg. come infl.
'The girl has come'
b. Etorri da neski-a II
->
*etorri da neskii II
come infl. girl-det.sg.
(10) [Barristu egingo dabela
plasan
dagon
renovate do-fut infl-that square-in is-rel
etxia/*etxii] II [esan eben]
house-det.sg.
say infl.
'They said that they would renovate the house that
is in the square'
It is important to note that the rule of Vowel
Assimilation in Lekeitio Basque cannot be treated as a
precompiled phonological rule in the sense of Hayes
(1990) either. That is, it cannot be located in the
lexicon, with a syntactic environment added as part of
its structural description, as Hayes proposes for
precompiled rules, since it is sensitive to intonational
boundaries, and thus is clearly postlexical.
These facts suggest that some of the basic
postulates of Classical Lexical Phonology and even modern
Phrasal Phonology are mistaken. A way to solve this
puzzle would be to avoid making a clear-cut distinction
between syntax-sensitive and syntax-blind postlexical
rules. Specifically, I would like to propose, as in
Hualde & Elordieta (1992), that morphological and
syntactic boundaries remain visible at all levels of a
linguistic derivation, and that a rule may apply whenever
its structural description is met.
The postlexical aspect of this rule of VA also
posits a serious problem for other theories of Phrasal
Phonology, such as the ones developed by Nespor & Vogel
(1986) and Selkirk (1986). The main assumption in these
theories is that the output of the syntactic component is
subject to a set of phonological phrasing rules which
rebracket and relabel the structure into phonological
phrases, which exclude any reference to syntactic
categorial information such as noun, or verb, or
structural notions such as complement, specifier, or
adjunct. Rather, we find prosodic constituents such as
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the Phonological Word,
the Clitic Group,
or the
Intonational Phrase, as in Nespor & Vogel (1986), or
constituents whose boundaries are determined by category
neutral heads or maximal projections (i.e., Xo, XP), as
in the End-Based Approach (Selkirk 1986, Hale & Selkirk
1987, among others). VA constitutes a problem for these
postulates
because
it
is
sensitive to
syntactic
structures with categorial information: leaving apart
non-derived domains such as (3)-(4), VA only occurs in
nominal and verbal inflectional contexts.
Let us begin by discussing the predictions that the
End-Based Approach makes
for our rule of Vowel
Assimilation. This model postulates that phonological
domains for the application of postlexical rules are
determined by creating boundaries to the left or right
hand of syntactic heads or maximal projections. Adopting
current notions in the syntactic theory of the Principles
and Parameters framework, on which this approach is
originally based, we assume that the verbal inflection is
a syntactic head (i.e., IO) occupying the head position
of its own projection (Le., IP), and governing the
maximal projection VP which is its complement. with this
in mind, the End-Based Approach appears unable to create
the right domains for VA to occur, since positing
boundaries to the left or to the right of heads or
maximal projections would locate a lexical verb and its
inflection in separate domains. In order to solve this
problem, we would be forced to stipulate that boundaries
are created to the left of lexical heads or their maximal
projections, governed by a syntactic head, and propose
that VA applies in the domain demarcated by those
boundaries. This is illustrated in (11):
( 11) a. [xo lora [xo ederra
-> *lora adarra
flower beautiful
'beautiful flower'
b. (0 saldu eban
-> saldu uban
sell infl
'(s)he sold it'
Apart from the stipulation we have had to introduce
regarding the lexical nature of the syntactic element
marking the boundary for the phonological domain, this
analysis would also face the problem posed by adverbial
complementizers and modal particles, which follow a
lexical verb and never have its initial vowel assimilated
to the verb's final vowel, as illustrated in (12)-(13):
(12) a. apurtu arren
-> *apurtu urren
break despite
'despite breaking'

b. ni etorri esik -> *ni etorri isik
I come unless
'unless I come'
c. su allaga esian -> *su allaga asian
you arrive if(neg.)
'If you don't come'
(13) aproba ete d&be -> *aproba ate d&be
pass modal infl
'Might they have passed?'
Under the End-Based Approach, we would be forced to
consider complementizers and modal particles to be
lexical heads, in order to account for the blocking of
VA.
However,
this
seems
unorthodox,
given
that
complementizers and modal particles have properties more
like nonlexical categories.
Finally, similar results are obtained if we consider
the Direct-Syntax Approach (Kaisse 1985). In this theory,
the application of certain postlexical rules depends on
the structural relationship of c-conunand existing between
two elements a and b. Following the currently accepted
assumption that the verbal inflection (Le., 1°) c
commands the lexical verb (i.e., inside VP), one could
say that our rule of VA applies to the initial vowel of
an element a
(i.e.,
verbal
inflection)
when
it
immediately follows the final vowel of an element b, c
commanded by a ( i . e . , lexical verb). Here too, as
discussed for the End-Based Approach, one would have to
add the stipulation that the element a has to be
nonlexical, in order to predict correctly the absence of
VA between two lexical elements, as illustrated in (8).
However, this analysis must also be rejected, given the
absence of VA between a lexical verb and a following
complementizer or modal particle, which under current
syntactic theory are assumed to c-command the lexical
verb.
Similarly,
it is clear that the domain of
application of VA in LB cannot be reduced to any discrete
prosodic constituent suggested by the Prosodic Hierarchy
theory, as in Nespor & Vogel (1986). The domain of
application exceeds the domain of a phonological word or
clitic group as understood in Nespor & Vogel, because VA
still applies in cases in which a lexical verb and its
inflection carry their own accent, as we can see in (14):
(14) Emongo
ebesen
->
emongo obesen
give-fut infl
'They would give them'
The Phonological Phrase would also be excluded as a
domain for VA, since a noun and a following adjective
would be enclosed in the same phonological phrase, and
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thus VA would be incorrectly predicted to occur.s
At this point, we seem to be at a loss, since most
familiar theories of postlexical/phrasal phonology cannot
account for the phenomenon of Vowel Assimilation in
Lekeitio Basque. In the following section, however, we
propose a solution to the problem which is based not on
bare structural relations such as c-command, or left and
right edges, but rather it is based on a consideration of
the deeper syntactic relationships existing between the
elements to which the rule applies.

3. A solution.
The basic claim on which we base our analysis is
that verbal inflection in Basque is an element which
needs to be syntactically licensed by another element,
following an observation first made by Ortiz de Urbina
(1993, 1994). This author notes that verbal inflection
cannot appear by its own in a clause (cf. (15», and it
cannot appear in clause-initial position either (cf.
(16) ) :'

(15) *d-it-u-t
3abs-abs.plur.-aux-!erg.sg.
'I have them'
(16) *da-tor
etxe-ra glzona
3abs-come house-to man
'The man is corning horne'
It is important to notice that the restriction on
inflection holds of clause-initial positions, not of
sentence or utterance-initial positions. A topicalised
element preceding the verbal inflection does not prevent
the derivation from being ungrammaticaL We assume the
commonly held view that topics are adjoined to the CP
projection and do not occupy a clause-internal position:

5 Nespor & Vogel (1986:168) define the Phonological
Phrase as a domain containing a lexical head X and all
constituents on its nonrecursive side up to another
maximal projection whose head is outside of the maximal
projection of X. This would join into a phonological
phrase a noun and a following adjective, ~ince in Basque
the nonrecursive side is the right side.

, 'rhere are a few verbs in 8asque which can be
amalgamated with inflectional morphemes, forming what
have been named synthetic verbs in the Basque linguistic
tradition. (24) contains an example of a synthetic verb.

(17) *Gizona, dator etxera.
'As for the man, he is coming home'
In order for the derivations to be acceptable,
insertion of the particle ba- is necessary, acting as a
shield for inflection against the filter on clause
initial position:
(18) Baditut
(19) Badator etxera gizona
(20) Gizona, badator etxera.
Ortiz de Urbina finds an explanation to his
observation in the minimalist program,
the basic
principles of which appear formulated in Chomsky (1992).
In this approach to linguistic theory, inflectional
morphemes are considered to be (bundles of) syntactic
features (i.e., ~-features, tense, aspect, mood, etc.),
each of them located in the head of a different
functional projection in the syntactic structure of a
clause (cf. (21)). This means that the agreement and
tense morphemes which appear in the verbal inflection in
Basque (cf. 22) will be the heads of their own
projections,
i. e. ,
Agreement.IUbJoct)Phrase,
Agreemento'bject)Phrase, Tense Phrase (cf. Pollock 1989 for
a primitive proposal along these lines):
(21)
CP
SPEC - '--.. c'
C
---::: AGR.P
SPEC
-. AGR '
AGR;
~ TP
SPEC
--- T'
T - - ----AGR _ P
0
SPEC~ AGR '
AGR o
- VP
(22) Zu-k
ni-ri liburua eman zen-i-da-n.
you-erg I-dat book give 2erg.sg.-aux-1abs.sg.-past
'You gave me the book'
Chomsky suggests that the features located in these
functional projections must be "checked" in the syntax by
the elements which share these features or which are
syntactically related to them. If the features match, the
linguistic
derivation
will
receive
a
coherent
interpretation at the interface levels, the Phonetic Form
and the Logical Form. If they do not match, the
derivation does not "converge" at these levels and it
"crashes". This process of feature-checking can be
carried out by two different mechanisms: head-to-head
incorporation or by a relation of Spec-head agreement.
Thus, a lexical verb which is drawn inflected from the
lexicon raises to the heads of the agreement and tense
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projections, in order to check its features. On the other
hand, the nominal phrases which share the 4i-features
(i.e.,
agreement features)
present in the verbal
inflection raise to the specifier position of each
agreement projection, to check their features with those
located in the head of these projections. The elements in
the specifier position of a functional projection and the
lexical head incorporated onto the functional head in
ques'tion conform what is called the checking domain of
that functional head. This is illustrated in (23), where
F and FP stand for a functional head and its maximal
projection, respectively, and X stands for any head
adjoined to F as a result of a process of incorporation:

(23)

FP
SPEC-'

'''-. F

-

I

F

X

"

F'

Ortiz de Urbina (op. ai t. i adopts the minimalist
idea that all features must be checked or licensed
somehow when he claims that the features in the verbal
inflection must be licensed by a syntactic element in
order for the derivation to converge at the levels of
phonological and semantic interpretatiou. The lexical
verb licenses the inflection by incorporating onto it in
a head-to-head movement fashion 7 ,e. The evidence for this
incorporation process comes from thp. fact that a verb
almost always appears adjacent to the inflection, even in
those constructions in which there is movement of Infl to
Comp, as in interrogative and focus constructions.'
With these theoretical assumptions in mind, the
central point of my analysis is that the phenomenon of
Vowel Assimilation in Lekeitio Basque is a phonological
7 To be exact, Ortiz de Urbina claims that it is the
feature [Tense] that needs to be lexically licensed, but
this point is not crucial to our discussion.
3 An interesting point to discuss is why the lexical
verb which appears fused in synthetic verbs cannot serve
as a licenser (cf. (16), (17)). I will leave this matter
open for further research. Also, for reasons of limit of
space, I will not explain how the particle ba- or other
particles (such as negation, i e., es) and nominal
phrases license Infl. I will simply refer the reader to
Ortiz de Urbina's work.

• The only exception are negative clauses. For a
discussion on this matter, see Ortiz de Urbina (op.
cit. ) .
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reflection of the syntactic relationship holding between
a verbal inflection and the lexical verb which licenses
it. In other words, I want to suggest that a phonological
phenomenon of assimilation such as the one we are
considering in this paper results from the degree of
grammatical "closeness" existing between two elements,
the idea being that the closer two elements are by virtue
of their grammatical relationship (e.g., licensing,
feature-checking), the easier it will be to observe
phonological processes for which adjacency of some sort
is required, such as assimilation, dissimilation, or
deletion.
In fact, there is another phonological phenomenon
in Lekeitio Basque which applies between a lexical verb
and a following inflection which seems to support our
argument: the deletion of the final -n of lexical verbs
ending in this consonant when they are immediately
followed by a vowel-initial inflection. This deletion
process may feed VA:
(24) a. emon eban
->
emo eban / emo oban
give infl
'(S)he gave it'
b. esan ebasan ->
esa ebasan / esa abasan
say infl
'(S)he said them'
However, if a lexical verb ending in -n precedes
another element apart from a verbal inflection, such as
a causative verb, a modal particle, or a complementizer,
no deletion occurs:
(25) a. emon eraifi eutzan
->
*emo eraifi eutzan
give cause infl
'(S)he made him/her give it'
b. emon ete eban
->
*emo ete eban
give modal infl
'Might (s)he have given it?
c. artun arren
->
*artu arren
take despite
'Despite taking'
Interestingly enough, this correlates with the fact
that no VA occurs between a lexical verb and these
elements:
(26) a. Nok etorri eraifi eutzan Mireneri? (*etorri iraifi)
who come cause infl Miren
'Who made Miren come?'
b. Prepara ete dau amak ~atekua?
(*preparaate)
prepare modal infl mother food
'Might mom have prepared the food?'
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c. Suk amai txu arren •••
you finish despite
'Despite your finishing

(*amaitxu lirren)

At this point, the parallelism with nominal contexts
is revealing (cf. (1», since VA also appears to apply
between a lexical element (i.e., a noun or an adjective)
and its inflection. Determiners in Basque bear the ~
feature number, and morphemes marking case appear
attached to it, as illustrated in (27):
(27) a. neska-ak*-k
-> neskak
'the girls (erg.)'
girl-det.pl.-erg.
b. seme-a-ri
-> semiari
'the son (dat.)
son-det.sg.-dat.
Following current
syntactic assumptions which
conceive a determiner as a functional head with its own
projection, like the different verbal inflectional
categories (i-e., the Determiner Phrase; cf. Ahney 1987),
the generalization we obtain is that VA occurs between a
functional category and a lexical element that it
governs. If we assume that in Basque a lexical nominal
head licenses the features in DO by raising to this head
position (syntactically or phonologically), in a parallel
fashion
to a
lexical verb incorpor~ting to the
inflectional heads, we observe that the domain of
application of VA is precisely the checking domain of
these functional heads (i.e., 1° and D°, cf. (23)).
Thus, the evidence presented from Lekeitio Basque
suggests that in some languages a close morpho syntactic
relationship holding between a lexical element and its
governing functional category (e. g., feature-licensing or
checking) has a reflection at the phonological level. In
other words, the syntactic domain formed by these two
elements can also constitute a domain at the Phonological
Component, where certain phonological processes are
observed to occur (e.g., Vowel Assimilation, n-deletion).
I

4. Conclusion.

In this paper we have discussed several possible
ways to analyse the phonological process of Vowel
Assimilation in Lekeitio Basque. The first observation we
have obtained is that the basic postulates of Classical
Lexical Phonology, and of some of its recent versions,
are flawed, suggesting that morphosyntactic boundaries
may remain visible at all levels of representation. We
have also shown the inability of different theories of
phrasal or postlexical phonology to account for the
phenomenon presented, and we have provided a solution
based on the observation that in order for the rule to
apply between two elements there must be a syntactic
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relation of licensing or feature-checking holding between
them. Thus, our proposal argues against a conception of
the Phonetic Form as "a representation in universal
phonetics, with no indication of syntactic elements or
relations among them" (Chomsky 1992:37).
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Auxiliary Selection in Greek Dialects
Manuel Espanol-Echevarria
UCLA
1. Introduction·
In this paper I will consider some syntactic properties of perfect
constructions in Cappadocian Greek. Cappadocian Greek is a dialect of
Modern Greek spoken until 1922 in Eastern Turkey. Nowadays, speakers
of this dialect are to be found in very diminished numbers in different
regions of Greece, and some locations around the Black Sea. An
interesting characteristic of this dialect, compared to other varieties of
Greek is that in perfect tenses it invariably selects for the auxiliary ina 'be'
with all kinds of verbs, instead of aho 'have' which is the auxiliary selected
in almost all Greek dialects 1. This feature of Cappadocian Greek, as well
as other characteristics of perfect constructions in this dialect will be
reviewed in section 2. In section 3, the essentials of Kayne's (1993)
theory on Auxiliary Selection will be presented, as an introduction to
sections 4 and 5, in which the facts presented in section 2 are analyzed
along the lines of Kayne's approach. In section 6, some additional data,
from a different dialect of Greek, Tsakonian, will be discussed. Our
analysis of Tsakonian Greek will show that the basic assumptions
involved in our description of Cappadocian Greek can be carried over to
other Greek dialects. Finally, section 7 is devoted to the special problems
related to tense in Cappadocian Greek perfect constructions. The
analysis offered in this paper, if correct, provides evidence in favour of a
bi-clausal treatment of auxiliary constructions, since it is shown that such
treatment can deal with perfect constructions very different from the ones
found in Romance or Germanic languages.

2. Perfect constructions in Cappadocian Greek.
In (1) some examples of sentences involving perfect tenses in
Cappadocian Greek (henceforth CG) are presented along with their
counterparts in Standard Modern Greek (henceforth SMG):
(1)

Cappadocian Greek2
a. Ego psis dio avga iton
I bake-1st-sg-past-perf two eggs was
'I had baked two eggs'

Standard Modern Greek
I

Ego iha psisi dio avga
had baked two eggs

b. *Ego pSiniska
dio avga iton
I
bake-1st-sg-past-imp two eggs was
c. *Ego psino dio avga iton
I bake-1 st-sg-pres two eggs was
'I have baked two eggs'

Ego eho psisi dio avga
I have baked two eggs

The first difference we note comparing CG and SMG perfect constructions
is that of word order. Although both varieties are SVO, in CG, the auxiliary
appears in sentence final position. while in SMG it always precedes the
verb and its complements. Secondly, they select for different auxiliaries:
SMG selects for have, and CG selects for be with all kinds of predicates.
Third, in SMG the auxiliary eho 'have' shows number and person subject
agreement, while in CG the auxiliary ine 'be' does not agree with the
subject; it shows a default third person singular form in all occurrences.
Instead of the auxiliary, it is the element corresponding to the English
participle which agrees with the verb in person and number. Fourth, SMG
and CG also differ in the form used in place of the English past participle.
SMG uses an uninflected form 3, CG makes use of perfective inflected
forms. The fifth characteristic distinguishing the two varieties of Greek is
the defective nature of the perfect paradigm in CG. Although there is a
form corresponding to the English or SMG past participle, CG lacks a
present perfect form (ct. (1a) vs. (1c)). Perfects can be obtained not only
in the past, but also in future or subjunctive. The relevant generalization
seems to be that the form appearing in place of the English partiCiple has
to be a perfective verbal form, and perfective forms are only available for
past and future/subjunctive.
.
In the following sections, I will analyze each one of the five pOints r~ .'d
above. The theoretical approach to Auxiliary Selection I will assurr~_ IS
presented in Kayne (1993). It will be shown that CG perfect constructions
are a possible output of the theory presented there, although Kayne does
not treat any similar case in his comparative study of perfect
constructions. There are, however. some properties of the construction
under consideration (mainly related to tense) that don't follow directly from
an analysis along the lines in Kayne (1993). I will propose independent
explanatory devices based on a model of the syntax of tense developed in
Zagona (1988. 1990) and Stowell (1993) in order to account for the
defective nature of the perfect paradigm in CG.
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3. Kayne's (1993) Theory of Auxiliary Selection
In this section I will consider some aspects of Kayne (1993) relevant to
the data provided in section 2. Kayne (1993) postulates the existence of
an underlying copula be in perfect constructions. Under his view, the
copula be takes as complement a DP structure. This DP can in its turn
contain a full sentential substructure with tense and agreement
prOjections. The basic conceptual motivation for a DP projection is that a
projection with AGRS as maximal node can never function as argument of
a higher predicate without an additional projection, DP/CP. The crucial
role in Auxiliary Selection phenomena is played by the DP projection
roofing the participial clause. Spec DP is in principle an A' position,
maintaining the parallelism of DP and CP, and movement from inside the
participial clause to the specifier of DP, and finally to Spec IP, is ruled out
as a case of improper movement in the state of affairs in (2):

(2)

-----------IP

A

I'

BE

DP

A'

D'

AGRS

D/P o

-- -

'"" TP

AGRO
VP

Certain languages like English and Modern Greek can raise their subjects
to Spec IP by means of the process depicted in (3a, b, c):
(3) a.

IP
A---I'

A---I'

8~DP

~

~

A'

IP

b.

BE+O/P0 =HAVE

0'

D/~
VP

~

John hit the ball

OP

A~O

t~

VP

~

John hit the ball
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C.

IP

~

I'

JOhni

~DP

hasj

t~D'
I

tj~

VP

~

tj hit the ball

The head of DP (a covert preposition) incorporates into be, forming a
complex head BE + D/P o = HAVE, and switching the character of Spec
DP from A' to A (3b). Thus, the NP subject can raise to Spec IP, (3c), and
languages licensing the Spec IP position for the raising subject in this way
show the surface form have as a result of the incorporation of the
preposition heading DP into the copula be4. On the other hand,
languages selecting be as auxiliary cab follow the way represented in (4):

(4)

IP

A~'

~

BE

DP

A~D'

~

D/Po+AGRSo

AGRS

~

AGRS'

t~VP
A head from the lower sentential substructure, in this case AGRS o,
incorporates into the head of DIP, D/P o , switching the character of the
Spec DP position. In this case, the head D/P o does not incorporate into
the copula (such incorporation is not needed in overt syntax, and by
economy considerations we can assume that it does not take place), and
the resulting auxiliary will be be. The derivation just described seems to
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take place in certain Italian dialects in which 1st and 2nd but not 3rd
person subjects can activate AGRS, when raising to Spec IP, yielding
perfect constructions with be in 1st and 2nd persons, and have with 3rd
person.

4. An account of CG perfects
The two cases described in the preceding section: incorporation of DIP 0
into be, and incorporation of AGRS o into DIP 0 are not the only
possibilities. There is still more room for language variation in Kayne's
(1993) framework. In the case of a language that, due to the lack of true
participial forms, uses full inflected forms instead of partiCiples, the
different arguments, including the subject, would be licensed inside the
participial DP. I will claim that CG is an example of such a situation.
ConSider the CG perfect sentence in (1), repeated here for convenience
as (5):
dio avga iton
(5) Ego psis
I
bake-1st-sg-past-perf two eggs was
'I had baked two eggs'
Under the analysis in the previous paragraph, a structure like (6) is
proposed for (5):
(6)

........---..-.
~
~
IP

"

I'

DP'

D'

D/PO

BE

tj

AGRS

e~RS'

~

psis

AGRO

diO~

In (6) both arguments are licensed in the clausal structure contained in
DP, and DP raises to fill the Spec IP positionS. Assuming the structure in
(6), most of the characteristics of CG perfects observed in section 2.
follow in a straightforward manner:
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a) word order facts: the auxiliary will appear in sentence final position,
while the raised clausal DP will show the normal SVO order,
b) auxiliary selection: since nothing forces the change of Spec DP into an
A' position, namely, there is no movement through this position, D/P o
does not incorporate into be, and be is the auxiliary selected with all kinds
of verbs,
c) agreement facts: auxiliaries will exclusively show third person singular
agreement, since they agree with the DP raised to Spec IP.

5. Some additional evidence.
In section 2, I have listed the differences between perfect constructions
in CG and SMG. I have attributed all these differences to the lack of a
proper participial form in CG. If so, we would expect that CG has other
constructions involving be, and showing similar syntactic behaviour. In
fact, parallel constructions do exist. Consider, for instance, the example in
(7):

(7) Kanis
na ert
de ne
Nobody subj. come-3rd-sg-pres not is
'Nobody is going to come'
illustrates a progressive construction with the same word order and
agreement patterns as the perfect constructions examined above. The
syntax of clitics in CG is also compatible with the analysis in section 4.
Clitics appear normally to the right of the verb, (8a), except when the verb
is negated or co-occurs with a modal particle (na for future/subjunctive);
then, clitics appear to the left of the verb (8b):
(8) a. do neka t' hiorsen do
do
strata
the woman of-his saw CL-her in-the street
'He saw his wife in the street'
b. den do epe
not it said-he
'He didn't say it'
In perfect constructions, clitics don't climb up to the auxiliary, rather they
are cliticized to the inflected verb, as it is shown in (9):
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(9) a. To arni piasam
do ton
the lamb catch-1st-plu-past-perf it was
'We had caught the lamb'
b. To arni na do piasum
ton
the lamb sub]. it catch-1 st-plu-subj-perf was
'We should have caught the lamb'6
The behaviour of clitics indicates that the DP complement of be contains
a fully inflected clausal structure, which bars the climbing of clitics up to
the auxiliary. Finally, as it is shown in (7), NPls can be licensed in the
preposed DP, while the negation is attached to the auxiliary. This fact
suggests that the raised DP is in a Spec-Head relation with the negative
head (assuming the existence in Greek of a negative projection NEGP
higher than AGRS, as in Agouraki (1992». Or alternatively, if following
Branigan (1993) we assume that the participial DP moves to an AGRCP
projection located between C and AGRS in the matrix clause, in an
instance of A' movement, then the NPI in the preverbal participial DP
could be licensed through reconstruction.

6. Perfects in Tsakonian Greek.
The account I have offered for CG perfects relies on the existence of a
clausal structure contained in DP. The role played by the different
projections contained in DP, particularly AGRS, is also manifest in other
dialects of Greek. I will consider briefly some data from Tsakonian Greek
(henceforth TG, ct. fn 1). In TG, all imperfective indicative tenses are
formed with the auxiliary be (eni and eki in (10»'
(10)
Present
Past

Masc
eni oru
'he sees'
eki oru
'he saw'

Fern
eni orua
'she sees'
eki orua
'she saw'

Neut7
eni orunta
'it sees'
eki orunta
'it saw'

As shown in (10), the present participle of the verb see agrees in gender
and number with the subject. Under Kayne (1993), be is the expected
auxiliary, since AGRS is activated, as the agreement markers on the
present participle prove. Perfect tenses in TG involve two auxiliaries:
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(11) a. emi ehu
ftate
am-I had-masc baked-masc
'I have baked'
b. emi eha
ftate
am-I had-fem baked-masc
As illustrated in (11), the first one, emi 'I am', agrees with the subject in
person and number. The second one is a past participle ehu/eha 'had'
agreeing with the subject in number and gender. The second past
participle, flate 'baked', does not agree with the subject8. Again, the
auxiliary surfacing as be precedes an agreeing participle, while have
precedes a participle showing no agreement. These facts indicate that
the activation of AGRS is related to the surfacing form of the auxiliary (ct.
section 3). However, although TG data show clearly the relation between
activation of AGRS inside DP and Auxiliary Selection, they also seem to
pose a problem for the approach to Auxiliary Selection adopted here.
Why is it precisely the first participle, ehu/eha 'had' in (11), the only one
showing subject agreement, or put in other words, why is it the case that
the main participle, flate 'baked' in (11), doesn't show subject agreement?
That past participles can agree with the subject in TG is shown in
passives:
(12) a. eni ftate
is baked-masc
'He is baked'
b. eni ftata
is baked-fem
'She is baked'
The answer to the above questions lies in the fact that the verb to be in
TG, as in all dialects of Greek, is defective, lacking a past participle fonn
(like been). Thus, the only possible derivation is the one in which the
second auxiliary is have. In order to obtain have as the second auxiliary,
the preposition in DIP 0 of the most embedded participle has to
incorporate into the second auxiliary, and, as a consequence, the most
embedded participle does not agree with the subject, given that such
agreement would inhibit incorporation of DIP 0 into be.
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f. Tense in CG perfects,
Finally, let us discuss the fifth property observed in section 2, CG does
not have present perfect forms, while, as we have seen, perfect forms are
available for future and past tenses. In some Italian dialects Auxiliary
Selection is also conditioned by tense in a similar way: have is preferred
in present perfect, and be in past, or future perfect. Kayne (1993) gives a
tentative explanation to this sensitivity to tense parallel to the one
proposed for the sensitivity to person (ct. section 3). The existence of a
tense projection under DP is assumed; the head of this projection, To '
must raise into the matrix clause when the tense of the auxiliary is
present, at least in some languages. This movement is potentially
inhibited when D/Po has not incorporated to BE. Under the analysis
developed here, in CG, no head raises from the DP up to the matrix
clause. If raising of To has to take place in present tense, there would be
a way of explaining why there are no present perfect forms in CG.
However, the reasons motivating the raising of To up to the matrix clause,
in general, and the obligatory raising of this head in present tense remain
unclear.
I would like to relate the lack of present perfects in CG, to the fact that
imperfective verbal forms are in general excluded from perfect
constructions in CG (ct. (1». CG has imperfective as well as perfective
verbal forms for past, future and subjunctive. In present tense, only
imperfective forms are available. Following Zagona (1988), I assume the
predicative nature of tense, and the following argument structure for
perfects:
(13)

CP
~

C(s)

IP

......--.......VP
I(TNS)

(r)

.............

V'

~

V

VP(e)

Tense in I assigns an external s theta role (speech time), an r theta role
(reference time) to the auxiliary VP, and indirectly an e theta role (event
time to the participle VP, The relations among these temporal indices are
ruled by general principles of binding theory. In terms of binding theory,
perfective forms behave as r-expressions, while imperfective forms
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behave as pronouns. The former cannot be bound by the speech time
sitting in C, but the latter can, under certain configurations. Zagona
(1990) shows the empirical consequences of the above distinction,
comparing the readings that a present tense sentence can have in
English and Spanish:
(14) a. Mary sings (only habitual reading)
[ep Tj [IP Mary [, (does)] [vp sing *j I j

1]

b. Maria canta (habitual and present moment reading)
[CP Tj [IP Maria [I cantaj ] [vp ej 1]
The present moment reading is excluded in English because of the low
position of the verb (it doesn't raise to I). T j (the speech time) is outside
the minimal governing category of VP, and Tj cannot A-bind the index
inside the VP. On the other hand, in Spanish, verbs raise to I, and the
minimal governing category for the chain is extended to CP, so V can be
anaphoric to the temporal external argument, accounting for the present
moment reading.
If the analysis developed here for CG perfects is correct, the situation
concerning temporal indices has certain resemblances to the one in
(14b). I have proposed that the whole DP raises to Spec IP in CG. Then,
the configuration obtained is such that the event argument can be bound
by the speech time if it is a pronoun, but not if it is an r-.expression
(perfective form), as it happens in (15):
(15) Ego psis
dio avga iton
I bake-1st-sg-past-perf two eggs was
'I had baked two eggs'

[cp Tj Itp lop··· psis *j I j 1[I iton] ... ]
1tentatively propose that this is the reason why only perfective fonns can
appear in perfect constructions in CG. If we assume that the event
argument cannot be bound by the external argument (speech time) in
perfect tenses, the resulting configuration, after the movement of DP into
Spec IP, is such that only r-.expressions (perfective fonns) are free with
respect to the speech time. Being the only form available in present tense
an imperfective one, presents will be excluded from configurations like the
one in (15). This could explain the defective paradigm of perfects in CG.
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8. Conclusion

I have shown that the syntax of perfect constructions in CG follows from
particular choice of lexical items; fully inflected verbal forms instead of
participles. Both CG and TG show how Auxiliary Selection interacts with
the activation of an AGRSP in the participial DP, giving support to the
theoretical treatment of Auxiliary Selection in Kayne (1993). Moreover, the
obligatory movement of the participial DP in CG indicates that the
presence of a clausal subject is necessary for a phrase to converge at the
PF interface (ct. Branigan (1993)). Finally, the defective character of
perfects in CG (the lack of present perfect forms) has been derived from
the distinct syntactic properties of perfective and imperfective forms.

a

NOTES
.. I would like to thank Hilda Koopman. Anoop Mahajan, Dominique Sportiche and Tim
Stowell for useful comments and discussion of the contents of this paper. lowe also
thanks to the audience of WECOL XXIII for helpful suggestions and remarks. Of course.
the usual disclaimers apply.
1. There are two interesting exceptions to this generalization. Greek dialects spoken in
Southern Italy. as well as Tsakonian (dialect spoken nowadays in Eastern Peloponnesus)
also select be in certain contexts. In section 6 of this paper. some aspects of the
auxiliary system of the latter are examined.
2. CG data in this paper are from Dawkins (1916) and Kesisoglou (1951).
3. The grammatical status of psisi 'baked' in (1 a, c) is unclear. SMG has no participles in
paSSives, since verbs show paSSive inflection On the other hand, participles usually
found in adjectival passives like the one in (1):
(1) I patates ine psimenes
'the potatoes are baked'
are different from the forms used in perfects. Forms like psisi 'baked' are traditionally
treated as infinitives for historical reasons. I will refer to them as infinitives. The exact
status of these forms is not directly relevant to our discussion, and I will not consider it
here.
4. Mahajan (1993) proposes an analysis of have-be selection as a subcase of split
ergalivity. Under his analysis, the source of the incorporating preposition is not DIP0' but
the raising subject itself. The preposition originates as a sister of the subject within the
VP. This preposition can surface either incorporated into the auxiliary (have perfect
constructions). incorporated into the participle (agreeing participles with be ). or attached
to the subject NP (Hindi ergatives in perfect constructions). My analysis of CG is neutral
with respect to the two proposals about the origin of the incorporated preposition (Kayne
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(1993) and Mahajan (1993». In CG, the subject agrees with the main verb; thus, at some
point of the derivation they fulfil the adjacency requirement on incorporation, necessary
under Mahajan's proposal, and we can assume that the preposition sister of the subject
NP has incorporated into the main verb, not into the auxiliary, yielding be. Note that
under Mahajan's approach we are not lead to assume that Spec DP is an A' position.
5. Note that ego 'I' in (6) cannot raise further to Spec IP, because It has been assigned
nominative case under AGRS. On the other hand, pro (CG is a pro-drop language) is
excluded from Spec DP, since the subject ego 'I' cannot control pro in such a
configuration.
6. (9a, b) are cases of Clitic Left Dislocation (CLLD). I am not going to consider here
CLLD constructions in CG.
7. Tsakonian Greek data are from Aerts (1965) and Pemot (1934).
8. Although it can show optional object agreement, as in (1):
(1) a. emi ehu
zeite/zeita
tan eyiza
am have-past-part-sing-masc tie-past-part-sing-masclfem the goat
'I have tied the goat'
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Case Spreading and Phrase Structure in Karitiana
Daniel L. Everett
University ofPittsburgh

], Introduction 1
I I, Objectives of this paper
In this paper I argue that case marking in Karitiana (K). an Amazonian
language of Rondonia. Brazil (Arikem family, Tupi phylum) involves case
spreading, a process first suggested in Yip, Maling, and lackendoff (1987) I will
argue that K case spreading cannot be accounted for by the lraditional conceptions
of case based on semantic roles, transitivity, ergativity, or argument structure, I
also argue that K case spreading takes place at Phonological Form (PF; Chomsky
]981, ]992) in two environments (i) between an overt host NP in the specifier
position of the complementizer phrase (CP) and an AGR(eement) node cliticized
to it and (il) between an AGR node and a realis marker cliticized to that AGR. If
this analysis is correct, then K case assignment cannot be accounted for by any
.;urrent theory of case, because this case spreading is not related to semantic roles
or grammatical relations, This analysis is important to theories of case for two
reasons, The first reason is that it provides a new example of case marking
extending the empirical scope of the optimal theory of case, Second, this analysis
is important for a more theoretical reason: I will argue that case in K plays a role at
the PF·interface (in the sense of Chomsky (1992), rather than merely at the
semantic or LF (Logical Form) interface as is commonly assumed. at least in
current Principles & Parameters theory (Chomsky 1986, 1991, 1992) Other
contributions of this analysis to syntactic theory include the following: (i) it further
supports the need to separate Case assignment from Case realization, as originally
proposed by Chomsky (1986), in his theory of Case marking; (ii) it requires us to
broaden our perspective on Case marking, to recognize that it may serve functions
in addition to the commonly accepted one of rendering theta-roles visible at LF,
namely, it may bear a functional role, helping speakers to keep track of the mood
of utterances and of deviations from basic clausal constituent order via purely
phonological form (PF) marking; (iii) it suggests that the autosegmental theory of
Case marking developed in Yip, Maling, & lackendoff (1987) might be understood
as a mechanism of Case-realization rather than or in addition to Case-assignment.

I This paper reports on ,vork still in progress by the author, There is still much to learn about
the facts of Karitiana Case assignment and I do not wish to appear here to be assuming that this
analysis is finaL The facts presented are. however, quite reliable, based on elicitation and
natural, running texts, collected in corpora by Da\;d Landin. R.ach~! Landin. and Luciana Slona
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1.2. Organization of paper
The exposition of these issues is preceded by first giving a brief overview
of the Karitiana language and its surface syntax. This is followed by presentation
of the Case Spreading and Case realization hypothesis. Some consideration of
why this process should exist in K is given in this same section. Next, an
alternative analysis of K surface Cases based exclusively on Chomsky's (J 992)
Checking Theory is considered and rejected, although it is noted that this theory
might indeed work for Case assignment in K, if not for Case realization.
2. Karitiana surface syntax
2. I. Surface syntax2
2. J.l

VP

According to R. Landin (1982), the most common and pragmatically
unmarked word order in K texts {R. Landin (1982)) is SVO If SVO also
corresponds to the underlying order in the language, then VP is head-initial in
Karitiana
(1 )

-y
-t
naka
real s
-eat -tense
ER.G
'The big a:ligator ate that man.'
sara
all gator::,;

ty
bIg

taso aka
man that

moroja
omaky na
-oka -t
jaguar realis -bite tense snake
ERG
'The jaguar bit the snake.'
2Karillana is a member of the Arikem family. Tupi stock:

~<::::=~~~

Juruna TUPJ-Guarani Ramarama Monde Tupari Arikem.

-"'\



*Arikem *Kabixiana Karitiana
There are approximately eighty speakers of K, living about fifteen minutes by single-engine
aircraft from Pono Velho. Rondonia (approximately fifty miles), in northwestern Brazil. K has
been studied by David & Rachel Landin of the Summer Institute of Linguistics and is currently
the subject of dissenation research by Luciana Stono of Penn Slate University and the Museu
Emilio Goeldi (Belem. Para. Brazil). The analysis presented in this paper is essentially a
reanalysis of facts first discussed by David Landin in his M.A. thesis at University College
London. under the direction of Geoffrey Pullum, although I have consulted Stono about the dala.
I have supplemenled Landin's dala 'l\ith later dala from te:l.1S collected and discussed by Rachel
Landin.
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These examples are unambigous and are much more common in texts than
other word ordersJ The most important fact here is the textual usage of this order
as the unmarked order. The lack of ambiguity is itself not really an argument for
basic or underlying word order since, as we see below, the correct interpretation is
guaranteed by the ergative Case marking on the real is marker, na- (cf the next
section for a discussion of Case and the realis marker)
2.1.2. NPs and PPs
Both NPs and PPs are head-final:
NPs
(3)

--i
yjja naka
-y
pikkom pisyp]
[NP yj
.J
we
realis -eat -tense [NP our monkey meat
ERG
'We will eat our monkey meat. ,

(4 )

-tot
oj
opok
na
0
[NP i
Indian real is - remove -tense [NP 3SG head]
ERG
'The Indian removed his head. '

PPs
(5)

owa
na
-ate -tysot pikkom
child realis -pull -aspect monkey
ERG
[pp i s't"Pojo-sok]
[pp 3 tall
-on]

3 Stono (1993) disputes this. claiming that in her data SVO is one of the rarer orders. Storto
lists the following frequencies for word orders for 62 sentences in natural occurring le:l.1 which
had overt nonpronominaJ subjects and objects:
VOS27
OVS 13
S\'O 9
YS09
SOY 2
OSY2
Assuming that this is correct it remains to sort out examples according to topicalization
marking. WH-marking, other discourse functions. and stylistic factors. One can conclude from
these facts. however. that word order in K is quite variable and that not all word orders which
deviate from what Landin considers to be the basic word order (SYO) are simple topicaJization
structures.

1D9

'The child pulled the monkey by the tail.'
(6) 0 naka
-tat -0
[pp ga
-p]
3 realis -go -tense [pp field -to]
'He went to the field."
2.2 Pronouns
K pronouns are listed in Table One.
TABLE ONE

Pronominal System of Karitiana
PREVERBAL FORMS:
Obj

lS
y
n

2S 3S&P
a
0
an i
POSTVERBAL FORMS:

lS
yn

2S 3S&P
an i

1PIN 1PEX
2P
yjja
yta
ajja

Notice that there are different forms of the pronouns for ergative vs.
absolutive Case. These differences will be crucial for the remainder of this paper.
As indicated in TABLE ONE, pronouns may appear before and/or after the
verb. The forms which appear after the verb are used for special emphasis. This
pronoun doubling is referred to by Landin as ambifixing. According to Landin, in
ambifixing, a pronominal which references the subject of the intransitive or the
object of the transitive may be repeated immediately following the verb, for
emphasis. As the examples below show, the Case of the postposed pronoun is
always ergative, even though the Case of the coreferent pronoun which appears
before the verb may be absolutive:
(7) Y
taka -tar-i
yn.
lSG realis-go -tense lSG
ABS
ERG
'I will go.'

4 I realize that these 'postPOSltiOns' might be analyzed instead as Case suffixes on the noun. But
since thiS is orthogonal to our present concerns, I will have nothing more to say about this
possibility here

lW

(8) Yn a
taka -mi -j
an
lSG 2SG realis-hit-tense 2SG
ERG ABS
ERG
'I will hit you.'

I will analyze these postposed pronouns as a case of FOCUS in the sense
of Tuller (1992) (cf also Horvath (1986) and Zubizarreta (i 993» in which the
pronoun is generated in a preverbal FOCUS FC, with subsequent movement of the
verb to a higher FC position, S This is not crucial to the present discussion and in
fact it is difficult to test, since the phenomenon only occurs with pronouns.
Apparently it is never possible to 'double! a full NP with a postposed. FOCUS
pronominal. What is important here. however, is that the phenomenon of FOCUS
or ambifixing indicates that ergative Case is the unmarked or default Case in the
language, contrary to what is often though of with regard to ergative Case
marking systems. Further evidence for this assertion is found in the Case of the
realis marker with a null. third person subject as shown in the contrast between
(9) and (l0)
(9)

Y
ta
-yry
t
lSG realis-arrive -tense
J.I.BS

arrived.
(10)

f

0
na
-yry
-t
realis -arrive -tense
3SG
ERG
'He arrived.'

In (10), the realis marker na-. shows up in ergative Case because of the
Case-Spreading rule to be discussed directly. Na- normally gets its Case from an
overt, immediately preceding pronoun. as in (9). Since there is no such pronoun in
(10). na- shows up in the default, ergative Case.
In addition to being able to appear in postverbal FOCUS position,
pronouns differ from full l'.'Ps in at least two other ways: (i) only pronouns (and
the realis prefix) show overt Case marking, (ii) the position of pronouns in relation
to the verb is fixed - they may only appear immediately before the verb in the order
Subject-D. Object or immediately after the verb as just mentioned, the latter being
5 The focused element must be immediately postverbal and is allowed to come between a verb
and its object:
(i) yn naka -paka -j yn pykyp.
ISO realis-clean-tense ISO clothes
'J will clean the clothes.'
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possible only if there is a coreferent pronoun in the normal preverbal position. I
take these facts to indicate that the pronouns are generated under AGR nodes, as a
type of agreement, following Chomsky (1992) and Everett (to appear a & b). The
sentential structure that I am assuming for K is that in (11):

(11)

Karitiana sentence structure (simplified)

SPE~C'

CO /~GR"
SPEC"" 'AGR'
AGRO / - AGR' f
S PEe - - .-AGR'
AGRO --- FOCUS I I
SPEC"'" ~OCUS'
FOCUS
--)lP
SPEC
~,
vO ~p

Pronominals are sets of phi:features stacked under FC positions, as argued
in Everett (to appear a & b). As one hypothesis to account for the rigidity in word
order, I will assume that pronominals are generated under the AGR nodes in (II).
If. however, the pronouns are in AGR positions, we might expect them to
cooccur with NP arguments The fact that they do not suggests that they are
arguments, along the lines suggested in Everett (to appear b) or Jelinek (1984).
Having outlined the basic facts of K phrase structure. I would like to turn now to
consider the actual mechanisms of Case marking in this language
2.3. Case marking
2.3 .1. Case-assignment to NPs and pronominals
Following proposals in Everett (to appear b). I assume that absolutive Case
in K will be assigned via coindexation of the internal theta-role and a
morphological(v subcategorized AGR position Moreover. I will follow Chomsky
(1992) in assuming that UG guarantees that the direct object will move into the
lower AGR position and that the subject (SPEC of VP) will move into the upper
AGR. The Cases that are licensed by trus checking will be Absolutive and
Ergative, respectively. Trus much is straightforward and is compatible with all of
the data, modulo Case realization, wruch will be taken up directly.
Ceteris paribus, pronominals will surface with the Case associated with the
AGRO position under wruch they are inserted. It only remains to discuss the Case
marking of the realis marker and the rule of Case-Spreading.
2.3.2. Case of the realis marker
Case is assigned to the realis marker by an overt, phonologically adjacent
pronominal or NP to its left. If there is no such nominal, the realis marker receives
a default ergative Case. The realis marker is augmented by an additional syllable,

ka, just III case the verb root to which it is attached is stressed on its initial syllable.
These possibilities are illustrated in (12) c

'12)

(13)

naka

i50

-y
-t
saryt
kerep
Ohey.
is -eat tense hearsay long:aqo Ohey

'The fire ate Ohey long ago.'
yn na
-oky -j
SO]j.'\
lSG realis -kill -tense pia

ERt;'

' I will kill
(14)

a pi.g.

j

taka
-tar -i
lSG real~s -go -tense
~
'I will go.'
Y

_·oty
-j
ta
2SG real:;:; -bathe :enSE?

Al3S
'You
(15)

w~ll

bathe.

i

t

na
-otY-j
3SG realis -bathe -tense
( ..: (, (c\e~•• -' \

'He will bathe.

+)
f

Now we must ask an imponant question
If, as most principles &
parameters theoreticians suppose, Case marking is motivated exclusively by the
principle of VISibility, why should a nonargumental, nonnominal, verbal prefix
require Case? The answer I am going to suggest (howbeit speculatively at this
point) is that Case may playa larger range of roles than previously imagined. In
panic . I want to argue that in addition to its formal role in facilitating theta
role c, .·.;king at LF, Case marking in K plays a redundant, functional role of
showing two other facts about an utterance: (I) whether or not a predication has
taken place and (ii) whether or not a CP-internal constituent has been fronted. I
will address the relation of Case and realis marking first.
When the realis morpheme is present, it signals that a predication has
occurred, i.e. that the action, process, modification, etc. of the predicate has been,

-------.--.-
This example indicates that Landin is mi~taken, however, 3bout the claim that ambifixing only
affects objects or intransitive subjects'
6 This example is interesting because it shows Case spreadJng from an NP. lsara tyJ 'big
alligator', to naka rather than merely from an adjacent N. This means that while Case
spreading is phonological in some of its behavior. it is still crucially dependent on syntactic
infonnation
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is being, or will be realized. When the realis prefix is missing, for example, tense
marking is prohibited, except in yes/no interrogatives (see (29) & (30) below) and
the interpretation of the sentence is usually negative
(17)

a.

%

na
-oty-j
3SG realis -bathe -tense
ERG
'He will bathe,'

b. !l oty
'He will not bathe.'

c. *fl oty -]
d. *\il na-oty
These examples show that the realis cannot occur without tense and tense
cannot occur without the realis marker.
The interpretation in (I7b) is
pragmatically induced, however, rather than being completely determined by the
grammar per se. For example, in a few isolated examples in texts, one occasionally
finds untensed. unmarked verbs with a positive reading
(J 8) Mem 'He entered'

Moreover. K also possesses a negative morpheme, ki. which. according to
Landin (1980, 23) is' only attached to minimally expanded verb roots and to the
conjunction tykit 'if"
:19) a. a
pyt'y tykit,
2SG eat
if,
'If you eat,

y
taka
-tar-i
I
realis -go -tense
ABS ABS
I will go,'

pyt'y ki tykit,
b. a
2SG eat
not 1."~,

y

-tar i
taka
realis -go -tense
ABS ABS
,
'If you do not eat, I will go.
I

Without tense or realis marking the usual interpretation of a clause will be
that the action represented by the verb never took place nor will take place nor is
taking place. Examples like (18) are crucial in showing that this is largely a
pragmatic fact I want to claim that Case is marked on the realis morpheme merely
to render it more perceptually salient. What such examples show us is that one of
the roles of Case marking in K seems to be pragmatic. So if the realis marker
indicates that a predication has occurred (or will occur or is occurring), then the
Case marking of this marker redundantly specifies this.
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To sum up Case is marked on the realis morpheme. Since this morpheme
does not bear a theta-role and since its Case is not therefore associated with any
specific theta-role, Case-marking of this morpheme must be independent of theta
theory. Perhaps we might have some success in identifYing the function of this
unusual Case marking if we look at its effect One effect is to render the realis
morpheme more salient, i.e. easy to pick out from the rest of the (phonological at
least) verb form. This salience could be useful since that morpheme is the
interpretational nexus of the utterance. 7 Making it stand out more clearly better
indicates whether or not a predication has taken place. By this analysis, Case
would playa (redundant), communicative, non LF-related (and shallow) role, in
addition to its normal role in theta-role checking at LF. Such redundancies are
common in language, as in (20) and (21 ).
~

va-mc-'s.

20'

1

(?ortuy':ese)

go-lFL

'We go.'

121;

That hook cf John' .
As further support for this proposaL consider data recently collected by

Storto:
(22 J

-c ~<y -t

taso na

man

rrealls-k~:

-n~~future

8!":'..ba k'y'

:aguar

ERG

'The man
(23;

Kil~ed

Lhe Jaguar.'

taso tu-:;;'/-t ombaky

irrel1.is
'-185

'The

~an

kil:ed the jaguar.'

These two examples are both grammatical. The second indicates a special
focus on the event. e.g. if there were consequences of that event that might affect
the hearer. Hence absolutive case may be used here as a form of admonition.
We now turn to consider additional evidence for thr hypothesis that Case
plays a functional rok in Karitiana grammar, in conj'.tnction with any formal role it
might play

In future work I plan to explore the possibility that t!Us .night be an oven realization of the
Preclication Phrase sugge~ted by flowers (I 'l93).

7
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3. Topicalization and WH-movement
3.1 Topicalization
NP topicalization is marked
syntactically,
prosodically,
and
morphologically in Kg Syntactically, the topic phrase is placed at the very
beginning of the sentence. Any other NP, such as the subject NP, must be place
after the VP. Prosodically, the topic phrase is set off from the rest of the
sentence by a clear pause and intonational break (cf Storto, 1993)
Morphologically, topicalized sentences replace the realis prefix on the verb with a
ti- prefix (as do WH-movement phrases, cf below) These facts are illustrated in
(24) (26) below 9
(24)

(2

(26)

rca r a, yj j a t i
-pyn
bal
1 PL
nOf"decl. -kick
'The ball, we kick.'
seppa,
yn ti
-pa
-tynh
ba ket
lSG nondecl.-weave-aspect
baskett I am weaving.'
sosy,
i
-ti
-oky
porasi.
arr.adlllo, 3SG-nondecl.-kill trap
'The trap killed the armadillo.'

What J am here calling the nondeclarative, ti-, can also be argued to mark
the movement of material to the front of the clause I want to claim that this is
indeed its principal function. Ifwe assume that it marks the presence of material in
the SPEC of CP, either a WH-word (cf below) or a null operator, along lines

8 Landin (1980. 15) also discusses the topicaJization of postpositional phrases. verbs. and
embedded sentences. in addilJon 10 NP loplcalization. Like NP topicaJization. none of these other
I)pes affect the Case of the subject prononunal. Moreover, they all use ti-. and are sel off
~rosodiCall~ just like NP topicalizauon.
According to Landin (1980). this ti- topic marker is obligato~. However, Stono (1993) lists
some examples in wluch the reaJis prefix occurs instead
(i) Sal na -pitan ta'an
opok
salt reaJis-share e,,~dential white man

ERG
'The white man shared the salt'
However, it is not clear if these examples are truly topicaJization or some other type of word 
order alternation: as was noted earlier. K does have relatively free word order. Not all word
order permutations seem to fall under TopicaJization or WH-movement and further study is
needed
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suggested in Chomsky (1977) and much subsequent work. This would explain
why only Topicalized and WH-movement sentences are so marked.
Note that the Case of the subject pronouns in these examples are all
ergative, as would be expected, given their transitive readings. As we see in the
next section, this is 1101 the case for WH-movement sentences.
3.2. WH-movement

Like topicalization. WH-sentences are marked syntactically by placing the
WH-element at the beginnning of the sentence and morphologically by ti-,
although there is normally no pause inserted between the WH-word in sentence
initial position and the rest of the sentence. However, a very important difference
between WH-movement and topicalization is that in the former, the Case of the
subject pronoun is NOT preselVed. if the WH-word binds an empty category in an
argument position These facts are illustrated in (27)-(30) below
(27)

mOram')D
what

a
-pa
ti
2SG nondecl,-weave-aspac:
:ABS)

'What are you weavlng?'
(28)

moramon
whi'lt

o

ti

3SG

nondecl,-ki:l-aspec~

'What

he k111ing?'

lS

(29)

morasog a:,. ti
-pa
-tynh
seppa?
why
you nondecl.-weave-asp~ct basket
'Why are you weaving a baske~?'

(30)

i
ti
-oky -tysyp sara?
why
3SG nondecl.-kill-aspect al igator
'Why is he killing the alligator?'
~orasog

Evidence ITom yeslno questions also shows that the Case differences
between WH.·interrogatives and topicalization is not merely a fact about K moods:
(31) A tatan ohy
2 go -tense 2SG question
'[lid YOt; go?'
(32) AI:
0 -0 Y -t
sOJja
2SG it-k 11 -tense pig
'Did you k 11 the pig?'

mark~r

hy?
question

~arker
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3.3. Analysis
Case is checked in Karitiana by the principle in (33)
(33) K Case-checking The Case of an N1> is checked in the syntax in SPEC of
AGRP. Only Case-checked NPs have Case at LF.
I will also assume principle (34)
(34) K Case-realization Case must be realized on all nomina!s and the realis
marker by PF.
Notice that there is no prOVISIOn for the assignment of Case to
pronominals. If this is correct, then pronomina!s do not receive Case in the syntax.
Therefore, assuming that these are indeed arguments as claimed above, we will
assume that they satisfy visibility at LF via adjunction to VO , as per Everett (1989;
to appear b)
But if Case on pronominals and the realis marker is not
assigned/checked via SPEC of AGR position, some other mechanism must be
responsible for the Case which is eventually realized on them. I want to claim here
that this other mechanism is aulosegmenlal Case-spreading, along lines suggested
originally by Yip, Maling, & Jackendoff (1987)
(35) Karitiana Case marking:
(i) Check/assign Case as per (33) above. 10
(ii) If any case is unassigned, assign it to AGRs from right to left (the order of
Cases in
the 'Case melody' will always be ERG-ABS , following YM&J).
(iii) Spread Case from left to right to the realis marker from an oven nominal or
to any pronominal from an oven NP
(iv) Any designated item which fails to receive Case by assignment or Spreading
receives a default Case
Let's look again at some of the examples above to see how this works:
(36)

'--

[sara
ty]
alligator big

£.z ~.

naka
realis

-y
-t
[taso aka].
-eat -tense man that

Ags

10 These must apply in this order. One might ex-plore the possibility that (33) above could be
bypassed in favor of the simple statement: Assign Case to NPs, right to left, This latter statement
would be more in the spirit of YM&J than the analysis of Case-checking, but it is not clear how
that theory really accounts for the well-kno"n facts about Case and NP movement that is
captured by Chomsky's (1993) checking model. Therefore, 1 will continue to assume that Case
spreading properly' applies only to Case-realization, not to Case-checking per se,
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'The big
,:-;"

alligdt~r

fomakyl na

ate that man.'

-aka
-t
fmoroJa]
is -bi te ., ':ense
ABS

·rhe jaguar

Di~

the snake.'

-y
-j
yjja naka
[NP yj
we
rea is ·eat: -tc;~se [NP cur

V

ERG

pii<,<on1 pisyp]
meat]

~onkey

ABS

'We wllL eat our monkey meat.'
(:39'

-0
~tat
-p
'J naka
,P? ga
3 real s
go -tense 'FE' Ee:d
ERG (default]

'He went to tne field.'

!4::1)

_
taka
tar-i
yn,
lSG ~ealis-go -tense ~s~
~
.n.BS

'I wl.ll,
(ill)

a
taka -mi- j
ar;
lSG 2SG rea:is-hlt-tense 2SG

Yn

,

ERG

'I will hit vau.'
One might attempt an alternative analysis of these facts in terms of Case
checking/agreement, thus avoiding reference to the separate notions of Case
realization and Case-spreading (as one possible mechanism of Case-realization),
However, this alternative will not work, as can be seen clearly via a consideration
of examples like (27) & (32) above, In these examples, the elements 'agreeing' for
Case bear different theta-roles (or one may not bear a theta-role while the other
member Qf the pair does) and different speficifications for phi-features. The only
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thing being shared by the relevant items is Case. They agree in nothing else. This
alternative analysis also fails to account for the Case born by the realis marker or
default Case. Since all of these phenomena are handled by Case-spreading and
none by Case-checking, I will adopt the Case-checking analysis.
4. Conclusion
4.1 The theoretical issue of Case/case II
Chomsky (1992) argues that the levels of Phonetic Form (PF) and Logical
Form (LF) serve as interfaces between grammar and other cognitive systems. If
we take this suggestion seriously, the question arises as to whether the principles
which characterize PF and LF are disjoint or conjoint or even whether some
components of grammar might have different functions at each of these interface
levels.
For example, the phenomenon of Case/case, which has both syntactic and
phonological properties, has long attracted attention from both fonnal and
functionalist linguists l2 G1von (1984) has referred to case as the 'heart of the
Choms"-')' has also attributed a great deal of importance to
grammar'
understanding the fonnal motivations and mechanisms of Case, although he has
also argued that Case is required by and thus derivable from LF requirements on
the checking of theta-roles. Assuming this latter view of Case to be correct, we
are able to account for the role of Case at the LF interface level. However, it is
not inappropriate to ask if this indeed exhausts the theory of Case. For example,
could Case playa role at the PF interface level?
Consider what a positive answer to this latter question might mean
Among other things, it would have to mean that Case could add infonnation
irrelevant to LF interpretation. This is so PF is on the 'left side' of the grammar and
LF cannot 'see' this side. l3 The infonnation that might be provided by Case at PF
could include rendering particular items or features more salient, enhancing the
decodability of the message. That is, while the role of Case at LF would be strictly
computational, providing nonredundant licensing of theta-Chains (cf Chomsky
II The differences in capitalization reflect theoretical conventions. The 'case' spelling refers to
the traditional notion of morphological case endings. with some variations allowed. The 'Case'
spelling refers to the abstract syntactic Case first proposed in OB theory in Chomsky (1981)
However. these differences are not significant for the remarks I am making here, since these
a~plY to either notion of C/ease.
I Chomsk} separates these phonological vs. syntactic properties in terms of Case-realization vs.
Case-aSSignment, respectively.
13 Where we are assuming something like the follo\\;ng:
(1)

LEXICON
~Il-in

PF

-------

LF
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(1992», its role at PF might include communicative functions describable by the
grammar but without a strictly grammaticaVcomputational function. For example,
it might add redundant information, mark items which do not need Case for LF
purposes, or even obscure theta-role assignments, among other possible roles, in
order to serve communicatively relevant functions.
While the above is largely speculative, the general line of investigation is
suggested by the concept of interface given in Chomsky (1992)
4.2 Summary
In this paper, I have argued that Karitiana Case marking requires reference
to both Case assignment/checking and Case-realization I also argued that the
mechanism for Case realization in this language is Case-spreading, along lines
predicted by Yip, Maling, & lackendoff (1987). What are the implications of this
analysis, if correct? First, Case may be relevant at both the PF and LF levels, the
'interface' levels of Chomsky (1992). Second, if Case does hold at PF, it may
indicate that PF can serve more than a merely interpretative role but also
contribute directly to communicational needs, as opposed to purely computational
requirements, by helping the hearer decode the utterance via redundant
phonological information. This would be similar to cases of double Case marking
or double agreement, as illustrated in (20) and (21) above. Finally, this analysis
suppons the contention that aspects oflinguistic structure may function at both the
computational and communicative levels simultaneously, in ways not previously
recognized by formal grammars. Moreover. since this Case-spreading is a salient
fact about K grammar, it cannot be avoided by formal theories but must be
analyzed as formally specifiable, but not following from any exclusively
compuational principle.
It is likely that this description does not cover the whole of Case in
Karitiana, but it should serve as a staning point for funher investigation and for
more thinking about the possible functions ofC .. ,,:: in grammar
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Natural morphology, the bioprogram,
and the origin of the article system

Eduardo D. Faingold
SUNY at Stony Brook
1 :Introduction
In earlier work (Faingold 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992a,
1992c, 1993c), I have studied natural phonological
developments
in child language,
creolization,
and
history.
This paper studies natural morphological
processes (Mayerthaler 1981) in the emergence of the
article system in these areas.
It reveals possible
correspondences in the acquisition (Bresson et al 1970,
Brown 1973, Karmiloff-Smith 1979, Maratsos 1976, Warden
1976), creolization (Bickerton 1981, Faingold in press),
and history (Faingo1d 1993, in press) of the definite and
indefinite articles, with particular detail to Latin and
certain Romance languages (e. g. Spanish, Port'.lguese,
French, Rumanian), and their daughters (e.g. Haitian,
Principe, Papiamentu, Palenquero creole, Judeo-Ibero
Romance,
Fronterizo koine),
English,
English-based
creoles (e.g. Hawaiian, Sranan), the classical languages
(e.g. Latin, Greek, Hebrew, Arabic). These developments
are explained by a universal hierarchy of markedness that
reflects natural morphological processes.

2 Morphological markedness
2.1 A developmental model of markedness
This paper adopts Faingold's (1989, 1991, 1992a.
1992b, 1992c, 1993b, 1993cJ model of markedness.
The
model is based on the theory of markedness elaborated by
C. J. Bailey (1973, 1977a, 1977b. 1982, 1985, 1992) and
his associates
(Edmondson 1985,
Mayerthaler 1981,
Muhlhausler 1986) and aims to reveal universal mechanisms
of language development as well as biological and
sociocommunicationa1 constraints on language variation
and change.
The approach takes into account child
language, language history, pidgins & creoles, koines,
etc. on the assumption that these are areas that closely
reflect universals of markedness.
This version of
markedness theory explains possible changes as reflecting
natural processes and is relevant for constructing
implicationa1 hierarchies (e.g. Bailey 1973. 1985, Keenan
1987). These hierarchies are used to test the hypothesis
that less marked phonological (Bailey 1973, 1977a. 1985),
as well as morphological (Mayerthaler 1981. Pishwa 1991) ,
and syntactic structures (Hawkins 1988. Keenan 1987)
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chronologically
antecede
or
replace
more
marked
structures.
In certain cases, the directionality of
change is reversed for sociocommunicational reasons (e.g.
markedness-reversal, borrowing, etc.). In this framework
assignment of markedness values is not arbitrary but the
result of logically independent empirically based tests
which capture significant relationships between phenomena
which would be otherwise unrelated.
I
show that
developments in the acquisition,
creolization,
and
history of the article system are meaningfully accounted
for by such model. Table 1 displays relevant areas and
mechanisms of morphological markedness.
Table 1
A developmental model of morphological markedness
(Faingold 1992a)
(l)Identification of marked structures
(a) System-internal areas: first language acquisition
(b) System-external areas: (i)crossfield correspondences,
(ii) frequency, (iii)neutralization, (iv)accessibility,
(v)markeredness and constructional iconicity
(2)Mechanisms of morphological development
(a) Neurobiological mechanisms:
(i) child's egocentrism,
(ii) naturalness, ( i i i ) grammaticalization
(b)Sociocommunicational
mechanisms:
(i)borrowing,
(ii)decreolization
(1) Identification of marked structures
(a) System-internal areas:
Language acquisition.
This
measure concerns the early availability of linguistic
forms to the chi ld .
Markednes s theory s ta tes that
children select unmarked forms and omit or replace marked
with unmarked structures. It assigns the feature marked
to those structures that are acquired later by children
such as indefinite articles corresponding to the first
cardinal number, while the forms acquired earlier, such
as definite articles corresponding to a demonstrative
pronoun are unmarked, since English-, French-, and
Hebrew-speaking children substitute the definite for the
indefinite article to a very large extent (and not
viceversa)
(see Bresson et al 1970,
Brown 1973,
Karmiloff-Smith 1979, Maratsos 1976, Warden 1976, Zur
1983) .
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(b)SYBcem-external areas
(i)Crossfield correspondences: The study of language in
all its aspects yields useful insights for an empirical
definition of markedness as well as the identification of
markedness values. If correspondences are found between
implicational relationships and diverse
linguistic
fields, it makes sense to seek for a common explanation
to account for developments in all domains.
General
principles are revealed in the search for crossfield
correspondences;
marked elements are less stable and
usually change before unmarked ones; urnn.arked structures
occur earlier in child language, creolization, and
historical change.
For example, as nor.ed above, less
marked zero indefinite articles occurs earlier in early
child language, and creoles (e.g. Haitian, Principe 
and, to a lesser extent, Sranan, Hawaiian, Papiamentu,
and Palenquero [see Bickerton 1981, Bruyn 1993, Faingold
in press]), as well as Classical Greek, Arabic, Hebrew,
Rumanian, etc. than more marked indefinite articles
corresponding to the first cardinal number in e.g., older
children and adults, as well as modern English, French,
Spanish,
Portuguese,
and Spanish/Portuguese koines
(Judeo-Ibero-Romance, Fronterizo [see Faingold 1989,
1992b. in press] )
(ii) Frequency:
Statistics are used as a discovery
procedure. rather than as a conclusive test of markedness
values. Unmarked forms are in many instances more widely
distributed or frequent than marked terms both within and
across languages. Yet, the form regarded as marked can,
in certain cases, be more usual than the unmarked form,
e.g. in the Russian word for 'wheel' the nu~~er of forms
taking the singular and plural ob~ique cases exceeds the
number of singular non-oblique cases (Bailey 1982).
Statistics can conflict with markedness values (see.
furt~er, Faingold 1992a)
(iii)Neutralization:
A distinction can be lost in a
particular environment; the un.-narked form survives, e. g.
children nel1tralize the distinction between definite and
indefinite article: The ~east marked definite article,
as we have seen, survives.
(iv)Accessibility:
Grammatical processes such as
relativization apply first to less marked environments
(e. g Subject NPs).
The application of grammatical
processes to a more marked envirol"..ment (e.g Direct Object
NPs) implies the application of the same processes to
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less marked
1987) .

environments,

and

not

viceversa

(Keenan

(v)Markedness and constructional iconicity;
An overt
addi tional form is present.
The more marked non-zero
indefinite article is markered in English, Spanish,
French, older children and adults by a form resembling
the first cardinal number, while other less marked
systems such as Rumanian, Hebrew, Arabic, Classical
Greek, early child language have zero forms. These are
instances
of
Mayerthaler's
(1981)
principle
of
constructional iconici ty, that is, the addition of a
mark-bearing element to the s
form.
The more
marked form bears the marker and
said to be markered.
But notice that markeredness and markedness are not
synonymous;
a structure can be marked but fail to be
markered (e.g. English more marked plural mice vs. less
marked singular mouse [both equally (un-lmarkered]).
(2)Mechanisms of morphological development
(a) Neurobiological mechanisms
(ilChild's egocentrism: Young three- and four-year olds
fail to take into account the cognitive needs of the
listener;
they speak from their own point of view,
showing a strong bias towards less marked definite
articles (see Brown 1973, Karmiloff-Smith 1979, Piaget
1953) .
(ii)Naturalness: Structures are considered more natural
if they are less marked, and converesely less natural if
they are more marked.
The concept of markedness is
formalized by Bailey (1982) as in (1) below:
(lla >m
marked)

------>

<m

(the more marked changes to less

(l)b >m
»
<m (the presence of the more marked
implicates the presence of the less marked)
Principle (lla predicts that if X changes to Y, X is
more marked than Y and Y is less marked than X.
Principle (1)b defines the natural implicational patterns
of the system.
Principles such as (1) can be overruled
under certain sociocornrnunicational circumstances, e.g.
borrowing.
(iii)Grarnrnaticalization: More marked new functions can
be assigned to less marked old forms.
A structure is
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reanalyzed to cover a function lacking in the 1
system.
Thus demonstrative pronouns are f
universally grammaticalized into definite articles in,
e.g., Vulgar Latin and spoken Finnish, as well as in in
creoles.
The first cardinal number is grammaticalized
into an indefinite article only after the appearance of
the
definite
article;
in
this
sense,
the
grammaticalizat~on of the indefinite article
ie,,; that
of the definite article (see Faingold 1993) .
(b) Soc ioconununica tional mechanisms
(i) Borrowing
Prestigious elements are borrowed in
language history.
These can be more, as well as less,
marked (see r;;'aingold 1992a, in press)
(ii)In decr~olilation, a creole borrows and integrates
elements from its lexifier
For example, in
Palenque:co and Hawaiian,
ization processes might
have recently changed zero non-specific indefinite
article into a more European-like nonspecific article
corresponding to the first cardinal nurEner t see F'aingold
in press) ,
2.2 The gral1c'T,d,tical syste,,·
Bailey (1992) offers a sysLematlc method for
listing, classifying, and analysing linguistic data in
terms of naturalness, yielding phonological, as well as
morphological and syntactic hierarchies of markedness.
Table 2 (next page) delineates Bailey's (1992) method for
the study of grammatical systems.
Table 2 displays (1) a map of t~e data, (2) a list
of the data, and (3 i a classification of the data,
yielding (4) an analysis of the data in terms of
naturalness, i.e. a hierarchy of markedness.
2.3 The arLicle system in developmental morphology
I
apply
further
the model
of morphological
markedness
discussed earlier
to
account
for
the
development of the article system in child language,
creolizaticn, and history.
I reveal a hierarchy of
markedness that explains the development of the definite
non-definite, as well as the specific-non-specific,
distinctions in terms of morphological naturalness, as
well as biological and sociocommunicational mechanisms of
development
Table 3 (next
) displays the article
systems in child language,
ization, and historical
change cOIlsldered in this study (see references in
Section 2 1).
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Table 2
Listing, classifying, analysing, and system
(Bailey 1992)
(1) Data map
1: abee

8: a

5: abed

2: a

6: ab

3: abc

9: abed

7: abce

10: abc

4: ab
Data: a, b,

e, d,

e

(2 ) List

Syster:1
System
System
System
System

System
System
System
System
System

1 has abee
2 has a

3 has abc

,;; has ab
5 has abed

6 has ab
7 has abee
8 has a
9 has abed
10 has abc

(3) Classification

with e

a
ab
abe
abed

1,

without e
2, 8
4, 6
3, 10
5, 9

7

(4) Analysis: The grammatical system
e/d »

(Notations: I

e »

b »

"and/or"; »

a
"implies")
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Table 3
1be article system in child language, creolization. and
(dem)def (0, indef (cardlindef (O)nonsp (card)nonsp (O)def
(i) Child
Languaqp
+
Stage 1.
Stage 2

t

i'

(ii)Creolization
+
Haiti<l.n

+

+

Ha\vaiian

+
+

Palenquero

.

.

+

papiamentu

.,

+

+

Principe

+

+

Sranan

+

+

+

+

(iii)History
Arabic

+

+

English

+

~

French

+

+

FronterizQ

+

Greek

+

+

Hebrew

+

+

V. Latin

+

+

t

+

+

+

+

Port '.lguese +
Rumanian
SpanJ.sh

+
+

+

+

(Notations:
+
means
that
source
1.S
definite/indefinite. specific/non-specific;

+

grammaticalized
as
- means it is not.
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Table 4
A typology of article systems
(dem)def (O)indef
(i) Child
Language
(l)Stage 1
+
+
(2)Stage 2

(card)indef (Olnonsp (card)nonsp (O)def
+

...

+

(ii)Creolizatior.
(3)Hawaiian
+
Papiamentu +
(4)Sranan

+

+

(5)Haitian
Principe

+
+

+
+

(6)Palenquero

+

(iii)History
(7)Stage 1
Arabic
Greek
Hebrew
Rumanian

+
+
+
+

(B) Stage 2
English
French
Fronterizo
J-I-R
V. Latin
Portuguese
Spanish

+
+
+
+
+
+

+

+
+

+

+

+

+

+
+

+

+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

(Notations: + means that source is grammaticalized as definite/
- means it is not.)
indefinite, specific/non-specific;
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Table 3 lists deflnite and indefinite (specific and
non-specific) articles including (i) two child language
systems (Stages 1 and 2 respectively), {iiI creoles, and
(iii)
A close look at table 3 further suggests
a typology
article systems in terMS oE the presence
and/or absence of grammatical features such as (demldef
(definite article corresponding to a demonstrative
pronoun),
(0) indef
(zero
indefinite
article),
(card)indef, (an indefinite article corresponding to the
first cardinal nllInber), (0)
(zero non-specific),
(card)
(non-specific
corresponding to the
first
n~~er),
and
(Oldef
(zero definite
art lcle).
Table 4 (next page) classi ties the data in
Table 3 in terms of a typology of article systems.
Table 4 displays eight article systems, including
(i)two stages in children's development (1) and (2)),
four different types of creole systems «3) to (6)), and
two different stages of develop~ent in language history
«(7) a:-.d (8)).
The eight systems dispLayed in Table 4
can be further reduced into five ling:.list.£c systems,
since (1) shares the features (dem)def, (O)indeL and
(O)nonsp with (5) and (7), and (2) shaces the features
(dem)def, (card)indef, and (card)nonspwith (8).
Table
5
a revised typology 0 article systems.
Table 5
A list of systems
System 1 ((1), (5)'
(dem)def
(O)indef

in Table 15)
(O):1onsp

(7)

System 2 «(3) i.n Table 15)
(card)indef
(O)nonsp
(dem)def
System 3 «6) in Table 15)
(dem)def; (O)def
(card)indef

)nonsp

System 4 « 4) in Table 15)
(dem)defi(J)def
(card)indef:(Olindet
System
(dem)det

(:;) F1Cn'3p

(8) in Table .1.5 i
(card)indef
(card) nonsp

«(2),

Table 6
(next page)
markednes to account for the
systems listed in Table 5.

hierarchy of
of the article
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Table 6
A hierarchy of systems
5 »
1 <m
»

<m

2

4 »

3 »

<m

3

<m

2 »
4

1
<m

5

implies
less marked

The ranking in the hierarchy of marke&less in Table
6 follows from the criteria for identifying marked
structures and mechanisms of development in table 1.
Table 7 displays the selected criteria for the ranking of
the article systems.

Table 7
Markedness criteria
System 1
(ilFirst language acquisitioh
( ii) Frequency
(iii)Crossfield correspondences
(iv)Neutralization
(v)Constructional iconicity
Systems 2 to 4
(i)Constructional iconicity
System 5
(i}First language acquisition
(ii)Crossfield correspondences
(iii)Neutralization
(iv)Constructional iconicity
System 1 «dem)def, (O)indef, (O)nonsp) is the least
marked of all systems;
the reason is that it complies
with five criteria in Table 7 (see also Table I):
(i)First language acquisition: System 1 is the first
system acquired by children.
(ii) Frequency:
this system contains the most intra- as
well as inter- and cross linguistic widespread structures
( (dem) deL (0) indef) .
(iii)Cross-field correspondences:
The development of
System 1 in history and creolization mirrors the early
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acquistion of the same system in child language.
(iv)Neutralization:
Children neutralize the indefinite
(vs. the definite) article;
the least marked definite
form «dem)def) survives.
(v)Constructional iconicity:
This system is the least
marked as well as the least markered of all article
system, since it bears less markers than any other system
in this study.
Systems 2 ((dem)def,
(card)indef,
(O)nonsp),
3
(card) indef,
(0) nonsp) ,
and
4
( (dem) def / (0) deL
«dem)def! (O)deL (card) indef/ (0) indeL (O)nonsp), are
ranked in this order according to the principle of
constructional iconicity. System 2 is less markered than
Systems 3 and 4, and System 3 is less markered than
System 4.
System 2 shows one more added marker than
System 1 «card) indef) ;
System 3 shows yet one more
added marker than System 2 « 0) def) ;
and System 4
presents yet one more added marker than System 3
«0) indef) .
System 5 «dem}def, (card) indeL (card)nonsp) is the
more marked of all systems.
The reason is that it
complies with four criteria in table 7 (see also Table
1) :

(i)First language acquisition: This is the last system
acquired by children.
(ii) Cross-field correspondences:
The development of
System 5 in history mirrors the acquisition of this
system by children.
(iii)Neutralization:
Children neutralize the definite
(vs. the indefinite) article; the more marked (card) indef
dies out.
(iv)Constructional iconicity:
System 5 is the more
markered of all article systems, since it bears more
markers than all the other esystems in this study.
System 5, however, fails the frequency test, since
it is crosslinguistically very widespead (particularly in
modern European languages). As I have shown ear I ier thi s
is not a crucial test of markedness values.
The reason
is that sociocommunicational factors such as borrowing
can interfere with the natural distribution of markedness
values,
yielding
more,
rather
than
less,
marked
structures.

3 Summary and conclusions
I have studied natural morphological processes in
the development of the article system in child, language,
creolization, and history.
The study presented a
deliberately integrative perspective, taking into account
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seemingly disparate linguistic areas with the purpose of
revealing universals of markedness.
A model
of
morphological markedness has been proposed, one closely
aligned with C.
J. Bailey's and W. Mayerthaler's
theoretical views, as well as with Faingold's (1992a)
study of emergent systems of phonology.
This model
relies on psycholinguistic studies of first language
acquisition, as well as on work on language typology,
variation, and change in creolization and history.
Biological
mechanisms
such
as
children's
egocentrism,
naturalness,
grammaticalization,
etc.
support the hypothesis that less marked forms occur
early, are less markered, are more resistant to change
(e.g. neutralization), and are more natural.
In
contrast, in sociocommunicational mechanisms such as
borrowing and decreolization, unmarked patterns can be
reversed to form a less natural system.
In certain
cases, substratum and superstratum influences may tamper
with the unidirectionality predicted by biological
mechanisms of development;
e.g. more marked acrolectal
forms appear in Hawaiian and Palenquero creole; In other
instances, sociocomrr.ur:icational mechanisms yield less
marked systems, e.g. Yoruba zero indefinite article in
Haitian and Principe creole (see Holm 1988, Faingold in
press) .
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The Role ofSemantic Al"gument Structure in Turkish Causativization
Mirjam Fried
University of California, Berkeley

It has been noted in literature on Turkish causativization (Zimmer 1976,
ErguvanlI 1979, Dede 1981, Knecht 1982) that certain predicates cannot be fully
accounted for by the demotional hierarchy proposed by Comrie (1976), Comrie's
approach is built on the assumption that causativization is a strictly syntactic process
in which the subject ofthe base predicate (causee) is demoted to the highest-ranking
available slot on the universal hierarchy subject:> direct object> indirect object >
oblique object:> genitive, Turkish causatives indeed appear to follow this prediction
with rewarding regularity. There are two common causative patterns, each with a
characteristic expression of the causee. The' intransitive' formula marks the causee
with the accusative (1) and applies to predicates which do not have any argument
expressed by an accusative NP: 1
(1)

Misafirleri
~ok
bekletme!2
guest-PI-Acc much wait-C-Neg.Imp
. Don't make/let the guests wait too long I

The most salient feature ofthe other pattern, which I WIll call 'transitive', is that it puts
the causee in the dative (2b) and the hierarchy tells us that it is the expected outcome
for predicates which in the non-causative form (2a) have an argument marked by the
accusative'
mektubu yazdI.
(2) a. Ersin
Ersin-Nom letter-Acc write-Pst.3sg
'Ersin wrote the letter.'
b. Ersine
mektubu yazdtrdlm.
Ersin-Dat letter-Acc write-C-Pst-l5g
'1 had Ersin write the letter.'
The problematic cases concern multi-valent predicates with non-accusative
arguments, According to the hierarchy, their subjects should surface in the accusative
but these predicates show several causative patterns, only one of which conforms to
the hierarchy. The following examples illustrate the range of case assignment
possibilities which are in violation ofthe hierarchy, These involve dative-taking verbs
such as bak- 'take care ot' (3) or fe/elan et- . call' (4), ablative-taking verbs such as
miir dil· 'apologize' (5), and ditransitives (6):

2

Unless specifically acknowledged olherv.'ise, the data 1n Ihis paper were elicited from three
nalive speakers of Turkish from Istanbul, two female and one male.
Turkish has an array of causative morphemes (-DIr-, -1-, -Ir-, -Er" -It-) and Ihe selection of a
particular fonn is delermined by Ihe morphology of the verb stem
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(3) a. Anneme
bebegimi
baktrrdlm.
mother-Poss-Dat baby-Poss-Acc
take. care-Pst-l sg
'1 had my mother take care of my baby.'
b.

*Annemi
bebegime
baktrrdun.
mother-Poss-Acc baby-Poss-Dat take.care-Pst-lsg
I had my mother take care of my baby.'

(4)

arkada~lma
Ali'ye
AIi-Dat
friend-Poss-Dat
'1 had Ali call my friend. '

(5)

Anne
~cuga
ogretmenden ozur diletti.
mother-Nom child-Dat teacher-Abl apologize-C-Pst.3sg
'The mother had the child apologize to the teacher.'

(6)

~rbaya
kattudun.
Hasan'a
suyu
Hasan-Dat water-Acc soup-Dat add-C-Pst-l sg
'I had Hasan add water to the stew.'

telefon
ettirdim.
telephone do-C-Pst-l sg

The example in (3a) violates the demotional hierarchy in that both arguments of the
base verb change their form, while the expected demotion ofthe base subject into the
accusative is ungrammatical (3b). The dative-taking verb in (4) and the ablative
taking verb in (5) also skip the available accusative and select the dative instead (an
instance of' extended demotion', listed by Comrie as one of the exceptions to the
hierarchy), but leave the second argument intact. Furthermore, the extended
demotion in (4) results in the so-called 'doubling' on the dative (another
acknowledged exception). Doubiingalso shows in (6), where both the causeeand one
ofthe non-subject arguments ofthe ditransitive base verb are in the dative.
Focusing on the dative-taking verbs, I will examine the deviant patterns and
develop an analysis that will not need to treat them as unmotivated exceptions. The
analysis will be based on the hypothesis that causativization cannot be a purely formal
process, contrary to Comrie's assertion that 'there are languages like Turkish where
semantic factors seem completely irrelevant to the expression of the causee'
(1981: 176). Comrie's exclusion ofsemantic factors is justified to the extent that they
are understood as 'the degree ofcontrol' retained by the causee. This criterion indeed
seems to be of little value in Turkish. It has been shown, however, that the semantic
considerations relevant to causative processes in many languages have to do more
with the semantic argument structure of the base predicates (Alsina & Joshi 1991,
Fried 1992, Achard 1993) than with the admittedly rather vague notion of causee
control, and I will show that this is true for Turkish as well. Specifically, I will argue
that the selection of a particular surface case pattern is sensitive to the semantic role
associated with the second argument ofthe base verb and that the dative expression of
the causee is motivated by the semantics of the causative construction regardless of
the case form ofthe second argument.
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We fInd three patterns m the causativization of the dative-taking verbs: the
intransitive formula with the causee in the accusative (7a), doubling on the dative
(7b), and the transitive formula, which changes the form ofboth base arguments (7c):
(7)
a,
b.
c.

Non-causative:
Nom-Oat
Nom-Oat
Nom-Oat

.>
->
->

Causative:
Acccausec - Oat
Datcauscc - Oat
Datcausce - Acc

When we pair the causative patterns with particular predicates, we get TOughly the
following classes (the items in parentheses represent rather marginal occurrences not
acceptable to a\lspeakers; the list in (8a) is by no means exhaustive):
(8) a. Acc - Oat

hintlrman·
hohla-

. get on'
. climb onto'
blow air at'
yakla~'approach'
pi~an et- 'have regrets toward'

yardlffl et
Ide/on er
inanhak

b. Oat - Dat

c Dat - Acc

vur. hit'
(te/e/on er- 'telephone')

hak-

ha~a-

. give help to'
, telephone'
'believe'
'look at'
. start with/at'

'take care of
'start'
(inan· 'believe')
Since all these predicates follow the same case assignment pattern in their
non-causative form, their causative behavior raises two main questions: (i) why do
some ofthem select the intransitive formula (8a), while others use some version ofthe
transitive one with the causee in the dative (Sb,c), and (ii), as a broader question
concerning the application of the transitive strategy, why IS the causee marked with
the dative, even when it results in violating the formal hierarchy?3 In answering the
fIrst question, I will consider the role of the semantic argument structure of the base
predicate, With respect to the second question, I will appeal to the notion ofcausative
construction as an idiosyncratic linguistic unit whose semantic and pragmatic
requirements interact in specifIc ways with the semantics of the base predicate. This
approach will help shed some light on the otherwise puzzling observations about the
deviant patterns as 'Well as provide a more complete picture ofthe regular cases.
As the lists in (8) show, the majority of dative-taking predicates follow the
intransitive pattern. This behavior is predicted by the hierarchy but it can be justifIed
on semantic grounds as well. Although the valence of the items in (8a) indisputably
requires two arguments, their causativization is no different from verbs which only
optionally take a second argument, such as giil- 'laugh (at)'. otur- 'sit (onto)', haglr3

ha~a-

It is beyond the scope of this study to discuss case aS5ignml~t In (he non-,ausative forms,
and it is not crucial to accounting for the causative data.
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'shout (at)', gir- 'enter (into)', etc, The latter alI express a motion or action directed
toward a goal, which is a role that Turkish regularly marks with the dative 4 The
optional goal of course does not interfere with the essentially intransitive nature of
these verbs and therefore the causee surfaces in the same form (the accusative) as with
truly one-place intransitive verbs:
(9) Bu
misaflIleri
(birinci
srraya)
oturmahYlz,
this
guest-PI-Acc (flfst
row-Dat) sit-Mod-lpl
'We should have these guests seated (in the fU'st row),'
The meanings ofthe predicates in (8a) point to the same configuration of semantic
roles «Agt, Go», only the second argument is obligatory, In most cases the goal is
interpreted in its literal locative sense (bin-, hohla-, bak-), and many predicates
expressing certain mental attitudes (inan-, pi§ltlan ef-) are also conceptualized as
directed toward a target/recipient. As a result, these predicates can follow naturally
the intransitive formula:
(10)

Kocaml
kediyi
husband-Poss-Acc cat-Acc

kurtarmak i~in
rescue-1m for

bu
this

agaca
tree-Dat

trrmandrrdlm.
climb-C-Pst-l sg
'I had my husband climb up this tree to rescue the cat.'
In contrast, the semantics of vur- 'hit' in (8b) represents a different sort of
relationship between its two arguments. It depicts a scene in which an agent not only
directs its action toward a target but also has a defmite effect on it, thus resembling
semantically transitive predicates, which are associated with the argument structure
<Agt, Pat>. Acting on this information (rather than simply on the surface form ofthe
second argument), the causativization process then selects the transitive pattern,
coding the causee in the dative:
(11)

Ali'ye
Hasan'a
vurdurdum.
Ali-Dat
Hasan-Dat
hit-C-Pst-l sg
'I had Ali hit Hasan.! I had Ali hit by Hasan.'

The dative on the second argument is explained by the polysemy of the verb vur
which also means' shoot' in addition to 'hit'. This difference in meaning is consistently
marked by assigning the dative to the patient argument of'hit', including the passive
(12b) as compared to the passive of' shoot' (12a):

4

The Turkish dative shows a familiar S}ncretism: goals, recipients, purpose, and relational
entities in general ('with respect to', 'in relation to'). The latter are characteristic especially
of the targets of psychological states, attitudes, or judgment (cf. Dede 1981, Underhill 1990).
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(12)

a. Hasan
vuruldu.
Hasan-Nom shoot-Pass-Pst.3sg
'Hasan was shotl*hit.'

b. Hasan'a
vuruldu.
Hasan-Oat hit-Pass-Pst.3sg
'Hasan was hitl*shot.'

The distinction must be maintained in the causative as well as illustrated by the
comparison between (11) above and (13) below,
(13)

Hasan'!
Ali'ye
vurdurdum.
Hasan-Ace
Ali-Oat
shoot-C-Pst-lsg
'I had Hasan shot by All.! *1 had Hasan hit by Ali.! ·1 had Hasan hit Ali.'

regardless of the fact that the causativization of vur- 'hit' inevitably results in two
dative NPs and consequently also in relatively severe ambiguity noted in the English
translation of (11 ). 5 Ifvur- . hit' were to mechanically obey the demotional hierarchy,
i.e., to code the causee in the accusative, the result would be intolerable homonymy
between 'hit' and 'shoot' in their causative forlOS. The unexpected causative behavior
ofvur- 'hit' is thus due to maintaining the lexical meaning ofthe base verb and need not
be regarded as an unmotivated exception. The dative form ofthe patient argument is
simply part ofthe lexical entry for vur- . hit' and cannot be tempered with. (I will return
to the more problematic behavior of le/efan el- 'telephone' as a marginal example of
the double dative pattern after the predicates in (8c) have been discussed.)
The itelOS in (8c) present a more puzzling case in that the forlOS assigned to the
two base arguments seem in fact reversed. As far as the formal demotional analysis is
concerned, the problem is that a verb which does not assign the accusative to any ofits
arguments follows the causative strategy normally found With nominative-accusative
verbs. In order to at least describe the facts, the strictly ~yntactic approach would
have to stipulate that the original dative must be fITst changed into the accusative and
then the demotion may proceed as with regular transitive verbs. But there is no hope
of explaining why the recoding of the second argument for the purpose of
causativization should be necessary or even possible, especially since the same
process does not apply to other dative-taking verbs. For a purely formal approach, the
matter is further complicated by the fact that the two verbs in question (bak-, ba¥a-)
are actually associated with two different causative patterns - notice that these
predicates figure both in (8a) and (8c).
In order to sort out these facts, we must start with the observation that each of
the two verbs can be used in two different senses. Consider the following examples
involving bak-:
(14)

5

a. Resimlerine
yarm
bakacaglln
picture-Pl-Poss-Oat tomorrow 100k-Fut-15g
Til look at your pictures tomorrow.'

The ambiguity in fact makes (II) only margmallv acceptable. Not surprisingly, speakers
prefer to use formally non-causati\'e alternati\'es, such ~s directives with the vetbs of
speaking or ordermg.
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b. Yann
bebegime
annem
bakacak.
tomorrow baby-Poss-Datmother-Poss.Nom take.care-Fut.3sg
'Tomorrow MY MOTHER will take care of my baby.'
As already discussed, bak- J 'look at' in (14a) belongs to the <Agt, Go> class of
predicates in (8a), expressing an action directed toward an unaffected target The act
of taking care, on the other hand, implies a certain degree of manipulation or direct
control exercised by the agent over another entity which is thus presented as being
more ofan affected participant. The argument structure of bak-z 'take care or (14b) is
then more appropriately specified as <Agt, Pat>. Although the case assignment rule
operating in non-causative sentences does not act on the difference in meaning (both
senses of bak- mark the second argument in the dative), the causativization process
seems to be sensitive to the subtle shift in meaning from 'look at' to 'look in order to
take care oflexamine' and applies a different formula to each sense:
(15) a. 1;ocugu
hlzmetciye
baktrrdlm,
child-Acc maid-Dat
look-C-Pst-I sg
'I had the child look at the maid. '/·'1 had the maid take care of the child'
b, Hizmetciye
~cuk
baktlrdlm,
maid-Dat
child-Ace take.care-C-Pst-lsg
'I had the maid take care of the child.'I·'J had the maid look at the child.'
(15a) follows the intransitive formula, as also predicted by the demotional hierarchy,
whereas (l5b) shows the typical transitive pattern exemplified in (2b) above; the
pairings of bak-] or bak- z and a particular causative form are mutually exclusive, as
indicated by the Enghsh translations. The differences in mapping between the
available configurations of semantic roles for each meaning and the corresponding
case forms in the causative sentences are shown below:
(16)a. bak-1'100kat' <Agt,Go>

I

I

Ace Dat

b.

bak- 2 'take care ofYexamine' <Agt, Pat>

I

I

Dat Acc

An early attempt to approach these data on non-syntactic grounds is found in
Erguvanll (1979). While acknowledging that the difference in a particular causative
strategy is necessary in order to maintain the semantic distinction between bak-) and
bak-z, her analysis rests on the assumption that semantic interpretation is determined
by the discourse categories topic and focus. I n order to explain the facts in (17) below,
she explicitly associates topic with the accusative form, 6 and then any shift in topic
6

This assumption alone is enough to invalidate her analysis. In a typical Turkish sentence,
the topic is sentence-initial and the focus occupies the immediately preverbal position.
Neither position is inherently associated with any case fonn or functional category. The
basic sentence structure of Turkish can thus be best formalized in terms of Its discourse
configuration [[Topic] (. ..) [Focus] [Verbll s
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results in a different semantic interpretation ofthe NPs involved
(17)

a, *Onu
di~lerime
bakurdun,
(p.93)
he-Acc
tooth-PI-Poss-Dat take.care-C-Pst-l sg
'I had him examine my teeth,'
b

*Kitaplanm
bana bakurmadl.
(p,95)
book-PI-Poss-Acc
I-Dat look-C-Neg-Pst.3sg
'He didn't let me look at his books.'

The non-occurrence of( J 7b) is thus atUibuted to the extremely low topic-worthiness
ofkirapJannl' his books·/\cc'. However, the sentence is odd semantically: ifthe verb

is used in the meaning' look at' (Erguvanh's translation), the case assignment is in
conflict with the mapping reserved for this sense of bak- (16a). forcing the following
mapping instead (Erguvanh thus contradicts her own assertion that each causative
pattern is associated with only one meaning of bak-):
(18)

hak- I 'look at' <Agt, Goal>

I

I

Dat Acc
In order to make the distribution ofcase forms in (17b) work, the verb would have to
be glossed 'take care of/examine'. We can of course question to what extent one is
likely to utter such a sentence (,He didn't let his books to be taken care of/examined by
me') but that is a matter of contextual plausibility, not a consequence of the inherent
semantics of bak-2 or discourse structuring. 7
Even more significantly, Erguvanlt does not (and caMot) invoke the
discourse-related explanation in accounting for the unacceptability of(17a). It would
be difficult to argue that onu (or, for that matter, a full 1'It>, such as dokroru
'doctor-Ace') caMot be a felicitous topic. Consequently, only the semantic criterion
IS supposed to apply in (17a), which should (and does) become perfectly acceptable if
bak- is glossed 'look at' rather than 'examine/take care of'. The actual use of such a
sentence is then again subject to contextual plausibility only.
A similar analysis applies to the different uses of ba$la- '. start'. It seems that
the basic distinction in the conceptualization of the second argument observed with
bak- is at work hereas well. The far more common p·,ading (ba/iJa-J) can be glossed as
7

Speakers do differ in how much freedom they allow in ordcnng these NPs and thus the
discourse structure is not entirely irrelevant. But II is not the primary factor in interpreting
those sentences. While all my informants agree that the difference in meaning between
causativized bak- t and bak- 2 is necessarily marked by the different mapping between the
arguments of the base verb and the cases assigned by the causative construction, one
informant (dialect B) seems to also prefer associating the causee with topicality by placing it
sentence-initially, thus allowing only the order Causee-Patient (ISO). Another speaker
(dialect A), however, takes the difference in case assignment as sufficient and allows both
the order in (ISb) and its reverse (3a), with the causee in focus.
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'start with/at' or 'start V-ing' (8a); it presents the second argument as an unaffected
target toward which the agent sets out to act. The significantly more restricted use
(ba!jla-2) can be described as an extension of ba!jla-J such that the target is directly
manipulated and thus affected by the agent; 1 will gloss this meaning simply as 'start'
(semantically transitive). When causativized, ba!jla-J and ba!jla-2 follow the same
mapping, respectively, as bak-) and bak- 2 shown in (16) above.
Unlike with bak-, however, where certain lexical items may be pragmatically
implausible as a second argument with a given reading ofthe verb, as in the examples
in (16), the issue of compatibility seems to be more directly connected with the
inherent meaning of ba!jla-J vs. ba!jla-2. Consider the following pairs ofsentences:
(19)

a.

Co~uk1arml

okula
ba~lattdar.
child-Pl-Poss-Acc school-Dat
start.with-C-Pst-3pl
'They had their children start school.'

b, *Okulu
co~uklarma
ba~lattllar,
school-Ace
child-PI-Poss-Dat start-C-Pst-3pl
'They had their children start schooL'
(20)

a. Anneme
sueteri
ba~lattun,
mother-Poss-Dat sweater-Ace start-C -Pst -I s g
'I had my mother start the sweater.'
b, *Annemi
suetere
ba~lattun,
mother-Poss-Acc sweater-Dat start.with-C-Pst-l sg
'I had my mother start the sweater.'

Attributing the differences in acceptability simply to the distribution of topic and
focus would again fail to capture the true nature ofthe problem. Okula in (19a) could
be placed into the sentence-initial position without any change in case marking, thus
becoming the topic (Okula coruklarJJII ba~lattJlar. 'They had THEIR CHlLDREN start
school. '). It follows that (19b) is unacceptable not becauseoku/' school' cannot be the
topic but because the causative pattern forces the transitive reading of ba!jla-. (19b)
could only mean that the children were put in charge of making school start and not
that they were made to start attending school. And yet, what we generally mean by
'starting school' corresponds to the latter, not to the former interpretation.
The situation in (20) is slightly less clear-cut, which is reflected in less uniform
speakers' judgments. The speakers ofDialect A (cf. Fn 7), represented by the facts in
(20), make a solid distinction between starting school and starting something like a
sweater. They quite clearly conceptualize the latter as a patient, an entity that is
directly manipulated and affected by the causee (d. also Dede 1981:44), thus
necessarily treating ba!jla- as semantically transitive in this context. For these
speakers, the unacceptability of (20b) has nothing to do with discourse structure
(anne is the topic in both (a) and (b» or even contextual plausibility, but represents a
clash between what it means to start making a sweater as a manipulative event and
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what the form of the causative sentence suggests. Nevertheless, the shift from
interpreting the second argument as a goal to interpreting it as a patient does not take
place for all speakers. In Dialect B, (20a) is rejected in favor of(20b), thus keeping the
causativization of both uses of ba$1a- uniform (i.e. intransitive).8 The shift in Dialect
A, however, is not entirely arbitrary. It has some independent support in the behavior
ofthe nouns in question with the genuinely one-place version of ba~/a- 'start':
(21)

a, Okul
diin
ba~lad1.9
school-Nom yesterday start-Pst. 3sg
'School started yesterday.'
b. *Bu sueter
dun
ba~ladl.
this
sweater-Nom yesterday start-Pst.3sg
'This sweater started yesterday.'

While school, as an institution which operates according to its own internal rules, can
be conceptualized as capable of starting on its own, things such as sweaters
apparently cannot be attributed the same degree of independence. Instead, they
require an agentive participant to bring them into existence, which is a property that
makes them candidates for patienthood in a two-participant event.
It seems that a similar variability in conceptualizing the second argument
could be responsible for the behavior of te/elan et- (8b) and inan- (8c), especially
since the differences in speakers' judgment are consistent with the general
characteristics ofthe two dialects described in this paper. While both verbs are more
commonly attested with the intransitive formula, Dialect A speakers, who show more
sensitivity to the subtle semantic differences in the second arguments, also allow both
verbs to be reanalyzed as semantically transitive in that the causee receives the dative.
However, the reanalysis is not necessarily reflected in the case form of the second
argument. While te/elan et- preserves the dative on the second argument, as shown in
(4) above, we fmd the typical transitive pattern with some uses of inan- (22a):

8

9

Recall that it is also in Dialect B that the semantic manifestation of the distinction between
bak- I and bak- 2 (cf. Fn 7) must be reinforced by a fixed discourse structure, whereas Dialect
A speakers take the difference in the argument structure as sufficient. We can conclude, that
Dialect B may have a stronger general tendency toward neutralizing subtle semantic
differences between arguments in favor of applying more uniform, formally motivated
surface patterns.
The causati"e form of this sentence may superficially resemble (l9b):
(i) Okulu ~uklanna/~ukIan i~in b~laltlk.
'We started school for their children.l°We had their children start [attending] school.'
However, (i) represents a different argument structure, where the accusative marks the
causee, as expected with one-place predicates, and the dative is an optional beneficiary.
Consequently, the dative can be substituted by an ipn-phrase in (i) but not in the attempted
transitive reading in (l9b) above.
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(22)

a. SoziimU
AIi'ye
inandlIamadlID. (Erguvanh 1979:94)
word-Poss-Acc AIi-Dat
believe-C-Neg.Mod-Pst-lsg
'1 couldn't get ALI to believe my word.'
b,

*Allah', Ali'ye
inandlIamadlID.
(Erguvanh 1979:97)
Allah-Acc Ali-Dat
believe-C-Neg.Mod-Pst-lsg
'1 couldn't have Ali believe in God.'

Erguvanh attributes the contrast in (22) to the implausibility ofAllah being the topic,
but it is more likely that we are again dealing with a rather fme semantic distinction
between different senses ofthe base verb: 'believe something' (a story, a promise, etc.)
vs. 'believe in something' (God, power, etc.).
Erguvanh's intuition that the choice of a panicular causative pattern in the
exceptional cases is motivated semantically is correct, but this motivation cannot be
described in terms of discourse structuring, The basic premise of her analysis (the
association of the topic with the accusative) is faulty, since topics in Turkish are
associated with a position, and this association holds throughout the language. And
her analysis cannot be extended to the problems ofditransitives, which also violate the
formal hierarchy. 1 will argue that both the cases discussed above and the ditransitives
can be accounted for by appealing to the same causativization mechanism.
Since ditransitives contain both an accusative and a dative NP in their non
causative form, the causee should be expressed by the oblique tarafindan-phrase, in
order to avoid any doubling. But it has been noted in literature (Comrie 1976, Zimmer
1976) and my corpus conflTms it as well that sentences such as (23) are marginal at
best (some speakers reject them outright),
(23)

1Hasan'a
mektubu Ay~e tarafmdan gondenlim,
Hasan-Dat
letter-Acc Ay~ by
send-C-Pst-lsg
'1 had the letter sent to Hasan by Ay~.'

while speakers do produce and accept sentences with the causee in the dative:
(24)

Ay~e'ye
mektubu Hasan'a gondentim.
Ane-Dat letter-Acc Hasan-Dat send-C-Psi-Isg
'1 had Ane send the letter to Hasan'

The two alternatives show in fact a cenain regularity. First, it is imponant to note that
the only interpretation available for (24) is one in which Ay~ is the causee and Hasan
the recipient, not the other way around. Funhermore, given the role ofword order in
the distribution ofdiscourse functions in the Turkish sentence, the difference between
(23) and (24) seems to be related to the discourse status ofthe causee. The mapping
patterns observed in the two sentences can be schematically summarized as follows:
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(23')

Topic

Focus

(24')

Topic

I
<Rec, Pat,
I

I

Dat

Focus

I
Acc

Agt>

<Agt, Pat, Rec>

I

I

tarafindan

I

Dat Acc Dat

The immediately preverbal placement ofthe oblique phrase in (23) makes the causee
the focus ofthe sentence, In contrast, when the causee is the sentence-initial topic, it
must be marked by the dative (24).10 The demotional hierarchy has ofcourse nothing
to say about these facts and yet they can be motivated quite easily if we consider the
character ofcausativization itself.
This fmally brings us to the broader question posed at the beginning, namely
the interaction between the base predicate and the causative construction as a whole.
The constructional analysis is based on the observation that within the transitive
formula, we can identify two basic kinds ofcausative situations, depending on how the
external causer effects the caused event (Shibatani 1976, Alsina & Joshi 1991, Fried
1992),
I will refer to them as the Agentive Causative Construction (ACC),
exemplified in (26), and Non-agentive Causative Construction (NCC), shown in (26):
(25)

(26)

Ali
Ahmed'e
pencereleri
Ali-Nom Ahrnet-Dat
window-P!-Acc
'Ali had Ahrnet open the windows,'

a~tIfdl.

open-C-Pst.3sg

a~tIfdl.
Ali
pencereleri
Ali-Nom window-PI-Acc open-C-Pst.3sg
. Ali had the windows opened.'

Depending on which of the two base arguments (agent vs, patient) is given
prominence ina given situation, one or the other causative construction is used: ACC
centers on the intermediate agent that is the target ofthe external instigator's directive
and that simultaneously carries out the directive. This pragmatic characteristic
translates into the requirement that ACC has minimally an agent (the causer), supplied
by the causative morpheme, and a recipient/target of the causer's directive, In
contrast, NCC expresses a more direct relationship between an external causer and
the ultimate undergoer of the caused event, thus making the intermediate agent less
prominent and as such even dispensable. The linguistic form ofNCC thus requires
that there be at least an agent (the external causer) and a patient, i,e., the entity
affected by the causer's intentions (notice the absence of any intermediate agent in
(26) above). II The information about the minimal number and type of required
10 The order of the remaining arguments is flexible in either case and thus we could also get the
order Pat/Ace - Rec/Dat Agt/tarajlJ1dan in (23) and AgtIDat - ReclDat - Pat/Ace in (24).
II The relative prominence of the object in sentences such as (26) as compared to (25) inspired
the so-called passive analysis (Comrie 1976). roughly covering the data attributed here to
NCC. However, the standard passive analysis assumes a formal relationship between
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participants for each construction can be specified as the constructional valence,
shown in (27) below. The prefIX C- is to be read as 'constructional' and distinguishes
the roles required by the constructions themselves from those associated with the
causative and base predicates; the presence and form of any additional arguments
depends on the argument structure of the base predicate and therefore is not part of
the constructional valence:
(27) a.

~Cvalence:

<Agent,C-Recipient>

b. NC valence: <Agent, C-Patient>

Each of the C-roles maps onto one of the arguments supplied by the base
predicate, following mapping principles which are motivated by the semantics and
pragmatics ofeach construction. The mapping rules can be summarized as follows:
(28)

a. CoRecipient maps onto an agentiveargument.
b. C-Patient maps onto a patient; the base agent becomes optional.

In order to satisfy the Corecipient requirement ofACC (28a), the base agent must be in
the dative, regardless of the fact that the causativization of ditransitives results in
doubling on the dative (24). On the other hand, the irrelevance of the base agent in
ACC is usually indicated by coding it in a special form reserved for demoted agents,
used both in the passive and NCC (e.g. the by-phrase in English, the par-phrase in
French, the instrumental case in Kannada), or it remains unexpressed. Turkish
overwhelmingly prefers the latter option, again both in the passive and NCC. The use
of the tarafindan-phrase, roughly equivalent to the English by-phrase, is rejected by
speakers as very awkward, and for a good reason: the taraftndan-phrase can only
appear in the preverbal, focus position and yet, it is one of the defining properties of
NCC that the base agent is irrelevant. The result is a clash between the semantics of
NCC and the high-profile discourse function ofthe postpositional phrase.
The selection ofa causative pattern with the dative-taking verbs is motivated
by the interaction between a particular causative construction and the semantic
argument structure of the base predicate, roughly along the parameter transitive!
intransitive. The semantically intransitive verbs (bin- 'get on', yak/a~- 'approach')
simply use the intransitive formula with the causee in the accusative. However,
predicates which show some degree ofsemantic transitivity (bak- 'take care of, ba§la
'start') use the transitive formula, specifically ACC, which necessarily marks the
causee by the dative, and often also adjusts the case marking on the second argument,
analogically to the behavior of typically transitive verbs such as af- 'open', gander
'send', etc. The distribution of the causative patterns found with multi-valent
passives and causatives and this assumption has been repeatedly attacked for a munber of
obvious weaknesses, which the constructional approach avoids: the causative shows no
passive morphology, not all verbs that can causativize can form an independent passive,
some languages express the demoted subject differently in each construction, etc. (Comrie
1976, Zimmer 1976, Alsina 1992)
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predicates is summarized in the following table:
transitive fonnula (ACC)
(Dat-causee)

(29)
high transitivity
lower transitivity
intransitivity

~
more likely

-

intransitive fonnula
(Acc-causee)

.
less likely
~

The analysis offered in this paper allows a more coherent view of Turkish
causativization, incorporating naturally the forms that the strictly syntactic view must
leave out as unmotivated exceptions. It is also ~uperior to Erguvanh's (1979)
discourse-based treatment of the problematic data since it does not require any
stipulation about the distribution ofdiscourse functions. Finally, it contributes to our
understanding ofcausativization as a more complex process than a simple demotion
ofthe base subject
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Nonstandard Chains and Principle B'
Michael Gamon
University of Washington

1. Introduction
In this paper I want to demonstrate that both subjacency and proper head-govern
ment are relevant for the determination of disjointness domains for pronominal
binding. I furthermore argue that these fmdings which are unexpected under classi
cal binding theory can be accommodated if principle B of binding theory is replaced
by a mechanism of maximal chain formation incorporating a proper head-govern
ment requirement. Locally bound pronouns lead to the formation of ill-formed
chains, violating a condition on A-chains that disallows referential elements in non
head positions of a chain. This proposal is similar to one made in Reuland and
Reinhart 1992, 1993. It differs crucially, however, in two respects: fIrst, the claim
that Principle B can be replaced by the mechanism proposed here, and second, that
proper head-government of elements in the tail of a chain is required in chain for
mation.
I will show that this approach has both a larger empirical coverage and some con
ceptual advantages over a standard Principle B account.
In the first part of this paper I present data indicating that subjacency is relevant
for the determination of disjointness domains and I will briefly introduce a
nonstandard chain approach to principle B effects as suggested in Reuland and
Reinhart 1992, 1993 which can account for these facts. The second part deals with
evidence for the relevance of the notion of proper head-government for pronominal
binding. The nonstandard chain approach is revised in this section, and includes a
proper head-government requirement for elements in the tail of a chain. In the third
section of this paper I present arguments against Reuland and Reinhart's 1993 claim
that principle B is indispensable in grammar. I will conclude with some remarks on
conceptual advamages of the approach presented here.

1. Subjacency and disjointness domains for pronouns
In classical Binding Theory the disjoimness requirement for pronouns is captured
in Principle B as in (I).
(I) "Classical" Binding Theory:
B: A pronoun is free in its governing category
The domain in which pronouns have to be A-free is defIned along the lines of (2).
(2) Governing Category (Chomsky and Lasnik 1991)
The governing category for a is the minimal CFC which contains a, a
governor for a and in which a's binding condition could, in principle, be
satisfied.
In this approach the notion of Complete Functional Complex is at the core of what
constitutes the domain in which pronouns have to be free. Closer examination of
the relevant data, however, reveals a number of instances where other factors enter
the determination of disjoin mess domains.
Consider first the case of adjunct PPs versus nonlocative and nontemporal
complement PPs as in (3) and (4):
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(3)
(4)

(a) Johni sees a snake near himi
(b) *Whati did John see a snake near ti?
(a) *Johni turns a gun against himi
(b) WhOj did Juhn tum a gun against ti)

In l3a) the pronoun is comained in an atljlJnct PP, in (4a) ;1 is contained in a com·
plement PP. The former case is much more acceptable than the latter under binding
of the pronoun by the subject. Note now the correlation between impossibility of
wh·extraction [Tom the adjunct PP in (3b) due to subjacency, and the possibility of
pronouns and vice versa.
Specificity contexts illustrate J similar effect. As pOlllted out in Fiengo and
Higginbotham 1981, specificir:y is relevant for both wh-excraction and pronominal
binding. This is shown in examples (5) and (6)1
(5)
(6)

(a) *Johni read a book about himi
(b) whoi did you read a book about Ii'!
(a) Johni read the book about himi
(b) "whOj did yOIl read the book about tI'?

The nonspecific NP in (5) does nO! create a binding domain for the pronoun,
therefore binding from the subject position of the pronoun in the NP is
unacceptable. Wh-excraction from the NP is possible, [n (6) Ihe ,pecific NP allows
for binding of the pronoun by the subject, but it disallows for wh-extraction,
As in the previous examples, me generalization holds that impossibility of wh-ex
lTaction correlates with the acceptability of bound pronouns.
Diesing 1992 offers an account of specificir:y effects un wh-exlTaction in terms of
subjacency. In her analysis, specific NPs carry presuppositionai force.
Presuppositionai NPs have to undergo Quantifier Raising in order to be mapped
into the restrictive clause of a tripartite quantificational structure. Quantifier-raised
NPs are then taken to be islands for wh-chain-fonnation. Nonspecific NPs, on the
other hand, can have either a presuppositional or nonpresuppositional reading,
depending in part on properties of the selecting verb.
Again, there is a correlation between subjacency domains and the possibility of
bound pronoum 2.
(7)

(a)! Johni saw many pictUres of hillli
(b) WhOj did you see many picture~ of ti?
(8) (a) ?Johni saw three pictures of himi
(b) WhOj did you see three pictures of ti'?
(9) (a) Johni saw every picture of himi
(b) *? WhOj did you see every picmre of fi')
(10) (a) JOhni saw each picture of himi
(b) *? WhOj did you see each piCTUre of rI ')
In (7) and (8) l\'Ps with "'eak determiners under a nonpresuppositional reading
allow for wh-extraction and render binding of the pronoun by the subject less
accceptable. In (9) and (10), the NPs under investigation have SlTong determiners,
and the mirror-image situation obtains: wh-excraction is blocked, and binding of the
pronoun by the subjcr:t is fine,
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Diesing also discusses the influence of verb-classes on the presuppositional or
nonpresuppositional reading of object NPs with weak determiners.
Consider verbs of creation first. They are incompatible with a preexistence
presupposition for their objects because creation involves the bringing into
existence of these objects. Therefore the NPs involved do not undergo Quantifier
Raising and wh-extraction is possible since no subjacency violation arises 3:
(11) Whati do you usual.ly write a book about ti?
cf.: ??Johni usually writes a book about himi
(12) WhOi do you usually draw a picture of ti?
cf.: ??Johni usually draws a picrure of himi
(13) Whoi do you usually paint a picture of ti??
cf.: ?? Johni usually paints a picture of himi
In (1)-(13) wh-extraction is acceptable as in (7) and (8) above, and pronominal
binding is illicit.
A contrasting class of examples is shown in (14) - (16), involving experiencer
verbs. These verbs, according to Diesing, have the property of selecting for a pre
suppositional reading if an adverb of quantification is present. In other words, their
objects have to undergo Quantifier Raising, and wh-extraction is therefore bad:
(14) *WhOj do you usually like a picture of ti?
cf.: Johni usually likes a picture of himi
(15) "'WhOj do you generally loathe a story about ti
cf.: Johni generally loathes a story about himi
(16) *WhOj do you usually appreciate a good joke about ti?
cr.: Johni usually appreciates a good joke about himi
As expected by now, the corresponding cases with pronominal binding are
acceptable.
Note finally that negation influences binding options of pronouns at least for
some speakers as pointed out in Freidin 1986 (grammaticality judgements are his}4:
(17) '" Johni reads books about himj.
(18) Johni doesn't read books about himi.
To summarize at this point, the generalization emerges that subjacency is relevant
for disjointness domains and that wh-extractability and impossibility of locally
bound pronouns correlate in a range of constructions. This is completely unex
pected under the approach to disjointness in Binding Theory. It would merely be a
stipulation to claim that specific NPs constitute Complete Functional Complexes.
while nonspecific NPs don't. Funhermore, a stipulation like this would fail to ac
count for the correlation between non-extractability of wh-elements and the possi
bility of bound pronouns.
Consider now an analysis involving a mechanism of maximal chain formationS.
Reuland and Reinhan 1992, 1993 suggest that a mechanism of maximal chain
formation which incorporates locality conditions will form chains containing a
pronoun and its antecedent provided no barrier intervenes between the two. A chain
containing a pronoun in its tail will then violate a wellformedness condition on A
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chain~

This opens the possibility for a principled approach to the facts mentioned
above.
I will assume that the relevant notion of locality is the one proposed in Rizzi
1990, namely Relarivized Minimality. TIle definition of (maximal) chain formation
to be used in this paper is gi,;en in (19) klow6:
(19) !:hilill FOlmation: (to be revised)
C ~ (al .... an) is an X-chain, where X = A or A' iff
(i) for I ~ i < n , aj is the local X-binder of ai+ I, and
(ii) for I ~ i < n, no barrier intervenes between ai and ai+ 1, and
(iii) C is maximal
Condition on A-chains (Reuland and Reinhart 1992):
(20) An A-chain is headed by a unique referentially independent NP
The joint effect of (19) and (20) is thal pronouns and their local binders which are
not separated by an adjunct or minimality barrier will form an A-chain that violates
conditioli (20), resulting in ungrammaticality. Non local binders, that is binders that
occur (;I,tside of syntactic islands will not be integrated in one chain with the bound
pronoun, due to the condition (ii) in the definition of chain formation. I propose that
a revised version of (19) in conjunction with (20) can in fact replace principle B of
the Binding Theory.
Consider how this works in examples (3a) and (4a).
(3a) contains a pronoun inside of an adjunct PP. Chain-formation can not form a
chain containing both the pronoun and its antecedent because an adjunct-barrier in
tervenes between them. Both the pronoun and the antecedent end up in independent
A-chains, and the soucture is well formed.
In (4a), on the other hand, the pronoun is contained in a complement PP. No bar
rier intervenes between the pronoun and its antecedent. Since they are coindexed,
chain-formation builds a maximal chain containing both the pronoun and its ante
cedent. This chain is in violation of the Condition on A-chains in (20), since the
pronoun as a referential element ends up in the tail position of the chain.
With respect to the specificity effects under Diesing's analysis, there are a number
of nontrivial questions to address. Since LF-raising creates the subjacency do
mains, chain formation will have to be restricted to LF, otherwise it would create
illformed chains at S-soucture, where the relevant NPs are still in siru. Furthermore
the exact nature of the LF representation has to be worked out, 3 task that goes be
yond the scope of this paper.
One remark is in order at this point, however: note that one could argue that due
to raising of the definite NPs containing the pronoun to a VP-external position, the
pronoun might simply be outside of the scope of the subject NP (if e.g. adjoined to
IP). This seems to be perfectly compatible with a standard principle B approach.
Ther<: are immediate problems with this assumption, however: pronouns, as defi
nite expressions, presumably have to raise to VP-external position as well (Diesing
and Jelinek (work in progress». In the LF-representation of a sentence such as (21)
below, the pronoun will be IP·adjoined then, and then'forc is also outside of the
scope of the subject NP:
(21) *Johni

lik~5

himi
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Note also that the ungrammaticality of (21) cannot be attributed to the fact that the
proper name is bound by the pronoun at LF where the lP-adjoined pronoun c
commands the subject because then ungrammaticality should also arise in (22):
(22) Johni's father likes himi

While I am not able to solve these issues here. the claim that I want to defend is
that if Diesing is right in attributing the wh-exttaction conttasts to subjacency. the
mirror image data with pronominal binding are unlikely to be caused by an
independent factor.
To summarize. I have pointed out that subjacency enters the detennination of dis
joimness domains for pronouns. This is unexpected under a standard concept of
Binding Theory. but it can be explained under chain formation in conjunction with a
weUformedness-condition on A-chains as proposed in Reuland and Reinhart.

2. The relevance of head-government for disjoinlness domains
Consider now the case of possessive pronouns and pronouns in the subject
position of a tensed complement clause as in (23) and (24).
For the sake of concreteness, I adopt the so-uctural representations shown next to
these examples 7 .
(23) Johni likes hisj book

DP

~

D'

~

NP

~
N'

his

(24) Johnj thinks that hei is smart

CP

~

C'

~

that

IP

~

he

I'

Nothing in the analysis proposed above predicts the acceptability of these
examples: the pronoun in both cases is not separated from its antecedent by
syntactic barriers and it should therefore end up in an ilIformed chain with its
antecedent.
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Note now that what these two structures have in common is that the pronoun is
not properly head-governed in these two structures. Neither I nor N can serve as
proper head-governors for the specifiers of their projections, The functional heads
D and C respectively are not proper head-governors either. I will therefore assume
that it is exactly this lack of proper head-government which blocks the application
of chain-formation in these examples.
With this fact in mind, consider the locative PP·complementS in (25) and (26):
(25) (a) Johni put a book behind himi
(b) ??whOi did John put a book behind ti?
(26) (a) ??Johni put a scarf around himi
(b) whOi did John put a scarf around tj?
Contrary to the claim in Hestvik 1991, pronouns in locative PP-complements do
not seem to behave uniformly. There seems to be a contrast in the twO examples in
(25a) and (26a). Interestingly, this contrast again is mirrored by wh-extraction data
in (25b) and (26b). If this contrast is real, it cannot be attributed to any property of
the PP'projection. In both cases the locative PP is a complement, and nothing indi
cates any possibility of differences in barrierhood of this PP or differences in se
mantic content of the prepositions involved. If, on the other hand, lexical items
within one lexical class can vary with respect to their capability of proper head-gov
ernment, and if proper head-government of a pronoun determines whether chain
formation can integrate it into a chain with its antecedent. the data in (25) and (26)
are less mysterious.
A stronger point can be made on the basis of cross-linguistic variation, Zribi
HeITZ 1980 has observed that French pronouns within prepositional phrases can be
bound by the SUbject of the clause - contrary to predictions made by the Binding
Theory.
(27) Victori croit en luii
Victori believes in himi
"Victor believes in himself'
(28) Victoq est pour luii
Victori is for himj
"Victor is for him"
(29) Victorj est fi'~r de luij
Victori is proud of himi
"Victor is proud of himself'
(30) Victori met Ie livre devant luii
Victori put the book before himi
"Victor put the book in front of him"
(31) Marie a parh':' a Victorj de luij
Marie has talked to Victorj of himi
"Marie has talked to Victor about him'
Note in panicular that this holds for locative and nonlocative complement pPs. as
well as adjunct PPs. These facts are hard to capture under an analysis su(;h as that
of Hestvik 1991 which makes a fundamental distinction between PPs of indepen
dently theta-assigning prepositions and those of non-independently theta-assigning
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prepositions. In Hestvik's analysis PPs headed by independently theta-assigning
preposistions are Complete Functional Complexes; in other words these PPs act as
disjoint ness domains for pronouns. In the French examples (27), (29), and (31),
however, the preposition is clearly not an independent theta-assigner since it is se
lected by the verb. Nevenheless the pronoun in French can be bound by the subject
of the clause in these examples. If the plausible assumption is made that French
prepositions in general cannot function as proper head-governors, the facts follow
without unwarranted stipulations8.
Consider now a final version of chain formation which incorporates a requirement
of proper head-government for non-heads of chains.
(32) Chain Formation
C =(al .... an) is an X-chain, where X = A or A' iff
0) for 1 ~ i < n , ai is the local X-binder of ai+ 1. and
Oi) for 1 ~ i < n, no barrier intervenes between ai and ai+ 1. and
(iii) every a, a *- al is properly head-govemed. and
(iv) C is maximal
To see how this final version works, take examples (24), (27), and (29) and the
A-chains formed there by chain-formation.
In (24) the pronoun is the subject of a complementizer-introduced finite clause.
Therefore it is not properly head-govemed by either lor C. As a result, it can not be
integrated into an A-chain with its antecedent. Two independent A-chains are
formed, and the structure is grammatical.
In (27) the possessive pronoun is not properly head-governed by the determiner,
and therefore it cannot be the tail of a chain, hence it can freely be bound by the
subject.
The same basic situation obtains in the French example (29). Under the
hypothesis that French prepositions are not proper head-governors the pronoun in
(29) will not be incorporated in the same chain with its antecedent. resulting in
acceptability of the seeming "local" binding relation.
Consider a pronoun in the subject position of an ECM-construction next:
(33) *Johni believes himi to be sman
The pronominal ECM subject in (33) is properly head governed by the matrix
verb. No barrier intervenes between it and its antecedent, so an illformed A-chain
including the pronoun and its antecedent is formed, resulting in ungrammaticality.
Note also that those instances where the correlation between wh-extractability and
impossibility of locally bound pronouns breaks down, namely in extraction from
subject position as in (34) below. can be attributed now to differences in head-gov
ernment:
(34) a.) Whoi do you think [ t'i [ti saw this movie])?
b.) Johni thinks [[hej saw this movie])
In (34a), under Rizzi's 1990 analysis. the functional head C is turned into a
proper head-govemor under Spec-head agreement with the intermediate trace of the
wh-movement, This option is, of course, not available in (34b), where no such
intermediate trace in the specifier position of CP exists. Consequently, both (34a)
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and (34b) are wellfonned: (34a) because wh-excraction creates the configuration in
which proper head-government of the subject crace obtains, and (34b) because the
pronominal subject is not properly head-governed.

3. Is there independent evidence for principle 8? Reuland and
Reinhart's 1993 arguments
Reuland and Reinhan 1993 argue that while principle B and their nonstandard
chain approach to pronominal binding overlap in their effects in some cases, there
still is a need for principle B as an independent condition of grammar. In this
section I summarize their arguments, and I suggest that, contrary to their claim,
principle B is redundant as far as pronominal binding is concerned, given the
fonnulation of chain fonnation proposed here.
Consider first the binding principles as fonnulated in Reuland and Reinhan 1993:
(35) A: A reflexive-marked syntactic predicate is reflexive
B: A reflexive semantic predicate is reflexive-marked
Their definitions of reflexive-marked, reflexive, syntactic gredicate, and semantic
predicate are given below:
(36) A predicate is reflexive iff rwo of its arguments are coindexed.
(37) A predicate P is reflexive-marked iff either P is lexically reflexive or
one of P's arguments is a SELF-anaphor.
(38) The syntactic predicate of (a head) P is P, all its syntactic arguments
and an external argument of P (subject).
The syntactic arguments of P are the projections assigned Theta-role
or Case by P.
The semantic predicate of P is P and all its arguments at the relevant
semantic level.
Reuland and Reinhan list a number of cases that are excluded by either their non
standard chain approach or their version of principle B in (35), but not by both.
These cases provide evidence for the independence and non-redundancy of the rwo
grammatical devices. Since I will try to show that principle B is redundant under the
fonnulation of chain fonnation proposed here, only the examples that are claimed to
be excluded by principle B in (35) but not by a nonstandard chain approach are
relevant.
Consider first the anaphor zich in Dutch. Reuland and Reinhan classify zich as a
referentially dependent element without a reflexivizing function. In other words, not
being a SELF-anaphor, zich cannot reflexive-mark a reflexive predicate as required
by principle B in (35). Consequently, zich can only appear in the object position of
inherently reflexive predicates and in positions where it does not constitute a
coargument of a semantic predicate. In the fonner position its inability to reflexive
mark the predicate is irrelevant because an inherently reflexive predicate is already
intrinsically reflexive-marked according to (37), and therefore principle B is
satisfied. In the latter positions principle B cannot apply to zich since its application
domain is restricted to semantic predicates and their arguments. Note now that
because of its referential dependency zich is not affected by the wellfonnedness
condition on chains (20). Therefore, the distribution of zich is solely a matter of
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principle B in (35) which forces a reflexive semantic predicate to be reflexively
marked.
Reuland and Reinhart's argument based on the distribution of .ti£h clearly
indicates the need for a condition to cover the distribution of z.i£h-type anaphors
versus SELF-anaphors. It is considering only this one argument for the moment 
less clear, however, that this condition should be related to pronominal binding
facts. To put it differently: only if it can be demonstrated that Reuland and
Reinhart's version of principle B in (35) is also relevant for the distribution of
pronouns can the claim be maintained that it is a grammatical condition with some
generality outside of the empirical domain of the distribution of anaphoric elements.
In the remainder of this section I will examine Reuland and Reinhart's claims to the
effect that pronominal binding effects cannot be completely derived from chain
formation and the wellformedness condition on A-chains in (20).
Reuland and Reinhart point out that where semantic predicates and syntactic
predicates do not correspond to each other, principle B applies to semantic
predicates whereas nonstandard chains are formed on the basis of syntactic
predicates. As a result, semantic predicates which do not correspond to syntactic
predicates are the exclusive domain of principle B. Two examples provided by
Reuland and Reinhart are the "picture noun" cases in (39), and the sentences in (40)
involving prepositional phrases9 :
(39) a.)Luciej saw a picture of heri
b.) "Luciei took a picture of herj
(40) a.) Maxi rolled the carpet [over himi]
b.) "Max rolled the carpeti [over iti]
Rejecting an analysis involving an NP-internal PRO in (39), Reuland and
Reinhart suggest that the ungrammaticality of (39b) results from the fact that the
agent role of ~ is controlled by the subject of the sentence. Although this agent
role is not expressed syntactically, it is present on the relevant semantic level.
Therefore the noun ~ is reflexive at that level, Pbut in violation of principle B
not reflexive-marked. Reuland and Reinhart also claim that no chain can be formed
between the antecedent and the pronoun in (39b).
While a complete treatment of picture-noun examples is beyond the scope of this
paper, note that (39) could also be analyzed along the lines suggested by Diesing
1992. The indefinite picture-NP allows for both a presuppositional and a nonpre
suppositional reading. A perception verb like ill allows for both these readings,
while a verb of creation like take a picture is incompatible with the presuppositional
reading, precluding LF-raising of its object. Therefore only the former (marginally)
allows for binding of a pronoun in the NP, and this marginality disappears if a
definite NP is used which mandatorily undergoes LF-raising:
(41) Luciei saw the picture of heri
Consider now the examples involving prepositional phrases in (40) above.
According to Reuland and Reinhart, these examples do not involve a small clause
structure, and the reason for the ungrammaticality of (40b) is that an implicit argu
ment of the preposition over is controlled by its antecedent. As a consequence the
preposition in (40b) forms a reflexive semantic predicate. which is not licensed by a
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reflexive-marker. Again, they assume that no chain can be fonned between the pro
noun and its antecedent in the ungrammatical cases.
While I cannot offer a complete alternative, I would like to point out that examples
like this could be subjected to a Larson-style analysis. If Larson 1988 is right, an
example like (40b) involves an empty VP-shell, and the argument~ are arranged as
in (42) below, with the verb having raised from VI to V2.
(42)

VP

A

Max

V'

A

V2

VP

A

v'

a carpet

A over it

VI

Note now that in this structure chain fonnation will result in a chain <a carpet, it>
(provided the preposition in this structure is a proper head-governor, which is likely
because the NP-complement of the preposition can be wh-extracted). This chain
violates the wellfonnedness condition on A-chains. Chain fonnation between the
subject and a pronoun in the prepositional phrase is blocked, however, because of
the intervening A-specifier the carpet.
Another example where Reuland and Reinhart claim that due to a mismatch
between syntactic and semantic predicates only principle B is applicable involves
conjoined and plural NPs as in (43)
(43) a.) *Maxi criticized Lucie and himi
b.) *We voted for me
Reuland and Reinhan's claim is that here chain fonnation is inapplicable, because
the conjoined NP in (43a) and the plural NP in (43b) do not bear the index of the
pronoun. Chain fonnation in (43a) can not integrate Max and him into a chain, and
in (43b) chain fonnation cannot access the subject we since we and me do not bear
identical indices. While this is certainly true under a standard notion of chain, a dif
ferent picture emerges once the findings of Baker 1992 are taken into account.
Baker argues that overlap in reference is not a purely semantic relationship, but that
it needs to be represented in syntax. He adduces evidence from Mohawk, where
chains can be fonned on the basis of overlap of reference, and not - as in standard
cases - identity of reference. If this analysis is adopted. the syntax-semantics mis
match which motivated the nonapplicability of chain fonnation in sentences as (43a)
and (43b) above disappears, and these sentences can be analyzed as involving chain
fonnation with overlapping plural indices.
Finally, Reuland and Reinhan claim that there is a distinction between the degree
of deviance induced by a violation of their principle B and a violation of the well
fonnedness condition on A-chains. Generally, they argue, principle B causes
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weaker violations than the wellformedness condition on A-chains. It seems, how
ever, that this statement is undermined by a number of counterexamples to the ex
tent that it loses its validity as an argument in a fundamental issue such as the dis
tinctness of two grammatical conditions. Consider the following examples involv
ing overlap in reference which - according to Reuland and Reinhart - can only be
explained on the basis of principle B:
(44) *TheYi,j,k,1 saw himi
(45) *Billi and Mary like himi
It seems that the degree of deviance of these examples perfectly matches the
degree of deviance of examples where both Reuland and Reinhart's principle Band
the wellformedness condition on A-chains are relevant such as (46) below:

(46) *BilIi likes himi
Similar observations can be obtained from example (40b), repeated below:
(40b) *Max rolled the carpeti [over iti)
Again, the strong unacceptability of this example is unexpected, because it is only
a principle B violation under Reuland and Reinhart's analysis.
To conclude this section, I have shown that there is no compelling reason to
assume that principle B exists as an independent and nonredundant principle, and I
suggested that alternative analyses of the "pure" principle B effects can be pursued.
The remaining argument for the independence of principle B provided by Reuland
and Reinhart is the one regarding the distribution of the anaphor zich in comparison
to the distribution of SELF-anaphors. Hence it seems safe to conclude that
whatever the condition is which is relevant for this difference in distribution, it need
not be linked to the distribution of pronouns.

4. Summar), and Conclusion
To summarize, I have proposed a notion of chain-formation that incorporates both
a locality requirement and a requirement on proper head-government of non-heads
in a chain. This general chain-formation mechanism in conjunction with a general
wellformedness constraint on A-chains as proposed in Reuland and Reinhart 1992,
1993 allows to cover disjointness domains for pronouns that were unexpected un
der a standard formulation of principle B in Binding Theory. I have also argued that
this nonstandard chain approach can replace principle B entirely.
Finally, I would like to point out twO additional advantages of this approach.
First: with the elimination of principle B grammar does not contain any "anti
locality" conditions any more. In other words, grammatical principles and
constraints uniformly determine local relations, and not anti-local ones.
~ the relative uniformity of principle B effects across languages is expected
under the analysis suggested here. Variation is expected to be limited to differences
in proper head-government and subjacency domains.
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• I am very grateful for valuable comments I received frum Heles Contreras,
James Lyle, the participants at a University of Washington syntax seminar and the
WECOL conference audience. Errors are my own.
1 The judgements are from Freidin and Higginbotham. My informants judged
sentences such as (Sa) as marginal, but not as downright unacceptable.
2 The judgements here are Diesing's. My informants had consistently stronger
judgments; for them (7a) and (8a) are worse than indicated by Diesing.
3 The judgement of the pronominal binding data in examples (11)-( 16) is by my
informants. Diesing 1992 does not consider the binding facts reported here.
4 In these cases parallel wh-extraction cases cannot be constructed, because it is
typically adjunct-extraction which is affected by "weak" 'legation islands, and
adjunct extraction from NPs is bad for independent reasons.
5 Chain formation is, of course, not a new concept. Similar proposals can be
found (among others) in Chomsky 1981, 1986 and Rizzi 1986. For an analysis of
properties of parasitic gap constructit1ns under maximal chain form arion see Gamon
1991.
61 chose this fonnulation from Gamon 1991 because it is more explicit rhan the
one employed by Reuland and Reinhart 1992, 1993. Empinc]lly, however, rhere
are no differences as far as I can tell.
7 I follow Giorgi and Longobardi 1991 with respect ro the structure of the object
NP in (23). Note that even if one assumes with Abney 1987 and Srowell 1989 that
the possessor is in SpeeDP, a chain formation analysis can be maintained: whatever
factor is held responsible for the nonextractability of possessors in English can also
be held responsible for the failure of chain formation between a possessive pronoun
and its antecedent. Stowell 1989, for example, suggests that a referential projection
(DP) is a barrier to antecedent-government of its specifier position. The same
barrier would then block chain formation involving the possessive pronoun in
SpecDP.
8 For an argument against an alternative solution where French lui is taken ro be
ambiguous between an anaphoric and a pronominal reading see Zribi-Hertz 1982.
9 The judgements here are Reuland and Reinhart's, but note that (39a) is
standardly judged to be quite marginal (see section 1).
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Mapping Halkomelem Causatives
Donna B. Gerdts
Simon Fraser University

1. Causatives I
[n morphological causative constructions in Halkomelem, a Salish language
of southwestern British Columbia, the causative suffix can be added to a verb base
to yield a causative form, as in (1).
(1)

?im~s-st~xW

'make (s.o.) walk', n~?em-~st~x" 'make (s.o.) go; take',
'have (s.o.) sit down' 'I~rn')i-st;)xw 'make (S.D.) come; bring',
qa?qa?-stdx" 'have (s.o.) drink'
?~m~t-st~x'"

The verb bases in 0) are intransitive, and thus are I)sed in clauses with one
argument, such as (2):
(2)

ni
?im~s t€l:l swiw?bs
aux
walk det boy
'The boy walked.'

The causative form commonly appears in a transitive sentence. where t11.: causer is
the fIrst argument and the causee is the second argument. as in (3) and (4\
(3).
(4)

"Ii
c~n
?im:ls-st~x"
tO~ swiw?l;)s
aux
lsub walk-cs+tr-t-30bJ det boy
'I made the boy walk.'
"Ii
'1;)m?i-sSfun'ls-:ls
8d sieni?
aux
come-cS+tr+ I obj- 3erg
det woman
'The woman made me come.' I'The woman brought me.'

As in many languages, the Halkomelem causative is severely constrained as to
what other types of morphology can appear inside and outside it. In the discussion
below, I give data showing the disoibution in (51:
lThan..ks to Cliff Burgess and Charles Ulrich for comments on a draft of this paper. This
research was suppon.ed by a SSHRC grant
The Halkomelem data are from the late Arnold Guerin. a speaker of the Island dialect. My
fieldwork on Halkomelem was suppon.ed by the Canadian Consulate. me Jacobs Research Fund.
the Phillips Fund. and the National Museum of Man. The data are presenred in standard Northwest
orthography. I do not mark stress when it falls on the ftrst syllable of a word. The following
abbreviations are used in glossing the data: aux auxiliary. ben benefactive. cs causative. del
determiner, erg ergative, inlr intransitive, I.e. limited control, obj object, obi oblique. ref
refiellive, sub subject, ,r transitive, 1 ftrSt person. 2 second person, , third person.
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(5)
Transitive
Passive
Antipassive
Reflexive
Applicative

Inside Causative
no
no
yes
yes
no

Outside Causative
yes
yes
no
yes
no

If a theory of morphosyntax seeks to account for Halkomelem and other languages
with a sintilar pattern of causatives, the challenge is not only to provide an analysis
of the basic causative construction, but also to make correct predictions concerning
the range of morphology with which the causative co-occurs.
This paper treats Halkomelem causatives from the point of view of Mapping
Theory (Gerdts 1992, 1993). This theory gives an analysis of clause structure
centered on the concept of morphosyntactically-licensed argument positions,
henceforth MAPs. Under my analysis, the causee nontinal plays a dual role in the
relational structure: it is both the 2 of the causative and the 1 of the verb base.
Furthermore, I claim that, in Halkomelem, this nontinal must be mapped (Le. must
be a core argument). This requirement, together with the claim that Hal.komelem is a
two-MAP language and the analyses for passives, antipassives, reflexives, and
applicatives already proposed for Halkomelem in Gerdts (1993), predicts the
distribution of causative structures in (5).
The crux of this analysis is the condition on Halkomelem causatives that the
causee must be mapped. I claim that this is not a universal restriction but rather is
parameterized. I briefly contrast Halkomelem with another two-MAP language,
nokano. nokano lacks the condition on mapping the causee, and consequently has a
very different pattern of causatives.
Finally, I briefly contrast the Mapping Theory analysis of Halkomelem
causatives with two other relational analyses. The other treatments are unable to
account for the full range of data without resoning to ad hoc stipulations.
Therefore, I conclude that the Mapping Theory view of causatives is an
improvement over previous analyses.

2.

Mapping Theory
Originally conceived as a morphological component to augment Relational
Grammar, Mapping Theory provides an alternative means for stating
generalizations that would refer to the concept of final level in RG. Mapping Theory
consists of several modules and rules for relating one module to another. Four
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perspectives on a nominal are encoded. First is its thematic relation. Second is its
grammatical relation, corresponding to its initial grammatical relation in RG. The
relations are ordered according to the standard RG hierarchy of I > 2 > 3 > oblique.
Third is its MAP. Nominals associated with a MAP are direct arguments. They get
core morphosyntactic marking: that is, they determine agreement, license structural
case, or appear in a configurationally detennined word order. MAPs are
hierarchically arranged according to a case/agreement hierarchy. Founh is its
morphosyntactic presentation.
The Halkomelem transitive clause in (6) is given the representation in (7).
(6)

ni

q'''aq''-~t-~s

tfJ~ sw~y?qe'1 tfJ~

aux
club-tr-3erg detman
'The man clubbed the bear.'

(7)

thematic relations:
agent
I
grammatical relations:
I
rvfAPs:
A
presentation:
3erg/no case

spe?;)9
det bear

theme
2
I
B
no case

There are two lexically subcategorized nominals in (6)-the agent and the theme.
Each bears a tenn grammatical relation in initial structure and is linked to a MAP.
MAPs are ordered positions (represented here as A, B) linked to morphological
presentational statements. For example, some of the presentation rules for
Halkomelem are given in (8).2
(8)

agreement:
nominals:

A = subject pronominals, e.g. c;)n '1st person c1itic'
·~s '3rd person suffix' (iff B)
B = object suffixes, e.g. -sam?s '1st person suffix'
A and B = no marking; others = preposition ?~

In any given clause, we assign the number of MAPs based on three things:
the lexical semantic valence of the verb, MAP-reducing or -building morphology,
and the MAP thresholds set for the language (that is, the maximum and minimum
number of MAPs allowed). Halkomelem, as c1aime.d in Gerdts (1992, to appear), is
a two-MAP language, and thus only A and B are available for linking.
2See Gerdts (1988) for details of the presemation structure of Halkomelem. The
presentation level will also involve co·occurence restrictions, which may refer to the semantic and
grammatical propenies of the mapped elements. For example, Halkomelem has the following
constraint: • A 3m person, B =2nd person.
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The universal principles for linking GRs to MAPs are given in (9).
(9)

Saturation Principle: every MAP must be linked to a GR or cancelled.
Biuniqueness Principle: (except in cases of coreference) a MAP is linked to at
mOst one GR and every GR is linked to at most one MAP.
No Delinking Principle: there are no "delinkings".

Two types of associations are recognized in the theory. Unmarked
associations proceed in a vertical, non-crossing, left-to-right fashion. Marked
associations, however, may involve non-verticallinkings, the linking of an "extra"
nominal not lexically subcategorized by the verb, the non-linking of a nominal, or a
special stipulation concerning a linked nominal. Marked associations are generally
correlated with specific morphological forms. A statement of the conditions on
these forms and their effect on argument structure is the biggest task of a mapping
grammar. 3

2.1. Mapping Causatives
Mapping Theory has only one level of relational structure at its disposal.
Thus, causatives present a special challenge, since most theories analyse them as
multi-level structures in order to accommodate the arguments of both the causative
and the base predicate. I will assume, following Alsina (1992) and others. that a
lexical rule is responsible for morphological causatives of the type found in
Halkomelem. where there is no evidence that the causative morpheme is a higher
verb. This rule will provide for the concatenation of the arguments of the causative
and base predicate. The core claim of this rule is that one of the nominals has a
double function, bearing a grammatical relation with respect to each predicate. A
single nominal is both the causee and the agent of the base predicate. 4 Within
Mapping Theory, this can be captured by assigning this nominal a dual grammatical
relation, even though it is linked to only one MAP. Thus, a causative such as (10)
based on an intransitive stem-see (lla)--is represented as in (lIb).
(l0)

ni
n<}?em-<}st<)x"·<}s
k4:tJ sw<}y?qe?
k4:tJ swiw?l<}s
aux
go-cs+tr+30bj·3erg det
man
det boy
'The man made the boy go.' /'The man took the boy there.'

3Hencefonh 1 give simplified representations showing only the linking of GRs 10 MAPs.
4Since "agent" is specifically mentioned here, causalives on unaccusatives, which do not
have an agent nominal, are ruled out. This is the correct prediction for Halkomeiem, as Gerdts
(l991) discusses.
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(Ita)

agent
t

(lib)

causer causee/agent
2=1

I
A

A

B

The relations assIgned to these arguments will form a single row in the mapping
analysis, and thus the GR level will be monostratal . The Mapping Theory
equivalent of the traditional notion of embedded clause is the reuse of core GRs (1,
2, 3) after an equal sign. Thus, there are two Is in (11 b).5 I will refer to elements
before the equal sign and the morphology associated with them as "outside" the
causative and I will refer to elements after the equal sign and the morphology
associated with them as "inside" the causative.6
It should be noted that the analysis for causatives represented in (lIb) is
appropriate for those languages referred to as two-MAP languages in Gerdts (1992)
(see 12a); three-MAP languages (l2b) may use (11 b) for causatives of intransitives
but use another pattern, not discussed here, for causatives of transitives.
(12) a. Two-MAP languages (A, B): causee of transitive causative mapped to B.
Arabic, Blackfoot, Chanwrro, Halkomelem, llokano, Nubian, Tzotzil
b. Three-MAP languages (A, B, C): causee of a transitive causative mapped to C.
Albanian, Georgian. Polish, Southern Tiwa, Turkish, Warlpiri
Furthermore, I claim that many two-MAP languages, including Halkomelem,
have the following condition on causative structures:
(13)

Mapped Causee Condition:
The 2=1 nominal must be mapped.

This condition requires that !.he causee be mapped, Le. be assigned a MAP in the
causative construction.
The Mapped Causee Condition, taken together with the claim that
Halkomelem is a two-MAP language, accounts for the prohibition of causatives
formed on transitives, as in (*14):
5The SttaLal Uniqueness Law (SUL) of Relational Grammar can be said to apply to the
level of GRs in Mapping Theory. In causatives and other structures with relationally embedded
clauses, each equal sign wi.ll inlrOduce a new domain for the application of the SUL.
6The terms inside and outside are used since the order of the morphology conforms to the
Satellite Principle (Gerdts 1988), the relational equivalent of the Mirror Principle (Baker 1985).
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(14) *ni

~n

q'w~l-:lt-st;)XW

aux
1sub bake-tr-cs+tr+ 30bj
'I had the woman bake the bread.'

JewS;) S<lplJ1
det bread

?;) 'kl sieni?

obI det woman

As seen in the analysis for (14) given in (15), there are three nominals competing
for two MAPs.
(15)

2=1
A

2

-------

B

If the theme is assigned the B MAP and the causer the A MAP, then the causee will
fail to map, given the biuniqueness principle in (9). The structure in (15) violates

the Mapped Causee Condition (13).7
Causatives of transitives are also ungrammatical in Halkomelem if the causee
is mapped and the 2 is nO! :
~n
q'w~l-;lt-st;lxW
(16) *ni
aux
Isub bake-tr-cs+tr+30bj
'} had the woman bake the bread.'

2=1

(17)

'kl sieni?
det woman

s;lph1
bread

2

I
A

B

Such data are ruled out because, as Gerdts (1993) discusses, the transitive marker
-/ signals that the 2 is linked. Since -/ appears inside the causative, the inside 2
must be linked. It is not, so the form is ungrammatical.
In summary, we see a difference between intransitives and transitives inside
causatives. This difference is explored further in the following sections.

2.2 Passives and Causatives
The crux of a universal rule for passives (Gerdts 1993) is that the fl1'st GR,
typically aI, is not linked. In addition, one or more MAPs may be canceIIed, as
specified in the grammars of individual languages. In Halkomelem, an A MAP is
generally cancelled:
(18)

Passive: do not link the I, and, in Halkomelem, cancel an A MAP under
the I, if there is one.

7Structure (18) Will, however, be possible in languages without the Mapped Causee
Condition, provided that the language has some means for licensing a 2=1 that is nollinked.
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Thus, in the Halkomelem passive, the sole argument is linked to the B MAP, as
represented in (19); GRs that are not linked and MAPs that are cancelled are in
shadow style.
(19)

2

I
B
For example, (20) shows a transitive clause with the 2nd person theme as an
objective suffix, and (21) shows its passive.
(20)

(21)

ni
c;:)n
j<1m-<I9am<1
aU)(
I-sub look-tr+20bj
'I looked at you.'
ni
l<1m-<I9a'm
?<1 fa sfeni?
aux
look-tr+2obj+intr
obI det woman
'You were looked at by the woman.'

In the passive in (21), the 2nd person theme, which tests to be the sole direct
argument of the clause, likewise appears as an objective suffix. This fact is
accommodated by the structure in (19).
This analysis of the passive, together with the analysis for the causative given
above, would yield a structure for a passive inside a causative as in (22).
2=~

(22)

2

*passive + causative

B

A

The inside 1 is not linked. No MAPs are cancelled, however, since there is no A
MAP under the inside 1. The 2 links to B and the causer links to the A MAP, as
expected. The structure in (22), however, does not obey the Mapped Causee
Condition, and, as (23) shows, therefore is not allowed in Halkomelem.
(23)

"'ni C<1n
q·...<1I-<1t-<1m-s!<1x...
t;G" s"plil ?" 9<1 soreni?
aU)( 1sub bake-tr-intr-cs+tr+30bj
det bread obi det woman
'I made the bread be baked by the woman.'
In contrast, it is JX)ssible

to

have a passive outside of a causative, as in (24).
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(24)?i
?Olm?j-sHlm
t60l swiw?lOls
aux
come-cs+tr-intr det boy
'The boy was made to come.'
As seen in the representation in (25), the outside 1 is not linked and the A MAP
below it is cancelled.
(25)

2=1

causative + passive

I
B
The causee is free to link to the B MAP. thus satisfying the Mapped Causee
Condition.

2.3 Antipassives and Causatil'es
The effects of anti passive can be seen by comparing the transitive clause in (6)
with the antipassive in (26).
(26)

ni
q''"OlI-;:lm Gd Mni?
?;:l t6;:l sce~tdn
aux
cook-intr det woman
obI del salmon
'The woman cooked the salmon.'

The transitive clause in (6) has transitive marking on the verb, ergative agreement.
and two plain nominals. The anti passive in (26) has intransitive morphology, no
ergative agreement. and the patient nominal is presented ""ith a preposition.
The Mapping Theory rule for antipassive is given in (27), and (26) is
represented as in (28).
(27)

Antipassive: do not link the 2, and, in Halkomelem, cancel the MAP
below the 2, if there is one.

(28)
A

We see in the structure for the antipassive in (28) that the 2 is not linked and that
furthermore the B MAP is cancelled .
In (29), we see data involving antipassive inside causative in Halkomelem.
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(29)

ni ~n
q''';l!-;lm-st;lx''
9;} sleni?
aux lsub bake-intr-cs+tr+30bj det woman
'I made the woman bake the bread:

As can be seen in the structure in (30), the inside 2 is not linked, as required by the
antipassive rule.
(30)

antipassive + causative

2=1

I

A

B

Since there is no MAP under this GR, no cancellation is necessary. Other linkings
pr
J in the expected fashion. and, crucially, the causee is linked to a MAP. Thus
tht: ~ucture satifies the Mapped Causee Condition and the sentence in (29) is
correctly predicted to be grammatical.
In contrast, sentences like (31), which involve an anti passive outside
causative, are ungrammatical in Halkomelem.
(31)

*?i
~n
?im;ls-s(t)-;lm
?;l tB;l swiw?l;ls
Isub walk-cs(+tr)-intr obi det boy
aux
'I made the boy walk.'

This is expected given the Mapped Causee Condition and the rule of antipassive.
The former requires the mapping of the causee, but the latter requires that the
causee, since it is the outside 2. not be linked. as in (32).

·causau·ve + antipassive

(32)

A
Both requirements cannot be simultaneously satisfied by the same nominal.

2.4 Reflexives and Causatives
In Halkomeiem, as in many languages. reflexives show detransitivization
effects (Gerdts 1989). For example, there is no ergative agreement in a reflexive
clause like (33).
(33)

ni
k'''alas-9;}t
aux
shoot-tr+ref
'Mary shot herself.'

+.:J Mary
det M.
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To account for the semantic transitivity of (33), we posit two GRs--I and 2. To
account for its intransitive final struCture, we posit multi attachment (following
Rosen 1988): the I and 2 both link to the A slot. In addition, the B-slot is cancelled.

(34)

Renexive: link both a 1 and a 2 to the same MAP and, in Halkomelem,
cancel the MAP below the 2, if there is one.

Thus, (33) would be represented as in (35).

2

(35)

I~
A

is

This analysis of reflexives, together with the analysis proposed for
causatives, predicts that reflexives inside causatives should be possible. The inside
2 and the inside 1 link to the same MAP-the B MAP:
2=1

(36)

A

reflexive + causative

2

B

The causee is linked and therefore the Mapped Causee Condition is satisfied. The
grammatical data in (37) show the correctness of this prediciton.
(37)

ni
~n
k ''''CllCls-9;)t-S!.3X'''
aux
Isub shoot-tr+ref-cs+tr+30bj
, ] made Mary shoot herself.'

~

Mary

det M.

Furthermore, reflexive outside causative is also possible. as (38) shows:
(38)

ni
~n
?i!.3t-S!.3n3mClt
aux
1sub sleep-cs+l.c.tr+refl
, I managed to make myself sleep. '/'1 pretended to sleep.'

Here the causer and the causee are coreferent and are linked to the same MAP-the
A MAP-and the B MAP is cancelled:
2=1

(39)

A

causative + reflexive

18

The Mapped Causee Condition is satisfied since the causee is linked to some MAP.
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2.5 Applicatives and Causatives
Gerdts (1993) suggests the following universal linking rule for applicatives:

(40)

Applicative: add a MAP (up to threshold) and link the 3 or oblique to the
lowest MAP.

Take the Halkomelem example in (41), which involves a benefactive applicative.
(41)

q'~;lI-3fd~am')s-;ls
ni?
aux
bake-ben-tr+lobj-3erg
'He baked the salmon for me. '

');l
obi

k~9;)

sce-h"n

det

salmon

Since (41) is lexically transitive and Halkomelem is a two-MAP language, MAPs A
and B are available for linking. The applicative cannot add a MAP, since the
threshold in Halkomelem is two. Nonetheless, the ublique links to the lowest MAP,
i.e. B, as (42) shows.
(42)

2

OBL

B

A

In sum, the crucial feature of an appJicative is that some oblique nominal will be
mapped. Given this, we do not expect causative and applicative to be compatible in
a language like Halkomelem, which requires the causee to be mapped, since three
nominals-the causer, the causee, and the oblique--would be competing for two
MAPs. Sentences such as (43) are, in fact, ungrammatical.
(43)

"J

*ni') q'"';ll-;lfc-sram"s-;ls
t.J Mary
k"'6<l sce-h;m
aux
bake-ben-cs+tr+lobj-3erg
det M.
obi det
salmon
'He made Mary bake the salmon for me.'

Since the rule for applicative requires the oblique to be mapped, as in (44), the
causee will fail to link, in accordance with biuniqueness (9), and the Mapped
Causee Condition will be violated.

2=1

(44)

A

B

2

OBL

applicative + causative
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2.6 Other Combinations
Of course, other rule combinations will satisfy the requirements of more than
one marked association without violating the linking principles of (9) or the Mapped
Causee Condition. These are too numerous to detail here, but, to give two
examples, (45) involves antipassive, causative, and passive, as represented in (46),
and (47) involves antipassive, causative, and reflexive, as represented in (48).
(45)

ni
q''''<ll-~m-st-~m
& sicni?
aux
bake-intr-cs+tr-intr
det woman
'The woman was made to bake the bread.'

(46)

2=1

2

?C)

tG~ s~plil

obI det bread

antipassive + causative + passive

I

A
(47)

(48)

B

ni
c..n
qa?-st<lnam;:Jt
?~ ~ qa?
aux
lsub drink(intr)-cs+l.c.tr+refl obi det
water
•I managed to make myself drink the water.'
/'I pretended to drink the water.'
1

2=1

2

antipassive + causative + reflexive

L.--·...--~

A

:B

In (46), the 2 is not linked, as required by antipassive, and the 1 is not linked, as
required by passive. Furthermore, as appropriate for Halkomelem, the A MAP
cancels and the causee links to the B MAP. In (48), the 2 is not linked, as required
by antipassive, and the outside 1 and 2 are multiattached to the A MAP, as required
by reflexive. In these examples, all of the appropriate conditions for marked
associations-antipassive, passive, or reflexive-as well as the Mapped Causee
Condition are satisfied.
In sum, the Mapping Theory account of Halkomelem causatives not only
accommodates the basic data but also correctly prediCts the range of co-occurrence
of the causative and other marked associations of the language.

3. The Mapped Causee Parameter
Given the Mapping Theory rules for marked association in Halkomelem,
interactions of causatives with passives, antipassives, reflexives, and applicatives
were predicted by means of two key devices. First, I have claimed that Halkomelem
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is a two-MAP language. This claim is quite independent of the present discussion
on causatives. Halkomelem has the inflectional features, accessibility to rules, and
marked associations that typify a two-MAP language (cf. Gerdts 1992). Because
only two MAPs are available in causative structures, structures that require the
linking of several nominals will necessarily be prohibited from i>eing expressed as
causatives.
Second, I have claimed that Halkomelem is subject to the Mapped Causee
Condition: one MAP in a causative is necessarily assigned to the causee. Thus, the
various marked associations that require that other nominals must be linked to a
MAP or that the causee must not be linked will be blocked from co-occurring with
the causative.
The effect of this condition I!. best illustrated by comparing the pattern of
causatives found in Halkomelem with those found in another two- MAP language,
lIokano, which is not subject to the Mapped Causee Condition. Of course, it is
outside the scope of the present paper to give a full Mapping Theory analysis of
Ilokano (see Gerdts 1987, in prep.). IIowever, it can be mentioned that the rules of
passive, antipassive, and appJicative in Ilokano are essentially identical to those of
Halkomelem, since they are both rwo-MAP languages. In (49), I summarize the
interaction of causatives and marked associations in nokano and HaJkomelem.
(49)
a. transitive/passive inside causative
b. passive outside causative
c. antipassive inside causative
d. anti passive outside causative
e. applicative and causative
f. double causatives

Halkomelem
no
yes
yes
no
no
no

Ilokano
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

llokano data cQrresponding to (49) are given in (50).
(50)

a. P-in-a-basa
n1 Juan Ii historia
kaniak ~
cs-pst-read
det John det story
IOBL
'John let me read the story: (lit: 'John le( the story be read by me:)
b. Na-pa-birok
Ii ubing.
pst+pas-cs-look det child
'The child was made to look.'

8The passive

-mil

d()i~" not app.;:ar inside the causative pa- for morphological reasons.
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c.

P-in-ag-basa
nak
ni Juan
HI
historia.
c::s-pst-intr-read 3GEN+ 1NOM
det John obl-det story
'John let me read the story:
d. r-i-ag-pa-basa
ni Juan kaniak i-diay historia.
pst-intr-c::s-read det John IOBL obl-det Story
'John let me read the story:
e. Pa-basa-an
Ii babai
i-Ii
libro ken-ni Juan Ii lalaki.
c::s-read-appl det woman
obl-det book obl-det John det man
'The woman had John read the book to the man.'
f. P-in-a-pa-rurog
ko diay
ubing i-ti
daydiay
waken.
c::s-pst-C::B-sleep
IGEN
child obl-det
det
maid
'I had the maid put the child to sleep.'
What is notable about Ilokano causatives is that all combinations of marked
associations and causatives are allowed, as seen in the chart in (40). Reviewing the
relevant analyses above, we find that all are well-formed according to the general
mapping principles in (9). Those that were ruled out for Halkomelem were
violations of the Mapped Causee Condition. By proposing that Ilokano is not
subject to this condition, we correctly predict that data corresponding to these
structures will be allowed.
Furthermore. double causatives, as in (50f), are also possible. These are
represented as in (51).
(51)
A

causative + causative

2=1

2=1
B

Since at most one of the 2= 1 nominals is mapped in a double causative,
corresponding Halkomelem data (*52) are correctly predicted to be impossible:
n;)?em-st;)-st;)x"
(52) *ni C<!n
aux 1sub go-cs+tr-cs+tr+ 30bj
'1 had Mary take her book.'

Mary
det M.

i:,)

(?;)

IMr.l

puk'"-s

obi

det

book-3pos

We see then that the Mapped Causee Condition should be parameterized
across languages. Halkomelem is subject to this condition but Ilokano is not

4•

Previous treatments

Having laid out a Mapping Theory treatment of Halkomelem causarives, I will
briefly compare this treatment to previous relationally-based analyses. In the
standard RG account of Halkomelem causarives proposed in Gerdts (1988), no
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single condition can rule out all the unacceptable combinations in (49). For
example, Gerdts (1988) proposed that causatives can only be built on intransitive
fonns. Thus antipassive and reflexive morphology can appear inside causative, but
transitive and applicative morphology cannot. Furthennore, double causatives are
predicted to be impossible. However, the transitivity restriction does not explain
why passives cannot appear inside causative. Thus, Gerdts (1988) also posits a
downstairs freeze in Halkomelem causatives: the final downstairs I must also be the
downstairs initial 1. A further restriction is necessary, however, to rule out
antipassive outside causative. Thus, three restrictions are required to accommodate
the range of data given in (49). Since each of these constraints is stipulated and
does not follow from any general properties of languages like Haikomelem, the
Relational Grammar treatment misses generalizations available in the Mapping
Theory treatment.
A lexicalist account of Halkomelem is also possible (see especially Farrell
1992). We might posit a division of the rules of Haikomelem into two types
lexical and syntactic. Derivational rules such as antipassive would be regarded as
lexical, while inflectional rules such as passive would be taken as syntactic. This
would allow the statement of a restriction that only lexical rules can appear before
causative and only syntactic rules can appear after it. However, this would not
account for reflexive (since it can appear either before or after causative) nor for the
incompatibility of applicative and causative. Thus, further ad hoc stipulations would
be necessary to account for the data. These stipulations would basically amount to a
list of fonTIS that can and cannot combine.
I conclude that the Mapping Theory account, which makes crucial reference to
the available Inflectional positions in Halkomelem-the MAPs--and to the Mapped
Causee Condition, provides an insightful analysis of causatives. Futhennore, in
keeping with the spirit of Mapping Theory, my analysis of causatives involves only
one level of grammatical relations. The GRs are mapped to a single level of
argument structure. The combinations of causative with passive, antipassive,
reflexive, and anti passive are also analysed with only two levels of structure.
Therefore, I have provided an essentially bistratal account of structures that would
involve three or more strata under a standard Relational Gramlllar treatment.
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Verb Inflections in Sediq:
Feature Geometry vs. Hultiplanar Representation
Hui-chuan Hsu
University of California, San Diego
O. Introduction. This paper deals with verb inflections in Sediq. The
main theme is to present a synchronic analysis of three phenomena,
including vowel movement, trans-laryngeal harmony, and the OCP on
labial consonants. I show how models of feature geometry, such as
Sagey (1986), Steriade (1987), and Clements (1991), fail, and argue
that the Morphemic Plane Hypothesis (McCarthy, 1989) together with
Plane Conflation account for the data.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 presents the data and the
generalizations. Section 2 examines three models of feature geometry.
Section 3 demonstrates how the Morphemic Plane Hypothesis and Plane
Conflation explain the data. My conclusion is given in section 4.
1. Data and Analysis. Sediq is an Austronesian language spoken in
Central Taiwan. All the data in this paper are based on Yang (1976).
Some alleged "recalcitrant" data remain unsolved since the publication
of Yang's paper. Li (1991) claims that the data present problems for a
synchronic analysis and appeals to a diachronic or comparative
explanation. I will argue for the generalization that, in some imperative
verbs, the quality of the stressed vowel remains unchanged after stress
shift triggered by suffixation regardless of intervening consonants.
1.1 BackgroWld Infoxmation'. Sediq has sixteen consonants: p, t, k,
q, b, d, g, s, x, h, c (alveolar affricate), m, n, N (velar nasal), I, r
, two glides: y and w, and five vowels: i, e, a, 0, u. Stress falls on the
penultimate syllable. Syllable structure shows (C}V everywhere,
except the world-final position.
In Sediq, future tense is derived by prefixing mu- to the base, and
imperative form, by suffixing -1. ~ is put before the verb to indicate
negation. Consider the paradigms in (1):
Future

(l)

muqeraq
mukari
mukulah
mutuqiri

1

Iml2erative
quraqi
kuru
kulahi
tuqurii

Negative
iya
iya
iya
iya

qeraq
kari
kulah
tuqiri

Bas!:l
/qeraq/
/kari/
/kulah/
/tVqiri/

This section is based on Yang (1976) and Li (1991)_

Gloss
-catch'
-dig'
-weed'
-turn'
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From (1) I we see that there exists a common denominator among vowels
before the stressed syllable: all the vowels in this pOSition are reduced
to [u].' The phenomenon suggests that the vowel in the future tense
affix may not be realized until the application of vowel reduction.
Let us turn to the present tense, which is derived by prefixing um- to
the base. For verbs beginning with a vowel, y in the prefix is deleted
to observe the canonical syllable structure CVCV ••. Vowel deletion also
applies in the imperative forms. Notice that the deletion rule does not
affect words smaller than two syllables. Thus, !x2 surfaces.
(2)

Present

Im~erative

yahi
mahi
Nali
taqi

meyah
mimah
maNan
mutaq

Negative
iya
iya
iya
iya

eyah
imah
aNan
utaq

Base

Gloss

/eyah/
/imah/
/aNan/
/utaq/

'come'
'drink'
'take'
'vomit'

For verbs with a word-initial labial consonant, the Obligatory Contour
Principle (OCP), which prohibits identical adjacent melodic elements,
triggers deletion of the stem-initial consonant, followed by deletion of
the word-initial vowel. Consider examples in (3), and their derivations
are illustrated in (4).
(3)

mubetaq
mupuNu

metaq
muNu
(4)

Imperative

Present

urn - betaq

I

I

OCP

butaqi
puNui

/betaq/
/puNu/

'stab'
'tie'

V-del

=====> umetaq =====> metaq

[lab][lab]
urn - puNu

I

I

OCP
V-del
=====> umuNu =====> muNu

[lab] [lab]

For verbs with other word-initial consonants, metathesis operates to
maintain maximal CV syllable. Examples are given in (5). Traditional
prefixes or suffixes always appear strictly at their corresponding
edges. However, if the prefix in Sediq occurs before the stem, it
results in -CC- which violates the canonical syllable pattern.

1 According to Li (1991: 164), depending on the dialect or speaker ,
vowels before the stressed syllable may be reduced to a schwa. This
vowel reduction accounts for the reason why in some cases we set up a
V, an indeterminable underlying vowel in the base.
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(5)

Present
qumeraq
kumari
kumulah
tumuqiri

Gloss

Base

'catch'
'dig'
'weed'

/qeraq/
/kari/
/kulah/
/tVqiri/

'turn'

Before I end this subsection, one more point needs to be mentioned. In
Sediq, there is an assimilation rule in which an antepenultimate vowel
becomes identical with the stressed vowel, as shown in (6).
(6)

Future

Base

meeyah

/eyah/
/imah/
/aNan/
/utaq/

miimah

maaNan
muutaq

Gloss
'come'
' drink'
'take'
'vomit'

In fact, an intervening pharyngeal fricative /hl is the only consonant
which is transparent to the assimilation rule. As shown in the folloWing
comparison, all other consonants block the rule.
(7a)

iya cehebuy 'not drip'
iya cuhuNi 'not forget'

iya pfhido 'not dry'
sulahayi "Learn! I

(7b)

iya tuJ,!akun -not squat'
iya pusu!otuy 'not raise'
iya pu~epak 'not grope'
iya turugeraq 'not lie'
iya tu!ima 'not wash'
tukumaxi "Blink!'
iya puluMeluN 'not think'
lU!l!ahi -Open!'

iya ruQeruk "not broil'
iya sugariN 'not moan'
iya tugakac 'not kneel'
iya pusug.yuk 'not turn'
iya suxebu -not urinate'
iya sUBegun 'not follow'
puyasi 'Sing!'

The data in (7a) and (7b) indicate that assimilation is actually a rule of
trans-laryngeal harmony which is blocked by supralaryngeal
consonants. Notice that, given the same environment, the assimilation
rule overrides the reduction rule, which in turn reduces all the vowels
before the stressed position to [u1. Furthermore, disyllabic verbs are
excluded by the assimilation rule, as exemplified in (8).
(8)

reus -bury'
dehuq -arrive'

taus
bohi

-beckon'
' Bake! '

From (8), we can draw the conclusion that stem vowels in the right
most foot, that is, the two vowels from the right edge, are fully
specified, and hence are out of the realm of the assimilation rule. The
facts that vowel reduction reduces all the vowels before the stressed
position to [u1 and vowel deletion does not apply to the penult vowel
also support the claim that vowels in the right-most foot are fully
specified.
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1.2 Some Recalcitrant Data. This section discusses some imperative
verbs for which both Yang (1976) and Li (1991) do not offer an
adequate explanation. I fin d out the generalization that, in some cases ,
the quality of the stressed vowel, which is supposed to change after
stress shift trtggered by suffixation, remains unchanged regardless of
intervening consonants. This dichotomy in imperative verbs can be
illuminated by the comparison in (9).
(9a)

(9b)

ImI!erative

Negative

quraqi
kuru
qutai

iya qeraq
iya kari
iya qita

/qeraq/
/kari/
/qita/

Imj2erative

Negative

Gloss

qupei
subeti
buteli
bukeyi
gusugesi
ruqeni
tuleNi
suresi
numei
sukunexi
huyegi
tuduroyi
bohi

iya
iya
iya
iya
iya
iya
iya
iya
iya
iya
iya
iya
iya

qe.2u
se!?u
belun
be~uy

gusegus
regun
te!uN
se!:us
ne!!!u
sukenux
heyu
tudoJ;uy
o!?uh

Base

Gloss
"catch'
"dig'
'see'

-distill'
-thresh'
-kick'
'tie'
,
scrub'
'swallow'
-touch'
,
wipe'
' grind'
.'smell'
stand'
'roll down'
-bake'

The imperative verbs in (9a) pose no problem for Yang (1976) and Li
(1991). After stress shift, the reduction rule operates and vowels
before the stressed pOSition are reduced to [u]. In contrast, the
imperative verbs in (9b) are problematic. Both Yang and Li set up the
base for (9b) as in (10) and propose the rule in (11) to account for the
vowel alternation.
(10)

Base (Yang & Li)
/qepe/, /sebet/, /betel/ t /bekey/, /gVseges/, /reqen/,
/teleN/, /seres/, /neme/, /sVkenex/, /heye/, /tVdoroy/,
/oboh/

(11) {e, 0) --> u /_CC)#

So far, this analysis does a perfect job to link up verb inflections and
the vowel reduction rule. However I there are other data which (11)
does not account for, as in (12).
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(I2l

ImQerative
rehepi
cehepi
reheqi

Negative
iya rehak
iya cehak
iya rehaq

Gloss

Base (Yang & Li)

'to sow'
/rehep!'
'to lick'
/cehep/
"to remove' /reheq/

As seen, (e) becomes (a] 1 in contrast to the prelfious rule stated in
( 11 ). In order to solve the dilemma between (9b) and (12), both Yang
(1976) and Li (1991) posit another rule.
(13) e --;> a / _

(c)#

A serious problem arises. The comparison between (11) and (13) shows
clearly that, given an input §, we cannot predict which output will
surface.
Li (1991) suggests (:0.11 alternative for (12): First, [a] is treated as
underlying in the second syllable of the base, as shown in (14).
(14)

Base
/rehap/, /cehap/, /rehaq/

Second, (e j is treated as derived in the suffixed forms which is
attributed to the process of assimilation with the preceding vowel. Thus
there will be no exceptions. As Li (1991: 166) himself notices, "the main
problem with this solUtion is: how can we account for the fact that the
stressed vowel gets assimilated to the preceding unstressed vowel only
in these imperative forms? In all the other cases, the stressed vowel
retains its full vowel value and is not affected by its adjacent segments.
Moreover, all other instances show that it is the vowel in the
antepenultimate syllable that gets assimilated to the following stressed
vowel."
Finally, Li (1991: 167-168) appeals to a diachronic explanation, which
1s far-fetched. As a matter of fact, there exists a common denominator
between (9b) and (12): just like cases in other verbs, the bases of (9b)
and (12) are simply the negative forms without the negative marker.
After stress shift which is triggered by suffixation, the quality of the
stressed vowel remains unchanged regardless of intervening
consonants. The mere difference between (9b) and (12) lies in that the
imperative verbs In (9b) are derived from vowel movement followed by
vowel reduction or vowel deletion, whereas those in (12) are derived
from vowel movement followed by trans-laryngeal harmony, as
illustrated in (15). (Key: VM =vowel movement, VR = vowel redUction,
VD -= vowel deletion, and VH = vowel harmony)

The morphophonemic rule p

--;>

k / _# is not our concern.
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(15)

VM
VR
a. sVkenux + i ====> sVkVnex + i ====> sukunexi

VM

VD

b. obuh + i ====> Vboh + i ====> bohi
VM
VH
c. rehaq + i ====> rVheq + i ====> reheqi

The peculiar phenomenon of vowel movement across intervening
consonants gains further support from (16).
(16)

Imperative
putasi

Negative
iya patis

/patis/

'write'

There is no need to posit a rule, say, i ---> a / _ _C# for (16). In
fact, like (9b) and (12), (16) also exhibits vowel movement.
A question arises: How can we predict the occurrence of vowel
movement? In fact, only verbs with a non-high stressed vowe1/e, 0, a/
undergo this operation. Interestingly, among verbs with vowel
movement, over 80 percent have ~ and y, Q and y, and ~ and y (in the
temporal order) as the two underlyingly specified vowels. If vowel
movement does not apply, the stressed vowel would surface as y. Recall
that all pretonic vowels are reduced to [u] in Sediq. It is very much
likely that this language shows aversion to having y as the stressed
vowel. Likewise, we never see an English word with a stressed schwa.
As argued in section 1. I, stem vowels in the right-most foot, that is,
the two vowels from the right edge, are fully specified. There is a
tendency that the stressed vowel in the imperative form is chosen
between the two underlyingly fully specified vowels. The more salient
a vowel is, the more likely it is realized. The Stressed Vowel
Preference, namelye, 0 » a » i, u, evaluates the two underlyingly
specified stem vowels, as evidenced by the empirical data.
2. Feature Geometry. This section presents three models of feature
geometry, including Sagey (1986), Steriade (1987), and Clements
(1991) . I argue that the data concerning translaryngeal harmony, vowel
movement, and the OCP on labial consonants, constitute a challenge to
all three models.
2.1 Sagey's Model. Sagey (1986) explains translaryngea1 harmony at no
cost since Ihl has no supralaryngeal node to block spreading of a
vowel's supralaryngeal node, as illustrated by the following charts.
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v

117)
0,

root

0

i
0

supralaryngeal

Since under Sagey's model both velar consonants as well as vowels are
represented under the Dorsal Node, velar consonants block trans
laryngeal harmony.
(18 )

v

v
o

o/
co; lab

~lace

0/

cor cc;'

dcr

~or

The prediction is not borne out in Sediq. As shown in (9b), vowel
movement occurs even if the intervening consonant is dorsal.
Furthermore, Sagey's model has difficulty explaining the distinction
between present tense and future tense of verbs with a labial initial,
with respect to the OCP effect, for instance, metag and mubetag in (3),
which are derived from um-betag and mu-betag respectively. Notice
that the OCP operates in the present tense, but not in the future tense.
Since vowel features are dominated by dorsal node in Sagey's model, an
intervening vowel does not change the fact that two labial features are
adjacent. Therefore, this model fails to capture the distinction between
metag and mubetag.

v

IB)

root

o
lab lab

lab dcr lab

Content words in Sediq obey the Minimality Constraint (McCarthy lit
Prince 1990) which requires them to be minimally disyllabic. Thus, the
affixal vowel in the future tense, where the OCP is relevant, is
pretonic, and is realized as [u) by the vowel reduction rule. If one
argues that features of the intervening vowel are unspedfied at the
time when the OCP applies, the problem remains. The two labial
features are still adjacent. One way of solving this problem is to
stipulate that the OCP on labial consonants requires root adjacency.
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2.2 Steriade's Hodel. Steriade (1987) evaluates two hypotheses, namely
the Disjoint Tier Hypothesis and the Overlapping Tier Hypothesis. It
is argued that the Overlapping Tier Hypothesis makes correct
predictions in non-local rules such as root-level rules and trans
laryngeal harmony. The Overlapping Tier Hypothesis accounts for
translaryngeal harmony at no cost since /hI has no supralaryngeal node
to block spreading of a vowel's supra-laryngeal node.
(20, Overlapping her HypothesIs: trans laryngeal hauony

supralaryngeal

o

rcct

,
0 '- 0

v

h V

Under the Disjoint Tier Hypothesis, specific mention of the intervening
consonant is necessary in cases of translaryngeal harmony since
consonants and vowels are specified on separate tiers.
In contrast, the Disjoint Tier Hypothesis predicts that vowel features
can spread across all consonants, which is exactly what happens in
Sediq vowel movement.
i2:i Disjoict Tier Hypoth,,:s: vOHi loverED:

(·supralaryngea:

V-roct
V-suFalaryngea:

0

The Overlapping Tier Hypothesis predicts that vowel features
dominated by dorsal and labial tiers can spread across all consonants
except for labials.
122)
0

! \

o
lab lab

dor

place

\

,

o,

~

0

0

do!

\
o

~

0

0

I \

lab cor

dor

lab velar

This prediction is not borne out, as evidenced by (9b). Vowel movement
occurs even if the intervening consonant is labial. Notice that there is
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a velar tier in this model, and hence velars, which are equivalent to
dorsal consonants in Sagey's model, do not block vowel movement.
Interestingly, translaryngeal harmony and vowel movement reveal a
paradox for Steriade (1987). On the hand, the Overlapping Tier
Hypothesis wins out, while on the other, the Disjoint Tier Hypothesis
makes correct prediction.
Now let's turn to the OCP Cdse. Under the Disjoint Tier Hypothesis,
vowels and consonants are specified on separate tiers, thus an
intervening vowel will not prevent the OCP from applying. There is no
way to explain a future tense like mubetaq. Under the Overlapping Tier
Hypothesis, vowel features are dominated by dorsal and labial tiers,
and hence OCP applies in any case.
!iJi

, iace
o
:ab dor lab lab

lab lab

Again, the stipulation of root adjacency is necessary to deal with the
OCP case. So far, I have shown that neither Sagey's model nor
Steriade's model can account for the data nicely.
2.3 Clements's Model. Two Significant proposals in Clements (1991) are:
(i) a single set of features characterizes place of articulation in both
consonants and vowels, and (ti) place features of vocoids (vowels and
glides) are split from those of consonants in that they are assigned to
different planes in phonological representation. We will see how these
two proposals pin down vowel movement which Sagey and Steriade are
unable to account for. We start from translaryngeal harmony.
Translaryngeal harmony follows under the assumption that laryngeals
are not characterized by the supralaryngeal node and they are
transparent to rules which spread the oral cavity node or lower node,
such as the C-place node.
(24 )

trans laryngeal harmony

spreading is Clocke:

root
oral cavity
C-place

Clements

(1991)

explains

~

ani ca,! ty

0
'0

translaryngeal

C-place

harmony

without

any
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difficulty. What is more, this model also allows vowel movement in
Sediq. Since the consonant is not characterized by a vocalic node of its
own, vowel movement across any intervening consonant can be treated
as vocalic node spreading, and the No Crossing Constraint is not
violated, as shown in (25).

roct

oral ca.it)
C-piac€

vocalic

At this point, Clements' model makes more correct predictions than
other models. Unfortunately, like Sagey (1986) and Steriade (1987), it
cannot account for the OCP case. Under this model, a place feature
characterizing a consonant will dissimilate from the same feature
characterizing a vocoid, or vice versa.

root

oral ca.) ty
(-place
lab

j a~

V-place
lilb

If one argues that features of the intervening vowel are unspecified at

the time when the OCP applies, two labial features are still adjacent on
the C-Place tier. Again, Clements (1991) cannot solve the problem
without stipulating that root adjacency is required for the OCP_
Though the OCP case beats models of feature geometry, it follows under
the assumption of the Morphemic Plane HypotheSiS, as we shall see in
section 3.
3. Morpbemic Plane Hypothesis and Plane ConfIation. This section
presents an analysis based on the Morphemic Plane Hypothesis and
Plane Confiation. In addition to the OCP case, trans-laryngeal harmony
and vowel movement are explainable under the assumption of
multiplanar representation.
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In Sediq there is no evidence for morphological distinctions between
vowels and consonants or templatic morphology. However, syllable
structure is predictable as (C)V. In fact, two pieces of internal
evidence support our using the Morphemic Plane Hypothesis. The first
piece of evidence comes form the phenomenon that all the vowels before
the stressed syllable become a phonetic [u], which can be represented
by spreading if vowel melody itself occupies a plane. Since the
phenomenon that all pretonic vowels are realized as [u] can also be
dealt with by default, this piece of evidence is not forcible. The
second, and more convincing, piece of evidence lies in the distinction
between present tense and future tense of verbs with a labial initial
concerning the OCP effect, which constitutes a Challenge to all three
models of feature geometry as argued in section 2. Let us consider matis
and mupatis, the present tense and future tense for patis 'to write',
According to the Morphemic Plane Hypothesis, affixes are projected
onto different planes, and hence the labials in urn-patis and mu-patis
are not adjacent. The OCP cannot apply at this stage of derivation,
After Plane Conflation which folds all the vowels and consonants onto
a single plane, mupatis does not violate the OCP and therefore is
surfaced. By contrast, the labials in umpatis become adjacent, and the
OCP comes into force. Then, umatis becomes matis through the
application of vowel deletion. Since the Morphemic Plane Hypothesis
together with Plane Conflation solves the OCP case, a natural question
arises: Are trans-laryngeal harmony, vowel movement, and other
phenomena in Sediq accounted for as well? The answer is positive.
Recall that the "recalcitrant" data in section 1.2 involve four major
rules, namely vowel movement, vowel reduction, translaryngeal
harmony and vowel deletion, If we adopt the Morphemic Plane
Hypothesis, vowel movement and vowel red uction must take place before
Plane Conflation, which folds vowels and consonants together onto a
single plane somewhere in the derivation, in order to prevent
association line crossing. In contrast, trans-laryngeal harmony must
operate after Plane Conflation, otherwise we cannot explain why
assimilation is blocked by supralaryngeal consonants. Vowel deletion
also comes into play after Plane Conflation whereby the well-formedness
of syllable structure can be examined. With the option of V/C
segregation and Plane Conflation in hand, the alleged "recalcitrant"
data become tractable.
Now let us go back to the imperative verbs in (9b), (12) and (16) and
see how they can be accounted for by the Morphemic Plane Hypothesis.
Due to space limit, I will just take .sukunexi in (9b), and rehegi in (12)
for example I as repeated in (27).
(27)

Impetative
sukunexi
reheqi

/sVkenux/
/rehaq/

'to smell'
. to remove'

Following the Morphemic Plane Hypothesis, we claim that there are four
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planes in Sediq: consonant melody, vowel melody, C-V skeleton, and
the suffix plane. Derivation of the imperative verbs proceeds basically
step by step as follows: First, apart from the suffix ::!, stern vowels in
the right-most foot are fully specified underlytngly. A distinction of v
and V is marked in the skeleton to ensure that underlytngly specified
vowels are associated to the right position. Notice that this distinction
is also motivated by the fact that all pretonic vowels are reduced to [u] •
Second, the suffix vowel gets priority to be linked to the final V slot
since it is prespecified. Consonants are linked to the C slots one by one
from left to right. Third, the Stressed Vowel Preference, namely e, 0
» a » 1, u, evaluates the two underlytngly specified stern vowels.
Thus, the vowel that is higher in the hierarchy gets linked to the
leftover V slot. The fourth step is that all the vowels before the
stressed syllable are presented by spreading [u] by default.
Association applies in accordance with principles in the autosegrnental
phonology, and unassociated element gets deleted due to Stray
Erasure. Finally, Plane Conflation (PC) folds vowels and consonants
onto a single plane. Rules which must apply after Plane Conflation now
corne into play.
Now let us begin with the derivation of sukunexi.
i25a.

(onsof,'r.: meleeI':
CvCvCVCI'
eu

Suffix piane:
ilcD:

Consonant IElocy'
CV shle:c:::

CvCvCVC>'

eu
iprelin~ed

S.ffix plane:

i 1Ee I

Consonm lelody:
CV skeleton:
Vo~el

"lody:

Suffix place:

cvcvcvn
eu
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,lUdl

Consonant lelody:
CV skeletn:

CvCVC'V

Vowe 1 Ie liJdy'

SuffiX pla:,<:

i2Bei

Consonant lelody:
CV skeletoc:
'Io~el

ile;Q:Y:

Consider how Leheqi is derived.
:29",

Coosonant

lI€~od::

ea

i, ib i

Cn50nant me>iy:

C'I skeiecon:
Vowel melccy:

2

a

Suffix piane:
119c)

Cooson.at uloey:
CV shletO!l:

c.C;CV

ea

{29d I

lonsona~t

VOW€~

Ibccy'

melody:

t~J

;

a
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PC
CV

sk€ltto~:

C \"

v·,

eve V"''> ruheql ",,) reheqi

• (Stray Erasure)

4. Conclusion. In this paper three models of feature geometry,
including Sagey (1986), Steriade (1987), and Clements (1991), have
been shown untenable. Translaryngeal harmony constitutes no problem
for all three models. Sagey (1986) and Steriade (1987) do not account
for vowel movement while Clements (1991) does. However, all three
models cannot solve the OCP case without stipulating root adjacency.
I have also presented an analysis under the Morphemic Plane Hypothesis
and Plane Conflation. The multiplanar representation explains the OCP
case as well as translaryngeal harmony and vowel movement.
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Nasalization in Guarani and Terena
Helga Humben
University of Amsterdam

1. Introduction
In this paper I will discuss the nature and the structural position of the
feature [nasal]. In spite of the growing amount of literature on this feature, e.g.
van der Hulst & Smith (1982), Trigo (988), Piggott (1988, 1992). Avery &
Rice (1989, 1991), Steriade (1992), to mention but a few, so far no agreement
has been reached on its position in structural representations of segments.
The languages to be discussed here, Guarani and Terena, have appeared
prominently in the literature on nasality (e.g. Poser 1982. Kiparsky 1985),
instantiating two outstanding examples of the conspicuous and diverse behavior
this feature may display.
In the light of the present tendency to derive phonological surface
forms with as few rules as possible, if any, and, instead, to make use of general
and language-specific constraints, I would like to argue that the structural
position of a feature may well be expected to carry the major part of the
burden of explaining its behavior. Consequently. determining the structural
position of [nasal] remains an extremely imponant issue in segmental
phonology till the problem is resolved, which I attempT in the present paper.

2. Framework and Theoretical Assumptions
The structural representations for segments that I wil! propose here have
been developed on the basis of analyses of segmental behavior in assimilation
processes. In this paper we will limit ourselves to nasals and their structures,
though for a lucid presentation I will briefly discuss the main theoretical
considerations and structures that form the basis of this proposal. For a more
extensive discussion I refer the reader to Humbert (1994).
In my view, structural represent.ations of segments should be able to
cover the following points:
L The more phonemes are alike phonetically and in their phonological
behavior, the more alike their representations should be.
2. In order to constrain the possible size and shape of inventories and in order
to constrain the nature of phonological operations manipulating segmental
structures, the representations themselves should consist of as few
ingredients as possible.
3. The structure of representations must be constrained and express meaningful
relationships between the ingredients of the representation in order to
- reduce the number of rules and stipulations required
- limit the possible size of inventories
. express natural groups of features
.. express rare processes in a more complex way than common ones
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- express relative rareness or markedness of phonemes by means of
increasingly complex representations.
The structural representations I have developed on the basis of analyses
of assimilation processes have a strong affinity with the representations
familiar from Dependency Phonology (Anderson & Ewen (1987)) and other
Dependency-based approaches, such as those presented in van der Hulst &
Ewen (1992), Smith (1989), Smith et al. (1992), van der Hulst (1992), to name
but a few. The phonetic interpretation of the three basic components of
segmental structure is in accordance with Catford (1977).
We distinguish in all segments a manner component separating
obstruents from sonorants as illustrated in (1). Obstruents are characterized by
complete closure represented by C, while sonorants are spontaneously voiced,
represented by V. The manner component is the head of the structure, since the
infonnation it represents is relevant to syllable structure. Consonants and
vowels are distinguished at the level of the place component, where each is
structured differently (see (3').
The complete set of possible manner components is given in (1);
(1 )

c

c,

v

v

C

v

stop

fricath'e vo....el nasal
liquid
glide
C = complete closure in the oral cavity; V '" relatively free escape of air; voicing

All segments have one manner component. Fricatives and nasals also have one
manner component even though it is a complex one. The interpretation of each
of these components, as in (1), is unique. Similar structures are also found in
Dependency Phonology and related frameworks but then fricatives and nasals
consist of two components instead of one complex one. Because of this, more
than just the four combinations in (1) can be made; some examples from van
der Hulst & Ewen (1992) are given in (2);

c.

b.

(2)a.

I

c

c v
vcd.
SlOp

f.

\

c,

c v

fric.

vcd.
fric.

V

SlOp

e.

d.

\

~

\

v
vowel

v

c

nasal

Each separate part of the structures in (2) is accessable to operate on, e.g. to
be referred to by a rule. In (2f) nasality is represented by the :e: component of
the structure, not by the structure in its entirety. However, the interpretation
of C as a nasal component relies on its structural position. In cases where
nasalization is best dealt with in tenns of a floating nasal component it would
not be possible to distinguish this Ie: from other :e: components. The problem
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results from the fact that the components are not uniquely interpretable, while
those in (l) are, making it the more constrained approach.
In (3) below the internal structures of consonant and vowel place
components are given (see also van der Hulst (1989; and Humbert (1989)):
_.

(3}a. consonant
fUr

place:

(place)
...............

(high/llngual)

l11 ..........,

(back/dorsZll)

[A]

IU) '" labial, [I] '" ~oronal, (AI ~ ,elar/pharyngeal l
_.

vowel
place:

I.:

[A] = low; [I]

fd

~

(place)

...............

y 1-- ' "
.~ ••
t
(U]

(hlgh)
'\·hRC'.k'


frolll; (lJ] = round

From now on I will insert cpl and vpl for a consonantal place node and a
vowel place node respectively, wherever I believe this to lucidate the structural
representations. In the structures in (3) the terminal specifications are unary,
but they are part of a binary contrast expressing equipollency, except for [A]
in consonants and [U] in vowels, which are genuinely privative (see
Trubetzkoy (1939)). The consonant place structures in (3a; were developed on
the basis of those in (3bl, along the same lines of thought (see also Humbert
(1994». The stfllctures express implicational relations: In vowels, [U] implies
the presence of nodes representing hi&h2 and back, [I] implies the presence of
hjgh.

Each segment is to surface with one terminal specification. Segments
with more than one are more complex and hence more marked so that in (4a)
/6/ is more marked than Ii!. Segments with no terminal specification are also
more marked: in (4b) /4/ is more marked than lui:
(4)a.

/1/

v

/6/

I

I

I
[,.' !

'A

v

i1

r Ii!

[U J

In (3b) we have

SnO\\l1

b.

I :/

v
1

It

(U ~

I

/ v

I
I

i

(hlgh)

(back)

the possible ingredients of the vowel place component

------------1 If a language distinguishes between velars and phal"yngeals the velars will be representoo by the node
representing back, lacking a terminal specification, the pharyngeals by (AI.
2 'llle nodes are intc'rpretable as !!igh, back etc, but they are never actively involvoo in phonological
processes. Therefore I distinguish them from components (features) representoo between sqaure brackets. such
as [A), [II and Ill],
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and the mutual relations these have, while in the second structure of (4a) head
dependency relations enter into the structure which influence the outpue. This
component internal type of head-dependency relation is illustrated in (5), where
straight lines indicate headship and slanting lines express dependency:
(5)

a.

lei

/1

b.

11f!1

I

[AJ

[I)

The output of (5b) is a lower segment than that of (Sa) due to the fact that in
(5b) [A] is the head and therefore dominant in the structure, while in (Sa) it
is a dependent. How a segment is represented depends essentially on the
phonemic inventory of the language under discussion, since there it is
determined which phonemes we must distinguish and how they are related to
each other.
Distinctive voicing in obstruents is represented by the presence of a
dependent V (vowel manner component>. In case of fricatives. voicing is a
dependent component of the entire complex head component and therefore it
does not have a sister relation to the V of the fricative manner component:
(6)

vo::.ced
stop:

voiced
fncative:

C

I \

cpl

v

C

I \

v v

I

cpl

Debuccalization is a phonological process where the place component
of a segment is delinked or deleted. The result typically affects segments the
following way: stops become (!f. fricatives become /hi and, following Trigo
(1988), nasals become IN!, where IN! stands for nasality without place of
articulation. Trigo deals with these segments as a natural class referred to as
laryngeal glides. In our approach the laryngeal glides (!f. /hi and IN! are the
phonetic realizations of manner components (d.(1)). Vowels are never
debuccalized so that no corresponding laryngeal glide exists. Debuccalized
segments are degenerate in that they lack an otherwise Obligatory place
component. Corresponding to a large extent to the specifications organized
under the LARYNGEAL-node in many feature geometries (e.g. Sagey 1986,
Clements 1989, McCarthy 1988). each of these degenerate segments, which are
themselves manner components, may modify complete segments by a simple
adjunction operation. This is illustrated in (7), where in the first component
represents a degenerate segment, adjoined to a full-fledged segment. The
resulting new root node will be labeled as a projection of the segment: C' or
V' See Humbert (1994) for more details on adjunction.
3 For an extensive discussion of the various types of head-dependency relalions see, for example, Van
de.- Hulst (1989) and Humbert (1994).
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(7)

C'

/

\.

C

c

'

,I

\
C

v

I

v

v

I \

\
C

v

v

I

C

I

~

aspirated
;top

glollalized
stop

v'

~.

C'

/

nasalized
vowel

prenasalized
stop

Because these laryngeal modifications are derived from the basic segmental
structure, no extra ingredients are required to express them. A second
consequence of deriving them the way we did, is that nasality but not voicing
is included. Furthermore. we can predict that in phonological processes
referring to these modifications, they will behave as manner components. We
'Will now focus on the nature of nasals and nasalization. For further details on
the configurations discussed here. see Humbert (1994l.
In (8) below it is shown that configurations representing prenasalized
stops or prenasalized fricatives are complex segments. Nasalization of a
segment simultaneously realized with the rest of the structure is only found in
fricati ves.
(8 )

c!

a.

vI

i

C

I
v
I

r;
V

I
prenasalized
fricative

·c

c.

b. C

d. C

I

\

\

vI

C

I

nasalized
fricative

1

"nasalized
stop

\

v

voiced
SlOp

(8c) is ungrammatical because the internal structure of the dependent
component is more complex than that of the head. We follow Dresher (1993)
in that the complexity of the structure of the dependent may not exceed that
of its head. It then follows that the head-internal complexity of fricatives
licenses the dependent nasal component which is also internally complex. This
analysis is possible due to the fact that we regard the heads of nasals and
fricatives as being essentially single components.
In this approach. nasalization can only be viewed as the spreading of
an entire nasal component. Nasal components target only those structural
positions that are V-headed. Since the V-node in fricative heads is component
internal it is not a suitable landing site for an entire component. This leaves
vowels, which are V-headed. and the structural position for distinctive voicing
in obstruents. as possible landing sites:
(91a.nas.
fnc.

C

I \

V

v

I C

b. nas.
stop

c. nas

*C

vowel
\
1

c

Vi

I \

v v

C I
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Obviously, if stops are targeted for nasalization they will block the processes
since it cannot apply successfully (cf. ungrammaticality of (9b)). This is the
case in Applecross Gaelic, for instance, where fricatives nasalize and stops are
opaque (Borgstr¢m (1941). However, if a language has no distinctive voicing,
structures representing voiced obstruents (see (6)) will be foreign to the
language. In such languages nasalization does not target obstruents because
they predictably lack a landing site in their structural configuration, hence they
will be transparent to nasalization. Two such languages are Guarani and
Terena. The transparency of obstruents in both languages will be illustrated and
discussed in the next sections.
3. Guarani Nasalization
In accordance with previous analyses, I will show that Guarani has two
nasalization processes, quite independent of each other. The unary approach I
use does not allow for orality or [-nasal] or similar entities to playa role,
though previous analyses have all exploited some such concept (Poser (1982),
Kiparsky (1985), van der Hulst & Smith (1982), Piggott (1989, 1992)). The
structural constraints imposed upon the possible configurations in my approach
not only suffice to deal with Guarani nasalization in a unary framework but do
so more elegantly, namely by regarding it as a simple case of harmony
involving dominance and recessiveness.
The data presented here is taken from Adelaar (986), which is based
on native speakers, and from van der Hulst & Smith (19821. I will assume the
phonemes in (10) to represent the Guarani inventory:
(10)

k

P

k

W

?

i-

e

m n

s
w r
W r

S
y
nY

a

h
T

u
0

T...·

As can be seen in (10). Guarani has no distinctive voicing. A branching
structure as in (II a) is therefore foreign to the language; it can only be filled
in as in (lIb):
(11 )a.

.. c

I \

b."

or

C

I\

v

v

..

C

I\

pl

V

This explains the transparency of obstruents to nasalization, as explained in the
previous section. The filter in (Ila) is best regarded as a language-specific
parameter.
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To establish the existence of two nasalization processes in Guarani and
their relative independence, consider the following examples:
> iir; aipa
o-mano..m1l>Om.inbmb ;r
o-ho-ne
> oh60e
> ahilmii
a-ha-ma

(J 2)a.puru7a 'to be pregnant' b.ac: aipa

piifU7~ 'navel'
tupa
tupa

'bed'
'goo'

'sin
'they all die'
'he will go'
'have gone already'

The examples in (l2a) show lexically distinctive nasalization in the absence of
nasal consonants. The vowels on both sides of
and of /p/ are affected by
nasalization, showing that obstruents are completely transparent.
Comparing the first two examples of (12b) to the second two examples
we find that nasalizati.on triggered by nasal consonants can spread from right
to left and vice versa.
The examples in (13) illustrate the bi-directionality of the lexically
distincti ve nasalization process:

m

(13)

n-o-ti-ri
n-o-se-i

.

,



> net Iii (*netiri.*notiri) he is not a~hamed'
> nO~l ("no~i,"no~i) 'he is not going outside'

In order to gain insight into the nature of the nasal spans we find here,
compare the nasal spans in (13) to the oral ones in (14):
~gai-te

(4)

mara~atu

ma7e m+as+

> i,caite
'immediately'
> marac'atu
'holy'
> mb a7em'+as+ 'sadness'

What they have in common is that they contain the vowel with main stress. I
propose an approach that takes this into account and covers the facts in an
explanatory way. Let us assume that the difference between the examples in
(12) follows from the difference between lexical entries as in (15):
(ISla.

hupak > tup;i 'bed'

b.

N
ltupal w > tupa 'goo'

(15) illustrates that the lexical distinction bet":een nasalized and non-nasalized
words lies in the presence versus the absence of a floating nasal component.

Structural Representation and Analysis of Guarani Nasalization
For nasalization to be realized it must latch onto segmental structure.
The most likely candidate to be picked, and one that is structurally guaranteed
to be compatible (see (9), is the prosodically most prominent one in the word:
the vowel with main stress. In Guarani stress is predicatbly word final, apart
from for a few lexical exceptions.
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V

( 16)

.....---.... w

I

/

c

w

o~

I
C

I

\

I

I

I

V

C

0,

I

c

V

[U

[I

[U
u

J
p

I

:
v'

I v""'C vI

I
I J [A]

iJ
t

\

0,

[UJ

[AJ

p

a

a

Taking into consideration the fact that nasalization starts out at the
word-level, it is perhaps the pyramid nature of prosodic structure that lies at
the bottom of the centrifugal power nasalization subscribes to in this language,
where the term 'centrifugal' is used to express the bi-directionality away from
the segment with main stress:
/

(17)
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Whether or not this bi-directionality is governed by binary branching. hence
pyramid-shaped, prosodic structure, the nasalization triggered by nasal
consonants spreads according to the same principle. as we showed earlier in
(12bl.
The lexically distinctive nasalization process was argued to be triggered
by a floating nasal component that latches onto the most prominent segment
of the word, Having established that this process starts out at word-level. we
may consider other prosodic word-level constituents to be inaccessible:
pp

(18 )
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Oral stressed vowels must be protected from nasalization because both
nasalization and the lack of it are lexically distinctive. If nasalization was
allowed to spread into distinctively oral domains, neutralization between
lexical items might result. Neutralization can be avoided with a recoverability
condition. Such a condition can be formulated in terms of prosodic
constituents: if nasality latches onto the structure at word-level as shown in
(18a), other word level nodes will be inaccessible, whereas both prosodic
words will be accessible if it latches on at a higher prosodic level. In order to
ensure that nasalization triggered by nasal consonants does not proceed into a
distinctively oral item either, we must assume word boundaries in general to
be opaque. This stipulation can be regarded as an extension of the
inaccessibility of the prosodic constituent representing the phonological word,
which we need anyway. Even though nasalization by consonants is not directly
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governed by prosodic structure as the lexically distinctive type of nasalization
is (i.e. (18) does not apply). this process does follow the bi-directionality of
the lexically distinctive process (cf. (16) and (17». A derivation of a
compounded word is given in (19):
( 19)
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Although nasality is said occasionally to leak into oral domains
(Adelaar (1986), van der Hulst & Smith (1982n, an oral domain is never
entirely nasalized. The major part of it will always remain oral, indicating that
a recoverability condition is indeed at work.
We have shown how Guarani nasalization can be dealt with without
resort to binary features or a specification for orality. Regarding oral segments
as recessive and invoking a recoverability condition, we can derive the outputs
on the basis of nasal components spreading centrifugally from the stressed
vowel to all segments it is structurally compatible with. Obstruents were
shown to be transparent due to lack of distinctive voicing. Next we will
analyze Terena nasalization. where many aspects are similar, but what causes
the process to apply in the first place is entirely different.
Nasalization in Terena
In this section we will argue that, as in Guarani, obstruents in Terena
are transparent to nasalization. even though the process stops immediately
preceding them. Secondly. we will argue that in Terena the nasal spans that
surface in 1st person forms are due to something other than an urge of nasal
components to spread.
The Terena phonemic inventory is given in (20); all data is from
Bendor-Samuels (1960) and Trigo (1988);
(20)
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Y
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The data in (21) shows that nasals do not spread nasality:
(21)

emo1u
yono
niko

'his word'
'he walked'
'he ate'

In (22) some examples of nasalization are given:
(22)

emo1u 'his word'
owoku 'his house'
'he went'
piho
arunoe 'girl'

iimo?u 'my word'
owo,gu 'my house"
mbiho 'I went'
arunoe 'my girl'

We can deduce a number of facts from this data: first, the nasalization
process starts out at the left edge of a word (see third example) and, secondly.
it indicates 1st person. It behaves like a prefixing morpheme consisting of a
nasal component. IN/. only which, instead of surfacing as a prefix. spreads onto
compatible structure until it encounters an obstruent. Thirdly, where the
process stops. a nasal surfaces that is homorganic with the following obstruent.
The first example shows that n; is transparent; n; has an obstruent manner
component but no place component. as is the case with IN/ itself.
Analysis of Terena Nazalisation
In contrast to the laryngeal glides n; and /hi. IN/ does not surface in
the phonemic inventory of the language nor does it surface in output forms;
h/ is not a phoneme of Terena but it does surface when nasalization stops at
a velar obstruent: Nk> fJk. surfacing as hg] (see (22) owoku > OWOfJgu)
I believe the underlying cause for nasalization to take place in this
language at all (nasal consonants do not trigger nasalization) is the very fact
that IN/ is not part of the Terena inventory: if IN/ may not surface it must
either be erased or find some way to repair itself. Erasure would result in
neutralization with other forms, as the examples in (22) show.
The degeneracy of IN/ is lifted once it gets a consonantal place
specification. Nasalization in Terena can then be viewed as the testimony of
a degenerate segment repairing itself by going out to look for such a
specification.
The nasalization takes place just in case the word turns out not to have
an obstruent with place specification. If the nasal component does not leave its
mark and does not encounter a fully specified consonant, there would still be
neutralization. This fact tells us that the consonantal place specifications are
not visible from a distance. In Humbert (1994) it is argued that consonantal
place features are passive, and only interact passively with other structures
41n Terena and Guarani voiced obstruents swfaoe due to phonetic leakage by nasals. Neither langllllge
has distinctive voicing.
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under strict adjacency universally. The same is true in Terena: consonantal
place features do not spread but they are shared by IN/. The trace IN/leaves
while parsing the word is evidence of the non-visibility of consonantal place
specifications over a distance.
The transparency of the placeless segment 111 shows that it is of no use
to IN/. so that IN/ must continue its search. There is no reason not to assume
that all obstruent.~ are transparent. The lack of distinctive voicing in Terena
predicts obstruents to be transparent the same way they were argued to be
transparent in Guarani. The reason nasalization stops at fully specified
obstruents is not due to opacity of these segments but rather to the fact that
INI is satisfied at that point. This is shown in (23),
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In accordance with Bendor-Samuel (19601 and Trigo (1988) I assume
that no consonant clusters exist in Terena. Since we have ruled out nasalization
on stops (see (Qb)) the result of the nasal component and the obstruent coming
together must be a complex segment.
Nasalization of Irl does not contradict our hypothesis: since Irl is the
only liquid in the language. its susceptibility to nasalization can be ascribed to
underspecification for place together with a manner component compatible to
nasalization. TI1e structural derivation of larunoe/, illustrating nasalization of
Irl is given in (24):
(24)

N + anmoe > arunoe
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We have shown in this section that nasals in Terena do not spread and
that the nasalization we find is rather a matter of avoiding neutralization and
thus of recoverability of the morphological information a prefixing nasal
component carries. We have also shown that in Terena, as in Guarani,
obstruents are not opaque, even though the nasalization process stops at
obstruents. This is not due to opacity of obstruents, but to the fact that the
obstruent has the material to repair the nasal component so that it may surface.
The framework used here allows us to give this unified account of two -in
most respects- entirely different processes, without having to use many rules.
We have also argued for the rather strong claim that all languages with no
distinctive voicing will have transparent obstruents with respect to nasalization.
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Weak and Strong Agreement in Gitksan·
Kathanne Hunt
California State University Fresno
O. Introduction
In this paper I propose an analysis of an agreement
Tsimshianic language spoken in British Columbia. In
apparent incompatibility between the distribution of
approach to agreement presented in Chomsky (1992).
under a particular elaboration of the theory the data can
with it.

paradigm in Gitksan, a
particular, I discuss an
this paradigm and the
I show, however, that
be viewed as compatible

1. Chomsky (1992) and Arabic agreement
Chomsky (1992) proposes that inflectional features are assigned to morphemes in
the lexicon. In the syntax, these features must be licensed by a process of checking
or matching. This checking may take place between a head and a NP, via spec
head agreement, or between two heads. when one head adjoins to another.
Checking cannot take place in a lexical projection, and so heads and arguments
must move to functional projections in order for their features to be licensed.
Such movement may be overt (occur at S-Structure) or covert (occur at LF).
depending on the so-called "strength" of the features involved. Strong features
must be checked at S-Structure. and so the presence of strong features motivates
overt movement. Weak features. however, are checked only at LF, and so are
associated with covert movement.
Since the notion of feature strength plays a crucial role in the analysis which
follows. it is important to establish what is meant by this term. In most of the data
presented in Chomsky (1992). feature strength is determined solely on the basis of
whether or not overt movement has occurred. However. a purely movement
related definition of the notion feature strength is circular - strong features
motivate overt movement. while features are strong if they motivate overt
movement.
Chomsky does allude to a relationship between feature strength and morphological
richness, but this is not explored in detail. The only data mentioned in this context
come from Arabic, and since the data are in some respects similar to the Gitksan
facts. I discuss them here .

• Thanks to Barbara Sennott for providing the Gitksan data. 10 Michael Rochemont, Bill Dolan
and Dan Evereu for discussion of the issues raised in this paper and to Bruce Rigsby and Marie
Lucie Tarpent for their ground-breaking work on Gitksan and Nisgha.
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In Arabic, there i~ a relationship between word order and the richness of subject
agreement on the verb. When the verb agrees in person, number and gender with
the subject. then the subject precedes the verb. as in (1)
(1)

al - ?awlaad - u
jaa?uu
the-boys-NOM
came 3pm
"The boys came"
Mohammad (1989)

However, when the verb shows only default third person singular masculine
agreement with the subject then the subject follows the verb, as in (2).1
(2)

jaa"a
al - ?awlaad - u
came 3sm the-boys-NO~l
"The boys came"
Mohammad (1989)

In Chomsky (! 992), the difference between SV and VS order is accounted for by a
difference in the surface position of the subjecl. SV order arises when the subject
raise~ overtly from the VP to the specifier of a functional projection which
dominates VP. as in (3). This overt raising can be motivated only by the need to
check strong features.
(3)

S-Structure
[I V)
[VP
"rich' agreement!
strong features

t·

J

Thus the sentences which exhibit SV order in Arabic must have strong agreement
features. Recall that the SV sentences are also those which have morphologically
rich agreement. Thus one can derive a correlation between strong agreement
features and morphologically rich agreement.
Similarly, morphologically weak agreement correlates with weak agreement
features. In Chomsky (1992), VS order occurs when the subject remains in the VP
and does not undergo overt raising. as in (4). Overt raising fails to occur because
there are no strong features needmg to be checked

----

_.._----

Everett (PC) notes that the correlation between SV order and rich subject agreement exhibited by
Arabic may not be typical. In Yagua (Everell 1989). for example, VS order occurs when a
subject ditic i~ present. while SV order occurs when there is no person-marking ditk.
I
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(4)

S-Structure

II

Vj
[VP
NP
"impoverished" agreement!
weak features

t·

J

Thus the sentences which exhibit VS order in Arabic have weak agreement
features. These same sentences have morphologically impoverished agreement, and
so a correlation between weak agreement features and impoverished morphology
can be derived.

2. Gitksan agreement
In the previous section I illustrated that in Arabic strong features correlate with
overt movement and rich morphology, while weak features correlate with covert
movement and impoverished morphology. In this section I consider some data
from Gitksan which appear to be problematic for this approach to agreement.
Series II agreement in Gitksan has the following forms (Rigsby 1986:413):
(5) Series II agreement
sing
plural

2
3

-y'
-n

-m'
-s m'

-t

-ti:t

These agreement morphemes appear suffixed to lexical heads, and may license a
coreferential pro, as in (6), in which the I-Ii suffix licenses a third person singular
pro subject.
(6)

ka? -01 - t t = John
see-erg-3sg cn=John
"S/he saw John"

ga'at t John
Series II agreement can also cooccur with a third person overt argument, as in (7),
in which the I-t! suffix is coreferential with the oven subject "Mary".
(7)

nim naks - XW ~ - ti = qat = s
t =MarYi t = John
want marry-pass-erg-3=rep=case cn=Mary
cn=John
"Apparently Mary wants to marry John"
nimnaksxwitgas Mary t John
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An overt subject licensed by Series II agreement must occur in postverbal position,
as in (7), rather than in preverbal position, as illustrated by the ungrammaticality of
(8), in which the subject precedes the verb.
(8)

*t = MarYi
subject

nimnaks - XW
verb

- d -

ti = qat

=s

t = John
object

3. Accounting for Series II agreement
The facts just outlined are problematic for Chomsky's approach to agreement. In
Chomsky's model, pro is licensed in a SPEC-head relation to strong (rich)
agreement. That Series II agreement can license pro therefore suggests that it
must be associated with strong features. However, Series II agreement does not
motivate S-Structure raising of overt NP subjects, and in this respect it behaves as
though it is associated with weak features.
So far the notions of feature strength and morphological richness have been left at
a rather intuitive level. I argue that under explicit definitions of these terms, Series
II agreement can be viewed in such a way that it is compatible with Chomsky's
model.
Specifically I propose the following definitions of feature strength and
morphological richness for Gitksan:"

(9) Feature Strength (Gitksan)
A feature is strong if it is associated with a morphologically rich agreement
morpheme.
(10) Morphological Richness (Gitksan)
An agreement morpheme is morphologically rich if it overtly encodes both
person and number features.
Under this definition of morphological richness, all members of the Series II
agreement paradigm, as given in (5), are morphologically rich, since each
morpheme represents a particular combination of person and number features. It
therefore follows under (9) that the features associated with each of these
morphemes is strong. This means that pro subjects must undergo raising at S
Structure to preverbal position, in order to license the strong agreement features
associated with it. Thus the S-Structure associated with a sentence such as (6) will
be that given in (11).
- - - - - _.._----
2 These definitions are also compatible with the Arabic data considered earlier. Funher research
is required to determine whether they are more widely applicable.
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(II) [pro]j ka'.' -;;. - ti
t = John
3sg
see erg - 3sg cn=John
"Slhe saw John"
ga'at t John
This account cannot be extended to explain sentences containing overt subjects,
however. Overt subjects licensed by Series n agreement remain in postverbal
position. and this is incompatible with the presence of strong features on the verb.
A solution to this problem lies in the fact that Series II agreement with overt
subjects patterns slightly differently from Series II agreement with pro. As was
first noted in Tarpent (1988), Series II suffixes do not differentiate between third
person singular and third person plural when cooccurring with overt subject NPs.'
This is illustrated in (12) and (13), in which the Series II agreement marker takes
the form /-tJ regardless of whether the subject is singular (12) or plural (13).
(l2)

rum

naks-xw-~-ti=qat=s
t=MarYi t=John
want marry-pass-erg-3=rep=case cn=Mary
cn=John
"Apparently Mary wants to marry John"
nimnaksxwitgas Mary t John

(13) !-is =t
simim - naks tj - rna = s
[tip John qan t = Mary]j
already = cn tog-marry-3-probably=case cn John and cn=Mary
"John and Mary probably got married already"
hUshl simimnaksdimas dip John gan t Mary
In fact, it is ungrammatical for the expected 3pl Series II morpheme (/-ti:tI) to
cooccur with a 3pl overt subject, as illustrated in ( 14).
(14) *iis=l

simim - naks - ti:tj
3pl

<lma = s [tip John qan t

=Mary]j

This suggests that Series II agreement should not be viewed as a single unified
paradigm, but rather as two subparadigms. As well as the morphologically rich
paradigm already discussed, there is also a morphologically impoverished
paradigm. consisting solely of the morpheme l-tJ:

3 Tarpenfs observation was based on comparable data from Nisgha, a language which is very
closely related to Gitksan.
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(15) Revised representation of Series II agreement
morphologically rich
paradigm
sg
pI
-m'
J -y'
-s m'
2 -n
3 -t
-ti:t

morphologically impoverished
paradigm

-t

Unlike the suffixes in the rich paradigm, which are specified for both person and
number features, /-tJ is specified only as third person, with no value for number. It
is thus morphologically impoverished, and is therefore associated with weak
features. Since its features are weak, they do not motivate overt movement. This
accounts for why overt subjects occur postverbally.
One question raised by this split paradigm analysis is why pro occurs only with the
rich agreement paradigm, while overt NPs occur only with the impoverished
paradigm. That pro must be licensed by rich agreement is explained by the
requirement that the features of pro must be recovered or identified, as claimed by
Rizzi (1986) and others. It is more difficult to explain why overt NPs can occur
only with the impoverished paradigm. One possible explanation is in terms of
economy. Chomsky (1992:43) claims that LF movement is "cheaper" than overt
movement. Since a derivation in which NPs cooccur with impoverished agreement
allows covert movement, it is more economical than one in which they cooccur
with rich agreement and thus must move overtly. However. such an explanation
would need to allow for parameterization, given that in Arabic overt NPs can
cooccur with either rich or impoverished agreement.

4. Conclusions
In this paper I have proposed an analysis of Series II agreement in Gitksan which is
consistent with the general approach to agreement outlined in Chomsky (1992). In
the course of the analysis I have elaborated on Chomsky's proposal by providing
specific definitions of feature strength and morphological richness. I have claimed
that the Gitksan Series II paradigm consists of two subparadigms, one of which is
associated with strong features and licenses pro arguments and the other of which
is associated with weak features and licenses overt NP arguments.
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PREPOSITIONS AND THE DOMAINS OF INCORPORATION*
Eloise Jelinek
University of Arizona

O. Introduction. I outline here a semantically-based approach to the
phenomena of morphological incorporation in universal grammar, which will
be applied to some issues in the investigation of argument structure. In the
Minimalist framework (Chomsky 1992), parametric differences across
languages are characterized as manifestations of differences in the strength of
particular features. Verb raising and Wh-movement can be defined as reflexes
of "strong" vs. "weak" features in particular grammars; these processes are
language universal by LF, but are strong (i.e., overt in the syntax) in some
languages, and weak in others. In this paper, I propose that the feature of
Quantifier Raising varies parametrically in strength across languages, and
produces contrasts in argument type. In some languages, the raising of
quantified or definite NPs is a weak feature that may be delayed until LF; in
others, it is a strong feature that receives overt syntactic expression. In
languages without determiner quantification, the default interpretation of NPs
(or Determiner Phrases) is definite. These DET P are confined to adjunct
positions in the syntax, corresponding to their operator positions at LF. In
languages with this feature, we see only pronominal arguments, as in many
"incorporating" or "polysynthetic" languages of Native America (Jelinek 1984,
1993 a,b; Baker 1992).
Logical Form is a level of representation where linguistic expressions are
distributed according to their semantic type. Languages vary parametrically
with respect to whether the overt syntactic distribution of elements of a
particular semantic type corresponds to the LF distribution of these elements.
The morphological incorporation of an expression is constrained by its
semantic type; incorporation is permitted only when the expression appears
in the domain of the sentence that corresponds to its proper LF domain.
It is the semantic feature of definiteness that underlies the definition of these
semantic types and their LF domains. Evidence in support of these claims will
be drawn from a survey of the properties of morphological incorporation of
direct arguments, as well as certain oblique arguments (adpositional phrases)
in some Native American languages.
1. The distribution of (In)definiteness. Diesing (1990, 1992) argues that the
syntactic division of the sentence into IP vs. VP corresponds to the parts of
the sentence which map into the restrictive clause vs. the nuclear scope of the
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semantic interpretation of the sentence, in a tripartite representation of the
idnd developed by Heim (1982), Kamp (1981) and Kratzer (1989).
1) The Mapping Hypothesis (Diesing 1990, 1992)
a. VP maps into the Nuclear Scope (the domain of existential closure)
b. IP maps into the Restriction (on some quantifier)
Indefinite subjects introduce variables under the scope of a quantifier, as in
(2).
2)

Cellists seldom play out of tune.
Seldom x [x is a cellist] x plays out of tune

Aside from contexts of this idnd, existential constructions, and agents that
receive their interpretation within the VP, subjects are presuppositional and
definite, established in the discourse as old information. Indefinite object NPs
introduce new information, and receive default existential closure within the
VP. Quantified or Definite object NPs, as well as morphologically indefinite
NPs on a presuppositional reading, are raised out of the VP by LF. In some
languages, this subject/object asymmetry with respect to definiteness is overt
in the syntax, as seen in the following examples from Egyptian Arabic.
3)

a. kaan fii-h talaat Talaba fi-I 'ooda.
was in-it three students in-the room
There were three students in the room.
b. walad kaan biyiktib dars-uh
boy was writing Jesson-his
A boy was writing his homework. [one of the students]

In Ex. (3b), reference is to one of a presupposed set; otherwise, Egyptian
Arabic excludes indefinite subjects. To begin a discourse, one would say
4)

kaan fii-h walad biyiktib dars-uh
was in-it boy writing lesson-his
There was a boy writing his homework.

Finally, the subjects of generics in Egyptian Arabic are marked definite in the
syntax. Reference is to a specific class. Definite subjects in generics are not
uncommon across languages.
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5)

'ii-fiB
luh
widaan kibiira
DET-elephant for-him ears big
The elephant has big ears.

In contrast to thi~ distribution of definites, we may safely predict that NO
language requires subjects to be indefinite.
Note also that nominals above IP, as in Quantifier-raising at LF, or adjoined
topics, must also be definite/specific::
6)

a. The boy, he did his homework.
b. "A boy, he did his homework.
c. The boy, I saw him.
d. "A boy, I saw him.

tn sum,
7}

tt,'!

distribution of arguments is:

By LF, indefinite nominals appear in the VP; presuppositional nominals
appear above the VP.

In some languages, definite object pronouns raise to IP in the syntax, while
definite object NPs remain in the VP until LF (Diesing and Jelinek 1993). The
following Blackfoot examples are adapted from Fox and Frantz (1979), who
argue that the final element in (9) is an object ditic, since it excludes a
coreferential NP. I assume a verb-raising analysis of Blackfoot where the verb
raises to adjoin Tense and the pronominal inflection in IP.
8)

nohkQwa iinoyij-wa koko'siksi
my:son see:PAST.3sg your:kids
My son saw your kids.

9)

nohkQwa iinoyij-wa-iksi Ckoko'siksi)
my:son see:PAST-3sg-3pl
My son saw them.

tIl addition to splits of this kind in the distribution of object pronouns vs. NPs,
there are also contrasts across languages in case-marking within the class of
object NPs, to be described in the following sectiOf1
2. The case of indefinite objects. In the Minimalist framework, subject and
object NPs raise out of VP-internal positions to [Spec, AgrS] and [Spec, Agr01
positions, where they are case-checked. I follow Murasugi (1992) in assuming
that subject NPs are case checked at a [Spec, Tense] position at the top of the
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syntactic tree, corresponding to [Spec, AgrS]: and object NPs are case-checked
at a [Spec, Transitive] position, equivalent to [Spec, AgrO] in some (non
ergative) languages. In a somewhat different analysis, Kratzer (1992) proposes
that the functional head associated with transitivity should be recognized as
a VOICE node. The structure I propose is shown in (10).
10)

TP

I
NP
(NOM)

T

I
T

TrP

I
NP
(ACC)

Tr

Tr'

I
VP

It is of interest that there are languages where object NPs that differ only with
respect to definiteness or specificity are not case-marked the same. Turkish
and Finnish are examples. Where such a contrast in object case-marking is
present, definite NPs receive overt Accusative case, and indefinite NPs do not;
this suggests that in these languages, only definite NPs are case-checked at the
[Spec, Tran] position in IP. If this is so, there are two possibilities to consider
for languages where indefinite object NPs do not show structural case:
11)

a. Indefinite objects have some non-structural case; or
b. Indefinite objects have no case.

I propose that both of these possibilities are realized. Indefinite objects in
some languages may show some overt non-structural or oblique case, and in
other languages indefinite objects may be incorporated, and thus entirely lack
case marking. Let us consider some evidence on these points.
2.1. Overt case on objects. In Turkish, definite objects show Accusative case,
while indefinites show no overt case. Ene (1991) gives the following examples,
cited by Diesing (1992).
12)

a. Ali bir kitab-i aldi
Ali one book-ACC bought
A book is such that Ali bought it.
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12)

b. Ali bir kitap aldi
Ali one book bought
Ali bought some book or other.

Partitive case appears on indefinite objects in Finnish. Belleti (1988) argues
that this is true of Italian also.
13)

Han pani kiriat
poydalle
he put the books (ACC:PL) on the (able
He put the books on the table.

14)

Han pani kirjoja
p6ydalle
he put (some) books (PART:PL) on the tab!;:;
He put some books on the table.

Partitive is an oblique case that also has other functions in Finnish (Vainnika
1989). What is of concern here is the fact that it is a !'lon-structural case that
can be used to mark indefinite objects.
In Persian, specific vs. indefinite objects NPs are case-marked differently
(Karimi 1990; p.c.).
15) in ketab fa did-am
this book ra saw-I
I saw this book.

(Specific object)

16) emruz ketab xarid-am
today book bought-I
I bought books today.

(Indefinite object)

Karimi shows that ra appears elsewhere as well, on topics and other adjuncts.
17) a. ketab faxarid-am-es
book ra bought-I-it
As for the book, I bought it.
b. sab-e pis ra asl~n na xabid-um
night-EZ last ra at all NEG slept-I
As for last night, I didn't sleep at alL
Karimi concludes that ra !!.larks specific adjuncts. I WIll return to this point in
a moment.
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2.2. Transitivity and indefinites. In the Eskimo Anti-Passive (Woodbury 1977)
indefinite nouns do not show the ABS case that appears on definite transitive
objects. Compare:
18) a. miirqa-t
paar
-ai
child-(ABS)pl take care of-IND:3sg:3pl
She takes care of the children.
b. miirqu-nik
paar-si
-vuq
INSTpl
-ANTIP ASSlVE-IND:3sg
She takes care of children.
In Anti-Passives generally, the indefinite object is marked oblique and the
sentence is marked intransitive. This is evidence that Anti-Passive patients do
not raise to a specifier position in IP for case-checking.
2.3. The incorporation of indefinites. Another kind of intransitive construction
where indefinite arguments fail to receive overt object case are those showing
noun incorporation. Baker (1988) argues that nouns incorporate only from
positions properly governed by the verb. Most commonly, an incorporated
noun corresponds to a transitive object, and is unmarked for case, number or
definiteness. The examples in (19) are from Yaqui, an SOY language (Uto
Aztecan).
19) a. Peo u-ka papa-ta vesuma
Pete DEM-ACC potato-ACC peel:IMPERF
[Definite]
Pete is peeling the/that potato.
b. Peo papa-ta vesuma
Pete potato-ACC peel:IMPERF
Pete is peeling a potato.

[Non-specific/lndefinite]

c. Peo papa-vesuma
Pete potato-peel:IMPERF
Pete is potato-peeling.

[Non-referential]

In (19a), the object NP is definite; (19b) permits either an indefinite or a non
specific presuppositional reading of the object; in (19c) potatoes represent
entirely new information in the discourse. Incorporation produces a single
phonological word. Much less commonly across languages, Unaccusative
subjects incorporate. A Mohawk example (Hopkins 1988:238):
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20) te-yo-itshat-a-yv-O
du-ZP-cloud-J-be lying-stat
It's cloudy.
Agents, including unergative subjects, do not incorporate"ince they are not
properly governed by the verb.
In "Classificatory noun incorporation", the verb remains transitive. A Mohawk
example (Mithun 1986:34) is shown in (21), and an (uncommon) English
example in (22),
21) onu:ta' wa'-k-hllek-i:ru
milk PAST-1sg.-liquid-consume
I drank milk.
22)

I was baby-sitting little Pete.

Constructions like (21, 22) appear to represent a derivutional process in the
lexicon. Some incorporated nouns do not correspond thematically to objects:
23) Peo maaso-ye'e
Pete deer-dance:IMPERF
Pete is deer-dancing (performing the deer dance).
Whether noun incorporation is lexical or syntactic is not at issue here. What
is relevant is the fact that the resulting complex form appears in the VP. If we
assume that structural case is checked only in a specifier position in IP, then
it follows that incorporated indefinite objects cannot show structural case.
Incorporated nouns participate in complex predicate formation. While the
incorporated indefinite noun is not referential, it is subject to existential
closure if the verb is subcategorized for an object.
24) Peo maaso-peute-n
Pete deer-butcher:IMPERF·P AST
Pete was butchering deer.
Compare (23), where 110 deer need be present. Existential closure may be
blocked by certain modal properties of the verb, whether or not incorporation
is present.
25)

Pete was dinosaur-hunting.
b. Pete was hunting dinosaurs.

<l.
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Baker (1988) provided a unifying account of noun incorporation in terms of
proper government. Note that the feature of (in)definiteness provides for the
same distribution of noun incorporation, demonstrating the underlying
semantic motivation for incorporation phenomena. 1
2.4. To summarize this section: The overt case marking of indefinite NP
objects varies across languages. We see indefinite objects that
26)

a. Have the same case-marking as definites (either overt or null);
b. Have some non-structural case (oblique, partitive);
c. Incorporate, and show no case marking.

All object NPs receive their semantic interpretation within the VP. Where a
language shows a contrast in the overt case marking of object NPs according
to definiteness, only definite NPs raise to [Spec, Tran] for structural case
checking, while indefinites remain within the VP, receiving a non-structural
case or undergoing incorporation into the verb.
While both definite and indefinite NPs may appear in the VP in the overt
syntax across languages, there is universal raising of all quantified or definite
NPs to operator positions by LF. By LF, if not before, the sentence has sorted
itself out via raising: indefinites participate in predicate formation, and
presuppositional NPs have moved into adjoined operator positions. This
suggests a motivation for the fact that the particle ra in Persian marks both
specific objects and adjuncts; in Persian, definite objects may not remain in the
VP in the syntax, but must raise to an adjunct position.
3. Domains of incorporation. Just as there is a specific domain for the
incorporation of indefinites, the VP, there is a domain for the incorporation
of definites; this is IP. Pronouns are necessarily definite, and must raise out
of the VP by LF. Pronouns are also heads, and may incorporate into an
inflectional head in IP as affixes or c1itics (Baker and Hale, 1990). These facts
suggest the following:
27) Incorporation Principle
An argument incorporates only in that domain of the sentence that
corresponds to its LF distribution.

That is, an argument may undergo morphological incorporation only in the
domain of the sentence (VP or IP) where it must appear by LF. The
Incorporation Principle predicts that although definite NPs may remain within
the VP in the overt syntax, they may not undergo the morphological process
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of incorporation in the VP, or even in IP, since they appear in operator
positions at LF.
3.1. IncQrporation within IP: pronouns. Pronouns are familiar variables that
need to escape default existential closure by LF. Pronouns may incorporate
in IP, again a process subject to parametric variation. Incorporated pronouns
constitute pronominal arguments, which can be distinguished from agreement
on the basis of the exclusion of coindexed NPs in A-positions, as we saw above
in (9), the Blackfoot example. Incorporated subject pronouns are more
common across languages than incorporated object pronouns; the problem of
analysis is sorting out subject agreement, with "pro-drop", from true
pronominal subjects with associated topics or adjoined predicates -- grammars
where NPs are confined to adjunct positions. Jelinek (1993a, in press) argues
that languages that lack Determiner Quantification exclude NPs from
argument positions. Navajo lacks Determiner Quantification, and when a free
standing pronoun is added to a sentence. it apparently produces a topic-like
construction (Willie 1991; Jelinek and Willie 1993).
29)

a. yinltts'ee'
2s:ate:mushy substance
You ate mushy stuff.
b. ni yinltts'ee'
you 2s:ate:mushy substance
YOU, you ate mushy stuff.

Since free-standing pronouns are adjoined for contrastive emphasis, it is
semantically odd to include more than one. These pronouns do not mark case.
The Navajo sentence in (30) is apparently worse than its suggested gloss.
30)

?* ni shi shiinilts~
you I 1s0-2sS-saw
YOU saw ME.

Straits Salish is one of the pronominal argument languages that have NO free
standing pronouns, only pronominal affixes and c1itics. There are no pronouns
that may be added to Ex. (31).
31)

nap-t-ol)af=la=sxw
see-TRANS-1pACC=PAI)T=2sNOM
You advised us.

It seems desirable to avoid invoking complete paradigms of null pronouns
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(subject, object) just in order to "drop" them. A welcome aspect of the
Minimalist program is that systematic properties of the lexicon must be
confronted, since the derivation builds upward from the lexicon. In the tree
sketched in (32), arrows show the movement paths of the pronominal
arguments in Straits Salish, which raise to incorporate into the inflectional
heads TENSE and TRANSITIVE. Transitivity in Salish is marked in an overt
inflectional head.
32)

T'

T

TR,

I

I

NOM Case =la'=sxW j
TR
ACC case

I
I
I

PredP

I

kwanil)tt-ol)a+ k

"

I
------------

I

--------------1---_.- Agent
I
I
I
I
I

I

Pred'

I
Root
j

Patient
k

I

= Ii'!' = sxw
kW;mil)-t-ol)<.1+
help-TRAN-lpACC =PAST=2sNOM
You helped us.
The predicate root raises successively to adjoin TRAN and TENSE, producing
the observed order of constituents.
Salish Determiners derive "headless" relatives from any sentence by binding
a variable within it. There are no lexical categories uniquely associated with
VP vs. DET P. Any open class word may serve as the lexical head of either.
33) a. k'Wey'=O
ca na-I)ani'!
hungry=3ABS DET my-child
He is hungry, the (one who is) my child.
b. na-I)ani'!=O
ca k'Wey'
my-child=3ABS DET hungry
He is my child, the (one who is) hungry.
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If the adjoined DET P are assumed to be in A-positions, binding violations
appear.

ca 'as'elaxw
34) q';:)q'ena+==Q 'a+ s-sat-IJ-s
slow==3ABS CONJ SBD-walk-MIDDLE-3POSS DET elder
the elderJ
(he j is slow when he j walks,
The old man is slow when he walks.
Despite the position of the Determiner Phrase after the temporal clause verb,
this sentence does not mean:
35) *he j is slow when the old man j walks
See Baker (1992) for arguments that nominals are not in A-positions in
Mohawk. and Jelinek and Willie (1993) for similar arguments for Navajo.
3.2. Some vroperties of IP-incorporation. IP-incorporation differs from VP
incorporation in a number of ways, as shown in Table 1.

VP -Incorvoration
1. Indefinites

2. Head nouns
3. Objects
4. No case

IP-Incorporation
1. Definites
2. Pronouns
3. Any grammatical relation
4. Any structural case

These properties all follow from the Incorporation Principle. (1) states the
distribution of the feature of definiteness across VP vs. IP, and (2) is the
distribution of this feature across the categories noun vs. pronoun. (3) follows
from the distribution of grammatical relations with respect to IP;VP. Pronouns
raise out of the VP by LF, and may incorporate into either TENSE or
TRANSITIVE in IP, according to their case features. (4) follows from the fact
that all structural cases are checked in IP. A property common to VP and IP
is that definite NPs cannot incorporate in either; they do not appear in either
VP or IP at LF. If noun incorporation derives complex predicates, then the
followin! associations between incorporation domains and semantic types
appear:
36)

_V~P~__~I~P______~A~d~iuwn~ctL

<e,l>

<e>

< <e,t>t>
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3.4. Pronominal Argument languages. In languages with exclusively Pronominal
Arguments, the definite DET P are in adjunct positions and bind variables
within the sentence. These variables are overt Pronominal Arguments, that
have structural case features, and are case checked in JP. The Pronominal
Arguments satisfy the principle of full interpretation, and thus no DET Pare
required for grammaticality.
37) a. Pronominal Argument languages: Determiner Phrases are confined to
adjunct positions in the overt syntax, as they are at LF.
b. Lexical Argument languages: The syntactic distribution of Determiner
Phrases does not correspond to their LF distribution.
DET P cannot incorporate; as complex derived constructions they include
their own domains of incorporation.
38) a.

c~ lel)+~n
Incorporated subject pronoun
DET see·TRAN·2sSUBORD
the (one) you saw (Straits Salish)

b. the car-washing

Incorporated noun

3.5. (In)definiteness in PA languages. In both Navajo and Straits Salish,
definiteness is not marked in the Determiner system, and there is no
Determiner Quantification. While the default interpretation of Determiner
Phrases is definite, an indefinite interpretation is possible in certain quantified
contexts, including existentials.
3.5.1. Indefinites in Navajo. There is a class of verbs in Navajo, traditionally
called the "handling" verbs, that "classify" their objects or unaccusative
subjects.
39)

sha'ni'4
ls-to-3-1end:roundish object
He lent me a roundish object. (cf. a coin)

40)

neinik4
2s-to-3s-gave:open container with contents
He gave a container-full to you. (cup of coffee, can of peaches, etc.)

An adjoined nominal coreferent with the theme may receive an indefinite
reading. These verbs do not merely agree with the theme, but assign
properties to it.
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41) a. beeso naa nHlsooz
money 2s-to Is-gave-flat, flexible object
I gave you a dollar bill.
41) b. bee so naa nijaa'
money 25-10 1s-gave-small plural objects
I gave you coins.
These verb classes mark the following features of the tfallsitive object or an
unaccusative subject:
42) a. solid roundish
b. slender flexible
c. slender stiff
d. flat flexible
e. single animate
f. mushy substance

g. plural
h small plural object~,
i. non-compact, soft
j. in open vessel
k. load, quantity

I consider these complex verbs to be instances of "classificatory" incorporation.
Navajo also has a verbal prefix 'a- that derives an intransitive verb used to
describe an activity or state of affairs.
43) a. 'a-jiya
s.t.-4:eats
He is eating.

b. na-'a-Feet
about-s.t.-floats
There is boating.

3.5.2. Indefinites in Straits Salish. Salish shows classificatory incorporation of
indefinites in the "lexical" suffixes. Montier (1986) lists fifty-eight of these in
Saanich, including:
44) a. -kw\;)?
"inside surface of an open cont.liner"
b. xWt';;Jkw-kwil;;J'? "she's washing dishes"
Straits Salish also has a detransitivizing suffix which derives an "anti-passive"
construction that usually describes a culturally recognizl'(j activity.
45) xW;;Jl'k'-eJ's=O
roll-s.t.=3ABS
He's rolling (d. a cigarette).
Both (44) and (45), like the Navajo (41,43) are morph,)logically intransitive.
Both Salish and Athabaskan have overt valence markers in the verbal system.
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4. Incorporated preposItIOns· and their objects. Straits Salish shows only a
single preposition, which serves to mark adjuncts oblique; this particle might
also be considered an oblique case marker. This Salish prepositional phrase
never incorporates. In contrast, Navajo is very rich in postpositions, and in the
incorporation of postpositional phrases.
4.1. Navajo. Willie (1991) divides Navajo postpositions into two primary
classes: "Grammatical" vs. "Lexical".
46) a. Grammatical postpositions appear suffixed to a pronoun;
b. Lexical postpositions appear suffixed to a noun phrase.
Grammatical postpositions (GP) include semantic relations often expressed by
oblique cases across languages: Dative, Benefactive, Malefactive, Comitative,
Comparative, etc. Lexical postpositions (LP) are exclusively locative and
directional in meaning. LP derive oblique adjuncts.
47)

Kin+ani-&QQ deya
Flagstaff-to I will go
I will go to Flagstaff.

48)

Kin+ani-ji deya
-up to
I will go as far as Flagstaff.

The GP fall into three morphological classes (Young and Morgan 1992).
49) A. Postpositional phrases that are never incorporated;
B. Postpositional phrases that occur both incorporated and free
standing in particular verb complexes;
C. Postpositional phrases that always incorporate.
Nothing may interrupt the complex formed by the GP Phrase plus the verb,
whether or not there is phonological incorporation. These complexes are
directly comparable to "verb particle" constructions in English, and represent
a derivational process in the lexicon. In the following examples, postpositions
are underlined. Example of a Type A GP phrase (unincorporated):
50) shi£hl yaa+ti'
Is-to 3-spoke
He spoke to me.
Evidence that the GP + Verb complex is a derived verb is provided by the
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scope of the Direct-Inverse voice alternation. Compare the English "pseudo
passive" with the gloss for (SIb).
51) a. yigu yaHti'
3-to 3-spoke (DIRECT)
He spoke to him. (Agent focus)
b. bigu yaa+ti'
3-to 3-spoke (INVERSE)
He was spoken to by him. (Patient focus)
The Inverse voice alternation occurs also with simplex verbs:
52) a. yizta+
3-3-kicked (orR)
He kicked him.
(Agent focus)

b. bizta+
3-3-kicked (lNV)
He was kicked by him.
(Patient focus)

"Psych verbs" in r>:avajo contain Experiencer pronominal arguments as GP
objects, comparable to ''Dative Subjects" (Belletti and Rizzi, 1988). Type A
examples:
53) shit
nizh6ni
Is-with 3-nice
I like it. (with me, it is nice)
54) shiyah hodeeshiz
Is-under 3-twists
I'm "spooked" (suddenly frightened).
Examples of Type B GPs occurring incorporated and unincorporated:
55)

a. yik]nlya
3-at-Perfect··3-arrive (DIR)
He "came across" himlhe found him.
b. bik'inlya
3-at-Perfect-3·arrive (lNV)
He was found by him.

56) Q~

I~dadii'na'

3-with Ip-stood up
We voted on it.
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A Type C Grammatical Postposition always incorporates.
57) shich'ah66shkeed
Is-P-3-scold
He scolded me ("bawled me out").
In addition, Young and Morgan analyze some Navajo verbs as containing "null
postpositions"; these are triadic verbs.
58) shiidiitsih
lIO-30-3S-pointed
He pointed it at me.
Navajo also has a large class of adverbial prefixes that mark path and
direction, but do not change the valence of the verb.
59)

a. 'ab. 'aha-

c.

daa-

away
apart
leave behind

4.2. Straits Salish. There are no prepositions that take either nouns or
pronouns as objects. There is a small set of relational/directional prefixes
comparable to the Navajo prefixes in (52); they do not affect valence.
60) Possessive Relational
a. s+eniy'=san
female = IsNOM
I am a woman.

b. c-s+eniy'=sxw
PSR-female=2sNOM
You have a wife (are "wived").

61) Directionals
a. l'i.'i-xWotqam=san
to-waterfall = IsNOM
I [am going] to Bellingham.

b. ca-xWotqam=san
from-waterfall = lsg
I [am] from Bellingham.

Ex. (60b) is a simple Possessive sentence. Note that the examples in (60) and
(61) are all intransitive. The single free-standing preposition or oblique case
marker introduces only oblique adjuncts:
62) a. kWanelJ+lJ=san
a ca na-men
help-TR-P ASS = IsNOM OBL DET IsPOSS-father
(Oblique agent)
I was helped by my father.
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62) b. qey'les=O

'<I

ti'e q.:ly.:ls

sad=3ABS OBL DET day
He is sad today.

(Temporal adjunct)

There are no ditransitive predicates. For the predicate glossed "give". the goal
argument is AccHsative, and the theme is an optional oblique adjunct. 3
63) 'oI)a-t-O=sen
ca siem 'e C.:l sceenax""
give-TR-3ABS=1sNOM DET chief OBL DET fish
I gifted the chief with the fish.
The goal argument is the Passive subject.

64) a. 'OI)<lS-t-O=sxw
give-TR-3ABS=2s:-'OM
You "gifted" him.

b. 'OI).:IS-t-l)=sx'"

give-TR-PASS = 2sNOM
You were "gifted'.

There are locative and clirectional "prepositional" predicates that build main
clauses.

65) a. s+.:IqW
b. >..';:II::<lI.:Iw.:I+
c. 'n.:lw.:I+
d. tel

to
to
to
to

go
be
be
go

through
underneath
inside
ashore

66) 'estes+=s.:In '.:I C.:l sW.:Iy'q.:l·
near= 1sNOM OBL DET male
I am close to the man.
4.3. Summary on Adposition Incorporation. Salish has no incorporated oblique
arguments and no triadic verbs, while a large class ,")f Navajo verbs have
constituents of this kind. The property which distinguishes Grammatical vs.
Lexical post positions in Navajo is:
67) a. Grammatical postpositions add an argument in the verb complex.
b. Lexical postpositions add adjuncts to the sentence.
The Grammatical post positions occur with pronominal objects and the Lexical
post positions do not, since Navajo is a Pronominal Argument language.
The Navajo Grammatical postpositions constitute a closed class of inflectional
heads. As with light verbs and auxiliaries, they cannot occur without a "main"
vern; they are what Craig and Hale (1988) call "re-lational preverbs", that add
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an applicative argument to the sentence. Evidence that this GP object is a
"core" argument in Navajo can be drawn from two sources: 1) the applicative
is the subject in the Inverse (Passive-like) construction, as we saw above in
(51b); and 2) the applicative corresponds to a "Dative Subject" with psych
verbs, as in (53, 54),
In contrast, Straits Salish permits a maximum of two IP arguments. There are
no triadic verbs. Verbs in the "give" class take the goal as direct object, and
this goal is the Passive subject, as in (64b). Note that Salish has no "light"
verbs; no auxiliaries, no copula, no Possessive "have", The lexicon includes only
predicates and various operators and inflectional items. Therefore, there are
no grammatical prepositions, only the single lexical preposition or case
marker that serves to introduce all oblique adjuncts, as we saw above in (62) .
.?:...~!llii.!Yl!.illLll!..

I have argued that where elements incorporate, they do so
according to the Incorporation Principle:
27) An argument incorporates only in that domain of the sentence that
corresponds to its LF distribution.

That is, arguments may not incorporate in sentential domains where they may
not appear at LF. Since quantified or definite NPs universally appear in
adjoined positions by LF, they cannot incorporate at any level of the sentence.
We see the incorporation of indefinites in the VP across languages, and the
incorporation in IP of definite pronouns corresponding to the core arguments,
in Pronominal Argument languages where DET P are excluded from
argument positions. Defining the domains of incorporation permits us to
recognize the central role of the semantic feature of definiteness and its
distribution in morphological variation across languages.
To say that an element attaches because it is an affix, and a clitle "leans"
because it is a clitic, does not provide us with any new information. Elements
incorporate because of the kind of movement process they undergo. Head
movement applies to incorporation processes, for indefinites in the VP, and
for definite pronouns in IP. In contrast, NPs may raise to Spec positions in IP
or "scramble"; quantified or definite NPs may not incorporate, since they are
restricted to adjunct positions by LF. The domain of the sentence in which an
element may incorporate is defined in terms of its semantic type, and reflects
the LF distribution of these semantic types. The phenomena of incorporation
across languages provides important empirical evidence on semantic types and
Logical Form as levels of linguistic structure.
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NOTES

* I am grateful for the opportunity to speak at WECOL on questions relating
tu the analysis of Native American languages, and I thank the speakers of
Navajo. Salish and Yaqui who have helped me in the study of their languages:
Rex Jim, Nicole Keetso, Lillie Lane, Merton Sandoval, Irene Silentman; Al
Charles, Agatha McCloskey, Ethel and Victor Underwood; Fern and Narciso
Bule, Fernando Escalante. Very special thanks go to Mary Willie. I also thank
Andy Barss, Molly Diesing, Ken Hale, Simin Karimi, and especially Angelika
Kratzer. None of these is responsible for my errors. I am grateful to Emmon
Bach, Henry Davis, Peggy Speas, and other members of the WECOL audience
at the University of Washington, and to members of the Syntax Reading
Group at the University of Arizona for their comments.
1 Mark Baker (to appear) claims that definite nOUIlS may incorporate in
Mohawk. If Baker's examples can be identified as instances of "classificatory"
noun incorporation, where there is a definite object pronoun present as well
as the incorporated noun, there would be no conflict with the view of
incorporation domains proposed here.
2 See Partee (1987) for an analysis of the semantic types which may be
associated with noun phrases.
3 MontIer (1986) identifies a type of Benefactive construction in Saanich
where the goal argument becomes the direct object, and the theme is either
an abJique adjunct or may be represented in a "lexical" suffix.
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Local \'s. Regional Place Naming
Conventions in Alaskan Athabaskan Languages
James Karl
Alaska Native Language Center
O. Introduction
Athabaskan is a large spreading language family, the largest language
family in area of occupation of comparable homogeneity in Native North
America.] One indication of the impact of the Athabaskans on prehistoric North
America is the distribution of Athabaskan place names in vast, continuous
networks of ecosystems in Alaska, northern Canada, coastal Oregon-California,
and the Southwest. In the past twenty years I have had the privilege of working
with expert speakers of several of the Alaskan Athabaskan languages. I have
been compiling place names lists and researching the lexicon, geography and
territory of a number of the languages.
In a series of papers I have been exploring regional prehistory, especially
in central and western Alaska and in the Cook Inlet area (Karl 1989a, forthcoming
a, forthcoming b; Kalifornsky 1991 :xxiii-xxx). Drawing upon a variety of evidence
(analysis of narratives. comparisons of lexical inventories and cultural
characteristics, analysis of regional geography and ecology), I have outlined
several interrelated hypotheses; 1) the Tanana River basin, with four smallish
language areas (Lower Tanana, Middle Tanana2, Tanacross. and Upper Tanana)
as well as a portion of Koyukon, has been an ancient center of Northern
Athabaskan culture; 2) there was gradual territorial expansion by the Athabaskans
into western and south-central Alaska; and 3) that the Dena'ina language of Cook
Inlet Basin has been at the archaic periphery of the Alaskan Athabaskan
expansion.
When I first researched Athabaskan ethnogeography (in the Dena'ina and
Ahtna languages) I tried to show how place names inventories represented the
local geography (Kari 1983. Kari and Fall 1981). In recent years the
documentation on the toponomy in the twelve Alaskan Athabaskan languages has
expanded, and the collected corpus has become increasingly interesting. When
Athabaskan place name documentation extends over contiguous language areas,
we find that there are highly interesting ethnoscientific and systemic principles
to Athabaskan geography, some of which are local, and some of which are
regional and even continental in scope. In this paper (and in Kari 1989b and
forthcoming b) I summarize some of the ways in which prehistoric Alaskan
Athabaskan territorially is reflected in the ethnogeography.
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1. Criteria for evaluation of toponomy and sources on Alaskan Athabaskan
toponomy
My own Alaskan ethnogeographic research has been done sporadically,
usually in settings removed from the areas under investigation. It should be noted
that most Alaska Native place names data have been obtained after the 1971
Alaska Native land claims settlement. There has been no funded research on
Native territory in Alaska on the scale of that taking place in Canada and
Australia prior to their land claims settlements. Currently, there are no place
names surveys as definitive as those being conducted in the Yukon Territory by
the Yukon Native Language Centre (e.g. Ritter 1978, Sydney 1980, Tom 1986).
Certainly formal mapping and analysis of Alaskan Athabaskan place names
inventories would make a significant contribution to the culture hi~tory.
In general, I find that people underestimate the complexity of
ethnogeographic research. A place names list that strives to be as complete and
accurate as it can be with speakers who know interlinked networks of traditional
territories requires sustained concentration. Place names data can vary in quality
and in density for a wide range of reasons, e.g. accuracy of transcription and/or
mapping. There can be extremes in field work situations. Some speakers have
detailed first-hand knowledge about three or more band territories, have good
eyesight, and can read and draw maps. For example, working with Andy Frank
of Northway in March of 1992, the Upper Tanana list went in subsequent sessions
from 420 names to 490,522,550,572,597,617, and 641 names. As the density
of the place name data increases, the complexity of the research increases.
Depopulated areas (e.g. the Kuskokwim Mountains, the Yukon River between
Circle and Eagle) where only a skeletal system is known, have special problems.
Also there can be problems caused by the perturbation of the English names
(Hunn forthcoming). Typically, we find that basic questions have never been
asked, such as what do the Gwich'in call the Chena River?
Table I summarizes some methods and evaluation criteria that might be
applied to ethnogeographic data. In section D these criteria are applied to the
toponymic data sets in the twelve Alaskan Athabaskan languages. The order of
presentation of the languages is east-to-west and downriver. Most of the sources
on Alaskan Athabaskan toponyms are unpublished lists or obscure gray literdture
publications. The sources reviewed for theis paper and the total number of place
names per language are presented in Table 2 and Figure I.
Table I. Criteria for evaluating documentary records of toponomy
Table 2. Sources and numbers of Alaskan Athabaskan place names
Figure I. Map of totals of place names in Alaskan Athabaskan languages
The total of 8795 includes some duplication in uncollated lists, and
multilingual attestations of mutually known features. However, it does not include
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Table I. Criteria for evaluating documentary records of toponomy
A Graded A, B, C D on the basis of
Density of names coverage: comprehensive-good-fair-sketchy-void
Accuracy of recorded language data
Accuracy of mapping
Status of records (computerized, mapped, GIS capability, published, etc.)
Ancillary methods (e.g. field survey, aerial survey, landscape
photography, hand-drawn maps, GIS analysis)
Incorporation of historic information
Extent, quality of place names texts and folklore
Quality of f!ling systems
Number of times corpus has been reviewed and refined
B. Status of uncollected information
I = Hardly begun, basic information needed
2 Major improvements and expansion possible, intermediate collating
and mapping needed
3 ;: Fine-tuning, minor technical additions and refinements needed
4;: Can't be improved (i.e. a closed corpus)
C Urgency
n ;: None, can't be improved
m :::: Moderate, several resource persons available
u = Urgent. one or a very few aged experts available
D. Status of research on Alaskan Athabaskan toponomy
L Gwich'in (excluding Canadian Gwich'in)
Northern Gwich'in: C+ :: 2m
Yukon Gwich'in: D :: lu
2. Han: C :: 3u
3. Upper Tanana: B :: 2m
4. Tanacross: B :: 2m
5. Middle Tanana: B :: 3n
6. Lower Tanana: B :: 3m
7. Koyukon
Upper Koyukon: C :: 2u
Central Yukon Koyukon: B :: 3u
Koyukuk River Koyukon: A- :: 3m
Lower Koyukon: C :: 2u
8. Holikachuk: C :: 3u
9. Ingalik: C :: 3u
m Upper Kuskokwim: B :: 3m
II. Dena'ina
Inland Dena'ina: A :: 3m
Upper Inlet, Lower Cook Inlet Dena'ina: A- :: 4n
12. Ahtna: A- :: 3m
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Table 2. Sources and numbers of Alaskan Athaba'ikan place names

Note: FigureJ in parentheses are subsumed into a single 10 tal for thar language.
language !abbrevialiQ!ll
,!lQ.c of names
on computer?
I. Gw!,ch'in
(Gw)
869 (no Canadian (Jwlch'in)
no
Caulfield et aJ 1983
2. Han
(Han)
Ritter & Paul 1978
80 (SOll1':: Candian)
no
3. UpJYer Tanana
(UT)
Kari 1991663
yes
4. Tanacross
(Tc)
465
Kari 1983yes
5. Middle Tanana
(Ml )
(5h)
Mischler 1986
171
yes
Karl 1993
6. Lower Tanana
(LT)
715
Kari 1990yes
Andrews et al 1980
(255)
7. Koyukon
(Ko, U,C.L = l'pper, Central. Lower)
Jette 1910
(1200+1
no
no
(500+)
Jones 1982Robert 1984
(125) l 2000tno
(288)
Nelson et al 1982
no
Gudgel-Holmes 1990
(125)
no
8-9. Holikachuk-IngaJik (Ho) (lng) (many bilingual names)
Karl 1979
Yukon
285
no
120 (some Yupik)
Kuskokwim IngaJik
no
10. Upper Kuskokwim
(UK)
Collins 1982no
300+
(2651
no
Stokes 1984
(20)
Gudgel-Holmes 1990
no
II. Dena'ina
(Den)
Kari 19801827
yes
(278,
P. Kari 1983
(711.
Kari and Fall 1987
(25:.'1
KaJifomsky 1991
12. Ahtna
(At)
Kari 1983 plus up(fates
1300~
yes

Total of recorded place names:

8795
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,lUmerous Athaba.;kan-origin map names that have not been reelicited.

$~'

Athahaskan Place Names and Local Geographical Knowledge

l'here are many ways in which geography is the central theme in
Athabaskan culmre history. I feel that the continuous network of Nonhem
Athabaskan names from western Alaska to Hudson Bay folluws similar rules and
reflects a similar ideology. Athabaskan place names are systematic and
multifunctional because they are actually verbal maps for occupation and travel
over large areas (Kari 1989b). Expens on Athabaskan territory typically know
two, three, and four band territories in considerable detail. The names are learned
and reponed in lists along stream drainages and trails. The noted authority on the
Dena'ina country of Upper Cook Inlet. the late Shem Pete. knew about 13.500 sq.
miles of territory based upon his travel experiences on foot and in small boats.
He reponed nearly 650 names in this area. and he knew adjacent areas as well
(Kari and Fall 1987). Shem was fond of listing the sequences of names, and he
was entirely consistent in the pronunciation. order, and general location of places.
He also consistently stated that he did not know cenain places. which is another
measure of the integrity of the data he reponed. On a world-wide scale, this is one
of the largest indigenous place names inventories ever recorded from a single
person (Eugene Hunn, p.c.). In fact. many of the well-known Alaskan Athabaskan
elders of our times have territorial knowledge similar to that of the late Shem
Pete.
The sets of place names are generative, predominantly linear, uncluttered
and memorizable over a large area. Multifunctionality and memorizability are
reflected in the lexical and grammatical structure of the place names. Table 3
presents an outline of the geographical lexicon in Lower Tanana.) Lower
Tanana geography is typical of the interior of Alaska. being by a major river, with
navigible lake districts and accessible upland hunting areas. I symbolize the
typical range of the geographic terms which can be grouped into regions <), linear
features I, points '. and local areaso,

Table 3. GeographKal Lexicon in Lower Tanan\
Most place names are either binomial in the form of 'attributive +
geographic stem' (B on Table 3) or are nominalized verbs (A on Table 3). The
stream names are the key organizing principle to the local names systems. Stream
names are linear and apply to entire drainage systems, i.e. the stream name does
not change in mid-course. Names often occur in clusters where a major stream and
a nearby visible mountain are named for the same attribute. Thus Ziztiana River
near MJ;1h':y is in Koyukon Ch'edzreye' No' 'heart river' which is named for an
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associated mountain named Ch'edzreye' or 'heart'. The Zitziana River can also
be subdivided into districts: the course of the stream, the headwaters, and the
mouth. Thus with a few major stream names one can give general directions and
memorize the name system for a large region.
What makes Athabaskan geography a highly precise verbal mapping
system is the geometric graphing of regions where the place names are transected
by the riverine directional system (D on Table 3) which has the structure of a
scaled-back version of the Athabaskan verb complex (Leer 1989). When
directionals are lexicalized, they contribute to the economy of the name system.
For example. in the lake district north of Old Minto, three lakes have the same
attributive term and are distinguished by two directionals and an areal noun:
Ch'exonidi Nomenhtr'ediltoni 'upstream lake that we found again'
Ch'extonidredi Nomenhtr'ediltoni 'middle lake that we found again'
Ch'exoxdodi Nomenhtr'ediltoni 'downstream lake that we found again'.
Several of the regional district names in the Lower Tanana area are a place
name modified by a directional:
Tena Don'a, Ten Don'a Tanana River Valley 'the upstream trail'
Ninano' Dontha' the region west of Nenana River (TekJanika to
Kantishna) 'out from migration river'.
We also find some systematic patterning within place names inventories
(such as within the 715 names recorded in Lower Tanana) which suggests that
from time to time name sets have been coordinated and planned. One such pattern
is the duplication of attributives for fairly closely situated features. The mountain
by the Zitziana River named Ch'edzreye' has a partner mountain of the same
name to the south at Bearpaw, and the Bearpaw River is also called Ch'edzreye'
No'. Similarly. both the Healy and Chatanika Rivers have the same name, a name
that refers to the round or pin nose whitefish: Ts'eedleey Ndiig (in Tanacross) and
Dradlaya Nik'a (in Lower Tanana). These are the only two Athabaskan languages
with this innovated term for this species of whitefish, and it is probably not
coincidental that these two northerly tributaries of the Tanana have cognate names.
The Volkmar River Ahtaan Ndiig in the Tanana drainage is paralleled by a
stream which has nearby headwaters but which flows to the north into the south
side of the Yukon River, Ahtaani Na', upper Birch Creek above Circle. These
names both mean 'inner willow bark river'. In the Tanacross area there is a hill
due north of Mansfield Lake and on the trail system to the upland hunting country
which is called Tseyh Tl'iig 'shiny ochre (or mercury)'. This is also the name for
Mount Harper, about 40 miles to northwest and the largest mountain in the local
range.
On occasion a set of names has a common theme. A conspicuous example
is a group of four ridges north and ea~t of New Minto, all with accessible upland
trails into former caribou country, which are named as for vegetation:
T'egheth Yozra Nilani 'the baby cottonwood one'
Ts'eba Ttha Dala Nilani 'the baby spruce one'
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Table 3< Geograprucal Lexicon in Lower Tanana
Symbols for range of terms: regions < ), linear features I, areas 8, points"
1\. Common verb suffixes or enclitics m place names
I. local area: 0 -xw
2. specific place:" ·denh
3. 'that wruch is VERB': 0," -i
B. Common geographic Iloun roots in place names
I. Land fonns
a. land, country: <) nen', ·nena'
b. mountain: 0 drlhel, -ddhela'
c. hill: "teyh, .teya'
d. ridge: I seth, -sedha'
e. riverbank: I beth
f. island in stream: i nu, ·nu'
g. flat, meadow: 0 chenh, ·chena'
2. Water features
a. lake: 0 benh, ·bena'
b. stream: i-no'; ·nik'a
c. stream mouth: 0 -chagel, .dochagel
d. headwaters: 0 -tl'ot
e. long straight stream channel: ·toyana'
f. slough on stream: I -nunkw
3. Man-made or man-utilised features
a. village: 0 kayex
b. trail: i ·tena
c. pass: i ·teth
d. portage: I -toteth
e. accessible mountain ridge: ! ch'oghwna'
C. Some common areal nouns in place names
I. below. beneath: 0 ·t'ox, -t'ogha
2. on, at a place: ,,·k'et
3. on a surface: 0 ·koget
4. in a region. broad area: ( ) ·li
5. along the distance of: I -ghoyet
6. at the end, limits of: ! -Iogha, loye!
D. The directional roots
I. upstream: -n'a, -nit
2. downstream: de'o, dot
3. lowland, to a stream: ·tthen" ·Uhii
4. upland, away from stream: -nga" -flget
5. up, above: -deq, -deget
6. down, below: -yeq, -yeget
7. across: -non', -nona'
8. out in the open: -'en', -'0, 'ogha
9. off at a distance, at the perimeter: -ntha', -nthet
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Ts'etsan' Nilani 'the grassy one'
K'iyh Ttha Nilani 'the baby birch one'.
This is as orderly a naming system as I st Avenue, 2nd Avenue, 3rd Avenue, but
since it is natural to the landscape it is far more beautiful.
In the Tanacross language area the names for a closely situated group of hills that
afforded good lookout vistas seem to have been thematically planned:
Uk'et Ndaaxk'ee 'lookout (is) on it'
Uk'iig Ndaaxk'ee 'lookout (is) on the ridge'
Ndaaxk'ee Gaay 'little lookout'
Ndaaxk'ee Chox 'big lookout' (three hiIls).
Such patterns tend to be a rather small part of the larger name inventories, and
certainly there has been some elaboration and change in the names over time.
However, a more formal analysis (with GIS mapping and analysis combined with
linguistic analysis) would likely reveal other patterns. For example, the viewsheds
and intervisibility of features with duplicated names might be explored.

3. Some Regional Naming Strategies
In aboriginal Alaska there most certainly was extensive knowledge of
distant extraterratorial geography especially by men in leadership roles or who
participated in trading. Certainly most Alaskan Athabaskans knew the names of
many distant peoples and distant villages. Certain genres of stories contain place
names many of which are hundreds of miles apart. Stories by Katie John in Karl
1986 are situated as far west as the lower Tanana River and as far east as the
Nahani Mountains (at the Yukon Territory-Northwest Territories border). There
is documentation on sacred hills and mountains near the major village sites in
most of the Alaskan Athabaskan language areas, and potlatch oratory regularly
features the names of sacred hills and mountains (see a speech by Chief Fred John
of Mentasta in Karl 1986:13·14). An excellent early historic demonstration of
distant Athabaskan geographic knowledge is the Native-drawn map published by
Wrangell in 1839 (which is analysed in Kari ]986:104-105 and in Karl and Fall
1987:34). This map indicates that a Dena'ina., probably a man from the Kenai
area, knew drainages and village names over 400 miles away and in two different
directions (Batzulnetas at the head of the Copper River and Toklat on the north
side of Mount McKinley).
The most obvious indication of conservatism and inter-regional
coordination in Alaskan Athabaskan place names is at boundary areas between
the Athabaskan languages where several hundred multilingual Athabaskan names
for shared features have been recorded. Mutually known features almost always
have the same name said with regular phonological or lexical adjustment (Karl
1989b). For example, lower Birch Creek on the Yukon River (near Beaver) is
Q'iyh Doltonh No' in Koyukon and K'ii Dootin Gwinjik in Gwich'in, literally
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'birchbark is placed-river'. This is onl! of the last upstream bilingual place names
around the Koyukon-Gwich'in boundary. Multilingual Athabaskans travelling far
from their home band area continually found names that had been passed on for
generations and that were basically familiar.
The congruence in the place names across Athabaskan language boundaries
is so proto-typical that notable exceptions may have prehistoric significance.
Consider the "*ts'itu' problem" The Tanana River is one stream that has two
different names. In four languages on the Tanana River (UT, Tc, MT and LT) the
fiver is called Tth'itu' lit. 'straight water'. (This is one of the only stream names
in Alaska with the hydronym -tu', < tu 'water'.) A cognate term appears in
three languages (Han, At, and Upper Inlet Dena'ina) meaning 'major river' but
not as a place name. The word *ts'itu' seems to be absent elsewhere in the
Alaskan languages. The Koyukon and the Gwich'in call the Tanana River, (Ko)
Tene No' , (Gw) Tananjik apparently 'trail river' In several languages the
Tanana River Athabasksan peoples are called 'trail people'. LT and Ko Ten
Xut'renre. Thus it is striking that at the Lower Tanana-Koyukon interface, where
the languages are highly intelligible, the Tanana River has distinct names.
We might also speculate whether far flung and distant duplication or
similarity in place names is prehistorically signifcant or is simply the reflection
of common ideology. It is interesting that these six shallow fishing lakes, all with
ancient village sites, have the same name, *Ben Dres Bene', literally 'shallows
lake': Old Man Lake (near Eureka on the Glenn Highway), Mentasta Lake, Healy
Lake, Cooper Lake (near New Minto), Fish Lake (east of Tanana), and Tundra
lake (near Lime Village). When such great distances involved. the duplication in
names may be coincidental, but then this reiteration should to be kept on file for
future analysis. There seem to be quite number of widely dispersed mountains
named with stems for 'obisdian' *brechw'c and q'o' 'arrowhead', and these too
should be mapped out.
Consider these two well-known Athabaskan-origin place names, both of
which use the same verb 'to be distant':
Tanacross language:
Deg Hit'anlHolikachuk languages:
Dihthaad
Xwdidhod
'nearby place'
'distant place'
Mansfield Lake site (Dixthaada)
Idilarod River and site.
Is this chance similarity in structure and meaning? Or is it possible that these two
names were given in the same generation by ancient Athabaskan geographical
names committees that carefully coordinated the place naming throughout
Athabaskan territories?
Ethnonyms for other Native peoples have functioned as a kind of index to
the geography of aborignal Alaska. The common word for people koxt'ana in
Lower Tanana or gwich'in in Gwich'in means 'those who have territory'. Many
of the ethnonyrns used for Athaba~kans as well as for other Alaskan Natives are
based upon geographic province (or bioregional) names: 'the downstream people',
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'the mountain people', 'the small timber people', 'the people of the lake district',
'the headwaters people', etc. In addition, there is some duplication in ethnonyms
which may be prehistorically significant. Note that these two high country bands
have cognate names:
Xwtthaayh Xwt'een the Ketchumsuk band (Tanacross),
Hwtsaay Hwt'eene the Western Ahtna, lit. 'the small tree people'.
Similarly two Dena'ina bands on opposite sides of Cook Inlet have the same
name:
Xtsax T'an the Stony River-Telaquana Dena'ina,
Xtsax T'ana the Kenai Mountains Dena'ina, lit. 'rocky area people' or
'the fust people'.
Could it be that some duplicate ethnonyms reflect sequential occupations by the
same band?
We are beginning to detect some of the ways in which Athabaskan place
names have functioned a<; boundary markers, Two place names at the southern
limits of Dena'ina territory on the west side of Cook Inlet reported by the late
Nick Kolyaha of Lake Iliamna are so overtly ideological that they must have
functioned as boundary declarations (Kari forthcoming a):
Naq'ezhch'en Big Hill (on Kamishak Bay) lit. 'on our side',
Veq' Ch'ul'egi Big Mountain (on Iliamna Lake) lit. 'the one on which III
make medicine, the one on which we conjure',
There are indications that one of the directional roots, *nes, sometimes
means 'perimeter, boundary, edge', A number of place names with this stem have
been mapped in boundary regions in several of the languages, For example, a
mountain on the Kaltag Portage at the Eskimo-Koyukon boundary is called in
Koyukon NeIls'ene 'the boundary side' (where *nes > nel), On the eastern edge
of Koyukon are three mountains near Stevens Village called Lel'one 'the object
on the boundary' (where *nes> f) which are near the Koyukon-Gwich'in inteface,
The name for the Lower Susitna River Dena'ina people, dustnay, contains *nes
(reducing to s), This seems to mean 'people at the edge, at the boundary' and
suggests that the Lower Sustina band was the first Dena'ina band to reach Cook
Inlet. Furthermore, some of the places named with the stem *nes can be viewed
as superceded perimeters and are indicative of the dynamics of territorial
expansion,
Probably the most striking indication of the geopolitical function of
Athabaskan place names can be seen in abrupt changes in the cornmon stems used
in place names for 'stream' and 'mountain' (see Kari forthcoming b where I
discuss the evidence in detail), As indicated in Table 4 and in Figure 2, there is
an abrupt shift in the stems used for 'stream' in place names at Athabaskan
language boundaries on the Yukon River (around Beaver village) and the Tanana
River (around Delta and the Goodpaster River),
Table 4, 'Stream' in Alaskan Athabaskan languages
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Figure 2. Map of 'stream' and 'mountain' isoglosses
Most of the several hundred major streams in Alaskan Athabaskan territory
have recorded Native names. Table 4 summarizes the primary and secondary
stems being used for 'course of a stream' in Athabaskan place names, the totals
of the stems in stream names, and the general term for stream. These are listed
upstream to downstream. In Figure 2 we see a change in the terms for 'stream'
across the Athabaskan language boundaries on the Yukon and Tanana rivers.
Compare the numbers of primary and secondary stems for stream with various
languages that have shared boundaries. We can group the Alaskan languages into
downstream or western Alaskan languages which use -na' in stream names, and
upstream or eastern Alaskan languages which use -niq'e (or ndiig, niign, njik).
There are some interesting exceptions to the shift in stream names above
and below the lines on the Yukon and the Tanana: eleven streams in the Tanacross
language area use the stem -nda' «*-na'); and conversely ten streams in the
Lower Tanana language area, and seven others, mainly in the Kuskokwim
drainage, use -nik'a «*-niq'e). These streams seem to stand out in the name
inventories as being important, possibly as signs of travel corridors or even as
signs of original migration routes, precisely because they are exceptions across the
line where the stems for 'stream' shift (Kari, forthcoming b).
Furthermore, in Canadian Athabaskan territory the stems for 'stream'
group into other regional patterns using stems such as -lu', ge', and koh. We
should look more closely at what appear to be Northern Athabaskan hydronymic
districts. Other hydronymic stems, such as 'river mouth' and 'lake', do not vary
much at all in Northern Athabaskan. The shifts in the stream stems on the Tanana
and Yukon and elswhere in northern Canada are so arbitrary that they seem to
function as toponymic lines that have been scored along certain streams. Such
lines attest to the prominence of streams in the ethnogeography and must be
indications of ancient agreements about band territories and land use.
Analogous to the change in stems for 'stream', in western Alaska four
languages positioned south or west of the Alaska Range (in Figure 2 Ahtna,
Dena'ina, Upper Kuskokwim and Deg HiCan) use an innovated term for
'mountain', *deghilayi, both in place names and in the general lexicon replacing
the widely distributed Athabaskan stem *dzet. This innovation stems from a
Lower Tanana place name for the Alaska Range, Deghiloyi which can be
translated as 'objects that are suspended' or 'objects that extend in a line'. This
seems to be another abrupt and deliberate policy change. This also implies that an
Athabaskan place names conference took place long ago in the Lower Tanana
River Valley. This change in mountain naming probably reflects boundary and
land use agreements as well as the onset of incursions into the mountainous
territories around and within the Alaska Range.
Athabaskan territorial expansion had geopolitical elements that were
continental in scope and place naming was central to this process. The Northern
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Table 4. 'Stream' in Alaskan and adjacent Canadian Athabaskan languages
language
main stem ill p.ll.
commollly 'stream'
secondary stem in p.n.
A. *-tu' languages
-tuu'e
Tagish
?
-chil, -gii'
Southern Tutchone
tiga'
-cM, -tl1, -ge',
Nonhern Tutchone
tahge', tehge'
-njik, -nyak (rare)

B. *-niq'e languages
Gwich'in

-njik (71),

gwinjik

-k'99 (23)

Han
tachoo

-juu, -ndek (45)(same root),
-chil' (1)

Upper Tanana

-niign (148),
-IU'

Tanacross

C. *-na' languages
Middle Tanana

haniign

(1)

-ndiig (102),
-nda' (13), -tu'(2)

hen

-na' (50),
-niige (6), both (8)

ch'ena'

Lower Tanana

-no' (200),
xwn' a. ch' eno'
-nik'a (10), -tu'(2), -k'eddhet(lj

Koyukon

-no' (500+),
-niq'e (4), -q'edlet (10+)

Holikachuk

-no' (40),
-nigh (1)

sexno'

Ingalik

-no' (50),
-nigh (1)

srexno'

Upper Kuskokwim

-no' (52),
-nik' (4)

Dena'ina

-tnu (500+),
-niq'. -naq' (3), -ti (l)

k'etnu

Ahtna

-na' (480),
-tu' (3)

k'ena'

k'eno', sexno'

SleXIlO'..

xwno'
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Athabaskan place names inventories and directional systems reflect a common
ideology and sense of territoriality. This is seen in the economy and coordination
of the local place name inventories that would facilitate memorization and travel
safety; the general congruence of Athabaskan place names across language
boundaries; the naturalistic naming of bioregions; the commonly known
bioregional ethnonyms; and in the various indications of boundary awareness
(such as the use of *nes as 'perimeter' in Western Alaska or the abrupt
replacements for 'stream' and 'mountain').
The Northern Athabaskans have been shackled with numerous academic
and social stereotypes both in earlier and in recent times. Some of these
stereotypes are: I) the Northern Athabaskan environment was submarginal and had
no well defined linguistic and territorial boundaries; 2) ancient Athabaskan
political organization was ex.tremely simple; and 3) Athabaskans were so disrupted
by historic contact that we cannot determine what their traditional culture was
like. 4 In fact, Athabaskan geography is a vast body of counter-evidence to such
stereotypes.
NOTES
I. I acknowledge with thanks and appreciation some of the speakers of Alaskan
Athabaskan languages with whom I have worked on geographical names: Pete
Bobby, Andy Frank. the late Andrew Isaac, Hester Evan, Fred John, the late Silas
Solomon. the late Abraham Luke. the late Eva Moffit, the late Shem Pete, and
Jake Tansy,
I also thank John Ritter of Whitehorse whose work on ethnogeography is
state-of-the-art. I thank colleagues with whom I have shared data and discussions
on Athabaskan geography: Eliza Jones, Sharon Hargus. Dianne Gudgel-Holmes,
Mike Krauss, Jeff Leer, Siri Tuttle, Elizabeth Andrews, Ray Collins, and Eugene
Hunn,
2. The maps and tables in this paper refer to a recently recognized Athabaskan
language. Middle Tanana, Krauss' 1974 map treats the languages of this area as
'Tanana" with three dialects, Minto-Nenana, Chena, and Salcha. However,
materials from the last Salcha speaker, Eva Moffit, collected by Karl and Siri
Tuttle, make it clear that there was a distinct language on a section of the Tanana
River between the Salcha and the Goodpaster rivers.
3. The orthographic conventions used in this paper strive for maximal congruence
while giving some attention to maintaining local spelling conventions. Consonants
follow Athabaskanist practice and employ digraphs and trigraphs, e.g. tth, etc.
Front and back velars are standardized as k, k', g, q, q', gg.
Vowels in reconstructed Proto-Athabaskan (PA) fonns are with single
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symbols: i (high front), Ie (low front), u (high back). and a (low back). For
convenience. e is schwa in PA forms and in most of the languages. except for
Upper Tanana, Han and Northern and Southern Tutchone where schwa is ii. and
The schwa conventions for three languages have
in Gwich'in where schwa is
been reversed. For Upper Kuskokwim, Holikachuk. and lngalik e = schwa and
i = [i. ]. Note that in Lower Tanana and Upper Kuskokwim w is used for [u].
Languages with vowel length distinctions, such as Middle Tanana and Ahtna, have
doubled vowels as long vowels.
In this paper Koyukon has d completely overhauled vowel system. All
vowels have a single symbol and follow these conversions: ee = i. aa Ie, 00 =
U, but 0
0; e
e (schwa), U == u, and II If

va.

=

=

4. Here are some sources that give a stereotypical characterization of Northern

Athabaskan "simplicty" Which, in my view, are not supported by the documentary
evidence on Athabaskan geography.
This 1911 statement on Athabaskan place naming made by the famous
Alaska geologist Alfred H. Brooks.
The Alaska Indian has no fixed geographi;.; nomenclature for the
larger geographic features. A river will have half a dozen names,
depending on the direction from which it is approached. The
cartographers who cover Alaska maps with unpronounceable
names. imagining that these are based on local usage, are often
mislead (Brooks 1911:22).
Eileen Jenness published this popularized summaIY of the Northern Athabaskans
in 1933:
With neighbors not more than a few hundred mile.; away having a
civilzation as rich and bizarre as that of the West Coast tribes,one
marvels at the primitiveness of these northern [Athabaskan) people.
They resembled far more the homely wandering tribes of the
eastern woodlands, but lacked the cheerfulness 'Jf the eastern
people, and were even less progressive. No doubt their
backwardness was partly due to the country they inhabited ... Where
they did encounter tribes higher in the scale of culture. they quickly
assimilated foreign traits, and their lives lOok on a more
picturesque aspect (Jenness 1933[1966):87-89).
A recent summary by achaeologist Donald Clark drums that the Northern
Athabaskans had "vague boundaries" and "rudimentary" political organization:
According to the studies of ethonologists. Subarctic people came
together in various kinds of settlements and :,ocial groups ... The
loosely structured bands, with fluid membership of probably one
hundred persons. usually visited and intermarried with adjacent
bands that spoke the same dialect. A cluster of bands interacting in
this way might, in a very loose sense, be termed a tribe. But the
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tribes, too, [emphasis added] had rather vague boundaries, where
different tribes interacted socially and intergraded linguistically
and culturally. The composition of tribes was unstable. They split
up, merged or disappeared. and remnants of decimated groups
were absorbed by others. Thus. political organization was
extremely rudimentary in the Subarctic but bands, and even tribes
within a relatively large area, generally shared the same cultural
characteristics (Clark 1991: 19).
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Semantic constraints on binding conditions
The French and German Inalienable Possession Construction*
Jean-Pierre Koenif.(
llniversity of California at Berkelcv

Recent cross-linguistic studies of binding constraints ha ve shown that particular
pl'Onouns and anaphors lexically select different values of binding parameters as well
impose different semantic or syntactic conditions on (heir antecedents (see En<,;, 1989,
Dairymple, 1993). An important issue raised by SHch cross-linguistic investigations is
(he ran!!c of syntactic and semantic condition~ that anaphors can impose on their
,,"lnTd"IlL<. ROll!!h!y speaking, two kinds of semantic cOlldition~ have been recorded in
Ihe litcralllre: the antecedent must stand in a celtain thematk relation to the anaphor
(lll'ic;dlv. hi~her on the thematic hierarchy. Jackendoff. 1972) or the antecedent must be
Ilk' <:i:nle, "I' I'l'r~pe\'live in the dause (Sells. 19X7. Engdahl. 1990). In this paper, I show
llial Ihe ~ind of semantic conditions anaphors can impose OIl their antecedents is not
rr-srricted to either of these TWO notions. In particular, I show that the French and German
Inalienahle P(lssession Constructions (or 11'(') involve a reflexive anaphor which
C(1ilstrains its antecedent to satisfy a semanti.: predicate of a kind previously not
mentioned ill the literature. This paper thus supports Dalrymple's .:ontention that
dillcrent hinding conditions are lexically or constructionally attached to anaphors and
pronouns. It also indirectly supports grammatical theones in which syntactic and
'l'manti.: information can lm:ally interact Oike (·onstru.:tion Grammar, \IPSO or categorial
(;rilllll11i1n. by showing that non-trivial semantic infon11ation can be relevant to the
adequate Lhara.:terization of constraints bearing on syntacttc processes like binding.

I. TIlt' vaJ'iclics III' l'(Isscssllr

ASl~ension

in French and German

1.1. An Clvt'nit'w IIf the Ire

:;cntcIKC ( !) is an example of the IPC .:onstruction: an NP denoting a body-part
;tlld whi~h docs not <:ontain a possessive adjective Ie pied is understood as belonging to
11i{' d\.'linlatulll of allother <:omplement of the verb, Marc r will speak of a body-part NP
like II' I'il'd ,IS Oeillg bound by .~farc, meaning simply for now that the POSSESSOR of the
",,,iy-p.H1 II' !,(I'd is co-referential with Marc. Senten<:es like I j ) raise two questions. (i)
\\iliat i~ Ihe 11;11111'(' of the relation between the body-part NP Ie pied and the NP interpreted
as wreferent with its possessor. Marc') (Ii) What restri<:tions (if any) are there on the
Iypes of phrases that can bind the body-purt NP'I As shown in section 2, recent studies of
the !I'C have given very different answers to these two questions. All of them, though,
take into considf"ration only a .mbset of the actual <:ontexts in which a body-part NP is
bound to an another NP in the same dallse. Before discussing these various proposals. I
th·'rrfofc bej!in with a list of all <:ases where a body-part call be bound by another NP in
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rrcilcil and Gernwl1.'

Cast: ]: The dause denotes a "natural gesture" (Hatcher, 1944):
(1)

12,
(':lS('

(' I

Marc, a avance Ie pied,. 'Marc, moved his, foot forward'.
Jacques, It fronce les sourcils,.'Jacques frowned'

2: The hody-part is an instrument of the binder:
.kan,

It

pOll sse la balle de la main,. 'Jean, pushed the ball with his, hand'

Case :1: The binder and the body-part are affected entities:
(a) The hinder is an affected dative
(4)
Man.: lui, a lave les pied". 'Marc, washed his, feet' (lit. to him, the feet.)
(5)
Marl'. ,',est mis J'echarpe autour du cou ,. 'Marc, put the scarf around his, neck'
(h) The binder does not surface:
«(, t
Celie lllcde<.:ine fait enfler les jambes.
this medecine make.t'R swell.up.I'R the legs
'Thi, meticcine makes people's legs swell up'
(e) l\lY,CSSOr Ascension (the binder is a direct object)
(I)
II a frappc l'.larc, sur Ie nez,.. He hit Man.:, on the nose,'

«',,,,.

4: The hody-pan is the ,emanti\; argument of a predicate denoting a relation of
lIlallenablc possession:
(1I) The predicate is expressed by amir
n,! M,trc, ales yeux, bleus. 'Man.:. has blue eyes:
(h) The predil:ate is expressed by m'ec or is understood semantically:
('),
Elk, etait alJongee sur Ie divan (avec) les yeux, fermes.
'She, was lying down on the sofa, with her, eyes closed'
('liSt· 5: The body-pan is the object of a locative PI' which is an argument of a predicate
(knoring physic';!1 possession, like holding. wearing:
(.. ) The mltin predicate is expressed by the verb avoir, pOrler, lenir:
(101
1\1:11'';. ,Ivait villgt franl:s dans la main,. 'Marc, had 20FF in his, hand'
(h) The main predkate is entailed by the main verb, but is not expressed
syntactically:
(111
Marl:, a mis I'echarpe autour du cou,. 'Marc, put the scarf around his, neck'

1I: The I)()Jy~pan is the cause of some physical sensation in the referent of the
binder:
(12 )
Le <Ins, me, fait mal. 'My back hurts'
the hack I Sli.DAT cause.pl< pain
•..Ies petons, nous, demangent' (Zola, Son excellence Eugene Rougon, p,90)
the tuotsies 1SG.DAT cause.itch.PR 'Our tootsies itch'
( .liSt'

1 Due to space considerations, 1 can only give French examples here. The exact same
sci of l,(~eS exists in Gemlan, The analysis presented in section 3 also applies to the
corresponding GemJan data. While I go over the vanous IPC cases, the reader should keep in
mind that Ilty contention will be that all the examples presented in this section are covered by
a single semantic generalization, expressed in (y) and (f:,) in section 3.
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All previous ..:ases where examples of phrases whkh ..:an bind a body-part NP.
filcre is one important restriction on the ..:lass of posssible binders of a body-part NP.

Case 7, <\11 NP playing a proto-agent role cannot bind a body-part with a proto-patient
"o!e:
, ! ,I:
~~. jare:, a la~e les pieds,. 'Mar..:, washed his, feet'
Man.: have.PR wash.PPT the feet
\ ,-, i
Man.:. s' cst lave les pieds,. 'Marc, washed his, feet
Mar..: lUTI. be.PR wash.PI'T ihe feet
Note that thb constraint only applies to the direct binding of Ihe patient body-part
the agent subject. As (15) shows, the body-part can be bound to an affected dative
reflexive, event hough the reflexive itself is bound to the subject.
lei llIe mention briefly two last facts concerning the 11'(' First. more than one of
III( variolls types of 11'(' ..:an be combined in a single sentence. In senten..:e (16). for
,,; \ample. two different body-parts are bound 10 IWO different persons and in sentence
(17) IWO different body-parts are bound to the same person.
10

iI(, i

\ ( 71

fe, lui, ;Ii mis la main, sur l'epaule J • 'I put my hand ('n his shoulder'
' ... Ic Compagnon, pose la main droite, sur Ie coeur,'
'The Compagl1on, puts his, hand on his, heart'

Sce:ond, the body-part NP is not always c-commanded by its "binder", contra
II}X5, as examples (l2H13) clearly show. In both sentences. the body-part
~llbje(;\ is bound to a VI' (or I' ) internal ditie'

(;I ..~r,'n,

1.2. Why the paUern is not merely a pragmatic fact
In ~ iew of the wide range of contexts in whi..:h a body-part NI' is interpreted as
1I1,ilienubly possessed by the denotatum of another NP. it is tempting to reduce the IPe
laels {(l gl'neral pragmatic factors. There is good evidence against this hypothesis.
rllsl.llie binding must be local and occur within the next predicative phrase up
(i.e. VI' or prcdicative uses of .<\1"5. NP's, or pp's), as briefly illustrated in (19), where the
hody pan /" II1l1il1 can be bound to the persuadee, but not the persuader:
( I'll

a. Je I', ai persuade de lever la main,. 'I persuaded him to raise his hand'
ll. ~Je, rai persuade de lever la main,. 'I persuaded him to raise my hand'

Thn~

is no e~sy a"count for such a fact within a pragmatic approach. Pragmatically
constrained retrieval of referents, like the pragmatic search triggered by the use of a
definite NI' or a pronoun is not subject to such locality constraints, as is well-known.
SCI:<1Ild. tl1<: binder must obey semanti..: constraints, as mentioned above and
IlIlIstrated HI selllelll:e (14). From a pragmatic perspective, it is not dear why the
reflexive in (15) makes more sense as an antecedent of the body-part than the subject
with whidl it is co-indexed. ·Pragmatic sense" is not therefore a sufficient condition for
an NP to be a possible binder of a body-part noun. Third, the same pattern does not occur

~ The n'\:' is

!lot !leed

h'.!le

1101 the only cross-linguistically altesled example of an anaphor which does
C-I:olllillanded by its antecedent (see Keenan, 1991).
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ill EIl!!li';!l, as shown in (110 (to be compared to (3», Such variation in usage must be
lcanH (or derived from other properties of the grammars) by native speakers, It is
difficult to see how a pragmatic approach could account for such cross-linguistic
variation, without saying that discursive stnllegies can be conventional, and thus de faCIO
makill!! the 11'(' a grammatical phenomenon,
(I x)

*Man;, pushed the ball with the hand"

2, I'reviolls analyses
Having briefly argued that the facts illustrated in (I )-(15) are grammatical in
!lamre, I now tum to three recent accounts of the IPC within the Principles and Parameters
"pprnach. As mentioned earlier, none of them covers all the cases mentioned above,
2,1. GUl'ron 191<5
(;IICroll's proposal relies on two main hypotheses, First, Gueron suggests that the
horly-pall ,lIld its binder foml a lexical chain. The head of this chain is the person whose
l>o,h'p,11'I is mentioned, Marc in (X), and the tail of the chain is the body-part itself, les
,1'1'1/1' in IX I. Second, the de,temliner of the tail of this chain, les, is a PRO element, and not
the IIslIal iot,l-operator associated with definite determiners. The second hypothesis
:lccnll1l!s for t he local presence of a binder of the body-part, since the PRO element
IIlCllldcd ill it Illll<;t be controlled within its minimal domain-governing category (see
J\lallzini, 1')X3), The first hypothesis partly accounts for the fact that only body-parts can
partidpate in the II'C and the fact that (l4) is ungrammatical. I say partly, because the
explalHnion requires two amendments to the usual conditions on chain formation, The
two amended conditions on chain formation are given in (a) :
((~)

i, The head and the tail of a chain cannot be distinct in reference, This condition
a weaker form of the co-indexing requirement on chain members, It is meant
In an'OUIII for the f~ct Ihatthe referents of the head and tail of the lexical chain in the IPe
IIlllst he in ~ relation of inalienable possession to each other: only possessors of body
p.lI\ IHHIllS olley Ihe nOll-dislincteness condition on lexical chains in the IPe, according
to (iueron,
ii. Chains must receive a single primary theta-role, where primary theta-roles
corre,pond to lexically-specified arguments, like agent or patient This condition
cOII~titlltes a weaker form of the theta-criterion, as it applies to chains, and accounts for
ca~c 7, In sentences like (14), both Marc and les pieds receive two different primary
I hela-roles from laver 'to wash'. They cannot therefore form a lexical chain, and the
sentence is ungrammatical.
con~lilllles

Gllcron's analysis is based on semanti\.: intuitions concerning the IPC which I
{Ilink are panly corre.:! and are reflected in the analysis I give below, But there are
l'lllpirical ~nd theoretical reasons to reject Gueron's specific proposal First, as is, it only
,,,"<'nlllll~ for a slIhsrt of the JPe cases I described in section 1, It covers cases 3a and 3c,
5a and 7 and Call be amended to cover case 2, It cannot account for any of the other
cases, where both the body-part NP and its binder receive primary theta-roles, Case 5b.
is one such example, since in (II) both the subject Marc and the locative PP aurour du
cau receive primary theta-roles from mis 'put', The same is true for case 6 and sentence
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( 13), sinl:e ilt'manger assigns both a primary agent theta-role to its subject les pelons 'the
tootsies' and a primary experiencer theta-role to its indirect object nOUJ ·us'. A similar
I:HSe can be made for examples (H) and (9) and case 4, despite Gueron's claim to the
I:ontrary. In (9), for example, both elle •she' and les yeux 'the eyes' receive two primary
theta-roles (allhough from different predicates). Elle is assigned a primary theta-role by
ji'l'/1u',r 'dosed', and les yeux is assigned a primary theta-role by bleus J
Finally, Gueron's analysis cannot account for case 1 and senlences like (I) either,
since ill'anerr 'move forward' assigns primary theta-roles to both the subject and the
ohjel:t. Gueron mentions case I and suggests that sentences like (I) should be handled
via a process of u; reanalysis whil:h absorbs the theta-role borne by Ie pied, thus
obviating the need for the fPC to achieve the binding of Ie pied to the subject. Gueron
gives no independent evidenl:e to justify this new process of LF reanalysis. Nor does she
exphlin exactly how Ihe reanalysis of aI'ancer in (1) as 'a pronominal verb' insures the
"ndy-pnr1 i~ IIni1eNood as the body ..part of the subject's referent.
Second, the two hypotheses on whil:h Gueron's analysis rests are costly. To
jll.,tify the daim that the body-part and its binder form a lexical chain. Gueron needs to
,1I1l('lId the conditions on I:hain formation in two ways (see (a ). Both amendments lead
to diffi\:ulties. The assumption that the body-part NP and its binder are not distinct in
referellc'e is problematic semantically. If the body-part and the binder do not differ in
Il'ferelll;e, it IS undear why sentenl:es (19)a. and b. are not synonymous:
(19)

a. Man.:, s', est lave Ie \:ou,. 'Marc, washed his, neck'
b. Marl:, s', est lave Jes pieds,. 'Marc, washed his, feet'

If les Jlied.~ or Ie C()U are not distin\:! in reference from the retlexive ditk, they
are not distinct in reference from each other, by transitivity of equality. (19)a and b
should therefore be truth-I:onditionally equivalent, contrary to fact.
The reference to a single primary theta-role in the definition of chains also
hampers the recoverability of a verb's semantic arguments from the input string.
i\c'c-orJin),! to her new definition of the theta-criterion. there are three possible relations
between a I:hain and a verb's semantic arguments (or adjuncts): 0) the head of a chain
h('ars a primary theta-role, and the (ail a sewndary theta-role; (ii) the head of a chain
hl'api a secondary theta-role and the tail a primary theta-role; (iii) the entire chain bears
a single primary theta-role. The simple rule that the tail of a chain is the theta-marked
pI'sition cannot anymore be maintained.
Finally. Glleron's second hypotheSIS (that body-part NP'S in the IPC comain a PRO
deferminer) forces us to postulate without any independent evidence that the French
d(,finite article is ambiguous between a determiner and a pronominal. Moreover, there

Gucron daims Ihat her analysis covers case 4 because avoir 'have' in (8)
suh.:;.fc)!nrizes for a small c1all.>e, and assigns a se\:ondary locative theta-role to the subject elle.
She presents no independent eviden\:e of fhe secondary nature of the theta-role assigned to its
subject by avoir. Nor does she explain why in either (8) or (9). by opposition to all other cases,
the two members of the plllative lexical ,hain are assigned theta-roles by two different
predicates (the predkative adjective bleus, and the verb a.-oir in (8)). Finally, the same analysis
<:anl1ol be generalized to (9), as mentioned ill the text.
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~re

some cu.\es. as mentioned in Authier, 1990, where the determiner of the body-part NP
de fill lie. as shown in (20).
(20)
Pauline lui a arral:ile quelques/deux dents (Authier's (Hie»
'Pauline pulled some/two of his/her teeth'
is

IlOl

The ambiguity of the definite art ide Gueron posits must therefore be generalized either
to the entirc set of "artide" -like Frem;h determiners. including a null article in sentences
like (20), if quelques and deux are treated like cardinal adjectives. or to a denumerably
infinite IlUIllOcr of quantifier determiners (since the upper-bound to the number of toes,
limhs and olher body-pans is not grammatically determined). In both cases, we are lead
10 multiplying the number of French determiners without any independent motivation.
2.2. ""thit·'·, 1990
phrase'

Authier's proposal is that French is a null subject language in the determiner
a\ shown ill (21):

11'1'1.

(21 )

a. \", {'m, 1,. SOil, I". livre III
h.L., pm, LIe I" livre II I

III (21 a) Ihe ",·features of the null pro subject are identified with the determiner son. In
121 bl. U:. inlhe 11'( case. the identifier is a dative clilic or a null A' quantifier included
/lllhe VI' or II' th.; Ill' complements. The two possible mechanisms of pm identification
Ihat :lpply ill tile case of (21 b) are summarized in (~) below (Authier's (23»:
(~)

xC'

(i) {'m is identified by the agreement features of the closest
category which
hC:Hh (Ill XP in which it is contained
(ii) pro is identified by an un selective operator which c-commands it.

In senlenc:e (4). clause (i) applies and identifies pro to lui 'to him'. In (6), clause (ii)
appl1(~s. and pro is identified by a null A' -quantifier of a quantificational force equivalent
1<) "/11'11

AI/thier's trealment is more reduced in scope than Gueron 's. It only accounts for
,'",(" ::I a. and I) OIfld 7. \ Moreover, his account of cases 3a. and 3b. is seriously flawed,
Its two maill shortcomings are apparent in sentences (22) and (23) :

(22)
(2~)

(24)

Les Ilvres lui, so lit tombes I"" sur [pc pro, [n Ie] [ Hl' pied}
rai lave les cheveux, aMane, (Gueron's (72b»
a. *Elle en a pense aux dangers. 'She thought about the dangers of it'
h. "'Elle en a pense I" aI/x dangers pro 1

Authier's proposal predicts that in (22) the null pro in SPEC of DP is identified by the
lialive cli!i,' {IIi 'to him' across the boundary of the PP phrase headed by sur. This
Hklllific:.tioll of (>r" violates the well-known constraint on French c1itics that they cannot

4 Authier specifically mentions case I and case 4a., and claims that both cases should
110t be con~idered mstances of the IPC. I do nol have the space to counter his arguments ill detail
here. Let me simply mention thai case I is entirely productive within its semantic class, carom
Authier's claim. In any case. Authier's proposal does not cover cases 2, 3c, 41>, 5, and 6.
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Identify a 1'1"0 elcment "cross a PI' boundary (see (24a)). Moreover. Authier's account
prcdicts that the Ill' pm in the IpC requires a CLITIe identifier in non-generic contexts, a
prediction which (23) contradicts. Both facts strongly argue against the hypothesis that
Ihe IPC is a case of pro identification by a ditic (or an unexpressed generic A' -quantifier).
Final confirmation of this conclUsion is found in German. German has the same
II'C construction as French, as I mentioned above. But in German the pronoun
coITcsponding to lui or se in (4) or ( 15) is demonstrably not a clitic anached to the verb,
as shown by sentence (25) where the dative pronoun is coordinated to a full NP. Clause
(i) of the identification principle, cannot therefore apply to the similar German facts:
(25)

Sie kammte sich und den Kindem die Haare
she comb.PST refl.oAT and the children.DATthe hair
'She combed her hair and that of the children'

2.J Vcrllnaud and ZubiJ'.arreta, 1992
Vergnaud and Zubizarreta' s account of the lPC is embedded in a comprehensive
thenry of noun denotations which I cannot review here. I only focus on its consequences
I'm the analysis of the II'C. Their account of the IPC does not rely on PRO control and chain
i'nnllario1J. as Glleron's or pro identification, as Authier's, but on predication theory.
Their basic claim is that in sentences like (4), the entire body-part DI' suocategorizes for
a subject requirement correspondlllg to the possessor argument. This subject requirement
len ullsatisfied within the Dp is ~atisfied via predication, i.e. co-indexing of the DP with
the ditic lUi in (4). Vergnaud and Zubizarreta explain the locality of the IpC (see section
1.2) by appealing to a general constraint on predication that the predi<.;ate and its non
Mnlcturdl ·subje<.'(" mutually m-command each other at s-structure,; This last constraint
on predication is too strong and severely limits the empirical coverage of their account.
As they note, the mutual m-command condition on predication prevents their
an"lysi~ frillll directly covering case I, since the subject of \ I) is not m-commanded by
the ob,iect body-part predicate. Like Gueron, they propose that (I) undergoes reanalysis.
A.\ I mcntioned earlier, such a move is entirely ad hoc. Moreover, reanalysis usually
uccurs at I.t" whereas the predication relation must hold ex hypolhesi at ,-structure. It is
undear how Lt' reanalysis can help in the satisfaction of a structural condition on
predication that must be checked at s-structure.
Many other cases not mentioned by Vergnaud and Zubizarreta, also violate the
constraim that the predicate and its binder m-command each other at s-structure. Case 2
i.\ an obviolls c'ample, assuming. as is generally accepted, that instrumental phrases are

< In fact. to cover caseS 3a and 3 b, Vergnaud and Zubizarreta must stipulate that
expletive detemliners and so-called case-marker prepm;itions like i.I do not count when assessing
the m-command relation. Such a stipulation, which is partly semantically based, calls into
que,tion the alleged structural nature of the constraint on the two members of the predication
relation.
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I!cncrmcd within (or adjoined to) the Vf'. SO ares case 4 and 6. 6 Case 5 is an even more
!,!Iaring I:ounterexample to the mutual m-command constraint, since in sentences like (II)
the body-part predicate is the object of a vP-internal P and is bound to the subject of the
daw,c. Finally, case 3c. is only covered by Vergnaud and Zubizarreta via some added
stipulations which have no application outside the Ire.
Although, this brief critique of Vergnaud and Zubizarreta's anicle does not do
.iu\tice to some of their claims, notably concerning what they call the necessary
distributivity effect of the fPC, the previous remarks should make clear that their solution
is seriously flawed too. Note that, as the two other analyses I reviewed in this section,
Vergnaud and Zuhizarreta's account does not treat the relationship between the body-pan
and the binder of its possessor as a "strict" anaphoric relation, Le. as the same kind of
]"el;lIion instantiated by a reflexive anaphor and its antecedent. By contrast, the analysis
I propose in the next section assumes that the relation involved in the IPC is of a purely
anaph(1ric nature. and does not differ in kind from the relation which holds of an ordinary
rellexive anaphor and its antecedent.

:t Tht' "'C' as a strictly anaphoric phenomenon
The ,lIlalysis I propose has two pans. First, I assume body-pan nouns in the IPC
CotHam an 'lIwphoric referential-index which correspond to their possessor argument. In
other words. they specify that the filler of their possessor argument must be co-referent
wilh another NI'. II is not crucial for my present purposes how this anaphoric referential
in,kx is intrnulIl:cu. In the attribute-value grammatical framework within which I work,
n; (see Fillmore and Kay, 1993), it results from the combination of body-pan nouns
With the con$truction represented in Figure I in the Appendix where subscripts in italics
ill fmlll of feature-matrices corresponds to the type of object denoted by the matrix (see
Polhlrd ,mu Sag. 1994011 typed feature structures), Without going into the technical
deta;)" of (his attribute-value matrix, the construction depicted in figure 1 introduces an
'1I1l1phnric dependency corresponding to the possessor argument in the lexical structure
of OOdy-pan nouns. This dependency is indicated by the presence of one element in the
scI-value of the T( HIINI1 aTtribute whose reference or INSTANCE value is structure-shared
wilh the referential index of the possessor argument (see the circled III in the diagram),7

(, Note that sentences like

(13)

do not require the presence of a dilic, as shown in (D,

E'ell if .:Iities are adjoined 10 I at s-stucture, the mutal m-command requirement on predication

al s-slrll,lUre is therefore violated by case 6:
(i) 'Ursule a qui la langue demangeait d'avoir a repandre la nouvelle' (Balzac), 'UrsuJe
who was anxiolls to divulge the news'

, J ,anllot detail here the general mechanisms through which binding dependencies
present in lexical entries or introduced by constructions are resolved within eG. Suffice it to say
Ihal the member of the TO-BIND set in Figure I is passed up the constituent-structure tree by a
general.:onvention OIl binding features (i.e. on members of the TO-BIND set) similar to the slash
percolation convention in GPSG or HPSG. It is then instantiated on the relevant predicate and
identifies one of its argument (I.e. the element of the valence set in figure I) as the antecedent
of the anaphor which introduced this member of the TO-BIND set.
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I'he anaphoric dependency would probably be mtroduced by other means In other
frameworks. It could be the result of a lexical rule applying to body-part nouns, as would
pmbably be done in IIPSG. Or the anaphork index could be that of an empty category
generated under the N' headed by the body -part noun_ In other words, this null possessor
anaphor could be the pure anaphor equivalent of null object pro analyzed in RizzI. 19!56,
as illustrated in the (simplified) labelled bracketing ill (26):
(26)

10. ID!'r Ie IN· [, pied] [" e[+ana; -pronllll]

111e important roint for me is that body-part NP's contain such a reflexive-like anaphoric
dependency and ihat spedfic binding conditions are attached to it I call this dependency
the possessor anaphor. to make clear it corresponds to the possessor argument of the
body-part.
This pos.~essor anaphor selects- as Dalryn,ple's work shows any dnaphoric
dependency does-- a set of spedfic binding constraints, in particular, a specific binding
dOlllain. I briefly mentioned in section 1.2. that the particular domain within which this
reflexive must be bound is the next predicative phrase up, or equivalently what
Dah)·mple calls the Minimal Complete Nucleus domain. This constraint is represented
in the diagram in the value of the DOMAIN attribute (i.e. [PRED +Jl. As such, the IPC
IHI\Sl'SS(lr rctle~;ve behaves very much like many other cross-linguistically attested
reflexive anaphors, except for its absence of phonological manifestation.
Wilat makes this constructionally introduced anaphor more interesting, though,
is that it also imposes a very spedfic semantic constraint on Its binder. The constraint is
H'rresented in figure I in the RFSTRIC1l0N attribute of the semantic, of the binder (i.e.
of the relevant pan of the member of the TO-HIND set i. To mudel the semantk condition
the antecedent must obey, I make use of the notion of active-zone discussed in
Langacker. lYX4. My spe.:ific definition of active-zone is given in (y ):
(y)

The active zone of an entity x is that portion of x which is .j irectly involved in
the partidpant-role x plays in a situation s.

In other words, I define the predicate (J{'lire-zone as if three place predicate which holds
entity x, a part of that entity y, and a situation one of whose participant-role is
played by x. Sentences (27 )-(29) illustrate the meaning of the aClh'e-zont' predicate:

nr an
(27)
(2X)
L2())

Your dog bit my cal
Roger peeled an orange
Rnger blinked

(Langacker's (Sa))
(Langacker's (6h»
(Langacker's (6a»

In (27). the dog';, active-zone is his mouth; in (2X) the active-zone of the orange
is its aliter . mrface. and in (29) Roger's a.:tive-wne is his eyelids. Note that, in
C()I1f(lmlily with the definition in (y), the determination of the active zone of the dog in
(27) (ih moulh) depends on its role in the event, namely its being the biter. As a bitee,
il adive-zone. like that of the cat in (27). would be different. This dependency of the
notion of a.:tive-zone on the role the entity plays in a given situation has one important
CouM:tjm:nce. To two different participant-roles often correspond two different active
!.Hnes, even when a single individual satisfies the two semantic. roles.
Let's !\ee now how the aC/ive-:;one predicate applies tn some of the sentences
given in section 1.1. In sentence n l, the hand is that part of Jean's body directly involved
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ill hi, pl"hinl:! the ball. Similarly, if Marc advances his foot (sentence (I», the foot is the
\If Marc', body accomplishing the move forward. Note that in both cases, the body
pan is the active-zone of the referent of the NP which binds the possessor reflexive. My
claim is that the active-zone relation just observed for cases I and 2 holds generally for
all potential binders of the possessor reflexive. This condition is expressed as clause (ii)
of \.)):
p<ll1

(.) Constraints on the set of possible binders of a body-part ]liP:
An Nt'] can bind the possessor anaphor contained in a body-part NPz iff:
(i I NI'l and NP2 belong to the same predicative domain.
(iill! is true (in all possible worlds) that the body-part is the active-zone of the
referent of Nt'] with respect to the participant-role of NP] in the situation.
Let's now consider the other cases mentioned in section 1, and check that the
;ILI ivc,zollc LOnstraint properly licenses the binding of the possessor anaphor by the

rek'\'ant Nf'. as well as exdude improper binding of the possessor anaphor, as in (14).
1a llJld 7 and sentences (14) and (15) illustrate the importance of referring to a
l:!i\'l'Jl pal1lcipall1-role in the definition of the active-zone predicate. In the ungrammatical
1141. Ihe possessor of the patient body-part is bound to the agent subject. The active-zone
<llIl\t ra inl I'll ks 0111 ( 14) since the body-part, the feet here, is not the body-part used by
1\1all' a~ all al:!l'III.' In the grammatical (15), on the other hand, the patient body-part is not
hOHnd 10 the agent subjeu but to an affected dative reflexive. This kind of dative
<·"Ill[,lemClll. as is well-known. satisfies an affected-party role in both French and
German (,ee Bames, IYX5, among others). This time, the active-zone constraint is
,ati,Cicd by the binder since the body-part is indeed critical in assessing the affectedness
or the referent of the dative reflexive. Sentence (15) is therefore grammatical.
The contrast between (14) and (15) illustrates the partial second-order nature of
thl' (/clfll'-ZOI1t' predicate. Although the subject and the reflexive marker in (14) and (15)
denotl' till' same individual. only the dative reflexive is compatible with the active-zone
constraint because it satisfies a different semantic role than the subject.
In that respel;!, the possessor anaphor is not radically different from other
anaphors. Other cases of second-order semantic conditions on antecedents have been
recorded in the literature. Dalrymple, 1993, for example, argues that the Norwegian
reflexive .\('g dis(;ussed in Hellan, 1988, semantically constrains its binder to bear a
higher theta-role on the thematic hierar(;hy than the theta-role of the NP it binds. In the
case of Norwegian Sff,; too, the semantic condition the anaphor imposes on its binder
Illention, the role its referent plays in the event and not merely its identity. What sets the
I :ICJlLI! alld (inman possessor anaphor apart, though, is the fact that the constraint is not
rccillccahk to a simple hierarchical condition on the respective roles of the antecedent and
(';1'('5

, Note that the ungrammaticali!y of (i):
(i) *Marc, a lave les mains,. 'Man:, washed his hands,'
where Marc could be using his hand~ in washing his hands, is accounted for by the requirement
in clause ii. of (0) that the active-zone con~traint be true in all possible worlds.
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ilK ;iIlaphor. The wnditiorl is a full-fledged semantic predicate similar to the kmd of
.'cmantic." assllciated with lexical items. In fact, the active-zone constraint functions very
11111(:11 like a modifier would: it restricts the relation the denotation of the antecedent can
have to both the event it is a panicipant of and the body-pan of which the anaphor is an
:lfgillncnt,

The con£rast between (14j and (I.') also illustrate;; {he fact that the active-zone
comlraint often leads to predictions identical to those made by Oueron 's single primary
theta-role condition. When both the body-pan and the binder satisfy two primary-roles,
they cannot form a lexical chain. But then, as we have seen with (14), typically, the
hody-part is also not critical in defining the panicipant role played by the binder and the
;Idive-zone constraint is not met either. The major exceptions to this generalization are
the "natural gesture" case, and case 6. In the "natural gesture" case, the agent both acts
on fhe Ixxly-f'~rt (via its nervous system), and the body .. pan is the pOltion of the agent' S
1)(ldy where its activity manifests itself. In case 6. the body-part both causes some
physiclil-discomfon to the person. and is the locus of this discomfort. In both instances
the body-part is the active-zone of the antecedent, eventhough they satisfy different
prollllll)' theta-roles. The semantically weaker active-zone constraint thus covers cases I
and f,. which Oueron's revised theta-criterion either leaves unexplained (case 6) or only
nplains via '.111 (ld hoc reanalysis process (case I).
TI](' :tl;tive-zone constralllt also explains case 4, where the body-pan and the
anil'u',knt pf the possessor anaphor are assigned theta-roles by two different predicates.
(';15" 4 illu5lr<l1;'5 a trivial satisfal:tion of the active-zone constraint. I assume that (pan
,,') Ihe semantic representation of sentenl:es like (Xl is as in (El. where I use a neo
Davidsoni,,,! representation for wnvenience.
I~ )

illulit'l1aIJlY-l'o.uess Is) /l possessor (s. Marc) 11 pu.'se.ued (s. eyes) ,1 blue-rln (t)

/\ blue-object (I. eyes)
1>1 other words, I assume that the use of aVOIr present in (X) exemplifies a lexical entry
whose semantics is that of (inalienable) possession and which subcategorizes for three
l'pmplements: a subject and objel:t NP'S satisfying the two argument positions of the
ppsse.ssi(l11 relation and a sel:ondary predicate predicated of the direct object.'
If these assumptions concerning the lexical semantics of avoir in (8) are correct,
the subja:t. Mure. trivially satisfies the active-zone constraint. TIlf' possessed body-part
is obviously that portion of Marc' s body critical in assessing whether it satisfies the role
"t malienahle-possessor of the body-part. Sentences like (9) are explltined along the same

"TIll:; assumption. whi~h differs from the usual (i8 a:<swnption that avoir in (8) i:, an
clm:tential predicate. is motivated by Iwo faels. First. it relates this use of avoir to other uses of
the same verb where il indisputably denotes a relation of possession 5econd, we can a~count
for the fact that in sentences like (8) the direct object NP must denote an object which can be
inai:enably pos.'<essed by the denolarum of the subject (body-parts. broaJly speaking). Both facts
Hr," left unexplained by ~he existential analysis of f/voir.
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if we ;;':iIIilIC that they semantically involve an (inaneliable) possession predicate. lO
Turnilll! now to the remaining cases, the active-zone constraint is clearly satisfied
by Ihe direct ohject Marc in sentence (7): Marc's nose is the ponion of his body involved
in his being a patient of the hining event. Case 3b. and sentences (6) is more interesting,
since in this case there is no oven binder of the possessor anaphor. To understand (6),
we must compare illo(4) or(l5).ln sentences like (4), the dative c1i1ic is an instance of
the general Frem:h affected dative lInking pattern, as mentioned above. This complement
is thus an indirect object and designates an entity affected by the event denoted by the
verh. As stich, it satisfies both the syntactic and thematic conditions on arbitrary object
pro ill Romance discussed in Rizzi. 1986. We therefore expect arbitrary object pro to be
~hle [() ~pply [() the affected dative binder of the possessor anaphor exemplified in (4) and
( l:'i!. provided the third condition on object pro in Romance is met, namely that the verb
i, IIsed in a generic context. As noticed already by Authier, this is what happens in (6),
which wntrasts with the ungrammatical (30), where the context is not generic:
IlIll".

(.11) I

"'Celie longue marche hier a fait enfler les pieds
this long walk yesterday have. PIt make.PPT swell.up the feet
'This long walk yesterday made my feet swell up' (intended meaning)

Finllily. in sentences (10) and (II) which illustrate case 5, the main verb either
"i!'E'elly denotes a relation of holding or wearing or denotes a relation which entails such
;1 I!'blinl) S".;I) (10) amir could be replaced by tenir 'to hold' without any change in
(wlll·col1diliollal semantics. In (11). the action of puning entails as an end-state a
sil1l1ll ion where Marc has or wears a scarf around his neck. In both cases, the body-pan
i, (he ponioll nfMarc', hody involved in his playing the relevant panicipant-role in the
sitll:llion: il is the hand which hold~ the cigarette and the neck which holds the scarf,"
The itcl ive-7one constraint is therefore satisfied by the subject.

,,, Two facts .illstify this last assumption. First, the adverbial phrase without any marker
alternates wilh Ihe same phrase preceded by avec 'with' {see (i», a well-known surrogate of
111'11/1' in many lanl;u3ges (see Me'Cawley, 1983):
Ii)
{ii I

11, esl parli ave.: Ie visage, elliannes. 'He left in tears'
he be.!''' leave.PI'r with the face in tears
'Si on trouve quelqu 'un les yellx hagards, on saura que c 'est lui' (Valerie I 0/08/93)
'If we finrl somehody with wild eyes, we'll know it's him'

Second. phrases like /a tete haute can occur as a secondary predicate or the main predicate of
" small d,llIse complement to verbs like trouver (ii). In this context, they function as a
predu:atlve phrase. and subcategorize for a subject which mma be interpreted as the possessor
"rthe t>NIy-part. as the gloss of (ii) suggests, In other words, they function exactly like the VI'
"carlerl hv ami/' in (X).

I, Note that. as mentioned in the text, the active-zone predicate in case 5b. applies not
Ihe relation denoted by the main verb, but to a relation which is entailed by the relation
den()led by the main verb. llle statement of the body-pan i.:onstruction diagrammed in FigllTe
I tnt"t he slightly altered to accomodate such cases. I cannot enter the details of this technical
modifi.:atioll here.
10

2EA

Cnndllsinn
I have now answered the two questions I raised eonceming the relation between
Marc and Ie {lied in (I J. (i) Marc binds a possessor anaphor induded in the structure
assodated with Ie {lied. (ii) Marc (and more generally binders of possessor anaphors)
Illust OI:cur in the next predicative phrase up. as well as satisfy a semantic condition. the
active-zone predicate.
Neither of these specific constraints is qualitatively different from the constramts
selected by other anaphoric elements cross-linguistically. I n ,hat sense, I have reduced
rhe eomrlex and as yet not satisfactorily acounted for [PC facts to a variation on well
known cnls.s-linguistic themes.
But the specific semantic condition at play in tho! [PC and its interaction with
ordinary binding principles is of a larger theoretical SignifiCance. Phenomena like the IPe
sll~~est tllilt natural language grammars ean impose semantic conditions on syntactic
phenomena like binding. Semantic infonnation. induding complex thematic infonnation.
lllllst therefore be available for the statement of such eonstraints mdependently of the
projection of a predicate argument-structure onto d-strudure. conlruthe claim made in
Helleni and Rizzi. 1988 or Grimshaw, 1990. Conversely. grammatical frameworks like
(.( i. III'S' i or Categorial Grammar. which claim that syntax and semantics are associated
dirCI.:Ily amllO\;ally and that semantic infonnation is available at any point in building
linguisti..: slru<.:ture receive support from the existence of constmct!Ons like the IPe.
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The Syntax of Predicate Clefts: A Case Study from the
Predicate Cleft Construction in Korean
Rhanghyeyun K. Lee
University of Connecticut

1. Introduction
Koopman (! 983) analyzed the predicate cleft (PC) construction in Vata as a case of
a verb movement. An e"entially same point was made by Baltin (1991) and
Larson and Lefebvre (1990). Howel'er, while the movement possibility for XO
category is generally more restricted than that for XP category. the PC Construction
is known to exhibit an apparently unbound dependency between the initial verb and
its twin, unless a syntactic island intervenes. In this paper, I argue that the PC
Construction can be analyzed as a case of XP movement with XP movement
properties rather than an exceptional case of XO movement with XP movement
properties. The argument is based on the PC ConstructIOn in Korean.

2. Properties of the PC Construction
The example (I) shows that in the PC con<;truction of vata. ill addition to a verb
in the sentence-initial position. an identical twin of the verb appears in the verb's
nomlal clausal position.
(I)

ngOnU

n
ka
bI
sleep
you FUT-ASP now
'Are you going to SLEEP now?'

ngOne

a.'

Q
sleep
(Koopman 1\983, chapter. 6, (1 b)))

(2) shows that the initial verb and its twin can be separated by an apparently
unbound distance.

0
wa
na
(2) yi
come s!he want
l'A
'S!he wants us to COME.'

a yi.
we come
(Koopman (1983, chapter. 6. (14d)))

(3) and (4) illustrate that the I('lationship between the initial verb and its twin
respects syntactic islands.
(3) *taka [s n wa LN'pfoto, [s' mUmC [s n taka bO aba [NP eli ]]]]
show you like
picture IT-IT
you showed-REL Aba
'You like the picture that you SHOWED to Aba.'
(Complex NP)
(Koopman (198:'\. chapter. 6. (l5bj))
14) *nyE a
nl
[s' zE
d
ka·o
kofi nye] yi.
thing we FLT..\SP REL Kofi give know
give we N'EG·ASP
'We don't know what to GIVE to Kofi.'
(Koopman 11983, chapter. 6. (l9a)))
(Wh-Island)
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Larson and Lefebvre (1990) discussed the PC construction in Haitian Creole, as
illustrated in (5).
(5) Se

kouri Jan
s kouri.
It-is
run
John
run
'It is run that John did (not, e.g. walk).'

The PC construction in this language shares the properties of that in Vata. In
addition, in this language, ambiguity arises when the predicate in the normal
position contains a complement. The sentence in (6) is three ways ambiguous.
Contrast can be understood with respect to a verb as in (a), a whole verb phrase as
in (b), and a complement as in (c).
(6)

Se
It-is

manje
eat

Jan
John

manje
eat

pen
bread

an.
Del.

a. 'It is ~ that John did with the bread (not. e.g. bake).'
b. 'It is eat the bread that John did (not. e.g. wash the dishes).'
c. 'It is the bread that John ate (not, e.g. the apple).'

3. Previous Analyses
Even though the PC construction exhibits island effects, which are characteristics of
movement. a question to ask with respect to this construction is, 'What moves'? A
movement process is usually suspected when an element occurs in a position
distinct from its normal position, and the normal position is phonologically empty.
In this case, however, the focused position and the normal position are both
lexically occupied by the same verb.
Koopman (1983) proposes to decompose movement into copying and deletion.
The copying operation is the operation that is sensitive to island constraints. After
the verb is successive cyclically copied into the spec of each CP, the copied verb in
the spec of each intermediate CP deletes. The initial verb, however, cannot delete
due to the ECP. The initial verb, being a theta-role assignor, is not theta-governed
and thus would have to be antecedent-governed, in order to satisfy the ECP, if
empty. However, antecedent-government from Compo Koopman (1983) argues, is
not possible in Vata, as evidenced by the fact that wh-movement from a subject
position always requires a resumptive pronoun as in (7).
(7) alOj

O/*[e]
yE
who he-REs/*[e] saw
'Who saw you?'

mO
you

ye

la?

PART WH

The PC construction, in Baltin's (1991) view, is akin to the relative clause.
Just as a wh-word must move to a position close enough to the head noun phrase in
a relative clause, Baltin (1991) argues that in the PC construction a sentence-internal
verb moves at LF to a position close enough to the sentence initial verb (which is
base-generated in the spec of CP), namely to a position adjoined to Compo The
sentence (1) will have D-structure in (8) and LF representation in (9).
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(8) [e [ngOne] [e [I" [NP nl [I' [I ka] [v' [A bI] [V' [V ngOnUlll]l [C all]
(9)

V--- --C'
C"

I
ngOnU

1"----C
NP-- - - I'
Vi- I
1--- --'VP
I
n
I
['j ..,.,.-.. VP
ngOnU
ka
I

t

C
I
a

----.Jl

=====--[\

L=I

On the other hand, Larson and Lefebvre (1990) argue that. in the PC
construction, at LF the lower predicate replaces the higher o'ile in accord with the
Full Interpretation Principle of Chomsky (1986 b). During this replacement if only
a lower verb is raised, then we get the reading where the verb is focused (6a); if a
lower VP is raised, then we get the VP-focus-reading (6b); the object-focus reading
(6c) comes when a lower VP is raised and then an object is raised from it as in (10).
(10) Se [pen anli [manje ti lj [ Jan tj 1

4. Head Movement Constraint
So far I briefly reviewed Koopman (1983 j, Baltin (1991), Larson & Lefebvre
(1990). All of these analyses agree in one point. Namely, the PC construction
involves movement of the head level (Verb) category .
However, the movement possibility for the head level category is noted to be
more restricted than that for adjuncts, which is in tum more restricted than that for
arguments. (II) shows that adjuncts can move unboundly.
(II) How do you think that Bill solved the problem

L ')

If heads and adjuncts behave alike with respect to movement possibility, it should
be true that heads also move unboundly. However, adjunct-like unbound
movement of the head level category as in (12) results in an ungrammatical
sentence.
(12)

** Have he thinks that Bill would

t

solved the problem?

In fact, Travis (1984) observes that movement of the head level category is much
more bound than that of XP in that the head level category cannot move over
another head level category. The deviance of (14), in contrast with (13), shows the
effect of the HEAD MOVEMENT CONSTRAINT of Travis (1984) (which is later
subsumed under RELATIVIZED MINIMALITY in Rizzi (1990) and the economy
principle MAKE SHORTEST MOVEMENT in Chomsky (1992».
(13) a. Has Fred enjoyed that?
b. [cp [c haSi] lip (NP Fred] [I'
that Illll

II

t'i

1[vr [v t d (vp (v enjoyed 1[NP
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(14) a. *Have Fred would enjoyed that:
b. fcp [C hayed [IP []\<1' Fredl [I' [I would 1[vP [v t d [vP [v enjoyed 1
[NP that lllll
(15) Head Movement Constrain!
Movement of a zero-level category ~ is restricted to the position of a head
a that governs the maximal projection y of ~, where a theta-governs or L
marks y if a = Compo (from Chomsky (1986a, 71»
Noticing this problem. Ballin (1991) proposes 0) that Head Movement
Constraint is reducible to the ECP and (ii) that the LlKE-ATTRACTS·LlKE
CONSTRAIKT does not hold at LF.
(16) The Like-Attracts-Like Constraint (LALC)
When they move. phrasal categories adjoin to phrasal categories, and
nonphrasal categories adjoin to nonphrasal categories. (Baltin 1982)
The LALC will prevent hal'e from adjoining to VP in the derivation of (14) and so
the barrierhood of VP cannot be voided. Thus. the trace of ha\'e cannot be
antecedent-governed. resulting in a violation of the ECP. On the other hand, the
LALC does not hold at LF and so a head ngOnU can adjoin to VP during the LF
derivation of (I) as in (9). Now, there is no barrier between this VP-adioined
position and Compo Thus. the trace of ngOnU can be antecedent-governed with the
ECP satisfied and therefore (I) is well-formed.
This is one possible way to explain the unbound dependency in the PC
construction, if the PC construction truly involves the head movement. Another
possible way is to assume with Ian Roberts (1991) that there are two types of head
movement. One is the genuine morphological cases of head-lo-head movement
such as noun incorporation and affixation, where excorporation is not possible.
The other is cases like cliticization. where excorporation is possible. The unbound
head movement in the PC construction will belong to the latter cases. On the other
hand. if the PC construction involves XP movement, which looks like head
movement superficially, one way to capture the properties of the PC construction is
to assume movement of VP-operator as in Laurent Dekydtspotter (1992). In the
next section, based on the PC construction in Korean. I will suggest another way to
go under the assumption that the PC construction involves XP movement.

5. The PC Construction with XP movement
5.1. The PC Construction in Korean
(17) illustrates the PC Construction in Korean: a verb appears sentence-initially,
with its twin in the verb's normal position.
(17) ilk-ki-nun
read-Kl-fp

john-i
chayk-ul
John-nom. book-acc.

i1k-ess-ta.
read-ms-SE
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a. 'It is read that John did with a book (not e.g. sell).'
b. 'It is read a book that John did (not. e.g. wash the dishes):
c. ·It is a book that John read
(not. e.g. the newspaper).'
The initial verb is followed by a nominalizer -k! and a focus particle -mill. As the
translation shows, the sentence is three-ways ambiguous as in Haitian languages.
The dependency between the two verbs is unbound as shown in (18) unless a
syntactic island intervenes as in (19) and (20).
(18) i1k-ki-nun

Mary-ka John-i chayk-ul ilk-ess-ta-ko malhavessta.
read-KI-fp M.-nom J.-nom. book-acc. read-tns-SE-Comp said

a. 'It

IS

read that Mary said John did with a book.', b..... c....

(i 9) *i1k-ki-nun

read-Kl-fp

Mary-ka [[ John-i e ilk-un 1 chayk-ulJ chackoissta.
M.-nom
J.-nom. read-P1'E book-acc. is-looking-for

that Mary is looking for a book that John did with:. b.
clause)

c....

(20) *ilk-ki-nun. Mary-ka [John-i ku chayk-ul
ilk-ki-ceneyJ
read-Kl-fp M.-nom. J.-nom. that book-acc. read-KI-before
panwhan-ul yokuhayessta.
recalled
a. 'It is read that .'vIal'\" recalled the book before John did \\ith that book.'.
b..... c~ (adjunct-clause)

Interestinglv. there is a variant of (17) as shown in (21). where both of two
\'erbs occur sentence-internally.
(21)

John-i
John-nom.

i1k-ki-nun
read-Kl-fp

chavk-ul
book-acc

ilk -ess-ta.
read-tns-SE

a. 'It is
that John did with a book (not. e.g. sell).'
b. 'It is '-"7",-,~~".that John did (not. e.g. wash the dishes):
c. ·It is
read (not. e.g. the newspaper).'
This variant is also three-ways ambiguous as shown in the translation. Let us call
(! 7) type as Type I PC Construction and (21) type as Type II PC Construction.

S.2, XP·movement
One possibility to get the island effects in Type I PC construction is to derive Type I
PC Construction from Type II PC construction. by preposing Verb-nominalizer
focus particle complex to the sentence-initial position as in (22).

[V- KI- fp J

1'_ _ _ _ __

l\OW.

consider the pair (23) and (24).

V tense ... J
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(23) [chayk-ul i1k-ki-nun] John-i
book-acc. read-KI-fp John-nom.
'It is LGB that John read.'
(24) John-i

[chayk-ul
i1k-ki-nun]
John-nom. book-acc. read-KI-fp
'It is LGB that John read.'

[LGB-lul
i1k]-ess-ta.
LGB-acc. read-tns-SE
[LGB-lul
ilk ]-ess-ta.
LGB-acc. read-tns-SE

(23) shows that not only a verb but also an Object of that verb can appear in the

sentence-initial position. If Type I PC Construction is derived from Type II PC
construction. the involved movement in deriving (23) from (24) is clearly an
instance of XP movement.
Given this, going back to the pair (17) and (21 J. I suggest that the involved
movement there can also be XP movement. Saito (1991, class lecture) defined a
~
resumptive pronoun as in (25).
(25) X can be a resumptive pronoun iff there is Y such that
i) X and Y are coindexed
ii) X does not ('-command Y.
iii) X is not more referential than Y.
iv) X is a member ofR.
(26) R = the set of "least referential" overt non-anaphoric expressions.
In accord with (25). ellay" 'book' in (24) can be a resumptive expression. ella;:" is
not more referential than LGB: eha."" can be a member of R: ehayk can be
coindexed with LGB: eha;:k does not c-command LGB, assuming the structure
(27) for (24).1
(27)

___VP--V:.....
(Zpr- - - - - yo
VP--- (Z)
NP?----V
~
I
I
I
NP
V (ki)
LGB
read
I
I
II
a book
read
Y
II

X

Now, given that an overt resumptive pronoun can appear in the PC construction, it
is possible to re-represent (21) as in (28) with a covert resumptive pro. (17), then,
is derived from (28) by XP movement as in (29).

I Refer

to Kang (1988) for the assumed structure.
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(28) John-i
John-nom.

[pro i1k-ki-nun]
read-Kl-fp

(29) [pro ilk-ki-nun 1
read-Kl-fp

[chayk-ul ilk]-ess-ta.
book-acc read-tns-SE

John-i
John-nom.

[ chayk-ul
book-acc.

«--- (21)

ilkloess-tao
read-tns-SE
«--- (17»

To be more specific about the categorial feature of the XP. I suggest that it is
NP-shell dominating VP. (24). where the verb ilk- assigns an accusative Case to
its own argument chayk. implies that the verb in the verb-nominalizer complex
retains its verbal feature internally.
(24) John-i [chayk.ul

ilk-ki-nun] [LGB-lul

ilk]-ess-ta.

The contrast between the verb-nominalizer complex in the PC construction and a
lexically nominalized verb 2 as shown in (30) to (33) also indicates this.
(30) 'V [+stative] -ki' in the PC construction

Mary-ka
yeppu-ki-nun
M.-nom.
preny-KI-fp
'Mary IS PRETTY'

yeppu-ta
pretty-SE

(31) *Iexical nominalization of 'V [+stative]

-kj' :

*yeppu-ki: pretty-KI: 'prettiness ('ll'
(32) *modifier + 'V -ki' in the PC construction
*Mary-ka pparun ilk-ki-nun
chayk-u1 i1k-ess-ta.
M -nom. fast
read-Kl-fp
book-acc. read-tns-SE
'intended meaning; Mary did READ A BOOK SO FAST.'
(33) modifier + lexically nominalized 'V-ki' :

a. po-ki: see-Kl: 'example'
b. Mary-nun hangsang parun po-ki-Iul
sayongha-n-ta.
M.-top.
always
right
example-acc. use-NoSE
'Mary always uses a right example.'
(30) shows that in the PC construction -ki can be attached to a [+stative] verb,
while (31) shows that -ki cannot nominalize a [+stati ve 1 verb lexically. While a
lexically-nominalized verb can be modified by nominal modifiers such as
adjectives, relative clauses, numerals as in (33), modifying a verb with -ki in the
PC construction, results in an ungrammatical sentence as in (32).

2)

borrowed the criteria for a lexically nominalized verb from Yoon (1989).
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On the other hand, the external distribution of the verb-nominalizer complex in
the PC construction, such as occurring in an NP-position and taking nominal
morphologies such as delimiters (focus particles), suggests that the verb
nominaJizer complex in the PC construction acts as a nominal with respect to its
external category. This mixed property of the verb-nominalizer complex in the PC
construction. that is. the internally verbal and externally nominal property can be
captured structurally as in (34), by adopting the NP-shell structure in the sense of
Kang (1988).
(34)

VP

/--V'
NP,/"'"

- - - - V'
NP .....--- V

Vp ........ - - N
/--.
I
NP
V
ki
I
I

a book

I

I

LGB

read

read

5.4. Focus operator Movement
So far, I argued that if Type I PC construction is derived from Type II PC
construction. the involved movement can be analyzed as movement of XP with a
(cloven resumptive pronoun rather than movement of the head level category.
In this section. I argue that the three-way ambiguity shown in the PC
construction can be captured by the focus operator movement.
It is argued in Yang (973). Kim (1989). Nishigauchi (1986,1990), Watanabe
(1991) that a quantifier in Korean and Japanese consists of an indeterminate
expression and a particle as shown in (35) and that this particle gives a
quantificational force to the whole noun phrase.
(35)

a quantifier
dare-ka 'someone'
dare-mo 'everyone'
nani-mo 'anything'
(Japanese)
nwukwu-nka 'someone'
nwukwu-na 'everyone'
amwu-Io 'anybody'
(Korean)

an indeterminate

a particle

<--<--<---

dare
dare
nam

-ka
-mo
-mo

<--<--<---

nwukwu
nwukwu
amwu

-na
-to

-nka

Based on this, Watanabe (1991), proposing the internal structure (36) for a
quantifier, argued that the particle as a head of DP determines what kind of an
operator appears in the DP spec and this null operator in the DP spec actually does
the semantic job for a quantifier.
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(36)

op
00----0'
.
QP----O
I
I
indertenninate particle

(Watanabe 1991)

Extending this analysis to the PC construction, I suggest that a focus particle
gives a quantificational focus force to the whole projection. In the structure <37 J. a
focus particle as a head of OP will motivate a focus operator in the spec of OP and
this focus operator will do a semantic job.
OP
Op'-- - - 0'
I
[+focusJ .._____
~P-- -~ D
VP

:\

fp

/"-....L
Suppose that the focus operator can be coindexed with a verb. with a whole VP. or
with J resumptive object. In addition. suppose that. for the appropriate
interpretation. this focus operator should be in the spec of a Focus Phrase (FP). or
more generally Polarity Phra,e in terms of Culicover \ 1991). in accord with a
focus-criterion in (38!3;~
\38) The Focus-Criterion lor The Polarity-Criterion I
A. A focu';-operator must be in a spec-head cont'iguration with an X [+focus].
B. An X [+focus] must be in a spec-head configuration with a focus-operator.

Borrowing forrnats from Larson and Lefebvre (1990). the LF representation of the
,entence (21) will be (39a), with its interpretation (39b) and the mapping to focus
and presuppos>tlon (39c).
(21) John-i
John-nom.

i1k-kl-nun
read-KI-fp

chayk-ul
book-acc

i1k-ess-ta_
read-tns-SF

·It is read that John did with a book (nO!, c. \!.. sell L'
b. 'It is r;;(j a book that John did (not. e.g. wash the dishes).'
c. 'It is a book that John read (not. e.g. the newspaper),'

.ISee Rizzi ( 1991) for THE WH-CRITERION.
4Alternauvcly, movement of the focus operator is motivated by focus-feature
checking in terms of the Checking Theory in Chomsky (1992),
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(39) a. [FP 0Pi [ ... ti·ai···]]
b. [xi; Xi = Op ] [ ... Xi··aj ... )
c. Opj
=Q-RESTRICTION
,,,xi .aj.. (for some xi) = Q-SCOPE

=

FOCUS
PRESUPPOSITION

The reading of (21) will vary from (2) a) to (21 c) in accord with the choice of ai
which ranges over the set {a verb. a resumptive object. a VP).
Positing the focus operator and its movement to the spec of the FP to explain
the three-way ambiguity of the PC construction, has another welcome result in
capturing the island effects in Type n PC construction as in (40) and (41), where
nothing moves overtly.
(40) ?*Mary-ka [[ John-i

ilk-ki-nun ilk-un ] chayk-ul] chacko-iss-ta.
M.-nom J.-nom. read-Kl-fp read-PNE book-acc. is-looking-for
'It is read that Mary is looking for a book that John did with:
(relative clause)

(41) 1*Mary-ka [John-i

iIk-ki-nun chayk-ul ilk-ki-ceney]
M.-nom J.-nom. read-KI-fp book-acc read-ki-before
panwhan-ul yokuhayessta
recalled
·It is read that Mary recalled the book before John did with that book.'
(adjunct clause)

In fact. the island effects shown in (40) and (41) are more general phenomena
related with c1efting without overt movement. Huang (1982) observed that the
clefted element may not occur within a relative clause or a sentential subject as in
(42) and (43).
(42) *[wo xihuan [shi Zhangsan mai de gou))
I like
FM
. buy DE dog
'*1 like dog that it is Z. that bought: (relative clause)
lai J mei guanxi]
(43) *[[Zhangsan shi mingtian
Z.
FM tomorrow come no matter
'*That it is tomorrow that Z. will come does not matter.' (sentential subject)
(44) and (45) show that the same fact holds in Korean.
(44) ,!?Mary-ka [John-i ku chayk-un i1k-ki-ceney] panwhan-u] yokuhayessta
M.-nom J.-nom. that book-fp read-ki-before recalled
'Mary recalled the book before John read THAT BOOK: (adjunct clause)
chayk-ul] chacko-iss-ta.
(45) '!?Mary-ka [[ John-un ilk-un]
M.-nom
lAp
read-PNE book-acc. is-looking-for
'Mary is looking for a book that JOHN read' (relative clause)
The ungrammalicality of the sentences (42-45) is due to movement of the focus
operator out of an island.
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Assuming the same sort of the focus operator movement in Type I PC
t.:onstruction too.5 I suggest that the variation between Type I PC construction and
Type II PC construction comes from the optionality of the condition (46).
(46) A quantificational operator. its associated D head, and an indetermmate
expression all have to be directly (not through a trace) related at SS.
(Watanabe 1991)6

Suppose that the condition is nn. After movement of the focus operator at SS. the
rest of DP with the D head and the indeterminate expression (VP with a semantic
variable in it) should then adjoin \0 the operator at S-structure. This will result in
Type I PC construction with overt movement of DP (dominating VP). On the other
hand. suppose that the condition is off. After movement of the focus operator at
SS, the rest of DP will adjoin to the operator at LF. This will result in Type II PC
construction with covert movement of DP. Alternatively, the variation between
Type I PC construction and Type II PC construction is due to scrambling of DP in
Type I PC construction. even though this analvsis is hard to be extended to the non
scrambling languages.

6. Summary
In Korean, there are two types of PC construction. I argued that the three way
ambiguity of these two types of PC construction can be captured by positing
movement of the focus operator in the spec of DP. I suggested that the variation
between Type I PC construction and Type II PC construction is due to the
optionality of the condition (46) or due to scrambling. In any case. the involved
movement, I argued, can be analyzed as movement of XP with a (c Jovert
resumptive pronoun rather than movement of the head level category. It is an
interesting open question to be worked on whether the PC construction in Vata and
Haitian Creole. which is similar to Type I PC construction in Korean, can be
argued to be derived from the structure similar to Type II PC construction in
Korean.
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L 'ntroduction

The topic of this paper is Japanese suru constructions. There are two types
of suru 'do' constructions: incorporated and unincorporated forms, as in (1). The
verbal noun (VN) and suru form a morphological word in the incorporated form. In
the unincorporated form, a verbal noun phrase is marked by accusative. o.
(I)

Incorporated form:
Taroo ga Hanako ni bara ;) PUREZENTD-suru.
NOM
to rose Ace
present-do
b. Unincorporated form:
Taroo ga Hanako ni [bara no PlJREZEl'.IO] 0 suru.
NOM
to rose GEN present ACC do
'Taroo presents roses to Hanako.'
This paper concerns the unincorporated form. As in (2). [here are three different
ideas concerning the semantic weight of suru in the unincorporated form.
8_

(2)

(i) VN-o ~ = heavy
(e.g. Terada, 1990)
(ii) VN-o ~ ""light
(e.g. Yamamoto. 1992)
(iii) VN-o lJllJ4 = either light or heavy
(e.g. Grimshaw and Mester. 1988)
I will opt for the first possibility that suru is a heavy verb.
The outline of the paper is as follows. First, I will review Grimshaw and
Mester's (1988) Transfer Hypothesis and point out its problem. Second. I will
show that aspect plays a significant role in characterizing the unincorporated suru
construction (which I will simply refer to as suru constructions hereafter). Third. I
will provide evidence that the suru construction is a control structure.

1.1. Transfer Hypothesis
a-marking obeys strict locality. Thus, for example, the head of an NP is not
allowed to assign a a-role outside its domain, as schematized in (3).
(3) (Grimshaw and M.ester, 1988: 2(6)
NP

1::

[N1NP
II

NP
1

]vp

Japanese has produc:tive instances of what looks like a.1
in (3).

insfanc~

of fhe a-marking

(4)

Taroo ga murabao ni [ookami ga kuru to no KEIKOKt.'j 0 shi-ta.
NOM villagers to wolf NOM come COMP GE.l\I warning Ace do-PAST
'Taroo warned the villagers that the wolf was coming.'
In (4), the verb, suru 'do', somehow lets the head of its direct object a-mark its
clausal NPs. To account for such a complex predicate formation, Grimshaw and
Mester (198B) posit the Transfer Hypothesis: when a Sino-Japanese nominal is
taken as the head of an Object of suru, some or all of the arguments of the nominal
are transferred into the argument structure of suru, as exemplified in (5).
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(5)
a. KEIKOKU
'warning'
(Agent, Goal, Theme)
b. suru
'do'
( ) <acc>
c. KEIKOKU
'warning'
(Theme) + suru (Agent, Goal) <acc>
Grimshaw and Mester (1988) then claim that there are three generalizations or
constraints imposed on Transfer, as in (6).
(6) (Grimshaw and Mester 1988: 215)
(0 At least one argument apan from the subject must be outside the NP
(ii) The subject must always be outside the NP
(iii) For Nouns that take a Theme and a Goal, if the Theme argument is
realized outside NP, the Goal must also be realized outside NP

1.2. Problem of the Transfer Hypothesis
The basic problem of the Transfer Hypothesis is that it has a very limited
application in accounting for suru-constructions: it can account only for those with
ditransitive and some transitive VN's. In other words, the Transfer Hypothesis
does not account for why the suru-construction is incompatible with unaccusatives,
as in (70, psycho verbal nouns, as in (7ii), and also with certain verbal nouns, such
as (7iii). It does not really explain why a PP cannot be inside the Pred NP, as in
(7iv). It does not account for why when an argument is realized inside the
accusative-marked Pred(icational) NP, the whole NP functions as an Object of
suru, as in (8i), while when no argument is realized inside the domain, the NP fails
to function as an Object of suru, as in (8ii). Also, the Transfer Hypothesis does not
explain why the Subject of suru must always be an Agent, as seen from the
ungrammaticality of the sentences in (9); and given this fact, it does not explain
why the external argument of verbal nouns is always phonologically null.

(7)
(i) *Kodomo ga [TANJOO] 0

shi-ta.
child NOM birth ACC dO-PAST
'The child was born.'
(ii) *Hanako ga Taroo no kooi
ni [KANlX>Oj 0 shi-ta.
NOM
GEN kindness to delight
ACC dO-PAST
'Hanako was delighted with Taroo's kindness:
(iii) ?*Nisoo wa ryooseitachi kara [sono zasshi no BOSSHlJuj 0 shi-ta.
nun TOP dorm-students from that magazine GEN confiscation ACC dO-PAST
'The nun confiscated the magazine from the students in the dormitory.
(iv) *Taroo ga [Tokyo e no RYOKOOj 0 shita.
NOM
to GEN travel ACC dO-PAST
'Taroo made a trip to Tokyo.'
(8) (i) [+Passivizationj
Taroo ga murabito ni [ookamj ~a kuru to DO KEIKOKU) 0
shi-ta.
NOM villagers to wolf NOM come COMP GEN warning ACC dO-PAST
(ii) [-Passivizationj
Taroo ga murabito ni ookami ga kuru to [KEIKOKUl 0 shi-ta.
NOM villagers to wolf NOM come COMP warning ACC dO-PAST
'Taroo warned the villagers that the wolf was coming.'
(9) (Terada, 1990: 108-111)
a. Goal Subject:
*Hironaka hakase wa nooberu shoo no JUSHOO 0 shi-ta.
docter TOP Nobel prize GEN receiving ACC dO-PAST
'Dr. Hironaka received a Nobel prize.'
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b. Instrument Subject:
*Dainamaito ga gunjikichi no BAKUHA 0 shira.
base GE.."l blasting ACC dO-PAST
dynamite NOM
'Dynamite blasted the military base.'
(10)

a. VN =*Unaccusatives *Psycho-predicates, and cenain (aspectual) types
b. *[ PP VN]
c. r NP VN] = OBJ
d. [0 VN] '" *0BJ
e. [EC VNj
<ex!>
g. Agent [ VNJ-o suru
In the rest of the paper. I will attempt to account for all the facts listed in
(10). I will show that suru imposes on the Pred NP an aspectual constrain that its
event type can only be Activity (accounting for (lOa,b». I will then demonstrate
that the suru construction is a Control Structure (accounting for (I Qe,g» and that
there are two types of suru contrOl constructions: one is bi-predicational and the
other is mono-predicational (accounting for (lOc,d».

2. Internal Structure of the Pred !'IP
To demonstrate that aspect plays a significant role in characterizing the suru
constructions. I will examine the internal structure of the Pred NP. Unlike
Grimshaw and Mester (1988) who are concerned with how many arguments can be
realized outside Pred NP, I will be concerned with the internal structure of the Pred
NP. which can contain at most one (non-null) argument.! My speculation is that the
Pred NP is sensitive to the situation type of VN's, Based on Pustejovsky's (1992)
Templetic Sub-event Analysis, I hypothesize that suru imposes an aspectual
constraint on the Pred NP that only Process (Activity) can be its event type. Thus,
the Pred NP is incompatible with States and Transitions (Le. Accomplishments and
Achievements). In other words, the Pred NP cannot contain any element which
specifies a state or a natural end-point. Thus, as in (11). psycho VN's, whose event
type is State, cannot head Pred NP's.
(11 )

*Takashi wa Noboru no kooi ni [KANDOO] 0 shi-ra.
TOP
GEN kindness to delight ACC dO-PAST
. Takashi was delighted with Noboru's kindness.'
Also. as seen in (12), the V~'s whose event type is Transition cannot head Pred

NP·s.
(12)

a.(Achievement)
*Sooridaijin
ga [SHlBOOj 0 shi-ta.
prime minister NOM death ACC dO-PAST
The Prime minister died
b. (Accomplishment)
"'Terorisuto ga [daijin
no SATSUGAl] 0 shi-ta.
ACC dO'PAST
terrorist NOM minister GEN assassin
Terrorists assassinated a minister:
However, TransitIOn type VN's could be allowed to head Pred NP's if they do not
bring into the Pred NP's end-points which typically correspond to PP's, as in (13).
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(13)

a. Taroo ga Tokyo ni [RYOKOO] 0 sm-ta.
NOM
to
travel ACC dO-PAST
b. *Taroo ga [Tokyo e no RYOKOO] 0 shita.
NOM
to GEN travel ACC dO-PAST
'Taroo made a trip to Tokyo.'
And, as is clear from (14), the VN's whose event type is Process have no problem
in heading Pred NP's.
(14)

Taroo ga [kuruma no UNfEN] 0 shi-ta.
NOM car GEN driving ACC dO-PAST
'Taroo drove a car.'

2.1. Application of Pustejovsky's (1992) Templetic Model
In accounting for Event Structure of predicates, phrases, and sentences,
Pustejovsky (1992) postulates a representational model which consists of three
different templates: S(tate )-template, P(rocess)-template, and T(ransition)-template
which consists of a P-node denoting a process and an S-node denoting change of a
state. Examples of these templates are listed from (15) to (17).2
(IS) State:
a. The door is closed. (Pustejovsky, 1992: 57)
b. ES:
S

I

e
LCS':
LCS:

I

[closed(the-door)]
[closed(the-door)]

(16) Process:
a. Mary pushed the can. (Pustejovsky, 1992: 59)
b.ES:

L

el .... en

LCS':
LCS:

[act(m, the-cart) & move(the-cart)p
cause(lact(m, the-cart)], [move(the-cart)])

(17) Transition (Accomplishment):
a. Mary built a house. (Pustejovsky, 1992: 60)
b.ES:
~

I

I

LCS': [act(m, y) & ....,house(y)]
[house(y)]4
LCS: cause([act(m, y)], become(house(y)))

2.1.1. Non-Problematic Cases
Examples from (18) to (20) show how Pustejovsky's temple tic approach
can be applied to accounting for the Event Structure of the Pred NP. I will provide
no explanation for those non-problematic cases. s What is essentially shown by
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these examples is that the Pred NP is compatible with a P-template but not with an

S- or T-template.
(18) State:

a. '" Hanakoj ga [ECi Taroo no KENO] 0 sum.
NOM
GEN hate ACC do
'Hanako hates Taroo.'
b.
[EC; Taroo no KENO]
EC:

f

e
LCS':

I

[hate(h, I)]

(19) Transition (Accomplishment):

a. '"TerorisUlo; ga [EC; daijin no SATSUGAI] 0 shi-ta.
terrorist NOM
minister GEN assassin Ace dO-PAST
'Terrorists assassinated a minister.'
[ECi daijin no SATSUGAI]
b.

EC:

f~

LCS': [act(t, m) & -.dead(m] [dead(m)]
(20) Process:

a. Tarooj ga [EC; kuruma no UNTEN] 0 shi-ta.
NOM
car GEN driving ACC dO-PAST
'Taroo drove a car:
b.
[ECi kuruma no UNTENJ
ES:

A

4:::en
LCS': [act(t, the-car) & move(the-car)]
2.1.2. Problematic Cases
A few problematic cases are discussed in this section. First, the event type
of, what I call, R YOKOO (travel)-type VN's can be either Activity or
Accomplishment, depending on whether their arguments which specify directional
end-points are included in the event structure or not. 6 In other words, I assume that
the activity and its associated end-point of these VN's are detachable. As in (21),
this detachability accounls for why TRAVEL-type VN's can head Pred NP's if their
Goal arguments are not realized inside Pred NP's.
(21)

a. Taroo; ga Tokyo ni [ECi RYOKOO] 0
shi-ta.
NOM
to
travel ACC dO-PAST
'Taroo made a trip to Tokyo.'
b.EC:
.-L-~

~
I

[EC; RYOKOO]

LCS':

I

[travel(t)]

<P,T>7

I

Tokyo ni

I

[at(/, Tokyo)]
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Second, although I represent, what I call, AlSEKI(table-sharing)-type VN's
in the same manner as TRAVEL-type VN's. as in (22), their Commitant arguments
do not specify natural end-points,S
(22)
a. Tarooi ga Hanako to [ECi AlSEKI]
0
shi·ta.
NOM
with
table-sharing ACC dO-PAST
Taroo shared a table with Hanako.'
b.EC:
~

~

,
[ECi I AlSEKl]

~,T>

I

HanjO to

LCS': [table-share(r)]
[with(t, Hanako)]
Thus, their event compositions may appear to be irrelevant to aspect.
However, Talmy's (1991) notion of Action Correlating enables me to account for
their event composition in the same manner as TRAVEL-type VN's. Talmy (1991)
claims that there are five types of events all of which have the same single semantic
structure, as exemplified in (23 ).9
(23) Motion:
a. The bottle floated into the cave. (Talmy, 1991: 488)
b. [the bottle MOVED
in to
the cave] DURING WHICH [it floated]
Figure
Activating Path
Ground
Supporting Event
Process
Among the five event types, what is relevant to us is Action Correlating, an
example of which is seen in (24).
(24) (Talmy. 1991: 506)
a. I played the melody together with him.
b. [I ACTed IN-CONCERT-WITH him] CONSTITUTED-BY [I played the melody]
Figure Activating
Path
Ground
Supporting Event
Process
An important thing in (24) is that the second agency, him, can function as a Ground
or an end-point in the same sense as the culminative point, the cave in (23). In other
words, if we follow the spirit of Talmy's (1991) framework, both Commitant and
Goal can be regarded as an end-point. Treating the Commitant of AISEKI 'table
sharing' as an end-point, my P-template hypothesis can account for why the
AlSEKHype verbal noun can head a Pred NP if it does not realize the Commitant PP
inside the Pred NP.
Third, what I call SHUURI(repair)-type VN's may be problematic.l O These
VN's are Accomplishments; thus they should assume a T-template which consists
of a P-node denoting an activity and an S-node denoting change of a state brought
about by such an activity. Importantly, these two sub-events are non-detachable
(Smith, 1991). Despite the fact that these VN's have pairs of non-detachable sub
events, theys can head Pred NP's, as in (25).
(25)
Taroo ga [kuruma no SHUURJ] 0 shi-ta.
NOM
car GEN repair ACC do-PAST
Taroo repaired the car:
Thus, these VN's seem to constitute counter-evidence for my P-template
hypothesis. However, I argue that they do not because when these VN's head Pred
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NPs, they necessarily assume Process readings instead of Transition readings.
Evidence for this process-reading is Perfective Paradox (e.g. Singh, 1991), which
is exemplified by the semantic congruity of (26b) in contrast with the semantic
incongruity of (26a).
(26)

a. VN-suru:
... Taroo wa kuruma 0 SHUURI-shi-ta ga SHUURI deki-nakat-ta.
TOP car ACC repair-do-PAST but repair-can-NEG-PAST
'Taroo repaired the car but (he) could not repair (it).'
b. VN-o suru:
Taroo wa [kuruma no SHUURIj 0 shi-ta ga
TOP car GEN repair ACC dO-PAST but
SHUURI-deki-nakat-ta.
repair-can-NEG- PAST
'Taroo repaired the car but (he) could not repair (it).'
The reason why the unincorporated suru form has such Perfective Paradox is
simple. The initial clause in (26b) does not, as pan of its meaning, denote the state
of a car having been repaired; rather it denotes the activity which is supposed 10
have led to its completion. This activity, however, did not reach its end-point; this
failure was expressed by the second clause. In other words, unincorporated suru is
able to force the Pred NP to assume a P-template reading. Consequently. the VN's,
such as SHUURI 'repair' do not constitute counter-evidence for my P-template
hypothesis.

3. Summary
The P-template imposed on the Pred NP can provide the suru construction with
an essential characterization. First, being incompatible with (change of) a state, this
P-template must have a syntactically oven Volitional Actor who can carry out the
semantic content of the P-template; and this requirement is imposed as the Agent
requirement for the matrix Subject. Second, because a PP-attachment brings about
an event shift of Transition, the P-template accounts for why a PP cannot stay
inside the Pred NP, a fact which Grimshaw and Mester (1988) hold as following
from the flI'St generalization in (6). Third, because a Theme argument need not incur
an event shift, the P-tempJate accounts for why Theme can be inside the Pred NP,
the very fact which leads Grimshaw and Mester (1988) to claim (erroneously) that
the third generalization in (6) involves the Thematic Role Hierarchy. Founh, the P
template accounts for why even Theme cannot be inside the Pred NP when a VN
specifies the event type of Transition.

4. Control
Showing that Grimshaw and Mester's (1988) first and third generalizations
concern not Thematic Role or the Argument Structure of the Pred NP but Aspect or
the Event Structure of the Pred NP, I will demonstrate that the second
generalization in (6) has to do with the fact that the suru construction is a Control
Structure (cf. Matsumoto, 1992). Prerequisites of this Control Hypothesis are (i)
that suru is not thematically empty as Grimshaw and Mester (l988) claim and (ii)
that the external argument of the VN which functions as an embedded predicate is
not lexically suppressed as Grimshaw's (1990) A-adjunct Hypothesis advocates.
To demonso'ate that the suru construction is none other than a Control Structure, I
will also examine the propenies of the null-subject of the Pred NP and show that
the null-subject has predominantly [+anaphoric] properties.

4.1. Classification of Suru-Constructions
(27) lists all the suru constructions; both the incorporated fonn (type 0) and
the unincorporated forms (types I, 2, and 3). As for type I, although I do not
provide evidence here, it involves neither result nominals nor complex event
nominals but simple event nominals, which are non-predicational (cf. Grimshaw,
1990). As for type 2 and type 3, mono-predicational type 3 differs from bi
predicational type 2 in two respects. First, the Pred NP of type 3 does not realize
any (non-null) argument inside its domain. Second, as seen in (28), the accusative
marked NP does not behave like a legitimate Object in that it fails to undergo
various syntactic processes. These two facts suggest that the Pred NP of type 3 is
not an independent syntactic constituent but part of a word-formation with suru.
(27)
a.
Suru-Constructions

(fYPCo~ ~VN-o suru

Vl'-suru

/~

Non-Control Sura
(VN=Non-Predicate)
,
Type I

Control Suru
(VN=Predicate)

Bi-Predica~ ~o-Predicalional
I

Type 2

I

Type 3

b.
(i) Type 0:

Ya
ga mato ni MEICHYUU-SUTU.
arrow NOM target 10
hit-do
'An arrow hits a target.'
(ii) Type 1:
Taroo ga tenisu 0 sum.
NOM tennis ACC do
'TaTOO plays tennis.'
(iii) Type 2:
Tarooj ga [ECj Ainu-go
no KENKYUUJ 0 suru.
NOM
language GEN research ACC do
'Taroo studies the Ainu language.'
(Iv) Type 3
a. Tarooj ga Tokyo ni [ECj RYOKOO] 0 shi-ta.
NOM
10
travel ACC dO-PAST
'Taroo made a trip to Tokyo.'
(28)
(i) Scrambling:

*[ECj RYOKOO] 0 Tarooj ga Tokyo ni shi-ta.
NOM
to dO-PAST
travel ACC
'Taroo made a trip to Tokyo.'
(ii) Passivization:
*[ECj RYOKOO] ga Tarooj niyotte Tokyo ni s-are-ta.
by
to dO-PASS-PAST
travel NOM
'(lit.)A trip was made by Taroo to Tokyo.'
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4.2, Evidence for Control
The main evidence for control has to do with the Projection Principle, as
exemplified in (29).
(29)
a. suru (x
(y»)
Agent Theme
b. KENKYUU 'research'
(x
(y»
Agent Theme
c. Tarooj ga [Eej Ainu-go no KENKYUUj 0 suru.
NOM
language GEN research ACC do
'Taroo studies the Ainu-language.'
First, as for the Argument Structure of suru, we have already seen Terada's
(1990) examples in (9) which suggest that suru licenses Agent as an external
argument. Also, the Pred NP of type 2 behaves as a legitimate Object NP, as clear
from (30), indicating thus that the NP is associated with the internal Theme
argument of suru. Hence, sum must be associated with the Argument Structure of
<Agent Theme>.
(30)
(i) Scrambling:
[Eej Ainu-go
no KENKYUU] 0 Tarooj ga shi-ta.
language GEN research ACC
I'OM dO-PASl
'Taroo studied the Ainu languge.'
(ti) Passivization:
[Eej Ainu-go
no KENKYUU] ga Tarooj niyone s-are-ta.
language GEN research NOM
by dO-PASS-PAS r
'The Ainu language was studied by Taroo.'
Second, VN's are also associated with external arguments. In (31), the VN
IS prefixed by the Subject honorific, go-. The presence of go- indicates that the VN
phrases must have Subjects (which may be pro). The obligatory presence of
Subjects, in tum, suggests that at the level of Argument Structure, VN's are
associated with lexically unsuppressed external arguments.
(31 )
a. Sensei no seito no go-HI HAN.
teacher GEN student GEN HON-biame
'The teacher's blame of the student.'
b. ·Seito no sensei no gO-HIHAN.
student GEN teacher GEN HON-biame
'The student's blame of the teacher.'
~. pro seito
no go-HIHAN.
student GEN HON-biame
'(some honorable)pro's blame of the student.'
(y»
d. HIHAN 'blame' (x
Agent Theme
The nominal adjunct clauses in (32) are another piece of evidence. When
VN's are suffixed by aspectual markers, such as chuu 'while', arguments of VN's
can be case-marked verbally. The presence of the nominative-marked external
arguments in (32) suggests that the VN is associated with an external argument at
the level of Argument Structure.
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(32) (cf. !ida, 1987)
a go-KENKYUU-chuu.
Hakasej ga Ainu-go
NOM language ACC HON-research-during
boogai
shi-ta.
ichi-seito ga kenkyuu a
one-student NOM research Ace sabotage dO-PAST
'While the scholar had been studying the Ainu language, a student sabotaged
his research.'
Thus, VN's are associated with external arguments and so is suru. The fact that out
of these two external arguments, only one is phonologically realized is an indication
that type 2 is a control structure.

4.3. Anaphoric Null-subject
Showing further that the type 2 construction involves control. I will
examine the binding feature of the controlled null-subject. I will employ
coreferential possibiliry, split antecedent, and sloppy identification as tests. These
tests are listed from (33) to (35). all of which indicate the anaphoric nature of the
controlled null-subject.

4.3.1. In Type 2
First, as for coreferential relationship, the controlled null-subject exhibits a
prototypical characteristic of [+anaphor] in that, as seen in (33). it has the closest
(Subject) argument as a controller while having no possibility of an arbitrary
reading.
(33)
Hanako} wa [Tarooi ga IECjJ*jI*k Ainu-go no KEl'<'KYUU] 0 suru] to it-tao
lDP
NOM
language GEN research ACC do COMP say-PAST
'Hanako said that Taroo was going to study the Ainu-language.'
Second. a split antecedent test also indicates that the controlled null-subject
is [+anaphorJ. The test I employ is a kyoodooUoint)-test. The prefixization of
kyoodoo- forces the null-subject of the VN to find a split antecedent. Unlike (34b).
the possibility of a split antecedent is ruled out in (34a) where kyoodoo- is prefixed
to the VN which heads a matrix Object; an indication of this is that the controlled
null-subject of the Object Pred NP is an anaphor.
(34)
a. *Hanakoj ga Taroo} ni [ECi+} IEC Ainu-go
no KENKYUU] no
NOM
to
language GEN research GEN
kyoodooi+) -1ElAN] 0 shi-ta.
joint-proposal ACC dO-PAST
'Hanako made to Taroo a joint-proposal (with Taroo) of studying the Ainu
language:
b. HanakOi ga Taroo) ni [ECi [ECi+) Ainu-go
no kyoodooi+j -KENKYUU]
NOM
to
language GEN
joint-research
no 1EJAN] 0 shi-ta.
GEN proposal ACC dO-PAST
'Hanako made to TaTOO a proposal of a joint-research (with Taroo) on the
Ainu-language.'
The last test for the binding feature of the controlled null-subject is sloppy
identification. As seen in (35), the type 2 suru construction does not allow a strict
reading. That is sore 'that' in the second clause can refer only to the predicate but
not the proposition of the Pred NP, providing further evidence for the [+anaphoric]
status of the controlled null-subject.
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(35)

a. Tarc)oj ga [ECj Ainu-~o no KENKYUU] 0 si, Hanako mo ~ 0 shi-ta.
NOM
language GEN research ACC do
too that ACC dO-PAST
'Taroo studied the Ainu-language and so did Hanako.'
h. Tarooj ga murabito ni [ECj ookami ~a kuru to no KEIKOKU] 0 si,
NOM villagers to
wolf NOM come COMP GEN warning ACC do
Hanako rno ~ 0
shi-ta.
too that ACC dO-PAST
Taroo warned the villagers that the wolf was corning and so did Hanako.'

4.3.2. In Type 3
Because of restructuring (Rizzi, 1982; Burzio, 1986), from the morpho
syntactic point of view the type 3 suru construction can be viewed as mono
predicational. A question to ask, is whether control is still retained in this type of
suru construction? There are two tests, i.e., double-honorific marking and sloppy
idenJijication, which do not clearly indicate the presence of such a control structure
because they are sensitive to word-formation. The other tests, however, suggest the
presence of the control structure even in type 3. I will simply list these tests in (36).
(36)
(i) Projection Principle: An Indication of [+Control]
a. suru (x
(y))
Agent Theme
b. RYOKOO 'traveling'
(x

(y))

Agent Goal
~ji)

Double Dependence (Burzio, 1986: 328-330): An Indication of [+Control]
???Moodookenj ga Tokyo ni [ECj RYOKOOj 0 shi-ta.
to
travel Ace dO-PAST
guide-dog NOM
'A guide-dog made a trip to Tokyo.'

(iii) Double Honorijication: Non-applicable
???Shachooj ga Tokyo ni [ECj go-RYOKOOj 0 nas-are-ta.
to
HON-travel ACC dO-HON-PAST
president NOM
'The president made a trip to Tokyo.'
(iv) Coreferential Possibilities: An Indication of [+Anaphoric Control]
Hanakoj ga [Tarooj ga Tokyo ni [ECiI*jI*k RYOKOO] 0 suru] to it-tao
NOM
NOM
to
travel ACC do COMP say-PAST
'Hanako said that Taroo would make a trip to Tokyo.'
(v) Split Antecedent: An Indication of [+Anaphoric Control]
*Hanakoj ga [Tarooj ga Tokyo ni [ECj+j RYOKOO] 0 suru] to it-tao
NOM
NOM
to
travel ACC do COMP say-PAST
'(lit.)Hanako said that Taroo would make a trip to Tokyo together.'
(vi) Sloppy Identification: Non-applicable!!
???Tarooj ga Tokyo ni [ECj RYOKOO] 0 si, Hanako mo ~ 0 shi-ta.
NOM
to
travel ACC do
too that ACC dO-PAST
'Taroo made a trip to Tokyo, so did Hanako.'
In sum, the controlled null-subject in type 2 and type 3 is an anaphor which
should have the following feature specification. 12
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(37)

([ +9-markedJ,f-Casel. [+Governed (by suru»), [+Anaphoric] J
5. Conclusion
In this paper, after pointing out the problem with Grimshaw and Mester's
(1988) Transfer Hypothesis, I have shown that aspect plays a significant role in
characterizing the unincorpomted suru construction. That is, by focusing on the
internal structure of the accusative-marked Predicational NP, I have shown that this
NP cannot contain any element which specifies a Slate or an end-point. In the
second half of the paper, I have shown that the unincorpomted suru construction is
a control structure and that there are two types of control suru constructions: mono
predicational and bi-predicational constructions. Employing several tests, I have
then shown that the controlled null-subjects in these constructions have
predominantly +anaphoric1propenies. 13

r

Endnotes
I Due to !he limitation in space, I am not able to demonslI'llte !hal !he internal structure of !he
Pred NP is nOI sensitive to Case, Themalic Role, and Grammmical Funclion.
2 In !hese examples, LCS' is Pustejovsky's (1992) rendition of lexical conceptual struCture and
LCS is Dowty's (1979).
3 The notation "&" signifies !he simultaneity oflhe two co-joined events: Mary's action on !he
can and Ihe movement of Ihe cart.
4 In (17), m(Mary) acted on y(house) and Ihis action brought about '..,house(y)' into Ihe state of
'oouse(y)'.
5 In Ihese representations, I assume !hat !he Pred NP has a conU'olled null-subject whose semantic
content is provided by Ihe coindexed mauix Subject.
6 SHUCCHOO business-trip' and OORAIBU 'driving' are olher examples of Ihis type.
7 The PP, <P, T> denotes a function from a process to a U'ansition (Pustejovsky, 1992:63).
8 KISU 'kiss', KAIGOO 'meeting', and SHOODAN 'negotiating' are olher examples of !his type.
9 Five Event Types (Talmy, 1991: 480):
Motion:
e,g. The ball rolled in:
Change of State:
e,g. The candle blew OW:.
Temporal Contouring:
e.g. They talked on:
Action Correlating:
e.g. 'She sang along:
Realization:
e.g. The police hunted Ihe figure down:
10 KENCHIKU 'building' and SEKKEI 'designing' are other exmples for Ihis type.
11 The Pred NP is non-referential; hence, sore '!hat' cannot refer to Ihe NP.
12 I assume Ihatlhis controlled null-subject is PRO, which is base-generated at Spec NP position;
hence it is [+9-marked]. To avoid nominal case, PRO moves to Spec DP; hence it is assigned
nei!her nominal case nor verbal case (i.e. [-Case]). Although PRO is nOl governed by an N since it
moved out of Ihe domain of !he N; it is govened from outside by suru. Thus PRO is governed.
This PRO always finds !he subject of Ihe immediately dominant clause as an antecedent; hence it
is [+anaphor].
13 Due to Ihe limitation in space, 1 am not able to provide formal analyses of type 2 and 3 suru
consu-uctlons. The analyses I have in mind !real suru as a control verb, which optionally involves
restructuring. Besides restructuring. which is represented by Abstract Incorporation (Baker, 1988),
my analyses crucially depend on Ihe P(rocess)-template, Double-accusative-Constrainl. and yp.
adjunction, accounting for !he suru constructions mostly in syntax.
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Temporal Ad\'erbials in Japanese
Yoichi Miyamoto
Unh'ersity of Connecticut

1. Introduction
In this paper, I examine Japanese temporal adverbial clauses, as exemplified
in (I):

(1) Mary-ga [John-ga kuru-mae-ni] kaetta.
-nom
-nom come-before left
'Mary left before John came. I
Miyamoto (1993) argues that there is Op-movement involved within temporal
adverbial clauses. parallel to Larson's (1987, 1990) anaJysis of their English
counterparts. A piece of evidence presented there for the Op-movement hy
pothesis comes from contrasts like the one in (2):

(2)a. John-ga [ADv[Mary-ga rBilll-ga kurudaroo-to] yosoositeita]
-nom
-nom
-nom come-will-that predicted
-mae-nil karel-o
New York-de mikaketa.
before him -acc
in saw
'John saw Billl in NY [before Mary predicted that hel would
come]
b. John-ga [ADv[Mary-ga INP[BiI1l-ga kurudaroo-toyuu]
-nom
-nom
-nom come-wil1-that
uwasa]-o
kiiteita]-mae-ni] karel-o
New York-de mikaketa.
rumor -acc heard
before him -acc
in saw
'John saw Billl in NY [before Mary heard the rumor that hel
would come]
Crucially, (2a), but not (2b). allows the interpretation that John saw Bill before
his scheduled arrival time, predicted by Mary. Observing the island effects in
(2b), I concluded that operator(Op)-movement is involved within temporal
adverbial clauses. For a detailed discussion of this topic, readers are referred to
Miyamoto (I993), Now, I turn to the question of where these clauses are located
structurally in the matrix clause. H oji (1985) argues that temporal adverbial
clauses are base-generated between the subject and the object. Koizumi (1991)
shows that they adjoin to VP, based on evidence regarding whether or not they
can be within the scope of negation.
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In this paper, two pieces of evidence will be provided to support KOIZUmi'S
claim that temporal adverbial clauses adjoin to VP. The fIrst evidence comes
from what I call "the tense alternation phenomenon" in Japanese which is ex
emplilled in (3):
(3) Marrga ?kuru/kita ato-ni Bill-ga kuru(koto-ni
'nom cornel came after
-nom c'.-me that
natteiru
i t is planned
'Ot is planned that) Bil} will come ,.ftc1' Mary comes,'

en,

In
although the two events described in the matrix clause and in the temporal
adverbial clause are future events, the tense of the verb in the temporal adverbial
clause can be either 'past' or 'non-past', IT] contrast. English does not allow this
alternation, as shown in ! ~):
(I.) I

I,

is p:anned that Bill \>!.d 1 come aiez',' Mary comes/*came.

Here, the question is: whi~re does this contrast het\" cen English and Japanese
come from?
The second piece of evidence I will present 1.0 support Koizumi's claim
comes from the contrast exemplified in (5):
(5)a. EverY.illel left before hel predicted that Mary would arrive.
(Munn, 1991)
b. daren'()l-ga [PP!cPprol [cpMary-ga k'.lrudaroo-toJ yosoositeitaj
everyone-nom
-nom arrive -that predicted
-mae-nil kaetta.
before left
'Everyone left before he predicted that Mary would arrive.'

rhe interpretation of interest is that for every x; x is a person, x left before
!\1af}"S scheduled arrival tinle, predicted by x. According to \iuon (1991), this
interpretation is absent in English. In contrast, it is availahle in Japanese, Then,
there is another contrast b~twecn English and Japanese temporal adverbial
clauses, which needs an account.
I n the folJo\\ing section, the first contrast observed in (3) is discussed,
Section 3 cO'1tains discussion on the latter contrast shown in (5). Interestingly,
my accounts for these two contrasts suggest that Japanese temporal adverbial
dauses are Adjoining to VP. Considering this, J discuss some comequences of
VP-adjunction of temporal adverbial clauses in Japanese in Section 4. Section 5
contains my concluding remarks.
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1. Tense Alternation Phenomenon
2.1. Data to be Examined
The tense alternation phenomenon exemplified in (3) is not always pennit
ted. If the tense of the matrix verb is past, then this phenomenon cannot be
observed, as shown in (6). In this case, the tense of the temporal adverbial clause
must be past.
(6) Mary·ga **kuru/kita ato·ni Bill-ga kita.
-nom
come/came after
-nom came
'Bill came after Mary came. •

The contrast between (3) and (6) shows that when the temporal adverbial clause
is headed by alO-dc 'after', the matrix tense must be non-past to order to observe
the tense alternation in the temporal adverbial clause. In contrast, when the
temporal adverbial clame is headed by mae-ni 'before', we obsel'\'e a different
restriction. Consider (7a,b):
(7)a. John-ga [Mary-ga kuru/?(?)kita mae-nil (sude-ni) tuiteita.
-nom
-nom come/
came before
already arrived
'Before Mary came, John arrived.'
b, John-ga [Mary-ga kuru/**kita mae-nil tukudaroo.
-nom
-nom come/ came before ~ill arrive
'Before Mary comes, John will arrive.'

Here, unlike (3) and (6), the tense of the matrix clause has to be 'past' to order
to observe the tense alternation in the temporal adverbial clause. As seen in (7b),
if the matrix teme is non·past, the tense alternation is not possible, }\;ow, we can
summanze the tense alternation possibilities as follows:
(8)
1

matrix tense 1

1
1--------------1
1
Ipast Inon-pastl
1--------1----·---------1
1 before 1 yes 1 no
1
1--------1-----1--------1
1 after

I no

1

yes

I

I argue that the contrast observed in (8) follows from the analyses of tense put
forth by Abc (1991), Enc (1985, 1987), Stowell (1993), and Zagona (1988, 1990,
1993), together with the hypothesis that temporal adverbial clauses can appear
in VP.

2.1. The Analysis of Tense
Although I adopt Zagona's analysis of tense in this paper, I assume that
any of the above four predicative analyses of tense can equally account for the
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tense alternation phenomenon. Let me first illustrate the tense system for which
Zagona argues.
(9) IARG C ITP T

Ivp ••• 1Il

Zagona argues that tense is a two-place predicate taking the arguments; ARG
and YP. ARG refers to the reference time and YP indicates the event time. T
is realized based on the temporal ordering between the reference time and the
event time. What is crucial here is that depending on the value of ARG, the
value of T varies. If the reference time precedes the event time, T is realized as
non-past. If the event time precedes the reference time, T is realized as past.
Assuming that this predicative analysis of tense is correct, let me return to the
tense alternation phenomenon.
I claim that the tense alternation phenomenon occurs when ARG of the
temporal adverbial clause is bound by a different tense head, and thus, it refers
to a different reference time. \Vhat are the possible T heads of the ARG in the
temporal adverbial clause? The matrix T which denotes the matrix event time,
and the matrix ARG (or the matrix C) which refers to the utterance time. Then,
in order for ARG of the temporal adverbial clause to be bound by the matrix T
or the matrix ARG (or the matrix C). there must be two positions available for
the temporal adverbial clause to appear; namely, VP-adjunction and
TP-adjunction. I f the temporal adverbial clause is adjoining to YP, its ARG is
bound by the matrix T. In this case, the temporal order is determined between
the matrix event time and the event time of the temporal adverbial clause. On
the other hand, if the temporal adverbial clause is adjoining to TP, its ARG IS
bound by the matrix ARG (or the matrix C). Then, the temporal ordering is
determined between the utterance time and the event time of the temporal
adverbial clause.
Let us examine temporal adverbial clauses headed by mae-ni as an illus
tration.
(10) Tense of the Temporal Adverbial Clause headed by
R1ae-ni 'before'

I

matrix tense I
-----------------
Ipast
Inon-pastl

--------1
1---------------1--------1--------1
I VP-adjunction Inon-past Inon-past 1
I-----~---------I--------

I TP·adjunction Ipast

Inon-pastl

] /rp ... 11 c1

(11)a. [cp ARG [TP [ADV ARG

T

1

or

_ _ _ _ _ _T
b • [cp ARG [TP [vP [ADV ARG ••• ] [vP

]] T II

I_ _ _ _ _ _T
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First, if the temporal adverbial clause is adjoined to TP. the ARG takes the Ut
terance time as the antecedent. as shown in (II a). Thus, suppose that the event
of the temporal adverbial clause happens before the utterance time. Then the T
will be past. If this event takes place after the utterance time, it will be non-past.
In contrast to TP-adjunction, VP-adjunction forces a different realization of
tense. 1 In this case, the event time of the temporal adverbial clause is compared
with the matrix event time. as illustrated in (lib). Here. the lexical property of
mae-ni 'before' requires the matrix event to precede the adverbial event. Then,
with respect to the matrix event time, the adverbial event time is always a future
event. Hence, the adverbial T is realized as non-past. The crucial point is that
whether or not the matrix event happens in the past (in other words, precedes the
utterance time), because of the intrinsic property of mae-ni 'before', the T of the
temporal adverbial is necessarily non-past. In the other situation where the ma
trix tense is non-past. the T of the temporal adverbial is always non-past also,
This is because the event time of the adverbial is non-past, relative to either the
utterance time or the matrix event time. Hence, a contrast arises between ex
amples like (7a) and (7b),
Because of space limitations, I will not discuss examples like (6) which
contain alO-dc 'after'. However, the possibility of the tense alternation again
follows from the adjunction site and the intrinsic property of QIO-de, which re
quires the matrix event to follow the adverbial event,
In sum. I have showll that given the analysis of tense incorporating refer
ence time, in conjunction with VP-and TP-adjunction of the temporal adverbial
clause. the tensc alternation phenomenon is nicely accounted for. I take this as
evidence that temporal adverbial clauses can adjoin either to TP or VP. This also
supports the analysis of tense incorporating reference time, put forth by Abe
(1991). Enc (I9S5, 1987). Stowell (1993). and Zagona (1988, 1990, 1993),
3. Bound Pronouns within the Temporal Adverbial Clause
As shown in Section I, there is an interesting contrast between English and
Japanese temporal ad\'erbial clauses with respect to the availability of bound
pronouns in the temporal adverbial clause. Consider (5) again.
(5)a. Everyonel left before hel predicted that Mary would arrive.
(Munn, 1991)
b. daremol-ga 1I'I'IcpprOl IcpMary-ga kurudaroo-toJ yosoositeita J
everyone-nom
-nom arrive -that predicted
-mae-nil kaetta.
before left
'Everyone left before he predicted that Mary would arrive. '

Munn (1991) argues that the unavailability of the interpretation that for every
x; x is a person, x left before Mary's scheduled arrival time, predicted by x is due
to a violation of the Path Containment Condition (Pesetsky 1982, May, 1985),
Assuming Larson's (1987, 1990) Op-movement analysis of the temporal adverbial
clause, there is a chain created by movement of the temporal Op ((i) in (12». (1
assume that this Op originates in a TP-adjoined position.) If we further assume
that a quantifler creates a chain with bound pronouns ((ii) in (12». then these
two chains cross each other, as illustrated in (12):
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(12) !xpeveryonel!1P[1Ptl left] [ppbefore[cpOpZ[Iphedcptz]I JIll
T
(ii)
I
T_(i)_1

(12) is thus correctly excluded by the PCe. Then the question is: why is its
Japanese counterpart grammatical? If it created the same configuration. it
should be wrongly excluded. This strongly suggests that (5b) forms a dilTerent
structure. Suppose that Japanese temporal adverbial clauses can adjoin to VP.
Then, the structure would be as follows;
[Ipdaremol [1ptl [vp [pp [cpOpz [IPprol [cptzll] mae-ni I
[vp kaettallll

( 13)

May (1985) shows that if the bound pronoun is A-bound (by the trace of the
quantifier, for instance), it will not be counted as part of a chain relevant for the
PCe. Given this assumption, he accounts for WCO violations.
(14)a.?*[cpWho l does [IP[NPhisl motherl [vplove tIl]]
T_ _ Ci) _ _ 1
I
I
(ii)
I
b.

[cpWho l [Ipt1loves his 1 motherl]

T_ _Hi)_ _ 1

In (l4a). the two chains (or paths) are (i)("P, Ir, CP) and (ii)(VP, IP. CPl.
These violate the PCe. since each contains a node not contained the other. On
the other hand, in (I4b), there is only one chain (or path), May argues. Since
his is A-bound by the trace of the moved wh-phrase, it does not count as part
of the chain relevant for the PCe. Given this, in (13), the tail of the chain rele
vant for the PCC is the trace of the moved quantified "P, and bound pro within
the temporal adverbial clause does not count as part of this chain. since it is A
bound by the trace of the moved quantifier. Hence, two chains do not cross each
other at alJ, as shown in (15):2
(15)

[IpdaremodIPtdvp[pp[CPOpZ[IPprol[Cptzlll mae-nil

L(iiU

T_(i)__ 1

[vp kaettallll

Hence, the PCC is irrelevant in (13), and it is grammatical. Therefore, this con
trast between English and Japanese can be accounted for, given that temporal
adverbial clauses are adjoined to VP. This further suppons the claim that
temporal adverbial clauses in Japanese can adjoin to VP.
4. Consequences
In this section, I examine the consequences which follow from the claim
that Japanese temporal adverbial clauses can adjoin to VP.
First, .\1 urasugi (1991, 1992) argues that temporal phrases can appear in a
VP-adjoined position, based on the investigation of relative clauses in Japanese.
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There is a clear contrast between relath'e clauses headed by locative/temporal
phrases and those headed by manner/reason phrases with respect to island ef
fects. as exemplified in (16a-d).
(16)a. [NPlIp[NPlIpel ez mensetsu
-0
uketa]
gakuseill-ga
job intervie~-acc received student -nom
ukaru] hiz]
minna
all of them pass
day
'the daYl that all of the students that received the job
intervie~ tl pass'
b. [NPl!P[ NP[ Ipel e2 mensetsu
-0
uketa j
gakuseilj-ga
job interview-ace received student -nom
ukaru) kaigisitsuzJ
minna
all of them pass
conference room
'the conference room 1 that all of the students that
received the job intervie~ tl pass'
C'*[NP[IP[NPfIpel ez kubi-ni nakka) hitolJ-ga minna
fired
person-nom all
okotteiru] riyuuz)
get angry reason
'the reasonl that all of the person who is fired tl get
angry'
d'*[NPfIP[NP[IPel ez mondai -0
toita] gakuseil1-ga minna
problem-ace solved students -nom all
shiken-ni ochiruJ hoohoo z )
exam
fail
method
'the methodl that all of the students who solved the
problem tl fail the examination'
(Murasugi, 1991)

She argues that locative/temporal phrases are arguments of V or I, adjoining to
VP. and being arguments. they can be replaced by pro. Thus, the resumptive pro
strategy is available to them. On the other hand, manner/reason phrases are
adjuncts. and cannot be replaced by pro. So, the resumptive pro strategy is un
available to these phrases. The present study further supports the claim that
temporal phrases, including temporal adverbial clauses, can appear in VP in
Japanese.
Another consequence is that Japanese may not have AGRoP. Let me start
with (17):
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(l7)*.Jobn-ga [otagail
-ga denwa-sitekurn-rnae-nil
-nom each other-nom telephoned
before
Mary-to-Susanl-o
mikaketa.
and
-acc saw
'(lit.) John saw Mary and Susar. before each other
te lepboned .•

We have seen that when the tense of the temporal adverbial clause headed by
mae-ni 'before' is non-past. it is in a VP-adjoined position. Then. the question
arises as to why (17) is ungrammatical. There has been a debate concerning
whether or not AGRoP exists in Japanese. For instance. Fukuhara (1993),
~emoto (1993) and Tada (1992, 1993) argue that Japanese has AGRoP. Sup
pose that Japanese has AGRoP. Then the LF representation of (I7) would be
(18 ):
(18)

[xpJohn [AGRQPl1ary Ex Susan [VP[ADV .. each other ... J
[liP· .. · 1111

This is the ultimate LF representation. whether the object moves (0 AGRoP
SPEC in syntax or in LF. In this configuration. the anaphor i, bound
the
moved object. thus. (I8) would be expected to be grammatical. However, this
prediction is not borne out. Apparently, there is a distinction between the object
moving in syntax and the one raised in LF. The former makes the sentence
gramniatica( while the latter does not. This is demonstrated by the contrast be
tv.'een (18) and (19), (19) involves the scrambling of the object in front of the
temporal adverbial dause, and is grammatical.
(19) John-ga [[Mary-to-Susanh-oJ2 (otagail'ga denwa-sitekuru
-nom
and
-ace
each Ocher-nom telephoned
-mae-nil t2 mikaketa.
before
saw
• (lit.) John saw Mary and Susan before e8.ch other
telephoned . '

Given that Condiwm A. is an anywhere condition. in (lie sense that it can be
satisfied at any point of the derivation (Belletti and Rizzi, 1988). it is difficult to
make a distinction between the movement of the object in syntax and the one in
LF. However. two options seem to be available. One possibility is that in ex
amples like (17). Condition A must be satisfied by S-structure for some inde
pendent reason. However. this position is at least conceptually undesirable under
the minimalist research program (Chomsky, 1992). The second, and most
promising approach seems to be that the object marker 0 is not a structural Case,
hence, it is not licensed by SPEC-head agreement in AGRoP. Given this, (1~)
is not the correct LF representation for (I 7). Rather, (17), as it is, is the LF
representation. In this conflgurat.ion. the anaphor cannot be bound by the ob
ject. thus, (17) is correctly excluded. In contrast to (17), in (19), the object is
overtly raised to a position structurally higher than the temporal adverbial clause.
Thus. the object can bind the anaphor inside the temporal adverbial clause. (This
analysis must assume that the position in front of the VP-adjoined temporal
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adverbial clause is an A-position, thus it is qualified as an appropriate
antecedent. Leaving aside the technical details, I assume with Saito (1992) and
Tada (1993) that a VP-adjoined position can be considered an A-position.)
This analysis raises another question as to whether or not any contrast can
be observed between the nominative object and the accusative object. Tada
(1992, 1993) argues that the nominative object moves to AGRoP SPEC and is
licensed by SPEC-head agreement. His evidence comes from the following con
trast:

(20)a. John-ga ml.gl.me -dake-ga tumu-re-ru.
only > can
-nom left eye-only-nom close-can-present
b. John-ga migime -dake-o
tumu-re-ru.
can > only
-nom left eye-only-acc close-can-present
(Tada, 1992)
(20a) means that it is onJy his left eye that Jchn can close, while (20b) means that
one of the things that John can do is to close onJy his left eye. In other words,
in (20a), the nominative object takes wide scope over the affiX re which means
'can'. In contrast. in (20b). this afTlx takes wide scope over the accusative object.
Tada argues that there is an AGRoP structurall~' higher than the position of re,
and since the nominative object is licensed in SPEC of this AGRoP, its position
is higher than re in LF.
Takahashi (1992) observes the same contrast in antecedent contained de
letion (ACO). The following is an example of ACO in Japanese,

(21) [[Mary-ga [vpe) yometa)
could read
-nom

muzukasii honj-ol John-ga /mo
difficult book-ace
-nom/also

zibun-no kodomo-ni tl yometa.
self-gen child -to
could read
'John could read the difficult book that Mary could to
his child, I
(Takahashi, 1992)
Leaving aside the details, he argues that in order to avoid infmite regress, the
phrase containing the variable must be raised by scrambling, However, he finds
that in examples with a nominative object, even without scrambling, the sentence
becomes better. Consider the contrast between (22a) and (22b):

(22)a.*John-ga /mo zibun-no kodomo-ni [[Mary-ga [vpe]
-nom/also self-gen child -to
-nom
muzukasii honj-o
yometa.
yometaJ
could read difficult book-ace could read
'John could read the difficult book that Mary could to
his child,'
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/mo zibun-no kodomo-ni [[Mary-ga fvpej
-nom/also self-gen child -to
-nom

b.?John~ga

yometaJ
muzukasii honj-ga yometa.
could read difficult book-nom could read
t John could read the diff.lell lt book that Mary could to
his child.'
(Takahashi, 1992)
According to Takahashi, it is easier to get the sloppy reading in (22b) than in
(22a).
Bearing this contrast in mind, c:onsider (23):
(23)a. *John-ga [otagail
-ga vSietekureru-mae-nij
-nom each other-no. told
before
Mary-to-Susanl-o
wakatta
(koto).
and
-ace recognized (fact)
t (lit.) John could recognize Mary and Susan befc·re
each other told him. I
b.?*John-ga [otagail
-g~
osietekurer~-mae-nil
-nom each other-nom told
before
Mary-to-Susanl-ga
wakatta
(koto).
and
-nom recognized (fact)
t (lit.) John could recognize Mary and Susan before
each other told him. '
As far as I can see, there is no clear contrast between (23a) and (23b)' If this is
true. then neither the nominative object nor the accusative object occupies a
position structurally higher than the anaphor in the temporal adverbial clause.
Hence. the anaphor cannot be bound in LF. This suggests that there may be no
AGRoP in Japanese.
This in turn leads us to reconsider the examples in (20) and (22). It has
been observed since K uno (1973) that stative predicates assign nominative
case. 3 In (20a), for iJlStance, the stative potential affix assigns the nominative
case to the object. This is shown since if you replace the verb-the potential affiX
complex by the simple verb lumuru, the nominative marker cannot attach to the
object, as shown in (24) (Saito, \993):4
(24) Johnuga migime -dake-o /*ga tumuttll
-nom left eye-only-acc/nom closed
'John closed only his left eye.'
Given this, we can explain the scopal facts in (19) in the following way. Suppose
that in order for the object to receive nominative case, it has to be located in the
projection of a potential affiX. Suppose funher that the nominative object is
adjoined to this VP to receive nominative case. Then, it is outside the c
command domain of the potential affiX. Hence, it is outside its scope, thus, it
takes wide scope over the affix.
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Also, in (22), it may be the case that the projection of the potential anix is
structurally high enough for the nominative object to avoid infinite regress.
Thus, examples like (20) and (22) show that the nominative object is situated
structurally higher than the accusative object. However, whether this position
is SPEC of AGRoP remains to be seen, since examples like (17) and (23a,b) cast
doubts on the claim that Japanese has AGRoP.
5. Concluding Remarks

J began \'lith two pieces of evidence showing that temporal adverbial clauses
can adjoin to VP in Japanese. The evidence from the tense alternation phe
nomenon supports the predicative analysis of tense, which is argued for in Abe
(1991). Enc (1985, 1987), Stowell (1993), and Zagona (1988,1990,1993). Also,
J found an interesting contrast between English and Japanese temporal ad\'erbial
clauses with respect to the possibility of bound pronouns.
Then. I discussed two consequences of my proposal. First, this study fur
ther supports Murasugi's (1991, 1992) claim that temporal phrases can appear in
VP. Second, I examined examples containing anaphoric binding, and suggested
that the nominative object, as well as the accusative object, is not licensed in
AGRoP by SPEC-head agreement. In addition, this supports the claim that
\'P-adjoined positions can be considered as A-positions (Saito (1992). Tada
(1993), no! making usc of AGRoP.
Notes

*1 am indebted to Jun Abc, Hiroto Hoshi, Laurel Laporte-Grimes, Hideki
Maki. Roger Martin. Javier Ormazabal. Asako l:chibori. Hiroyuki ura. Myriam
l:ribc·Eo,cbarria, I-:azuko Yatsushiro, and I-:aren Zagona for their judgements
and. or discussion. All remaining errors are, of course, my own responsibility.
1 I assume that the :vIinirnality Condition is operative in determining the
value of the AGR in the temporal adverbial clause. For much relevant dis
cussion. see Chomsky (1986), Chomsky and Lasnik (1991), and Rizzi (1990).
2 For evidence that the temporal Op is involved in the temporal adverbial
construction in Japanese, see Miyamoto (1993).
3 To be precise, K uno (19;3) argues that this nominative case assignment
takes place under govemment. For inadequacies of the approach incorporating
government, sec Tada (1992, 1993).
It Saito attributed this example to Murasugi (p.c.).
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Preverbal Subjects in VSO Languages
Virginia Motapanyane
University of New Brunswick
1. Introduction
The VSO language discussed in this paper is
Romanian. This language opted for the Null Subject
Parameter and displays a free alternation between SVO/VSO
word order. current studies on Romanian grammar
(oobrovie-Sorin 1987, 1991, Motapanyane 1989) agree in
considering VSO as an unmarked word order obtained
through overt verb movement to inflection: the subject-OP
occupies its base position, Spec,VP, whereas the verb
moves out of VP, and lands in a functional head. Since
marks of tense and agreement are discernable on the
verbal form, it is assumed that the verb moves cyclically
to T and Agr (Motapanyane 1989) or to the highest
inflectional level (I-head) carrying both [+tense] and
[+agr] features (Oobrovie-Sorin 1991).
The same studies disagree in accounting for the
syntactic operations that derive SVO. Thus:
(i) Oobrovie-Sorin 1991 claims that SVo follows from
left-dislocation of the subject to Spec,IPi then, Spec,IP
has a non-arqumental status and is compatible with other
types of constituents undergoing left-dislocation.
(ii) Motapanyane 1989 presumes that SVO follOWS from NP
movement of the subject to Spec,IP, as commonly assumed
for Romance or some Balkan languages (e.g. Greek); then,
Spec,IP is an arqumental position, compatible only with
subjects.
This paper will support the second hypothesis. In
order to demonstrate that Spec, IP has an A-status I
diagnostic tests will be applied to all preverbal
positions to which fronting is allowed. It will be shown,
first, that several left-dislocated constituents co-occur
in preverbal positions, and they observe a fixed
hierarchy. Second, it will be shown that unmarked
subjects do not compete with constituents marked as
FOcus, that undergo wh-movement to a preverbal position;
the crucial argument in this sense comes from the fact
that quantified NPs in SUbject position co-occur with
quantified NPs marked as Focus. Finally, the A-status of
Spec, IP is confirmed by constructions with raising verbs:
the subject undergoes NP-movement vs. left-dislocation to
matrix Spec,IP, which explains the obligatory subject
agreement on the matrix verb.
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2. Data
2.1. The hierarchy of left-dislocated constituents
constituents receive different readings according to
their placement in Topic or Focus: Topic carries old
information, and has little stress; Focus brings a new
piece of information, and carries the main sentence
stress. These two positions observe a fixed hierarchy, as
shown in (1):
(1)

a.

scrisorilei l oar. ieri le;-a primit Ion? (sau
astazi)?
letters-the Q yesterday them-has received John or
today
'As for the letters, did John receive them
yesterday or today?'
b. ~, oar. scrisori a primit Ion? (sau colet)
yesterday Q letters has received John or parcel
'Yesterday, was it letters John has received or a
parcel?'
c. *.lW, oar. scrisori; le,-a primit Ion? (sau
colet)
yesterday Q letters them-has rece i ved John or
parcel
d. Scrisorilejl ieri, oar. le;-a primit Ion?
letters-the yesterday Q them-has received John
'As for the letters, yesterday, did John receive
them?'
e. *Oar. scrisori ieri a primit Ion? (sau colet,
astazi)
Q letters yesterday has received John or parcel
today

Oare, an optional question morpheme for root yes/no
interrogatives is placed in C. In relation to ~, Topic
adjoins to CP, whereas Focus lands lower than C: is Focus
adjoined to IP, in Spec,IP, or adjoined to the maximal
projection of a lower functional head? For the time
being, the data in (1) indicates that Topic and Focus in
Romanian induce the syntactic operations defined in
cinque 1990 for Italian and Romance languages as follows:
(i) A DP in Topic is obligatorily referential, heads an
A'-chain that includes a resumptive pronoun (la), and
yields for multiple adjunction (ld);
(ii) a DP in Focus can be non-referential (lb), it heads
an A'-chain that disallows resumptive pronouns (lc) and
multiple adjunction (le).
The contrast between the conditions for chain formation
in (i) and (ii) follows from different syntactic
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operations at work: OPs in Topic are base generated in
that position; OPs in Focus move to the respective
position during the derivation. Thus, only OPs in Focus
qualify as structural operators, undergoing wh-movement.
Since (i) and (ii) capture the contrastive behaviour of
OPs in Topic and Focus illustrated in (1), we extend
Cinque's (1990) typology to Romanian and stress that only
left-dislocation to Focus triggers an operator-variable
chain in syntax.
2.2. Preverbal subjects
In this section we consider the placement of
preverbal subjects in relation to Topic and Focus.
Unmarked subjects surface between Topic and Focus and
co-occur with both, as shown in (2):
(2) a. Scrisorile, Ion ieri Ie-a primit. (nu astazi)
letters-the John yesterday them-has received not
today
'As for the letters, John has received them
yesterday, not today.'
b. Ieri, Ion scrisori a primit (nu colet).
yesterday John letters has received not parcel
'Yesterday, it was letters that John has received,
not a parcel.'
Assuming that unmarked subjects move to Spec, IP, the
landing site for focused OPs in Romanian must be situated
lower. The definition of the exact position for Focus
within IP is beyond the aim of this paper. For the time
being, we presume that Focus adjoins to the projection of
an I-head, lower than Spec,IP, in an analysis where the
I-node is split in functional heads. The grammaticality
of (2) indicates that subject movement to Spec,IP and
left-dislocation to Focus must create chains of different
types, since they coexist.
Note that preverbal subjects can also receive a marked
reading. In (3a), the subject is marked as Topic; in this
configuration, it enters multiple Topic and co-occurs
with Focus. The facts in (3a) follow straightforward from
the conditions on chains headed from Topic, as defined in
Cinque 1990: the constituents in Topic do not qualify as
structural operators, and the chains they head can co
occur and include resumptive pronouns, since no variables
are involved.
(3) a. Ion. ieri, scrisori a primit, nu colet.
John yesterday letters has received not parcel
, As for John, yesterday, it was letters he has
received, not a parcel.'

Conversely, when the preverbal subjects is marked as
Focus, it can be preceded by Topic, as in (3b), but it
does not enter multiple Focus constructions, as in (3c).
The ungrammaticality of (3c) is expected under the
analysis where dislocation to Focus involves wh-movement:
two constituents in Focus create overlapping Operator
variable chains. Moreover, even when the fronted
constituent does not entail a contrastive reading, it is
still excluded when the marked subject is in Focus, as in
(3d, e); this indicates that left-dislocation through
movement in syntax always triggers an operator-variable
chain, irrespective of the landing site:
(3) b. Scrisorilej , Ion lej-a primit (nu Ana).
letters-the John them has received not Ann
'As for the letters, it was John who has received
them, not Ann.'
c.*Scrisorile, Ion ieri le-a primit (nu Ana, astazi)
letters-the John yesterday them has received not
Ann today
d.*scrisorile, ieri Ion le-a primit (nu Ana)
letters-the yesterday John them has received not
Ann
e.*Scrisorile, Ion ieri le-a primit (nu Ana)
letters-the John yesterday them has received not
Ann
Comparing the conditions for subject placement in (2),
with unmarked reading on the subject, and (3), where the
subject is marked as Topic or Focus, it seems obvious
that the syntactic operations fronting the subject are
different for (2) and (3). More precisely, placement of
the unmarked subject in Spec,IP allows for a different
confiquration than placement of the marked subject in
Focus: only in the former confiquration can the subject
co-occur with all other left-dislocated constituents
(i.e. both Topic and Focus), whereas the latter
confiquration restricts this co-occurrence.
2.3. Bare Quantifiers (Q-NP) in subject position
If Spec,IP was an A'-position, Q-NP movement to this
position would create an operator-variable chain, given
the intrinsic [+operator] features of this class of
nouns. consequently, a concurrent Q-NP in Focus position
should be excluded. Since the data show that the two
positions (i.e. Spec,IP and Focus) co-occur when they are
occupied by Q-NPs, as in (4b), we must conclude that one
of the two positions has an A-status:

?J:J7

(4)

a.

Altcineva

n-ar invita pe nimeni in Bceste
conditi!.
someone else not would invite pe-nobody in these
conditions
'Someone else wouldn't invite anybody in these
conditions.'
b. Altcineva pe nimeni n-ar invita in Bceste
conditi!.
someone else pe-nobody not would invite in these
conditions
'There's no-one you would invite in these
conditions.'
c.*Cine pe nimeni n-ar invita in aceste conditii?
who
pe-nobody not would invite in these
conditions

The word order in (4a) corresponds to the unmarked
reading,
where both preverbal subject and object
positions are occupied by Q-NPs. In (4b) the object ~
nimeni I' no-one'
has
been
fronted
to
Focus.
The
ungrammaticality of (4c) shows that Q-NP fronting to
Focus disallows other movements of the same type, as, for
example, the wh-movement of the subject cinel'who' to
Spec,CP. Therefore,
altcineval 'someone else' in (4b)
must occupy an A-position, that is the only way for this
bare quantifier to avoid the formation of an operator
variable chain and compete with the Q-NP pe nimeni/'no
one'
in
Focus.
Since
bare
quantifiers
display
unrestricted alternation with other classes of nouns in
spec,IP, we draw the conclusion that Spec,IP is always an
A-position.
The tests proposed in this section led to the final
observation that Spec, IP has an A status when occupied by
unmarked subjects. However, this conclusion does not
cover the instances where subjects are marked as FOCUS,
as il.lustrated in (3). Do those subjects land in the
lower Focus position or in Spec,IP? In other words, would
Spec,IP change its status according to the markedness on
the subject? The tests proposed in the next section will
show that this must not be the case, because Spec,IP
enters into a local spec-head relation with the
functional head I in all confiqurations (Le. whether the
subjects are marked or not). Accordingly, subject-DPs
marked as Focus must land into the same position,
available to any other type of focused constituent, and
adjoined to an IP level lower than Spec,IP.

3. NP-movement vs. left-dislocation
constructions with raising verbs show that movement
of the embedded subject to the matrix Spec,IP triggers
obligatory agreement on the matrix verb:
(5) a. Se pare [ 0& studentii organizeaza 0 greva.]
REFL seems-3SG that students-the organize-3PL a
strike
'It seems that the students are organizing a
strike. I
b.*Studentii par [ 0& organizeaza 0 greva.]
students-the seem-3PL that organize-3PL a strike
the students seem that they organize a strike
c. Studentii par [ a organiza 0 greva.]
students-the seem-3PL to organize-INF a strike
'The students seem to organize a strike.'
d. Studentii par [ sa organizeze 0 greva.]
students-the seem-3PL sa-SUBJ.MARKER organize-3PL
a strike
e.*Studentii par [ 0& sa organizeze 0 greva.]
students-the seem-3PL that sa-SUBJ.MARKER
organize-3PL a strike
In (5a, b, c) NP-movement displays the restrictions known
for the equivalent constructions in English. Thence, we
could already conclude that subjects undergo NP-movement
to the matrix clause and, therefore, matrix Spec,IP is an
A-position. However, the paradigm goes further in
Romanian, showing that NP-movement applies to finite
complements as well, as in (5d), for reasons that must be
independent from Case assignment; this observation
invalidates the extension of the analysis for English
raising verbs to Romanian. What are the conditions for
subject movement to matrix when the complement contains
a subjunctive verb? As shown in (5e), movement is ruled
out in the presence of a lexical complementizer, that is
usually optional with subjunctive complements in
Romanian. When the complementizer is excluded, the
sentence turns grammatical and NP-movement triggers
double agreement, on the matrix and the embedded verb, as
in (5d).
Further tests on movements from finite complements
will show that the movement in (5) creates an A-chain,
that requires strict locality, and thus differs from A'
chains, that can cross lexical complementizers:
(6) a.

Cine j spuneai [ 0& a plecat tj?)
who said-2SG that has-3SG left
who did you say that has left
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b.

Cine,-ai fi vrut [ ca sa plece t, ?]
who would-2SG be liked that sa-SUBJ .MARXER leave
3SG
who would you have liked that leave

Romanian behaves like Italian (see Rizzi 1982) in that it
allows for wh-movement of embedded sUbject across a
lexical complementizer, that can precede either an
indicative (6a) or a subjunctive complement clause (6b).
In Rizzi I s 1982 analysis, this is possible when the
subject is extracted from a postverbal position , and
Romanian is a VSO language. comparing (5) and (6), it
seems obvious that the ungrammaticality of (5) follows
from the locality condition on A-chain formation, that is
violated in the same configuration where the A'-chains in
(6) are legitimate.
What happens to marked subjects in constructions
with raising verbs? We resort again to tests with the
interrogative yes/no morpheme ~, situated in C, to
establish the level of adjunction for the marked subject:
(7) a. studentii, oare se pare ca organizeaza 0 greva?
students-the Q REFL seems-3SG that organize-3PL a
strike
'As for the students, is it likely that they are
organizing a strike?'
b.*Oare studentii se pare ca organizeaza 0 greva?
Q students-the REFL seems-3SG that organize-3PL a
strike
c. Oare studentii organizeaza 0 greva?
Q students-the organize-3PL a strike
'00 the students organize a strike?'
Subjects marked as Topic adjoin to the matrix CP, as in
(7a), and it does not affect the inflection of the
raising verb, that remains impersonal. This is expected,
since A'-chains can cross lexical complementizers and do
not interfere with Spec,IP. Under the same assumption,
left-dislocation of the subject to matrix Spec, IP in
(7b), is excluded: it appears that sUbject movement must
create an A-chain in a configuration like (7b), but not
in (7a). (7b) is as ungrammatical as (5e), which would
not be expected if Spec, IP could be either A or A',
according to the
intended reading.
The unmarked
interrogative in (7c) shows that ~ does not have [+qu)
properties, since it does not trigger verb-subject
inversion.
Therefore,
the
only
reason
for
the
ungrammaticality of (7b) is the placement of the left
dislocated subject.
Returning to the examples in (3), we can now say that
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marked subjects land in Focus vs. Spec,IP, compatible
only with unmarked sUbjects. Spec,IP has always an A
status and enters into a local relation with I-head,
which renders subject agreement obligatory in a
construction like (7b).
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Keres Laryngeal Accent
Lynn Nichols
Harvard University
Keres is an isolate, spoken in seven pueblos in north central New
Mexico. The languages of the seven pueblos are closely related, though
they manifest important differences. Certain of these differences allow the
languages to be divided into two dialectal subgroups, east and west
Keresan, east consisting of Cochiti, San Felipe, Santo Domingo, Zia, and
Santa Ana, and west of Acoma and Laguna. The present analysis will
focus on data from Santa Domingo (SO), as representative of the eastern
group, Acoma (ACt from the western group, and Santa Ana (SA), which
though usually grouped with the Eastern dialects can be said to occupy an
intermediate linguistic position between the two groups in certain
respects.
1.0

General Remarks on Keres Accent

In all the dialects word accent is marked by a svstem of pitch
accent. Accent is manifested not only as tone (high \'(:), faning ~:) but also
~s several laryngeal features, namely glottal accent v' and breathy accent
\'.1 Glottal accent consists of a glottar catch following the vowel nucleus
which may be but is not always followed by an echo vowel of same
quality as that immediatelv preceding the catch. Breathy accent is
manifested as a long vocalic nucleus that begins voiced and ends
devoiced. Acoma and Santo Domingo have high level tone, falling tone,
and glottal accents while Santa Ana in addition to these types of accent is
the onlv dialect to exhibit breathy accent. Examples from each dialect
follow. 1
(1)

(Miller and Davis 1963)3

AC

SO

SA

m'art'a:na
ha?pani
s'f:se

m'aid'ana
ha'bani
,. ,
e 1 :se
('1 :d'a
ku:sen'i
? {:yani

m'iHd'ana
ha'bani
c'{ :se
tid'a
kUse:n'e
?iya:ni

kuse:n'isi
?iya:ni

'seven'
'oak'
'I fi lied it'
'kiva'
'his fur'
'life'

The domain of accent in Keres is the left edge of the word. There
may be more than one type of accent per word. These accents occur in
such a distribution as to lorm a definite contour of the shapei- .4 Only
1 H. Valiquette(1990, p.c.) also reports a possible addition to this list, a 'glottal pause'.
2FoJlowing DavlS(1964) a vowel with glottal accent or breathy accent is written without
the length mark: here. Underlined vowels are voiceless. t voiceless aspirated, d =
voiceless unaspirated d' palatal. The high central vowel is written t for all dialects.
3Hereafter (MD1963).
4First noted in Valiquette(1990).
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rarely are there found two accents separated by an unaccented syllable.
This contour is defined by the distributional restrictions of the various
accents. For example, in Santa Ana (i) neither glottal nor breathy accent
may be preceded by an accentless syllable or falling tone (or low tone, see
note 2), (ii) falling tone never precedes high tone, etc.
(2)

SA

daw?a\:.!!.
k'uyaHi
hiyii.:ni

'rnoon'
'game animal'
'road'

(MD1963)

Not every syllable bears contrastive accent, and accent less syllables
at the right edge of the word are subject to a well-defined process of final
devoicing S The two word edges therefore contrast maximally with regard
to accent, with syllables at the left edge of the word bearing accent while
those at the right edge are subject III this devoicing.

(3)

SA

si'd'i"ta

gUk"u.ml.sl
kuc'avawa

2,0

'star'
'eight'
'he is angry'

(MD1963)

Breathy Accent: Zuni Evidence

Miller and Davis(1963) present comparative data for three Keres
dialects, Acoma, Santo Domingo and Santa Ana, listing a total of 441
cognate sets. SA breathy accent corresponds regularly to glottal accent in
AC and falling tone in SD6.

(4)

AC

SD

SA

ga'ku
seize-!?a
d'a Cd

ga:ky
seizesy
d'aici

g~~!J.
selzesy
d'eicl

(MD1963)
'he bit him'
'1 dreamed'
'pinon pine'

Out Lif a total of 50 instances of SA breath\' accent in the data, 47
cognate sets show this regularity. There are only'three exceptions? The
question at hand is whether breathy accent is a further development in
Santa Ana of a previous glottal or tonal accent, or whether the gTottal and
falling accents in the Acoma and Santo Domingo cognates have their
origin in a general Kere'lan breathy accent.

---~------

5There is some possible evidence for a contrastive low tone. however.
6For SD, onlY on first syllable. since SD has eliminated accent on all but initial svlIable.
7 Exception;, AC ha;skam SD haisgini SA hasgtni 'bone'
.
recti!.
red'liI
'rabbit'
de;t'a
gisk'a
gl :sk'lll
glSk'il.
'he drank'
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Evidence to resolve this question comes not from the Keres
languages themselves but rather from Zuni 8 , a neighboring Pueblo
language, also an isolate, spoken in northwest New Mexico. Zuni has
borrowed several words from Keres that bear on the question of breathy
accent, in one case crucially. Zuni JCyassita 9 'fish' has been independently
identified as a Keres loanword (Shaul 1982), d, Keres AC sk'a'Sy SA
s,k'iisi SD k';i:si 'fish'. I have identified two more Keres loans. Zuni
?uwakya, appears in Newman(1958) only as 'ceremonial relationship', but
the fuller gloss in Bunzel(1932) 'great-grandson (religious term)' allows the
connection to Keres to be made, d. Keres AC ?uwa'ks SA ?uwiiks SD
?u:waks 'baby'. The second example is Zuni pu:la 'butterfly' (Nichols
1992) [appearing in Bunzel(1933) as pu:lakya, see note 14], d:Keres AC
bu:r'ai'ks SD bu:r'aikg SA bu:r'aga 'butterfly'.
Two rules of Zuni phonology are responsible for certain
superficial differences between Zuni Kyassita lO and the Keres forms. Zuni
phonotactics prohibit consonant dusters word initially, hence #SK - > #.K- .
In addition, Zuni k and .K are automaticallv palatalized before the vowel a,
therefore k > JCy. The geminate ss in the Zuni form vs. single sin the Keres
remains unaccounted for, however. Keres does not allow geminates ll ,
therefore it is hypothesized here that the Zuni geminate 55 in fyassita must
be the result of the assimilation of two originally distinct items. The three
Keres forms in the Miller and Davis(1963) data provide the possibilities.
The SD form ,k'fj:sl is unlikely to represent the source of the Zuni form,
since no phonological rule of Zuni motivates positing a change ~ '\):c -->
vee. As for the AC form s,k'a'Sy containing glottal accent, the cluster ?s is
permitted by Zuni phonotactics, e.g. he?so 'resin'. Had the word for 'fish'
been borrowed with glottal acc~nt, the Zuni form would have retained the
glottal stop, This leaves SA sk'asi as the remaining candidate. Here, in
contrast to the AC and SD forms, there is motivation for deriving
geminate ss in the Zuni form, Keres breathy accent is likely to have been
heard by Zuni speakers as a postvocalic consonantal [h], for example Zuni
puhiS 'mushroom', ?ahpi 'urinate on'. An examination of Zuni syllable
structure reveals that nowhere in the lexicon does the cluster '''-hs- occur,
however. and leads to the conclusion that the duster **-hs- is excluded by
Zuni phonotactics, Because of this synchronic restriction on the cluster~ 
hs- in Zuni, a rule *-hs- > -S5- can be postulated for the Zuni form of the
Keres word s,k'iisi. Possible supporting evidence for this conclusion is the
fact that although in modern Zuni the duster -hs- is permitted, for
example ?uhsi 'that one' (Newman 1958). recent fieldwork shows this

8Zuni fieldwork was supported by grants from the Phillips Fund of the American
Philosophical Society and the Jacobs Fund of the Whatcomb Museum Society. as well as
by the Dept. of Anthropology. University of New Mexico. Special thanks to the Zuni
Tribal Council,
9The final -fa is as yet unidentified. (SA -J.il plural subject?)
l0Devoicing of word-final vowels in Zuni is not marked here,
llNote the reduction in Keres of an underlying geminate -??- formed across a morpheme
boundary: p(- + -a?a:S!! --> pe:?ii:sll (i + a > e by general rule) 'Iet him close
it'
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duster as well to be submitting to assimilation: ?l1hsi > ?ussi ,Nichols
199ia).
The geminate of Kyassita therefore reveals that Zuni borrowed a
Kerf~s word containing breathy accent. Santa Ana is the only dialect that
presently has breathy accent, and moreover is located geographicallv
within the eastern Keres dialect group whereas Zuni lies entirely west of
tht.> Keres language area. 12 From this it can be concluded that either (i)
breathy accent was more widespread among the Keres dialects than at
present and went through subsequent changes resulting in the glottal and
falling tone ,accents now observed in AC and SD, or (ii) Zuni may have
borrowed kyassita before the several dialects split off from the main
language group while it still had breathy accent. Either way, both AC
glottal accent and SD falling tone in the 47 cognate sets mentioned above
can be reconstructed as originating in breathy accent and not the reverse:
~\; > AC v 1 , SO~:
. .
The AC ~~ > v' .:hange may be explained as the falling together of
the breathy and glottal accents, <1 change motivated by both accents being
characterized by laryngeal articulations that disrupt voicing. The salient
property of breathy accent for AC was therefore its voicelessness. SD,
however, cued in on the phonetic H-L tone pattern of breathy accent
accompanying the shift from voicing to voicelessness. Thus"V in SD fell
togethet \vith falling tone ~: , *'\. ;, \}: . Evidence for the reality of this H-L
tonal pattern for syllables with breathy accent comes from SA. The stem
7U- 'go' has breathY accent when followed by a suffix beginning with a
voiceless aspirated consonant. This accent changes to fallmg tone when
followed by a nasal-initial suffix.
(5) SA a. zli-ky 'hewenf
b. zU>ne 'will go

(Davis 1964)

The falling tone pattern of the SD cognates IS thus accounted for.
2.1

Other Zuni Data

Before continuing, a brief ,'lord is necessary concerning the two
other Zuni words identified here as Keresan in origin, ?uw.lkya 'great
grandson (ceremonial term)' and pU:]J! ha) 'butterfly'. Though the
corresponding SA words both have breathy accent, unlike Zu. kyassita
neither of these other tw') Zuni words shows evidence of this accent. -hk
is a permitted ciuster in Zuni, therefore one would not expect a geminate
but rather that the -h- be retained in these words. Here, however, there
are moryhological and semantic motivailons for the elimination of -hk- in
fa,'or 0 simple -k- in these borrowed words. There are two Zuni
12According If' Walker(1967), citing Woodburv(1956);Zuni and Acoma communities
werp. separated by only some 23 miles from perhaps the early eighth century until th~
lalter part of the fourteenth century, when the Acomas withdrew eastward to their
present mesa ·top and the Zunis mewed westw(lrd irom the EI Morro district to the Com
MOllntain-Hawikuh area:
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morphemes, -h- 'conversative causative' and -10'a 'factual' which occur in
productive combination. For example, Zu. Jak"i-h-kya 'he pulled it out',
(/ak"i- 'be inserted'). Furthermore, stative roots may function as either
noun or verb stems in Zuni. Hence a form borrowed as "?uwahkya could
potentially mean in Zuni 'he changed him from an ?uwa into something
else' (with ?u\\'a- taken as a new root). Since there is a homophonous
suffix -kra 'stative nominalizer'J3 (d. yato-na-kya 'path, bridge' yato- 'go
over'-na 'stative'), the form ?uwakya (and likewise pu:Ja(kya) can be
accounted for by positing analo~ical elimination of the -h- , modeling the
word on Zuni nominalizations In -kl'a. Such a change would avoid the
confusion of a nominal form that would look to have the morphology of a
conversati\'e causative factual verb form. Zu. ?uwakra and pu:Ja(kya)i4 are
therefore not counterexamples to the hypothesis put forth above
regarding the Keres source of Zuni K.I'assita.
3.0

Origin of Breathy Accent

Language external evidence, namely Zuni borrowings from Keres
has shown that breathy accent was once a more widespread phenomenon
of Keresan than it is in its modern dialects. Language internal evidence
takes the analysis one step further and suggests an origin for breathy
accent itself, not surprisingly, the laryngeal voiceless fricative consonant
[h].
Clues to the origin of breathy accent lie in general Keresan
phonotactics. Since of the three dialects discussed here, only SA preserves
breathy accent, a statement of SA phonotactics will be used. SA has long
vowels but not geminate consonants. The only consonant clusters
permitted in SA are of the form SC where S represents one of the fricatives
Is, S, ~p5 and C represents a voiceless, voiceless aspirated, or glottalized
stop or affricate)" Such clusters occur both word-initially ana medially.
Examples of these clusters are given in (6).
(6)

SA

spa 7 ac'i.
sc'ap.!!k.ii
k'an'ai'sd'!J
gUw'fskic.!!

'mocki ngbi rd'
'twilight'

(MDl963)

'his father'
'he scratched

13To dispel any notion that because of this analyzability ?uwak,'a might be Zuni in
origin. it should be noted that there also seems to be a -kj! noun suffix in Keres found
with a certain subclass of animate nouns (NichoIs1993b).
J4The longer form pu:lakra is found only in Bunzel(l933) [occurring there as p'u:Jaka and
p 'ulaka; I have normalized her transcription in the text of the paper]. In addition to the
arguments just given, pu:lak)'a can be dismissed as counterevidence since Bunzel's
transcriptions are extremely faulty. particularly where coda h,? or geminates are
concerned, and should not be relied on for phonological detail. The form currently in use
pu:l, has apocopated the final syllable and therefore provides no evidence.
lSSut see note 23 and accompanying text.
16AC. SA and SD vary slightly as to restrictions on C, e.g. restrictions against 'st in AC.
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Although consonant clusters are highly restricted in Keresan, the
fricatives {s, s, ~l are allowed in clusters. There is a fourth fricative, h ,
though in contrast with the others, h has a much more limited
distribution. h occurs only word initially or, more rarely, intervocalically,
never in a syllable's r:oda followed immediately by another consonant.

(7)

SA

haanucl.lnX

'toe'

z i uhj.!Il.i!

'he believed him'

(Davis1964, MD1963)

Segmental h and breathy accent ~ are therefore in complementary
distribution since breathy accent only occurs preceding a consonant.
Furthermore, breathv accent onIv occurs before a subset of Keres
consonants, those (non-glottalized) 'consonants which are represented by
C in the formula SC, plus the (non-glottalized) fricatives. 17 For example:

\8)

SA

yilpi

?ld'awa

heyasL

'his forehead'
'centipede'
fog'

(MD1963)

If h and ~ are taken together as a single distribution, they pattern
identically to the other fricatives Is, s, ~1.f8 These distributional facts
suggest that h and v be reconstructed as the same type of element and
more specifically suggest that breathy accent should be reconstructed as
consonantal h in coda position. All the fricatives therefore behaved alike at
one time in being permitted as the first consonant of a medial cluster.
There is additional evidence to support the claim that breathy
accent originated in a segmental [h] in coda position. It was noted above
that the stem zu. 'go' has breathy accent when followed by a suffix
beginning with a voiceless aspirated consonant, (9)a, but falling tone when
followed by a nasal-initial suffix, (9)b.
(9)

SA

'he went'

a
b.

ru:-ne

(Davis 1964)

'will go'

As (9)b shows, the nasal effects full voicing of the partially voiceless
stem vowel.l~ The result of this voicing is a long vowel v: indicating that a
syllable bearin& breathy accent is heavy. This is the expected case if the
phonetic [hJ in v originated as a segmental consonant filIing coda position
of the syllahle

17There is one exception: .w'an;;: . go hw)t ing'.
18Except for word-initial dU5ters of (Curse.
19Nasais have a similar effect on voiceless nudei within the domain of the rule of final
de\·oicing. Essentially, a nasal (or glide, liquid) in the penultimate syllable will block
devoicing from spreading to that syllable (unless lll1mediately preceded by a high short
tone).
'he chewed'
ka'auc'e:naci!.
(Miller and Davis 1963)
SA
'he killed him'
gUmud'lJCi!.
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This observation concerning the length of vowels bearing breathy
accent carries greater weight when it is further observed that laryngeally
accented syllables are not necessarily long. Unlike syllables with breathy
accent, a glottal accented nucleus is short, as shown when the glottal
accent dissimilates following a glottalized pronominal prefix in SA.
(10)

4.0

c.'
+
2.sg.hort

-u'Pf. --> tup~
'eat!'
eat

c
+
2sgdub

-u'pf. -->
eat

(Davis 1964)

~'ps;.

'maybe you ate'

Reanalysis?

Ha\'ing established the origin of~' in segmental [h], one might well
want to see evidence that a change in the grammatical status of the
voiceless continuant has indeed taken place. For the change from segment
to accent of this voicelessness is simply a reanalysis m situ with no
concomitant phonological change. Needed is evidence from the
svnchronic grammar that phonetic [h] represents something other than a
segmental consonant in coda position.
"Firstl\', there is the cfistributional fact that v occurs within the
accent contour described earlier. There is preliminary evidence that
breathv accent is a primary word accent which will condition the spread
of high tone onto preceding syllables that are underlyingly unaccented
(Nichols 1993b).
Secondlv, certain Keres verb stems are preceded by a
thematic adjunct (,pavis 1964). All such thematic adjuncts bear a lexical
accent, either v(:), V:, v" or ''1,.
(11)

SA

-.l-se
-.l:-mucy
-a:-ni
-a'-t i:n i

'be white'
'(have a) toe'
'go, walk'
'dance'

-a-klJ

'cry'

Finally,
paradigms
(12)

(Davis 1964)

valternates with tonal and glottal accent in cetain verbal

SA a. slk£l.

zig.l

'I looked'
'he looked'
'he saw him'
'I saw him'

c. s'l ku
f?a'ky

'I am located'
'you are located'

(Davis 1964)
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A problem arises, however, in that the above data may not be
evidence of a breathy accent as such 20 since a second interpretation is
possible, namely that the relevant forms contain a vowel witn short high
tone accent followed by segmental h . Furthermore, in Santa Ana breathy
accent occurs only where an etymological h occurred 21 , and has not been
generalized to other contexts as one might expect to be the case for a
grammaticalized accent. It is therefore problematic as to whether breathy
accent is in fact a type of accent at all. Since the evidence in this section
must be excluded because of its ambiguity, we must look elsewhere. The
remaining evidence for reanalysis of segmental h as accent is at best only
of an indirect sort, coming from the synchronic p~onotactic restrictions on
coda consonants and consonant clusters in Keres.- 2
5.0

Complex Onsets

The most likely mechanism responsible for bringing about the
speculated change in grammatical status of [hJ from segmental to accent is
the reanalysis of all Keres medial clusters as complex onsets (recall that
the only such clusters permitted in Keres are of the type -SC-). 111at is, S in
the syI1able coda was reanalyzed as part of the onset of the following
syllable. That S is permitted to form part of a complex onset is
demonstrated by the fact that SC clusters occur word-initially.
(14)

sf'i ;ci
spin in 1
sc' f Si!
sgaw'asi

SA

'it is straight'
'dwarf com'
'six'

(Davis1964, MD1963)

'rat'

Furthermore, as described in grammars of Acoma (and Laguna) S
fricatives assimilate to the following consonant, neutralizing point of
articulation. !? appears before labial or flalatal consonants followed by {a u
t l, otherwise 5 occurs.23 This automatic assimilation suggests S is part of
the following onset.
(15)

AC

spfnini
st't'ci
y'a'!?ba
il!?kil

'dwarf corn'
'it is straight'
'dough'

(Miller 1965)

'one'

-------...- 
20Thanks to Bill Poser for helpful comments that have been incorporated here.
21 With one possible exception. In the verb stem -w'ans: 'go hunting' breathy accent
occurs in an unexpected context, namely preceding a nasal consonant.
21lt might be possible to add to this the fact that SA Keres also has sequences of the type
~'SC, where breathy accent is followed by a consonant cluster. If coda [hI does not
instantiate a type of accent, it is then difficult to explain this singular instance in Keres of
a tri-consonant cluster.
23Davis(1964) lacks a similar statement for Santa Ana. OnI\' s appears in such clusters,
though it is uncertain whether he is following the convention in MiIler(1965) where s is
used to denote the assimilating S.
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Word-initial #SC clusters themselves may have provided the model
for medial -SC- to be reanalyzed as an onset. Indeed, since there are no
other clusters in Keres except SC clusters, the pressure for reanalysis
according to #SC is likely to have been enhanced. Furthermore, the heavy
restrictions on types of consonant clusters in Keres may stem from an
ongoing trend toward increasing constraints on coda consonants. The
elimination of S from the coda is in keeping with this trend and supports
its reality as a historical process.
The role of this reanalysis in the genesis of a breathy accent has to
do with the fact that although {h, s, s, ~l together make up the class of
Keres fricatives, h differs radically in point of articulation from the three
other fricatives. The reanalysis of coda fricatives Is. S. ~l as part of the
following onset did not apply to h because of its point of articulation. h
could not remain in coda position, however. Pressure for its removal was
exerted by the increasing constraints against coda consonants posited for
Keres, along with the reanalysis of S fricatives as onsets, the latter
effectively removing the last class of consonants from coda position.
Since h cou1d not be part of a complex onset, the voiceless
consonant with vowel coloring was reanalyzed as an accent that devoiced
the latter part of the vowel nucleus. Reanalysis of the sequence vh as an
accent devoicing the vowel was perhaps abetted by the presence of
voiceless vowels elsewhere in Keres. The devoicing of word-final vowels
is an areal feature of the Southwest. This rule in SA Keres applies to a
well-defined domain at the right edge of the word, (16)a. Certain word
internal vowels are also devoiced, (16)b.
(16)

SA a.

b.

k;iEf. ,.

'he ate'
'his arm'
'parrot'
'eight'
'I stirred it'

vaw'ast f
hid;k'awa

'stick'

guyu:ml.
sf\:witi
gUk'llinlsl
S1 w a<;asillil.

(Davis1964, MD1963)

'w illow'

As a result of the movement of S into onset along with the
reanalysis vh --> V, there are no consonants left in coda position anywhere
in the language. Though we do not yet have evidence to reconstruct
consonant clusters other than SC24, the reanalysis discussed here argues
for the reality in Keres of a trend toward the elimination of coda
consonants and the creation of uniformly open syllables.
6.0

Reconstructing a Partial Chronology for Keres Accent

Finally, if reanalysis of [h] as accent did occur (recall from section
4.0 that the status of this phenomenon as accent is problematic), such a
change was possible because glottal accent v' already existed as an accent
24\A,'here S now includes h.
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type in Keres. v' provided the model for a second non-tonal accent based
on termination of voicing in the syllable nucleus. Consequently the
postulation of v? as a moael for the grammaticalization of provides a
partial chronology for the development of the Keres accentual system. 25

v
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Against variability in the location of the feature Nasal
Manuela Noske
University of Chicago
I.

Introduclion

Two issues of recent concern in phonological theory are (i) the nature of a
universally valid, feature geometrical theory, and (ii) the extent to which harmony
processes (vowel harmony, nasal harmony, etc.) are blocked by segments of a
predictable sort, that is, whether there is a theoretical basis to the observation in
such systems that hannony is blocked by segments of some particular type X.
The starting point of this discussion is a recent proposal by Piggott (1992)
that challenges the possibility of a universal feature geometry. Piggott proposes
that the feature Nasal can be dominated either by the Soft Palate node (in
languages such as Sundanese, Warao and Capanahua) or by the "Spontaneous
Voicing" node, in languages such as Southern Barasano (Eastern Tucanoan). This
new node which also figures prominently in works by Rice & A very (1989) and
Rice (1993) roughly corresponds to the traditional notion of "sonorant" (though
voiced obstruents can be included in this category, on Rice's and Piggott's
account). In this paper I argue that no such distinction or (quite undesirable)
parametrization in the locatioll of the feature Nasal is necessary, and that a
theoretically simpler approach is both available and preferable.
This alternative involves a challenge to certain recent claims of
underspecification theory, however: I will argue that Nasal is a binary feature
which is contrastively specified in the underlying representation. even in segments
whose value for nasality is predictable from a configuration constraint of the form
[+cons, -voice] -> [-nasal]. Under a contrastive approach to underspecification,
blocking results from the constraint on crossing association lines only (Goldsmith
1976), and not from a constraint on the local application of rules (Archangeli &
Pulleyblank 1986). I will argue that the locality constraint needs to be rejected if
we want to ensure the viability of feature geometry as a universal model of feature
organization.
2.

Theoretical preliminaries

Two theories of blocking and transparency exist in current phonological
theory, and they operate on different assumptions about the structure of the
underlying representation. These are the contrastive (Steriade 1987, Clements
1988) and the radical (Archangeli & Pulley blank 1986) approach to
uncierspecification.
Contrastive underspecification is built on the prembe that for every
disrinctive feature, both values [cx.F] and [-cx.F] are specitied underlyingly. Under
this assumption. the spreading of a feature value is arrested only by a segment that
has the opposite specification for F. Spreading beyond stich a segment is blocked
duc to the prOhibition against crossing association lines:
ejl "[cx.F]

[-cx.F] (Gol{J.imith 1976)

><Xz
XI
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However, if a segment is unspecified for either value of the feature F, and
unspecifiable because of a configuration constraint, it is transparent to the
spreading of either [aF] or [-aF].
Radical underspecification, on the other hand, holds that only the
unpredictable value [aFj of each feature is present underlyingly, while the
predictable value is filled in by a redundancy rule after (and sometimes even
before) the phonological rules of a language have applied. Since only [aF] is
available underlyingly, spreading of this value cannot be blocked by a segment
bearing [-aFj. The radical solution to blocking is to formulate a configuration
constraint which prevents the association of [aFj with a particular class of
segments. Under the condition that spreading applies only in a local fashion,
these constraints account for the opacity of a segment.
(2)

a rule can refer only to nodes that are adjacent
(Archangeli & Pulleyblank 1986)

To account for transparency effects, this approach crucially depends on a
geometrical model of feature organization. A segment is transparent to the
spreading of [aF] if it lacks the target node to which [aF] associates; i.e.,
transparent segments are unspecified for F underlyingly, as well as for the class
node which dominates F.
I assume that the prohibition against crossing association lines is universal,
and that the locality condition is not. I will further assume that an account that
invokes the line crossing constraint must not appeal to locality. Although the two
constraints achieve similar ends, wellformedness is a constraint on
representations, whereas locality is a constraint on rules. Insofar as the goal of
linguistic theory is to explain phonological phenomena in terms of
representations, the locality constraint is unnecessary.
3
3.1

The data
Sundanese

Sundanese distinguishes between voiced, voiceless and nasal stops
underlyingly. as shown in (3). The symbol H represents a laryngeal fricative that
alternates between [+nasal] and [-nasal], and is thus unspecified for nasality
underlyingly. The glottal stop [?] which occurs in Sundanese surface forms is
predictable and therefore not included in the follwing table.

(3)

P

b

m

t

c

d
n

j
fi

s

k
g

IJ

H

w

Vowel nasalization is predictable; any vowel to the right of a nasal
consonant is nasalized, unless a supralaryngeal consonant or the glides Iwl and /y/
intervene. Sundanese thus has a rule of rightward Nasal spreading which operates
in a feature-filling fashion. This rule will not be formalized here.
The following examples from Cohn's (1990) analysis of Sundanese are in
broad phonetic transcription.
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(4)

u.

b.
c.
d.

-.

i.

g
h.
i.

j.

VV

VhV

iiaur
mahal
rni?iisih
mawur
najak
!Julial
manos

V?V
VwV
yyV
VIV
VfV
YC[+voice0' lJ~bah
VC[-voice~. lJatur
~C(+cont)"; lJiser

'say (active)'
'expensive'
'Jove (active),
'spread (active)'
'sift (active)'
'stretch (active)'
'examine (active),
'change (active)'
'arrange (active)'
'displace (active)'

Of particular mterest to thi:s discussion are examples (4b) and (4c) which
show that laryngeal consonants are transparent to Nasal spreading and examples
(4f) through (4i) in which a supralaryngeal consonant blocks the spreading of
nasality. The opacity of glides and [+continuant) segments is not central to this
discussion and will not be addressed in this paper.
Essential to Piggott's account of these and similar data from Capanahua
and Warao is the prohibition against crossing association lines. In order to
correlate the opacity of supralaryngeal consonants with the line crossing
constraint, an underlying three-way contrast among segments has to be assumed:
segments can be either [+nasal), or [-nasal], or have no specification for nasality
at all. If Nasal is a direct dependent of the root node. an underlying ternary
contrast is sufficient to account for all the observed regularities. Piggott.
however, proposes a more complex geometrical representation in which Nasal
does not report directly to the root node, but is dominated by the articulator node
"Soft Palate" (SP) which is present in all segments that are also specified for
nasality, as shown in (5). Segments which are unspecified for nasality are also
unspecified for SP. The SP node. like all articulator nodes, is monovalent.
(5)

nasal consonants'

oral consonants:
other segments:
(sl. obstruents & liquids) (vowels ~& laryngeals)

root
I
SP
I
[+nasJ.iJ

root
I
SP
I
(-nasal]

root

Piggott suggests further that it is the Soft Palate node and not the feature
Nasal which spreads in harmony systems of the Sundanese type. The Soft Palate
node associates with all segments that are unspecified for this property (which is
the same class of segments that is also unspecified for nasality), while spreading
is blocked by any segment that is specified for SP.t

tpiggotl apparently assumes that only SP nodes with a dependent feature [+nasaIJ (or [nasal])
spread. Segments which bear an underlying SP node plus [-nasal] specification (or simply an SP
node) would then have no other purpose than to block SP spreading. I follow Piggott's policy in
my summary, although it is not clear to me what his rationale is.
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(6)

I')

a

u

r

->

I')

a

u

r

root node

x x x x x

x x x x x

I

I

I

I I

I

I

SP node

x

x

x

x

x

x

I
[+N]

I
[-N]

I
[-N]

I
[+N]

I
[-N]

I
[-N]

[l')atur]

Alternatively. Piggott suggests that Nasal could be considered a
monovalent or privative feature. Under a privative approach. however, we must
allow supralaryngeal consonants and liquids to be specified for a bare articulator
node SP, in order to derive the desired three-way contrast: nasal consonants are
characterized by an SP node and the feature [nasal], oral consonants have an
empty SP node: and segments for which nasality is redundant lack both. This
assumption is by no means uncontroversial; considering that SP dominates only
one terminal feature, it is unlikely that this assumption could ever be falsified.
(7)

nasal consonants:

oral consonants:

other segments:

(51. obstruents & liquids) (vowels & laryngeals)

root
I
SP

root
I
SP

root

I

[nasal]
(8)

I')

roOl node
SP node

0

b

a

h

x x x x x

->

I')

0

b

I

I

I I

I

x

x

x

x

I
[N]

a

h

[1')5bah]

x x x x x
I
[N)

If Nasal is a privative feature. spreading must crucially involve the SP
node and not the feature [nasal]. If [nasal] instead of SP spreads, any consonant
that is unspecified for [nasal] would wrongly receive a specification for this
feature, while vowels and laryngeals (lacking an appropriate landing site for
[nasal]) would be transparent to [nasal] spreading. To insure that spreading is at
the level of the SP node, Piggott proposes a maximal application principle which
requires that "if a rule applies to a F a. the rule must apply to the node B
dominating a, provided that Ii is an articulator node" (Piggott 1992: 39).2
According to this principle, [nasal] and SP always spread conjOintly ([nasal]
riding "piggy-back" on SP), thus raising the question of whether two independent
phonological units SP and [nasal] are motivated.

2Thls principle probably needs to be modified. since as it stands it would only allow the articulator
node Coronal to spread. instead of the terminal feature [anterior]. However. even if modified. the
maximal application principle seems to go counter the spirit of feature geometry. which is
designed precisely in order to let terminal features spread independently of articulator features
indeed. one might argue that a terminal feature must spread independently of a class node in order
to be recognized as a separate unit in the model.
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Piggott's main reason for includmg such a node in the representation of
nasal consonants is to account for the behavior of laryngeal stops. Unlike
laryngeal fricatives, laryngeal stops do not nasalize, but are transparent to Nasal
spreading. 3 According to Piggott, the laryngeal stop receives a specification for
SP and its dependent feature [nasal] through the regular process of SP spreading.
Laryngeal stops are thus targets in his framework and phonologically nasalized.
Unlike other targets, however, the feature [nasal] cannot be realized on glottal
stops, due [0 a surface level constraint which prevents the combination of this
feature 'Witl: the feature [constricted glottis]. Glottal stops thus have an SP
specification (open velum), but du~ to the lack of egressive airflow in their
production. [nasal] (nasal airflow) cannot be realized on this type of segment.
Since lowering of the velum is a necessary condition for nasal airflow, the feature
(nasal] depends on the SP articulator, as expressed by the structure in (7).
A careful review of the argument. however, shows that Piggott's account
ot laryngeal transparency is based on a mismatch between the phonological and
phonetic kvels of fepresentation. rather than on the complex phonological
structure he assumes. The essence of his argument is that laryngeal stops can be
nasalized phonologically, but not phonetically. The transparency of laryngeal
stop~ is therefore only apparent or surface-true. This type of explanation.
howe.ver, CJn also be implemented if ~aSil! was a direct dependent of the root
node: iI laryngeal stop would receive a [+nasal] specification through spreading,
which can however not be realized at the phonetic leveL because of the already
mentioned constraint. The behavior of laryngeal stops does therefore not provide
any evidence for the existence of a Soft Palate aniculator.
What considerations should ultimately guide the sub-grouping of features
in a hierarchical model is well beyond the scope of this paper. Suffice it to say
that while one might consider adopting the SP model for its commitment to
monovalency, this goal could also be achieved in a different form: e.g .. by
assuuing two monovalent features [nasal] and [oral] which are dominated by the
root node. As long as a segment can be unspecified for either of these features,
the desired range of contrast could be expressed, even without having to invoke a
maximal application principle Although it makes sense on phonetic and
physiological grounds to assume a Soft Palate aniculator, the case of the feature
Nasal does not provide the most compelling evidence for an anicula!or-based
model of feature geometry.
1.2

Southern Barasano

Southern Barasano (an Eastern Tucanoan language spoken in Colombia)
differs from Sundanese in that nasalitv is distincti \<e in \owels; this i~ illustrated
by the examples in (9), in which a nasal vowel follows a \'oiceless obstruent or
fricative. Since nasalization is not predictable in this context, t\'asal must be an
underlying vowel feature. Th<: clata are from Smith & Smith (In I)<
3According 10 Cohn (1990: 66). glottal SlOP' in Sundanese occur predictably between like vowels
"nd ar cen,in morphological boundaries. Cohn therefore assumes a lexical rule of glotlal stop
insenior.. If glottal stops :Ire inserted after Nasal spreading. their transparency derives from the
relative ordering of these rules< Whatever the details of Sundanese. it should be noted that glottal
stops are also transparent in languages in which the~ form part 0f the underlying consonant
inventory. The following discussion is therefore not particular to Sundanese. but applies to glonal
stops in generaL
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(9)

\(ati

vukii
kamoka
matsa

'demon'
'drink'
'rattle'
'people'

wati
yuka
hikoro
wetsika

'going?'
'vulture'
'tail'
'above'

Southern Barasano and Sundanese also differ in their underlying
consonant systems: nasality is distinctive in Sundanese consonants, but not in
Southern Barasano consonants, Nasal stops always occur in the environment of
nasal vowels, Voiced obstruents and liquids, on the other hand, are never found
in this context. but only if surrounded by oral vowels, This distributional pattern
suggests that nasal and oral stops are in complementary distribution in Southern
Barasano,
(10)

a,
b,
c,
d,
e,
f
g,
h,
i.
j,

(11)

mahama

'mirror'
'go up!'

aya

'snake'

VC[-voice~'

vukii

'drink'
'people'
'none'

VV
VhV
VwV
YV
vIY
vrv
YC[+voicel.,V
Vcr-voIceV'
YC[+contJ
YC[+nasaJ]Y

koeamJ
ahsre
kaliwa
nithedya
ka iwa
vire
;""aba
yuka
wetsika

Y'v\!
* '\Iiv
* 'V'r\!
* YC[+voice V

t

V'C[+cont] , matsa
'VC[+nasal]'\I mano

a,
b,
c,
d,
e,
f.

g.
h.
i.
j.

Mno

Y'Y'
'Vh'V
'V\('\I

*

'he washes'
'to play'
'chief
'another stream'
'chief
'to say'
'come!'
'vulture'
'above'

That nasality is predictable in consonants is further supported by the
alternation pattern of the affixes in (12) and (J 3); these affixes begin with a nasal
stop after a nasal base, and with an oral stop or liquid after an oral base.
(12)

idi-re
wa-re

'to drink'
'to walk'

(13)

dyi-bY
wa-bi'

'} did'
'I went'

ya!Jo-ne
hunT-ne

'to speak'
'to hurt'

dvi-koa-mY
la-m!

'I did completely'
'1 saw'

,,:",':

~

Nasal consonants are thus not underlying segments of Southern Barasano:
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(14)

P

B

k
G

t

D
s

H

R
W

Y

Capital letters symbolize segments that alternate between [+nasal] and
[-nasall. A summary of these alternations is given in (15). !RJ is realized as the
nasal stop [ill in the environment of nasalized vowels, as [Tl or rt] before the
vowels iii and 101, and as [[] elsewhere. /HI and the glides !WI and IYI have a
nasal and an oral variant, whereas IB/, IDI, and IGI each have a nasal, a
pre nasalized and an oral variant.
( [ 5)

bhn/ffib

glf)lQg

Vilii
will:

Before addressing the geometrical structure of SOllthern Barasano
consonants, I would like to discuss the behavior of voiced obstruents and liquids.
As already mentioned. voiced obstruents and liquids alternate between [+nasall
and [-nasal], depending on the context in which they occur. This is not surprising
in light of the fact that Nasal is a redundant feature in Southern Barasano
consonants which are thus unspecified for this feature underlyingly. Lacking any
Nasal specification, they simply serve as targets for Nasal spreading. In
Sundanese, by contrast, nasality is distinctive in consonants. Voiced obstruents
and liquids are therefore specified as [-nasal] underlyingly (or SP on Piggott's
account) and hence block Nasal spreading. The different behavior of Sundanese
and Southern Barasano consonants is therefore correlated with the distinctive
versus redundant status of the feature Nasal in these languages.
So far then, nothing stands in the way of transferring Piggott's earlier
suggestion about the organization of nasality features to the Southern Barasano
data:
(16)

nasal vowels:

oral vowels:

consonanrs:

root
I

root
I
SP

root

Sf
I.nasal]

Nasal vowels are specified as SP and [nasal], while oral \'owels are SP,
and consonants are unspecified for either of these properties. If spreading is at the
level of the SP node, then all consonants that are unspecified for SP underlyingly
receive such a specification. The representation in (16), however, also entails that
vowels can block SP spreading, since they are specified for SP. Contrary to
Piggott's assertion, this is indeed the case. Smith & Smith (1971) give a number
of examples in which a nasal vowel is followed by an ,)ral vowel. suggesting that
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at least among vowels there is a three-way contrast in nasality: SP and [nasal],
SP. or no specification for either of these. 4
(17)

oaKI'

lindo
nitse
mlihli-l'iia-l'o
'iSia-ha

'a man'
'here'
'black'
'place for going up'
'buttocks'

Examples of such unspecified vowels are contained in the following
derivations: 5
(18)

root node
SP node

(19)

root node
SP node

B a
x x

,

->

D 0
x x

x
I
[1\]
i s
x x
I
x
I
[N]

B a D 0
x x x x
\ I /./"
x

[mlino]

,

[N]

a h
x x x

,

x

a
x

->

,--
x

x
I
[N]

s
x

i
x

a
x
I
x

h
x

a
x

(isiaha]

I will now turn to the phenomenon that leads Piggott to reject this
geometrical structure for Southern Barasano. As illustrated in (9) and (lOh),
voiceless obstruents occur in the environment of nasal vowels, and are thus
transparent to Nasal spreading, Under the assumption that spreading is not local,
these examples have a straightforward account: there is a configuration constraint
in effect which prevents the association of [nasal] with a voiceless segment:
*[-voice, anasal]. Voiceless consonants are therefore not eligible targets for
Nasal spreading and will be skipped.
Piggott, however, seems to reject such a solution. Presuming locality, the
only possible explanation for the transparency of voiceless stops is that they lack
the structural node to which the spreading feature attaches. Thus, all targets of
Nasal spreading (vowels, sonorants and voiced obstruents) must share some node
4To account for the examples in (17), one might be tempted to look for a connection between the
opacity of vowels, on the one hand, and the morphological structure of these words, on the other.
However. at least the first three examples are underived lexical items, which makes an explanation
bn tenns of a derived environment effect untenable,
In general. all segments in a morpheme agree in nasality, I assume that Nasal is a morpheme
feature which is floating in the underlying representation, Nasal associates to the leftmost vowel
in a morpheme before spreading rightward, The initial association rule and the spreading rule are
not fonnalized here, 1 assume that the process of initial association has already taken place in the
following derivations, 1 assume further that there is a constraint which requires all voiced
consonants in the onset of a syllable to agree in nasality with the following vowel. The word
initial consonant in (18) therefore receives the specification (+nasal] by a bounded process of
leftward spreading, The details of such an approach are laid out in detail in Noske (993) for
Tucano. another Tucanoan language, and will not be repeated here. I refer the reader to the
discussion in that paper.
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X, to the exclusion of voiceless obstruents. If Nasal attache~ [0 this node instead
of the root node, the transparency of voiceless stops follows from their lack of X
specification. The challenge of the Southern Barasano data lies in identifying this
node. Since vowels, sonorants and voiced obstruents do not form a natural,
phonological class, distinctive feature theory does not hold out a solution.
Piggott therefore suggests that the feature composition of these segments
be modified: he argues that vowels, sonorant consonants and voiced obstruents in
Southern Barasano are specified for the phonological feature "Spontaneous
Voice" (SV). Spontaneously voiced segments have "a vocal tract configuration in
which the vocal cords vibrate in response to the passage of air" (Piggott 1992: 48).
This new feature replaces the traditional feature [sonorantj, such that all vowels
and sonorant consonants are SV universally. However, it is not a substitute for
the laryngeal feature [voicej. In fact. Piggott suggests that the underlying
representation of voiced obstruents can vary across languages: they can he either
specified for SV, or for the laryngeal feature [voice). Finally, to account for the
transparency of voiceless stops. two additional assumptions need to be made: (i)
Spontaneous Voice is a structural node. but not an articulator, and (ii) Nasal
attaches to the SV node in languages in which voiced obstruents are specified for
SV.
(20)

nasal vowels:

voiced obs. & son.:

voiceless obs.:

root

root

root

I

I

SV

SV
I

[nasal)
Since SV is not an articulator. [nasal] instead of SV can spread. without
violating the maximal application principle. Voiceless stops. being unspeCified
for SV, are ignored by Nasal spreading, as shown in (22).
roO{ node

B a
x x
I

I

SV node

x

x
I
(NJ

(21)

w

(22)

root nocie
SV node

x

a
x

D 0
x x
I I
x x

->

x

x

I

I

x

x

x

[NJ

m a
x x
I

I

x

x

\

I

n
x
I
x

0

(manoj

x
I

x

I~

(Nj

I

I

->

w
x
I
x

a
x

\

I
[NJ

I

x

x

i
x

--

(wati)

I
x

The first question that needs to be raised in evaluating Piggott's proposal is
what motivates the assumption that voiced obstruents are SV in Southern
Barasano. There is clearly only a two-way contrast among Southern Barasano
consonants underlyingly. As shown earlier in (14), voiceless stops comrast with
voiced, non-nasal stops of the same place of articulation. This contrast involves
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either the distinctive feature [voice]. or [sonorant]. Which of the two features to
specify underlyingly and which to declare redundant is a difficult choice to make.
In the absence of any phonological evidence, the decision might have to be left
open.
Piggott, however. opts for an analysis in terms of sonorancy (SV).
Curiously though, his reasons are purely phonetic and not phonological in nature.
He observes that voiced stops in Southern Barasano are in free variation with
prenasalized stops if surrounded by oral vowels. PrenasaJization appears to be
obligatory in word-initial position.
(23)

waba
mbago
mbedi
ndiro

wamba
mbango
mbendi

'come"
'eater'
'younger brother'
'grass hopper'

Since the issue of prenasalization is of considerable importance to
Piggott's argument, it deserves a careful study. Smith & Smith (1971: 82) state
that voiced stops have three variants: a nasal stop, an oral stop with lenis nasal
onset, and an oral stop with optional non-lenis nasa] onset. The nasa] stop is
found in the context of nasal vowels. while the other two segments are in free
variation elsewhere. Contrary to this description. however, their examples show
an oral stop in free variation with a prenasaJized stop.
A survey of the remaining Tucanoan languages shows that free variation
between a plain oral stop and a prenasalized stop is an exception, rather than the
rule. In Northern Barasano (Stolte & Stolte 1971), Tuyuca (Barnes & Takagi
1976), Cubeo (Salser 1971). Tucano (West & Welch 1972). and Siriano (Nagler
& Brandrup 1979), a prenasalized stop occurs between a nasal and an oral vowel,
and sometimes in word-initial position. Prenasalization is therefore predictable
through context, and should be accounted for by a spreading rule. The only
Tucanoan languages in which oral stops are in free variation with prenasalized
stops are Tatuyo (Whisler & Whisler 1976) and Southern Barasano.
Prenasalization in Southern Barasano is not contextually determined and
thus not predictable phonologically. However. it is also not contrastive. Instead,
it is entirely random and should therefore be handled by the phonetic component
of grammar. For Piggott, however, this form of free variation is an instantiation
of an underlying Spontaneous Voice specification in stop consonants. Although
he admits that the phonetics of the feature Spontaneous Voice are complex, an
optional nasal phase on a voiced stop is one of its correlates. In Sundanese, by
contrast, plain oral stops do not vary freely with pre nasalized stops. Since voiced
stops in Sundanese are not specified for SV, we would not expect prenasalization
(at least not as a correlate of SV).6 Even if we agree with Piggott that optional
prenasalization is correlated with the feature Spontaneous Voice, there seems to
be a step miSSing in his analysis: we still need phonological evidence for
considering voiced stops in Southern Barasano spontaneously voiced, instead of
simply voiced.
The acoustic and articulatory properties of a segment clearly playa role in
determining its feature composition. For example, there has to be a slight opening
in the vocal tract for a sound to qualify as [+continuant]. Thus, while [tl would
Sit is not entirely clear 10 me whether Piggott assumes SV 10 be a necessary or a sufficient
condition for an oral stop to be in free variation with a prenasalized stop.
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fall into this category, [p] would not. In this respect the phonetics of a segment
infonn the phonology. However, it is the phonology that ultimately decides
whether this feature is present in the underlying representation or not. If a
language does not exploit continuancy for phonological contrast, there is no
reason to assume that [continuant] is one of its distinctive features, even if we find
a fricative [f] at the surface. Similarly, if [f] is always in free variation with [p] in
some language, while [p] contrasts with [b], [t] with [d], etc., we would assume an
underlying contrast in the feature [voice]. That there is an instance of free
variation does not affect this assumption; Le.. we would not conclude anything
different about this language, even if the voiceless stop [p] did not vary freely
with a fricative. The underlying representation of a segment is determined only
on the basis of contrast; the exceptionally broad range in the realiztion of voiced
stops in Southern Barasano, however, does not reflect on their underlying
representation. The instances of free variation in Southern Barasano therefore
cannot playa role in deciding what the feature composition of these segments is.
In conclusion, there is no phonological evidence for considering voiced
stops sonorants or SV in Southern Barasano. However, there is also no evidence
to the contrary. Hence, nothing stands in the way of our accepting Piggott's
proposaL
The second suggestion Piggott makes is that Nasal is a dependent of the
sonorancy feature SV. This assumption is justified by the fact that nasality is only
contrastive in sonorants. Nasal segments are sonorants universally. a fact that has
hitherto been expressed by the universal configuration constraint *[-son, +nasal].
The presence of the feature Nasal thus depends on the presence of the feature
[+sonorant] or SV in a segment. This is an important insight about the
phonological patterning of nasal segments, and should be expressed formally;
whether directly by making Nasal a dependent of an SV node, or through a
configuration constraint will be discussed next.
Since Nasal depends universally on the presence of sonorancy, we
certainly do not expect Sundanese to form an exception. We can therefore
transfer the proposal that Nasal depends on the SV node to the case of Sundanese.
Assuming that voiced obstruents in this language are indeed obstruents and not
sonorants or SV, only sonorant consonants and vowels have an SV specification
underlyingly. If Nasal is dominated by the SV node, it will spread from SV node
to SV node, as shown in (24). As a result, voiced and voiceless obstruents will be
skipped by the spreading process. Lacking the SV node, they are not appropriate
anchors for association with the feature Nasal.
(24)
root node
SV node
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x

x
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x
I
x

h
x

*[IJobah]

There are two ways of dealing with this problem: (i) we can assume that
SV is contained within the root node (following a suggestion by McCarthy
(1988», and that Nasal attaches directly to the root node. The dependency
between Nasal and sonorancy would then not be expressed through the
hierarchical organization of these features, but through a configuration constraint
of the form [SY, nasa\]. If we assume that spreading is local, voiceless stops and
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voiced stops should block Nasal spreading. This solution is presented in (25). (ii)
Alternatively, we could assume that all obstruents and liquids are specifed as
[-nasal] underlyingly and block spreading by virtue of the line crossing constraint,
as outlined in (26).

sv sv

(25)
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In summary. to account for the Sundanese data we do not have to give up
the assumption that Nasal depends on the presence of sonorancy or SV. In fact,
the Sundanese data are quite compatible with this idea, except that SV cannot be a
structural node, but must be contained within the root node.
Let us now turn back to Southern Barasano. If we assume that SV is one
of the defining features of the root node, and if we assume further that voiced
stops are sonorants in this language and thus specified as SV, they nasalize if
surrounded by nasal vowels. as illustrated in (27). Voiceless stops, however, do
not haye an SV specification. Cnder the assumption that spreading is local, they
block Nasal spreading. This is demonstrated in (28).
(27)
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x x x x
\ I
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However, if spreading is notlocaJ, the voiceless stop would be skipped by
the spreading rule and we would obtain the desired result.
In conc!u<.,ion, I have shown that both sets of data can be fully accounted
for either under the assumption that Nasal is dominated by the Soft Palate
articulator, or under the assumption that Nasal depends on the feature SV. The
only assumption that we need 10 give up in order to account for both languages is
that spreading is locally constrained.
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The organization of Nasal either as a dependent of the SP node or the
feature SV does not reflect two parameters of Universal Grammar. but two
competing theories of feature organization. In the SP articulator model, the
hierarchical organization of features reflects the phonetic and physiological facts
of speech production. In the SV model. the hierachical organization of features
reflects their phonological patterning. Which of the two models is accurate
cannot be decided based on the data presented in this paper. However. unless we
believe that languages differ in that some organize their features according to the
articulators that are involved in their production, while other languages organize
their features according to phonological criteria, one of the two models should do.
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RELATIVIZING CASE THEORY
JAIRONUNES
University oJ Maryland

1. Introduction·
Two positions have been taken with respect to the status of the Case Filter!
and the Visibility Condition Z in Universal Grammar. Some scholars (see Chomsky
and Lasnik (1991), for instance) claim the Case Filter can be reduced to the
Visibility Condition, whereas others (see Raposo and Uriagereka (1990), for
example) argue that these are separate well-forrnedness conditions in the theory of
grammar. In this paper I will take the latter position and explore some of the
consequences such a hypothesis has with respect to the types of Case available in
Umversal Grammar.
If the Case Filter is a PF condition on nominals independent from the (LF)
Visibility Condition on arguments, there are four logical possibilities as to how a
given Case K is able to make an element interpretable at the relevant level of
representation, as shown in (1):
(1)

a. K is active at PF and at LF ([+PF,+LF])
b. K is active neither at PF nor at LF ([-PF,-LF])
c. K is active at LF but not at PF ([-PF,+LF])
d. K is active at PF but not at LF ([+PF,-LF])

(la) refers to the standard instances where nominal arguments are said to be
assigned Case, yielding grammatical outputs, as in (2) below. In (2), both nominal
arguments of the verb see are assigned Case: John receives nominati"'e and the bug,
accusative. Given that (2) is grammatical and, therefore, violates neither the Case
Filter nor the Visibility Condition, we may say that the Cases assigned by the finite
Inn and the verb in (2) are [+PF,+LF] Cases.
(2)

John saw the bug.

(1 b) is equivalent to lack of Case assignment. Thus, we can say that in (3)
below, either the passivized verb does not assign Case to its complement (on the
reasons for this, see section 3.2 below), or that the Case assigned by destroyed to
the city is able to satisfy neither the Case Filter nor the Visibility Condition (it is a
[-PF,-LF] Case). In both situations an ungrammatical result obtains.
(3)

*It was destroyed the city by the enemy .

• Previous versions of lhis paper were presenled allhe Universidade Esladual de Campinas
(Brazil). al the University of Maryland. and allhe Teroer CoJoquio de Gramatica Generativa (in San
Lorenzo de EJ Escorial. Spain). I am grateful to these audiences for couunents and suggestions. I
would like to give special lhanks to Norben Horsntein, Ellen Thompson and Juan Uriagereka for
stimulating criticism and discussion of various aspects of lhis paper. Needless to say that they
should not be blamed for the shoncomings still remaining.
1 "*[s ol. where 0 includes a phonetic matrix. if to.: has no Case" (Chomsky (1981:49).
following J -R. Vergnaud).
2 "An element is visible for a-marking only if it is assigned Case" (Chomsky (1986:94),
following J. Aoun),
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(la) and (1b), therefore, have the same empirical coverage as the "classical"
Case Theory, formulated in Chomsky (1981). If the possibilities (lc) and (ld) can
be empirically motivated, the hypothesis that the Case Filter and the Visibility
Condition are independent conditions will receive independent support. This is the
line of reasoning I will pursue here.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 I propose that what
Chomsky and Lasnik (1991) call "null Case" is an instantiation of the type of Case
listed in (Ic), a [-PF,+LF] Case, and then I discuss wanna-contrnction and the
distlibution of PRO under this perspective. The discussion of the [+PF,-LF] type
of Case in section 3 constitutes the bulk of the paper. It will be argued that the
aU;I(.iliary have in English and the participial Agr head in Lithuanian assign a
[+PF,-LF] Case, for they are able to license a participle affix only if it is not
assigned a Il-role. In addition, it will be shown that the crosslinguistic vanation with
respect to the presence and distribution of [+PF.-LF] Case-marking auxiliaries in
languages like English, Lithuanian and Italian follows from economy
considerations prohibiting insertion of superfluous features in the course of a
derivation. Finally, it will be claimed that Frisian infinitives provide morphological
evidence for postulating a [+PF,-LF] type of Case. Some concluding remarks arc
then presented in section 4.

2. [-PF.+LF] Case
The Visibility Condition of Chomsky (1981:334) includes an undesirable
dIsjunction. Every B-chain exn'pt the one headed by PRO must be Case-marked:
'Suppose that the position P is marked with the B-role R aud C (a!.
is a chain. Then C is assigned R by P if and only if for some i. Uj is in
position P and C has Case or is headed by PRO." [emphasis added. J:\Nl

aD)

Chomsky and Lasnik (1991:80) proposes that such a disjunction can be
eliminated if PRO also receives Case. But since the Case that presumably licenses
PRO does not license an overt NP, as shown in (4) below, Chomsky and Lasmk
take it to be "a Case different from the familiar ones", referring to it as "null Case".
(4)

a. It's necessary [cp lAgrP PRO lAge' Agr hp to leave early J]J]
b. *It's necessary [cp L"grP Mary [Agl' Agr [TP to leave early Jll]

I would like to claim that the inventory of types of Case available in UG
proposed in (I) provides us with the means to distinguish Chomsky and Lasnik's
null Case from the more familiar types of Case, such as the ones assigned by finite
Inll or by a transitive verb, for example. If Chomsky and Lasnik's null Case is
taken to be in fact the type of Case listed in (Ic) (a [·PF,+LF] Case), the contrast
between (4a) and (4b) can be easily explained. In (4b). Mary satisfies the Visibility
Condition. as does PRO in (Sa). by being assigned a [+LF] Case by the infinitivaJ
A.gr. (4b). however, violates the Case Filter, because Mary does not receive a
[+PF] Case. By contrast, PRO in (4a) vacuously satisfies the Case Filter, if we
assume that it does not have a representation at PF.3
3 Under such an approach. PRO contrasts with pro in that the latter is lexically specified
as M"ing a representation at PF and. therefore. must be assigned a [+PF] Case. Admittedly. until a
better understanding of the representation of null elements at PF is achieved, such a distinction
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With the four-way distinction of types of Case proposed in (1), therefore,
the Visibility Condition may simply require that a thematic chain be Case-marked
and the appropriate type of Case which this chain should be assigned ([±PF,±LF)
will depend on the morphological nature of its head.

1.1. I-PF.+LF] Case and Wanna-Contraction
This approach also provides a simple explanation for the different behavior
of PRO and variables with respect to wamw-contraction constructions. As is well
known, variables block wamw-contraction, whereas PRO does not:
(5)

(6)

a.
b.
a.
b.

WhOi do you want PRO to greet~?
Who do you wanna greet?
WhOj do you want t; to greet Mar)"?
*Who do you wanna t; greet Mar)"?

In both (5) and (6), the operator-variable chain receives a [+PF,+LF) Case
from the verbs greet and want, respectively, whereas the chain headed by PRO in
(5) is assigned a [.PF,+LF) Case by the infinitival Agr. Assuming that wanna·
contraction is a PF phenomenon, the variable in (6) blocks contraction, because it
receives a [+PF,+LF] Case and, therefore, is "active" at PF. By contrast, since
PRO does not have a representation at PF, it does not interfere with walll/(]
contraction or any process that takes place at this level.

or PRO
The restricted distribution of PRO in LGB was believed to follow from the
PRO Theorem. In the present analysis, the absence of PRO in what corresponds to
LGB's governed domains follows either from the lack of the relevant Case or from
an "overload" of Case.
Consider a construction like (7) below, for example. Under the assumption
that passive verbs do not assign Case to their object (see section 3.1 below), PRO
in (7) violates the Visibility Condition, for it receives a 9-role, but no [+LF) Case.

1.1. Distribution

(7)

*Ilexplwas greeted PRO by John

Let us now consider constructions where PRO receives a [+LF) Case, but
the resulting sentence is still ruled out, as exemplified by (8) below. Since the Agr
head of finite clauses assigns a [+PF,+LF) Case (see discussion above), PRO in
(8) satisfies the Visibility Condition and the sentence should be well fonned.
(8)

*PRO left

I propose that (8), however, violates the Principle of Full Interpretation
(see Chomsky (1986:98». It was claimed above that PRO has no representation at
PF. If so, when PRO is a~signed a I+PF,+LF) Case by the Agr of the finite clause
in (8), there is no nominal element at PF to bear the I+PF) Case feature. Hence,
although Case-assignment to PRO in (8) satisfies the Visibility Condition, it also
between PRO and pro is stipulative. However, it is, at most. as stipulative as current accounts. In
Chomsk) and Lasnik's (1991:78-80) theory, for insLance, the fact that PRO must receive null
Case, whereas pro must receive "regular" Case, does not follow from anylhing.
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leaves a [+PFj Case feature stranded at PF. Under the plausible hypothesis that
such a feature can only receive an interpretation when associated to a nominal
element, (8) yields a violation of the Principle of Full Interpretation.
If this is right, we predict that if a language has an independent bearer for
the (+Pf-1 feature in sentences analogous to (8), PRO is allowed to receive Case
from the Agr head of a finite dause. This prediction is borne out by "impersonal
silse-constructions" in Romance, as exemplified by the Portuguese sentence in (9):
(9)

Aqui se trabalha bastante.
here SE works
hard
'Here people work hard.'

Having obselved that the semantic restrictions on impersonal se
constructions are the same as the ones associated with PRO (see Cinque (1988),
among others), Raposo and Uriagereka (1993) propose that these constructions
involve a PRO in the subject position, which is prevented from being go....erned by
the clitic se. Although I will follow Raposo and Unagereka in assuming a PRO in
these constructions, I will depart from them with respect to the role ascribed to the
cJilic se. Under the perspective of the present analysis, the ditic se of impersonal
constructions is just a [+PF] Case bearer. PRO in (9), for instance, can receive a
[+PF,+LF] Case from Agr without giving rise to a \'iolation of the Principle of Full
Interpretation, because the ditic se can bear the [+PF] Case feature In fact, since it
is a nominal eli tic, se not only can, but must receive a [+PF] Case in order to
comply with the Case Filter.
Evidence for this approach comes from constructions like (10) below, in
which the ditic se is attached to a transitive verb yielding a slight change in
meaning, which need not concern us here:
(10)

a. loao utilizou (*d)aqueles documemos.
b. loao se utilizou *(d)aqueles documentos.
1000 (SE) utilized of-those documents
'loao used those documents.'

(lOa) shows that the verb ulUi':.aT licenses its nominal object without resorting to the
dummy preposition de. In the terms adopted here, uriJizar assigns a [+PF,+LF]
Case to its object. When se is added, the insertion of the dummy case marker
becomes necessary. as shown in (lOb). Since the cJitic se must receive a [+PF]
Case, when a dummy Case-marker is not inserted in (lOb). a Case Filter violation
arises because either the clitic or the object NP does not receive a [+PF] Case. 4
The last construction I would like '.' examine in this section involves
instances where PRO apparently can receive a [-PF,+LF] Case by the Agr head of
4 Interestingly. some verbs that underwent a historical cbange that deleted the so-called
"inherent se" came to license their objecr without the b!dp of a prepositton. as illustrated in (i):

(i)

a 0 rei assinou-se nos documeDtos~ (Old Portuguese)
tbe king signed-SE on-the documents
b.O rei assinou os documentos. (t-Iodem Portuguese)
the king signed the documents
Tbe king signed the documents:
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an infinitival clause, but the result is still ungrammatical, as exemplified in (11):
(11)

*1 consider lAgrpPRO to be intelligent]

(11) can be accounted for if complement clauses must also satisfy the
Visibility Condition. If so, the infinitival clause of (11) must be Case-marked by
consider in order to be visible at LF. Assuming that the infinitival clause of (11) is
an AgrP, the Case assigned by the matrix verb percolates down to the Agr head. By
being in a spec-head configuration, PRO and the Agr head will have to agree with
respect to .-features. The problem that then arises is that PRO ends up receiving a
[+PF,+LF] Case through spec-head agreement. Since PRO does not have a
representation at PF, the [+PF] Case feature assigned to it does not have a bearer at
PF and, therefore, a violation of the Principle of Full Interpretation will arise.
Other constructions disallowing PRO can be accounted for in similar ways.
But given that their examination requires a more detailed discussion of the internal
structure of non-finite projections and their subcategorization, which would go
beyond the scope of this paper, 1 will now mo\'e on to the discussion of the
possibility mentioned in (ld): a [+PF,-LF] Case.

3. [+PF,-LF] Case
In order to empirically motivate a [+PF,-LF] Case, we need a test like the
one represented in (12), where a certain Case K is able to license a nominal element
only if it is not assigned a 9-role:
(12)

a. [Kcase-assigner ~(-V,+NJ. &-role)
b.

1

*[ Kcase-assigner ~(-V,+NJ, + &-roled

I claim that such a configuration arises in English (see Nunes (1993a» and
Lithuanian participle constructions (see Nunes (1994», as shown below.

3.1. Participle Constructions In English
Baker, Johnson and Roberts (1989) propose that the passive morpheme -en
in English is an argument base-generated as the head of Inn, as represented in (13)
below, where &! stands for external a-role. Based on Roberts's (1987) proposal
that the "passive" -en, exemplified in (l3a), and the "perfective" -en, exemplified in
(l4a), are in fact instances of the same morpheme,S Nunes (l993a) extends Baker,
Johnson and Roberts's representation for passive sentences to perfective
constructions, as shown in (l4b):
(13)

a The car was stolen.
b. [ the car ]i was lIP -ellee [vp steal- to 11

(14)

a. John had stolen the car.
b. Johni had UP -en [vp to steal- the car 1]

If this is correct, we have to explain why -en behaves like an argument in

5 As Roberts (1987:40) observes, "the combination of either -en [the "passive" or the
"perfective" -en; .J:M:t-.'1 with a verb-stem triggers exactly the same phonological form in all
instances. including suppletions and lexical gaps·
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(13). as argued by Baker. Johnson and Roberts. but nut In (14), where it does not
receive a-role. 6 Following a suggestion by Jaeggli (1986, fn. 6), according to
which an element must be N-like to cany Case and 6-role, Nunes (1993) proposes
that the participle morpheme is a [-V,+NJ element and, as such. a possible 6-role
bearer.' Evidence for taking the participle affix as [-V.+NJ element comes from the
fact that in languages with overt agreement, participial verbal forms may take
nominal agreement markers, as illustrated by the Portuguese sentence in (15) (see
also the Lithuanian sentence in (22) below):
(15)

As
meninas nao foram
vistas
the-fem-pl girl-fem-pl not were-3pt seen-fem-pl
'The girls were not seen:

To say that an ciement must be N-Iike to receive Case and a-role, however.
does not entail that an N-like element must be a thematic argument. Expleti\'es are a
good example of this. Although they cannot be assigned a a-role. they must be Ca<;e
marked.S Based on these considerations, Nunes (l993a) claims that, as opposed to
true referential expressions, which must be associated with a a-role, the participle
affix is assigned a a-role only when forced to by the 6-Criterion. Thus, -en acts as
an argument in (13b), since there is no element in specifier of VP to bear the
external a-role of the verb. but not in (14b). given that the two a-roles of steal are
assigned to the chains (JOhni. til and (the car).9
Let us now tum to the question of how the participle morpheme satisfies the
case Filter. Roberts (1987) proposes that in sentences like (13a). -en is Case
marked by the main verb. which triggers the movement of the object NP, since the
au.xlliary be is not a Case-assigner; in sentences like (14a), on the other hand, -ell is
Case-marked by the auxiliary have, which allows the main verb to Case-mark its
object. Nunes (1993a) points out. however, that if this were the whole story, a
sentence like (16) should be ambiguous between the two readings of (17):
Ii For Roberts (1987:41). ·en IS Ii clitic that either fonns a a-chain with a phrase that
moves from subject position to VP in passives, or forms a a-chain with the subject. Infl and the
auxiliary have in pelfective constructious. As will become clear. the account to be de"eloped here
differs from Roberts's analysis on various points.
7 'Ibis proposal shares with Roberts (1987) and Baker, Johnson and Rober:ts (1989) the
inmition that -en is nominal in some sense. However, it does 110t commit itself to the potentially
problematic claim that' -en is syntactically a clitic but phonologically an affi,," (Baker. Johnson
IUld Roberts (1989:223».
a Another e"ample is provided by the clitic se in Portuguese, as discussed in section 2.2.
Although se must receive a [+PFJ Case due to its nominal properties, it may not receive aa·role.
9 Passive sentences involving an "agent by-phrase" like (i) below require further
COlliment For the purposes of the present discussion. I will follow Baker, Johnson and Roberts
(1989) in assuming that when the participle affiJl receives a 6-role, it may form a kind of "clitic
doubling chain" with the agent by-phrase. represented in (ib) through the coindeJlation with the
indeJl ge. This amounts to saying that even when the agent by-phrase is present. there is no
element in the specifier of VP, which forces VP to assign its e;>;temal a·role to -en:

(i)

a. The cake was eaten by Peter.
b. [ the cake li was UP -ene. [vp eat [by Peter 160 1]
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(16)
(17)

It had eaten the meal.
a. It; had (Jp -en [vp t; eat- the meat II
b. *It."pl had UP -enee [vpeat- the meat]]

In (l7a) the external e-role is assigned to the referential pronoun it in the
specifier of VP, which raises to the specifier of Inn in order to get Case; therefore,
the participle affix is assigned no e-role in accordance with the e-Criterion. On the
other hand, in the absence of an element in the specifier of VP to bear the external e
role in (l7b), the e-Criterion requires that it be assigned to the participle affix, and
an expletive is then inserted in subject position. This structure would mean
something like 'the meat had been eaten'.
(17) is in fact an instantiation of the abstract configuration described in (12):
the auxiliary have is a Case-assigner that licenses only nominal elements that are not
e-marked. From the contrast between (l7a) and (17b), Nunes (l993a) concludes
that the auxiliary have assigns a [+PF,-LF] type of Case. to Thus, the participle
affix in both (17a) and (l7b) satisfies the Case Filter by being assigned a [+PF]
Case by have. Since the participle affix of (l7a) is not a-marked, it vacuously
satisfies the Visibility Condition at LF. By contrast, the participle affix of (17b)
violates the Visibility Condition because it receives a a-role, but no [+LFJ Case.

3.2. Participle Constructions in Lithuanian
It has been claimed in the literature (see Timberlake (1982), Baker, Johnson
and Roberts (1989), among others) that, beside standard passives with transitive
verbs, Lithuanian also has impersonal passives of unergative, unaccusative and
raising verbs, and even impersonal passives of standard passives. Nunes (1994)
argues that such an analysIs is mistaken, and that what has been taken to be an
impersonal passive in Lithuanian is much closer to perfective constructions in
Engltsh than to real passive constructions.
More specifically, Nunes (1994) claims that the present participle morpheme
-m- and the past participle morpheme -I- in Lithuanian, similarly to -en in English,
are nominal elements that head a projection of TP. By being nominal elements, the
Lithuanian participle morphemes are also possible e-role bearers. Thus, when there
is no element in the specifier of VP to be assigned the external e-role, the e
Criterion forces the assignment of this a-role to the participle affix, yielding a
passive construction. In this respect, there is no structural difference between
English and Lithuanian passives. Lithuanian differs from English, however, in that
what corresponds to the "agent by-phrase" in English passives (see fn. 9) does not
require the insertion of a preposition, as shown in (22) (from Timberlake (1982»:
(22)

KriStolinis sietynas buvo mano
chandelier-nom/m/sg was I-gen
'The chandelier was bought by me.'

pirk-t-as.
buy-part-nom/mfsg

Nunes (1994) account" for this difference by proposing that Lithuanian
participle morphemes, like regular nouns, assign genitive Case to their specifiers.

10 I will leave for future research a discussion of the compatibility of the present analysis
with Freeze's (l992) idea. adopted in Kayne (1993),lhat ha~'e should be analyzed as an instance of
be 10 which a preposition has been incorporated.
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EVidence for this proposal is provided by the specific genitive form that certain
pronouns take in participle constructions. According to Timberlake (1982. fn. 2).
1st person sg .• 2nd person sg. and reflexive pronouns distinguish two genitive
forms: one used to express possession. and the other used for complements of
verbs or prepositions. Mano and manfs. for example. are the "possessive" and the
·verbal/prepositional" genitive forms of the 1st person sg. pronoun. respectively.
As we can see in (22). it is the possessive genitive that is used to express the agent
of a passive. This is exactly what we should expect if possessive genitive is
assigned by nouns and if the participle affix is a [-V.+NJ element. The passive
sentence in (22) is thus be represented as in (23) (irrelevant details omitted):
(23)

W

./ ",
[kristolinis sietynasJi

I'

A
VP

./'"

buvo

t,

-as

TP

/'"

manoe.

1"

Since there is no element in the specifier of VP in (23) to receive the external
6-role. this 6-role is assigned to the participle morpheme -t- heading TP. which. as a
nominal element. is a possible 6-role bearer. The participle affix forms a type of
ditic doubling chain with the agent phrase mana (see fn. 9) and assigns genitive
Case to it. After the verb raises to the head of TP, it assigns its Case to the participle
affix; the object then moves to matrix subject position, where it receives nominative
Case from the matrix Infl.lI
11 The movemenl of the object to the specifier of AgrP across the specifier of TP in (23)
complies with the Shortest Movement of Chomsky (1992:2-'), After the verb moves to the head of
TP. and the complex V-T subsequently moves to the head of AGRP in (23). the minimal domain
(see Chomsky (1992: 16» of the chain ([V -T]j. tj) is {spec!AgrP. speC!TP. VP}, Given that the
specifier of AgrP and the specifier of TP are in the same minimal domain. they are equidistant
targets of movement for the object :-"1', Thus. movement of kristolinis sietynns ('the chandelier,)
across mana ('by me') in (23) is a licit operation. rather than constituting an instance of super
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In this approach, the availability of apparent impersonal passives like (24)
below {from Timberlake (1982» follows from the participle morphemes' ability to
assign Case to their specifiers. In (24). the verb is unaceusative; therefore, the
participle affix in (24) receives no a-role, and the object receives no Case in its
position. Vaiko ('the child') then raises to the specifier of TP, where it is assigned
genitive Case by the participle morpheme, as represented in (25):
(24)

(25)

Vaiko
serga-m-a.
child-gen/mlsg be-sick-part-nom/ntlsg
'(Evidently) the child is sick.' (from Timberlake (1982»
IAwP 1Agr' -a hp vaikO; [T' -m- [vp serga- ~ ]]]]]

Still to be addressed is the way the participle morpheme is Case-marked in
(25). As a nominal element, the participle affix must receive Case in order to
comply with the Case Filter. Given that the verb sergli is unaceusative, the most
appealing candidate as a source of Case for the participle morpheme in (25) is the
Agr head. Let us then suppose that the participial Agr in Lithuanian is a Case
assigner. If this is true, we have to explain why the object NP in (23) cannot be
Case-marked in the specifier of the participial Agr. making further movement to the
specifier of matrix IP unnecessary. Also, if the participial Agr head were able to
Case-mark the participle affix of (23), the main verb would then be free to assign
aceusative to it'> object. However. this is not possible, as shown in (26):12
(26)

*Mano
pirk-t-a
krisrolin! siety~.
I-gen bought-part-nomlntlsg chandelier-ace/m/sg
'The chandelier was bought by me.'

Here we have another instance of the configuration in (12). The participial
Agr head is able to Case-mark the participle affix of (25), but not the participle affix
or the object NP of (23). The crucial difference between these nominal elements is
that only the participle affix of (23) is not B-marked. We may thus say that the
participial Agr in Lithuanian also assigns a [+PF.-LF] Case {see Nunes (1994».
Although the participle affix in (26) satisfies the Case Filter by being assigned a
[+PF,-LF] Case by the participial Agr head (as does the affix of (25», it violates
the Visibility Condition: it is 9-marked, but does not receive a [+LF] Case.

3.3. Distribution
Constructions

of [+PF,-LF]

Case-Assigners

in

Participle

The approach pursued in sections 3.1 and 3.2 provides a principled account
for the differences among languages like English, Lithuanian and Italian with
respect to the existence and distribution of a have-like auxiliary in participle
constructions. Let us assume that the auxiliaries be and have are tense bearers
inserted in the course of a derivation. Let us further assume that economy
considerations, along the lines of the Principle of Full Interpretation, prevent
insertion of superfluous features in a derivation. If so, all things being equal, be is
raising (see Nunes (1994), for details).
12 On the reasons why (26) cannot have an "aclh'e" reading. with the subject raising from
the specifier of VP to the specifier of 1P and the verb assigning accusati ve to its object, see Nunes
(1994).
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preferred over have, since it is the least specified auxiliary. A particular grammar
will resort to a have-like auxiliary only if there is no available PF Case-marker.
A [+PF,-LF] Case-assigning auxiliary is thus blocked in Lithuanian
"impersonal passives· and required in English ·perfective constructions·, because
participial Agr is a [+PF,-LF] Case-assigner in Lithuanian, but not in English (by
hypothesis), as illustrated in (27) and (28):
(27)

(28)

a.

Vaiko
serga-m-a.
child-gen/m/sg
be-sick-part-nom/ntlsg
'(Evidently) the child is sick.'
b. lAgif' 1Agr' -1l{+PF.-LF] [TP vaikq h' -m- [vp serga- t; ]m]
a. The child has arrived.
b. [the child]; has[+PF.-LF] IAgrPAgr[-PF.-LF] [TP -en [vp arrive- t; III

Even in languages that do have a [+PF,-LF] Case-assigning auxiliary, this
type of auxiliary should be used, according to the economy strategy mentioned
above, only a~ a last resort device. This is what presumably rules out a passive
sentence like (29) below in English. In (29). -en is assigned a 8-role and therefore
it must be visible at LE It can only be assigned (a [+PF,+LF]) Case by the main
verb, because have does not have a [+LF] Case to assign. Since in (29) have is not
playing any role that could not be played by be, the least specified auxiliary. it is
blocked from appearing, and be is inserted, as shown in (30):
(29)
(30)

a. *The book had bought.
b. *[ the book ], hadj+PF._LF] IAgrP Agq-PF..LF] hp -ene. [vp bought
1;]]]
a. The book was bought.
b. ( the book]i wasr.PF.. LF] lAgrpAgr[.PF.-LF] hp -ene. [vp bought
1;]]]

Languages like Italian provide an interesting piece of evidence for the
present analysis. Italian differs from Lithuanian in having a have-like auxiliary, but
also differs from English in requiring a be-like instead of a have-like aUXiliary in
participle constructions with unaccusative verbs (see Bumo (1986»:
(31)

Gianni eI*ha anivato.
Gianni is/has arrived
'Gianni arrived.'

If the four-way distinction of types of Case proposed in (I) is on the right
track. terms like unaccusalive (with the meaning 'incapable of assigning Case')
should also be relativized with respect to the Case Filter and the Visibility
Condition. In principle. we could have [-PF,-LF], [+PF.-LF] or [-PF,+LF]
·unaccusative" verbs. Disregarding the last option for the present purposes, let us
suppose that there is a parameter that classifies "unaccusative" verbs of a language
either as [-PF,-LF] or [+PF.-LF] Case-assigners. Let further assume that English
chooses the former setting, whereas Italian chooses the latter.
Thus, since the [-PF,-LF] Case-a~signer a"ive in English cannot license the
participle affix. a sentence like (28a) above requires the insertion of the [+PF,-LF]
Case-assigning auxiliary have In order to comply with Case Filter, as represented in
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(28b). Since the verb arrivare in Italian, on the other hand, is a [+PF,-LF] Case
assigner, it is able to license the participle affix in (31). Economy considerations
then block the insenion of the [+PF,-LF] Case-assigning auxiliary avere and the
least specified auxiliary essere (a [-PF,-LF] Case-assigner) is inserted, as shown in
(32) (details omitted):
(32)

Gianni; q-PF.-LF] [lP-t<r (vpamva-[+PF._LF] t;]J

This proposal predicts that, since be and essere are [-PF,-LF] Case
assigning auxiliaries, their perfective forms should be associated with the
[+PF,-LF] Case-assigning auxiliaries have and avere, respectively, since be and
essere would not be able to license their own participle morphemes. Although this
prediction is borne out it English, as shown in (33a) and represented in (33b)
(details omitted), it is contradicted by Italian, as shown in (34) (from Burzio
(1986»:
(33)
(34)

a. Mary has been accused.
b. Mary; has[+PF.-LF] Lp-en [vp be-[-PF.-LF] LpeIlee [vp accuse- lj
Maria e stata accusata
Maria is been accused
'Maria has been accused.'

1m

However, rather than posing a problem, (34) actually provides an
interesting piece of morphological evidence for the analysis pursued in this section.
Postma (1993) observes that in languages like Italian, Occitan, Balearic Catalan,
Sardinian, Dutch, German and Swiss French, which allow a sequence analogous to
be been, as exemplified by the Italian sentence in (34), the participial form always
involves a suppletive form of the verb. As we can see in (34), for instance, the root
ess- of the verb corresponding to be in Italian is suppleted with the root sta- in the
participial form. This type of allomorphy is straightforwardly accounted for by the
present proposal. Recall that (34) would represent a counterexample for the analysis
developed here only if the two instances of the verb essere had the same properties
in terms of Case-marking. But given Postma's crosslinguistic generalization, we
may take the suppletive form of (34) in Italian (and in the other languages) to be a
[+PF,-LF] Case-assigning root, as represented in (35):
(35)

Maria; l1.PF..LF] Lp-to [vpsta-[+PF.-LF] IIp-lase [vpaccusa- td]]]

In (35), the upper participle affix complies with the Case Filter by being
assigned a [+PF,-LF] Case by the root sta-. Given that insertion of the auxiliary
avere to bear the finite innection in (35) would bring with it a superfluous [+PF]
Case feature, it is blocked by economy considerations, and the least specified
auxiliary root is inseTled.
The allomorphy exemplified by the Italian sentence in (34), therefore,
provides evidence for the distinction of types of Case proposed in (I). in that it
allows us to distinguish [-PF,-LF] from [+PF.-LF] Case-assigning roots. In the
next section, we examine constructions in which [-PF,-LF] Ca<>e-marked nominal
elements are morphologically distinct from their [+PF,-LF] counterparts.
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3.4. Frisian Infinitives
Based on the fact that bare infinitives in Romance can only appear in Case
marked positions, Raposo (1986) proposes that the infinitival morpheme in
Romance is a [-V.+N] element. which needs to be Case-marked in order to satisfy
the Case Filter. Extending Raposo's proposal, Nunes (1992. 1993b) argues that
English has a null infinitival morpheme with the features [-V.+NJ. This nominal
morpheme can satisfy the Case Filter by being assigned Case by a matrix verb or by
the preposition to. which is taken to be a dummy Case-marker. In a sentence with a
perception verb like (300) below. for instance. the matrix verb assigns its Case to
the infinitival TP and the Case percolates down to the infinitival head. The
infinitival head can then ·share" this Case with the NP in its specifier through spec
head agreement. as represented in (36b). where 0 stands for the null infinitival
morpheme (see Nunes (1992, 1993b) for detailed discussion):
(36)

a. I saw Mary leave.
h. [ saw [TF MarYi (r

~ [\,p~

leave-HI

As opposed to perception and causative verbs, modals and dummy do can
license the infinitival head but not an NP in its specifier, as shown in (37) below.
Based on contrasts such as the one between (36b) and (37b), Nunes (1992) claims
that moda!~ and dummy do are also [+PF,-LF] Case assigners.
(37)

a. MarYi may [TP ~ fT' 0 [\'p ~ leave ]]]
b. *Thereiit"xpl may [TPMaryi h'0 (vp tleave)))

Imeresting morphological evidence for this view is provided by Frisian
infinitives. According to Reuland (1981). Frisian has two infinitival forms. one
ending in schwa In!, which is used as complement of a main verb, and the other
ending in schwa, which is used as complement of an auxiliary verb, as respectively
exemplified in (38) below. Given the discussion above, Nunes (1992) suggests that
if Frisian infinitives are to be analyzed along the lines proposed for English, schwa
may be taken to be the morphological realization of a [+PF,-LF] Case and schwa
In!, the morphological realization of a [+LF.+PF] Case:
(38)

a. dat er [Gurbe rinnenl*rinne] hearde
that he Gurbe
walk
heard
'that he heard Gurbe walk'
b. dat Gurbe rinne/*rinnen woe
that Gurbe
walk
wanted
'that Gurbe wanted to walk'

4. Condusion
Case Theory has distinguished elements which assign or are assigned Case
from elements which do not assign or are not assigned Case. In this paper, I have
tried to show that this binary distinction ([±Case)) should in fact be relativized in
terms of the Case Filter and the Visibility Condition, yielding a four-way distinction
of types of Case: [+PF,+LF] Case, [-PF.-LF] Case, [-PF.+LF] Case and
[+PF,-LF] Case. I argued that such a relativization is well supported empirically,
lending support for the hypothesis that the Case Filter and the Visibility Condition
are independent well-formedness conditions in the theory of grammar,
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1. Introduction
Hornstein (1990: 164) notes that interc!ausal corefercnce between a pronoun
in an embedded clause and the subject of an embedding clause depends on the tense
of the matrix and embedded clause. He points out that the sequence past-past
licenses such a coreference relation, but the sequence past-present does not: 1,2
( 1.)

a, John; thought that he; was ! at.
b. *John; thought that he; is fat.

Interestingly. interclalisal coreference also depends on the type of

• We wish to thank >-:orbert HOlTISlein and Juan L'riagereka for lheir COl1l1llems and
support while We were writing lhis paper. Any errors are our own responsibility.
I Hornstein (1990) uses (I) ilS a countere:tarnplc 10 En~'s (1987) claim that the mntrast in
(i) below (En~'s (47» provides evidence for lhe her proposal thai presem lense must get Oul of Ihe
scope of pasl tense al LF. He argues that the contrast between (ia) and (ib) cannot be due to
11l0vemenl of the embedded clause at U' blocking binding, since Ihe cOlllrast in (I) shows that
even coreference is not allowed in tltis mnfiguration:
(i)

a. Every ch,ildi said that :''1 was tough
b. 'Every child i said that he; is tough

2 At first sight. the d.isjoim reference effect in (I) seems sim.ilar to an opacity effect found
in Romance subjunctive clauses. where the subject of an embedded SUbJlUlcli ..e clause mUSI be
disjoint in reference with the matrix subject. as e:templified by me Portuguese construction in (ia)
below (see Chomsky (l981:1~2, fn. ~5). Raposo (1985). Kempchimsky (1986), among others).
By contrast, such a disjolntness effcct docs not arise if the pronoun of Ihe embedded clause is in
object position, as shown by !lIe Portuguese sentence (ib):
(i\

a. 'Anai quer que Proi
Ylsite 1\,laria
Ana wan Is Ihat (she) "isit-subj
'.\I1a wan IS to "isil ~Iaria •
b. Ana, qu~r Il'''! :>.laria ai
Ana wants lhal ~Iaria ber visll-subj
'A..na wanls :>. fari;> IQ .. isil her.'

~Iaria

The coreference restriction shown in (I). llOwever. differs frolll the Romance disJointness
,;tTect e:templificd by (i) in mal it affects both embedded subjects and obj~'CIS, as illustrated ill (ii):
(ii)

a. • Johni thought Ihal hei is fal.
b. *John; thoughl !llal ~!ary likes himj.
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embedding verb. As can be seen by the contrast between (1) and (2), verbs of
communication like say, as opposed to epistemic verbs like Ihink, allow coreference
regardless of the tense of the embedding and embedded clause:
(2)

a. John, said that he; was fat.
b. John; said that he; is fat.

This paper provides an account for the contrast between (I) and (2). In
additlOn, we offer an analysis which explains the interaction between de se and non
de se readings (see Castaneda (1966), Lewis (1979), Chierchia (1990),
Higginbotham (1992» with the pronominal coreference patterns of (1) and (2).
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we present Hornstein's
(1990) analysis of the Sequence of Tense Rule. Seetion 3 recasts the generalization
about the difference between think- and say-type verbs in terms of the Sequence of
Tense Rule of Hornstein. In section 4, we note that the contrast between (la) and
(1 b) holds only under the de se reading of the pronoun. In order to account for the
difference between think- and say-type verbs and their interaction with de se and
non-de se readmgs, we rely on Chierchia's (1992) Dynamic Binding Theory,
which is briefly reviewed in section 5. We present our analysis in section 6,
claiming that the different behavior of these verbs in allowing interc1ausal
coreference follows from their distinct dynamic representation: THINK takes a
propositional variable outside its scope, whereas SAY takes a propositional variable
inside its scope. Finally, in seetion 7, we present evidence for this analysis from the
interpretation of definite descripllons under say- and think-type verbs.

2. Hornstein's (1990) Sequence of Tense Rule
Hornstein (1990) develops a neo-Reichenbachian analysis of the tense
structure of a clause, taking it to be the set of relations between temporal points: the
relation between an S point (usually, the utterance time) and an R point (the
reference time), and the relation between the R and an E point (the time of the
event). In Hornstein's system, the structures of the basic tenses of English are as in
(3) below, where the linear order of the S, Rand E points reOects their temporal
order. If two pomts are separated by a line, the leftmost point is interpreted as
temporally preceding the other point. If two points are separated by a comma, they
are interpreted as contemporaneous:

(3)

S,R,E
E,R_S
S_R,E
E_S,R
E_R_S
S_E_R

present
past
future
present perfect
past perfect
future perfect

The event described by an embedded complement clause may be temporally
evaluated with respect to the utterance time (henceforth, the independent reading),
as in (4) below, where Peter's sickness takes place at the time of the utterance of the
whole sentence. The event of the embedded clause may also be evaluated with
respect to the event time of the subcategorizing verb (from now on, the Sequence of
Tense, or SOT reading), as in the reading of (5) where the sickness takes place at
the time of saying. The possibility of these two readings is formalized in
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Hornstein's theory by means of an optional rule (the Sequence of Tense Rule,
hencefOlth SOT Rult') that links the S point of the embedded tense structure to the E
point of the embedding tense structure so that they are interpreted as
contemporaneous. If the rule applies, the SOT reading is derived. If it does not, the
unlinked S-point is identified as the utterance time by default, deriving the
independent reading
(4/

john ,';lid ,hat Peter is siele

(5)

Joon said that Peter was sick.

The sentence in (5) IS in fact temporally ambiguous (see Comrie (1985),
among others). [L~ embedded clause may be temporally evaluated with respect to the
matrix event (the SOT readmg) or with respect to the utterance time (the
independent reading). Hornstein argues that under the SOT readmg, the embedded
clause of (5) actually ha~ present tense structure, the same tense structure as the
embedded clause 0' (4). According to Hornstein, the past tense morphology in (5)
is a reflex of the eva:uation of the present tense embedded clause with respect to the
past event in the matrix clause. Thus, the tense structure of (4) IS represented as in
(6), and the two readings of (5) as in (7); the SOT readmg in (7a) and the
independent reading in (7h);

{6)

EK.':;

S,RE
(7)

b.

3.

3. Interclausal Coreference and the SOT Rule
The contrast between (la) and (1 b) can now be recast in terms of the SOT
Rule: intc(c1uusal pronominal coreference with verbs like think is possible just in
case the embedded clause undergoes SOT. This becomes clearer when we examine
the contrast between (Sa) and (8b) below, with the tense structures represented in
(9a) and (9b), rcstJectivcly. The use of the future tense avoids the ambiguity of the
past-under-past sequence diS(:ussed above, for would and will are unambiguously
associated with the SOT and independent readings. respectl\el)
(8)

.L

10\

'i.

\'.

John, thought that he; would tru\el soon.
b, "John; thOll/Iht thal he, will !ravel soon

E,R_S
I
S_R,t

b.

E,R._S

S_K.E

Verbs llke say, howe\'er, allow coreference regardless ,:'f whether or not the
'.'mbedded c);wse undergocs SOT
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(10)

a, John; said that he, would travel soon,
b, John, said that he, willtraveJ soon,

4. Extending and Qualifying the Data
At this point we want to qualify the contrast between (1) and (2) and
between (8) and (10), Take (lb), for example. repeated bela..... in (11), which was
laken to be ruled ouL To be precise, (II) is only unacceptable if John holds a self
belief, j,e,. if the sentence is taken under a de se reading (see Castaneda (1966).
Lewis (1979). Chierchia (1990), Higginbotham (1992».3 Suppose. for instance,
that John has lost his memory and so does not recognize himself in a recent picture
that he is looking at If he thought that the person he saw in the picture was fat, we
may felicitously utter (11) to describe this situation,
(II) John; thought that he, is fat.
In order to see this contrast more clearly, consider Higginbotham's
(1992:86-87) case of "the unfortunate man":
"a certain war hero ( ... ) suffers from amnesia and ( .. ) remembers nothing of his
wartime expenences. Suppose that this unfortunate person (hereafter referred to
as 'the unfortunate' or 'the unfortuoate man') reads a book about the war he was
in. and among other things in the book is a detailed acrount of his own exploits,
which clearly exhibit extraordinary valor. As we learn much about other people
from books, enough at any rate to sa)' in common speech that we ha\e beliefs
about them, so he learns enough about himself to bave beliefs about himself"

With this situation in mind, let us examine the sentences bela\\':
(12)

a, The unfortunate, thought that one day he, would become the
president.
b, The unfortunate; thought that one day he; will become the
president.

(l3)

a, The unfortunate, said that one day he, would become the
president.
b. The unfortunate, said that one day he, will become the president.

All of the sentences above admit a non-de se reading in the context provided
by Higginbotham, In addition, all but the sentence in (12b) admit a de se reading in
a different context, where the unfortunate does hold a self-belief. The
generalizations that arise from this picture are the following: (i) a non-de se readmg
is independent from the type of intensional clause-taking verb and from the
temporal status of the embedded clause; (ii) with verbs like thillk, a de se reading
for the pronoun is possible only if the embedded clause undergoes SOT. whereas

3 Although the contrast between the de se and the non- de se reading for (It). for instanoe.
is clear. the sentence is still marginal' under the non-de se reading. Since what is relevant for our
purposes is the contrast between the de se and the non-de se readings. we will ignore the
marginality of the nOll·de se reading here,
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verbs like say aJlow a de se reading regardless of whether or not the clause
containing the pronoun undergoes SOT.
In the next sections. we will briefly review Chierchia's (j 9(2) Dynamic
Binding Theory. extended in Nunes and Thompson (1993) to encompass
interclausal relations. upon which we will build an account for the generalizatIOns
discllssed above.
5. Chierchia's (1992) Dynamic Binding Theory
Based on the anaJyses of StaJnaker (1979) and Groenendijk and Stokhof
(1991), Chierchia (1992) develops a dynamic version of Discourse Representation
Theory called Dynamic Type Theory. According to this theory, the contribution of
the semantics of a sentence involves placing constraints on stretches of discourse
yet to come. Thus, the context-changing character of a sentence S is conceived of as
[S' " pj, where S' is the truth-conditional content of Sand p is d propositional
variable that acts as a place holder for possible continuations of S.
The discourse representation of a sequence of sentences "SI S:", for
I)xamplc, is as in (14) (Chierchia'~ (46»;

\14)

[SI'

1\

p] + [S2'"

pI =

[SI'" P][S2'" p] = [S1'

1\

S2'" pJ

t_.1
The meaning of the discourse sequence ·S 1 S2" is computed by replacing the
propositional variable of SI by the dynamic truth conditional representation of S2.
With this apparatus, Chierchia accounts for the different binding behavior of
universal and existential quantifiers in cross-sententiaJ bmding, as illustrated in (15)
below, in terms of the position of the propositional variable with respect to the
.:;cope of the quantifier. Simpl)' put, Chierchia proposes that the propoSitional
variable is placed inside the scope of existential quantifiers and outside the scope of
universal quantifiers, as represented in (16). The dynamic representations of (ISa)
and (ISb), for instance, are as in (17) and (18), respectively. At the discourse level,
the pronoun of (lSa) can be bound by the quantifier, as shown in ( 17), since it ends
up within the scope of the quantifier when the clause containing it replaces the
propositional variable. However, when the quantifier is universal, as in (ISb), the
followmg clause will end up outSide the scope of the quantifier when it replaces the
propositional variable. as shown in (18);
(15)

a. Someone, arrived. He; waslJS handsome.
b, *Everyone, arrived. He, washs handsome.

(16)

a. 3 [ ... " P 1
b. V[ ...

(17)

J" p

3.,,[ x is a person

1\

x arrived" p ] + ( x waslis hilildsome " p ]

t_.1
3\[ x is a person

1\

x arrived" x waslis lIandsome " p 1
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(18)

V'x[ x is a person ...... x arrived] " P + [ x was/is handsome" p ]

1-----..1

=V'x[ x is a person ...... x arrived]"

x was/is handsome" p

5.1. Interclausal Quantifier Binding
Nunes and Thompson (1993) note that quantifier-binding into an embedded
clause is sometimes sensitive to the tense relation holding between the matrix and
embedded clause. Both existential and universal quantifiers allow quantifier-binding
into SOT embedded clauses. However, they differ with respect to binding into
temporally independent embedded clauses, where they show the same pattern that
they exhibit in cross-sentential binding (cf. (15), as shown below:
(19) Someone; said he; wouldlwill travel soon.
(20) Everyone; said he; wouldl*will travel soon.
While existential quantifiers allow binding into an embedded clause regardless of
whether the embedded clause has undergone SOT, universal quantifiers require the
embedded clause to undergo SOT in order for binding to take place.
Nunes and Thompson (1993) extend Chierchia's theory to account for the
data in (19) and (20). by proposing the following: (i) a propositional variable is
introduced by an unlinked S point (in Hornstein's (1990) terms. an S point which
has not undergone SOT); (ii) the propositional variable is replaced by a temporally
independent structure. including both independent sentences (as in Chierchia
(1992» and temporally independent clauses; and (iii) temporally dependent clauses
are generated in the complement position of the subcategorizing verb. whereas
temporally independent clauses are paratactic constructions in an appositive relation
with the null object of the subcategorizing verb (see Torrego and Uriagereka
(1993»,
According to this proposal, the embedded clauses of (19) and (20) with the
would-sequence do not introduce a propositional variable because their S points are
linked to the matrix E point. The SOT sequences of (19) and (20). therefore. have
only the propositional variable associated with the matrix clause. Given that the
embedded SOT-clauses of (19) and (20) are not temporally independent. they do
not replace the propoSitional variable associated with the matrix clause, which is
scope-related to the quantifier. Hence, the possibility of binding into an SOT clause
regardless of the type of quantifier follows from the fact that the SOT -clause
containing the pronoun always remains within the scope of quantifier in the
embedding clause, as shown in (21a) and (21b), which represent the SOT·
sequences of (19) and (20), respectively:
(21)

a. 3x[ x is a person" x said that x would travel soon" p]
b. V'x[ x is a person ...... x said that x would travel soon] " p

By contrast, temporally independent clauses are associated with a
propositional variable by virtue of having an unlinked S point. They will therefore
replace the propositional variable of the matrix clause, and their own propositional
variable will provide the position for the next sentence in the discourse to fill in for.
Successful binding into a non·SOT embedded clause will then depend on the
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dynamic binding properties of the quantifier. After the embedded clause fills in for
the propositional variable associated with the matrix clause, the relevant pronoun
will faIl inside the scope of an existential quantifier, but outside the scope of a
universal quantifier. The dynamic representations of the non-SOT counterparts of
(19) and (20). therefore, are as in (22) and (23),where e is a constant that stands for
the null object of say, and "." stands for an identificational predicate: 4
(22)

3xl x is a person A x said e A [ e • that x will travel soon]

A

pI

1_ _ 1

= 3x[ x is a person
(23)

A

x said e

Vx[ x is a person -- x said e

A

A [

= Vx[ x is a person -- '( said e

e .. that x will travel soon

I

e .. that x will travel soon]]

A

p

1A e", that x will tr.lvel soon

6. Analysis
6.1. The Dynamic Representation of Intensional Verbs
The different behavior of existential and universal quantifiers concerning
interclausal binding which was discussed in the previous section is similar to the
difference between verbs like say and think with respect to allowing a de se reading
for a pronoun in a complement clause, as seen in section 4. Existential quantifiers
and verbs like say allow the relevant interclausal relation regardless of the temporal
status of the embedded clause. On the other hand, unin;rsal quantifiers and verbs
like think are more restrictive in that they only allow the relevant interclausal relation
if the embedded clause undergoes SOT.
We propose then that verbs like thillk and sa\! involve a dynamic
representation parallel to universal and existential quantifiers, respectively. as
represented in (24):
(24)

THINK [ ..
b. SA Y [ ... 1\

a.

I

A

P

pI

The question that now arises is why these verbs should have a dynamic
representation. Let us suppose that, as intensional ope mtors , these verbs may
optionally assign a value to pronouns within their scope. If a pronoun has its value
assigned by an intensional verb, it will be interpreted de se, i.e., the subject of the
verb holds a self-belief regarding the state of affairs ascribed to the pronoun. If a
pronoun does not receive a value from an intensional verb, it receives a (speaker
controlled) non-de se interpretation by default. With this hypothesis in mind, let us
examine the data presented in section 4.

4 The readings represented in (22) and (23) are parallel 10 "someone, said this: thai he, will
tra.el SOOD' and "'everyone; said this: tllal he, will travel soon", where the dircct objcct position is
filled with a demoostrau,c.
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6.2. Interc\ausal Coreference Involving Temporally Independent
Clauses
Let us reconsider the sentences in (l2b) and (I3b). repeated below in (25).
which have a non-SOT clause embedded under the verbs think and say.
respecti vel y:
(25)

a. The unfortunatei thought that one day he, will become the
president.
b. The unfortunatei said that one day hei will become the president.

Combining the proposal by Nunes and Thompson (1993) discussed in
section 5.1 wi th the hypothesis raised in the previous section. the dynamic
representations of (25a) and (25b) are as in (26) and (27):
(26)

the unfortunate, THOUGHT[ e " [ e ., that one day he, will become
the president" p J] " p
1_ _ 1

=the unfortunate, THOUGHT[ e 1" e. that one day he, will
become the president II p
(27)

the unrortunatei SAlOL e " [ e., that one day he, will become the
president

II

p 1" p 1

1_ _

1

=the unfortunate, SAID[ e

" e

E

that one day hei will become the

president" p 1
The embedded clauses of (25) are associated with a propositional variable.
given that their S points are unlinked. After the embedded clause replaces the
propositional variable associated with the matrix clause, the pronoun will fall
outside the scope of THINK and inside the scope of SAY. as represented in (26)
and (27). Thus. only SAY is able to assign a value to the pronoun. since only SA Y
has the pronoun within its scope. If it does. (25b) receives a de se reading;
otherwise, a non-de se reading is assigned by default. (25a), on the other hand. can
only have the non-de se reading, because the pronoun is outside the scope of
THINK.

6.3. Interclausal Coreference under SOT
According to the approach outlined above. the dynamic representations of
the sentences in (l2a) and (13a), repeated below in (28), are as in (29) and (30).
respectively:
(28)

a. The unfortunatei thought that one day hei would become the
president.
b. The unfortunatei said that one day hei would become the
presIdent.
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(29)

the unfortunate, THOUGHT[ that one day he, would become the
presidem ] 1\ P

(30)

the unfortunate, SAID[ that one day he, would become the president
1\ p]

Since the S JXlints of the embedded clauses of (28) are linked to the E JXlint
of the matrix clause, the embedded clauses are not associated with a proJXlsitional
variable. Given that the embedded clauses do not then qualify to fill in for the
proJXlSitional variable associated with the matrix clauses, at the discourse level they
remain inside the scope of both THINK and SAY, as represented in (28) and (29).
Both verbs can thus fix the value of the pronoun in their scope. If they do, the
sentences of (28) receive a de se reading; If they do not, the default rule assigns
them a non-de se interpretation.

7. Some Evidence from Definite Descriptions
Additional evidence for the proJXlSal offered here of the distinction between
say-like and think-like verbs with respect to interclausal coreference comes from
data involving nominal deSCriptions controlled by the subject of these verbs or by
the speaker. Let us make the plausible assumption that the asstgnment of a de se or
a non-de se reading for a pronoun is an instance of the general process of subject
control versus speaker-control of definite descriptions. If so, we predict that the
tense restrictions governing subject-control and speaker-control of definite
descriptions embedded under verbs like tllillk and say are the same as the
restrictions that regulate de se and non-de se readings, respectively.
In order to test this prediction, imagine the following situation. Bill believes
that two particular people are spies, one American and one Russian, and refers to
them as "the American spy· and "the Russian spy·. Furthermore, he believes that
the person he thinks is the American spy will meet the person he thinks is the
Russian spy. He tells this to the speaker, who knows that these two people are not
spies; they are in fact her friends John and Mary. The question then is: Which tense
sequences can the speaker use in order to felicitously refer to those two people from
Bill's or her own perspective?
Let us start by consideri ng the sentences in (31):
(31)

a. Bill thought that the American spy would meet the Russian spy.
b. Bill thought that John would meet Mary.
c. Bill said that the American spy would meet the Russian spy.
d. Bill said that John would meet Mary.

In (31a) and (3lc), Bill is resJXlnsible for the descripth'e content of the
embedded noun phrases the American spy and tlte Russian spy, whereas in (3Ib)
and (3Id), the speaker is resJXlnsible for the content of the descriptions John and
Mary. All of these sentences are felicitous utterances in this situation, as predicted
by our analysis. Since the embedded clauses of (31) are temJXlrally dependent on
the matrix clauses, they will be wi thin the scope of both THI NK and SAY, as
represented in (32)-(35) below. If the intensional operator fixes the value of the
embedded definite descriptions, a subject-controlled reading arises, as in (32) and
(34); othenvise, the default value assignment gives rise to the subject-controlled
reading, as in (33) and (35):
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(32)

Bill THOUGHT! that the American spy would meet the Russian
spy

1" p
1" p

(33)

Bill THOUGHT[ that John would meet Mal)

(34)

Bill SAID[ that the American spy would meet the Russian spy" p 1

(35)

Bill SAID! that John would meet Mal)' " r

1

Consider the sentences in (36), by contrast:
(36)

a,
b.
c.
d,

Bill thought that John would meet the Russian spy,
Bill thought that the American spy would meet M3I)'.
Bill said that John would meet the Russian spy.
Bill said that the American spy would meet M3I)'.

None of the sentences in (36) are felicitous in the context sketched above.
Nothing thai was said so far, however, prevents sentences involving SOT
embedded clauses from having "mixed" readings, where some definite descriptions
are assigned a \'alue by the intensional operator, and others are assigned the default
value. The sentences in (36) thus lead us to the conclusion that value assignment to
the definite descriptions in a clause must be uniform, i.e., an intensional operator
either fixes the value of all the definite descriptIOns in its scope, or it does not fix
any, This entails that if the rule of default (subject-controlled) value assignment is
triggered, it applies to all the definite descriptions of a clause. This conclusion is
corroborated by non-SOT clauses under say-like verbs such as the ones in (37),
which are also not felicitous in the relevant context:
(37)

a. Bill said that John will meet the Russian spy.
b, Bill said that the American spy will meet M3I)',

Let us now examine data involving temporally independent embedded
clauses:
(38)

a.
b,
c.
d,

Bill thought that the American spy will meet the Russian spy,
Bill thought that John will meet M3I)'.
Bill said that the American spy will meet the Russian spy,
Bill said that John will meet M3I)'.

Let us first consider the constructions involving the verb think. Since the
embedded clauses of (38a) and (38b) are temporally independent. they fill in for the
propositional variable associated with the matrix clause, as represented in (39) and
(40). respectively:
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(39)

Bill fHOUGHT[ e /\ [e. that the Amencan spy will meet the
Russian spy /\ p 11/\ p
1_ _ 1

= Bill THOUGHT[ e ]/\ e • the Am;;rican spy will meet the Russian
spy" p
(40)

Bill THOUGHT[ e /\ [e. John will meet the Mary /\ P J1

"

1_ _

p

1

-= Bill THOUGHT[ e ] II e • John will meet t-.lary /\ p
The analysis developed here. therefore. provides a straightforward
explanation for why (38a) is not felicitous in the relevant context. as opposed to
(38b). Given the context above, the descriptive content of the NPs rhe American
spy and Ihe Russian SPY in (38a) should be controlled by the subject of the matm;
clause and, therefore, should have their values fixed bv THINK. However, after
the embedded clause replaces the propositional vanabfe at the discourse level, it
falls outSide the scope of THINK, as shown in (39), and the subject-controlled
reading is not permitted. The definite descriptions of the embedded clause of (38b),
on the hand, are compatible WIth the fact that, in accordance with the representation
in (40). they only receive a SUbject-controlled reading.
Finally, let us examine the sentences In (38c) and (3&1), which are both
felicitous in the present context. According to our analysis, this is so because the
embedded clause falls inside the scope of SA Y after it replaces the proPOSitIOnal
variable associated with the matrix clause, as represented in (41) and (4::2),
respectively:
(41)

Bill SAID[ e /\ [e!!! that the American spy will meet the Russian spy
/\pl,\p]

'__1
= Bill SAID[ e /\ e .. that the American spy will meet the Russian
spy 1\ P 1
(42)

Bill SAJI)I e " [e .. that John wil! meet Mary /\ p J /\ p)
1_~1

=Bill SAlOl e " e .. that John will meet Mary" p I
Since the embedded clauses of (41) and (42) are within the scope of SAY, the
definite descriptions they contain may either have their value fixed by SAY or by
the default rule. This thus enables (3&) to be a felicitous utterance under a subject
controlled interpretation for the definite descriptions in the embedded clause, and
(39d) to be a felicitous unerance under the speaker-controlled interpretation.
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8. Conclusion
Think-type and say-type verbs behave differently in that think-type verbs
seem to require temporal dependency in order for coreference to hold between their
matrix subject and a pronoun in their complement clause, while say-type verbs do
not. We have observed that the coreference relation is actually ruled out for think
type verbs only on the de se reading of the pronoun.
Utilizing Chierchia's (1990) Dynamic Binding Theory as extended in Nunes
and Thompson (1993), we proposed that epistemic verbs like think and
communication verbs like say differ in their dynamic representation: THINK takes a
propositional variable outside its scope and SAY takes a propositional variable
inside its scope. Assuming that a de se reading for the pronoun can only arise if an
intensional operator fixes the value of the pronoun in its scope, a pronoun in a
clause embedded under think-type verbs receives a de se reading just in case the
embedded clause undergoes SOT. If, on the other hand, the embedded clause is
temporally independent, it replaces the propositional variable assoeiated with the
matrix clause, falling outside the scope of THINK and bloeking a de se reading.
The pronoun then can only receive a non-de se (speaker-controlled) reading by
default.
Say-type verbs, on the other hand, admit both a de se and a non-de se
reading for an embedded pronoun regardless of the temporal status of the
embedded clause. Whether or not the embedded clause replaces the propositional
variable associated with the matrix clause, it always ends up within the scope of
SA Y, allowing the value of the pronoun to be determined by SA Y or by the default
rule.
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Covert Incorporation and Excorporation in Periphrastic Causath'es in
Korean
Myung-Kwan Park and Keun-Won Sohn
University of Connecticut

]. Introduction
Korean has periphrastic or analytical causative constructions, which employ the
causative verb ha 'do':

(1) Toli-nun Mina-eykey/lul/ka ttena-key ha-ess -ta
-Top
-Dat /Acc/Nom leave-Comp do-Perf-Decl
'Toli made Mina leave. t
It is to be noted in (I) that, unlike in the counterpart constructions in English and
Italian. in Korean the causee !'P can be Kominative or Accusative or Dative,
PC constructions like (l) apparently have a bi-c1ausal structure in that the
complementizer -key separates the matrix verb and the embedded clause, H-S.
Choe (1988). however, claims that the constructions exhibit mono-clausal proper
ties as well as bi-clausal properties. Her claim is based on the behavior of negative
polarity items ('SPIs) in Korean, which require a clausemate negation. Let us look
at (2):

(2) Toli-nun Mina-eykey/lul/ka amwuto manna-key haci anihaessta
-Top
-Dat /Acc/Nom anybody meet-Comp do
not did
'Toli did not make Mina meet anybody.'
In (2), the KPI amwUlo is in the embedded object posmon, and the negative
morpheme is in the matrix clause. Although the clausemate requirement for the
NPI seems to be violated, example (2) is grammatical. To account for the
grammaticality of (2), Choe proposes that at covert syntax (Logical Fonn), the
matrix and the embedded clause in PC constructions are restructured into one
clause. This restructuring operation, Choe claims, makes it possible for the NPI
in (2) to obey the clausemate requirement.
Along the lines of Choe's research. this paper further investigates into mono·
and bi-clausal properties of PC constructions. In specific, we fIrst demonstrate
that PC constructions are like 'verb-of-opinion' constructions containing verbs like
mil- 'believe' in that both constructions are bi-clausal at overt syntax (S-structure).
Then, we provide more evidence for mono-clausal properties of the constructions
other than the NPI related fact above. Raising a problem with Choe's restruc
turing analysis, we account for mono-clausal properties of PC constructions by
proposing that at covert syntax. the embedded verb incorporates to the matrix
causative verb and then the matrix causative verb excorporates out of the complex
verb fonned.
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2. Bi-c1ausal properties of pes in Korean
In this section, we demonstrate that the complement clause of the matrix causative
verb ha- in PC constructions has a 'full-clause' structure. like that of 'verb-of
opinion' constructions, That is. the complement clause of PC constructions con
tains not only a complementizer but also inflections or a sentential negation, which
occur independently of the matrix clause.
First, the matrix and the embedded verb each can have the rnf1ectiona!
honorific marker si-. which appears when a subject l\P refers to a socially re
spected person, as in (3)'
(3) sensayngnill'-un

apenim-kkey/lul/i
0
-si -key
teacher
-Top father-Dat /Acc/Nom eome-Hor-Comp
ha -si -ess -ta
do-Hor-Perf-Decl
'Teacher made his father come.

Example (3) shows ~hat the embedded verb can be inflected independently of the
matrix verb,
Second, if "\ominativc Case in Korean is assigned bv frnite tense features as
argued by !\l-K. Park (to appear). the possibf!ity of the causee "\P being
;\iominative Case marked indicates that besides the matrix clause. the complement
clause of PC constructions can contain a present tense marker. which is nonovert
in Korean, I)
Third, the matrix and the embedded clause each can have a sentential ne
gation. as in (4):
(4) Mina-nun l Toii-eykey/lul/ka ttena-ci ani-ha-key]
-Top
-Dat /Acc/Nom leave-Km not do-Comp
haci ani-haesst8
do
not-did
'Hina did not make Toli not leave,'
We have so far seen that the complement clause of PC constructions has a
'full-clause' structure in that it can contain the compiementizer. inflections, and
the sentential negation. However, these properties do not necessarily infer that
PC constructions are bi-c1ausal at overt syntax, This is because we may conjecture
that the embedded verbal complex and the matrix verb in PC constructions, which
are adjacent at overt syntax. have already formed a complex verb after the rust's
raising to the latter, and this overt raising might account for mono-clausal prop
erties of the constructions, The following examples, however, dearly indicate that
this .:onJecmre is not light:
(5)a. 'foli·ka lfina-eykey/1u1/ka chsyk-u1 ilk-key
haessta
-Nom
-Dat/Acc/Nom book-Ace read-Comp did
'Toli made Mina read a book.'
b. l1iTls-eykey/1u1/ks chsyk-u1 ilk-key Toli"ka

(1

haessta

111 (5b), the causee "\P and the embedded verb complex are scrambled. leaving the
matrix causative verb behind, The separability of the embedded verbal complex
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from the matrix causative verb shows that they do not fonn a complex verb at
overt syntax.

3. l\lono-clausal properties of pes in Korean
We now turn to consider the mono-clausal properties of PCs, which are attested
in the behavior of negative polarity items, additional wh-eITects, and scope inter
action. First, H-S. Choe (1988) observes that lXPI s should be licensed by a
c1ausemate negation. Let us look at the examples in (6):
(6)a.

Toli-nun Yenghi-eykey [Mina-ka amwuto mannaci
-Dat
-Nom anyone meet
-Top
ani-hass-tako] malhayssta
not-did-Comp
said
'Toli said to Yenghi that Mina didn't meet anybody.'

b. * Toli-nun Yenghi-eykey
Mina-ka amwuto mannass-takoJ
-Top
-Dat
-Nom anyone met-Comp
malhaci ani-haessta
say
not-did
'Toli didn't say to Yenghi that Mina met anybody.'

In (6a), the lXPI am\\'wo co-occurs with the negative element ani in the same
clause, satisfying the cJausemate requirement. In (6b), however, the NPI is in the
embedded clause and the negation is in the matrix clause. (6b) is ungrammatical,
due to a violation of the clausemate requirement for NPI s.
As mentioned before, however, PC constructions show diITerent behavior from
'verb-of-opinion' constructions with respect to 't'.:Pls, Consider the examples in
(7). which are taken from H-S, Choe (ibid.):
(7)a. Toli-nun Mina-eykey/lul/ka amwuto mannaci
-Top Mina-Dat /Acc/Nom anybody meet
ani-ha-key baessta
not-do-Comp did
'Toli made Mina not meet anybody.'
b. Toli-nun Mina-eykey/lul/ka am~~to manna-key baci anihaessta
-Top Mina-Dat /Acc/Nom anybody meet-Comp do
not did
'Toli did not make Mina meet anybody.'

In (7a). the lXPI amwU!o is a clausemate of the negation. In (7b), the clausemate
requirement for NPls appears not to be obeyed, because the NPI and the negation
are in diITerent clauses. The sentence is, however, judged grammatical. This shows
that the matrix and the embedded clause in PC constructions behave like one
clause.
Besides the behavior ofNPls, additional wh-eITects further evidence the mono
clausal property of PC constructions. Let us look at the example in (8):
(8) *ne-nun [[way Toli-ka pro muwes-ul sacwunJ salam]-ul chac-ni
you-Top why Toli-Nom
what-Ace bought person-Ace look for-Q
'Q you are looking for [a person [for whom Toli bought what why]]

In (8), the adjunct wh-phrase way 'why' is lIlside of the relative clause. The coven
movement of this adjunct wh-phrase to the Q morpheme in the matrix clause will
induce an ECP violation, due to the islandhood of the intervening relative clause.
Saito (1992) and Sohn (1993), however, note that in Japanese and Korean, if an
additional wh-phrase occurs in higher position than the adjunct wh-phrase, a sen
tence improves substantially as in (9). Example (9) is resulted in after the object
wh·phrase within the relative clause in (8) is scrambled within the clause:
(9)1 ne-nun [ mwues-uli way Toli-ka pro ti sacwun]
you-Top what-Acc why Toli-Nom
bought
salam-ul
chac-ni
person-Acc look for-Q
'Q [you are looking for [ ," person [ for whom Toli bought
what why)])

To account for such grammatical improvcment, Saito proposcs that the adjunct
wh-phrase c"ln move out of the island after adjoining to the higher argument wh
phrase.
Cnlike clause-iIltcrnally scrambled wh-phrases as in (9), however, Saito (1992)
alsl) obsCTves that long-distance scrambled wh-phrases cannot save the adjunct
wh-phrase in island contexts, Look at (10):
(10)a.

*

ne-nun [[way pro Toli-eykey [Mina-ka mwues-ul
-Top
why
-Dat
-Nom what-Acc
sass -tako) malhan) salam)-ul
chac-ni
bought-Comp said
person-Acc look for-Q
'Q [you are looking for [ a person [ who said to Toli
[ Mina bought what) why III

b, ?* ne-nun [( mwues-ul. way pro Tali-eykey [ Mina-ka ti
sasstako] malhanl salamj-ul chac-ni

In (lOa). the adjunct wh-phrase within the relative clause cannot be saved by the
lower wh-phrase. What is interesting in view of the facts we have just seen in (9)
!s that scrambling of the object wh-phrase before the adjunct wh-phrase in (lOb)
does nOL alTect grammaticality. Hence there is a contrast between (9) and (JOb).
The dilTerence between them is that in (9), the preposed wh-phrase has undergone
clause-internal scrambling, whereas the wh-phrase in (lOb) has undergone clause
external or long distance scrambling. On the basis of this contrast, Saito (1992)
'1rgu\!s that clause-internally scrambled wh-phrases which are in A-position can
save the adjunct wh-phrase, whereas long distance scrambled wh-phrases which
are in A'-position cannot save it. This amounts to saying that the adjunct wh
phrase can only adjoin to the wh-phrase in A-position but not to the one in A'
position. due to the requirement of antecedent government. The trace of the
adjunct wh-phrase can be antecedent governed from an A-adjoined position but
not from an A'-adjoined position. 2)
Given these considerations, let us return to PC constructions in (11).
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(11)a.* ne-nun I way pro Mina-eykey/lul/ka mwues-ul sa-key
-Top
why
-Dat/Aee/Nom what-Ace buy-Comp
han] salam-ul] ehac-ni
did person-Ace look for-Q
'Q [you are looking for [ a person r who made [ Mina buy
what] why ]]]
b. ne-nun II mwues-u1i way pro I Mina-eykey/lul/ka ti sa-key
han] salam-ul] ehac-ni

In (I I a), the adjunct wh-phrase within the relative clause cannot be saved by the
lower wh-phrase. When, however, this embedded wh-phrase is scrambled before
the adjunct wh-phrase, the former can save the latter as in (II b). The
grammaticality of (llb) indicates that the seemingly long distance scrambled wh
phrase in PC constructions behaves like a clause-internally scrambled one. This
constitutes evidence for the mono-clausal property of PC constructions.
Scope interaction facts further show that PC constructions have mono-clausal
property. Let us look at (12):
(12) a. nwukwunka - ka motun sensayngnim-ul mannassta (some.> every)
someone-Nom every teacher-Ace
met
'Someone met every teacher. •
b. motun sensayngnim-ull [ nwukwunka-ka tl manna-ess-ta]
(some.>,< every)

Sentence (l2a) is not ambiguous. with the QP in subject position taking scope over
the QP in object position. However, if the object QP is scrambled over the subject
QP, the sentence (12b) gets ambiguous readings. This shows that scrambling in
duces scope ambiguity (Hoji (1985) among others).
Lnlike clause-internal scrambling, however, as observed by Oka (1989) for
Japanese, long distance scrambling of an embedded QP over a matrix QP does not
cause scope ambiguity in Korean:
(13)a. nwukwunka-ka Yenghi-eykey [Mina-ka motun sensayngnim-ul
someone-Nom
-Dat
-Nom every teacher-Ace
mannassta-ko]
malhayssta
(some;:,. every)
met
-Comp said
'Someone said to Yenghi that Mina met every teacher. '
b. motun sensayngnim-uli [ nwukwunka-ka Yenghi-eykey [ Mina-ka
ti mannassta-ko] malhayssta]
(some> every)

In (13a). the matrix subject QP takes scope over the embedded object QP. Though
the embedded object QP is scrambled over the matrix subject QP, scope relation
does not change in (l3b), unlike in (I2b). On the basis of the contrast between
(I2b) and (13b), Murasuk.i and Saito (1992) argue that only clause-internal
scrambling which can be an instance of A-movement induces scope ambiguity
whereas long distance scrambling which is always A'-movement does not.
Turning to PC constructions, we note that, unlike in 'verb-of-opinion' con
structions, long-distance scrambling of an embedded object QP over a matrix
subject QP in the constructions does change scope relation, as shown in (14):
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(14)a. nwukwunka-ka [Hina~eykey/1ul/ka motun sensayngnim-ul
someone-Nom
-Dat/ACC/Nom every teacher-Ace
manna-key] haessta
(some» every)
meet-Camp did
'Someone made Hina meet every teacher. •
b. motun sensayngnimj-ul [ nwukwunka-ka [Mina-eykey/lul/ka tj
manna-key J haessta]
(some »J< every)

In (l4a). the existential quantifier takes scope over the universal quantifier. In
(14b). however. seemingly long-distance scrambling. of the embedded universal
quantifier over the matrix existential quantifier induces scope ambiguity. This
scope interaction attests that long distance scrambling of an embedded object be
fore a matrix subject in PC constructions behaves like clause-internal scrambling.
This provides further evidence for the mono-clausal property of PC constructions.

4_ Choe's (1988) restructuring analysis and its problems
As mentioned before, to account for the mono-clausal property of PC con
structions with resect to 0.'Pls. H-S. Choe (1988) proposes that the categorial
defe..:tiveness of the causative verb ha triggers restructuring at Logical Form (LF)
in these constructions.
Choe's proposal works well to account for the
grammaticality of (7b). which is repeated below:
(l)b. Tali-nun Hina-eykey/lul/ka amwuto manna-key haci anihaessta
-Top Mina-Dat /Ac /Nom anybody meet-Comp do
not did
'To1i did not make Mina meet anybody.'

After restructuring at LF. the :\'PI in embedded object position in (7b) is rendered
a clausemate with negation in the matrix clause. obeying the clausemate require
ment.
Choe's restructuring. analysis, however, has the following problems. First. her
analysis wrongly rules in examples like (15). In (15), the l\PI appears in the matrix
subject position, while negation appears in the complement clause:
(15) *amwuto Hina-eykey/lul/ka ttenaci mos-ha-key haessta
anybody
-Dat/Acc/Nom leave
not-do-Comp did
'*Anybody made Mina not come.'

Choe's restructuring analysis predicts that example (15) is grammatical. But that
is not the case.
The same situation as in (IS) arises when a Dative causee :\'PI appears with
negat.ion in the complement clause, as in (16): 3)
(16) ?* Mina-nun amwu-eykey-to ttenaci mos-ha-key haessta
-Top anybody-Dat-to leave not-do-Comp did
'* Hina made anybody not leave.'

Examples (15) and (J6) clearly show that in PC constructions, :-':Pls in the matrix
clause are not licensed by negation in the complement clause, though ~PI s in the
complement clause are licensed by negation in the matrix clause as in (7b).
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The second problem with Choe's analysis is that she did not address the
question of why the restructuring operation in PC constructions should occur at
covert syntax. We will show why this kind of covert operation is forced to apply
in PC constructions.

5. Analysis
Departing from Choe's restructuring analysis. we propose a covert verb raising
analysis to account for the mono clausal properties of PC constructions. In spe
cific, we maintain that the embedded verb in PC constructions raises up to the
matrix causative verb at covert syntax and this covert verb raising is responsible
for the mono-clausal properties we have seen above.
First, we claim that verb raising does not occur at overt syntax in Korean.
This claim is based on the fact that Korean has 'ha'-support, which is a counter
part of 'do'-support in English. Consider (17):
(17) To1i-ka o-ci
ani-ha-ess-ta
-Nom come-Nm not-do-Perf-Dec1
'To1i did not come.'

In (17), the verb does not raise at overt syntax, Adopting Chomsky's (1992)
'minimalist' program and his checking mechanism, we claim that this is due to the
weak inllectional features of Korean. Thus, in the following afIinnative sentence
(18) corresponding to (l7). the verb is assumed to exit the lexicon as a fully
inllected form and stay in situ in its position at overt syntax, the amalgamated
fonn being subject to the morphological checking procedure at covert syntax:
(18) Toli-ka
o-ess-ta
-Nom
come-Perf-Decl
'To1i came.'

One question that could be raised is whether the main verb in (17) raises to the
inllectional elements at covert syntax. We claim that it does. Then, what forces
its raising to the higher inllectional elements? Within the 'minimalist' framework
we assume, all movement is driven by morphological requirements only. However,
it is hard to find any morphological reason for the lower main verb in (17) to raise
to the higher inllected auxiliary verb at covert syntax, This is because we cannot
say that the lower verb is generated with inllectional features; if it were, in overt
syntax it should surface with such features, which is not the case. Here, we claim
that the higher auxiliary verb ha- is an covert LF afIix.4) Thus. the LF SUffIX ha
should be morphologically supported, which we assume is made possibJe by raising
of the lower main verb to the auxiliary verb ha-. Without raising. the affIX would
remain as a 'stranded' one, which is an illegitimate LF object. Following Lasnik.
(1993), we regard raising of the lower main verb to the higher auxiliary verb ha
as an instance of 'enlightened self interest'.
Turning to PC constructions, we maintain that the embedded verb complex
to be checked for its inflectional features at covert syntax through verb raising is
subject to further raising to the matrix causative verb. This incorporation of the
embedded verb to the matrix verb is forced to be postponed until LF, because,
otherwise, it would violate the Principle of Procrastination (Chomsky (1992)).
which dictates that covert movement is favored over overt movement. Due to
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weak inflectional features in Korean, the embedded verb complex in PC con·
structions is raised to have its inflectional features checked at covert syntax, and,
accordingly, its raising to the matrix causative verb occurs at that level of repre·
sent a ti on. 5)
Logically. a question arises what initiates raising of the embedded verb com
plex to the higher matrix verb. To address this question. we suggest that the ma
trix causative verb ha- in Korean is a syntactic alEx (cf. Zubizarreta (1985); Choe
(1988); Guasti (1992». Thus, it should be supported by some syntactic element,
which we assume is made possible by adjunction of the embedded verb complex
to it.
Given these considerations, covert verb raising is considered to allow PC
constructions to have a mono-clausal structure at covert syntax, though they have
a bi-clausal structure at overt syntax. To make the picture clear, let us reconsider
mono-clausal properties of PC constructions. First. we saw above that, with ad
ditional wh-effects and scope interaction. seemingly long distance scrambling of
the embedded object in PC constructions to the matrix clause behaves like
clause-internal scrambling. That is, it can be A-movement, while long distance
scrambling of the embedded object in 'verb-of-opinion' constructions is always
A'-movement. Suppose. as shown in (19). that the embedded object is scrambled
to the sentence initial position, and that the embedded verb complex incorporates
to the matrix causative verb:
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In (19), raising of the embedded verb complex neutralizes the barrierhood of the
intervening categories, especiaUy the embedded [PI CP pair which have been
claimed to block A-movement. Thus, the embedded object scrambled to the
sentence-initial position of the matrix clause in PC constructions can be in A·
position, after raising of the embedded verb complex to the matrix causative verb
at covert syntax. This is why seemingly long-distance scrambling of the embedded
object in PC constructions behaves like clause-internal scrambling.
;-';ow, we tum to the behavior of:;\iPls in PC constructions we have noted in
section 3 and 4. Before we go directly into it, we first sketch up a licensing con
dition for NPIs in general in Korean. It is well known that an NPI should co
occur with a negative element within a same clause, as in (20) and (21):
(20) Toli-nun amwukesto mek-*(ci ani-ha)-essta
-Top anything eatnot-do -Perf-Decl
'Toli did not eat anything.'
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(21)

*

Toli-nun Yenghi-eykey [Mina-ka amwu~o manass-tako]
-Top
-Dat
-Nom anyone met
-Comp
malhaci anbassta
say
not did
'Toli did not say to Yenghi that Mina met anybody.'

The clausemate requirement for l\PIs is obeyed in (20), while it is not in (21). To
account for the contrast of the type shown between (20) and (21), we propose the
following condition: 6). 7)
(22) In Korean, an NPl must be bead-governed at covert syntax
by a negative element.
Lnder the condition (22), let us look at (23). which is the LF representation of
(20):
(23)

[TP Toli-ka [NegP [VP amwukesto t'] t"] t"'] t""
[mekci anihaessta] 1

[MP

1

In (23). we assume that the verb moves up to the head of Mood Phrase (MP) to
have its inflectional features checked. This covert verb raising makes it possible
for the negative marker to head-govern the 1"PI within the object position. In
(21). however. the negative marker in the matrix clause cannot head govern the
r\PI in the embedded object position. This is so regardless of verb movement
within the matrix clause and the complement clause because such verb movement
cannot give a proper context for head government.
Now. let us turn to the behavior of1"Pls in PC constructions. We reintroduce
(7b) below.
(7)b. Toli-nun Mina-eykey/lul/ka amwuto manna-key haei anihaessta
-Top Mina-Dat lAce/Nom anyone meet-Comp do
not did
I Toli did not make Mina meet anybody. '
In (7b). the !\Pl is in the embedded object position. and the negation is in the
matrix clause. The LF representation of (7b) will be like (24):
(24)
TP

NP
I
ToB

I

I
\

In (24), the embedded verb complex raises to the matrix causative verb, enabling
the negative morpheme in the matrix clause to head govern the 1'\Pl in the em
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bedded clause. Specifically, head government of the 7'\PI in the embedded object
position by the matrix negative element is made possible by Baker's (1988) Gov.
ernment Transparency Corollary, which states that a category which has an item
incorporated into it governs everything which the incorporated item governed in
its original structural position.
Let us move on to a more intriguing case (15):
(15)

Mina-eyeky/lul/ka o-ci mos ha-key haessta
anybody
-Dat /Acc/Nom come not do-Comp did
'*Anybody made Mina not come.'

*amwu~o

One mjght ascribe theungrammaticality of (15) to the possibility that the embed·
ded Neg morpheme blocks raising of the embedded verb complex to the matIix
causative verb at covert syntax. There is, however. evidence barring us from tak·
ing this idea. Look. at the examples in (25). which display additional wh-effects
even when the embedded clause in PC constructions contains negation:
(25)a.* ne-nun [I way pro Mina-eykey/lul/ka mwues-ul sa-ci
-Top
why
-Dat /Acc/~om what-Ace buy
mos-ha-key han1 salam-ul] ehac-ni
no~-do-Comp did
person-Ace look for
'Q you are looking for [a person [who made [Mina not buy
what] why])'
b. ? ne-nun [[ nwues-uli way pro [ Mina-eykey/lul/ka tl
sa-ei mos-ha-key) han] salam-ul] ehae-ni

In (25a), the lower embedded wh-phrase cannot save the higher adjunct ,,'h'phrase
in the PC construction within the relative clause. When, however, we scramble the
embedded wh-phrase over the adjunct wh-phrase as in (25b), the sentence im
proves considerably. The improvement shown in (25b) strongly indicates that verb
movement, which is responsible for mono-clausal properties in PC constructions,
occurs even when then: is a neg morpheme in the complement clause.
An alternative way of explaining the ungrammaticality of (15) is to suppose
that when the embedded verb complex raises to the matrix causative verb, it does
not carry negation with it. However, based on the facts related to Verb Redupli.
cation constructions, we argue that a verb raises along with negation. The Verb
Reduplication comtructions like (26) shows that a verb can be reduplicated after
the topic markeL
(26) Toll-ka ka-ki-nun
ka-ass-ta
-Nom leave-Nm-Top leave-Perf-Decl
'It is true that Toli left, but "~,I

To account for verb reduplication in Korean, Kang (lQ88) proposes, following
Koopman (1984), that the lower 'Verb replaces the higher verb at LF, because the
higher verb is semanticalJy vacuous. One interesting fact as regards Verb Redu
plication constructions is that a verb can be reduplicated along with the ~e£
morpheme. as shown in (27):
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(27) (?)

Toli~ka

ka~ci
anh-ki-nun
ka-ci
anh-haassta
-Nom leave-Nm not-do-Nm-Top leave-Nm not-did
'It is true that Toli did't leave, but ... !

If the covert verb replacement is correct. examples like (27) constitutes evidence
that at LF, a verb raises along 'with the Neg morpheme.
If the neg morpheme moves together \\'ith a verb, why can't the neg
morpheme license the !'\PI in the matrix subject position in (J S)? After the em
bedded verb complex along with negation in (15) raised up to the head of matrix
MP, we would have the structure (28).
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Then. the licensing configuration obtains for the ;';PI in the matrix subject posi
tion. At this point. we have to ask whether (28) is really the structure we get at
covert syntax. Rejecting the structure (28), we claim that the embedded verb
complex onJy moves up to the matrix verb adjoined position, M ore specifically, the
embedded verb complex incorporates up to the matrix verb position and then the
matrix verb moves out of the complex verb via excorporation (cf. Guasti (1992».
Thus, we have the LF configuration for (15) as in (29) instead of (28). In this
configuration. the !'\PI in the matrix clause has no way to be licensed. The moti
vation for this approach can be sought for in the economy considerations. Intu
itively, incorporation of the embedded verb is motivated to morphologically
support the defective matrix causative verb 'ha'. By incorporating to the matrix
causative verb. the embedded vcrb completes its purpose. Then, there is no need
for the embedded verb complex to undergo further movement. However, the rna·
trix verb still has some features to be checked oIT. Thus excorporation of the rna·
trix verb out of the complex verb formed also seems to be motivated theoretically.
To sum up, in this paper we tried to resolve the tension in the PC con
structions caused by the dual nature of them by proposing that there is a covert
incorporation of the embedded verb up to the matrix verb followed by
excorporation of the matrix verb out of the amalgamated unit. The proposed
analysis seems to well account for the characteristics of the PC constructions noted
in the literature,

Notes
L The perfective aspect marker ess cannot appear in tbe complement clause of PC con·
structlOns:

:m
(i) Toli-ka

Mina-ka/lul/eykey ttena-(*ess) -key ha -ess -ta
-Nom
-Nom/Acc/Dat leave-(*Perf)-Comp make-Peri-Decl
'Toli made Mina (*have) leave.'

This is due to the fact that ess in the complement clause of (i) renders the embedded situation
time prior to the matrix situation time. The causative verb, however. requires that the em·
bedded situation time roincide with the matrix situation time.
2. Look at Sohn (1993), where'! principled account is given to this generalization.
3. If a sentence contains a ;-';ominative or Accus;J.tive ]\'PI instead of a Dative causee ;-';PI
as in (16), it becomes grammatical, as follows:
(i). Mi.na-mw aml<o'uto ttenaci ll1os"ha-key haessta
-Top anybody leave
not-do-Comp did
'Mina made anybody not leave.'
This contrast between (i) and (16) ilJdicates that ;-';ominative or Accusative causee ;-';Ps are
generated within the complement clause, whereas Dative causee '\'Ps are generated as part
of the matrix clause. l1lUs. the clausemate requirement for 'PIs can be satisfied only in (i),
but not in (16).
4. This is along the lines of Chomsky's (1992) proposal that there in English is an LF affix.
See Chomsky (1992) and Lasnik (1993) for details.

3. Our hypothesis predicts that if verb raises at oven syntax. the embedded verb complex in
causative constructions raises to the matrix causative verb at overt svntax. In fact. Guasti
(1992) maintains that in Italian, where verb raises at overt syntax. the embedded verb com·
plex in causative constructions raises to the matrix causative verb (are at overt syntax. On
the other hand. Stowell (1991) argues that in En!,'lish, where verb raises at covert syntax, the
embedded verb complex raises at covert ~yntax to the matrix causative verb make. Korean
is assimilated to English.

o. Another way of capturing the relation between an 'PI and a negative element may be to
assume that an 'PI is licensed by a Spec· head relation with a negative element at covert
syntax (cf. Ohasi (1992)). There is, however, evidence which militates against this assump·
tion. First, Rizzi (1991) shows that a reason adverbial is generated hif!her than the projection
of '\'egP. on the basis Df so-called 'weak island effects.' Look at the following contrast (B-Q.
Chun (1984); '1'.1. .lung (1991)):
(i) Mina-ka way/*ettehkey chwum-ul chwuci anhass-ni
-Nom why/*how
dance-Ace dance not-Q
'Why/He,;) did Mina not dance?'
As in (i). unlike the reason adverbial way 'way: the manner ",h·adverbial euelzkey 'bow'
cannot appear in a negative sentence. On the hasis of this contrast, Jung (1991) (a la Rizzi
(1991)) maintains that the negative marker hlocks LF movement of the manner wh-adverbial
which is generated below it. The negative marker, however, does not prevent LF movement
of the reason wh·adverbial simply because the latter is generated above the projection of the
negative marker (NegP).
- Given these considerations, let us look at the following case:
(ii) na-nun amwulen iywu-lo-to Yenghi-lul kkwucici anh
-kess-ta
I-Top any
reason-for
-Ace scold
not do-will-Decl
'I will not scold Yenghi for any reason.'
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In {iii. tbe reason adverbial whicb is an NPI co-occurs with the negative marker. Vnder the
'Spec-head licensing' account of l'\Pls, the sentence (i) is predicted to he unj!:Tammatical be
cause the reason adverbial NPI should undergo lowering to Spec of NegP below it, which
is prohibited. L'nder our account, however, such a problem does not arise because covert
verb movement raises and head-governs it
7. We assume the following definition of head government, which is modified from Rizzi
(1990: 6):
(i)

X c·commands Y.
(X = A, N, P, V, Agr, T, Neg)

(ii)
(iii)

No barriers intervenes.
Relativized Minimality is respected.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF A RECURSIVE-CP STRl'CTURE IN WELSH
Elizabeth 1. Pyatt
Fiarvard Universit,,·

o.

n'JTRODUCTION~

Modern Welsh like most Celtic languages has YSO ordenng: in declarative
sentences (1). However, when Welsh speakers wish to emphasize or focus a
comtituent XP. they move it to Spec-CP (2); this cre:ltes the "focus sentence."'!

Dysgais

/1 )

Ysbaeneg

taught-Is
Spanisb
I taugh'. Spamsh in Seville.
,l.

yn SHilIe.
in SevilJe

[ep Fi,
a l.~~I:;P/IP ddysgodd
I
rel·C
S~[-taugh!-?',
It W::>S dIe who taught Spanish.

(j

Ysbaeneg

11

SpJ.nish

dysgais
i Ysbaeneg
In Seville
rel-C taught-I s
Spanish
It was in Seville that I taught Spanish,

b, Yn Seville)

Further, Welsh speakers can embed these focus sentences under a special
complementizer mai or raw (3)2 That is. IIILli and {(III' are special
complementizers which subcategorize for focus-sentence CP's and head recursive
CP's.
(3)

lcp mai lcp fi a ddysgodd Ysbaeneg]]
believed David
that
I C SM-taught-3s Spanish
David believed that it was me who taught Spanish

Credodd Dafydd

There is still much d;:bate to whether a CP may be directly embedded under
another CP, and if so, under what conditions (Watanabe. \993; latridou and
Kroch. 1992). One of the goals of this paper is to show that the Welsh mailtaw
construction is a rase of CP recursion. The other goal is to trace the the
development of this construction to an embedded cieft-copula construction in
Middle Welsh. At this stage, these cleft structures were embeddable as normal
I In the gl'lSses, "SM" stands for the soft mutalion one of a series of proce,ses where the initial c[lnsonant of a
Welsh word changes according to its morpho-syntactic en"ironment, The soft mutation turns voiceless stops to
voiced stops; voiced stops to fricatives except Igl which deletes; Iml to Ivl and \oiceless liquids to ,'oiced liquids,
2Thc use of rnai and law depends on the dialect with rnai being Ilsed in the North, and taw in the South,

"'I would like to thank Sam Epstein. Erich Groat, Mark Hale, John Koch and especially Hoski Thrainsson for their
insightful ,;ommcnts, and. as ever. all mistakes are my own.
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AgrSP (or IP) fragments. but when the copula-cleft construction was lost, the
embedded form of 'to be' was reinterpreted as a special complementizer calling for
a focus order sentence (CP),
The first section of the paper explains the historical background of Welsh and
some of its grammatical features, The next section is a detailed analysis of focus
sentences and embedded focus sentences, It shows that the fronted XP is in Spec
CP so that embedding these sentences constitutes CP recursion, This is followed
by the section tracing the development of the modern focus sentence and CP
recursion from the Middle Welsh copula cleft construction,
I. \\'ELSH LANGUAGE FACTS
1, J Dialects (}f Welsh
Currently. Modern Welsh exists in two registers: Literary Welsh, based on the
language in the 1588 Welsh Bible. and Colloquial Welsh, the spontaneous spoken
form, Colloquial Welsh can be further subdivided into a Southern dialect and a
Nonhern dialect which are mutually intelligible, The Welsh used in this paper is
mostly Southern Colloquial, though the spelling errs towards Literary Welsh,3
The stage before Literary Welsh is Middle Welsh (12th-14th) centurie5,

1,2 The VSO Sentence
Both Modern Welsh and Early Welsh are basically VSO while Middle Welsh is
V2 with VSO ordering in embedded clauses (Evans. 1964: Pyatt, 1993), I assume
that VSO ordering is due to incomplete subject raising (Pyatt, in press, 1993) (4),
The analysi, assumes VP-internal subjects (Koopman and Sponiche. 1988) and the
split of IP mto the functional categories Tense Phrase (TP) and Subject Agreement
Phrase (AgrSP) (Pollock. 1989: Chomsky. 1993 J,

3The grammar I base Colloquial Welsh on is Gramadeg Cymraeg Cjfoes (Uned truth Genedlaethol, 1976),
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Derivation of Welsh VSO Order

(4)

,------------------,
Dysgon
ni Ysbaeneg

C'

~
AgrSP

taught-I p

~

we Spanish

IWe taught Spanish

C

AgrS'

~~ L.....--..::.-----'

AgrS~P
I
~
r

A

W

AgrS

I

A

T --on

V·

I

I

dysgu

'teach'

A.,k

~
~I'

T

~

t'.
'

lp
[PAST]

\'P

~
tk

V

~.

:\P

~
Ysbaeneg
Spanish'

As the tree in (4) shows. the verb raises to AgrSP through TP in order to
receive its verbal morphology. The subject. for whatever reason. raises only to
Spec-TP instead of Spec-AgrSP and is left to the right of the verb at S-Structure.
Pyatt (in press), following Sproat (1985), assumes that the reason for incomplete
;,ubject r:lising is ,hat Welsh must assign nominative case to the right at case
assignment. Pyatt argues that th\~ appropriate mechani,m i, Exceptional Case
Marking from AgrS to the :iUbject In Spec-TP (41.4
1.3 AJfirmative Particles
Both Colloquial and Literary Welsh use \ariou, particles to mark neutral.
affirmative declarative sentences in certain contexts. One particle is yr and it is
used only in front of forms of bod 'to hc·. In Literary Welsh, vr is shortened to
\' before consonants, otherwise it surfaces as yr (5),
..

_---------

1AllV

'X" I for

Xl» ..epresents

the zero-level ,:ategory of an XP
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(5)

a. Yr
(chi)
ydJch
are-2p
aff
you-pI
All of you are in Se\'ilIe,

)'n SHille

b. y
mae Branwen
IS
Branwen
aff
Branwen is in Seville

yn

Seville

in

Seville

in Se\ilie

In Colloquial Welsh, yr contracts r before vowels, otherwise it deletes (6).

(6)

a, Rydych

chi

yn Seville

aff-are-2p
you-pI
in Seville
All of you are in Seville.
b, Mae

Branwen

aff-is
Branwen
Branwen is in Seville

yn

SHilIe

in

Seville

In Colloquial \Velsh only. verbs other than bod 'be' may be proceeded by Je
in Southern Welsh or mi in Northern Welsh (7). Both particles trigger a change
called the soft mutation (SM) which causes the initial consonant of the following
word to change in the follo\,iing pattern: voiceless stops and voiceless liquids to
voiced stops and liquids, voiced stops to fricatives and 1m! to Iv/. Hence afterJe or
mi. for the verb dugais 'taught-l s' the first consonant Idl changes to the fricative
lal, spelled as 'dd',
(7)

Fe/mi

Y sbaeneg
Spanish

ddvsgais

aff (SIN)
SM-taught-ls
I taught Spanish

(South/North)

Both y(r) andfelllli are in complementary distribution with complementizers
like os 'if (8), so I am therefore assuming that they are in C position. This fits the
semantics of a complementizer which is partially to signal the nature of the clause
affirmati ve in this case,
(8)

a, Os
ydych/*rydych
If
are-2p/*aff-are-2p
If all of you are here.

chi

yma,

you-pi

here
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b. Os /*os fe/*os mi dysgaist ti
If *if aff
taught-2s you
If you truly taught Spanish.

Ysbaeneg
Spanish

yn wir
truly

2. THE FOCUS ORDER IN MODER..~ WELSH
2.1 The Problem of the LAnding Site
Many languages signal the focusing of a constituent XP by fronting it, but the
landing site for fronted XP is not always clear. The prime candidates are usually
Spec-CP (Chomsky, 1986), Spec-IP (or Spec-AgrSP) (Saltin, (982) or the
specifier of a special Focus Phrase (Hale, 1993). [f both Welsh Wh-words and
focused XP-s move to Spec-CP, then the syntactic and morphological signals for
Wh-Movement should also be present for Focus Movement. This section will
show that there are several morphological and syntactic characteristics shared by
Welsh Wh-Movement and Focus Movement.
2.2 Fronting o.f Subject
Tn Wh-questions and focus sentences, when the subject is moved to Spec-CP,
the verb obligatorily takes default third-person singular agreement. 5
Furthermore, the particle a, which triggers soft mutation, may come between the
fronted constituent and the inflected verb (9)6. Since a and the the Wh-word
pH'Y 'who' co-occur (9a), a cannot be a Wh-operator in Spec-CPo

(9)

a. PWYi a
Who rei
Who taught

ddysgodd
SM-taught-3s

Ii

Ysbaeneg?
Spanish

Spanish~

b. Fii
a
ddysgodd/*ddysgais
I
rei
SM-taught-3s/* 1s
It was me who taught Spanish

Ii

Ysbaeneg.
Spanish

c. y menywod j [0 j
a ddysgodd/*ddysgan Ii Ysbaeneg}
the women
OP C SM-taught-3s/"'3p
Spamsh
the women who taught Spanish

5There is not enough space here to explain why there is obligatOril) default agreement when the subject NP
moves to Spec-CPo but the answer may be that the subject skips Spec-AgrSP and so cannot trigger agreement.
Agreement in Welsh VSO sentences themseIYes is not triggered by Spec-head agreement. but by the adjunction of a
pronominal N to the AgrS-T-V complex (pyatt, in press).
6The appearance of the panicle a itself is optional in Colloquial Welsh. but sott mutation on the verb is always
present which means that ther~ is alleast a null panicle.
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This particle is in complementary distribution with the affirmative C's y(r) and
fe!mi (10), so I analyze a as a [+Wh] c. 7
(10)

Fi;
a! *fe a I *mi a I *3 fe I *a mi
reI / *aff rei / *rel aff
I
It was me who taught Spanish

ddysgodd
Ysbaeneg.
SM-taught-3s Spanish

In addition, a 'rel-C' is in the expected position that an overt [+Whl
complementizer would be in a Wh-question, between the Wh-word in Spec-CP and
the rest of the sentence within AgrSP, Since a is a complementizer and the fronted
constituent of a focus sentence is precedes it, the focused XP must also be in Spec
CP, The structure for Wh-questions and focus sentences is shown below (II),
(II)

Welsh Movement to Spec-CP

Pwya ddysgodd Ysbaeneg?
Who taught Spanish1

CP

~C

NP

L':'
Pw)/1\i
I

~
Cl
i

who / we

LS.AGrsp
ti

[+Wh]

1\i a ddysgodd Ysbaeneg
It is us who taught Spanish,

ddysgodd Ysbaeneg
taught
Spanish

2.2 Fronting of Other COllstituellls
In \Vh-questions and focus sentences, the movement of XP's from the same
pOSition will trigger similar morphology, If the direct object of a VSO sc"ence is
moved, then the relative complementizer a intervenes between the fror.· .. direct
object and the verb (1 2 j,
(12)

a,

Beth; a
ddysgaist
What rel-C SM-taught-2s
What did you teach in Seville?

b, Ysbaenegj a
ddysgais
Spanish
rel-C SM-teach-I s
Spanish is what I taught in Seville,

ti t i
you

yn Seville?
in Seville

ti

yn Seville,
in Seville

--------

7Hendrick (1988) also identifies a as a complememizer, and nOI a Wh-operator.

With any other constituent, the relative complementizer is y(r) (contracted to y
or r-) instead of a is used, but the y( r) does not trigger the soft mutation (13-14).
This y(r) is also used as an affirmative particle before 'to be' (Section 1.2). If the
fronted XP started out from the direct object position of a periphrastic sentence,
then yr is also used ( 13). The difference between the two complementizers must
correlate with distance between Spec-CP and the XP in Wh-Movement and not any
kind of AlA' asymmetry.S
(13)

a. Beth rwyt

ti'n

ei

ddysgu

What afT-are
you'Pr
Ace-35m
What are you teaching in Seville?

b. Ysbaeneg

rydw

i'n

ei

ddysgu

Spanish
aff-am
rPr
Acc-3srn
Spanish is what I anlteaching in Seville.
(14)

a. Ble
y
dysgaist
'N'here
aff
taught-2s
Where did you teach Spanish?

ti
you

b. Yn Seville

y
dysgais
In Seville
aff
taught-I s
Seville was where I laught Spanish.

(vs. 12)

S:Vl-teach

S:V1-teach

Ysbacncg?
Spanish

Ysbaeneg.
Spanish

Again the parallelhms between the focus sentence and Wh-question show that
fronted XP's must both move to Spec-CP.

2.3 Embedded Focus Order
As was shown earlier, a focus sentence may be embedded under mai (North
Welsh) (15) or taw (South Welsh) (16). The proposed structure is shown in (17).
(15)

Credodd
Iran lep mai lep Ii
a
ddysgodd Ysbaeneg II
believed-3s Evan
that-C
I rel-C SM-taught-3s Spanish
Evan believed that it was me who taught Spanish

(16)

[taw [yn Seville y
dysgaist ti
that
in Se\'ilIe
afT
taught-1s you
.. that Seville was ~'here you taught Spanish,

81n the gloss. 'Pr' stands for a predicator panicle WI which reduces to

'/1

after vowels.

Ysbaneg]]
Spanish
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( 17)

Structure of CP Recursion
V'
~

V

I

credu
'beleive'

CP

~C'
~

C

I

CP
~

NP
C'
maillaw A
~
'that' L..:::a C
AgrSP

fl,
T

I
a

~
Ysbaeneg

ddysgodd t
taught-3s

i

Spanish

The material embedded under mailfGlr is unquestionably a focus sentence and
hence a CPo In sentences (\5-16). the relative complementizer, either a or y(r)
appears between the focused XP and the verb in the embedded clause, The choice
of a or .\'( r) is made with the same criteria as in a main clause focus sentence
(Section 2.1·2,2), In (15), the verb of the embedded sentence, dngodd 'Iearned
35' shows the characteristic lack of agreement with the focused topic fi T, These
embedded focus sentence in no way differ from a main clause focus sentence,
Thus the embedded material under mai or ta\\' must be a cp, Mai and ta»' also
appear in the position a C should appear after a verb subcategorizing for a CP like
cred/l 'believe', Therefore, this structure (17) must be CP recursion, The next
section shows how thIS developed from a Middle Welsh copula cleft construction,

.3, DEVELOPMENT OF CP RECURSION
3,0 Middle Welsh Copula Cleft Construction
In older stages of Welsh, a constituent was focused by means of a cleft copula
construction headed by a third-person singular form of 'to be', (Evans, 1964,
§ 146). At the earliest stages, the copula was inflected so that it matched the tense of
the embedded clause (18) (Evans, 1964, §146), Later, the copula was frozen as the
present tense ys 'is' (19)9,

9In the Middle Welsh Glosses. 'PPD' stands for P.....yll Pendeuic Dyuel and 'KO' stands for Kulhwch ac Otwen.
and the) are both Middle Welsh prose tales
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(18)

Oed

Maelgun

a

uelun

in imuan

be-Impf-3s
Maelgwn
rei
see-Impf-l, Pr fight
It was Ma·~lgwn that I was seeing fighting.
(Evans. 1964. § 146)
(19)

a

Ysglut

beth

is continual
prt
SM-thing
Continually have we con,ersed togeth<:l

yd

ymdidanyssam ni

aff

con \-efsed- ! p
(PPDI.156)

we

The copula-cleft I.,.onstruction differs from the modem focus sentence in that the
cleft semence would have two clauses (20). The XP in focus would ha\e been in
the higher clause with the copula. and the Spec'CP of the lower clause would ha\'e
been fill<~d with a Null Wh-operator. 1O
(10)

~nddle

Wdsh Copula Cleft

I

AllrS'

A~
~

I

NP

Y,~6
mli

T

--l

Ys mi a'e heirch

', 'It is me who seeKs her .
'
,___I

fP
...............

T

........

vp

...............

\/'

...............
CP
...............

C'

NP

I C...............
AgrSP

e'L

rel'her

~
t

j

heirch

';,eek·Js'

Finally the copula was lost altogether. At fir'St the deletIon was optional: for
instance in the tale KuiJm'ch ae O/ll'ell. the Middle Welsh equivalent of the
sentence "It is I who ,eeks her" occurs first without the copula Y.I' in line 563: then
the identical sentence occurs !..Iter but with the copula ys '1',' in line 566 (21).

I~or whatever re3son. C~lt'c bnguages do not use overt .dative pron,)uns in i~bt've clauses,
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a, Mi

a'e
heirch
prf her
seek-3s
It is me who seeks her

(21 )

I

b, Ys

a'e
rel"her
It is me who seeks her

Is

mi

I

(KO I. 563)

heirch
seek-3s
(KO 1.566)

When the deletion of the copula was optional, the copula-free versions had a
Null copula, but once the deletion became obligatory, the focused XP was
reinterpreted by a later generation as being in Spec-CP of the lower clause (22).
The focus sentence then changed from being biclausal to monociausaL
Loss of Copula and Reinterpretation Main Clause

(22)
V'

~

V

NP

bot (ys)
'be'

==>

Ys mi a'e heirch
It is me who seeks her

Mi a'e heirch
It is me who seeks her

3.1 Embedded CopUla-Cleft
The Middle Welsh copula cJeft construction could be embedded, but when that
occurred. the form of copula was either mae 'is' (23 a-b) or taw 'is' (23c), but not
ys (Evans. 1964. § 148).11.12
lilt is not clear whether mae (> mai) and fa", had the same dialectal distribution that they do in Modern Welsh,
12MiddJe Welsh declarative sentence order was V2 (Pyatt. 1993),

(131

)

thi
a
and
you
yw
y
the
is
And you ""ill

0,

Mi
I

a
wybydy
!. mae gwac uocsach
prt
SM-know-2s aff is
empty boast
teu
di
yours you
know that an empty boast is yours.

a

gredwn
l.
prt belie\'e-Impf-I s aif
J believed that you were Sown.
a ....

taw
is

ti oed Bown
you was-3s Sown

lhe Middle Welsh mae 'is' corrC'sponds both to ~10dern Welsh !!lui 'that' and
'IS'
Taw is cognate with Irish la 'is' but is only used in embedded clelt
sentences in Middle Welsh. In (23 b,c). the embedded copulas are preceded by the
affirmative cl)mplementizer y, which was allowable because mae and taw were
forms of 'to be,' 13 Once the main-clause cleft sentenee had been reanalyzed as a
sentence with Movement to Spec-CP (:! I), the embedded cleft also changed. Mae
(> mai) and taw were r('analyzed as complementizers which headed a smgle focus
sentence CP (23), And so CP recursion was born.

mae

C23)

[\" credu b [e Y[,grSP

,:=>

!,"

taw
Ii
0
believe
you
aff
ill.
believing that it was you who was Sown.

oed
BOlin]]]]]
was-3, Sown

credu lep[c
Ii [,;rSP oedd
was-3s
you
believe
Jhat
believing that 11 was you who was Sown.

Bownl] III
Bown

The result IS that Modern Welsh maiflalt' can never occur with y because all
three are Cs,(24).
('24)

Credu
rtaw/mai/*y taw"! *y mai
believe
that I
"ail-that
helieve that vou were Sown

ti
you

oedd Bown11
was-3sBown

ff m/li and taw wer~ still true verbs, then there should be no reason why they
cannOl be preceded by y as in Middle Welsh. Further. in Northern Colloquial
Welsh there is a pronunciation difference between mae Imail 'is' and mai Imay!
'that' both from Middle Welsh mae Imail showing that the mai before focus
sentences is seen as a different word than mae 'is' .14 The chart below gives the
13 Evcn though this y is a complementizer. this
AgrSP headed by ~ copula, not another CP

IS

not CP recursion because the y is subcategorizing for an
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parallel evolution of the copula cleft to focus order in both main and embedded
clauses (25). The numbers in parentheses refer to previous sentences in this paper.
(25)

Stages in Development of Focus Order and CP Recursion

Time
A. Earl~ Mid. Welsh
B. Middle Welsh
C. Later Mid. Welsh
D. Earl~ Mod. Welsh

MainClaw:e
Cleft:: Tensed Copula (17)
Cleft: Copula = ys 'is' (20)
Optional Copula Deletion (20b)
Cleft reanalyzed a~ Focus Order (21)

Embedded
No Data
Cleft: copula=mae/ullf 'is' (22)
Same as time B
MaefJal\' reanalyzed a~ C (23)

Discovering the origin of a CP recursive structure is not just a historical
problem. For instance, this change can give clues as to the distribution of CP
recursion in some languages: wherever embedded cleft sentences can occur. This is
a different prediction than one made by Iatridou and Kroch (1993) which claims
that CP recursion can only occur if the top CP is governed by a verb.
Cnfortunately • a further discussion of the theoretical implications of this change
will have to wait for another occasion.
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The Template for Intensive Reduplication in Afar·
Dominique Rodier
McGill University
1. Prosodic Morphology One of the main tenets of the theory
of Prosodic Morphology (McCarthy and Prince 1986,1990) is that
templates can only be expressed in prosodic terms (i.e. mora,
syllable, foot, and prosodic word). This entails that in languages
where both Cvv and CvC syllables are heavy, there is no principled
way to distinguish them in terms of templates. However, in a recent
paper, Shaw (1992) introduces evidence from reduplicative
processes in a number of unrelated languages which seems to
support the claim that we need to distinguish between the two types
of heavy syllables. She proposes the traditional notion of a Nucleus
as a formal unit of syllable structure in order to formalize such a
distinction. She claims, for example. that any analysis of the
intensive reduplication process in Afar, a Lowland East Cushitic
language. requires reference to the distinction between a
monomoraic vs. a bimoraic Nucleus in templatic representation. In
this paper, I propose an alternative analysis of the reduplication
process in Afar which does not require the addition of a prosodic
unit such as the nucleus in order to account for the intensive
template. Specifically, I argue that the intensive reduplication
template is a bisyllabic foot (i.e. a minimal word template).
2. The Nucleus Hypothesis One problem which is inherent to
the theory of Prosodic Morphology is that of Quantitative Transfer,
which refers to the 'transfer' of length/weight from a base to a
prosodic template. In languages where length is distinctive, long
vowels are always transferred as such in the process of mapping
from a base to a morphological template, when the template is large
enough to accomodate it. The progressive aspect of the Mokilese
verb (Harrison and Albert 1976) illustrates how a bimoraic template
can be satisfied according to the availability of segments in the
copied melody.
a. popok
b. pe
c. $oorok

pod- podok

'plant'

paa- pa

'w-eave'
'teer'

$OO-$oorok

As the data show, the bimoraic template can be realized as a CvC
syllable in (la) and as Cvv in (Ie) where the length of the vowel is
transferred intact from the base to the morphological template. In
order to handle length transfers, prosodic theory has to assume that
when two moras are lexically linked to a vowel in the base, they are
copied along with the 'Vowel. Note that in such cases of transfer,
moras playa role similar to that of skeletal positions in representing
duration rathe! than weight.
Although Shaw (1992) assumes that 'moraie copying' is the
correct analysis in most cases, she argues that in some languages the
quantitative transfer of length is not respected in reduplication
processes. The intensive reduplication process in Afar is a case in
point. Reduplication in this language seems to make a distinction
between Cvv and eve heavy syllables in that the length of a long
vowel is never transferred to the template. The second templatic
mora is always filled by a consonant, either from the copied melody
or, if none is available, by what seems to be !>preading of the initial
consonant of the stem. Crucially, the second moraic position of the
template cannot be filled by a vowel, even when the copied melody
of the base provides a bimoraic vowel for mapping.
Root

2
~.

u,uul

b. idlgi1

c. cemm

Intensive

u- 'u, -,uul
idi - gig-gil
cem-camm

'laugh
'break'
'throvt'

In order to account for the data, Shaw claims that the syllable
final conson1nt of the reduplicative affix is derived through
leftward gemination. She argues that this gemination process is
evidence that syllable final consonants are moraic in the language.
Furthermore, as the data show (2a), superheavy syllables are found
word-fi.nally, and final consonants are never copied in the
reduplication process (2b). These facts, she argues, can be explained
if word-final consonants are extraprosodic in Afar. l
The main thrust of Shaw's arguments is that such apparent
violation of the quantitative transfer hypothesis by the Afar
intensive reduplication argues for the Nucleus as a formal unit of
the prosodic hierarchy. She proposes that the intensive reduplication
takes as its circumscribed base the rightmost syllable and that its
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prosodic template is a bimoraic syllable with a non-branching
nucleus affixed to the base: a CvC bimoraic template.
3a.

(j

(j

(j

I
N

I
Il

I
u

t·

s u

814> [template [8: 4> 1]

b.

81$ [template [8: 4> ]]
(j

(Il)

I
s u

(j

~~ t<"1
I

£

II

I
m

£

I II
m

II

However, this proposal faces some theoretical problems. Shaw's
solution to the Afar data requires a far less restrictive prosodic
theory than the standard model. The main problem is that the theory
is too powerful, predicting the presence of unattested stress systems
(e.g. in which only CvC syllables would attract stress, but where
long vowels are present) and reduplicative systems (e.g. a heavy
syllable template restricted to bimoraic nuclei in a language with
both heavy Cvv and CvC syllables). Shaw argues that her proposal
to enrich moraic theory by adding the syllable nucleus to the
prosodic hierarchy is necessary in order to support the Quantitative
Transfer Hypothesis. Shaw's proposal, however, does not simply
enrich moraic theory with an additional prosodic constituent. In my
view, these templates which include a nucleus can be argued to be a
notational variant of Sloan's (1991) skeletal templates.
Sloan (1991) demonstrates (within the framework of skeletal
theory) that Southern Sierra Miwok differentiates between three
types of iambic morphological templates: CvCvC, CvCvv and
CvCvX (where X may represent the second position of a long vowel
or a coda consonant, depending on the melody of the base).

CvCvC

CvCvv

CvCvX

pol lit

pol lit

pol 1111

pol lit

kool

kolu?

koluu

koluu

4.

The vowel [u] and the glottal stop are epenthetic segments used to
fill the unmapped templatic positions since spreading of melodic
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elements is not allowed in SSM to satisfy a template.
Crucially Sloan argues that, in order to account for the three
SSM templates, templatie representations such as those in (5) are not
sufficient and that some syllable structure is needed, as shown in (6).

Sa. CvCvv

b.

N

N

N

I

~

I

I

x x x x x
6a.

CvCvv

b.

CvCvC
(J

I

I

N

N

'"

x

~

(J

i
N

I

x x x x x

(J

(J

x

CvCvC 2

N

I

x x

c.

CvCvX
(J

(J

I I
N N

I I

x x

x x x

Since the last skeletal position is unattached in (6c), it can be
syllabified either as the rightmost position of the nucleus or as that
of a branching rime, depending on the melody of the base. These
templates can be translated into Shaw's system, as in (7).
7a.

(J

(J

I I
N N
I t\
1.1

1.1 1.1

b.

(J

(J

~~

1.1

1.1 1.1

c.

(J

(J

I I
N N
I I
1.1

1.1 1.1

One could then view Shaw's proposal as simply adding the
generative power of pure skeletal theory to that of moraie theory.
3. A Reanalysis of Afar Reduplication In this paper, I
propose a reanalysis of reduplication in Afar within a moraic theory
which only recognizes the standard prosodic units: prosodic word,
foot, syllable, and mora. The goal of this paper is to demonstrate
that the solution to the apparent lack of quantitative transfer in Afar
does not require the more powerful theory proposed by Shaw. I
argue that there is no need for an additional prosodic unit such as
the nucleus if we posit a minimal word template for the intensive
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affix and if we assume a binarity requirement on minimal words
(lt6 and Mester 1992). Central to my analysis are two proposals
concerning the grammar of Afar: (i) that syncope, a deletion
process which targets root vowels, also incorporates prefixed
reduplicative templates into its domain of application; and (ii) that
vowels and consonants are segregated on different planes, thus
allowing the copied melody of a monosyllabic root to fully satisfy a
bisyllabic template.
Before discussing these two issues, however, it will be necessary
to clarify a few assumptions concerning the configuration of planar
geometry. Crucially, I assume that the linear order of morphemic
planes is defined on the syllabic tier. The linear order of segregated
consonant and vowel planes, on the other hand, I assume to be
defined on the skeletal tier.3 This is illustrated in (8).
vocalic tier
consonant tier

8.

skeletal tier

syllabic tier

skeletal tier
vocalic tier
consonant tier

3.1. Syncope Consider now the issue of how to define the domain
of syncope. The data in Bliese (1981) show that, in triconsonantal
nominals and suffixing verb roots, an unstressed short vowel in an
open syllable is consistently deleted when preceded by another
short-vowelled open syllable. Syncope only applies to root vowels
and is blocked when identical consonants would become adjacent
after vowel deletion (11).
9 e. xeml1e

b. tegere

xeml-l
tegr-l

'svtempgress (ecc.! nom.genJ'
'scebies'
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c. der8gu

derg-l

'wetered mil k'

10 e. digi b-t-e
b. weger-ne

digb-e

'shell merried'

wegr-e

'we/he reconcilied'

melr-8

'you/he kills e celf

c. meler-t8
11 e. midedl
b. sebeb8

'fruit'

c. xerer-e

'he burned'

'reeson'

d. gonen-&

'he seerched for'

All of the cases where syncope is blocked deal with tau to
morphemic identical consonants (since the domain of syncope in
most dialects is the root). McCarthy (1986) attributes this blocking
effect to the OCP. However, because morphemes are on different
planes, one would expect the OCP not to block syncope when it
creates geminates across morpheme-boundaries. McCarthy (1986)
discusses such a case of heteromorphemic syncope in the Hausa and
Shewa dialects. He claims that, in these dialects. syncope is more
general and can apply to the vowels of some closely bound suffixes
(the benefactive -it and the causative -is ). In such cases syncope
between identical consonants is permitted.
12 8. 8s-is-e- y- yo

esseyyo

'I will C8use to spend the dey'

b. xes-is-e-y-yo

xesseyyo 'I will C8use him to motion'

c. ses-is-e-tto

sessetto

'you will C8use (him) to hide'

Note, however, that all the roots in (12) are monosyllabic. I propose
that a minimal word constraint applies to roots in these dialects. The
violation of the minimal word constraint by these roots would then
trigger a reanalysis of the root and suffix as a bisyllabic root. The
suffix vowel would then be subject to deletion without having to
enlarge the domain of syncope.
The question is how can syncope see the two morphemes without
triggering Plane Conflation, since conflation would entail that the
OCP is obeyed. The solution to this problem can be found in the
planar geometry proposed in (8) above. If we assume that the
adjacency relations between morphemes are defined on the syllabic
tier, we can argue that the domain of syncope is also defined on the
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syllabic tier, as the minimal word constraints should be.
Another argument in support of the domain of syncope being
defined on the syllabic tier comes from the prefixing verb class.
Prefixing verb roots present an interesting case in that syncope
always incorporates a VC prefix into its domain when the prefix
immediately precedes the root. Prefixing roots are always vowel·
initial. Note that syncope then targets the first vowel of the root.
3.3. Consonant/Vowel Segregation Another important aspect
of Afar discussed in McCarthy (1986) is whether the language has
vowels and consonants on different planes like Arabic. McCarthy
shows that Afar does have Semitic-style morphology, but that it also
has conventional roots. The language makes a clear distinction
between the two types, confining Semitic morphology to a small
number of verb roots of the prefixing class. Such verbs show all the
hallmarks of Semitic morphology, including variable vocalism and
variable canonical patterns. However, since the vast majority of
verbs and apparently all nouns have invariant vocalism and
canonical patterns, McCarthy (1986) assumes that these forms have
roots that are not decomposable into separate vowel and consonant
morphemes. He concludes that there can be no VIC segregation for
these forms.
McCarthy (1989), however, reaches a different conclusion. He
argues that planar segregation is motivated in languages which lack
inherent linear order between elements on separate planes.
McCarthy gives three conditions under which vowels and consonants
must lack linear order: (i) Weak Morphemic Plane Hypothesis cases
like Semitic where consonantal and vocalic melodies are different
morphemes; (ii) templatic morphology where the linear order of
consonants and vowels is predictable (e.g. Yawelmani); and (iii)
sufficiently restrictive root structure constraints which also make
linear order predictable.
In Afar, at least two of these conditions are met. As noted above,
the prefixing verb class has the variable vocalism which indicates
that vowels and consonants are different morphemes. The second
condition is concerned with the very restrictive syllable structure
found in roots. Although there are surface consonant clusters in
Afar, I argue that only the first part of a geminate consonant can be
syllabified as a coda within roots. All the other consonant clusters
can be shown to result from either syncope or suffixation. These
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restrictions can be accounted for if we assume that Afar is a strict
CV language, where the only encoded lexical information is moraic:
i.e. long vowels are lexically assigned two moras and geminates are
assigned one mora. The linear order of vowels and consonants is
then entirely predictable from syllabification within roots and from
morpheme adjacency defined on the syllabic tier.
Another strong argument for VIC segregation in Afar comes
from the total vowel harmony process found in roots and prefixes
throughout the grammar.4 Only the vowel [a] is transparent to the
harmony process. Furthermore, five suffixes have their vowels
agreeing with the preceding vowels in all features except that the
mid-vowels [e] and [0] are raised to [i] and [u]. I am aware that there
is another plausible account for such cases of vowel hamony which
is based on the works of Clements (1990) and Hume (1992). The
main element of their proposal is that consonants have both a
primary consonantal place of articulation and a secondary vocalic
place of articulation, while vowels only have the secondary place
node. This allows vowel harmony to spread across consonants. This
account is not a viable solution for Afar, however, since the
consonantal glide [w], which arguably shares a secondary place node
with vowels, is invisible to vowel harmony. Thus, the harmony
process, in conjunction with the variable vocalism of the prefixing
verb class and the syllabification constraints within roots, is clear
support for VIC segregation in Afar.
Assuming then that VIC segregation is present in Afar, it is
possible to advance the strong claim that every prefixing and
suffixing verb root, along with the nominal roots, brings its own
fixed prosodic template. Surface differences between morphological
forms in the prefixing verb class can be derived from two
language-specific processes: (i) syncope of the first or of the second
unstressed short vowel of the root, and (ii) a rule of gemination
found in some morphemes. In other words, the only morphological
difference between prefixing and suffixing verb roots would be the
variable vocalism of the prefixing class, That is, the vocalic and
consonantal planes of this verbal class would still be considered
separate morphemes.
3.4 Minimal Word Template With these issues resolved, we
are now in a position to reconsider the intensive reduplication data.
First, it is necessary to define the shape of the reduplicative
template. The claim put forward here is that the intensive prefix is a
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minimal word template consisting of a single bisyllabic foot. The
relevant data are given again in (13).
13

a. usuul

Root

Intensive
u- sus -sUU1-e

'you laughed heartH y'

b. idigi1

idi -gig-gi1-e

'you smashed'

c. camm

cam-cemm-is- n-e

''VIe thre'VI hard'

There is strong empirical support for prosodic templates which
are defined as a minimal word. The question is what would force
the minimal word template to be bisyllabic rather than bimoraic.
This problem can be resolved if we assume Ito and Mester's (1992)
Weak Layering Hypothesis. The theory of weak layering imposes
two conditions on derived minimal words. First, for a prosodic
word to be minimal, it must contain no more than one foot. The fact
that it contains at least one foot is insured by a notion of Proper
Headedness. Ito and Mester assume that every constituent must have
a head, which they define as the immediately dominated category.
Thus, every word must have at least a foot and every foot at least a
syllable. The second condition imposed on minimal words is that of
branchingness, as formulated in (14).
14.

Binarity Requirement (Ito and Mester 1992)
P-derived words must be prosodically binary.

P-derived words are words which are related to more basic ones
through prosodic-morphological operations. Crucial for my analysis
is their claim that syllable-internal structure is opaque to the
binarity requirement. In other words, although un derived words can
be minimally bimoraic, derived minimal words have to be at least
bisyllabic.
Consider now the application of the intensive reduplication
process in Afar. Reduplication circumscribes as its base the
rightmost syllable of the root. A minimal word template is affixed
to that base and both the vocalic plane and the consonantal plane
associated to that base are copied. The two melodic planes then map
to the template in the only way that can satisfy the minimal word
requirement.
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15.

Intensive Reduplication
cr + Wd cr cr +
cr

1(:

~\. ;~

j/~ ~
u

[s]

+

I:

II /

\J

s

u I

;
e

[u-susu-suu-Ie]

[ u]

As shown in (15), the length of the vowel has been transferred,
but this is obscured by the need to satisfy the bisyllabic template.
The copied consonant, being on a different plane from the vowel,
can map onto the onset of the first syllable and then spread to the
second syllable. With regard to the form in (l3c) which shows no
surface gemination, the affixation process is illustrated below:
16.

Wd cr cr

fA

[c m]

\\
[a]

+

cr

+

cr

/:I!'(:I!

I I
cam

I

[cama-cam-misne]

Mapping to the template results in the two forms [usususuule] and
[camacammisne]. Assuming that the template, being a copy of the
root base, is part of the domain of syncope, we can then derive the
surface forms [usussuule] and [camcammisneV Note that, because
of syncope, the bisyllabic nature of the template is rendered opaque.
However, although syncope triggers the loss of the second mora of
the template, this should not entail the loss of its syllable. In other
words, the application of syncope does not result in a violation of
the binarity requirement placed on minimal word templates.
The intensive reduplicative is not the only morphological form
with apparent surface gemination. Consider the case of the prefixing
benefactive forms, illustrated in (17). Crucially, the data show two
apparent gemination processes. Bliese (1981:256) points out that
prefixing benefactives always geminate the final root consonant,
unless preceded by an underlying long vowel in which case the last
root vowel lengthens instead (l7d).
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usguude

'I slaughtered

u-s-sugudde

b. 13k; re

'I got drunk'

;-s-sikirre

c. it kile

'I p1ented'

i -t -ti kit h~

17 8.

d.

uble

'I

S8W'

u- b-buule

e.

ifride

'I judged'

i-f-firidde

Two cases of gemination within the same morphological fonn
seems to be a bit much. In fact. for a number of prefixing verbs, the
benefactive affix is (Vtt-], rather than the one illustrated in (17).
Only the gemination of the last root consonant (or root vowel) is
consistently found in all the benefactive fonns. In their work on
Arabic morphology, McCarthy and Prince (1990) argue that cases
of gemination should be regarded as being outside of the scope of
templatic theory. They argue that gemination should be viewed as a
morphologically conditioned rule and that the only role of the
template is to provide the mora to which the geminated consonant
will be associated. This. 1 argue, is also the case in Afar where
gemination of the last root consonant is morphologically triggered. 6
As for the apparent gemination of the first root consonant, I
propose that. in these benefactive fonns, a reduplicative template is
prefixed to the root. (The invisibility of vowel-initial syllables to
templatic affixation is a well-known phenomenon.) This template is
a monomoraic syllable whose surface fonn is obscured by the
application of syncope. Note that although the initial vowel of the
root is invisible to the reduplicative affix, it is still part of the
domain of syncope.
18. Benefactive Reduplication
0'
0' +
+
0'fJ.
fJ.

I

/\

[f r d]

\
[i]

0'+0'

Aft~A
I

f

i r

I \ I

d e

[i-fi-firidde]

The first copied consonant maps onto the onset of the syllable
template, while the vowel maps onto its moraic position, giving us
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[i-fi-firiddeJ. Syncope then applies to the second short vowel of the
word (the templatic vowel) resulting in the surface form [iffiridde]
(with gemination of the last consonant).
4. Conclusion In this paper, I have demonstrated that there is no
need for an additional prosodic unit such as the nucleus if we posit a
minimal word template for the Afar intensive reduplicative prefix
and if we assume a binarity requirement on minimal words. I have
also shown that the surface realization of the template is driven by
two independent characteristics of the language: the segregation of
vowels and consonants on different planes, and a syncope process
which applies within and across morpheme-boundaries.
Endnotes:
,.. Support for this research was provided by a grant from the
Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada
(753-91-0367). I am grateful to Glyne Piggott and Heather
Goad for insightful discussion of various aspects of this paper.
1. Shaw is led to this conclusion by the fact that the forms in
McCarthy (1986), which she cites, do not include any of the
suffixes attached to the roots. This claim about the
extraprosodicity of final consonants is contradicted by the fact
that word-final root consonants are visible to stress. With
regard to reduplication, the last consonant of the root is outside
of its domain by virtue of being syllabified as the onset of a
following suffix. The full forms are given in (13).
2. The CV forms should not be regarded as part of the template
but simply as a formalization of the surface representations.
3. In this paper, I do not take position on the identity of the tier
mediating between the melodic planes and the syllabic plane. I
make no claim as to whether it is the Root tier as proposed,
amongst others, by McCarthy (1989), or the skeletal tier. See
Piggott (1993), however, for strong arguments in support of a
skeletal tier within moraic theory.
4. Final root vowels are not predictable, however.
5. Note that Shaw's bimoraic templates would not be subject to
syncope, being bimoraic. Thus, the question of whether vowels
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and consonants are on different planes or not has no apparent
consequences for her analysis.
6. In the Arabic cases discussed by McCarthy and Prince, the mora
which is the target of gemination is part of a morphological
bimoraic template. In the Afar benefactive forms the targetted
mora must be assigned to the root syllable. In other words, the
rule must both assign a mora to the penultimate syllable and
make it a target for gemination.
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PRECOMPILED PHRASAL PHONOLOGY:
At'\J ANALYSIS OF FRENCH LIAISON
TOMOKO SEKIGUCHI

University of Washington
O. Introduction
In the domain of the Phonology-Syntax Interface, the prosodic
hierarchy theory has experienced considerable descriptive and
explanatory success, although there still exist some problems and possible
counterexamples in various languages. The shortcoming of the prosodic
hierarchy theory is that it cannot serve as a complete theory to account for
phonological phenomena that are syntax-dependent. French liaison is one
example of a linking phenomenon which refers to some specific syntactic
information, and one which does not generalize across categories. Hayes
(1990) proposes a precompilation theory for the residual problem left
unaccounted for by prosodic hierarchy theory. The theory claims that
there exist no direct-syntax rules. The theory reanalyzes such rules as
precompiled rules. Hayes cites French liaison as one of the examples
which can be analyzed by precompilation theory. However, there is no
complete arlalysis for it provided in his work. In this paper, I will first
present the main premise of Hayes' theory. Secondly, I will show that
French liaison can be analyzed as a precompiled phonological rule, based
on evidence from empirical data. 1 Thirdly, I \\,111 show how this novel
theory r.an be fleshed out to account for French liaison by presenting two
possible analyses. Finally, I will point out residual problems of treating
French liaison with precompilation theory.
1. What Is i'recompilation Theory?

The basic idea of precompilation theory is that, first, a number of
allomorphs may be derived by the morphological and phonological rules

1As diagnosticS for precompiled rules, Hayes examines phonological processes from
5('veral viewpoints such as structure preservation, rule ordering, inflectional
restructuring, sensitivity to pause, speech rate and empty category, among others.
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within a lexicon. The lexicon may include a set of "phonological
instantiation frames," which indicate where a precompiled allomorph is to
be inserted. Then, at the stage of lexical insertion, the appropriate
precompiled allomorph is selected, and is then inserted into a designated
context for phonological instantiation. Thus the choice of an allomorph is
determined syntactically, while the formation of the allomorph or
inflected words is carried out in a lexicon (Hayes, 1990). Hayes cites an
example from Hausa to illustrate how precompilation theory actually
goes to work to treat complex data. In Hausa, final long vowels of verbs
shorten when a direct object NP follows the verb. Hayes proposes the
following Hausa shortening rule with a phonological instantiation frame
as in (1):
(1)

Hausa Shortening
V: -,.V I [... _1 IFrame 1]
Frame 1. I f\r _ N'P... ), NP non-pronominal

The Hausa shortening rule refers to frame 1, which serves for the
phonological instantiation of words. According to this rule, for example,
the two allomorphs are generated for a verb kti:ma: as in (2):

(2)

kti:ma:

1

kti:nlli:

kti:ma: [Frame 1]

1

kti:ma [Frame 1)

inputs

1

outputs

At the stage of phonological instantiation, the appropriate allomorph is
inserted in each syntactic environment. Consequently, kti:ma with a short
vowel at the end will be inserted before lexical objects, and kti:ma: with a
long vowel will be inserted elsewhere. This pattern follows the Elsewhere
Principle that Hayes posits to ensure the privilege of the more specific
insertion context over the more general ones.
Hayes proposes the following formula to account for French liaison
benNeen adjectives, quantifiers, and a following noun in colloquial style
(conversation familiere):
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(3)

C

--». [+extrasyllabic]2 /

Frame I: / [x' _,'

[lA, Q) , ..

_1

[Frame 1]

XO .•. J

To illustrate the notion of phonological instantiation more concretely,
consider the example of petit as in (4). Petit has an index of 111, for
example, in the lexicon, and the two allomorphs are generated; /pdtit/
before a vowel, /pi'ti/ elsewhere, Frame 1 is necessary to specify the
syntactic environment at the stage of lexical insertion of the word:

(4)

potit !
pJti
/ elsewhere
Frame 1: / [l\.'P__ NO .... J
111

--~

where 111

index of petit

The Elsewhere Principle posited by Hayes earlier ensures the selection of
the /pltit/ allomorph over /plti/ in prevocalic position.

2. Arguments for Precompilation Theory
Following Hayes' criteria, I will argue that French liaison can be

analyzed as a precompiled phonological rule. From among several
criteria set by Hayes, I will present three pieces of evidence; 1) Structure
Preservation, 2) Rule Ordering, and 3) Inflectional Restructuring.
2.1. Structure Preservation

As Kiparsky (1985) and others propose, structure preservation is
one of the characteristics of a lexical rule. All the segments derived by
liaison do exist in the phonemic inventory of French. In other words, there
are no novel phonological strings or syllable structures created by the
application of this sandhi rule. Therefore, rules previously believed to be
direct-syntax rules can be treated as precompiled rules in a lexicon, where
2The notation [+extrasyllabicl, in my understanding, means that a consonant is rescued
from rhyme deletion by a linking to the onset of the following word, Thus, Hayes'
fonnula in (3) is interpreted to mean that the extrasyllabic consonant of adjectives or
quantifiers are linked to the initial vo wei of the following head noun in the syntactic
environment designated by Frame 1,
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syllable structure is preserved. The syllable structure resulting from the
application of liaison rule in petit ami 'boyfriend,' for example, is identical
with that of petit tapis 'small carpet':
(5) a. petit ami
b. petit tapis

(~)

(ti) (ta) (mi)

(p?) (ti) (ta) (pi)

Apparently this neutralization does not hold true for postlexical rules,
which create allophonic segments in a surface structure.
2.2. Rule Ordering: Precompiled precedes Postlexical
There are two kinds of phrasal phonology distinguished by Hayes'
theory: precompiled phrasal phonology and true phrasal phonology. The
former lies in the lexicon and the latter respects syntax and the prosodic
hierarchy. Hayes claims that precompiled phonology precedes true
phrasal phonology, but not vice versa. This holds true in French rule
ordering as well. Maes (1988) demonstrates that pause insertion, which is
postlexical, apparently must follow French liaison. Her contention is that
if pause insertion precedes liaison (optional liaison), then the latent
consonant would not be able to associate with the following syllable across
the slash, an inserted marker of pause, and thus would be deleted. The
process of optional liaison, representing the phrase amis intimes 'close
friends' is schematized as in (6):

(6)

amis

\
(j

intimes ->amis

~ ······1
(j

(j

W
(j

!~::
(j

(j

intimes

\

~I

(j

(j

French Liaison
~
Pause Insertion
(postlexical rule)
Resyllabification

1

In the illustration above, 1) association first applies to allow the latent
consonant to lose its extrasyllabicity, then 2) pause insertion breaks the
association line, then 3) resyllabification applies. On the other hand, Maes
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claims that obligatory liaison is resistant to a pause, thus liaison is not
affected by pause insertion)
2.3. Inflectional Restructuring

Hayes claims that precompiled alternations sometimes undergo an
inflectional restructuring. He reports that this phenomenon is observed in
various languages: verbal mutation in Modern Irish, English n't ,Italian
inflected prepositions and French liaison. In Modern Irish, for example,
certain tense-marking pre-verbal particles have been deleted, so that the
mutation left can then be reanalyzed as the sole marker of verbal tense:
(7)

a. Bi ag dul abhaile.
be at going home
"Go home."
b. Bhl
si ag dul abhaile.
be-PST she at going home
"She was going home."

(Rotenberg, 1978)

In the data in (7), verbs lenite spontaneously when they are not preceded
by anything in the nonnal VSO sentence. We can see that lenition occurs
in the absence of any trigger to the left of the verbs. Rotenberg (1978)
considers the lenition on the onset of a verb as part of the morphological
marking of the preterit, the past habitual and the conditional. Historically,
the preterit was marked by the verbal prefix do-. Currently, the bare verb
stem visible in the imperative lenites to form the "personal" preterit.
Similarly, the examples of inflectional restructuring in French
liaison can be seen in the following liaison contexts: 1) -z as a plural
marker, and 2) -t as a verbal marker (Morin & Kaye, 1982). Words which
trigger liaison do not necessarily have to be adjacent to each other.
Consider the following examples:

3This insensitivity to pause also provides evidence in support of the claim that French
liaison can be analyzed as a precompiled phonological rule.
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(8)

[Ies chemins de fer 1z-anglais
[des avions a reaction] z-americaines
[des chevaux de course] z-arabes

The English railways'
'American jet planes'
'Arabian race horses'
(Morin & Kaye, 1982)

Z as a plural marker can be seen in the agreement between compound
nouns and their following adjectives. Thus, this z can be reanalyzed as a
plural marker of the NP as well, but it appears at the end of the whole NP,
not to the head;,\!. A similar example can be found in English as well: [NP
[the man] in New YorkJ's opinion.
The consonant t has also been reanalyzed as inflectionally
restructured. However, in this case, it is the marker of a verb, rather than
that of the following complement. In the literature, these phenomena are
called "delayed liaison" (liaison a distance) and "post-verbal liaison"
(Morin & Kaye, Klausenburger). Delayed liaison is illustrated in (9), and
post-verbal liaison in (10):
(9)

c'es(t) pas t-a moL
c;a doW) bien t-etre cuit, maintenant.
ils chanten(t) tous t-en coeur.

'it is not mine:
'it must be cooked by now:
'they all sing in chorus.'

(10) fai t-un lit gami.
'I have a bed with all the trimmings.'
'I noticed a real beauty.'
j'ai t-aperc;u t-une reelle beaute.
(Morin & Kaye, 1982)
What is interesting in (9) is that t, the final consonant of the verb in the
third person, either singular or plural, hops the intervening elements, and
consequently gets copied onto the prevocalic position of a word which
comes rightward. More surprisingly, in (0) we see a case where liaison
has been extended to verbs in other persons than verbs in the third person,
which do not have the inflection-final t. This suggests that t can be
reanalyzed more as a person less verbal inflection. The examples in (10)
provide a strong piece of evidence that post-verbal liaison is no longer a
person marker, but instead is analyzed as a verb marker.
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3. Application to French Liaison
So far, based on three pieces of evidence, I have demonstrated that
French liaison can be analyzed with a precompilation theory. Now I will
discuss how this theory can be fleshed out to deal with actual complexities
of the French liaison data.
As mentioned in I., Hayes proposes a formula (3) to account for the
liaison between adjectives, quantifiers, and a following noun in colloquial
style. My claim here is that there might be two possible ways to account
for the liaison: either the extrastrasyllabic consonant is resyllabified (a) to
the word-final position (coda in the last syllable) of the preceding word or,
(b) to the word-initial position (onset in the first syllable) of the following
word. For instance, in the liaison context in the phrase petit ami as
candidates for allomorphs, we could have not only l?iil and I~i-t/, by
analysis (a), but also lamil and It-amil by analysis (b). Analysis (b) is
similar to the one proposed by Klausenburger (1984). Then allomorphs
are generated as indicated below:
(11)

(b) ami

(a) p"ti

/\

A

ami, t-ami [Frame 1]

IYti, pOlti-t [Frame 1]

input

1

outputs

Encreve (1988) differentiates the two types of liaison in terms of
"liaison avec et sans enchainement" (liaison with and without chaining).
He assumes that there is an empty onset position in every vowel-initi,"l
word in French. This idea is illustrated in the sentence alllis illtimes as
follows (O=onset, R=rhyme):
(12)

R 0

0

R

.I

I I .I
a

m

R 0

z

I

'l

I

R

I'"

m

First, according to his analysis sailS encilainelllent (without chaining),
comparable to analysis (a), the extrasyllabic consonant Izl may be
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attached as the final coda to amis. In his alternative analysis az'ec
(with chaining), comparable to analysis (b), the liaison
consonant may be attached as the onset to inlimes. The first analysis is
illustrated in (13) and the second in (14):

enchainement

(13) Liaison sans encharnement
R 0 R
0 R 0 R

I I

•

I
a

m

I'

I •i I"
.•

'.

•
z

?

I

l

I
m

(14) Liaison avec enchainement
R 0 R
0 R 0 R

I• .I I•
I I I
a m i

I •I •t,\•
•I

z

f

I

m

Encreve claims that liaison sans enchainement is, however, only available
in optionalliason context. Obligatory liaison, on the other hand, is always
realized by means of enchafnemenl . However, it is not clear why obligatory
liaison is always the case of liaison avec enchafnement. As we will see in the
following discussion, liaison before a pause, which is possible also in
obligatory liaison contexts, suggests the possibility of obligatory liaison
sans enchafneml!lli.

3.1. Arguments in Favor of Analysis (a)
I will first present arguments for analysis (a). Agren's data (1973,
from Morin & Kaye, 1982) which show liaison before a pause strongly
suggests the possibility of analysis (a):
(15) Liaison before a pause
sans-z."envisager Ie mariage
qui est-Lun des premiers films
un grand-t. .. ethnologue
quant-t. .. ell lui,

'without...considering marriage'
'which is ...one of the first movies'
'a great ethnologist'
'about him'
(Morin & Kaye, 1982)

In Maes' theory, resyllabification after pause insertion provides the second
evidence in favor of analysis (a). As we have seen earlier, her theory
suggests that extrasyllabic consonants are resyllabified to the coda of a
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preceding word. Maes claims that obligatory liaison is resistant to slash
insertion (SI), so that, for instance, petit ami, which is in an obligatory
liaison context, cannot be broken apart by SI (marked II) as [pttit II ami]
nor [pttti II tamil. However, the data in (15) show that pause insertion is
also possible in an obligatory liaison context. 4 This is a piece of evidence
that not only optional liaison, but also obligatory liaison, entails
resyllabification after pause insertion. Thus, the possibility of S1 does not
differentiate obligatory liaison from optional liaison. As illustrated in (16),
the same analysis is applied to both optional and obligatory liaison:
(16) i) Optional liaison

a

~ is

l l
\

\~

(J

Ie

Ii n \ i
.
\ I

s

I

!

(J'(J

b-

-~ a \

I,i

.

I

s

l
cr a
\.

II ;

t
;/ es
nv

'!

• ,

I,

\.:

•

lcr

cr

ii) Obligatory liaison

pet i t a m i --;..

ami

~r I~

cr

cr

(j

(j

(J

l~
(J

In obligatory liaison, as well as in optional liaison, the association line
which links the extrasyUabic consonant to the initial vowel in the second
word is broken by S1. By resyllabification, the extrasyllabic consonant is
attached to the immediately preceding vowel This may suggest that
analysis (a) is a plausible one. Thus, the truncatk'n for petit ami, for
example, could be lpiti-tl + jamij not Ip;;til .. It- amil
3.2. Arguments in Favor ot Analysis (b)
Next, I will present arguments in favor of analysis (b). Agren's data,
which show liaison after a pause, prm'ide support for this analysis:
4The examples in (15)' except "un grand-L.ethnologue" (adjective + noun), are in the
contexts of obligatory liaison.
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(17) Liaison after a pause
Deux petites ...z-histoires
'Two short ...stories'
Quelques...z-annees plust6t
'A few ...years earlier'
Parce que des reserves de change sont tres ...z-abondantes
Because exchange reserves are quite ...plentiful'
(Morin & Kaye, 1982)
In addition, the examples of false liaison, speech errors widely observed
not only in informal speech but also in elevated speech, support analysis
(b). First consider the mistakes in NP illustrated in (18):
(18) quatre z-enfants
beaucoup de z-enfants
un gros t-enfant
Ie n-elephant

(cf. deux z-enfants) 'four children'
(cf. les z-enfants)
'many children'
(cf. grand t-enfant) 'a big child'
(cf. un n-elephant) 'the elephant'
(Klausenburger, 1984)

Klausenburger concludes that false liaisons such as 'un gros t-enfant', 'Ie
n-elephant' "force us to reconsider standard, obligatory liaison", such as in
'grand enfant' and 'un elephant' (1984:34). He also provides a possible
analogical model for each mistake of liaison, and these are shown in
brackets. This analysis leads Klausenburger to propose the truncation of
'grand enfant' into Igr"if.1 + It- mal instead of Igra-tl + l'af:JI, and 'un
elephant' into ItI + /n-elefir/, instead offf-n/ + lelefa/. Now consider
the mistakes in VP between a verb and a clitic in (19):
(19)

donne-moi-z-en
amene-moi -z-y

'give me some'
'take me there'
(Klausenburger, 1984)

For an adequate account for this type of mistake, Morin & Kaye propose
that the z consonant before the clHics y and en should be analyzed as the
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initial consonant of these ditics. This is because in imperatives, clitic y
always appears as /zi/, and clitic en almost always appears as /z~/.5
Klausenburger has the same analysis as Morin & Kaye and explains that
"the speakers might have been influenced by the expression 'prends-z-en'
(take some) or 'vas-z-y' (go away)" (1984:34). This evidence provides a
strong support for analysis (b), since /zft/ and /zi/ appear in the
mistakes in liaison without any consonant to trigger the liaison.
Klausenburger sets two lexical allomorphs of en and y as in (20):
(20)

/za/, /zil
/a/. /i/

in imperatives
elsewhere

Under the analysis by precompiled theory, they may be formulated as
(2l):

(21)

100 -- Za /

V

a / elsewhere
Frame 1: / [vp V
where 100 = index of en

101 _... zi /

V

i ;' elsewhere
Frame 1: / [vp V_l
where 101 = index of y

4. Residual Problems
I have presented arguments for both analyses, (a) and (b). Because
of equal evidence supporting each analysis, it is no f easy to determine
which analysis, (a) or (b), would be more likely. I can only point out a
problem associated v\lith analysis (b). It is the question of what
mechanism determines which of several allomorphs is to be used. For
example, given the phonological instanhation frame set as in (3), to obtain
a phrase petit ami, /pdtitami/, how 'will we know t}1at the allomorph 't
50ne of the participants in the conference, who l'i a native speaker of French,pointed out
that the clitic en does not always appear as lal as seen in the following examples:
0) Donne-!!,'en. 1m'll
'Ci"e me some.'
(ii)Vas-t'en
Itf;;
'Co away.'
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ami' is the right one, not 'n-ami; 'r-ami; 'z-ami'? It may be more
plausible to think that allomorphs are generated as in analysis (a). We
have seen that the existence of liaison after a pause is one of the obstacles
for analysis (a). I have to leave this question to further investigation.
To render the precompilation theory completely workable as a
plausible explanation of idiosyncratic phenomena in French liaison, we
need to set a formula for each liaison context which reflects specific
syntactic environments. Hayes formulates a rule which only accounts for
the liaison between adjectives, quantifiers, and a following noun. As we
know, however, there are a number of possible liaison contexts:
1) modifier-head sequences
moins-z-important
'less important'
2) pronoun clitics
ils-z-ont parle
'they have talked'
3) specifier-prehead sequences mes-z-excellents amis 'my excellent friends'
4) after prepositions
dans-z-un bol
'in a bowl'
'when
he left'
5) after complementizers
quand-t-il est parti
c'est-i-un livre
'it's a book'
6) after copula, auxiliaries

These are considered to be obligatory liaison contexts by Selkirk's analysis
(1986). What we need to do is to set a number of frames which
accommodate all the data of French liaison. For instance, a frame which
designates the context of [prepositions and the follo\\1ng word] may be
formulated as in (22):
(22)

C --l\' [+extrasyllabic] I [Prep
Frame 1: I [x Xo~ . J

... llFramc II

Another residual problem in accounting for French liaison by
precompilation theory is formulation of instantiation frames suitable for
each syntactic environment.

5. Conclusion
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5. Conclusion

In this paper, I have demonstrated the workability of application of
precompilation theory to French liaison by citing evidence from 1)
structure preservation, 2) rule ordering, and 3) inflectional restructuring.
In order to apply precompilation theory to French liaison, I have proposed
two possible analyses. These differ in resyllabified position of the
extrasyllabic consonant; in one analysis it is the final coda of the preceding
word, in the other it is the initial onset of the following word. In either
case, the application of a precompiled theory to French liaison is
constrained by lexically specified syntactic frames. [have provided
evidence in support of the claim that French liaison can be analvzed as a
precompiled phonological rule.
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Rich Object Agreement and Null Objects:
A Case Study From Navajo
Margaret Speas
University of Massachusetts
I. Introduction
The best-known studies of null objects, Rizzi (1986) on Italian and
Huang(l984) on Chinese and European Portuguese, focus on languages without
rich object agreement morphology. Both Rizzi and Huang assume that if a
language has rich morphology marking object agreement, null objects will be
licensed.
Navajo is an interesting case, because it does have object agreement
morphology, and it does allow null objects, but null objects are allowed only if
the subject is also null. Thus, it has looked like rich object agreement does not
always license null objects. In this paper, I will reexamine the distribution of null
objects in Navajo, and will argue that in fact there is a direct relationship between
rich agreement and the licensing of null objects. This in tum has implications for
the question of whether Navajo NPs are in argument positions at S-Structure, as
I have argued in Speas(l990, 1992), or in adjunct positions, as Jelinek(l984, this
volume) and Willie(1991) have claimed.

2. Null Objects, Mapping and the NP-PRO Constraint
Navajo has a fairly rigid SOY word order, with rich verbal morphology]
and no Case morphemes on NPs, as illustrated in (1) and (2).
(I) a. At'OO:! ashkii yidoots'os

girl
boy 30-3S-will:kiss
'The girl will kiss the boy'
(2)

b. Yidoots'os
'S/he will kiss him/her'

Mos; tsis'na yiishish
cat bee 30-3S-stings
'The cat stings the bee' NOT 'The bee stings the cat'

1. I am grateful to Evangeline Parsons for judgements and advice. All errors are my own. I
give a gloss of the relevant parts of the verbal morphology, but I do not attempt a morpheme
by morpheme breakdown. Phonological processes obscure the morpheme by morpheme
breakdown. Further, Navajo has between 10 and 14 prefix positions, and in some cases I am
not certain what the exact breakdown is. Therefore, I gloss only the agreement morphemes and
the stem.
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As (l)b shows, both Subject and Object may be null in Navajo. However, the
interesting fact is illustrated by (3) and (4). Here, we see that if a transitive
sentence has only one overt NP, that NP must be interpreted as the Object. Such
a sentence cannot have an interpretation in which there is a null object and the
overt NP is the subject, even if a somewhat anomalous interpretation results, as
in (4).
(3)

Ashkii )1yiiltsf,
pro NP 'I
boy 30-3sgS-saw
'He/she/it saw the boy'
NOT: 'The boy saw him/her/it'
*NP pro V
(4)
Tsls'na yiishish
bee
30-3S-stings
'He/she/it stings the bee' NOT 'The bee stings him/herlir

As Platero(l978, 1982) pointed out, it appears that these sentences are
subject to a constraint whereby a null third person argument cannot be preceded
by an overt third person argument.
(5)

NP-PRO CONSTRAINT: If PRO immediately follows an overt noun
phrase NP', it must be coreferential with NP'.

(Platero 1982:288)

This constraint is essentially identical to the Generalized Control Rule
proposed by Huang(l984) for Mandarin and Portuguese.
(6)

GENERALIZED CONTROL RULE:
with the closest nominal element.

Coindex an empty pronominal

Since the GCR is obligatory, it has the effect of creating a violation of
Principle B of the Binding Theory whenever it applies to a null pronominal in
object position.
However, a crucial feature of the Navajo facts is that the
constraint on null objects only holds if the subject NP is overt. Null objects are
fine if the subject is also null.
This fact (among others) has led Jelinek(1984) and Willie(l991) to
conclude that Navajo uses a set of string-dependent mapping principles to relate
overt NPs to argument positions. As Willie states it, the person/number marking
morphemes on the verb serve as pronominal arguments, and the NPs are adjuncts,
which are related to the pronominal arguments by means of a set of mapping
rules. The rule which accounts for the constraint on null objects is shown in (7).
(1)

When a transitive sentence has only one adjunct, that adjunct is interpreted
as coindexed with the object (patient) argument. (Willie 1991:59)
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In Willie's discussion of this rule, she presents a number of intriguing
counterexamples, in which certain features of the verb appear to "override" the
word order convention. Her examples are given in (8).

(8)

a.

b.
c.

Ashkii yiylibll'
boy 30-3S-picked: round:objects
'The boy picked them'
Ashkii yiylllta'
boy 30-3S-count:pl.:objects
'The boy counted them'
Ashkii yoldon
boy 30-3S-shooting
'The boy is shooting at it'

These observations ofWilIie's led me to investigate the question of exactly
what sorts of features allow the mapping principle to be overridden. It has
generally been assumed in the literature that whatever principle is operating here
functions to eliminate ambiguity, and so one might simply think that the mapping
principle can be overridden whenever the verb gives enough information to avoid
ambiguity. However, I will show some additional Navajo facts that suggest that
the mapping strategy has more to do with syntactic agreement and less to do with
avoidance of ambiguity than has previously been thought. The facts also suggest
that Navajo NPs may in fact be in argument positions.
3. Null Objects in Navajo
My investigation indicates that sentences in Navajo which allow null
objects fall into 3 types.
In the first type, pointed out by Platero(1978), the object agreement
morpheme is other than neutral third person. In (9)a, the object is first person
singular, in (9)b the object is second person singular, and in (9)c, and object is
first or second person duoplural.
(9)a.

c.

Hastiin nashilte
man
IsgO-3S-carry:around
'The man is carrying me around'
Hastiin nihighaad.
man
1I2pI0-3S-shaking
'The man is shaking you(dpl)/us'

b.

Hastiin nighaad
man 2sg0-3S-shaking
'The man is shaking you'

Into this group, I would also put the sentence of what has been called the
'inverse' construction. Navajo has two different markers of third person object.
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The examples shown before have the marker :)1, and in these cases the word
order is SOY. The other third person marker is obi, and when the l:ti marker is
used, the word order is OSV. I have argued in previous work that l:ti is an
incorporated pronoun, so that object in a l:ti sentence is in a dislocated position,
as represented in (II).

f..ff'

dzaan~z yiztal.
b.
dzaaneez biztal.
yi-kicked
horse mule bi-kicked
'The horse kicked the mule'
'The mule kicked the horse,2
(II)
Lft'i £s dzaaneez b~ - ztal.
horse
mule
bi - kicked
'The horse, the mule kicked it' (=the mule kicked the horse)
(10)

a.Li"

ho~se mule

As Platero shows, in the bi-construction when there is a single overt NP,
it is interpreted as the subject:
(12)

Dzaaneez biztat.
mule
bi-kicked
'The mule kicked it'

NOT 'It kicked the mule'

Superficially, at least, sentences like (12) have the same structure as the
sentences with one NP plus first or second person agreement: There is a null
object, which is apparently licensed by the presence of the marker of object
agreement.
(13)

Dzaneez e biztal.

So, I suggest that one type of sentence which allows a null object is that
in which the object agreement morpheme on the verb licenses the null object.
These are illustrated in (14).
(14)

a.

b.

Hastiin nashilte
man
IsgO-3S-carry:around
'The man is carrying me around
Dzaneez l:timt~
mule
30-3S-saw
'The mule saw him/hertiC

The second type of null object sentence occurs when the object is an
2. It is difficult to get an accurate translation of the l:ti-construction, since there is an implication
that the patient somehow let him/herself have the action done to him/her. A more accurate
translation might be 'The horse, he had the mule kick him'.
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indefinite or interrogative pronoun. In a transitive sentence with two overt NPs,
if the first NP is indefinite or interrogative, the sentence is ambiguous, with the
indefinite or interrogative being interpretable as either Subject or Object.
(l5)a.

(16)

Haish Kii yizts·os.
who Kii 30-3S-kissed
'Who kissed Kii?'

b.

Kii haish yizts'os.
Kii who 30-3S-kissed
'Who did Kii kiss?'
OR 'Who did Kii kiss?'

a.

-La'da ashkii yidoots'os
somebody boy 30-3S'-will:kiss
'Somebody will kiss the boy' OR 'The boy will kiss somebody'
b.
Ashkii la'da yidoots'os
boy somebody 30-3S'-will:kiss
'The boy will kiss somebody'

I suggest that in sentences like (l5)a and (l6)a, the indefinite or
interrogative may either be in subject position, or may be interpreted as having
been fronted to an A' position, leaving a variable in object position. Thus, in this
second type of null object sentence, the object is an A' bound variable rather than
a null pronoun. This type of sentence is an interesting counterexample to the
hypothesis that null objects are allowed whenever the verb can somehow
disambiguate the sentence. Null objects are allowed here even though the
relevant sentences are ambiguous.
My hypothesis is that sentences (l5)a and (l6)a are ambiguous because
they may involve a variable in object position, and not because of any other
property of indefinites and interrogatives. This hypothesis predicts that if an
indefinite or interrogative were the only overt NP in a transitive sentence, the
sentence would be unambiguous. The indefinite or interrogative may occupy
object position, or could bind a variable in object position, but cannot occur as
Subject with a null pronominal as object, since there is no special property of the
indefinite or interrogative that allows this. This prediction is right, as shown in
(17).

a.

Haish yizts'os.
who 30-3S-kissed
'Who did he/she kiss?' NOT 'Who kissed him/her'
b.
-La'da yidoots'os
Somebody 30-3S-will:kiss
'He/she will kiss somebody' NOT 'Somebody will kiss him/her'
A null object which is a variable also seems to be occurring for some
speakers in contexts in which the object has been made heavily topical. For some
(17)
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speakers, a null object is possible in a question-answer pair like that in (18).
(IS)

SI:

S2:

HaIsh Kii yizts' os.
who Kii 3D-3S-kissed
'Who kissed Kii?'
Mary yizts'os
M
30-3S-kissed
'Mary kissed him'
(some speakers)

Here, I would follow Huang(l9S4)' s analysis of Mandarin, and suggest
that the answer to the question contains a null topic, which binds a variable in
object position.
(19)

OP [Mary t yizts'9s]

The third type of null object sentence is represented by Willie's examples.
In these, the agreement morpheme is the neutral third person ~, yet apparently
some other feature of the verb exceptionally allows a null object. Willie suggests
that the relevant feature is that the subject is animate.
(20)

a.

b.

Ashkii yiyiibil'
boy 30-3S-picked: round:objects
'The boy picked them'
Ashkii yiyillta'
boy 30-3S-count:pl. :objects
'The boy counted them'

However, further investigation indicates that animacy cannot be the crucial
feature. In (21) and (22), the subject is necessarily animate, yet a null object is
not possible. When asked about the well-formedness of (21)b and (22)b,
consultants say that it sounds like you are saying that someone is boiling the
woman/someone is weaving the woman. The null object reading seems not to be
available, and consultants say that these examples contrast with examples like
(20), in which the null object reading is preferred.
(21)

a.

Asdzaa atoo' yiyiilbeezh (not a handling stem)
" stew 3-3-boiling
woman
'The woman is boiling the stew'
b.
Asdzij. yiyiilbeezh
woman 3-3-boiling
'S/he is boiling the woman' (???'The woman is boiling it')
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(22)

(23)

Asd~~ diyogi yitl'a.
woman rug 30-3S-weaving
'The woman is weaving the rug'
b.
Asd~~ yill'a.
woman 30-3S-weaving
'He/she is weaving the woman'(???The woman is weaving it')

a.

a.

Ashiike didze ndayizhjaa'
boys berry PL-30-3S-brought-md-Os
'The boys brought berries'
b.
AShiike ndayizhjaa'
boys
PL-30-3S-brought-md-Os
'The boys brought them' (or, S/he brought the little round boys)

1 suggest that rather than animacy, the relevant factor is that the verb in
the null object examples is one of the type cal1ed handling stems. These stems
are for the verbs of motion and handling, and they classify the theme of the
action according to size, shape, consistency and sometimes number. Some
examples of these verbs are given in (24), (25).
(24)a. Slender stiff object:
Nastaan la' dzidzaa~
log
a 30-fire-lsgS-handle:SSO
, I put a log into the fire'
Ashkii bee'ak'e'elchlhi la' shaa yini~
boy pencil
a me-to 30-3sgS-handle:SSO
'The boy gave me a pencil'
b. Flat flexible object:
Naaltsoos dzidzaaltsooz
paper
30-fire-lsgS-handle:FFO
'1 put the paper into the fire'
Ashkii naaltsoos shIlAk'eylnUQQl;
boy paper
me-to-30-3sgS-handle:FFO
'The boy handed me the paper'
c. Multiple small round QQjects:
Yoo' nheidi
shijaa'
beads over-there sitting:round:pIO
'The beads are sitting over there'
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Kii didze yljtiih
Kii berry 30-3S-carrying:round:pl:0
'Kii is carrying them (round objects)'
With this type of stem, the object apparently may always be null:
(25)

a.

b.
c.

Ashkii shaa yinl,ti
boy me-to 30-3sgS-handJe:SSO
'The boy gave it/one to me'
Kii nistsoos
Kii 30-3S-carrying: flat: t1exible: 0
'Kii is carrying it (flat flexible object, ego paper)'
Kii ylj<iih
Kii 30-3S-carrying:round:pl:0
'Kii is carrying them (round objects)'

I suggest that the handling stems manifest a kind of lexical agreement,
which is distinct from the inflectional agreement system of Navajo. Thus, in the
null object sentences with handling stems, lexical agreement features are licensing
the null object.
That NavajO does have two distinct systems of agreement can be seen by
facts such as those in (26), where we can see the two systems operating
independently. In (26)a and b, the verb stem is one which classifies for singular
actors. The stem in (26)c is one which classifies for plural actors. In (26)d, the
syntactic subject of the intransitive verb is first person singular, yet the stem for
plural actors is used. This is because the understood number of people walking
is plural.
(26)

a.

b.
c.

d.

shl yi-sh-aal
1 prog-lsgS-sg:walk
'I am walking along'
Kii yi-O-gaal
Kii prog-3S-walk
'Kii is walking along'
Ashiike yi-O-kah
boys prog-3S-pl:walk
'The boys are walking along'
shi ashiike bil yi-sh-kah
1 boys with prog-I sgS-pl:walk
'I am walking with the boys'

Adapting an analysis by Hale(1975), 1 suggest that.IDt ashiike bil ('I with
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the boys ') forms a constituent at D-Structure, and that this constituent is in the
VP-intemal subject position. The first person NP moves to the specifier of IP at
S-Structure. Hence, at D-Structure, the verb undergoes VP-intemal lexical
agreement, with the plural actors, and then at S-structure the NP ill undergoes
syntactic agreement with INFL. This is diagrammed in (27).
~ IP~
(27)
NP
I'
shl'
/
~

~Li

1st pers. sg.
agreement

.NP

VP~

N~ ~ Y'

ti

PP

~

plural agreement

V)
Ylshkah

ashiike bil
shl ashiike bH yi-sh-kah
boys with prog-lsgS-pl:walk
'I am walking with the boys'

I

To summarize this section, null objects are allowed in Navajo in the three
cases shown in (28).
(28)

Possible Null Objects:

t

e licensed by ill, ni, nihi, W
e licensed by lexical agreement
What is not allowed is a null object with overt subject if the third person
agreement morpheme is the neutral.)1. This suggests that ~ are licensed in
object position when bound by a phrase in an A' position, and that the other two
types of empty categories are null pronouns, licensed whenever verbal or
inflectional agreement is "rich enough". Under such an account, the neutral third
person yi does not count as "rich enough". Let us explore now what might be
lacking in the neutral third person ~.
3.
The morpheme li is in other contexts found as a meaningless affix, added to a verb in
order to fulfill a general requirement in Navajo that all verbs must be at least two syllables.
Kari(1976) calls this a 'peg' morpheme. For example, in (i), the verb is intransitive, and the
subject agreement morpheme is the first person singular sb.:. Since m is not syllabic, when it
is added to the stem, an additional syllable is needed in order to ensure that the word will have
two syllables. The syllable added in such cases is .)1.
(i)

yishaal
yi +sh+aft!

'I am walking along'
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It seems clear that we cannot say that ri is not rich enough to license a
null pronoun, since null objects occur with ri when the subject is also nulL
(29)
pro pro ridoots' os
30-3S-will:kiss
'S/he will kiss him/her'

I suggest rather that Huang's Generalized Control Rule is operating here,
and that Navajo differs from some other languages only in that the definition of
what counts as a 'closest nominal element' includes morphological richness as a
sub-part.

(30)

GENERALIZED CONTROL RULE: Coindex an empty pronominal
with the closest nominal element.
CLOSEST NOMINAL ELEMDiT:
Any NP or AGR
Mandarin/English:
Overt/rich NP or AGR
Navajo:
This accounts for the various types of sentences, shown in (31) as follows:

(31)

a.
b.
c.

d.

NP pro {sh/ni/bi}-V
NP pro V[ + handling stem]
pro pro yi-V
*NP pro yi-V

In (31)a. f the object agreement morphology on the verb is first or second
person, or the "rich" third person Qi, this morpheme will count as the closest
nominal element, and the null pronoun in object position will be coindexed with
it. In (31 )b, if the stem of the verb is of the handling type, this stem will include
a type of agreement which is rich enough to count as a closest nominal element,
and the null pronoun will be coindexed with it. 4 In (31 )e, there is no nominal
peg + IsgS +walking:along
*shaBa
4. If Jelinek(this volume) is correct in claiming that handling verbs involve some sort of abstract
incorporation, then both handling stems and verbs with the "rich" inflectional agreement actually
involve object incorporation rather than licensing of a null pronoun. In this case, the definition
of 'closest nominal element' could be simplified to include only overt NPs.
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element with which the null object must be coindexed. It is identified as third
person by the morpheme )1, but this morpheme does not count as a nominal
element, and so the GCR applies only vacuously and the sentence is grammatical.
Finally, in (31)d, the subject NP counts as the closest nominal element, and so
the null object must be coindexed with it. This indexing results in the null
pronoun being bound within its governing category, in violation of Binding
Principle B. Therefore, the sentence is ungrammatical.
The GCR applies whenever there is a null pronoun, not just in the case of
null objects. This predicts that dislocated NPs may not be construed with an
object ~ a null subject. This prediction is true, both when the object is a
variable and when the object is licensed by the third person hl. The sentences in
(32) are unambiguous, because they can only have the representations shown in
(33) and they cannot have the representations shown in (34).

(32)

a.

Halsh yizts' os.
who 30-3S-kissed
'Who did he/she kissT NOT 'Who kissed him/her'
b.
Dzaneez hliilt~
mule
30-3S-saw
The mule saw him/her/it' NOT 'S/he/it saw the mule'

(33)

a.
b.

pro Halsh yizts'os.
Dzaneez pro hliHt~

(34)

a.
b.

"'HalSh i pro ~ yizts'?s.
"'Dzaneez l pro proj hliilt~

In (34)a and b, the GCR would automatically coindex the subject pro with
the dislocated NP, causing all arguments to be coindexed. Thus, the
representation is impossible.
In this section, I have argued that the contexts in which null objects are
permitted in Navajo fall into three types. One type involves a variable, licensed
by an NP in an A' position. The other two types, I have argued, involve a null
pronoun licensed by rich agreement. When the agreement is not rich enough to
count as a closest nominal element for the GCR, the null object is not permitted.
Thus, there is a direct relationship between richness of agreement and the
possibility of null pronominal objects. Notice however that the relation is not
simply one of pro being licensed by rich agreement. Pro is ~ when the
agreement is the neutral)1. However, the GCR does not require pro to be
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coindexed with 11 as it does with the richer agreement. Hence, the GCR rules
out cases of pro in object position when there is a closest overt NP in subject
position.
4. Some Residual Problems
In this section 1 will discuss three problems that remain under my account.
First, I have claimed that handling stems license null objects but that other
stems do not. One of Willie's three examples seems to be a counterexample to
this:
(35)
Ashkii yoldon
boy 30-3S-shooting
'The boy is shooting at it'
The stem don is not a handling stem. According to Young and Morgan(l988),
it means roughly 'explodes' and occurs in various verbs of shooting with a gun.
Two properties of this verb may be relevant. First, it does seem that the theme
of this verb is incorporated, i.e., expressed in the stem, although this is not one
of the handling stems. This verb cannot be used if the shooting involved arrows
rather than a gun. (cf. 'adisht'oh 'I am shooting (arrows». Second, because the
theme has been incorporated, the null object here is the goal. This is quite
unusual in Navajo: it is very rare to find a direct object which is not a theme.
Predicates which would in English involve a non-theme direct object (such as
psych predicates) have no object in Navajo and instead have the experiencer in
a prepositional phrase, as in (36).
(36)

'I am angering Kii'
LIT: 'I am causing anger for Kii'
Kii ba
hashchiih
Kii 30-for lS-cause:anger

A second problem, related to the first, is that objects of postpositional
phrases seem to allow the object of the postposition to be null, and such sentences
seem to allow even the direct object to be null. Willie( 1991) gives the following
sentence as grammatical:
(37)

Asd~t yii' yiyiilbeezh
woman 3-in 3-3-boiling
'The woman is boiling it in it'
This fact is not predicted by my theory.
Finally. although 1 have treated ill and

11

both as object agreement
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morphemes, an important morphological fact about them remains unexplained.
This is that they only appear if the subject is also third person. If the subject is
first or second person, no morpheme at all appears in the verbal slot for object
agreement:
(38)

a.

c.

Ch'mlshteeh
ch'l+O+ni+sh+teeh
out+30+perf+ IS + carry
'I carried him out'
·Ch'lbinishteeh
out+!2i +perf+ IS + carry
'I carried him out'

b.

Nitro
O+ni+t11'o
30+2S+weaving
'You are weaving it'

It seems that ri and Q.i in fact carry information about both subject and
object. Rice and Saxon(l991) have analyzed ri as a subject agreement
morpheme. Their insights may help explain why.ri does not count as the closest
nominal element to a null objects.

5. Conclusion
I have argued here that there is a relationship between rich agreement and
the possibility of null pronouns in Navajo. I'd like to close with some comments
about the relevance of these data to the question of whether Navajo NPs are in
argument positions or not.
First, the fact that agreement is crucial in the theory of null objects and
that resolution of ambiguity seems not to be relevant suggests that licensing of pro
is involved, rather than mapping of NP adjuncts to argument positions.
Second, I have made use of Huang's Generalized Control Rule, which as
a principle of control, is likely to be relevant only to relations within a clause, not
to mapping of adjoined NPs to argument positions. Note that left dislocated NPs
in English are nm required to control PRO:
(39) John, PRO to finish this paper would please him.
Finally. since the apparent need for mapping principles has been one of
the strongest arguments in favor of treating Navajo as a language in which all
NPs are adjuncts, the possibility of accounting for these facts without recourse to
special mapping rules leads me to suspect that Navajo NPs are in fact in argument
positions.
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THE AXININCA FUTURE REFLEXIVE'
Cari Spring
California State University, San Marcos
The empirical aim of this paper is to distribute previously unpublished data on
Axininca Campa Future Reflexive phonology. The contributions are threefold. First,
I show that the several realizations of the Future Reflexive reponed in previous work
are not quite complete: because the Future Reflexive was previously cited only in
word-final position, that all Future Reflexive markers in non-final position have a
long vowel was missed (cL Payne, 1981). Second, a class of verbs is identified
which is invariantly phonetically [y]-final but which is phonologically velar-glide
final. In identifying this class, the Axininca velar glide. [1.lt]. is shown not to be
limited in iL, deep distribution as previously reported (Payne, 1981; Black. 1991).
The constraint that ['If) is found only surrounded by its vocalic counterpart [a] is not
a fact about the phonological distribution of this consonant. Instead, invariant
neutralization of phonological/i1fJ to surface [iy) produces the surface distribution of
[ 11{]. In identifying this distributional regularity. resolution of the seemingly
prOblematic description of [y] reponed in earlier literature on Axininca is resolved.
Besides pro\'iding the analytic framework to show distribution ofAxininca
glides [y] and ["W( ], the analysis of the complex Future Reflexive provides evidence
from the active morphophonology of the language to support the feature analysis of
the passi\,e--consonant and vowel--inventories ofAxininca (Spring, 1993a): velar
underspecification is required (cL Trigo, 1988), while coronals must be specified. As
well. the notion that ranking explains preference relations between phonological
alternations is borne out. This paper shows that the realization of the Future Reflexive
is dependent upon the place features of the final consonant of the verb root and that
three components of its realization follow from widespread principles ofAxininca
phonology. But a problem in the formalization of direction of application of [-back)
"spread"--fundamental to the realization of the Future Reflexive--is explained by
ranking constraints in an Optimality Theory approach, thus providing support for a
basic tenet of this theory: that output forms result as the best case realization of all
potentially applicable processes (Prince and Smolensky, 1993; McCanhy and Prince,
1993). However, a Lengthening process involved in the realization of the FR, which
appears to be related by analogy to a historic syllable structure shift in Asheninca
(Ashen inca is a collection of dialects spoken in Peru. of which Axininca is a member;
cf. figure (21» from Campa, appears not to support the second notion of the strong
interpretation of Optimality Theory: that language particular rules are absent, with all
phonology resulting from universal constraints.
Section I compares the findings of published data and of recent field
research on the Future Reflexive (hereafter, 'FR') in the language. Section 2 provides
background and general phonological principles ofAxininca relevant to the
explanation of the FR. Section 3 shows how most properties of FR result from
general principles. Section 4 discusses the contribution of Optimality Theory to
explaining the variable direction of the application of [-back] "spread" accompanying
• Thilnks to Di~nil Archilngeli, Shilron Hilrgus, John McCarthy, David Payne, Joseph
Sternberger, and Wendy Wiswall for comments ilnd discussion. Mistakes are all mine.
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the FR and shows the problem of Lengthening for the nOtion that all phonological
regularities are necessarily formalized by constraints, demonstrating instead. the
(language-specific) process-oriented nature of Lengthening.
1. Future ReOexjve Data

In his insightful work on Axininca Campa. David Payne (1981) noted that the
complex realization of the FR in Axininca is dependent upon the final consonant of
the verb root, (1). But in eliciting this form in a paradigmatic format, all FR
morphemes were positioned word-finally, as shown (Payne, 1981: 129). And as
shown by (lf), the few "[y]-fina1" forms elicited behaved differently than other
palatals--compare Od) with (If)--leading Payne to conclude that [y] is fundamentally
distinct. with respect to its FR behavior. from other palatal(ized) consonanL~.1
(1) Future Reflexive (Payne, 1981)

a. [Iabial]-final

Root
p

b. [coronal]-final

kant

c. Oplace-final

~hik

d.[cor ]/[ -backJ-linal

mon~

['t ]-final

w"[

f. "Iy]" -final

pi)"

e,

Future Retlexive [will--- (to\ myself
[no-m-p-iya]
give
l-F-oive-FR
say
[no-lJ~kanc-al
I-F-sar FR
Ino-n-~ it-a]
cut
l-F-cut-FR
[no-mon~-iiya]
cross ri \'cr
I-cross river-FR
[no·n-ta -iya]
hurn
I-F-hurn-FR
[no-m-piy-al
lose
I-F-Iose-FR

In hindsight, elicitation of the Future Retlexive in word final position was
misleading, as this position requires that a vowel be short. as illustrated in (2a);
regularly long vowels shorten in word-final position. (2b) compares pre-suffixal
short vowels, Moreover. as just a few [y]-final roots were elicited. that there are
actually two types of phonetically [y]-final verb roots was also missed.
(2)

l-noun-POSS'ed
a. no-sampaa-ti
no-sawoo-ti
no-chimii-ti
b. no-yaaroto-ti
no-wonta-ti

U:\'POSS'ed--word final
sampa
sawo
chimi
yaaroto
porita

gloss
(my) balsa
(my) cane
(my) ant
(my) black bee
(my) small hen

In fieldwork conducted in October. 1989. D. Payne and C. Spring engaged a native
speaker ofAxininca to follow up on these two points) Shown in (3). the FR suffix

I Features assumed to formalize place of articulation of verb-final consonants throughout this
section are argued in sections 2 and 3,
2 The native speaker of Payne and Spring', field work identifies hImself as having the silme
great-grandfather as the primary informant of Payne's 1981 data (see Spring, 1990:88), Thu"
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was elicited in non-final position, in which case. its final vowel is invariantly long.
And extensive "[y)"-final fOl1Tls were elicited in the FR. Two surface "[y]"-finaJ vah
types consistently appeared. Compare (31) with (3g): while phonetically [y]-final
forms like Payne's earlier data, (31), again behave distinctly from palalal(ized)
consonanL~ in (:\dl. a second class of [y]-final fOl1Tls exemplified hy (3g) consistently
hchaves like 0lher palatals: cr. (3d) and (3g) (morc forms of hoth types in (30 and
(3g) arc given in :U. figure (19)).
(3)

Axininca Future Reflexive data (Payne and Spring, 1989)
&!ill Future Reflexive
I will --- myselfl
a. [Iahial]-final
p
[no-m-p-iyaa-ma]
give
l-F-give-FR-DUB
[nO-fJ-kim-iyaa-ma
hear
kim
I-F-hear-FR-DUB
kiw
[no-'l-kiw-iyaa-ma]
wash
I-F-wash-FR-DUB
h. Icorona I]
kant
[nO-T}-kani:'-aa-mJ J
say
I-F-s3X-FR-DUB
oman In-oman-aa-ma)
hide
I-hide-FR-DUB
thik
Ino-n-~hi~-aa-ma I
c. Oplace-final
cut
I-F-cut-FR-DUB
d, [cor]l[-hackJ-final mone' [no-monl'-iiyaa-maJ
cross river
I-cross river-FR-DUB
[no-mic-iiyaa-maJ
peel
I-peel-FR-DUB
[no-n-iiyaa-ma]
sec
l-see-FR-DUB
[no-nota -iyaa-mal
hurn
e. ['If I-final
L
I-F-hum-FR-DUB
'piy' [no-m-piy-aa-ma]
lose
f. lyJ-final I
l-F-Iose-FR-DUB
g. [y]-final ::
miy
[no-miy-iiyaa-ma]
jump
I-jump-FR-DUB

A summary of the surface forms of the Future Reflexive of (3a-d) is given in (4)
(glide-final fOl1Tls are considered in section 3.2 after showing the basic analysis of the
FR). To note is that the realization of the FR is dependent upon the place features of
the verh-final consonant: following f1ahialJ and [coronal]![ -back]- final roots, the FR
is disyllahic. But following [coronal] and velar consonants. the latter of which are
phonologically underspecified for plaee features ("Oplace"), the FR surfaces as
palatalization of the root consonant followed by monosyllahic [aa).

(4)

root-final
a. [lahiail
h. [coronul]![-back]

FR
iyaa
iiyaa

root-final
c. [coronal]
d. Oplace

FR
y-aa
Y-aa

the lilnf;uage data reported from Pilyne and Sprinf;'s corpus arguably do not represent a maior
dialectal departure from Payne's 1981 corpus (d. Kaufman, 1990; esp. 26-27).
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The next section shows the feature composition of the Axininca consonant and vowel
inventories. and general principles ofAxininca phonology which are crucial to
understand the realization of the FR.
2. Phonoloeical reg,ularities in Axininca
This section outlines the feature formalization of place of articulation ofAxininca
consonants and vowels. Space constraints prohibit detailed argumentation for these
features (for complete arguments for both the individual features and for the system
proposed see Spring, 1993a; 1994). Second, the phonological form of the FR (which
is never so realized) is shown to be lia!, not "'!ya! (see Payne, 1981: 129-132 for
additional arguments); fmally, I overview the general rule of vowel Lengthening after
a palatal in a derived environment.
2.1 Axininca place of articulation
Spring (I 993a) argues that the active participation of some segments and the absence
of others in Axininca phonology. combined with the system governing the passive
inventory, requires the features [labial], [-back], and [coronal], (SA). for Axininca
consonants. and [labial] and [-back] for Axininca vowels, (SB)3 The system
resulting from these features is demonstrated to support the theories of Comhinatorial
Specification and Grounding Theory (Archangeli and Pulleyblank, to appear). Under
the tenets of this theory, starred columns in (S) indicate segments predicted by the
system, but 'missing' from the inventory (see Archangeli and Pulleyhlank, to appear.
for explication of these two theories).
(S) L:: [labial]: C:: [corona\]: CI-b:: fcoronalJ/[-back]:-b [-back]
2
4 S
I
3
"'6 ""7
"8
CI-b
.6
C.
:h Q U-Q UC UC/-b
A. consonants
-back
coronal
+
+
+
+
labial +
+
+
+
[y] [k]
egs.
[pJ
[~J
[tl
"
B. vowels
-back
labial +
+
[oj
egs.
[il [a J

..

.

..

To account for absent consonants in (SA.6-8) and an absent vowel in (SB.6). the
Grounded Path Conditions in (6) are argued: essentially, [labial] cannot combine with
other features. 4
3 The term 'segment' is used throughout this paper, which is assumed formally to correspond to
the root node (cf. Clements, 1985; Silgey, 1986, etc). However, Spring, 1993b, 1994 argues thill
dialect variation in Asheninca argues against the root node and for intrinsic syllable structure. I
ignore this point solely for expositional ease under limited space constraints in the current work.
4 That [labial] cannot co-occur with [-back] is argued to be universal and is based on formant
properties of the two features: the inverse of [labial] enhancement of [+backJ argued by Stevens
et al (1986) is argued by Spring (l993a) to be a prohibition against [labial) with [-back].
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(6) Axininca flll.h Conditions:
a. [Iabial]/[ -back] together are disallowed: holds for vowels and consonants
b. [labial]/[coronal] together are disallowed; holds for consonants i.e. since
only consonants use [coronal]
The net result of Combinatorial Specification in (5) and Grounding Theory in (6) is
the place of articulation feature-phonology ofAxininca consonants and vowels.
shown along the top horizontal row in (7). and assumed throughout this paper;
feature-based (7.1-5) correspond to (5.1-5). Features along the leftmost column
correspond to specified manner fearures (as based on other phonological processes in
Axininca). (Note that sonorants [w r rY y It'] are completely underspecified for
manner features. and thus [1i: ] is the completely underspecified consonant. Also note
that stops are [-continuant]; both points which will figure in discussion of the FR.)
(7) Summary: feature phonology ofAxininca consonants.

[-cont]
" • [sp glot]
[+conl]
[ -/+cont]
" . [sp glot]
[nasal)
moraic:

3.coronaV-back
l.ll!hi.\!l 2.!;.Q[Qilljj
p t e
th

l'h

s

~

4.

~

5.

~

k
h

c

ch
m
w

n

,w

n
rY

0

N

y

If.

I

a

Because the realization of FR is dependent upon the feature specification of the final
consonant of the verh-root. understanding of the general phonology in (5) and (6) (in
particular the prohihition against [Inhial] and [-back] together. (6a» as summarized in
(7). is critical. The next section shows that the phonological form of the FR is
himoraic lial; two empirical arguments. including a general Lengthening rule which
will figure prominently in following analyses and discussion. demonstrate this point.
2.2 PhonQIQllical form of the Future Reflexive
Representative examples of the three tense markers other than the FR are shown in
(8); to note. the future marker (,F') is (i], and the reflexive ('NFR') is [a]. Payne
(1981) argues that the underlying form of the Future Reflexive marker is a port
manteau morpheme composed of the future lif + reflexive laI, respectively. But given
that [y] (formally. the feature [-back] in a consonantal. i.e. onset. syllable position)
but not [il is al....·ays a component of the realization of the FR. the question which
naturally arises is whether I-yal is the true phonological representation of the FR.

(8)

a.no-l;hik-ak-i-ro
l-cut-PERF-NF-3f
b.no-N-~hik-ak-i-ro
I-F-cut-PERF·F-3f
c.no-~hik.ak·i!
l·eut·PERF-NFR

[nochikakiro]

I have cut it

[non~hikakiro]

I will have cut it

[nochikaka]

I have cut myself
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That Payne was correct is shown by two sets of facts. First, the behavior of vowel
final roots suffixed with the FR shows that the FR must begin with a vowel. As
shown in (9a), ttl-epenthesis regularly intervenes between a vowel-final verb root
and a vowel-initial suffix. In contrast, (9b), when a consonant-initial suffix follows a
vowel..final verb root, epenthesis does not intervene. Forms in (9c), vowel-final
roots suffixed with the FR, show that ttl-epenthesis intervenes between root and
suffix. Like phonologically ItI-final verb roots in (1 b)/(3b), this epenthetic consonant
palatalizes to [~]. Since ttl-epenthesis intervenes only between two vowels, in a
verb+suffix, derived environment. it follows that the FR must begin with a vowel-
not a consonant. Hence fiat, not "/yaJ is the correct phonological form of the FR.
(9)

V-final root
a. misi

ou
h. pisi

naa

c. piyj

oti

[no-misi-t ij
I will dream
l-dream-E-F
[n-oti- t i]
I will insert
l-insert-E-F
[i-m·pisi-piro-tt}
he will really sweep
l-F-sweep- VER·E-F
[no-naa-wai- t i)
I will continue to chew
l-chew·CO.';I-E..F
[i-m-piyo-l' aa-mal
he will gather himsdfl
3m-F-gather·FR-DUB
[h-oti-~ aa-ma]
he will put in himself!
3m-put in-FR-DUB

The second argument that [y]. or formally, [-back] in a syllabk onset position, in all
forms of the FR must be derived, comes from a general Lengthening rule of
Axininca. First, we know that the rellexive marker is raj, a shon vowel, in Axininca
(cf. figure (8c); also, ego [ipiyocitakawo] 'he has gathered it. in addition', with the
NFR in non-final position). Nonetheless. the vowel faa) in FR forms in (4a·b) is
[ong. Note that the onset [y] (formally, [-back]; cf. figure (7.4») precedes this long
vowel. More generally, note from (lOa) that vowels following a paialal(ized)
consonant in Axininca in a derived environment, are long. (lOb) shows that the same
vowel-initial suffixes following a non-palatal consonant are short; and (lOc) shows
that in non- derived environments, vowels can be short when a palatal precedes.
(10) a.no-~-ak-i
I-enter-PERF-l\I'F
no-mi<;·i-ro
j-peel-F-]f
" , ..
no-n-I-n
l-see- NF-3m
no-parY·ak·j
l-fall-PERF-NF
b. no-p-ak-i
l-givc-PERF-NF
no-S-kiw·ak-i
I-F-wash-PERF·F
no-kis-a-ma
l-angry-NFR·DUB

[not<aaki]

I have entered

[nomi~iiro]

{ will peel it

[noniiri)

! saw him

[noparYaaki]

I have fallen

[ nopaki]

I have given

[no9kiwaki)

I will have washed

[no9kisama]

I arn not angry with myself?
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c.ka~ok-aanchi
mix-INF
~iya

palm
konapi
poison root
no-yorYani
I-manioc root

[kai.<okaanchiJ

to mix

[~iya]

palm

[konapi]

poison root

[noyorYani]

my manioc root

Figure (II) formalizes this general Lengthening ofAxininca, via mora insertion,
which regularly occurs in a derived environment and when a [-back] feature in onset
position precedes a vowel (see section 4 for discussion of the historical roots of
Lengthening).S By Kiparsky (1985) then, this derived environment will be satisfied
anytime the environment is derived i) by morphological concatenation, or ii) a [y] is
created on the same phonological cycle as Lengthening. Section 3 argues that [y] in
all forms of the realization of the FR [iyaa] is a case of the latter: [y} is derived, and
thus faa] in the FR in (4a-b) is too. It follows from this point thatliaJ, and nO! +/yaJ.
must be the phonological form of the FR: were Iyl underlying, it would not create the
derived environment for Lengthening.
(II)

a. argument: mora; insen; Target Condition: derived environment

f\

b.

~\\

11
[-back]

[-back]

11 11

Summarizing. in a moraic formalization (see Hyman, 1985: Hayes, 1985;
McCarthy and Prince, 1986, etc. on the mora), the FR is phonologically bimoraic, as
shown in (12a). Notably, this liaJ sequence is not a well-formed syllable nucleus in
Axininca; rather, possible syllable nuclei include only [a}, Ii], [0], geminates, and
[oil and [ail (see Payne, 1981). Stated in terms of a phonetic regularity governing the
nucleus: the nucleus must be of Strictly C{)ual or decreasing sonority from left edge to
right. In its empirical realization. the FR takes two forms: i) following a [labial] or
[coronal]/[ -backl consonant it is realized as disyllabic, (12b) (long vowels are
excluded as they result from Lengthening in (11); see section 3»; and ii) after a
[coronalj- or Oplace-final rool, the FR is monosyllabic, with palatalization of the final
consonant of the root. as shown in (I2c). Note that both (l2b) and (12c) resolve the
syllabic ill-formed ness of the FR in (l2a).
(12)

a.

b.
J..l J..l
I I

o

0

[-bkl
i a

6 6

'f

J..l J..l
I

c. 6

\\\

J..lJ..l

0

[-bkl
iy a

[·bkJ

xy

aa

5 (11) assumes without argument rule parameterization in keeping with Archangeli and
Pulleyblank (to appear).
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With this understanding of the general phonology ofAxininca complete, the next
seclion shows that the realization of the FR is achieved by linking the feature [-baL'k J
from Ii! in the FR, Interestingly, linking is to the left in (l2c). and is to the right in
IJ 2b),i\
3,-Alli!lysis of the future Reflexive' the contribution of the &eneral DhonolQ&Y
Although the phonologICal fonn of the FR is bimoraic /ia/ as in (12a), as stated
above, it can never be realized as such since rial is a syllable nucleus with increasing
sonority from left to right edge. (Moreover, it cannot be realized as heterosyllabic
[La] because onsets are required in Axininca.7) This constraint on the syllahle
nucleus. Le_ that it have decreasing sonority, if sonority change at all, is common: we
shall identify it as Nue-Son For now, the point is that the realiz:llion of the FR mllst
in all cases diverge from the phonological form to produce wcll-form~d syllahlc
structure, Both realizations of the FR in (12) are consistent with a rule-type
formalization of [-backl-spread, as given in (13): [-back] aligns with a syllable
position which does not violat~ Nuc-Son, via insertion of association lines 8 Note
that the direction of Spread is unspecified, as we shall see immediately, [-back] aligns
with" syllable 10 the left witl. [coronal]- or Oplace-final roolS, i,e. when feature
rcstrictions are not violated, and with a syllabIc to the right when a (labial] or (-hack]
consonant precedes. Only in the latter case would a feature violation occur (the
relevance of the FREE specification on the target in ( 13) will bewme clear when we
examine [-hackl-final verh roOlS.) Finally, Lengthening, and in some forms multiple
iteration of u~ngthening, produces Olll.put Corms,
(1:1) (-hack] Spread: Argument: [,hackJ; Insert. assoc, line ("path");

target FREE
hgures (14)-(18) illustrate i) the affects of (13) with verb-roots t:nding with various
place features, and ii) the lack ora specified direction in j 13), By linking [-hack) with
a [coronal)-tinal root, the well-formed Axininca palatal. formally a [coronall/[ -hack 1
consonant (eL figure (7.3)), results, as shown in (14), A featurc hierarchy following
f,Oecause [-back] "spread" is argued to ari,e from a constraint on StlU~ture in ,e(llOn 4. I use
descriptions: "to the left" or "to the right" in an attempt to describe ,:\11.1 Illustrate the
phenomenon without engendering the formal apparatus of direction connotated by "righHc"
left" and 'Ieft-to-right'. Nonetheless, the statement and discussion of [-back] 'spread' continues
to be expressed partially 'pro(es, oriented', i.e. in terms of generatil·e rules, Part of the re~'pn
for this is the difficultv of des«ibing phonological regularities Without reference to the
discriptive vocabulary developed along with the rule-based theoreical underpinning, from
which the current theory arises The second problem, unresolveu in this short paper, i- the fact
that [·back] spread must stipul~~e FREE (see below), a formalization which, at least in lieu of
further discussion, appears rule based (ef. Archangeli and Pulleyhl.-lnk, to appear, on FREE).
7 ThiS point is well-e,Llblished in the litecilture, See Payne, 1981' ~pring, 1')<)0; 1993h: 1')')-1;
McCanllv and Prince, 199,,.
~ We sh~1I Mgue in se(ti,>n 4 that structui'c--such as accompanies isso(jation line in,ertion as In
(13)--js dbpreferred in Axinineil (ef PrinCe and Smolen sky, 1(93) But for now, with (13).
hierarchicill representations exemplify the interactic)n of (13) w;lh par'iculi'lr cnn;;on"nts. and
the problem af a 11I(k of specified dire(tj"n in (13),
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Sage)' (19116) is assumed 9 Note that association of (-back] is to the left. i.e. is to a
preceding syllahlc. and produces a monosyllabic FR output. Both morae of the FR.
dominating no features at alL are realized phonetically as [aa]--in keeping with the
vowel phonology identified in (7.5). Likewise, with OpJace-final consonants [-back]
aligns to thc left since no place feature violations result. as shovVTI in (15).10
(14) [coronal]

(C == [coronal]. [-bk]

suppressed)
a. InpUl

=[-back]; irrelevant features

b. Output· [-backl Spread

6,\\

(

fI fI
1 1
o 0

...... 0

r-cont]

!

1

1"""0
[-cont]

1

1

C

[-hk]

kan

1 I

o

0

I
0

o
1\1'

o

(l

fI tJ

a

I

kan

ROOT NODE
PLACE NODE

C [-bk]
t
a a

--> [kani"aal

(15) Oplac,'-linal

tJ
I
/0

[-cont]

0

tJ
I

0

I

1"""0
[-cont] ~

1

o
V

0
1

r-bk]
k

a

~hi

[-bkJ
~

o

0

ROOT NODE

I
PLACE NODE

0

aa

+[·cont,·bk] -> [cor]
-.> [chi ~aal

With roots ending with other than [coronal] or OpJace, were[-back] to associatc to the
preceding syllahle, i.e. to the left. feature violations would result. as shown in (l6).
If r-hack] associated with a preceding [Iahial] consonant the prohibition against
[labial]/[-back] consonants shown in (7) by (6a) would result. Instead, with a
[Iabial]-final root, [-back] links to the right. as shown in (17). In this case. [-back]
Spread produces an onset [y] intermediating the FR; i.e. li.aJ -> riyal. Because this
onset is derived, it in turn produces the environment for Lengthening in (ll)--the
latter of which requires a derived environment for application (note that [i] following
[w], a [labial], i.e. a vowel following a non-palatal, does nOllengthen).

9 The behavior ofAxininca consonants and vowels includes virtually no long distance
dependencies, no transparent segment effects, no partial-spread rules, Lacking such data,
Axinincil bears little on the question of which specific feature hiernrchy is correct Silgev (19Rfi)
is assumed because this hierarch\' allows (-back) as a dependent of (dorsal], a poinl critical to
tilc S1'stfln underlying the Axininca consonant and vowel inventory. See Spring, 1993<1, 1994.
10 Note in the far right column of (15) that redundancy dictates that [coronal) be specified on
this [-continuant, -back) consomnt; cf features of Ie) in figure (7.3).
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(16) [labial]-final root

a.

.lrm.lU

b. Output: [-back] Spread
~

~ ~

0

o

I

I

0

0

I

I

L

ki w

0

~l

I

I

o

0

0

i

f

I I

ROOT NODE

0\
0
I
t

[·bk]
i a

(17) [Iabial]-final root
a. Input

PL4CE NODE

L [-bk]
*ki wY a a

--> *[kiwYaaj

b. Output: [-back] Spread

fl\,
~

(

~l

I
0

o

I

I

I

0

0

0

I

I

I

L
ki w

0

[-hk]
1 a

0

ki

~I
I

o

~l

I

1

o ROOTSODE

0

I I

o

o PL4CE NODE

0

I I

L [-bk]
i )

w

J

+Lengthening
--> [kiwiyaa1

Finally, roots which end with [coronalj/[ -back] arc specified with [-back]: hence,
hecause the target of [-back] Spread must he FREE. i.e. must npt he specified for the
argument, as shown in (13), [-hack] cannot link to the left, rather must link to the
right, (18). 7\'ote that the derived environment for Lengthening IS satisfied In two
environments in (18): i) heeause the morphological juncture between verh and FR is
derived, [iJ lengthens; and ii) hecause [y] is created on the phondogieaJ cycle hy link
of [-backJ to the right, [a] following derived Iy] is Lengthened.

6,

(18) [coronall/[-hackl-final
~
0

11

I I
o ()

l+contJ I
0

0

I I

i

C [-hk]
mi

l

(-hk]
i a

(,

l

P

I

I

0

0

/

\

I:

I
\) 0

1

("! ('I

p

()

/lOO[,\'ODE
PL4CE NODE

!/
Ii
.. LENGTHENING
C[-bk! [-bk]
ml l
rmi):iiyaal
i Y a -->

Summarizing to this point, that the realization of the .f-l? is invariantly distinct from its
input fonn is motivated by the syllabic ill-fonnedne,:s of this affix 'as is'. In every
case, [-back1 spread eliminates this nuclear H1-fonnedness. General constraints
explain most points relating to the output form of the FR. First. that [-back) links to
the left witn [coronall- or Oplace-rinal r"OL~ follows C, om the compatibility of [-bat'kl
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with the place specification of the root-final consonant: no feature violations occur. In
contrast. with a [Iabial]-final root, were [-back] Spread to link to the left, the
prohibition against these two features together would be violated. Note the argument
here for velar underspecification: if velar were specified, i.e. as [+back], because [
back] can spread to velars to produce a [-back] segment, [-back] Spread would
necessarily be feature changing. In tum, if it were feature changing, [-back] Spread
would be falsely predicted to link to [Iabial]-final roots--as a feature changing
operation. That it does not is evidence that velar cannot be specified, and [coronal],
therefore, must be specified (cf. Trigo, 1888; and Paradis and Prunet, 1990 et seq.).
And [-back] cannot link to the final consonant of the root if that consonant is already
[-back] as per the stipulation FREE on the target in (13). Finally, Lengthening in the
FR follows from the general phonOlogy: when a [-back] consonant is in a
morphologically/phonologically derived environment, the following vowel lengthens.
Before showing the solution to the issue of bidirectionality of [-back] Spread
from an Optimality Theory approach to phonological analysis, and before arguing the
language particular nature of Lengthening. we first show how the analysis developed
in this section sheds light on the phonological form of two types of "[y)"-final verbs.
3. 2 The phonolo~ical form of some fyI-final roots: Ii rf-final roots
One class of [y]-fmal verhs hehaves identically to other palatal-final roots, as shown
in (l9a). Like other [-hackl-final roots illustrated in (18), these forms behave as if [
back) links to the right: the appropriate FR form, [iiyaa]. results. In contrast. the
class of surface [y]-final rOOl, in (19h) behaves like [coronal]- and Oplace-final roOls:
[-back] denotes the final consonant of the root, and the remainder of the FR is
realized as faa]. Note thaI whereas with forms in (19a) root-final [y] is preceded by
any quality of vowel, those in (l9b) are invariantly preceded by the vowel [I].
(19) Two classes of "[y]"-final forms (D. Payne and C. Spring, 1989):
Future Reflexive
surface root
a. no-N-miy-ia-ma
[nomiyiiyaama]
(o)miy
l-F-jump-FR-DUB
no-N-kay-ia-ma
[noqkayiiyaamaj
kay
l-F-hull-FR- DUB
no-N-oy-ia-ma
[noyiiyaama)
oy
l-F-wait-FR-DUB
b. no-N-piy-ia-ma
[nompiyaama)
piy
I-F-Iose-FR- DUB
no- N-kiy-ia-ma
[noqkiyaama]
kiy
I-F-dig-FR-DUB
no-N-asiy-ia-ma
[nasiyaarna]
(a)siy
I-F-chew-FR-DUB
no-N-kawiy-ia-ma
[noqkawiyaama]
kawiy
I-F-insult-FR-DUB
no-N-ciy-ia-ma
[nociyaama)
(o)ciy
I-F-pole up river-FR-DUB
no-N-kachiy-ia-ma
[norykachiyaama]
I-F-fold leaf-FR-DUB
no-N-siy-ia-ma
[nosiyaama]
siy
I-F-escape-FR-DUB
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Assume for the moment that forms in (l9b).Ill;. Oplacc final. From the inventory in
(7.5) we see that the final glide of such forms would be ["t: ], i.e. roots in (l9b)
would be Ii "( I-final. As with other Oplace final roots. [-back] is predicted to link to
the left (cf. (15». and the correct realization of the FR results, as shown in (20) (in
this case note that the glide [yJ. with no concomitant [coronal} insertion must result).
(20)

b. Qytl2ut; [-ha~kl Sl2read

a. Inr!ut

6,\,\
o

!l IJ.
I I
0
0

(

!l !l
I I

0

0 0

I

I0 I

PLACE ,...·ODE

\ F
[-hk]
aa
Y

-->

0

0

I
pi

't

[ -hkJ
pi

"

ROOT NODE

[piyaa- ]

Two pieces of evidence demonstrate that the analysis of forms in (l9b) as
phonologically I-i"( I-final roots is correct. First, comparative evidence shows that
these Axininca fOlms are historically 1'"( I-final. (21 b): historic311y.l- Voy I roots exist
in Axininca. Note (hat forms corresponding to those in (19b) are allested in (21 h):
e.g. 'run' [siy] in (19b) cOITesponds to historical 'run' Isi"'f) in (2Ih). That these
roots maintain a distinction in the FR (at least), behaving as though they are Oplace
final, shows that the surface distribution of ["t, J surrounded only by [a] is not a fact
about the deep phonology. as previously assumed (e.g. Payne, 1981: Black. 1991).
Rather. future research should demonstrate further interesting phonological behavior
of these I-i -",I-tinal roots.]]

=

=

CA~IPA

(2\)

a.

h.

sleep
hurn
show
insert
run.escape
change-swte
avenge
stand

Caquinte
rna"(

talf

(o)ni 1[' a'(
o~ Iha 'r

Shl"1

r

pi 't a
kati

Pichis
maM

Asheninca
Axininca
ma1l(

wl« \

ill

onyaak
owik
shiy

onaa1¥
01aa1

niya
;';ady

lIf"

SlY

piya

Second. Lengthening facts support the hypothesis presented here: recall that [-hack I
consonants in a derived environment trigger Lengthening (figure (II ». While forms

11 In fact such data already exist: lowl, 'to kill' is historically 10'T I. In Pichis, a dialect ch;ely
related to Axininca, this root behaves as though it is still phonologically 1"( I-final. And the
aiterniltiOf\S of 'manioc root' demonstrate that this form may well continue to be phonnlo.gcilliv
/ ..., /-initiill.
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from (19a) do trigger Lengthening in a morphologically derived environment, as
shown in (22a), those in (l9b) do not, (22b 1.
reflexive

(22)
a.

b.

ir-kay-ak-a
likayaaka]
3m-hull-PERF-NFR
ir-oy-ak-a
[hoyaaka]
3m-wait-PERF-NFR
ir-asiy-ak-a
Ihasiyaka]
3m-escape-PERF-l'-'FR
[ipiyaka]
ir-piy-ak-a
3m-lose-PERF-NFR

he has hulled
he has waited
he has escaped
he has lost

In sum. elicitation of a large number of surface [y]-final verbs shows two
classes which consistently behave differently. One set is truly Iy/-final: it prohibits [
back] linking to the left. it triggers Lengthening, and it is historically Iyl final. As
expected, any vowel precedes this glide. Thus Iy/ is not an analytical maverick in
Axininca, as previous data would force us to conclude.
The second set of surface [y]-final verb roots is demonstrably /'r I-final.
This set does undergo [-back] linking to the left, it fails to trigger Lengthening, and
comparative evidence demonstrates that it is historically f '!" formaL That the vowel Ii]
invariantl), precedes this velar-glide causes the invariant neutralization of this verb
root to an [iy]-finaJ verb at phonetic level.
The remainder of this paper takes up the remaining question of the FR: why is
the direction of [-back] association variable? In Axininca [-back] linking to the right
occurs only if linking TO the left fails by feature violation. This observation, Le. that
certain aspects of outputs are preferred (eg. linking to the left); that others arc
impossible (eg. "'[ia)}; and that none is absolute (eg. linking to the left) begs for an
analysis using ranked constraints in an Optimality approach to phonological analysis,
4. An Optimal Solution to Direction
A basic tenet of Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky, 1993; McCarthy
and Prince, 1993) is that a given output (where 'output' is like 'surface' form but
does not engender the notion of overt derivation) is the best-case result of satisfying
competing constraints. Some constraints are inviolate (hence, never violated by
output forms), while others are ranked relative to each other, In the latter case, in a
situation where constraints compete for actualization, the higher ranked constraint
wins, i.e. is manifest in the output. Thus, output forms only violate a constraint in
order to satisfy another, higher ranked constraint. In its strong form, Optimality
allows no language-particular rules, and thus language variation is due entirely to
language-specific ranking of constraints, The preference of such a theory, if tenable,
is clear: if language-particular constraints are allowed in such a theory, the question is
hack to a basic one, Le, how to formally distinguish constraints and rules,
This section shows that because of its focus on explaining preference
relations, an Optimality approach incorporating the notion of ranking accounts well
for the direction issue remaining in the realization of the FR. Axininca bears out the
notion that, ceteris paribus, structure in phonological representations, both
association lines and nodes, is dispreferred; I refer to this constraint as Srructure,12
12 This constraint is cited in McCarthy and Prince, 1993:15, 22.
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Recall the problem of direction: [-back] linking to the left fails only when
combination of [-back] with a preceding place specification would be a feature
violation. In such a case, [-backjlinks to the right. But once we have linking to the
right, the question is why [-back] ever links to the left--since[-backJ linking to the
right is always an option and would be phonologically well-formed in all cases: ego
*[kant-iyaa-] 'tell-FR', *[~hik-iyaaj 'cut-FR', etc. 13
Optimality Theory argues that output forms best satisfy competing
constraints. Taking the ilI-formedness of nuclear liaJ in Axininca to be a restriction
against increasing sonority in the nucleus, termed here Nuc-Son, figures (23a) and
(24b) show that Nuc-Son is inviolate, i.e. is always obeyed C->' shows actual
output; the left column, rows a-c. shows competing output; '*' shows a constraint
violation; and '!' shows an impossible violation). Hence. output forms never display
such a tautosyllabic sequence.
We know from general constraints on Axininca place specification thai the
features [labiall/[ -hackj together are illformed. (6a). In terms of an Optimal approach:
violation of [lahialj/[-hackj is disprcfcrrcd (in fact. it is inviolate in Axininca). BUI
since. with a [coronalj-final root. this constraint is never potentially violated. it
simply does not figure when output forms compete for realization. In (23c). if [
nackj linking were to the right, a disyllabic suffix, [i.yaaj would result. In fact.
linking to left avoids excessive syllahlc structure. instead maintaining only lhe
nimoraic structure of the phonological form, resulting in a monosyllanic suffix
[CYaaj. Thus the output in (23b} over (23c) is due to compliance with Structure.
:\uc-Son

(23)

a.

kant. i a

n.

-> kan . '6 an

c.

!\an. t i . ya

[laniall/f -nack i

Structure

*'

'"

In contrast to [corona\] or Oplace-final roots. for which the contrast prohibiting
[labia!J![-hackj is simply irrelevant. when a [labialj-final form is suffixed with the
FR. the high ranking constraint against [labialj/[ -hackj is active. It is ranked higher
than Structure. In (24). strUCture is un violated, (24h), only by sacrificing [labial]![
hackj: but since the latter is higher ranked. output in (24b) is impossible. Instead.
lower ranked Structure is violated, with the output being disyllabic (24..:).14

13 If Arcnangeli and Pulleyblank (to ilppeiH) are correct that the default direCfion parameter is IeI'I
to right. lienee in Axininea where. if specified. [-backJlinking would have to be to the len,· to c'plain
fOnTIS where a fealure violalion does nO! occur--an argument based on default, cannot go through.
14 Presumably. the stipulation FREE in the specification of (-back] Spread in (13) must, like [lab,al )/i·
hiICkJ. be higher ranked than struClure. ITogether these two constraints might reduce to a family of
constraints against fealure violation.) Hence, l-backHinal rooLS link [-back] to the right, in violminn of
Stroc(Ure. rather than to the left, in violation of FREE. As noted above, FREE, in its current incarnalioll in
(13), is a prohlem for a complelely constraint-hased interpretation of (3) using Strucrure.
A competing allemative analysis to (13 1/Structure would be to posit a direction In ( 13). i.e. n~ht 10
left l-h~ckJ Spreild, where direction is disobeyed only if higher mnkcd FREE or (Iahial V( -hack] would be
violated. Such an analysis would imply thai h,directionality in ,prcad rules which are ol'enly speC/fin/ {lIr
nne direction of appllcatinn should he common. a prnp()Sition which cannot at present he maintained. Spa.:c
constraints prohibit fun.her discussion of thc" poinls.
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(24)
a.

kiw. i a

b.

ki. wYaa

_
I

Nuc-Son
*!

flabialll! -back]
I

Structure
I

*!

c. -> ki.w i . ya

*

Summarizing. several aspects of the realization of the FR result from very
general principles ofAxininca phonology. The invariant realization of the Future
Reflexive as distinct from its input form is due to a constraint against increasing
nuclear sonority. Feature constraints. which are unviolated in Axininca. dictate [
back] linking to the right--producing an extra syllable--in violation of Structure.
Elsewhere. linking maintains a monosyllabic FR.
But other aspects of the FR support a processual notion of generative
phonology. i.e. rules, which is in one case. language specific. First. that
Lengthening occurs only in a--sometimes phonologically--derived environment is
intrinsically processual. Moreover. Lengthening itself seems to be a language
particular consequence of a preceding historical change. Vowel length in derived
environments in Axininca appears to persist as a reflex of an earlier innovation of the
language: histOrically, Asheninca palatal consonants appear to derive from surface
sequences C-i-V in ProtO-Campa. Compare. for example. Caquinte data in (25) (all
data from Swift. 1985). Note that Nuc-Son, prohibited in Axininca (and in fact, in
Asheninca) appears to characterize Caquinte (surface-level) nuclei. Moreover, that
Lengthening does not apply to invariantly neutralized I-i I( I-final roots in (22b)
presenl~ a substantive challenge for formalization of Lengthening in a constraints
based system.
(25)

Ici "(-aI [inciantakemparoka] up there with which he will burn it
he will instruct them
Ihi" -ak! [iri,otakaahiakeri]
li-pe1-ak-al

[irioshil
[ipeaka)

God
he had disappeared

Such data as these from Caquinte suggest that Axininca (more precisely, Proto
Asheninca) palatals arose from a promotion of Nuc-Son to an inviolate constraint:
Asheninca dialects quite possibly innovated palatal consonants from the [iV] nuelei
exemplified in (25). Detailed comparative data are likely to show that Lengthening in
Axininca after a palatal is a reflex of a rule of compensatory lengthening whlch arose
when the [-back) of [i) in Proto-Campa spread to onset position in Proto-Asheninca.
leaving behind an empty mora (i.e. a process like [-back) spread with [coronal]-final
roots in the FR, (14); the relationship between Lengthening and historical
compensatory lengthening was pointed out by David Payne, p.c.). While
compensatory lengthening itself is arguably the result of constraints, the synchronic
analogical Lengthening rule ofAxininca is arguably, intrinsically processual. rule
based and language specific. (Note that it interacts with word final shortening, (2).
which is arguably a universal constraint. as shown by FR forms in (I) vs. (3).)
To conclude. while the notion of ranking in Optimality Theory is
demonstrably useful to elucidate the Axininca FR, in particular to explain variable
direction of [-back) linking. the notion that all phonological alternation is attributable
to universal constraints is questionable. In particular. Lengthening in Axlninca is less
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easily explained by Universal Constraints. But Optimality Theory need not allow
ranked Language Particular Constraints; rather, rules are needed. Presumably. such
rules will be so identified by such means as comparative analysis. This result would
no doubt provide some comfort to linguists. but would obviously remain
unexplanatory with respect to the question of language acquisition. Finally. that
universal constraints might govern rule parameterization, such as the constraint
Srrucrure governing direction of a rule like [-back] Spread. might he tenable.
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Some Aspects of Perceptual Phonology
Chang-Kook Suh
University of Arizona

I. Introduction
Phonological theories have focused on the productive aspects of phonology.
This means that phonological theories have tried to devise rules and conventions
which are necessary to describe mainly productive phonological phenomena(cf
Hooper 1976, Stampe 1973/1979). A typical example of productive phonological
phenomenon is assimilation palatalization, nasal assimilation, voicing assimilation,
and vowel harmony, etc. (Kim 1982).
However, there exist both speakers and hearers in the act of speech perform
ance. In this paper, I will try to illustrate the need for considering perceptually
motivated processes in phonological theory, which I term "perceptual phonology".
To this end, I use as evidence some Korean phonological processes, which are
perceptually oriented in nature In this paper, I also look at the rule interaction
phenomena between perception rules and production rules. Based on the analysis
of Iii-epenthesis (a perception rule) in borrowings and its interaction with It/-neu
tralization (a production rule), I propose that perception rules should apply before
production rules, which conforms to the precedence principle of Donegan and
Stampe (I979) and the Productivity Hypothesis of Myers (1992).
The structure of this paper is as follows. In section 2, I provide the theoretical
background on which I base my argument Also, I characterize briefly what per
ceptual phonology is. In section 3, I investigate some phonological processes in
Korean which are perceptually motivated in nature. Sel-'1ion 4 is concerned with
interactions between perception rules and production rules. In section 5, I discuss
some theoretical implications of my analysis. Finally, the summary of this paper
follows in section 6.

2. Background
Communication is between hearers and speakers Speakers pursue so-called
'the principle of the least effort' when they speak, so speech sounds tend to be
come unclear and indistinct Hearers, however, pursue' the principle of maximum
perception' when they hear, so they want the speech sounds to be clear and dis
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tinctive. Thus, hearers control excessive economy principle of speakers, and de
mand some conditions on the economy of the speakers to make communication
work (cf. Kim 1982)1 For that reason, we have rules for the sake of speakers (i.e.
production rules) and rules for the sake of hearers (i.e. perception rules). The two
rule types work together in the act of speech communication. However, I assume
that maximal perception principle of hearers is considered first when there arise
speech communication problems due to the interaction of the two types of rules.
As a background, I look at fortition processes and lenition processes discussed by
Donegan & Stampe (1979) and the Productivity Hypothesis proposed by Myers
(1992).

2.1. Fortition Processes and Lenition Processes
According to Donegan & Stampe (1979), there are two major segmental rule
types, each with distinct functions: lenition processes and fortition processes.
"Lenition Processes (weakening, centripetal, syntagmatic) have an exclusively
'articulatory' teleology, making segments and sequences of segments easier to pronounce
by decreasing the articulatory "distance" between features of the segment itself or its adJa
cent segments .... Fortition Processes (strengthening, centrifugal, paradigmatic) intensify
the salient features of individual segments and/or their contrast '\'lith adjacent segments.
They invariably have a 'perceptual' teleology .. " (Donegan & Stampe 1979: 142)

If lenition is based on the principle of speaker's articulatory economy, then
fortition is based on the principle of hearer's maximum perception. The following
diagram shows some typical examples of the two processes.
(1)

Lenition Processes

Fortition Processes 2

Assimilation
Laxing
Deletion
Monophthongization
Desyllabification

Dissimilation
Tensing
Epenthesis
Diphthongization
Syllabification)

2.2. Precedence4
In explaining the interactions of processes with each other and with rules,
Donegan & Stampe use the concept of phonetic teleologies. According to them,
nonphonetic operations yield the last word to phonetically motivated operations
and perceptually motivated operations yield to articulatorily motivated ones. Thus,
the core model of the natural phonological system can be presented like this:
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(2)

GRAMMAR--~:S¥--.-~--->SPEECH
LEXICON

(Donegan & Stampe 1979: 158)

The diagram in (2) indicates that the application of all fortition processes
precedes that of all lenition processes. Donegan & Stampe (1979) provide many
examples supporting their precedence principle. I will take it as given and will
consider the implications of it in the following sections.

2.3. The Productivity Hypothesis
Myers (1992) examines the precedence principle proposed by Donegan &
Stampe (1979) and shows that this precedence relation can be derivable from his
Productivity Hypothesis.
(3) Productivity Hypothesis (Myers 1992: 33)
The ordering of the segmental rules A and B is determined in the following way:
a. If A is less productive than B, then A is ordered before B.
b. If A and B are synchronically so unproductive, so as to be primarily prepat
terned, then the ordering of A and B follows from the relative productivityof
A' and B' according to (3a), where A' and B' are diachronic predecessors of
A and B, respectively.
c. If A and B are both fully productive, then they are not ordered. Instead they
apply in accordance with Automatic Feeding.
What this principle basically means is that all ordering follows solely from
productivity. He suggests that fortitions are universally ordered before lenitions
because fortitions are universally less productive than lenitions. He further argues
that the speaker must be aware enough to know what is and what is not percep
tually salient for the listener in order for a speaker to apply a rule with a
"perceptual teleology" (i.e. a fortition). However, the speaker need not be con
scious at all in order to apply a lenition process because its function is merely to
aid in articulation. Thus, according to Myers (1992), fortitions are like his prepat
terened rules which apply more consciously: lenitions are like his on-line rules in
their unconscious application (cf Myers 1992: 222). This suggests that fortitions
are less productive than lenitions, since consciousness or perception correlates
with productivity.

2.4. Perception Rules and Production Rules
To emphasize the perceptual aspects of phonology, I propose two types of
rules: perception rules and production rules. Perception rules include all rules that
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are perceptually motivated for the sake of hearers (and speakers). Whereas, pro
duction rules include all rules that are articulatorily oriented. I also assume that
perception rules include some prosodic processes, which will be discussed in some
detail in section 5. Funher it is argued that all the perceptually motivated rules
precede all the aniculatorily motivated rules. The above-mentioned frameworks in
the literature suppon my assumption that perception rules precede production
rules. The model of the current system is diagrammed as in figure (4):
(4) Precedence between perception and production rules
UR---~ceptlOn Rul".--~--> SR

3. Perceptually Motivated Rules in Korean
We now consider the phonological processes which are perceptually oriented
in nature. In this paper, I discuss thr~e types of perception rules: dissimilation,
tensing, and epenthesis. Especially, I provide evidence supponing my argument
that perception rules precede production rules through the discussion of IiI-epen
thesis and It/-neutralization

3.1. Dissimilation: Korean Causativization
Korean causativization shows a typical example of dissimilation. Causative
marker in Korean is -i as shown in (5).
(5)
Causative
Gloss
Stem
m;;lkta
m;;lk-i-ta 5
to eat
cuk-i-ta
to die
cukta
po-iota
to see
pota
to get deceived
sok-i-ta
sokta
to liquefy
nok-i-ta
nokta
However, the causative marker -i dissimilates and is changed into -u, when it
comes right after the i-final verb stem as in (6).
(6)
Gloss
Causative
Stem
to blossom
phi-u-ta
phita
to bear
ci-u-ta
cita
to be empty
pi-u-ta
pita
to grow fat
c'i-u-ta
c'ita
(Data from Kim 1982)
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As we can see in the above examples, Korean causative -i is changed into -u,
when -i comes after an i-final verb stem. By dissimilating Iii to lui, we can avoid 
ii sequences and perceive the causativization process even more clearly. What is
interesting is the examples of double causative forms as shown in (7).
(7)
Causative
Coalition
Double Causative Gloss
Stem
ca-i-ta
creta
cata
cre-u-ta
to sleep
sa-iota
sata
seta
se-u-ta
to stand
t'i~i-ta
t'iyta6
t'iy-u-ta
t'ita
to Boat
khi-u-ta
khita
khi-i··ta
khiyta
to raise
(Data from Kim 1982)
The examples given in (7) are so-called double causative forms. In each case,
causative marker -i is attached to the stem, and this undergoes coalition. However,
the result of coalition produces homonyms (i.e. ca:1a 'to measure', seta 'to count',
t'ita 'to belt, and /chUa 'to fire'), so that another causative marker -u is attached in
this case to enhance the distinctiveness of the words. The double causative forms
support the perceptual strategy to clarify the distinctiveness of meaning by
avoiding producing homonyms.
In sum, the dissimilation processes of -u causativization and double causativi
zation account for the perceptual strategy which aims at enhancing the perception
of words in Korean. This perceptually motivated phenomenon contrasts finely with
the articulatorily motivated one.

3.2. Tensing: Tensification in Korean
Korean tensification is a good example of a tensing process.
(8) [polim]
[tal] -----> [porimt'a1]
'fuU moon'
'full moon day' 'moon'

[pom]
'spring'

[pI J -----> [pomp'i]
'rain'
'spring rain'

(ore]
'river'

[ka] .,.--> [nrekk'a l'
, side'
' riverside'

[soa]
'child'

(kwal ._._-> (soakk'wal
, dept.'
'pediatrics'
(Data from SOM 1987)
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It is a general tendency that Ip,t,kJ in Korean are changed into [b,d,g] between
voiced sounds by the voicing assimilation (e.g., Ipatal---->[pada] 'sea',
/pantall----->[pandal] 'half a month', etc.). However, in the cases of compounds,
the consonants between voiced sounds are changed into tensed ones as shown in
(8) contrary to the general tendency to become voiced ones. The major function of
the tensification in compounds is to enhance the perception of the words which are
the constituents of the compounds (Choi 1937, Kim 1982). By tensing the first
consonant of the second word of the compound, and by avoiding obscurity of the
second word as a result of voicing assimilation, we can perceive the elements of
the compounds clearly (i.e., we know that the second element of the compound is
an independent word as is the first element), and can capture the whole meaning of
the compounds with ease, by combining the meaning of the two elements of the
compound. s

3.3. Iii-epenthesis
The main function of Iii-epenthesis also lies in the enhancement of perception.
This rule applies only to foreign words which are borrowed into Korean. This fact
strongly suggests that this rule has a perceptual strategy.9 Some representative ex
amples are given in (9).
(9)
pass
[plesi]
Christmas
[khirisimasi]
[ba:hi]
Bach
[bedzi]
beds
sports
[siphotsi]
Uak'i]
Jacques
[sethi]
set
[kharimen]
Carmen
[p'erirO]
perro
(Data from Chung 1989)
The next section focuses on the discussions of Iii-epenthesis (a perception rule)
and its interaction with ItI-neutralization (a production rule).

4. Interaction of Perception Rules and Production Rules
To understand Iii-epenthesis, we need to look at the syllable structure of
Korean:
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(10) Korean Syllable Structure (Surface Structure)

(G= Glide)

As figure (10) suggests, we can not have consonant clusters in onset and coda
positions. Moreover, only seven consonants which are [-released] can be posi
tioned in syllable-final position in Korean [p,t,k,m,n,I),l], This means that the other
consonants which are [+released] can never occur in that position, Here,
[+released] consonants include aspiratedlglottalized stops, fricatives, affricates,
and /r/. Thus, we can represent the syllable structure constraint of Korean as in
(11) using the feature [+released].
(11) Korean Syllable Stru"ture Constraint
• C]a

I
[ +released]
According to this constraint, [s,h,ts,dz,th,k'] in examples in (9) can not come in
syllable-final position because they are all [.,-released] sounds, Thus, borrowed
words whose syllables end in an inappropriate consonant are made licit by the in
sertion of a vowel/if Now we formalize the Iii-epenthesis rule as in (12)
(12) Iii-epenthesis in Korean (Perception Rule)

o ----> [~hi~

1

-round'

I

[+rele~dJ _10

The rule says that after the [+released] consonants in syllable-final position Iii is
inserted.
Let us take Christmas for an example, According to the syllable structure of
Korean (10), [khrismas] would be [khl.ris,mas). However, when Iii-epenthesis is
applied, it becomes [khl,ri,si,ma.si). As we can see in the above example, the rea
son of vowel liI- insertion lies not in the number of syllable-final consonants but
the quality of consonants (i,e., [+released]), since Iii-epenthesis occurs when there
is no coda consonant clusters (i.e" there is only one syllable-final consonant).
Thus, the original pronunciation [krismas] which has only two syllables becomes
[kbirisimasi], having five syllables when the word comes into Korean,
It is important to notice that the Iii-epenthesis does not apply to the native
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Korean words, to which the It/-neutralization rule applies instead.
(13) It/-neutralization in Korean (production Rule)
-sonorantJ
[ -continuant,
[ +coronal
-----> -deLreI
) 1__ ]0
This rule says that coronal obstruents are realized as Itl in syllable-final position.
The classical example of neutralization in phonology is the so-called final de
voicing of voiced obstruent in Gennan. In Gennan, voiced and voiceless obstru
ents contrast in non-final position but the contrast is neutralized in final position in
favor of the voiceless obstruents. Voiceless obstruents are typologically unmarked.
Thus, the member of the opposition found in the position of neutralization in
Gennan is the typologically unmarked member. This fact is consistent with the
general correlation between unmarkedness and wider distribution (J.K. Gundel et
al. 1986). This is true of the Korean neutralization of ItI,Is/,1c1,1chl, It hi to Iti. In
syllable-final position contrasts are neutralized to the typologically unmarked
member of the opposition. 1 interpret the correlation between unmarkedness and
wider distribution as being motivated on the basis of making less effort in the
production of unmarked and widely distributed speech sounds. Thus, the
neutralization rule can be classified as one of the production rules. The discussions
of Iii-epenthesis and ItI-neutralization suggest that there are actually two
possibilities for resolving the [+released] coda constraint: ItI-neutralization and I
ii-epenthesis.
Let us take another example: pass Ip;es/. To the given form pass Ip;es/, we can
apply either ItI-neutralization or Iii-epenthesis. To get the right surface form we
have to assume extrinsic rule ordering, which says that Iii-epenthesis (12) applies
before ItI-neutralization (13) However, this is not a desirable solution. The other
explanation could be to hypothesize that Iii-epenthesis applies only to loanwords
whose original consonant clusters or syllable-final consonants violate the surface
phonetic constraint of Korean. This line of explanation is not unproblematic,
either. It doesn't explain why ItI-neutralization, which is very productive pho
nological rule in Korean, should not be applied to loanwords.
However, in the current approach, a precedence relation between perception
rules and production rules finds a natural explanation. As I assumed in the previous
sections, perceptually motivated rules should come before articulatorily motivated
rules. 1 also showed that the basic claims of Donegan & Starnpe's (1989)
fortitionllenition precedence and Myers' (1992) Productivity Hypothesis support
the current assumption that perception rules precede production rules. Thus, ac
cording to the precedence relation between the two types of rules, 1 argue that lii
epenthesis (I.e., a perception rule) should apply before ItI-neutralization (I.e., a
production rule). The following illustrates the derivation:
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(14)

Ipresl .pass'
Ipresil
[prest]

OR

Iii-epenthesis (perception Rule)
Neutralization (production Rule)
SR

lfwe reverse the ordering, however, we do not get the correct surface fonn.
(15)
Ipresl . pass' UR
Ipretl
Neutralization (production Rule)
Iii-epenthesis (perception Rule)
SR
-[pretl
As we can see in the derivations (14) and (15), Iii-epenthesis is motivated to
perceive the original pronunciation of the borrowings. By applying this rule first,
we can avoid applying Itl-neutralization rule whose application makes it difficult to
know what the original pronunciation of the borrowing is.

S. Discussion
In section 2.4, I suggested that prosodic processes can be included in
perception rules. Donegan & Stampe (1979), Kaisse (1985), and Myers (I 992)
argue th,:: prosodic processes precede segmental rules. The prosodic constituency
of the speech signal is basic to the application of segmental processes (Donegan &
Stampe 1979: 142, Myers 1992: 85). However, while Donegan & Stampe (1979)
do not discuss further the implication of the relationship between prosodic
processes and segmental processes, Myers (1992) makes a worthy observation.
Based on the notion of Prosodic Licensing (Ito 1986), he argues that prosodic
structure must either be present or be built before segmental structure can be built
or changed. Therefore, segmental processes can only take place within the
framework provided by prosodic structure, which he calls the Prosodic First
principle (Myers 1992: 85)
However, the Productivity Hypothesis cannot account for the relative ordering
of prosodic and segmental processes. Even if both prosodic and segmental
processes are equally productive, prosodic processes appear to be ordered before
segmental rules. In fact, whether the rules are partially productive or fully
productive, prosodic rules always precede segmental rules. Thus, it requires a
stipulation (i.e. Prosody First principle).
In my analysis. prosodic processes are considered to be perception rules
whether they are productive or not in the sense of Myers (1992) Perception rules
are not exactly the same as the fortition processes of Donegan & Stampe (1979).
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Perception rules range over both fortition processes (segmental and partially
productive) and prosodic processes (prosodic and productive orland non
productive).
Using the notion of perception and production, we may generalize all the
phonological processes (whether they are prosodic or segmental) into two types:
perception processes and production processes.

6. Conclusion
Thus far, I have argued that we should consider both perceptual aspects of
phonology as well as articulatory aspects of phonology by citing some phonologi
cal processes of Korean. Further, I have argued that perception rules precede pro
duction rules conforming to the basic claims of Donegan & Stampe (1979) and
those of Myers (1992). Finally, I have suggested that both prosodic and segmental
processes can be generalized under the notion of perception and production in that
prosodic processes have basically perceptual orientation.

Footnotes
'" I would like to thank Michael Hammond. Cari Spring. James Myers, Chip
Gerfen, Diane Meador, Diane Ohal~ Kelichiro Suzuki, Sung-Hoon Hong. and
Yongtae Shin for their insightful comments and suggestions. Any errors are,
needless to say. solely mine.
L Linell (1979) assumes that there is a unitary competence to be used in encoding
as well as in decoding. It suggests that a speaker's competence and a listener's
competence are the same. For more detailed discussion, see Linell (1979:
Chapter 2).
2. For further details of vocalic fortition processes, see Donegan (1978/1985).
3. We need to note that this process is not related to the current prosodic theory of
phonology (cf Ito 1986, 1989)
4. Suh (1985) discusses precedence relations and rule interactions using different
typology of phonological rules (cf Anderson 1974, 1975).
5. -ta is an indicative marker. Ch and C' represent aspirated consonant and
g10ttalized stop respectively.
6. In Korean ~ sound preceded by an onset consonant tends to be pronunced as j
sound.
7. In this case where the lefthand sisters of the compounds are vowel-final, the
denominal adjective morpheme (a consonant) is inserted to make tensed the
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stem-initial obstruent in the righthand sisters.
8. Voicing assimilation is a production rule and tensing is a perception rule. Here,
we can observe that a perception rule precedes a production rule. When tensing
is applied, voicing assimilation is not possible.
9. According to Silverman (1992) and Yip (1993), loanword phonology involves
two scans: perceptual and phonological.
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CLIFF PATH SENTENCES AND THE GRAMMARIPARSER INTERFACE'
WILLIAM 1. TURKEL

Universiry of British Columbia
1. INTRODUCTION. One of the central concerns in the field of human language
processing is the nature of the interaction between the parser, the automatic sen
tence processing mechaflism, and the competence grammar. The task of the parser
is to impose a structural analysis 011 an incoming string of words, and that analysis
must be compatible with the strucmres generated by the competence grammar. The
(Wo components must be fairly closely related, and yet almost all previou~ wurk
has assumed that they are disunct. Taking the work of Bradley Pritchett (191'1'.
1992) as my point of departure. I will argue that the core of >yntactic par;,lllg L'un
sists of the local appliCalion of grammatical principles.
Sentences which are grammallcal. but which cause prOl:essing degradatiun. pru
vide a unique set of tools for exploring the interface of the grammar and parser. To
the extent that processing breakdown can be described in syntactic terms. a case
can be made for the application of competence principles during parsing.
Very broadly. there are two classes of grammatical sentences which cause pw
cessing problems. The first of these is thought to be inherently hard tlI process luI'
structural reasons. This class contains the centre-embedded senten!.:es. am.! thus.:
with crossed dependem:les. The se!.:und das;, uf sentences are thuse where lh... Ille:.ll
resolution of ambiguity leads to an attachment which is not tenable in the lung run.
Examples of this laner class are the well-known garden path (GP) sentenu~s t<:.g.,
Bever. 1970; Frazier & Fodor. 1978; Pritchett, 1988. 1992). This paper will fuclls
on a set of sentences which fall into the second class.
A garden path effect arises when the parser makes an attachment which is im:ally
tenable, but which must be reanalyzed later in the parse. For example. In tht:
sentence
(I) The hors.: f.lced past the barn

the parser reaches the lexical item raced in the input string and make:- the declsHlil
that it is the verb of a main clause. This does not cause any prublems in pru.:es;,in~
sentence (I). Now consider the classk garden path sentence (due to Bever. 1970 i I
(2) (, The hurse raced past the barn fell

The parser makes the same decision about the lexical item raced as it did for ;,en
• I would like to thank the follOWIng people for ideas and dIscussion: Juliet
Armstrong. Andrew Barss, Guy Carden, Henry Davis. Hamida Demirdache. Lynn
Gordon, and Michael Rochemonl. All errors are mine.
I. I will mark all senten!.:es whi!.:h are grammatical, bllL which C:.lllSe prucessing
difficulties. with an Inverted ljuestiull mark.
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tence (1), namely that it is the vero of a main clause. When fell is reached in the"
input string, however, raced pa:>t the barn must be reanalyzed as a rdative dimse,:
so that fell can be analyzed as the main clause verb. This reanalysis prows to he
too costly for the parser? and the sentence cannot be interpreted without conscious
effort. As a general characterization, we may say that the processing breakdown in
garden path sentences is due to the presence of unexpected material at the end of
an input string.
Now we may ask about the converse situation. AIe there sentt:nct:s where pro
cessing breakdown is triggered by the absence of expected material at the t:nd of
the input string') Instead of the parser being led down the garden path, in these
cases tht: parser is metaphorically akin to the canoon character who runs over a clill
and hangs in midair before falling. I will call sentences of thiS form c1itJ path
sentences. To my knowledge, such sentt:nces have never before been demonstrated
to exist. In this paper. 1 will argue that there are. in fact, cliff path sentences, that
they appear in a number of different contexts, and that they can be used as a tuol \0
study the grammar/parser interface.
As an example, consider tht: pair of sentences
(3) John claimt:d that kit funny
(4)

t, John c1aimt:d that l'dt

In tht: first cast:, tht: parst:r attal.:hes felT as a transitivt: verb wht:n It is n:al:hed in
the input string. and this analysis causes no problt:ms. In tht: st:cond, howt:v.:r.
analysis of the word .felt as a transitive vt:rb caust:s performanl.:t: breakdown when
no verbal complemt:nt is encountert:d in tht: input string. The sentenct: is not un
grammatical wht:re felt has a nominal reading. but tht: reanalysis of the sente11l;e
proves to be too costly, and so tht: sentence is unprocessable.

2. AGAINST PERFORMANCE-BASED THEORIES OF PARSING. In this
paper. I will argue that tht: cliff path phenomena can be t:xplained with a gram
matical theory of parsing. Due to space limitations, I will not attempt to I.:liti4Ue"
performanct:-based theorit:s of parsing. or to show that they are inadequate for a
complete description of cliff path sentences. Neverthelt:ss, a few words an: in order
about the panicular approach which I have espoused.
Pritchett (1992) argues persuasively against previous parsing models whkh he
2. As is the paraphrase The horse which was raced past the bam fell. Alternately,
it might be rt:analyzed as an AP.
3. The key descriptive problem is characterizing unprocessable sentenct:s without
predicting that those st:ntt:nces which art: merely ambiguous will cause processing
degradation. When I use the term 'costly reanalysis', I mean to imply that the
reanalysis causes some sort of prol.:essing breakdown, In the case of ambiguity.
reanalysis is assumed to oCl.:ur (sometimes), but not to cause processing
breakdown.
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divides into four classes: perceptual, computational, lexical and semanuc. His lax
onomy is based upon the fum:tional motivation of the algorithms and heunsli..:~
employed by each model. As a group. perceptual models have usually been bas.:d
upon the idea of limited cognitive resources. They have been characterized by th.:
lack of a constrained theory of backtracking. and poor empirical coverage of pro
cessing breakdown. Computational models usually incorporate a predictive theur:
of backtracking and a deterministic account of processing which is assumed tll
follow from human cognitive limitations. Like percctltual models, ..:omput:.lIilHl:.ti
models lend to account for garden path effects in terms of parsing archllecture, and
thus ignore the possibility thaI there may be something about the syntacti..: su·u..:turo;:
of the problematic sentence which leads to processing difficulty. Lexil:al ar
proaches attribute garden path-type effects solely to lexi.:~1 amhigulty, anJ thll'
suffer from very poor empirical coverage. Fmally, the semanti..: Illude!, "o;:em noll
to be able to account for garden path sentences at all. As an alternative tu th<:: ah,)\c
kinds of models, Pritchett proposes a grammatical aCCDunt of parsing, claiming t1ut
"the core of sym..!ctic parsing consists of the local application of global grammati
cal principles."
Based upon computational complexity analyses. Ristad (19YO) makes the <:laim
that "the relation between competence and performance, between a generative the
ory and a theory of processing, is not one of limited ability," If it were, he argue",
then language users would have difficulty processIng those utterance.> whH:h are
truly compU[alionally difficult. and they would not have 11\luble pru.:essing cUI!l
putationally trivial utterances. Neither prediction IS (,bserved, huwever. Fur
example, garden path sentences are quickly parsed with simple algorithm", and yet
the human parser finds them extremely difficult. On the other hand, a sentem:e
containing empty categodes is very difficult for parsing algorithm)., but effortle.>s
for the human parser.
Ristad suggesL~ that a single fixed resource bound is never suhtle enough to cap
ture the diverse range of empirical facts. and that a more plausihle approa.:h is t"
use a small number of bounds to capture a large range of set:mlllgly unrelated fa-:h.
He claims that there is no empirical justification for the idea of resource limilatiun"
The only prediction that such models make is Ihat there is a point at whi.:h thc
parser runs out of resources, but no one has ever demonstrated a pair uf c'xample"
which are on either side of such a critical point. Finally. h~ argues that peltormall..:e
errors should be intennlttent and unexpected, The language device cannul he saiJ
to make systematic errors because it was not designed; "systematic: 'errors' cannut
be errors in performance. only empirical inadequacies of a particular competen.:e
theory," He concludes that "empirical facts thought of today as pefiormam:e limi
tations will he explamed tomorrow either as interaction.> among the refint:d
linguistic principles, or as the incomplete acquisition of linguistic knowledge."

I adduce further support from tht' work of Abnt:y & lohnsun ( IY91 J. They shuw
that the parsing strategies assumed by most psycholingUl..,I;, r.~qurn, less SpaLL: I,,!
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processing centre-embedded constructions than for processing other pcrfectly com
prehensible constructions. They also show that attempts to reduce the amount of
space which the parser requires often lead to an increase in local ambiguitie~. Buth
of these results indicate to me that the search for a single resource bound such as a
short term memory limitation will have the effect of reducing cowrage of garden
and cliff path sentences.
3. PRITCHETT'S GRAMMATICAL THEORY OF PARSING. In this sc~'
tion. I will briefly describe Pritchett's (1992) account of grammatical parsing. and
show how it accounts for sample garden path sentences. This is not intended to be
a complete summary of the theory. but merely a sketch.
The central mechanism is a constraint on non-costly reanalysis during parsing.
On-Line Locality Constraint (OLLC): The targel position (if any)
assumed by a constltuent must be governed or d,)minalt:d by its
soun.:e position (if any),4 othcrwise attachment is impossihk fur the
aUlomalk Human Sentence Processor.
government: a governs Il iff am-commands Il and ewry y dominat
ing Il dominates a, y a maximal projection. (Adapted from Chom
sky. 1986).
m-command: am-commands Il iff a does nOI dominate Il and every y
that dominates a dominates Il. y a maximal projection. (Adapted
from Chomsky, 1986)
"Descriptively. one uf its primary predictions is that reanalysb of an
argument as a lower or co-argument may be acceptahIe whereas re
analysis as a higher argument or an adjunct is illicit." tp. J() I)
The OLLC is correctly able to predict processing breakdown for a variety (If
garden path sentences. without predicting breakdown for unproblematic sentences
with local ambiguities. First. consider sentence (1). reprinted here with some la
belled bracketing 5 as (5)
(5) hp lNp The horse] [vp raced past the bam]]
If we assume that (5) is a reasonable analysis for the input string the hol'.\!' I'm!!.!
pastlht' barn. then the VP in t5) will be the soun.:e position furthe reanalysi., in the
garden path sentence. and the target pusition will be somewhere inside th... NP.
This can be seen in sentence (2). reprinted here with labelled bracketing as t6)
4. Pritchett assumes, as do I. that the parser attaches constituents into a parse tree

as it receives them in the input string. During reanalysis, a constituent must be
clipped off the tree (the source position) and attached somewhere else (the target
position).
5. In the labelled bracketing, 1 show only enough structure to convey the
argument. 1 assume a standard version of X-bar theory with XP. X' and X.

(6) ~ [IP lNp [NP The horse] [xp raced past the bam]] [vp fell
I have indicated the phrase raced past the bam as an XP because its exact nature i~
not the issue here. To be concrete. we can assume r.hat it is either a relative dau~o;:
(following Pritchett) or an adjective phrase. The key point is that it is adiuin.:d
inside the subject noun phrase. Since the source position (complement of IP) UlI':.'
not govern the target postion (adjoined to the constituent in the SPEC of IP), thi.'
reanalysis is correctly predicted to be costly.
Now consider a pair of sentences involving a local ambiguity. Reanalysis will bo;:
required at least some of the time. in those cases where the default analysis is
incorrect. Crucially. this must be a non-costly reanalysis.
(7) Ned knew the man extremely well
[IP [NP Ned] [vp [v' [v knew 1 [NP the man

(8) Ned knew the man hato;:d Ra
[IP [NP Ned] [vp [v' [ v knew] [ep [IP lNp the man

If we assume that the sentence in (7) is the defaul! analysis,f. then tho;: sour.:e pu~i
tion is going to be the NP complement of knew in (7) and the target will no;: tho;: CP
complement of knew in (8). In other words, reanalysis involves removing tho;: NP
complement of the main clause verb knew, nesting it inside of a CP and IP, and
reattaching it in the same position. In this case, the source position dominates tho;:
target position, and the reanalysis is correctly predicted to be non-.:ostly.

4. CLIFF PATH SENTENCES. The OLLC can also no;: used to predict dill path
sentences. In this section I will introduce threo;: different kinds of cliff path ,';11
tence, and show how the OLLC works in each caso;:.
First, a cliff path effect can arise when the parser has attacho;:d a CllnstllUO;:I1l a.' a
transitive verb, and there is no forthcoming verbal complement. This can bo;: SO;:<:11
in sentences (3) and (4), reprinted here as (9) and (10).
(9)

John claimed that felt funny

[IP [NP John] [vp [v' [v claimed ]lcp lc that] [IP [vp felt
(0)

~

John claimed that felt

[IP [NP John] [vp [v' [v claimed JlNp [DET that] [N' IN felt
(i.e., John went to the lost-and-found and claimed s()mo;: material.)
If we assume a default analysis for that felt as in (9), then the fullowing operatilll1s
will be required for reanalysis. First, the element that must be lowered intu tho;:
phrase which contains felt. This involves a change of category (which I assumo;: tll
be non-costly) and a lowering. which mayor may not be LOStly, depending on one's

6. I follow Pritchett's (1992) assumptions about default attachments during a
parse.
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theory of government. Second, the phrase containing that felt must be raised w
become the complement of the verb claimed. It is this second movement which is
certainly costly, and which leads to processing breakdown.
Second, a cliff path effect can arise in the context of incorrect theta role
assignment. In these cases, assignment of the correct theta role b a<.:<.:ompamed hy
costly reanalysis.
(ll) John thought the do<.:tor examined patients
[IP [NP John] [vP [v thought Hcp lIP LNp the doctor] lvp examined
(12) 1, John thought the doctor examined

£Ip [NP John] [vP [v thought ][NP the [N' IN'lN doctor]] lAP examined
(i.e.. John thought someone examined the doctor)
If (II) is the default analysis for the string John thought the doctor examined. then
the operations required during reanalysis will be the movement of examinl!d int.'
the NP and subsequent anachment as an adjunct (a posiuon not governed hy th..:
source position) and the raising of the NP the doctor examin/:'d to the complem.:1lI
position of thoughT. Both of these operations are predicted to be costly, and thl:'
OLLC correctly predicts that this will cause processing degradation.
The last class of cliff path effects arises when the parser has analyzed a phrase as
a coordinate structure. and is awaiting a second conjunct. Reanalysis in this case
will also be costly.
(l3) John prefers German or French

lip [NP John) [vp I v' I V prefers ][NP lNP GermanllcoNI or
( 14) t, John prefers German ore
lIP lNP John] l VP lV' l v prefers ]LNp lAP German) IN' [N ore
If (14) is the default analysis for the string John prefers Gernwn or/ore then th.:
reanalysis operations will be: first, lowering ore into the head of the NP whi<.:h
contains German. second, raising German within the NP. and third, raising the
whole NP to become the complement of prefers. Both of the raising operations are
illicit. and the OLLC predicts this to be a costly reanalysis,

S. A MINIMALIST ACCOUNT. The OLLC has nice empirical coverage, and is
able to capture both Garden Path and Cliff Path effects. We may ask. howewL
why the OLLC makes reference to government and command. Why nOI som,'
other grammatical relations" (In fact, Pritchett's earlier formulations of the rean
alysis constraint involved theta roles and theta domains.)
The key to an explanatory grammatical theory lies in the observation that the
standard operation of move-a is raising, whereas non-costly reanalysis is lowering.
The Minimalist theory (Chomsky, 1992), which unifies raising movement and
structure building. allows us 10 derive this contrast by claiming that, in some: sense:,
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structure rebuilding is the inverse of structure building.
Minimalist structure building requires the following components
(Chomsky,1992):
Projection: !be computational system sekcts an item X from the lexi
con, and projects it to one of the following structures

[xl
Ix' [x II
[xp Ix' Ix III
Generalized Transform (GT): target a phrase marker K and substi
tute K I for 0 in K. 0 is not drawn from the lexicon. but rather inserted
in the first part of !be operation of GT. There are two mod.;s l)f up
eration for GT, binary substitution. whidl maps two phras.; marker~
K, K I onto a single phrase marker K", and singulary substitution
(move-a), which draws KI from within K. and leaves a tra,e.
Target Extension: in the overt syntax. 0 is !'equired tt) be external tu K.
so !bat the output phrase marker K* includes K as a prop.:r subpart.
Schematlcall y
[K 1 -- GT --> [K' IK 11
X-Bar Theory: all phrase markers in !be computational system must
be licensed by X-bar theory.
In addition, for the purposes 01 online reanalysis. 1 posit the following
components:

Generalized Transform Reanalysis Mode (GT:r): GT has two
modes for online (non-costly) reanalysis. Splitting is the inverse of
binary substilUtion. It maps a composite phrase marker K" into two
phrase markers K, KI and deletes Kl. Lowering is the inverse of
singulary substitution. It maps a composite phrase marker K* InlU
two phrase markers K, K l, and !ben lowers K I into K.
Target Contraction: !be non-costly opelUtion of GT:r IS constraineu
by the requirement !bat !be output phrase marker K be a proper sub
part of !be input phrase marker K". Schl;!matically
[K* [K II -- GT:r --> IK 1
I assume !bat !be splitting mode of GT:r is used during nOH-COMly reanalysis fur
pruning unneeded branches off of the parse tree. The lowering mode of GT:r is
used during !be non-costly reanalysis of structures with Im;al ambiguities. such a~
the Ned knew the man extremely weill Ned knew the num hated Rex case. All ut
!be garden and cliff path effects in this paper require the reanalysis 10 extend ib
target. and !bus violate !be requirement that reanalysis contract its target. or they
require adjunction. which also violates the target contraction requirement
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TOWARDS AN LF THEORY OF NEGATIVE POLARITY LICENSING
Maria Uribe-Etxebarria
University of Connecticut &MIT
This paper argues in favor of an LF approach to Negat ive
Polarity Licensing. First, I analyze the behavior of Negative
Polarity Items (NPIs) within preverbal indefinite NPs. I show that
polarity licensing takes place only when the indefinite NP can
reconstruct to its original position at LF, which permits the NPI to
be c-commanded by Neg at that level. The restrictions on
reconstruction are derived from the type of matrix predicate
involved, and linked to the phenomenon of Definiteness Effects
displayed by Hungarian 'bleached' verbs. I also introduce some
unnoticed asymmetries in polarity licensing in embedded sentences
that raise serious problems for an SS approach to the phenomenon. I
show that the contrasts are dependent on the temporal interpretation
of the predicates involved, and propose an account that relies on
the different representation that the examples are forced to have at
LF to license the tense of the embedded clause.
1. Subjects and Negative Polarity Licensing
1.1. NPIs within Preverbal Indefinite NPs
Although all syntactic approaches to Negative Polarity
Licensing (NPL) assume the need of a c-command relation between the
polarity licenser and the polarity element, the level at which this
c-command relation has to take place has been subject to debate.
Works such as Safir (I98S) and Laka (1990), among others, argue that
the relevant level for NPL is SS. An SS approach to the phenomenon
(SST) accounts for the ungrammaticality of (1) below by appealing to
the failure of Neg to c-command the Negative Polarity Item (NPI) at
SS. Under the SST, the basic difference between (1) and the
grammatical (2,3) is that it is only in the latter that Neg c
commands the NPI at SS.
a. * Anybody, was1L1 arrested t, by the police
b. * Anybody, did1L1 come t,
(2)
The police did1L1 arrest anybody
(3)
Did1L1 anybody corne?

(1)

Restricting ourselves to cases where the polarity licenser is
Negation, the SST predicts that NPls not c-commanded by Neg at SS
will not be licensed. Keeping this in mind, consider the example in
(4), from Linebarger (1980):
(4) [A doctor who knew anything about acupuncture] was not available
In (4) the NPI is within a preverbal subject and, under the standard
assumption that IP dominates NegP in English, it is not c-commanded
by Neg at SS. However, the NPI is licensed, since the example is
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grammat ica 1.
The contrast between (1) and (4) raises an interesting problem
for the SST. If what accounts for the ungrammaticality of (1) is
that Neg does not c-command the NPI at SS, it is not clear what
accounts for the grammaticality of (4); this is so because Neg also
fails to c-command the subject in (4). The same problem arises if we
compare (4) and (5).
(5)* [ Many doctors who knew anything about acupuncture J were not
available [Linebarger 1980J
Linebarger makes a relevant observation with respect to
examples like (4). In particular, she notes that all the examples
structurally parallel to (4) where the NPI is licensed have a
reading where Neg takes wide scope over the subject. Whereas 16a),
a simplified version of (4), is ambiguous between the readings in
(6b,c), only the reading corresponding to the surface order is
allowed for (7), the counterpart of (5); that is, (7) lacks the
reading where the subject NP takes narrower scope than negation.
(6)

a. A doctor wasn't available
b. [Ex: x a doctorJ NOT (x was available)
c. NOT [Ex: a doctorJ (x was available)
(7) Many doctors weren't available

[L inebarger 1980J

Linebarger accounts for the reading in (6c) by proposing a
reordering operation between Negation and the indefinite subject at
LF, in the spirit of Kroch (1974). The sime operation is available
for (4), as roughly illustrated in (8).
(8) NOT E(x) [x:a doctor who knew anything about acupunctureJ x was
ava ilab le
As a result of this operation, the NPI in (4) is under the scope of
Negation at LF. This accounts for the licensing possibilities
displayed by examples like (4). The impossibility of this reordering
operation for (7) accounts in turn for the ungrammaticality of IS),
since the NPI will not be under the scope of Neg at LF in that
case. :
1.2. On the Relevance of the Type of Predicate: 'Bleached Verbs'
Linebarger's LF account offers a way to explain why the NPI
can get licensed in (4) but not in (5), a genuine problem for the SS
1 Some speaker allow marginally a reading where many-NP subjects
can take narrower scope than negation in some negative sentences.
What is important to us, and confirms Linebarger's generalization,
is that it is only when this reading is allowed that NPls embedded
within this type of subject are licensed.
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approach. However, her analysis faces a serious problem to restrict
the LF reordering operation to the cases where polarity licensing
takes place. Thus, as the pairs in (9-10) and (11-12) show, NPls
within preverbal indefinite subjects are not always licensed.
[A doctor who knew anything about acupuncture] was not
available
(10) *[A doctor who knew anything about acupuncture] was not
i nte 11 igent
(9)

(11) [Tickets to any of the afternoon concerts] were not available
(12) *[Tickets to any of the afternoon concerts] were not green
[Linebarger 1980]
These examples are structurally parallel in all respects at SS.
However, they behave differently with respect to NPL. Since the
examples in each pair only differ from each other in the matrix
verb, it must be the nature of the predicate that is responsible for
th i s contrast.
If we analyze these pairs in some detail, there is a clear
difference between the predicates in (9,11), on the one hand, and
(10,12), on the other. What green and intelligent have in common is
that they are individual-level predicates (ILP); this distinguishes
them from available, which is a stage-level predicate (SLP). It is
well known since Milsark (1974) and Carlson (1977) that these two
groups of predicates impose different restrictions on their
indefinite subjects. Following recent research on the topic, one
might assume that the different properties displayed by indefinite
subjects of lLPs and SLPs follow from the different positions that
they can occupy at LF: while indefinite subjects of ILPs can only
appear in SPECjIP at LF, indefinite subjects of SLPs appear within
VP when interpreted with a weak reading (Diesing 1990; Kratzer 1990;
Herburger 1993).
Let us suppose that this is correct. If so, the reason for the
contrast in NPL displayed by the examples in (9-12) is that,
although parallel at SS, they have different LF representations.
(13 )

IP
1

Infl

IP

(14)

I

I

Spec
["" ... NPL .. ]

I'

__ NegP_
1

I

I'
I
I
lnfl __Negp_
1

Neg

Neg

I

Spec
[" ... NP I. .. ]

1

V'
1

V

1

AP

1

I

VP

I V'

-I I
V

AP

In (9) and (II) the subject appears in its base-generated position
at LF; in that position it can be c-commanded by Neg at that level,
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as roughly illustrated in (13) above. The LF structure in (13)
accounts for the narrow scope interpretation of the subjects in
(9,11); it also explains why the NPI can be licensed in these
examples. The indefinite subjects in (10) and (12), however, appear
in SPEC/IP at IF, as illustrated in (14). Embedded within the
indefinite subject in SPEC/IP, the NPI cannot be c-commanded by Neg
at LF and, as a result, it cannot be licensed.
A prediction of this analysis is that NPIs will be allowed
whenever they are embedded within an indefinite preverbal NP in a
clause containing a stage- level predicate. The ungrammaticality of
examples like (15), however, indicates that this prediction is not
totally correct.
(15) * A fundamentalist yogui that had any interest in philosophy
wasn't lying on the floor
Although the grammatical examples involve stage-level predicates, it
is not the case that NPls within a preverbal indefinite NP are
licensed every time a stage-level predicate is involved.
If we consider other grammatical examples where NPls within
preverba 1 indef inite subjects are 1icensed, an important
generalization arises: the main predicate is very 'light' in
mean i ng.'
(16) a.?

A doctor with any knowledge of cancer] didn't appear
in the hospita 1 yesterday
b.
A solution to any of these problems] doesn't exist
c.? A .44 caliber pistol with any accessories] wasn't
available inthegunshop
d.(?)[ A messiah who would bring any hope] didn't appear to
the Jews

Assuming that this is correct, I propose the hypothesis in (17):
(17) NPls within preverbal indefinite subjects are only licensed
when the matrix predicate is a 'bleached' predicate.
The term 'bleached predicate' is borrowed from Szabolcsi
(1986). Szabo lcs i observes that Hungarian verbs conform to the
following generalization:'
(18)

"In Hungarian, verbs which express existence, or change
in the state of existence or availability of the
denotation of the designated NP show Definiteness
Effects (DE) when no aspectual prefix is attached to
, I am indebted to Barbara Partee for this observation.

, Thanks to Irene Heim for bringing Szabolsci's paper to my
attent ion.
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them".
Consider the examples in (19), which illustrate the generalization
(18). (19a) and (19b) -where the verb has no aspectual affixes
attached to it and object is an indefinite NP-, are grammatical
examples. Consider now (19c). As in the other examples in (19) the
verb is also prefix less; but now the object is either a definite NP
or an NP headed by a strong determiner, and the examples are
ungrammatical. As (20) shows, when the aspectual prefix mgg is added
to (19c). the DE disappears and the example becomes grammatical.
(19)

o + V:

DE

iI.

Mari o + tala It
Mary '" + found
'Mary
found

to 11 d t /
pen-acc /
a pen /

b.

Mari nem '" + talalt
Mary nem '" + found
'Mary not
found

c. * Mari 0+ talalt(a)
Mary " + found
'Mary found
(20)

Aspectual Prefix

+ V:

Mari megtalalt(a)
Mary pfx-found
Mary found

\nemi) tejet
(some) milk-acc
sm milk'

tollat
/ \nemi) tejet
pen-acc / (some) milk-acc
(any) pen / (any) milk'
g

to 11 at /
the pen·acc /
the pen
/

minden to11at (DE)
every pen-acc
every pen'

No DE

ket to 11at / a tollat
two pen-acc / the pen-acc
two pens
/ the pen.

Szabolsci argues that Hungarian verbs that conform to the
pattern in (18), 1ike van ('to be, to have'), akad ('to happen to
exist'), erkezik ('to arrive'), ~erul ('to become available'), etc.,
have their meaning reduced to the assert ion of (a change in the
state of) existence. She calls them 'bleached verbs'. She assumes
that every pred icate of natura 1 1anguage must have some content.
Since the meaning of bleached verbs amounts to a logical predicate
of existence plus, plausibly, a change operator, they must be
substantiated with some lexical content. She further proposes that
the indefinite NP, which she assumes is in sisterhood relation with
the verb at the V'-level, serves as the 'lexical integer' which
substantiates the verb with the necessary lexical content. It is the
fact that this indefinite NP has to appear under the V'-level in a
strict sisterhood relation with the verb that yields the
definiteness effects displayed by these verbs.
Keeping this in mind, let us now come back to our prob lem.
Recall that in the grammatical examples where NPIs are licensed
within preverbal indefinite NPs the predicate is 'light' in meaning.
I would like to propose that these 'light' predicates are the
English non-overt version of the Hungarian bleached verbs. As their
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Hungarian counterparts, the English bleached predicates need to be
substantiated with some lexical content. In the examples we are
considering, this lexical content is provided by the indefinite NP
containing the polarity item. At LF, then, this indefinite NP has to
appear in its base-generated position in a strict sisterhood
relation with the bleached predicate to be able to form a complex
predicate with it. Once in its base-generated position within the
V' -level, the indefinite NP -and, consequently, also the NPJ-, is c
commanded by Neg at LF.
Summarizing, the grammatical cases where a NPI can be licensed
within a preverbal indefinite NP involve bleached predicates. At IF,
the indefinite subject is in a strict sisterhood relation with the
predicate; this permits Neg to c-commands the NPI at that level. The
LF representation of the ungrammatical cases is different. In
particular, the indefinite subject remains in SPECjIP at LF;
consequently, Neg does not c-command the polarity element at IF. If
this analysis is correct, the ungrammaticality of examples like (1)
does not follow from the failure of Neg to c-command the NPI at SS
but rather at LF. Therefore, it should be derived from whatever
constraint prevents the subject NPI to reconstruct to its base
generated position within V' in these constructions.
In the next sect ion, I provide further support for the IF
approach to NPL on the basis on some unnoticed interactions between
NPL and tense interpretation.
2. On the Interaction between NPl and Tense Interpretation
2.1. Licensing by [Neg]COMP
In the previous section, we have analyzed cases where a NPI
within a preverbal indefinite subject was licensed even if not c
commanded by Neg at SS. If we move from nominal subjects to
sentential subjects, similar cases can be found where NPls embedded
within sentential subjects are also licensed, as illustrated in
(21). As in the cases analyzed in the previous section, none of the
NPI s with i n the sentent ia 1 subject is c-commanded by never -the
potential licenser of the polarity elements-, at SS; however the
example is grammatical, which indicates that the NPIs are licensed.
(21)[That anyone might do anything like that] never occurred to John
The fact that the polarity items in (21) are licensed even if
they are not c-commanded by never has been interpreted by Ladusaw
(1979) as an argument that polarity licensing cannot be captured by
purely syntactic means.
Within an S5 approach to NPL, Laka (1990) offers a way to
reinterpret this type of example in syntactic terms. She argues that
the polarity elements within the sentential subject are not directly
licensed by the negative element in the matrix clause, but rather by
the head of the sentential subject, which she argues is a negative
comp1ementizer «(Neg]COMP). Her proposal is roughly represented in
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(22a). Under this approach the fact that never does not c-command
the polarity items in (21) does not present a problem for a
syntactic account of the phenomenon, since the relevant c-command
requ irement can st i 11 be ma i nta i ned to take place between the
licenser, [Neg]COMP, and the NPls. The NPls in (21) are thus
1i censed by the head of the sentent i a 1 subject, wI> ich c·commands and
-according to Laka- licenses the NPls at SS. Laka also proposes that
the [Neg]COMP can be selected by verbs like deny and doubt as well
as negated predicates, as illustrated in (22b). This would account
for the possibility of licensing a NPI within the sentential
complement of these predicates.
(22) a. [eP [Neg]COMP L, .... NPI. .. ]], ... Neg

I______ t

[Laka 1990]

SS c-command
b.... { doubt )... Lp [NegjCOMP [IP .. NPI. .. ]] [Laka 1990]
( Neg V )
I
.t
c-command
Although Laka's explanation of examples lIke (21) is proposed
within an SS approach to NPL, the hypothesis that it is a [NeglCOMP
that 1icenses the NPI seems neutra 1 between the SST and the LF
approach (LFT). This is so because the [NeglCOMP will c-command the
polarity elements in (21) both at S-Structure and LF.
There is however some evidence that suggests that this
hypothesis is not as neutral with respect to the level at which
licensing takes place as it seems at a first glance. Moreover, there
are good reasons to believe that even if the NPI in (21) were
licensed by [NeglCOMP, the relevant level at Nhich licensing takes
place cannot be SS but must rather be LF.
2.2. Unexpected Asymmetries
Let us briefly reconsider Laka's analysis in the light of a
new set of examples. in (23) below. An important prediction of the
[Neg]COMP analysis is that in all the cases where a [Neg]COMP can be
selected within an embedded complement. it should be possible to
license a NPI within that clause. This is in fact what seems to
happen in (23a,b), examples structurally parallel to (21). Under
this anallsis. however, the ungrammatical it, of 123c) comes as a
surpn se.
'Note that the ungrammaticality of (23c} in the text stems only
from the impossibil ity of licensing the NP1, since the example
becomes grammatical as soon as we substitute th" NPI by a regular
NP, as illustrated in (i).
(i) [

That peter will leave the company] wasn't mentioned in the
meeting
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(23) a. [ That anybody would leave the company] wasn't mentioned in
the meet ing
b.
That anybody had left the company] wasn't mentioned in
the meeting
c.*[ That anybody will leave the company] wasn't mentioned in
the meeting
(23c) is exactly parallel to (23a,b), except for the tense of the
embedded clause. Under Laka's analysis, the presence of the
[Neg]COMP can account for the polarity licensing facts in (21) and
23a,b). But it is unclear what prevents the NPI from being licensed
in (23c). Assuming as the null hypothesis that the three sentential
subjects in (23) have been base-generated in the same position, one
would expect that a [Neg]complementizer can be selected in all the
three cases alike. But, if this is correct, we have no way to
account for the contrast in (23) since there is no relevant 55
difference in the structure of these examples. It thus looks as if
we had to leave the selection facts at the level of stipulation,
which would damage the analysis under consideration in a serious
way.
5ince the only difference between these examples is the tense
of the embedded clause, one might think that there is something
special about the future tense that prevents NPL from taking place.
(24) and (25) suggest that this hypothesis is not correct, since the
NPls are licensed even if the clause where they are embedded is in
the future.
(24)
J will not read anything tomorrow
(25) ? [ That anybody will leave the company] will not be mentioned
in the meeting
But, if the NPJ can be licensed in (25), what prevents
licensing from taking place in (23c)? Once again there seems to be
no relevant 55 structural distinction between these examples.
We are thus in the middle of a puzzling situation; the
examples look structurally parallel in all relevant respects at OS
and 55, but they show a different pattern with respect to NPL.
One might wonder whether these asymmetries are relegated to
examples where the NPJ is embedded within a preverbal sentential
subject. The answer is negative; consider (26), where the NPJ is now
embedded in a sentential object c-commanded by Neg at 55.
(26) a.
Mary didn't say that Ann would read any books tomorrow
b.
Mary didn't say that Ann had read any books last week
c. ?* Mary didn't say that Ann will read any books tomorrow
As the grammaticality judgements indicate, there is also an
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asymmetry between these examples.' The grammaticality contrast
exhibited by (26) raises the same problems as before, if we follow
Laka in assuming that the [Neg]COMP is an available licensing
mechanism in (26a,b). Note, again, that the examples are totally
ali ke at S5; and they on 1y differ in the tense of the embedded
clause.
Notice also that we cannot attribute the ungrammaticality of
(26c) to the presence of the future tense in the embedded clause,
since (27) and (28) are grammatical.
(27) Mary doesn't believe [ that Ann will read any books tomorrow]
(28) Mary will not say/bel ieve [ that Ann will read any books this
fa 11]
Since in the grammatical examples the embedded verb and the
matrix verb match in their tense specifications -they are both
[+past] or [-past]-, one might wonder whether a morphological tense
matching requirement between the two verbs is necessary for NPL. The
grammaticality of (29) indicates that this is not the case.
(29) Mary doesn't think [ that Ann read any books last week]
To sum up, I have introduced some new asymmetries in long
distance cases of NPL in structures that are totally parallel at SS.
If what licenses the NPI in the grammatical cases is a [Neg]COMP, it
is unclear what prevents the same licensing mechanism in the
ungrammatical cases. Note also that these asymmetries are not only
problematic for an SS approach to NPL, but also for an LF approach,
unless it can be shown that there are structural differences between
the grammatical and ungrammatical examples at that level.
Next I will argue that although the examples are parallel at
SS, they present crucial structural differences at LF. It is
precisely their different LF representation that accounts for the
asymmetries in NPL.
2.3. LF Interactions: NPL and Tense Interpretation
There is a genera 1i zat ion tha t emerges f)-om the parad igm
above: all the ungrammatical cases are those where the NPI is
embedded in a clause with future-will and the matrix verb is in the
past. Why should this cumbination playa role in disallowing NPL? To
answer this, a brief summary of how tenses work is necessary.
2.3.1. On Tense
I. [ will assume, following Zagona (1990) and Stowell (1993),
that Tense is a predicate that takes two time-denoting phrases as
5

split

Some speakers find (26c) grammatical; for an account of this
grammaticality judgments, see Uribe-Etxebarria (1994).

i~
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its argument s, as repre sented in (30). The i nterna 1 argument
corresponds to the event-time; the external argument is a reference
time. Tense thus specifies whether the event time is before, after
or simultaneous with respect to a reference time (RT).
(30)

TP
/

\

Ti

T'
Tj
T-arg
(Reference
/ \
Time: RT) Tense
T-arg,
(VP/event)

External Temporal Argument (RT)
Internal Temporal Argument
[= VP/event]

The RT in matrix clauses corresponds to the utterance time
(UTT), or time of speaking. In embedded clauses the RT is determined
by structural conditions. Thus, as in Stowell (1993), I will assume
that it will be identified with the closest c-commanding event-time.
If, because of the structural position of the embedded clause at LF
there is no c-commanding event-time available, then the reference
time will be the UTT, as in matrix clauses.
II. I will also assume that tenses have to satisfy some
morphological licensing requirements. This can be roughly
illustrated with the use of will and would. Consider (31) and (32).

(31)

Peter said that Mary would come
( and, as a matter of fact, she already has)

(32)

Peter said that Mary will come
(* and, as a matter of fact, she already has)

In (32) Mary's coming is interpreted as future with respect to the

un time; that is why it disallows a continuation where it is

assumed that she has already done so, since it would not be future
with respect to the UTT. In (31), on the other hand, Mary's coming
is just interpreted as future with respect to Peter's saying it;
this is why it admits a continuation where Mary's coming is
posterior to Peter's saying it but previous to the un. This
interpretation derives from the morphological requirements of
will/would.
Simplifying things,
the
form will
signals
morphologically that the RT (the external argument) Tense is in
agreement with is not bound by (or identified with) a [+past] event
time. The form would, on the other hand, is an overt morphological
indication that the RT (T-arg, in (30» in an agreement relation with
Tense is cotemporal with a [+past] event-time. These differences are
roughly illustrated in (33) and (34), respectively.
(33)

WILL

(34)

WOULD

RT

[-Past]

event] [RT woll event

[RT

[+Past]

event] [RT woll event]

I_ _ t
I
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III. Finally, I will assume that the tense features of a
clause are like the Case features in an NP. If a clause appears at
LF in a position where its tense features cannot be licensed, the
derivation will crash.

2.3.2. C-Command Asymmetries at LF

With this much background, we are now in a position to
understand the asymmetries in NPL. Let us start with the grammatical
examples in (23). Recall that in order for the morphological tense
features of a would-clause to be satisfied, this clause has to
appear in a pOSition where its external RT (T-arg,) can be controlled
by a [+past] event-time; that is, it has to appear in a structure
like (34) at LF. At LF, then, the sentential subject in (23a)
reconstructs to its original position. This is represented in (35a)
by the location of the embedded clause in a line lower than the
matrix clause. Once it is in its base-generated position, the
embedded would-clause can license its tense features. The same
operation will take place in (23b), also motivated by the tense
licensing requirements on had,rparticiple.' This is represented in
(35b). Note that, in both (35a) and (35b), the NPJs are c-commanded
by the matrix Neg at LF. This explains why these elements are
licensed in these examples.
(35)

a.

was not mentioned

b.

was not mentioned

[that anyone would leave the company]
[that anybody had left the company ]

Let us now turn to the ungrammatical (23c). The licensing
requirements on will force the sentential subject to stay in its SS
position at LF, as represented in (35c) below. In that position
however the NPI within the sentential subject is not c-commanded by
Neg at LF, which accounts for the ungrammaticality of this example.
We can also account for why (23c) contrasts with (25): while
reconstruction is not possible in (23c), reconstruction of the
sentential subject to its base-generated pos;tion in (25) permits
both the tense requirements and the NPl requirements to be
fulfilled.'
(35c) * [that anybody will leave the company I
was not mentioned in the meeting
, I assume that the difference in 1icens ing requirements between
have+participle and had+participle is similar to that between will
and would.
, See Uribe-Etxebarria (1994)
marginality of (25).

for an explanation of the
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(36)

will not be mentioned
[that anybody will leave the company]

The rest of the asymmetries in NPL can also be accounted for
in the same terms. Consider (26a,b) first. Given that the embedded
clauses can license their tense features in their base-generated
position, they remain there at LF. This is roughly represented in
(37a,b). In that position, the NPI is c-commanded by Neg at LF.
(37)

a.

Mary didn't say
[that Ann would read any books tomorrow

b.

Mary didn't say
[that Ann had read any books tomorrow]

Consider now (26c). The sentential object is a will-clause.
Recall the licensing requirements of will, given in (33). If the
embedded CP remains in its base-generated position at LF, the tense
requirements of this clause wi 11 not be satisfied. The embedded
clause thus has to move at LF to a position where it can license its
tense features. But as the result of the LF movement of the embedded
CP, the NPI is not be c-commanded by Neg at LF.
(37) c. * Mary didn't say

[ that Ann will read any books]
t

Finally, (26c) differs from (27,28) in that in the latter the
tense requirements of the embedded clause can be satisfied in its
base·generated position; no movement of the sentential complement is
therefore necessary. The crucial difference is that, contrary to
(26c), Neg will be able to c-command the NPI at LF in (27) and (28),
as roughly illustrated in (38-39).
does~

(38)

Mary

(39)

Mary will not say/believe
[ that Ann will read any books this fall

believe
[ that Ann will read any books tomorrow

The conclusion that follows from here is that the c-command
relation between Neg and the NPI at SS plays no role in negative
polarity licensing. It is just their c-command relation at LF that
matters. Since in all the grammatical examples Neg c-commands the
NPI at LF, the question arises whether there is any need to appeal
to the so-called [Neg]complementizers in polarity licensing. In any
case, if [Neg]COMPs proved to be necessary, they have to be licensed
in turn at LF. This is so because it is only when the head of the
embedded CP is c-commanded by Neg that NPL takes place. These
results are consistent with recent developments of the theory of the
grammar, such as the Minimalist approach in Chomsky (1992), where it
is argued that conditions involving interpretation apply only at the
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Rime Embeddedness in an Unwritten Language
Grace E. Wiebe and Bruce L. Derwing
University of Alberta
I. Introduction

The phoneme and the syllable are two phonological units which have long
been regarded as readily accessible to the normal speaker-hearer, There is much
evidence in the literature that adult language users can easily recognize and
manipulate both these units, Previously researchers have investigated speakers'
abilities to segment speech into sublexical units and have mainly concentrated on
the phoneme or the syUable (Liberman et al, 1974; Fox & Routh, 1975; Hohn &
Ehri, 1983; Morris, 1983; Perin, 1983; Barton, 1985; Mann, 1986) More recently
research attention has turned to subsyllabic or intrasyllabic units, as some evidence
has emerged suggesting that speaker-hearers can also identify and manoeuver
intermediate units larger than the phoneme and smaller than the syllable (Treiman,
1984, 1985b, 1985c, 1986; Cutler et aL, 1987; Bryant et al" 1989; Dow &
Deming, 1989; Bruck & Treiman, 1990),
There has been some indication in the literature that illiterates can
manipulate syllabic size units, but have difficulty manipulating individual segments
(Morais et al, 1989), Read et al, (1986) tested adults who were literate in
Chinese characters only and others who were also literate in alphabetic spelling
(Hanyu pinyin), The tasks consisted of adding or deleting initial consonants using
real and nonsense words, There was a significant difference in ability to add or
delete initial consonants between the alphabetic and nonalphabetic groups. Read
et aL found that adults, who were literate in Chinese characters only, could not
perform phonemic segmentation tasks, whereas those who had learned pinyin as
welI as Chinese characters could perform these tasks, The authors' conclusion was
that it was not literacy in general that led to an ability to successfulIy manipulate
speech sounds, but specifically literacy in an alphabetic system,
Identifying individual units from a continuous stream of speech is fairly
difficult Phonetic analytic skills that have been studied include segmentation
tasks. which examine a subject's ability to divide words into constituent phonemes
(Ehri & Wilce, 1980; Treiman & Baron, 1981; Dow, 1981,1987); blending tasks,
in which subjects blend two words into one, thus tapping their knowledge of
subsyllabic units such as onset and rime or bodyl and coda (Treiman, 1986;
Derwing & Nearey, 199 I); deletion, addition and substitution tasks, which involve
manipulating phonemes, onsets, nuclei, codas, rimes, bodies and margins (Morais
et aI, 1979; Perin, 1983; Treiman, 1985a, Content et aL, 1986; Dow, 1987).
Some of the evidence for phonological units arises from investigations into
children's reading and spelling ability, Wagner & Torgesen (1987) survey current
literature in this area and conclude that not only does phonological awareness play
a causal role in the acquisition of reading, but that learning to read also plays a
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causal role in the development of phonological awareness. The circular argument
developed in Wagner & Torgesen's paper is partially resolved by Morais et al.
(1987a&b), who claim that while segmental analysis skills and the acquisition of
literacy in an alphabetic system influence each other, literacy causes phonological
awareness and not vice versa (see also Fox and Routh, 1984).
Other authors (such as Read et aI., 1986, discussed above) have also
suggested that knowledge of an alphabetic orthography affects phonological
knowledge. Using a Spoonerism task and a segment judgement task, Perin (1983)
found that poor spellers had more difficulty with a segmentation task than good
spellers, irrespective of their reading skills. From these results Perin concluded
that segmentation of words into phonemes may be achieved through knowledge of
and skill with orthography. Ehri and Wilce (1980) also found that the visual forms
of words influenced segmentation tasks. They concluded that "the acquisition of
spellings may alter knowledge about pronunciations" and that phonemic awareness
may be the result oflearning to read and spell.
These studies suggested that knowledge of spelling affects segmentation
skills in particular and phonemic awareness in general. The subjects chosen for the
present study did know how to read and write an alphabetic system, namely
English, so they should have been able to successfully segment words into
phonemes. However, the subjects were also illiterate in their mother tongue, that
is, they did not know any orthographic norms for their Low German dialect,
Plautdietsch (PD). The fact that these subjects knew an alphabetic writing system
meant that they could segment, but the fact that there was no written form of their
dialect meant that there was no orthography to bias their judgements in PD
Treiman (in press) hypothesized that there are correspondences between
print and speech not necessarily based on phoneme-grapheme correspondences.
She suggests that subsyllabic units are used in mapping speech to print by readers
and spellers alike. Groups of phonemes which form units such as onset and rime
may be associated with groups of graphemes. Treiman & Zukowski (1988) found
that people rely at least to some extent on subsyllabic units like rimes when
reading.
The work by Read (1986) on children's invented spelling describes how
children with a limited knowledge of spelling conventions but with some
knowledge of the alphabetic system (the idea of one letter for each sound) will
produce spellings which suggest nonstandard segmentations. Read describes a
series of experiments in which children were tested to see if they would omit
preconsonantal nasals in their spellings. It appears that, for various reasons,
children do not readily segment vowels plus following resonants into separate
segments but treat them as single units. Based on Read's results with children's
creative spellings, the prediction is made that adults unfamiliar with the spelling
conventions of PD might also exhibit a tendency to segment PD words into
sub syllabic rather than strictly phoneme-sized units.
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The task under investigation is a segmentation task based on Dow's (1981)
segment count experiment where, after a brief training session on segmentation,
subjects were asked to write down the number of "speech sounds" they heard in
each word. Although there were some exceptions, overall she found a high
correlation between the predicted phoneme count and the actual segment counts.
One group of exceptions included words containing the lawrl rime. Here she
found orthographic interference in that subjects counted more segments in words
like cower, bower and glower, than in words like sour, dour, and scour. The
<-ower> spelling gives the perception of another syllable and hence an inflated
count, whereas the <-our> spelling does not. Orthographic interference such as
this is less likely in the segmentation task using PD speakers, as they have had little
or no practice in reading or writing their dialect.
Dow (1987) conducted another segment-counting experiment which
included not only a phoneme counting task, but also syllable and subsyllabic unit
counting tasks. She found significantly better performance on the syllable count
task than on any of the other tasks. Surprising was the very low performance on
the phoneme counting task (22% correct overall). Even more surprising was the
poor performance on the phoneme count task by high school students (51 %
correct) who should be performing at the level of literate adults, leading Dow to
doubt the universality of the phoneme as a natural unit
There were some problems with Dow's 1981 and 1987 experiments,
however. As Dow and Derwing (1989) point out, in this type of task there is
difficulty in knowing exactly what units subjects are counting In the first
experiment Dow had subjects write down the number of "speech sounds" in each
word. In the second experiment, children put out a plastic counter for each unit
and high school students gave a number response While this method gives an
overall count of "speech sounds", there was no way of verifYing precisely which
sounds were receiving counts or even where the precise segmentation points
occurred.
In the current experiment an attempt was made to assess the exact units
that were being counted. Subjects were asked to sound out the segments, and
these attempts were recorded for later evaluation While the subjects were
vocalizing the individual speech sounds, they were also encouraged to keep track
of the number by counting on their fingers. During the experiment, the
investigator also kept a record of the individual segments and later compared these
with the tape-recordings. In this way there would be no doubt as to how the
subject had segmented words longer that three phonemes. The segmentation
points were also clearer; for example, if a subject gave a count of 4 for a word like
Iplrompsl, it was possible to tell from the recordings whether the segmentation was
Ipl-rom-p-sl, Ip-lro-m-psl or Ip-l-rom-psl.
In a phoneme shift task, where subjects are asked to shift a specified group
of sounds in one word onto another when presented with visual and aural stimuli,
Fowler et aL (1993) noticed that subjects' responses were affected by the structure

of the word being presented to them. They found for example that responses were
dependent upon whether the stimuli were mono-, di- or trisyllabic. They also
found edge effects, particularly in words with initial clusters beginning with Is!. Of
interest will be whether or not this phenomenon is task specific or restricted to
English speaking subjects.
Finally, this study's focus is on whether it is possible for speakers of an
unwritten dialect to successfully segment words into phonemes and, if so, whether
their segmentations conform to any standard theoretical treatment. Following from
this, the question remains that if speakers of an unwritten dialect do not readily
segment words into phonemes, what kinds of units they do use, and whether these
units areconsistent 'With a hierarchical model of syllable structure?

2. Method
A group of bilinguals. who spoke English and a Low German dialect,
which they call Plautdietsch 2 (PD), were chosen for this experiment. Twenty-five
adult subjects, 12 male and 13 female, took part in the experiment.
A word list of 62 mono- and disyllabic PD words consisting of a variety of
initial and final consonant clusters and ranging in length from 3 to 6 phonemes was
prepared with the aid of tWO native speakers. The list was randomized and two
presentation orders, one the reverse of the other, were prepared and recorded by a
female PD speaker.
Subjects were trained to count "speech sounds" on a set of 7 mono- and
disyllabic English words and then tested individually. For each word a segment
count was predicted, based on the number of phonemes in a standard traditional
analysis (see Wiebe, 1983). On the basis of the taped responses (recorded during
the segment count task), each subject's total segment count for each word was
noted. No differences were found as a function of presentation order, so the
results were pooled for all subsequent analyses.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Consonant Clusters
Final consonant clusters containing resonants (rC, LC, NC) were
examined, as well as final obstruent clusters of fricative plus stop (FS) and stop
plus fricative (SF) For reasons to be discussed, the sequence Its! is treated
separately.
As can be seen 111 Table I, final obstruent clusters are more likely to be
treated as a single units than are final clusters containing resonants. Whereas a
final consonant in SF and FS clusters was separated from the preceding consonant
about 68% of the time (and Its! only 41 %), final consonants were almost always
(97%) separated from postvocalic resonants.
In other words, postvocalic
resonants were not "C-sticky" (Derwing et aI, 1987, 1991), ie, they do not
adhere to the final consonant as a single unit Furthermore, obstruent clusters
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were more cohesive than those clusters with postvocalic resonants. Word-final Its!
was more often treated as a unit than the other final obstruent clusters
Table] Final Consonant Clusters

I

TYPE OF
CC#
rC# (5)
LC# (4)
NC# (3)
FS# (5)
SF# (3)
(7)
ts#

EXAMPLE
h::m:
bit
kYmt
nu.\st
lrots
bhts

SEPARATION OF
C\C#
99%
±3
100%
±O
93%
±2
74%
±15
61%
±13
41%
±I3

3.1.1. Word-Final Syllabic Consonants
The stimuli included 8 items ending in a syllabic consonant 4 ended in
syllabic 1\1 and 4 in syllabic 1n/3A
Table 2. Syllabic Consonants

I

TYPE OF
CC#
CL# (4)

EXAJ-.fPLE
bits II

SEPARATION OF
C\C#
82% ±9

CN# (4)

drcesI;!

80"/0 ±9

The results (as shown in Table 2) of the segmentation task suggest that for
some subjects, syllabic consonants only rarely act as separate units. This is a
surprising result, since word-final resonants are syllabic, and it could lend credence
to Berg's (1989) notion of the "superrime",

3.1.2. Palatal Consonants
Some of the palatal consonants in POS were virtually inseparable in initial
and final positions but had a tendency to separate word medially, as can be seen in
Table3,
A difference was also noted in the relative cohesion of medial stops and
nasals. In Table 3, the numbers suggest that Inyl is much more likely to be
separated by speakers of PD than medial stops. However, there were only two
words containing InYI and in both of these the palatal nasal occurred
intervocalically (V_V). In each case the tendency was for the palatal element to
to be separated from the nasa] and adhere to the following voweL There was only

one stimulus item containing the voiceless palatal stop, !kY/, in medial position and
this was in the environment C_V. Perhaps, intervocalically, lkY/, would also be
less cohesive, but due to lack of data it is hard to tell. At any rate, the internal
cohesion of [+stop, +palatalj consonants in PD, depends on the environment.
Table 3. Palatal Consonants
WORD
. POSITION
Initial (13)
Final (3)
Medial Stop (1)
Medial Nasal (2)

EXAMPLE
kYast
tsve.\ky

jmnyky.,
hEn Y.\

SEPARATION
ofC/y
1%
±3
0%

±o

24%
62%

±8

3.2. Diphthongs
The stimuli contained three types of PD diphthongs (see Table 4 below)
long diphthongs, lau/ and lail (VV); short outgliding diphthongs, !.\JJ and /,\ffil
(., V); and ingliding diphthongs, !i.v, le\/, lu.v, /o.V (V\),
Table 4. Diphthongs

I
I

I

TYPE
VV (5)
\V (8)
V\ (8)

EXA..\-1PLE
frauts
f.\lt
VU.\t

SEPARATION
3% ±4
1% _I
33% ±27

The ingliding diphthongs (V.\), which were separated 33% of the time,
seem to form a less cohesive unit than the other diphthongs (only about
2% separation). This suggests that the outgliding diphthongs, both long (VV) and
short (,V), are generally inseparable units, while the ingliding diphthongs (V,) are
sometimes treated as units and sometimes treated as a sequence of two vowels. 6
In Table 5, it can be seen that the type of syllable, closed (CV.,C# or
CVACC#) or open (CV\#), as well as the number of consonants following
ingliding diphthongs, can have an effect on the cohesiveness of V,. In other
words, the greater the number of consonants following VA, the more cohesive the
ingliding diphthongs become. Various explanations offer themselves. The second
part of the ingliding diphthong, the central vowel!.,/, may be more noticeable to
the subject in word-final position and due to this increased saliency is easier to
separate
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Table 5 Effects of Final Consonant Clusters on Ingliding Diphthongs
TYPE
CV\CC# (4)
CV\C#
(3)
CVA#
(1)

SEPARATION
16%
±9
45%
±8
84%

The number of phonemes in a stimulus item could also be affecting the
subject's segmentation ability
Whatever the reason, the embedding of the
diphthong in a complex syllable structure affects the diphthong's cohesiveness. 7
3.3. Vowels Plus Resonants
In this section postvocalic resonants will be examined and the effects of
syllable structure complexity will also be discussed
Table 6. Postvocalic Resonants

I

TYPE
Vr (9)

I VL (9)
I VN (10)

EXb,.,\1PLE
darp
bit
pront

I

VO\\'EL
RESONANT
SEPARATION
42% ± 12
61% ±20
64% ±16

Post vocalic resonants, which as we saw above (Table 1) almost never stick
to a following consonant, have a strong tendency to stick to the vowel. Whereas
postvocalic liquids and nasals were moderately V -sticky (see Table 6), postvocalic
/rl was joined to the vowel more often than it was separated,
Again, the structure of the syllable in which the postvocalic resonant is
embedded has an effect on its V-stickiness, as indicated in Table 7, When
postvocalic Irl is followed by two consonants it is very V-sticky, less so iffollowed
by one consonant but still more V-sticky than not, and even less so when in final
posltlon. Postvocalic nasals and liquids, exhibit the same trend, but they are
always less than 50% V -sticky, It appears that the more embedded a resonant is,
the greater tendency that resonant has to form a unit with the voweL
It was noted earlier that ingliding diphthongs also exhibit this tendency to
be more cohesive the more embedded they are in a complex syllable, In this case,
ingliding diphthongs (V A) seem to behave more like vowels plus resonants than
like the other two types of diphthongs (both outgliding). Interestingly, V A and Vr
have similar stickiness values (67% and 62% respectively). It seems that VV and
AV (outgliding diphthongs) form one type of nucleus, VA and Vr a second type,
and VL and VN a third type. Of the three types, the first (VV and AV) forms the
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most cohesive unit (98% cohesiveness) while the third type (VL and VN) was
most often separated (27% cohesiveness). The second type (V\ and Vr) was
separated approximately one-third of the time and treated as a unit two-thirds of
the time.
Table 7. Effects of Final Consonant ChAsters on Postvocalic Resonants' Vowel
Stickiness.

TYPE

I vrCc#

(I)

vrC#
vr#
VNCC#

(5)
(I)

VNC#
VN#
VLCC#

(5)
(I)
(4)

VLC#8

(5)

i

(1)

EXAMPLE
kYarst
kY:Jrs
gYn:Jr
heT]kst
gbmz
gYr.\!n
r£lps
tvalv

VOWEL
RESONANT
SEPARATION
22%
44%
±6
72%
58%
72%
80%
58%

±25

61%

±17

±10

Thus, there is a gradation to the bonding of vowel-resonant clusters and
vowel-vowel clusters (diphthongs) in PD. Derwing et aL (l987b) also noted a
similar "gradualness" in the results of their experiment on the structure of the
vowel nucleus. This led them to suggest a "scalar bonding model" for the English
syllable rather than a hierarchical model. Given the results here, this type of model
also seems more suitable for PD.
4. Conclusions
It was found that most speakers of PD could segment words into
phonemes. Even though the segmentation was usually at the phoneme level, there
were some notable exceptions. The long and short outgliding diphthongs (W,
AV) showed a strong tendency to be treated as single units (98%), but the ingliding
diphthongs (VA) were separated in 33% of the cases. Vowels followed by [r,l,n,m]
were not separated but were treated as single units 44% of the time. The tendency
of postvocalic resonants to stick to the vowel was affected by syllable structure:
the further the resonant was embedded in the syllable, the more likely it was to be
treated as part of the voweL In this respect, the second element of the ingliding
diphthongs was more like a postvocalic resonant (particularly postvocalic Irf).
When followed by two consonants, postvocalic Ir/ was 78% V-sticky and VA was
84% cohesive (see Tables 5 and 7).
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Some consonant clusters were more apt to be cohesive than others.
Resonants, which in traditional analyses of the syllable are thought to form part of
the onset or coda, were hardly ever treated as part of the coda consonant cluster
by PD speakers. Obstruent clusters on the whole generally demonstrated more
cohesiveness than clusters containing resonants
The greatest amount of
cohesiveness in the fricative-stop clusters was attributable to the affricate Its/,
which was generally treated as a unit (59% cohesiveness)

5. General Discussion
The segment count experiment tested the ability ofPD speakers to segment
PD words into phonemes. It was suggested that if the ability to segment into
phonemes is dependent on literacy in an alphabetic system (Read et a1., 1986;
Morais et ai, J979), then PD speakers, who are literate in English, should be able
to segment words into phoneme-sized units, even though they are illiterate in their
mother tongue. Further, it was reasoned, since PD has no orthographic system of
its own, the orthographic interference observed in previous experiments with
literate speakers (Jaeger, 1980; Derwing & Nearey, 1981; Dow, 1981; Derwing et
ai, 1987a) would be less likely for PD speakers, especially in a task conducted
orally The experiment was designed to overcome previous difficulties with
segment count tasks in verifying which units subjects were actually counting,
except by inference from previously exhibited patterns (Dow, 1981, 1987). For
this reason the entire experiment was tape-recorded.
Subjects, who were trained to segment English words into segmental
phonemes, displayed no difficulty with the training items. Nevertheless, the units
into which subjects segmented PD words did not always correspond to phonemes,
but were sometimes subsyllabic units larger than the phoneme. Some general
segmentation patterns emerged which suggested that the environment of the unit
as well as the composition and complexity of the syllable affected subjects'
segmentation abilities. Syllable-structure effects were also noted by Fowler et a1.
(1993) in their phoneme shift experiments with English stimuli.
Postvocalic resonants displayed a tendency to be more V-sticky (55%) than
C-stid.-y (3%) and even though postvocalic resonants were more often treated as
separate units, the likelihood of their forming part of the nucleus was much greater
than their forming part of the coda. It was noted that embedding postvocalic
resonants in C-c1usters affects their V-stickiness, that is, it increases the likelihood
that the resonant will form part of the nucleus. Word-final postvocalic resonants
formed a unit with the vowel less often (24%) than when they were followed by a
single consonant (41 %) or a consonant cluster (48%). Thus, it appears that the
more embedded a resonant is, the greater tendency it has to form a unit with the
voweL
Diphthongs have been traditionally treated as sequences of two vowels in
PD, but the experimental results challenge this analysis for one sub-type. Long
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diphthongs (VV) and short outgliding diphthongs (.\ V) fonned very cohesive units
(97% and 99% respectively). Ingliding diphthongs (VA) displayed far less
cohesiveness (67%) than either of the other two types of diphthongs. Further,
word-final v.\ was less cohesive (16%) than when it was followed by a single
consonant (45%) or a consonant cluster (84%). It seems that whether or not VA
was treated as a sequence of two vowels or as a single unit depended on the extent
of its embeddedness within the syllable In this regard VA behaves more like a
vowel plus resonant sequence than like the other diphthongs, and it displays similar
cohesiveness to vowels plus resonants overall (V.\, 67% cohesiveness and VR,
(55%). These results also call for are-interpretation of the nucleus as a vowel plus
resonant, rather than just a single vowel or diphthong, as in the traditional analysis
of PO.
It is thus proposed that PO has three types of nuclei. The diphthongs VV
and .\V fonn one type of nucleus (98% cohesiveness), vowels plus 1.\1 and Irl the
second type (55%) and vowels followed by laterals and nasals the third (37%).
The gradualness of these results is similar to that observed by Oerwing et al.
(l987a) for English.
In this segment count task the cohesiveness of final consonant clusters was
also under investigation (overall about 41% cohesiveness). The affricate Its!,
which demonstrated a remarkably different cohesiveness pattern to the other stop
fricative clusters, was much more cohesive finally (59%) than the other obstruent
clusters. The palatal consonants were virtually inseparable initially and finally
(99% cohesion), which suggest that they are also single units. However, medial
/kyl and Inyl were separated 24% and 62% of the time, respectively. Again, the
position of the phonological unit affects its cohesiveness.
It appears that PO speakers, unlike speakers who are not literate in an
alphabetic system (see Read et al. 1986, Derwing, et al. I 987a), can segment
words into units smaller than the syllable. This is not unexpected, as PO speakers
are literate in an alphabetic system. However, the PD subjects tested did not
always segment words into individual phonemes, even though it was previously
thought that phonemes were readily accessible to adults literate in an alphabetic
system. Although there was evidence of segmentations into subsyllabic units
which corresponded to onset, nucleus and coda, it appears the constituency of
these units fluctuates depending on their composition and their environment. This
raises doubts about both the primacy of the phoneme even for adult speakers
literate in an alphabetic system, as well as about the widely accepted hierarchical
model of the syllable which presupposes rigid boundaries between subsyUabic
units. A more acceptable model for PD syllables would be a scalar bonding model
(Derwing et al, 1987a), which allows for fluctuations between units and does not
dictate that any division of the syllable must necessarily culminate in individual
phonemes Much depends on the complexity of the syllable.
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Endnotes

* The research was supported by a Social Sciences and Humanities Research
Council of Canada Fellowhip and by an Alberta Heritage Ralph Steinhauer
Dissertation Fellowship awarded to the first author.
I The terms body and head are used to designate a CV unit. See Wiebe 1992
for a thorough discussion of these units.
2 Pronounced !plautditsl.
3 In his list of final consonant clusters, Goerzen (1972) includes !CN! and !CLI.
However, he stipulates that the final resonants In,m,V are syllabic in these
"clusters"
4 There are no word-final syllabic Iris in PD; where cognates in other Germanic
languages would have syllabic Irl, as in English 'farmer', PD has I:J as in /f:>rmv'.
5 The palatal consonants in question are !kY!, IgY/, InY! and /Iyl.
6 Perhaps this could be influenced by English spelling. There are some in-glides,
such as the vowel of bil, which is often [I] plus schwa, which are nevertheless
always spelled with just one letter.
7 See also the discussions below about the increasing cohesiveness of resonants
in "embedded" positions.
8 It is possible to have n; in final position in PD, but the stimuli did not include a
monosyllabic word of this type.
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THE PREVERBAL AND POSTVERBAL NP OBJECTS
IN THE CHINESE BA-CONSTRUCTION I
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The SA-construction is a widely-discussed topic in
Chinese grammar and has drawn a great deal of attention
in recent Chinese linguistic studies. The fact that the
SA-construction has been so interesting to many Chinese
linguists is partly due to its structural difference from
the canonical svo word order in Chinese, and partly due
to certain syntactic and semantic constraints imposed on
its verb and other components.
In recent generative
linguistic studies, there are several notable analyses of
the sA-construction, as proposed by Cheng (1986), Goodall
(1990), Huang (1988), Li (1990), Sijbesma (1992) and zou
(1993) respectively.
The aim of this paper is to discuss the relations
between the preverbal NP and postverbal NP objects in the
sA-construction, to present some data that fail to be
subsumed by Zou's (1993) analysis of the SA-construction,
and to propose a different analysis of these data.
I
will show how the proposed analysis incorporates the
thematic, aspectual and transitivity relations between
the verb, preverbal NP object, postverbal NP object and
subject of the SA-constructions, and how it captures the
morpho-syntactic relation between the verb and functional
categories in the SA-constructions. I will also provide
both empirical motivation and theoretical arguments for
the proposed analysis.
1. ZOU'S (1993) ANALYSIS OF THE BA-CONSTRUCTION

Zou (1993) postulates the following analysis of the
Chinese Objective SA-construction:

, I am indebted to Joseph Aoun, Lisa Cheng, Hajime Hoji, James
Huang, Audrey Li, Barry Schein, Dingxu Shi, Zheng-Fang Sun, Mario
Saltarelli, Guo-Ming Song, Jean-Roger Vergnaud, and Maria-Luisa
Zubizarreta for their helpful advice and valuable comments.
I am
also grateful to Thomas Giannotti, Jackson Henry, Burckhard Mohr,
Vanessa Wenzell, and Agnes Yamada for their strong encouragement and
support. Any errors are exclusively my own. This piece of research
was funded partly by the Humanities Graduate Fellowship from the
University of Southern California, and partly by the RSCAAP mini
grant from California State University, Dominguez Hills.
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(1) a. SA is the head of a functional category and
selects an aspect phrase as its complement.
b. The aspect phrase is also a functional category
and its head selects a VP as its complement.
c. The preverbal and postverbal NPs form a single
noun phrase at D-structurei and both the pre
verbal noun phrase and the noun phrase formed by
the preverbal NP and postverbal NP are based
generated as complements of V.
This analysis is structurally represented below: 2
(2) a.

1P

b.

1P

Spec "'-I'
Spec ' I '
1./ 'BAP
I .... 'BAP
Spec.... 'BA'
speC 'BA'
BA/'" 'ASPP
aA' 'ASPP
Spe6' 'ASP'
Spec: 'ASP'
ASp.... "'-VP
ASp.............VP
V""''' NP
vlf:{NP HP[N' N]]l
[1tP [Ie' It NP] ]

(2a) represents the SA-construction containing preverbal
NP object but no postverbal NP object, and (2b) represents
the SA-construction containing both preverbal NP and
postverbal NP objects.
Under this analysis, the SA-construction with the
structure of (2a) is simply derived by verb-raising and
NP-movement, as shown by (3):
(3) a. wo ba na
I

ge juzi

bo-Ie.

BA that CL orange peel-ASP

'I peeled that orange.'
b.

lzp

[ASP

WO

[RAP

[SA

I

ba]

[ASPP

BA

bor le ] [yp lv tj]

peel-ASP

na

ge

that CL

juzi i
orange

[NP t i l ] ] ] ]

The same analysis also derives the SA-construction
with the structure of (2b) by means of verb-raising and
NP-movement, in which there is an INHERENT possessive
relation or partitive relation between the preverbal NP

2 The following special abbreviations are used in this paper:
ASP(P)
RAP
CL/Ie
CRS

--->
--->
--->
--->

aspect marker (phrase)
SA-phrase
classifier, i.e. measure word
currently relevant state marker
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and postverbal NP objects, as shown by (4) and (5):3

(4) a. wo ba na
ge juzi
be-1e
Ri.
I BA that CL orange peel-ASP skin
'I peeled the skin of the orange.'
(na ge j uzi is POSSESSOR and pi is POSSESSEE)
b. [IP WO [BAP [SA bal [ASPP na
ge juzii
I
BA
that CL orange
[up bo j - 1e l [vp [v tj I [MPl [MP2 til [N pil I I 11 I
peel-ASP
skin
(5)

a. wo ba yifu
reng-1e
yi jian.
I BA clothes throw-ASP one CL
'I threw away a piece of the clothes.'
(yifu is ~ and yi jian is ~)
b. lIP WO [BAP [SA bal lASPP yifu,i [ASP rengj-le)
I
BA
clotnes
throW-ASP
[vp tj [ltP [It yi jian] [MP ti ] 1 I] I]
one CL

2. THE PREVERBAL AND POSTVERBAL NP OBJECTS

Though Zou's (1993) analysis correctly captures the
possessive and partitive relations between the
preverbal and postverbal NP objects as the spec-head and
head-complement relations, as in (4) and (5), it fails to
account for other relations between the two NP objects,
as exemplified below (cf. Shi 1993):
INImRENT

(6) ta
he
'He
(na

ba na
ben shu gei-le
pengyou.
BA that CL book give-ASP friend
gave his friend that book.'
ben sbu is POSSESSEE and pengyou is

POSSESSOR)

(7) Lisi ba zbuozi da-le
yi ceng lao
Lisi BA table apply-ASP one CL wax
'Lisi painted the table with a layer of wax.'
(zbuozi is PATIENT and yi ceng 1a is INSTRUMENT)
(8) wo ba yifu
bao-le
yi ge xiaobao.
I BA clothes pack-ASP one CL bundle
'I packed the clothes into a bundle.'
(yifu is PATIENT and yi ge xiaobao is RESULT)
:3 The INImRENT possessive or partitive relation between the
preverbal NP and postverbal NP objects means that the two NPs are
related to each other before the verbal action takes place. Thus,
in (4) the skin of the orange is always part of the orange no matter
whether one peels it or not; and in (S) a piece of the clothes is
always part of the clothes no matter whether one throws it away or
not (cf. Cheung 1973:379).
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(9)

Lisi ba xinfepg tie-le
yi Ibang youpiao.
Lisi BA envelope paste-ASP one CL
stamp
'Lisi pasted a stamp on the envelope.'
(xinfeng is LOCATION and yi Ibang youpiao is PATIENT)

In other words, Zou's analysis does not apply to the NON
INHERENT relations between the preverbal and postverbal NP
objects in (6) through (9), as it is totally inadequate
to treat these two NP objects as two constituents of the
single noun phrase at D-structure. 4
There are two additional pieces of evidence that
argues for treating the preverbal NP and postverbal NP
objects in (4) and (5) as members of the single noun
phrase at D-structure, but argues against the same
treatment of the preverbal and postverbal NP objects in
(6) through (9). First, the two NP objects in (4) and
(5) can be moved together to the preverbal position, but
this option is not available to the two NP objects in (6)
through (9):
(10) a. wo ba na
ge juzi-de pi
bo-le.
I BA that CL orange's skin peel-ASP
'I peeled the skin of that orange.'
b. wo ba yi jian yifu
reng-le.
I BA one CL
clothes throw-ASP
'I threw away a piece of the clothes.'
(11) a.*ta ba pen9you-de na
bep sbu gei-le.
he BA friend's
that CL book give-ASP
b.*Lisi ba Ibuozi-de yi cepg la da-le.
Lisi BA table's
one CL wax apply-ASP
c.*wo ba yifu-de yi ge xiaobao bao-le.
I BA clothes' one CL bundle pack-ASP
d.*Lisi ba xipfepg-de yi Ihapg youpiao tie-leo
Lisi BA envelope's one CL
stamp paste-ASP
Given the fact that only the constituents of the same
phrase can undergo movement together (Radford 1988), the
well-formedness of (lOab) argues for treating the two NP
objects in (4) and (5) as members of the same noun phrase
at D-structure, while the ill-formedness of (llabcd)
argues for treating the two NP objects in (6) through (9)
as two separate noun phrases at D-structure.
4 The reason is simply that the preverbal NP and postverbal NP
objects in (6) through (9) are not related to each other until the
verbal action takes place (Cheung 1973)1 in (6) peDgyOU was not the
possessor of aa beD shu until it was given to him/her; in (7) there
was no yi ceDg 1a on shuosi until it was applied; in (8) yifu is not
in the shape of yi ge siaobao until it was packed; and in (9) there
was no yi shaDg youpiao on siafeDg until it was pasted there.

Second, if the postverbal NP object is definite in
(4) and (5), the specificity effect will be displayed.
However, such an effect will not show up in (6) through
(9) when their postverbal NP object is definite:
(12) a.*wo ba na
ge juzi
be-1e
zhe ceng pi.
I BA that CL orange peel-ASP this CL skin
b.*wo ba yifu
reng-1e
Lisi-de ii jian.
I BA clothes throw-ASP Lisi's one CL
(13) a. ta ba na
ben shu gei-1e
wo-de pengyou.
he BA that CL book give-ASP my
friend
'He gave my friend that book.'
b. Lisi ba zhuozi da-1e
zhe ceng 1a.
Lisi BA table apply-ASP this CL wax
'Lisi painted the table with this layer of wax. '
c. wo ba y!fy
bao-1e
zhe ge xiaobao.
I BA clothes pack-ASP this CL bundle
'I packed the clothes into this bundle.'
d. Lisi ba xinfeng tie-1e
na
zhang youpiao.
Lisi BA envelope paste-ASP that CL
stamp
'Lisi pasted that stamp on the envelope.'
According to the Specificity Condition that specificity
effects are derived by the extraction out of definite
noun phrases (Fiengo and Higginbotham 1981), the ill
formedness of (12ab) strongly argues for the treatment of
the preverbal and postverbal NP objects in (4) and (5) as
members of the single noun phrase at D-structure, and the
absence of specificity effects in (13abcd) supports the
treatment of the two NP objects in (6) through (9) as two
separate noun phrases at D-structure. S
In conclusion, ZoU's analysis of the preverbal and
postverbal NP objects in the BA-construction only applies
when there exists an inherent relation between the two NP
objects, but it cannot be extended to account for the
non-inherent relation between the two NP objects. Thus,
a different analysis of the non-inherent relation is in
order.
In what follows, I will examine the situation
types of verbs being used in the BA-construction and
5 The contrast between the two NP objects in (4) and (5) and
the ones in (6) through (9) is parallel to the presence and absence
of specificity effects in the English sentence, as shown below:
i) ·Who, did you buy this/John's picture of tj?
Who i did you buy • picture of tj?

ii)

In (i) who is moved out of a definite noun phrase, resulting in the
specificity effect, while in (ii) who is moved out of an indefinite
noun phrase, yielding no specificity effect.
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explore the relationship between these situation types
and the transitivity alternations allowed in the BA
construction. Based on the results of these examination
and exploration, I will propose an analysis of the non
inherent relation between the preverbal NP and postverbal
NP objects in the BA-construction.
3. SITUATION TYPES AND TRANSITIVITY ALTERNATIONS IN
&A-CONSTRUCTION

~

It is well-known that the situational aspect is
usually classified into four types: STATES, ACTIVITIES,
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
and ACHIEVEMENTS, and that the verbal
constellations of these four types are termed as STATIVE
VERBS, ACTIVITY VERBS, ACCOMPLISHMENT VERBS and ACHIEVEMENT VERBS
(cf. Dowty 1979, Smith 1991). According to Liu (1992),
the BA-construction can only be used in a situation with
a natural final point indicating a change of state or
completion of process. Of the four situation types of
verbs, stative verbs only describe stable situations and
do not indicate any change of state or completion of
process.
Thus, they are not able to oCcur in the BA
construction, as shown below:
( 14) a. *wo ba sbu
BA
b. *ta ba
he BA
c.*wo ba
BA
I
I

yongyou-le.
book own-ASP
baba
~-le.
lather resemble-ASP
zbe ge wanju xibuap-le.
this CL toy
like-ASP

Besides stative verbs, activity verbs are not compatible
with the BA-construction either, due to the fact that
activity verbs only depict atelic events which do not
have natural final points.
In other words, activities
only terminate or stop arbitrarily, but do not linish
naturally (cf. Smith 1991, Liu 1992):
(15) a.*ta ba na
liang che tui-le.
he BA that CL
cart push-ASP
b.*Lisi ba fayu
xue-le.
Lisi BA French study-ASP
c.*wo ba lu
lou-le.
I BA road walk-ASP

In contrast with stative verbs and activity verbs,
accomplishment verbs and achievement verbs both describe
telic events which have natural final points indicating
a change of state or a completion of process (Tai 1984).
Thus, accomplishment and achievement verbs should be able
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to occur in the BA-construction. 6
This prediction is
borne out by the well-formedness of (3) through (9),
where the verbs are either accomplishment verbs or
achievement verbs.
In her study of the transitivity alternation in
Chinese, Cheng (1989) observes that of the four situation
types of verbs, only accomplishment and achievement verbs
allow the transitivity alternation to become intransitive
verbs.
Thus, the logical object of accomplishment and
achievement verbs can appear preverbally as a subject.
But this option is not available to the logical object of
stative or activity verbs, as shown by the following
contrast:
(16) Stative Verbs:
a.*shu yongyou-le.
book own-CRS
b.*baba
xiang-le.
father resemble-CRS
c.*zhe ge wanju xihuan-le.
this CL toy
like-CRS

6 However, Liu (1992) argues that only accompliShment verbs,
not achievement verbs, can occur in the SA-construction, due to
their difference that the former focuses on both the process and the
final point of an event, while the latter only focuses on the final
point of an event. This, in fact, is not true, as many achievement
verbs do occur in the SA-construction, as exemplified below:

i) Lisi ba .ubiao dazhong-le.
Lisi BA target hit-ASP
'Lisi hit the target,'

ii) Zhangsan ba na

zhang baozhi

~-le

Zhangsan BA that CL
newspaper tear-ASP
'Zhangsan tore that newspaper,'

iii) ta ba .an

ti-le

yi

ga dong.

he BA door kick-ASP one CL hole
'he made a hole in the door by kicking.'
That some achievement verbs may not occur in the SA-construction is
attributable to a semantic requirement imposed on the verb and its
object in the SA-construction: the object has to be "affected" by
the verbal action (cf. Smith 1991).
This semantic requirement
explains the well-formedness of (i), Iii) and (iii) above and the
ill-formedness of (iv), (V) and (vi) below:
iv) *ta ba na
ke shu kaniian-le.
he BA that CL tree see-ASP

v) • ..o ba qiang-sheng tingjian-le.

I BA gun-shots
hear-ASP
vi)*t. .en ba shanding dadao-le.
they BA summit
reach-ASP
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(17) Activity Verbs:
a.*na
liang che tui-le.
that CL
cart push-ASP
b.*fayu
xue-le.
French study-ASP

c.*lu
zou-le.
road walk-ASP
(18) Accomplishment Verbs:

a. na

ge juzi

bo-le.

that CL orange peel-ASP

'That orange was peeled.'
b. zhe tiao maoj!n xi-Ie.
this
C.

CL

towel

wash-ASP

'This towel was washed.'
na
ge pinguo chi-Ie.
that CL apple

eat-ASP

'That apple was eaten.'
(19) Achievement Verbs:

a. ta-de qianbao zhaodao-le.
his

wallet

find-ASP

'His wallet was found.'
b. na
ge mubiao dazhong-le.
that CL target hit-ASP
C.

'That target was hit.'
na
zhang baozhi
ai-Ie
that CL
newspaper tear-ASP
'That newspaper was torn.'

In fact, this type of transitivity alternations is also
available to the accomplishment and achievement verbs
which take two objects: one object appears preverbally as
subject and the other object remains postverbally. These
two objects are on a par with the preverbal NP and post
verbal NP objects in the BA-construction which are not
members of a single noun phrase at D-structure and are
not related to each other inherently, as shown below:

(20) a. pa

ben sbu

that CL

gei-le

wo=d. p.pqyou.

book give-ASP my

friend

'That book was given to my friend.'
b. Da
zhang zbuoz! da-le
Ii ceng lao
that

CL

table

apply-ASP one CL

wax

'The table was painted with a layer of wax.'
c. na
xie lifu
bao-le
Ii ge xiaobao.
that CL

clothes pack-ASP one CL bundle

'The clothes were packed into a bundle.'
d. pa
ge xinfepg tie-Ie
Ii zhaDg loupiao.
that CL envelope paste-ASP one CL
stamp
'A stamp was pasted onto the envelope.'
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The fact that the verbs showing transitivity alternations
in (20abcd) are identical to the verbs taking the pre
verbal and postverbal NP objects in the BA-constructions
of (6) through (9) naturally suggests that the preverbal
NP object in (6) through (9) can be treated as "subject",
and their postverbal NP object still needs to be treated
as object. Thus, the results of examining the situation
types of verbs and their relationship to the transitivity
alternation point out a right track on which we can build
an analysis of the non-inherent relation between the pre
verbal and postverbal NP objects in the BA-construction.
This analysis is presented in the following section.
4. D

DALYSIS OF THE 1I01l-IHHERENT RELA1'IOII BEi'WEEIi 1'HE
PREVERBAL DD POS1'VERBAL liP OBJEC1'S

Given the fact that the preverbal NP and the post
verbal NP objects in the BA-constructions of (6) through
(9) can act as subject and object in the non-BA sentences
of (20abcd), a natural analysis of their non-inherent
relation is to take the preverbal NP as "inner subject"
of VP and to treat the postverbal NP as complement of v,
assuming the VP-shell hypothesis (Larson 1988) and the
VP-internal subject hypothesis (Kuroda 1988).
This
analysis of (6) through (9) is represented below:
(21)

BAP
spec""" .......... BA'
BA-- -ASPP
Spec- -""""'ASP'
ASP- --VP l
Spec""" ..........V'l
I
V1 ~ .....VP
I
.... 2
NP 1
Spec
-V'2
i
V2'
--NP 3
NP 2

(21) is intuitively understood as follows: i) V2 takes
NP 3 as its complement, forming a small predicate V'2; ii)
V'2 is predicated of the "inner subject" NP 2 , forming
VP 2 i and iii) VP 2 is, in turn, predicated of the "outer
subject" NP I to yield a full sentence.
Under this analysis, the BA-constructions in (6)
through (9) can be simply derived by verb-raising and NP
movement, as illustrated by the derivation of (6), which
has the following structural representation in terms of
X'-theory and thematic relation:
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(6')

-Ie) [VPl [IIPI tal
-ASP
he
[IIP2 na
ben shu) [Y'2 [Y2 gei]
that CL book
give
pengyou]]]]]]]
friend

[BAP [1lA

ba]

[ASPP [ASP

SA

[VP2
[1IP3

In (6'), NP 3 pengyou receives a theme 9-role from V2 gei,
NP 2 na ben shu receives a 9-role from V'2 by virtue of
its "inner subject" status, and NP l ta receives a 9-role
from VP 2 by virtue of its "outer subject" status. NP l ta
moves to the Spec of SAP to get Case from SA by the spec
head "agreement". NP 2 na ben shu moves to the Spec of
ASPP to get Case from ASP by the spec-head "agreement".
V~ gei is raised to ASP via the empty Vl to amalgamate
wIth the aspect marker -Ie. The amalgamated gei-le, in
turn, assigns Case to NP 3 pengyou in situ:
(6")

[BAP

tai
he

[1lA

ba] [ASPP na
ben shuj [ASP geik-leJ
SA
that CL booK
give-ASP
[Y'l [VI t k ,] [VP2 [1IP2 tj] [Y'2 I Y2 t k ]

[VPI [IIPI tiJ
[1IP3 pengyouJJJJ]J)

friend

The arguments for the verb-raising and NP-movement in
these SA-constructions are presented as follows. First,
the verb-raising is morphologically driven, because the
aspect marker -Ie is a bound morpheme requiring a verb
host. Otherwise, the ban against unhosted bound morpheme
would be violated (Chomsky 1991). This verb-raising is
also licit under the Head Movement Constraint (Chomsky
1986): i) the verb is first raised from V2 to Vl that a
governs and L-marks the maximal projection VP 2 ; and ii)
the verb is then raised from V1 to ASP that a-governs the
maximal projection VP 1 .
Second, the movement of NP 2 to the Spec of ASPP is
forced by the Case Filter and SA-stranding, as evidenced
below: 7

7 This corresponds to Huang's (1982:45) analysis that the real
motivation for this NP movement is not merely to satisfy the Case
Filter. Take (3a) for example, which is rewritten below as (i):
i) wo ba na
qe iuzi
be-le.
I SA that CL orange peel-ASP

'I peeled that orange.'
If all that matters were the Case Filter, na ge jusi in (1) could be
assigned Case in situ by the raised verb be, just as it gets Case
from the same verb in (ii):
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(22) a. *ta ba
he BA
b. *Lisi ba
Lisi BA
c. *wo ba
I
BA
d. *Lisi ba
Lisi BA

gei-le

na

ben shu

give-ASP that CL

da-le

zhuozi yi

apply-ASP table

baa-le

penqyou.

book friend

Yi!Y

ceng la.

one Cl

yi

wax

ge xiaobao.

pack-ASP clothes one CL bundle

tie-le

xinfeng

yi

zhang youpiao.

paste-ASP envelope one CL

stamp

This NP-movement is also legitimate under the constraints
on NP-movement, due to the verb-raising (Chomsky 1992).
It crosses no barrier, thus no Subjacency violation: VP2
is L-marked by VI' and VPI is L-marked by the amalgamated
geik-le. Its trace t; is A-bound by na ben shui in the
Spec of ASPP that il! the smallest maximal prOjection
containing t j , its governor gei~-le and its accessible
SUBJECT na ben shu j , satisfying B1nding Principle A.
It
also satisfies the "Shortest Movement" Condition (Chomsky
1992) in the following manner: i) when the verb gei is
raised from VI to ASP to form the chain (gei k -le, t k ,),
its minimal domain is {Spec of ASPP, Spec of VP 1 , VP 2 }i
ii) since the Spec of ASPP and the Spec of VP 1 are in the
same minimal domain, they are equidistant from NP 2 which
is contained by VP 2 ; and iii) thus, NP 2 can move to the
Spec of ASPP by crossing the Spec of VP 1 which is base
filled with NP I or its trace.
Third, the movement of NP 1 to the spec-position of
BAP is also forced by the Case Filter, and it is licit
under Subjacency and Binding Principle A, also due to the
verb-raising: i) it crosses only the ASPP barrier, as
VP I , which is L-marked by the amalgamated geik-le, does
not form a barrier;8 and ii) its trace ti is A-bound by
its antecedent ta i in the Spec of BAP which is the
smallest maximal projection containing t~, its governor
gei k -le and its accessible SUBJECT ta i , sat1sfying Binding
ii) wo bo-l_
na
9- juai.
I peel-ASP that CL orange
Unfortunately, the resulting sentence is not grammatical:
iii)*wo ba
I BA

bo-l_
na
9- juai
peel-ASP that CL orange

Thus, the ungrammaticality of (iii) renders this NP movement a "last
resort" (Chomsky 1991), or the ban against BA-stranding would be
violated.
8 In fact, ASPP may not be a real barrier because it has the
same functional role as IP, which is not a barrier by definition
(Chomsky 1986:14).
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Principle A. 9
In this paper, I have discussed the inherent and
non-inherent relations between the preverbal NP and post
verbal NP objects in the Chinese BA-construction, and
presented both semantic and syntactic evidence that the
non-inherent relation should be analyzed in a way that
differs from the analysis of the inherent relation.
I
have also examined the situation types of verbs used in
the BA-construction and explored their relationship to
the transitivity alternation being allowed in the BA
construction. Based on the results of these studies, I
have proposed an analysis to account for the non-inherent
relation between the preverbal and postverbal NP objects
in the BA-construction, which not only incorporates the
thematic, aspectual and transitivity relations between
the verb, preverbal NP object, postverbal NP object and
subject of the BA-construction, but is empirically and
theoretically motivated as well.
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Subject·Object Asymmetry in Noun Incorporation"
Mihoko Zushi
McGill University

O. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to provide a principled account of the limited
distribution of Noun Incorporation (Nl) within the Minimalist Program put forth by
Chomsky 1992. The descriptive generalization about the distribution of Nl given by
Baker 1988 is that in general only direct objects (or theme arguments) can undergo
incorporation. Under Baker's syntactic analysis of Nl, this generalization can nicely
be accounted for in terms of the Empty Category Principle (ECP). However, his
analysis encounters a serious problem when we attempt to integrate it with some
recent innovations of the theory of phrase structure. This paper argues that the
Minimalist Program, together with the hypothesis that Nl is a substitution
operation, can resolve the problems with Baker's analysis, while still capturing the
basic facts about the distribution of NI.

1. The Basic Generalization
As Baker 1988 shows, the core fact about the distribution of NI is that in regular
transitive sentences, the object can incorporate, but the subject cannot. This
generalization holds, for example, in Mohawk, as shown in (1) (Baker 1992: 4).
O)a. Kikv a'shar-e' ka-kwetar-vs ne ka-na'tar-o.
this knife-suf NsS-cut-hab NE pre-bread-suf
This knife cuts bread'
b. Kikva'shar-e' ka-na'tar-a-kwetar-vs.
this knife-suf NsS-bread-0-cut-hab
This knife cuts bread'
c. #Kikv w-a'shar-a-kwetar-vs ne ka-na'tar-o.
this NsS-knife-0-cut-hab NE bread
NOT: This knife cuts bread'
(lc) is grammatical, but under an irrelevant interpretation, in which the bread is
cutting the knife. This shows that the possibility of incorporation is limited to the
direct object.
The other major contrast to be captured by this generalization is the fact that in
ditransitive sentences, the direct object (theme) can incorporate, while the indirect
object (goal) cannot, as illustrated in (2) (Baker forthcoming):
(2)a. Athvno t-a'-khey-u-'
ne owira'a.
ball
cis-fact-lsAlFsO-give-punc NE baby
'I gave the ball to the baby'
" I wish to thank Jun Abe. Mark Baker, and Masanori Nakamura for their valuable comments and
suggestions. Thanks are also due to Alan Liben and Anna Maclachlan for stylistic improvements.
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b, t-a'khey-athvno-tsher-u-'
ne owira'a,
cis-fact-lsAlFsO-ball-nom-give-punc t'I.'E baby
'I gave the ball to the baby'
c, #t-a'-ke-wir-u-'
ne athvno',
cis-fact-l sA-baby-give-punc t'I.'E ball
NOT: 1 gave the ball to the baby'
Note that (2c) is grammatical with a bizarre meaning. in which the baby is
interpreted as the theme of the verb, but it does not have the intended meaning, in
which the baby is interpreted as the goal of the verb,
A further confirmation of this generalization comes from the fact that the surface
subject of unaccusative verbs can be incorporated, as shown in (3), while that of
unergative verbs cannot, as shown in (4),
(3)a.

Wa'-ka-wir-v'-ne'.
fact-NsS-baby-fall-punc
'The baby fell'
b, Onv wa'-o-'sere-ht-a-ke'toht-e',
now fact-NsS-car-nom-appear-punc
The car stuck out'

(4)a,
b,

*Wa'+ka-wir-asvtho-',
fact-dup-NsS-baby-cry-punc
'The baby cried'
*Wa'-ka-nahskw-a-niye-',
fact-NsS-animal-bark-punc
'The animal barked'

To sum up, the core fact about the distribution of NI is that only direct objects
(or theme arguments) can incorporate, but deep subjects, indirect objects, and
others including adjuncts cannot incorporate,l

2. Problems with Baker (1988)
One of the empirical consequences of Baker's 1988 theory is that it is possible to
explain the limited distribution of NI in terms of the ECP, To see this, let us take
the core pattern of NI: direct objects can incorporate, but subjects cannot. Baker's
1988 analysis crucially relies on traditional phrase structure, in which the direct
object is governed by the verb, while the subject is not He proposes a structure like
(5a) for object incorporation, and a structure like (5b) for subject incorporation,

I Some ellceptions to this generalization have been reponed in Ihe literature, for instance, Evans

1993 gives a few potential enmples of subject incorporation in MayalL It seems Ihat Ihey can be
analyzed as basic objects of unaceusative verbs, rather Ihan basic subjects (see Baker forlhcoming).
Shibatani 1990 observes Ihat adjunct nominals may incorporate in Ainu. We assume wilh Baker
(ibid.) Ihallhey are fonned as compounds in !he Jellicon.
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b.

(5)a.
IP

------. r

NP

I

I

I ------.VP

baby

V ------.NP
______.

N

I

house i

IP
------.
I'

NP

V

I

like

I

N

I

t i

N
I

ti

I ------.VP
______.
V
NP
______.

N

Ii

baby

V

I

like

I

N

ho~se

In (5a) the trace of the incorporated noun is governed by its antecedent, satisfying
the ECP, while in (5b) the trace of the incorporated noun is not. To be more
precise, in (5a) the trace is c-commanded by its antecedent, and a government
relation holds between the two, since the NP which contains the trace, but not the
noun root, is selected by the verb, creating no bamer for the government; hence, it
satisfies the ECP. In (5b). on the other hand, the trace is not c-commanded by the
noun, and there is a bamer between the two, namely VP which contains the trace,
but not the noun, preventing the trace from being governed by the noun root. In this
way, the subject-object asymmetry can nicely be handled.
However, the problems with this analysis arise with recent innovations in the
theory of phrase structure. Two major modifications are relevant here. The first
change is that subjects are assumed to be base-generated within VP (Fukui and
Speas 1986, Kitagawa 1986, Koopman and Sponiche 1991, Kuroda 1988). Baker
1991 claims that this hypothesis is well motivated in Mohawk by showing that
subject pronouns in this language do not c-command into adjunct clauses. 2
Under this hypothesis, Baker's ECP approach to the subject-object asymmetry
in NI must be revised. Since it turns out that subjects, as well as the objects, are
potentially governed by the verb. we wrongly predict that subject incorporation is
allowed without violating the ECP.
The second change that is relevant in this connection is the modified structure of
ditransitive sentences. In the struClUre of the ditransitive sentences proposed by
Larson 1988 and adopted by many researchers, the direct object is generated in the
Spec of the lower VP-shell and the indirect object in the complement position, as
illustrated in (6)3
2 Baker 1991 provides the following e~mples, in which the agreement on the verb indicates that
the post-verbal NP is thc object in (ia) and the subject in (ib), Nevertheless, the possessor of the
NP can be corefercnt with the pronoun associated with the verb in both cases.
(i)a. Wa'-t-ha-ya'k-e'
Sak rao-'sharc',
facl-dual-I sS-bread-punc Sak MsP-lmife
'He broke Sak'sImife' (coreference OK)
b. Ro-ya'Lakehnhv-s Sak rao-'sharc'.
MsO-help-hab
Sak MsP-knife
'Thal knife of Sak's helps bim' (coreference OK)
Assuming thal lexical NPs are in adjunct positions, coindexed with a null pronoun in argument
positions (Baker 1991), the possibilily of coreferent interpretation in (ia) indicates that the subjecl
pronoun is not high enough to c-command the name in the adjuncl, resulting no Condition C
violation, This confirms that the VP·int.emal Subjecl Hypothesis holds in Mohawk.
3 We assume, following Larson 1988, thalthe layered VP suuclure is crealed only when the verb
Lakes three arguments. This implies that for regular transitive sentences we have a single VP
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(6)
VP

NP----y,
I
____
I

Y

YP
NP----Y'

I

ball

y~p
I

give

I

baby

In (6), the direct object is syntactically parallel to the subject, in that both are
generated in specifier positions. 4 If so, it is expected that both subject and the
direct object behave similarly in terms of NI. In particular, if one assumes that a
verb governs an NP in the specifier position, then it is expected that the subject, as
well as the direct object, should incorporate into the verb without violation of the
ECP. Contrary to this prediction, however, only the direct object may incorporate,
as we described above. The ECP approach fails to account for the contrast between
the subject and the direct object of ditransitive verbs. Moreover. the ECP approach
has a potential problem as to why the indirect object in (6) may not incorporate.
Since the indirect object is governed by the verb in a strict sense, it is expected to be
able to incorporate into the verb, contrary to fact. Thus. Baker's 1988 analysis of
N1 should be revised in accordance with the current theoretical assumptions.

3. A Minimalist Approach to Noun Incorporation
3.1. NI as a Substitution Operation
In order to resolve these problems, let us first establish some hypotheses about
NI. First, following Rizzi and Robens (R&R) 1989, we argue that head movement
can be either substitution or adjunction. They argue that in the cases where head
movement results in a visible amalgam of the two heads, as in NI, a structural slot
is created for the incorporee as a function of the lexical properties of the
incorporation host, which triggers substitution of the incorporee.s If the potential
host does not provide a structural slot via morphological selection, a head may
adjoin to the host. 6
Let us interpret R&R' 1989 proposal within the Minimalist Program, in
particular, let us consider how we formalize the notion of head movement of the
substitution type. In the Minimalist Program. a syntactic transformation proceeds
structure whose Spec is filled by the subject and whose complement position is filled by the
object.
4 See Baker 1992 for the motivation to adopt the layered VP structure for ditransitive constructions
in languages like Mohawk.
S Although we accept the basic idea of R&R 1989. we differ from them in assuming that a visible
amalgam of the two heads is not a direct indication of substitution of a head to another head. In
particular, we assume. contrary to R&R, that verb movement to INFL (AGR and T in our system)
is in general adjunction, rather than substitution.
6 An instance of head movement of !he adjunction type is c1iticization. The hypothesis that
c1iticization and NI involve two different types of head movement provides an interesting account
for certain differences between the two phenomena. See Zushi in preparation for more detail.
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exactly like a generalized transformation (GT) does. With a slight modification of
the derivational system put forth by Chomsky 1992, we propose that Nl proceeds
in the following manner. Take yo from the lexicon, which projects to YP, and also
take X-I from the lexicon. 7 At this point, the GT targets X-I, adds fl at its sister
position, forming XO, as illustrated in (7a). Then, it substitutes yo for fl, and at the
same time, it combines the complex head, XO, and YP, creating X', in accordance
with the X'-schema. This process is illustrated in (7b).
(7)a.

b.

X'

X

o

fl~·l

YP

I
Y'
I

Y°

XO~P

AO~.I
X

Y

I

Y'

I

Notice that the insertion of fl. substitution of yo for ~, and creation of X' by
combining XO with YP are inner workings of a single operation of GT. By this
operation, the target. X·I is extended to a larger phrase structure, X'. In this way,
NI as a substitution satisfies Chomsky's 1992 version of Strict Cycle Condition.
This proves to be crucial to solve the problems pointed out in section 2. Before
proving this, however, we willlOuch upon another imponant aspect of Nl, namely,
what triggers NI.
3.2. Noun Incorporation Trigger
Consider the pair of sentences in (8): Nl takes place in (8a), while it does not
take place in (8b):
(8)a.

Ra-wir-a-nuhwe'-s.
MsS-baby-0-like-hab
'He likes the babies'

7 We follow R&R 1989 and Roberts 1991, 1993 in assuming that sLandard assumptions about X
bar theory can be eXlended so as 10 include projections below X-I level. The idea that the
incorporation Uigger is an X· I , rather than an XO, is empirically motivaled by the fact that one can
see morphologically different forms of the same verb depending on whether it has an incorporated
noun or nol. Observe the following examples from Mohawk (Mark Baker, personal
communication; see also Guasti 1992):
(ija. Ke-nuhs·ohare·s.
IsS·house·wash·past
'I washed the house'
b. Ke-nohare-s ne ka·nuhs.
I sS·wash·past NE suf·house
1 washed the house'
Here, the verb form in (ia), where NI occurs, is different from thaL in (jb), where no NI occurs.
NOIe that the difference cannO! be due LO some phonological process, since such change does nOI
occur in other environments.
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b. Shako-nuhwe's ne owira'a.
MsSIFO-like-hab NE baby
'He likes the babies'

It appears that (8a) is derived from (8b) by free application of NI. as Baker 1988
argues. It has been argued, however, that the structure of (8a) is rather different
from that of (8b). Baker 1991 convincingly shows that full NPs in sentences like
(8b) are not in their usual argument positions, but rather they are adjoined to the
clause, being coindexed with pros in the argument positions. 8 But a noun root can
be generated in an argument position, in which case, the noun root incorporates into
the verb (see Baker 1991, forthcoming). Assuming the basic idea of this analysis,
the structure for (8a) and (8b) will be (9a) and (9b), respectively.9
(9)a.

b.

IP

~

I

I'

~

I
MsS i

VP

~

NP

V'

~p

pio j

A
N(
baby

I

I I

likes

tj

V'

~

pro; V

I

likes

NP

I

In (9b), the masculine subject agreement licenses the subject pro. Likewise the
feminine object agreement licenses the object pro (Rizzi 1986).10 Moreover, the
NP adjoined to the clause is coindexed with the object pro, thereby being
interpreted as the object of the verb. In (9a) the object has been generated in the
complement position, from where it incorporates into the verb, leaving a trace. This
amounts to saying that when a noun root is generated in the complement position,
NI obligatorily moves that noun root into the verb. The question then is what forces
NI? Taking the basic idea of Baker forthcoming, we argue that the following
licensing condition holds in incorporating languages:
(10)

A phrase XP can be licensed by a head Y only if the N-features of XP can
be checked off within a word containing Y.

Here, N-features can be Case and/or <p·features, and the licensing device is a·role
assignment. which is subsumed under Full Interpretation. The configuration for the

8 See Baker 1991. fonhcoming for an extensive discussion on the adjunct status of full NPs in
languages like Mohawk.
9 For the sake of simplicity. the split·INFL system is not used here.
10 Here. we put aside the question of whelhcr verbs in the relevant languages are projected onto
symactic slructure as fully innccted rOnTIS.
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N-feature checking here is a head-to-head relation. ll Given this condition, it
follows that a noun root generated in an argument position must incorporate into a
head when it is possible, rendering its maximal projection licensed through a-role
assignment. 12 Notice that the claim that NI is pan of the process of building up
syntactic structure suggests that this operation must be done in oven syntax. This
implies that if the N remains in the argument position until LF, it would not be able
to check its N-feature, resulting in a violation of Full Interpretation. Consequently,
NI must obligatorily take place in oven syntax.

3.3. Solution to the Problems with Baker's (1988) Analysis
Having established the basic analysis of NI, let us consider how our theory
resolves the problems with Baker's 1988 analysis, while accounting for the
generalization about the distribution of Nl.
The first problem to be considered is the subject-object asymmetry in NI. The
relevant examples in (I) are repeated below:
(II )a.

Kikv a'shar-e' ka-na'tar-a-kwetar-vs.
this knife-suf NsS-bread-0-cut-hab
'This knife cuts bread'
b. #Kikv w-a'shar-a-kwetar-vs ne ka-na'tar-o.
this NsS-knife-0-cut-hab J'..'E bread
NOT: 'This knife cuts bread'

There are two theoretically possible derivations to incorporate the basic subject into
a verb. First, the N moves down to the V, as illustrated in (12a). Second, the N
incorporates into the V which has raised to some higher head position, say AGR-o,
as illustrated in (l2b). Note that we assume, following Chomsky 1992, that verb
movement to AGR-o (and to some higher heads) is an adjunction operation.
(l2)a.

b.
AGRo"

VP

~

NP

N
I
ti

V

V'

~

./"-....

Ni

I

knife

./"-....
AGRo'
/'-..... VP
AGR
/'-.....
/'-.....V'
Vi
AGR NP
~
I /'-.....
N(
IV
spec

V· I

I

cut

NP

I

pro

I'

knife

cut

I

tit i

i

pro

II We assume thai when pro occurs in an argumenl position, N-feature checking (or licensing of
pro) can be achieved via coindexing pro with agreement morpheme 011 a verb at least in languages
like MohaWK (see Baker forthcoming). When NI is not aUowed, this process will be the only way
to license the NP.

12This will not violate the principle of Greed, if one assumes that a head and its maximal
projection are nOI distinct entities.
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The derivation in (l2a) is straightforwardly ruled out by the Strict Cycle
Condition. 13 Since NI moves the N to the domain that the cycle has already
passed, it does not make the phrase structure larger, violating the Strict Cycle
Condition. 14 In (l2b), the problem is that the slot for the N cannot be created by a
GT after the V adjoins to AGR-o. Since it must go deeper into the complex head
AGR-o, creation of the slot itself violates the GT or the Strict Cycle Condition.
Thus, both of the derivations are ruled out, rendering subject incorporation
impossible. On the other hand, incorporation of the object of the regular transitive
verbs is allowed. Assuming that the object is base-generated in the complement
position of the verb, it can incorporate into the verb prior to its raising to AGR-o.
Notice, however, that under the phrase structure proposed by Larson 1988
which we adopt here, a direct object of the ditransitive verb is projected as a
"subject" of the inner VP, rather than as a "complement" of the verb. As we pointed
oUI in section 2, the problem that this structure causes for NI is that although the
direct object is syntactically parallel to the subject, it may incorporate. This is
shown in (2b), repeated here in (13).
(13)

ne owira'a.
t-a'khey-athvno-tsher-u-'
cis-fact-lsAlFsO-ball-nom-give-punc NE baby
'I gave the ball to the baby'

A key to explaining this fact, while keeping our account of the prohibition of
subject incorporation is the different type of verb movement. In Larsonian VP
structure the verb is assumed to move into an empty V position. IS Crucially, we
assume, following Chomsky 1992, that this verb movement is substitution, rather
than adjunction (see also Roberts 1993). This proves to be important to distinguish
incorporation of the direct object from that of the subject. If this verb movement is
substitution, we may have the following derivation in (14), where the N
incorporates into the higher V position:

13 Baker forthcoming argues that a noun under Spec of VP can move down, incorporating inlo the
base position of the verb, if one assumes thai m-command is sufficient for antecedent-government
between heads, rather than strict c-<:ommand. Since his analysis relies on some different
assumptions from ours, a direct comparison between the two analyses is difficult.
14 The derivation in (12a) could be ruled out by some version of the Proper Binding Condition or
whatever accounts for these effects. Although this analysis seems reasonable, it requires
independent accounts of other properties of NI such as the impossibility of multiple N1 and of
long-distance NI. As we will see in section 4, these properties directly follow from our approach
without recourse to other principles. Moreover, our approach provides an interesting account of
certain differences between N1 and c1iticization, another instance of head movement. Space
limitations preclude a thorough discussion of the comparison between the two phenomena, but see
Zushi in preparation.
15 We crucially follow Larson's 1988 original conception of this higber V position, where it is
created for X·bar theoretic reasons. Others have analyzed the higher Vasa (null) causative verb
(Hale and Keyser 1992, Travis 1991). On the latter theory, it is notclcar how the contrast between
the subject and the direcl object of the ditransitive verb in terms of NI can be explained.
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(14)
VP
.......--. V'

-----

Vi

NJ

I

...............

ball

VP
~

V

NP

give

N

I

I

I

G~

V

I

V'

...............

NP

I

baby

The derivation in (14) is valid, satisfying the Strict Cycle Condition, if verb raising
and NI are both taken 10 be inner workings of a single GT.16 In fact. this is the
only possible derivation. An alternative derivation in which the direct object
incorporates into the verb prior to its raising to the empty V position is ruled oUI for
the same reason that rules oUI the derivation in (12a).
Now, consider the structure (14) again. If this structure is right, our theory
predicts that incorporation of the goal NP must be possible, since it is generated
under the complement position of the verb. Contrary to this prediction. however,
incorporation of the goal NP is not allowed, as shown in (2c), repeated as (15).
(15)

#t-a'-ke-wir-u·'
ne athvno'.
cis-fact-l sA-baby-give-punc NE ball
NOT: 'I gave the ball to the baby'

To explain this fact. we basically adopt Baker's 1988 idea that the goal argument is
categorically realized as a PP with an empty head. and that it is the presence of an
empty P that blocks incorporation of the goal N.l7 A partial structure for (15) will
then be (16). In (16) there are two derivations to be considered: (i) the N passes
through the P. first incorporating and then moving on to the verb (d. Robetts
1991 ); 18 (ij) the N directly incorporates into the verb. skipping over the P. The
derivation (ii) is blocked by the alternative derivation, (i), which is more economical
in the sense that it keeps the shortest steps. Under the economy principle, the
possibility of the derivation (i) rules out (ii) even if (i) proves to be ill-formed for
other reasons. We argue that in fact (i) is independently ruled out. Recall that the
empty P is theta theoretically motivated. The licensing condition in (10) requires

16 Our analysis is incompatible wilh lhe idea lhat some projection such as Aspect-P or AGR-oP
intervenes between lhe two VPs in lhe structure like (14) (Travis 1991. Balcer fonhcoming}.lfit
were lhe case, it is not clear how to explain lhe asymmeuy between lhe impossibility of subject
incorporation and lhe possibility of direct object incorporation in lhe ditrarL<;itive sentences. But see
Balcer fonhcoming for a plausible direction.
]7The presence of an empty P is motivated by !.he Case lheoretic considerations in Kayne 1984
and Czepluch 1982, and also on lhematic grounds, as discussed in Balcer 1988.
18 In Baker 1988. lhe excorporation in question is ruled out by morphologicallheory. which says
lhat Move-a cannot move pan of a word 10 some olher place in !.he string; in Roberts 1989. il is
ruled oul by his version of Relativized Minimality.
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incorporable Ns like (17a), it is impossible to incorporate both of them at the same
time, as shown in (17c).21
4.2. Long-Distance Noun Incorporation
The second const:(juence is that NI must be strictly local, which follows from
the principle of economy and that of Greed. Thus, an N cannot incorporate into a
head, skipping over another head. If this is on the right track, we must modify
Baker and Hale (B&H)'s 1990 analysis of detenniner stranding, where they admit a
violation of this locality condition in cases like the following:
(18)a. [Yede seuan-ide] a-mu-ban.
that man-suf 2sS:A-see-past
'You saw that man'
b. [Yede Ii ] a-seunanj-mu-ban,
that
2sS:A-man-saw-past
'You saw that man'

(Southem Tiwa; B&H 1990: 291)

Assuming that demonstratives head their own projection, selecting NPs as
complements (Abney 1987), B&H argue that in (I8b) the N inside the DP moves
out of it, stranding the demonstrative. The underlying assumptions of B&H are: (i)
the NI version and the non NI version share the same D-structure; (ii) the
demonstrative and the noun form a constituent. The first assumption implies that
sentences like (l8b) are derived from the sentences like (18a) by NI. As we
discussed in 3.2, however, this assumption is no longer tenable. Furthermore, the
second assumption is weakened by the fact that the demonstratives in the relevant
languages can split off from the NPs that they are semantically associated with,
forming discontinuous expressions, as shown in (19) from Mohawk:
ne athvno',
(19)a. Ne thikv v-t-k-vena-',
1'>1'£ that fut-cis: 1sS-catch-punc NE ball
'1 will catch that ball'
b. Ne kikv wake-tshvry-u ne kahure'.
NE this IsO-find-stat
NE gun
'I found this gun'
This fact casts doubt on the analysis that the demonstratives head their own
projection, taking NPs as their complements, Since both of the underlying
assumptions in B&H are untenable, their analysis of long-distance NI should be
abandoned. We will not, however. present an alternative analysis here due to the
page limitation. But see Baker forthcoming for an analysis of discontinuous
expressions, and Zushi in preparation, for a plausible analysis of long-distance NI.
4.3. No Incorporation at LF
21 In Baker's 1988 theory, multiple NI is ruled out for Case-theoretic reasons. Assuming that a
single verb cannot enter into the same Case-indexing relationship with more than one NP, in the
multiple 1'<1 structure, one of the incorporated nouns cannO! be Case-indexed, violating the
Visibility Condition, It is not clear how this rules in multiple cliticization if cliticization is driven
by Case theory (see R&R 1989, Zushi in preparation.).
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The third consequence is that our theory does not allow incorporation of the
substitution type to take place at LF.22 This has an implication for Baker's 1988
Abstract Incorporation or Reanniysis, LF counterpart of syntaCtic incorporation. He
proposes V-Reanalysis parallel to VI, which appears in Romance causatives, N
Reanalysis parallel to NI, which appears in Possessor Raising, and P-Reanalysis
parallel to PI, which appears in pseudo passives in English. Although his analysis
nicely unifies apparently unrelated phenomena, the LF incorporation approach to
those phenomena should be abandoned according to our view of incorporation. It is
worth mentioning here that an alternative analysis has been proposed to each of the
phenomena that Baker analyzes as involving Reanalysis_ The notion of
excorporation proposed by Roberts 1991 and developed by Guasti 1992 can
dispense with LF V-Incorporation in Romance causatives. Baker forthcoming
proposes an alternative analysis of possessor raising, in which it is taken as a sort
of applicative construction. Moreover, an alternative approach to pseudo passive,
based on Case theoretic considerations, is proposed by Watanabe 1993. If such
analyses are on the right track. LF incorporation becomes unnecessary, a desired
result.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we examined the subject-object asymmetry established in Baker
1988 within the Minimalist Program of Chomsky 1992. It has been argued that our
treatment of NI as substitution (cf. Rizzi &Roberts 1991). together with the Strict
Cycle Condition of Chomsky 1992 enables us to account for the restricted
distribution of NI in a straightforward manner, overcoming the difficulties with
Baker 1988. Some immediate consequences of our proposal were also discussed.
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that the N-features of the goal NP must be checked off within the word containing
the P. Once the N-features can be checked off with the P, then no funher movement
is required. If the N moves on, this will violate the principle of Greed. 19
Therefore, there would be no convergent derivation to incorporate the goal N.20

4. Further Consequences
4.1. Multiple Incorporation
An immediate consequence of our analysis of NI as a substitution operation is
that no multiple NI is possible. By multiple NI, we mean the cases where an N
incorporates into a V,forming a complex [v NJ VJ, and then another N incorporates
into the same head, forming [v N I N2 VJ. This is directly ruled out by the Strict
Cycle Condition, since the second incorporation does not make the phrase structure
larger. As Baker 1988 shows, multiple NI is in fact impossible across languages.
Observe the following paradigm from Niuean (Seiter 1980:72).
(17)a. Kua Ii fakahu tuai he magafaoa e tau tohi he vakalele.
perf-hab-send-perf erg-family
abs-pl-Ietter on airplane
'The family used to send the letters on an airplane'
b. Kua Ii fakahu vakalele tuai
he magafaoa e tau tohi.
perf-hab-send-Ietter-airplane-perf erg-family abs-pl-Ietter
c. *Kua Ii fakahu tohi vakalele tuai e magafaoa.
perf-hab-send-Ietter-airplane-perf abs-family
Niuean allows "robust" NI, and it also allows incorporation of instrumentaVmeans
phrases of cenain types, as shown in (17b). However, when a clause contains two

19 I owe this idea ID Yuji Takano (in prep. personal communication), who argues that a similar
idea provides a principled account for the Relativized Minimality effects.
20 Another possible derivation is that the N first adjoins to the empty P, and then moves on,
incorporating into the verb. This derivation could be ruled out by the Uniformity Condition on
chains in Chomsky 1992. if one assumes that members of the chain formed by NI must be
narrowly L-related.

